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God began to reveal the old covenant, the Law of
Moses, to the Jewish nation at Sinai. The Jews remained
under this law for approximately fifteen hundred years
until God eventually abrogated it.  At what point in time
was this law terminated?  When did Judaism, as a di-
vinely authorized system of religion, come to an end?

These questions are significant because there are
religious groups such as the Seventh Day Adventists
who maintain that mankind is responsible to God under
at least some aspects of the law today.  For example,
they assert that Christians are obligated to keep the
Sabbath as a day of worship.

Then there are those who erroneously teach the
doctrine of �realized eschatology.� This doctrine ad-
vances the notion that all Bible prophecy was completely
and finally fulfilled (�realized�) in the year A.D. 70 in
conjunction with the destruction of Jerusalem. This in-
cludes all end-time events such as the second coming
of Christ, the resurrection of the dead, the final judg-
ment, and the end of the world, which they suppose is
the �world� or age of Judaism.

There are still others who, seemingly with no
agenda of error to promote, honestly believe there are
New Testament passages which indicate that the Law
of Moses continued until A.D. 70.

All of the above have this one thing in common:
They believe that the old covenant was not entirely ab-
rogated at the time in which Jesus died on the cross.
Thus, at least some aspects of Judaism continued to be
practiced with God�s approval as divinely authorized
religion. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate
that this is simply not the case.

PASSAGES CONSIDERED
In Hebrews 7:12 the author states, �For the priest-
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hood being changed, there is made of necessity a change
also in the law.� When the priesthood changed from
the Levitical priesthood to that of Christ after the order
of Melchizedek, it was necessary that the law be
changed as well from the Old to the New.  The whole
Mosaic regime, inclusive of the law, priesthood, cir-
cumcision, and sacrifices ended as a legitimate system
of religion when the priesthood of Christ became ef-
fective.

The Aaronic priesthood along with the old law
did not continue side by side with the priestly reign of
Christ and the new covenant for the first forty years of
the church, i.e., until A.D. 70. No biblical passage indi-
cates this.  Rather, when the priesthood changed the
law changed completely as well. By implication, if the
law did not change until A.D. 70 then neither did the
priesthood.  This leaves the first century Christians with
no high priest in Christ for the first forty years in which
the church existed.

The apostle Paul wrote concerning the removal
of the first covenant that God �hath taken it out of
the way, nailing it to the cross� (Colossians 2:14).
Of special significance is the phrase, �hath taken it
out of the way.�  This verbal form is a Greek perfect
tense, indicating a past action with continuing results.
It here denotes a permanent abolition of the Law of
Moses. Prominent grammarian A.T. Robertson com-
ments on this phrase as follows:  �The perfect tense
emphasizes the permanence of the removal of the bond
which has been paid and canceled and cannot be pre-
sented again.�1   That �bond written in ordinances�
was �blotted out� and thus permanently removed at
the cross.

That same �law of commandments contained
in ordinances� which stood as a barrier between the
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The new year is off and running. However, about
the only thing new I have observed that differs from
the old year is a new calendar. We may rest assured
there is no new gospel for the New Year. Indeed there
is no need for one (Romans 1:16). Furthermore, the
same ole process whereby Satan solicits mankind to
sin against God continues to work quite well for him
(II Corinthians 2:11; II Peter. 1:16; I John 2:15-17;
James 1:13-16). Thus, we do not expect any changes
from those quarters. Therefore, we will continue with
our work in teaching and defending the truth of God�s
word (Mark 15:15; Jude 3). It is Gospel truth and
Gospel truth alone that offers the only hope for man-
kind (John 8:31, 32; John 17:17). Too few know that
fact. And, sad but true, not enough in the Lord�s church
are convicted by that truth to be as active in the king-
dom of Christ as they should be.  Day by day let us
resolve to be more convicted by the truth of the Gos-
pel and more dedicated to proclaiming and defending
it (Colossians 1:17).

TRUTH INTERNET RADIO NOW
BROADCASTING

TRUTHINTERNETRADIO@HOTMAIL.COM
We are happy to announce that via the internet

you may now listen to a new �talk� radio station known
as Truth Internet Radio (TIR). The station will
broadcast 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. TIR is
privately owned and broadcasts from Spring, Texas.
The station is committed to airing programs that teach
God�s word without apology and with all boldness. In
doing as noted in the previous sentence, TIR will air
programs dealing with all areas of life�spiritual, so-
cial, moral, political and so on. The speakers on the
various programs will be faithful to the truth of God�s
word as they examine their various topics.  As to who
speaks on TIR, the policy of only using those men
who are known by the owners of the station to be
faithful to Christ in life and doctrine will be faithfully
followed in determining who speaks and who does
not.

When the schedule is finalized, there will be 8
hours of new programming each day. The 8 hours of
programming will repeat twice daily covering the 24
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hours of a day. TIR is broadcasting in this manner in
order to provide the best times for people world wide
to hear the programs in their various time zones.

Almost daily TIR is adding new programs to its
schedule. At present the programs are typical of the
ones presented by faithful churches of Christ over tra-
ditional radio stations. However, a variety of programs
are planned and some of them are in various stages of
production.

Later this year, the Lord willing, when all is final-
ized with the radio station�s programming, TIR will
accept advertising. Of course, no advertising will be
accepted until it has been scrutinized by the owners of
station.

If any one is interested in making a financial con-
tribution toward this radio work, the elders of the
Spring Church of Christ have agreed to handle those
donations. This is the same long time process origi-
nated for the benefit of those brethren who contribute
financially to the �special mailings� of Contending for
the Faith. In time, the Lord willing, Truth Internet
Radio expects to reach thousands throughout the
world with the truth of God�s word as it is applied to
every facet of man�s conduct on earth.

You may access TIR by going to
churchesofchrist.com and clicking on the button
marked Truth Internet Radio. Of course, you may
employ an internet search engine to locate the station.
At this present time when one keys in Truth Internet
Radio on the Google Search Engine, TIR is eighth
from the beginning of the list.

Please spread the news that TIR is presently
broadcasting over the Internet. Encourage others to
listen and be a regular listener yourself. Also, do not
forget to remember Truth Internet Radio in your
prayers and contributions.

To contact TIR you may email us at
truthinternetradio@hotmail.com or write to: Truth
Internet Radio at 25403 Lancewood Dr., Spring,
Texas 77373.
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH NOW AVAILABLE

IN PDF FORMAT OVER THE INTERNET
We announced in our November/December

2004 issue of this paper that as of January 1, 2005
CFTF will be available over the internet on the Con-
tending for the Faith web page.  If you would like
to take advantage of this way of receiving the paper,
please let us know. As we pointed out in the last issue
of CFTF for those who receive the paper outside the
United States, this will mean that you can access the
paper much more quickly than by receiving it in its

paper format.
Subscribers for the PDF format of CFTF will

receive an access code for the calendar year in which
they have subscribed and, thus, they will have avail-
able to them all the papers for the calendar year. For
example, whether one subscribes in January or No-
vember of 2005 that person will have access to all the
issues of that calendar year.  With each calendar year
a new access code will be given to the subscribers
who desire to receive CFTF in its PDF format.

As stated in the last issue of the paper we will
adjust the amount of our U. S. dollar subscription to
the rate of exchange in the currency of the country
where the subscriber resides. As an electronic sub-
scriber the easiest way to access the paper is by go-
ing to churchesofchrist.com and then click on the ap-
propriate button for Contending for the Faith.

�David P. Brown, Editor
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CLINE NAMED
CARTOONIST FOR CFTF

Steven D. Cline of Waynesboro, Virginia has accepted our invitation to produce cartoons with biblical
and moral messages for Contending for the Faith. His first cartoon appears on this page. We are very
appreciative of brother Cline�s willingness to help us in this area of journalism.

Brother Cline is a native of Waynesboro, Virginia. He recently returned from the Nashville, Tennessee
area to his home town to preach for and work with the Mountain View Church of Christ.

He is a 1974 graduate of James Madison University and a 1982 graduate of Nashville School of Preach-
ing and Biblical Studies. Cline is a former art teacher. He has had several articles printed in various religious
journals and has illustrated a book �Nashville Songwriter�, published in 1995. Presently he is the speaker for
the weekly radio program �The Faith, Hope and Love Broadcast� on WTON, 1240 AM airing on Sundays at
8:00 a.m. He may be contacted at the following address: 146 Valley Road, Waynesboro, VA 22980-5521.
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In I Peter 3:15 we read, �But sanctify the Lord
God in your hearts: and be ready alway to give
answer to every man that asketh you a reason of
the hope that is in you with meekness with fear.�
This passage reminds us of the obligation each mem-
ber of the Lord�s body has in the area of Christian
apologetics. God expects us to study to the point of
being able to teach others his divine will, and to con-
tend for the faith as well as prove the veracity of our
teaching and practices.

One area where many Christians need to put forth
more effort in this day and age is concerning the av-
enues of worship. Members of the Lord�s body need
to realize that those in the world, and many in the
church, are not at all clear on the avenues of worship.
A study of how the Bible authorizes is essential to a
proper understanding of scriptural worship and all
other religious topics. Colossians 3:17 states, �And
whatsoever you do in word and deed, do all in
the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God
and the Father by him.� In order to answer the ques-
tion �How do we know there are five acts and only
five acts of worship?� we must turn our attention to
the Holy Writ.

IS ALL OF LIFE WORSHIP?
Some have erroneously stated that all life is wor-

ship. Many will cite Romans 12:1 as proof of univer-
sal worship; however, the passage teaches nothing of
the kind. We are to �...present your bodies a living
sacrifice... which is your reasonable service� but
this is not teaching that all life is worship.

We are to devote our lives in the service of God,
but it needs to be noted that though all life is service,
all service is not worship. This issue is clouded by a
poor rendering of the word latereia in the R.S.V.,
N.A.S.B., and the N.I.V. translations. These versions
render latereia as �worship� instead of  �service�. Thus
leaving the distinct impression that all life is worship.
The idea that all life is worship is blatantly false. While
all worship may be service to God not all service is
worship. A parallel might be expressed this way: all
horses are four legged animals, but not all four legged
animals are horses. If all service is worship, then why

Assistant Editorial...Assistant Editorial...Assistant Editorial...Assistant Editorial...Assistant Editorial...

HOW DO WE KNOW THERE ARE FIVE ACTS
AND ONLY FIVE ACTS OF WORSHIP?

is there a distinction made between worship (obei-
sance) and service (religious duty) in the following
passages: Exodus 20:5; 23:24; Deuteronomy 4:19;
8:19; 11:16; 17:3; 29:26; 30:17; I Kings 9:6-9; 16:31;
22:53; II Kings 17:35; 21:3, 21; II Chronicles 7:19,
22; 33:3; Jeremiah 8:2; 13:10; 16:11; 22:9; 25:6;
Matthew 4:10; 14:33 and Romans 1:25? If all life is
worship then one action is just as appropriate as an-
other. If there is no divinely authorized order to wor-
ship in the New Testament, then there can be no trans-
gression, no error, and no innovations in worship.
Anything and everything would be acceptable in wor-
ship.

We could write volumes on God�s view of IM-
PROPER worship in the lives of men like Cain, Nadab
and Abihu, King Saul and a host of others, but the
point has been made sufficiently. Jesus said, �God is
a Spirit, and they that worship Him must worship
Him in spirit and in truth� (John 4:24; 17:17). There
are a host of lessons to be gleaned from this scripture
not the least of which is the fact that for our worship
to be acceptable it must be done in spirit (proper atti-
tude) and in truth (according to God�s divine direc-
tives).

HOW DO WE KNOW THERE
ARE ONLY FIVE ACTS?

By the same way we know there are only ten
commandments, God�s word tells us. As we read
through the New Testament we find imperatives to
assemble with the saints (Hebrews 10:24-26). We find
them gathering to worship on the first day of the week
(Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 16:1-2). During the worship
we find five acts of worship being participated in by
all present:

1. Singing (Acts 16:25; Romans15:9; I
Corinthians14:15; Ephesians 5:19; Colossians 3:16;
Hebrews2:12; James 5:13).

2. Contributing (I Corinthians 16:1-2; II
Corinthians 9:7; II Corinthians 8:13-15).

3. Communing around the Lord�s table (I
Corinthians 11:20; Acts 2:42; I Corinthians 10:16; I
Corinthians 10:21; Matthew 26:26-29; I Corinthians
11:23-26; Luke 22:19; I Corinthians 11:27,28; Acts
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TOUR ITINERARY
Thursday  (All times are Eastern Daylight Savings Time)
  1:00 PM Board bus at Comfort Inn, depart for Pleasant Hill Shaker Community
  1:30 PM Arrive and pick up tickets at ticket booth

�Welcome� & begin self-guided tour & shop in Village Craft Stores
  3:00 PM Shaker Music performance in Meeting House
  4:00 PM Meeting in West Family Wash House, Meeting Area �C�
  5:15 PM Supper in Trustees� Office Dining Room
  6:45 PM Return to �C� to continue Meeting
  8:00 PM Depart for Comfort Inn

Friday
  8:30 AM Depart for Lexington Cemetery (833 W Main St)
   9:30AM Board bus, depart for �Ashland� the Henry Clay Estate (120 Sycamore Road)
11:15 AM Board bus
11:45 AM Lunch at The Chop House which is included with the trip located at 2640 Richmond  Rd
  1:00 PM Board bus for Lexington Theological Seminary located at 631 South Limestone Street
  2:30 PM Tour Midway KY
  3:45 PM Tour Georgetown KY
  5:30 PM Arrive at the Comfort Inn
  6:30 PM Dinner at Bob Evans Restaurant (included with the trip) located at 2341 Buena Vista Road

Saturday
Lectures at Cane Ridge

We have decided to postpone these lectures and the tour until 2006.
Our plan at the present is to meet every other year at Cane Ridge.

Contending for the Faith
Lectures And Tour

Beginning at LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

theme: �PROFILES OF COURAGE�

SPEAKERS:
Thursday at Shaker Village:
David Brown     Kent Bailey

Friday on Tour: Russell Kline
Saturday at Cane Ridge:

Robert Lupo    Ralph Denham    David Smith
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CONTACT:
Paul Vaughn

1415 Lincoln Rd.
 Lewisport, KY 42351
Office: 270-927-9701

20:7; Acts 2:42; Revelation 1:10).
4. Praying (I John 3:18; I Thessalonians 5:17;

Acts 8:14, 24; I  John 1:7; Philippians 4:6; Acts 2:42).
5. Preaching (Acts 4:20; Galatians 1:10; I Timo-

thy 4:13; Acts 20:7).
These are the only acts we find in these services

on the first day of the week. To add or subtract from
this list is to add or subtract from the word of God.

If  we go beyond what is written and add to or

subtract from God�s word we will be condemned
(Deuteronomy  4:2; II  John 9; Revelation 22:18-19).
This is a serious matter which many need to consider
more carefully. Our souls and the souls of others hang
in the balance. THAT WHICH  IS NOT AUTHO-
RIZED IS NOT ALLOWED OR ACCEPTABLE
(Colossians 3:17). There are five acts and only  five
acts of worship authorized in the New Testament.

�Michael Light
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The writer heard Z.T. Sweeney say that, when
he and Isaac Errett were in the �Shakespeare Coun-
try� of  England, walking by the River Avon, many years
ago, Errett expressed the grave fear that a generation
of preachers would arise who would not know �the
fundamentals of the faith.� He feared a generation of
preachers who would not know the Bible�a genera-
tion of preachers so steeped in denominational teach-
ing and terminology that they would leave �the ancient
order of things� for the doctrines and commandments
of men. Among the Disciples, Errett�s gloomiest fears,
at least in part, have been realized. In this group there
have been men who denied the verbal inspiration of the
Bible, the virgin birth of Christ, and the essentiality of
baptism. Some of them practice �open membership�
and refer to themselves as �our denomination��among
�sister denominations.� They have �scuttled� the Res-
toration Movement; they have made grievous depar-
tures from the faith.

What has happened to others could happen to �us.�
The possibility and danger of apostasy have haunted
every period of the church. The apostles pre-
dicted and warned against departures from the
faith. Even in the early days of the church some
of these predictions were fulfilled. The church
in Ephesus was troubled by false teachers
(Acts 20:30; Revelation 2:2); in Thyatira the
disciples were led astray by the teaching of
the �prophetess� Jezebel (Revelation 2:18-24);
and the churches in Galatia were plagued by
the Judaizers, the hobby riders of the first cen-
tury. This generation needs to �give the more
earnest heed to the things that were
heard, lest haply we drift away from them�
(Hebrews 2:1).

In the thinking of many well informed
brethren, there are trends �among us� that do
not augur well for the church. There is a dis-
position in some quarters to get away from
plain, solid gospel preaching. There is the ten-
dency to preach that which will please men;
that which will condemn the practices of no
one present; that which will not draw the line
between truth and error. Paul�s charge to Timo-
thy is still relevant.

Preach the word; be urgent in season, out of
season; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long
suffering and teaching. For the time will
come when they will not endure sound doc-
trine; but, having itching ... ears, will heap to
themselves teachers after their own lusts;
and will turn away their ears from the truth,
and turn aside unto fables (II Timothy 4:2-4,
ASV-1901).

�If any man speak, let him speak as the
oracles of God� (I Peter 4:11). One cannot �preach
the truth and let others alone.� When the apostles
preached the truth about the resurrection of Christ, in
Jerusalem, they incurred the opposition of the
Sadducees, who did not believe in angels or spirits or
the resurrection of the dead. The truth on the resurrec-
tion of Christ did not let them alone. Besides, Paul said
�reprove and rebuke.� That means that false teach-
ing is to be exposed and that sin is to be condemned.
This is to be done in love. But �preach the word.� Don�t
�water it down.�

[From 1939 until his death in the winter of 1977, B.C.
Goodpasture was the editor of the Gospel Advocate. I
well remember hearing him preach his last sermon at
the old FHC lectures about a month before his death.

Goodpasture began preaching at the time the Lord�s
church was begining to rebuild after the apostosy of
the 19th century. Therefore, he knew many  of the in-
fluential men in the early years of his preaching who
had been in the thick of the battle, standing in
oppostition to the false doctrines that divided the
church of the19th and early 20th centuries. He lived
to see the beginings of this present apostasy. The pre-
ceding article was written by him some years before
his death. How right he was in his observations of
those times. �DPB, editor]

Here and There
B. C. Goodpasture

deceased
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unity of Jews and Gentiles in one body was �abol-
ished� by the death of Christ (Ephesians 2:14-16).
Again, �He taketh away the first that he may es-
tablish the second� (Hebrews 10:9). From these pas-
sages one learns that God removed the old covenant
when Jesus died on the cross in order that He might
establish the new covenant, paving the way for Jesus
to enter the heavenly realm to serve as our high priest
(Hebrews 4:14).

Concerning the Law of Moses Wayne Jackson
writes, �It was given at Sinai (circa 1500 B.C.), and
was terminated at the cross (Colossians 2:14).�2  Again,
as to the time when the old law was abrogated and
Jesus became high priest, Jackson states:

With the termination of the Law of Moses (Col. 2:14ff),
the priesthood system was changed (Hebrews 7:12).
By virtue of the shedding of his blood, at the time of
his ascension Christ entered heaven to function as a
high priest for the people of God (Hebrews 4:15; 5:5,
etc.).�3

What confuses some is that the practice of Juda-
ism continued after the cross as it always had until A.D.
70 when Jerusalem was destroyed along with the
temple precincts. This has led many to erroneously
conclude that the Law of Moses must have continued
with God�s blessings up until that time. Not so.

What must be appreciated is that prior to the cross
the Jewish people engaged in every aspect of the old
law pertaining to their responsibilities of faithfulness
toward the law.  The priests offered sacrifices in con-
nection with the temple precincts, circumcision was
administered, and festival occasions were attended.
After the cross the majority of the Jewish people con-
tinued to do as they had always done.  The difference,
however, is this:  from a divine viewpoint Judaism had
become obsolete at the cross, God having abrogated
the entire system; even though from a human view-
point many of the Jews thought they were still honor-
ing God by being faithful to the old law.  It is the failure
to make this distinction, I believe, that has led many to
incorrectly conclude that the Law of Moses continued
as a legitimate system of religion until A.D. 70.

OBJECTIONS CONSIDERED
Some have difficulty reconciling the above con-

clusions with certain passages within the New Testa-
ment.  It is thought that there are indications that por-
tions of the Law of Moses continued up until A.D. 70
as divinely authorized practices, right along beside the
new covenant and Christ�s reign as high priest.  Fol-
lowing is an evaluation of three of these passages of
which it is assumed conveys this concept.

HEBREWS 8:13
Concerning the two covenants the Hebrews writer

says, �In that he saith, A new covenant, he hath
made the first old.  But that which is becoming
old and waxeth aged is nigh unto vanishing away.�
From this some suppose that the first covenant was
still in vogue at the time the Hebrews writer wrote his
epistle (circa A.D. 63-65) and was just at that time on
the verge of disappearing. It is not a far leap for them
to make, then, by concluding that the law must have
continued till A.D. 70 for it to just now be �becoming
old� and �nigh unto vanishing away.� How shall
we answer?

Hebrews 8:13 is immediately preceded by a quo-
tation from Jeremiah 31:31-34 in which the prophet pre-
dicts that God will �make a new covenant� with his
people (Hebrews 8:8; cf. Jeremiah 31:31). This new
covenant of which Jeremiah speaks is the �better cov-
enant� connected with Christ�s �more excellent�
ministry mentioned by the Hebrews author at 8:6. The
author�s point at 8:13, then, is that when Jeremiah re-
ferred to the �new� covenant by prophetic prediction
the first covenant was already considered �old� in
God�s sight. The old law was already �becoming old�
and �waxeth aged� even as Jeremiah spoke in the
sixth century B.C.

The reason this is the case is because even dur-
ing the time of Jeremiah God considered the old cov-
enant provisional and temporary that would eventually
give way to something far better. When the prophet
spoke of the �new covenant,� by implication, he de-
clared the first covenant to be �old� and already on
the verge of becoming obsolete. It was �nigh unto
vanishing away� even in Jeremiah�s day!

Thus, the statement at Hebrews 8:13 in which
the old law is said to be �becoming old and waxeth
aged� and �nigh unto vanishing away� must be un-
derstood and appreciated as a statement of truth dating
from the time of Jeremiah (6th century B.C.) and not
from the time period in which the Hebrews author (1st

century A.D.) was writing his epistle.4  The Jerusalem
Bible captures the sense precisely in its translation of
the passage: �By speaking of a new covenant, he
implies that the first one is already old.�

The whole point of the Hebrews writer is that if
the old covenant, along with its Levitical priesthood and
animal sacrifices, was obsolete in Jeremiah�s time how
much more is this true at the time in which the He-
brews epistle is penned. This concept is not unfamiliar
to the Bible student. For, the apostle Paul states that
even within the time of Moses the �old covenant�
was already considered transient by God and thus

THE END OF THE LAW
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)



�passing away,� eventually to be �done away in
Christ� (II Corinthians 3:13-14).

ACTS 16:3
This passage informs us that Timothy became a

traveling companion with Paul on his second mission-
ary journey. But before they departed the apostle had
Timothy submit to the rite of circumcision. The text
states: �Him would have Paul to go forth with him,
and he took and circumcised him because of the
Jews that were in those parts; for they all knew
that his father was a Greek.�

From this some suppose that Paul had Timothy
circumcised out of an obligation to keep the Law of
Moses. It is further assumed this is proof that the old
covenant was still a religious system kept in practice
by God up till this time. It is affirmed that Paul knew
this and so circumcised Timothy as the law stipulated.
This very passage, however, which informs one that
Timothy was circumcised also states the purpose as to
why Paul did such: �because of the Jews in those
parts; for they all knew that his father was a
Greek.�

Timothy�s circumcision is connected with his evan-
gelistic efforts among the unbelieving Jews who knew
that his father was a Gentile. For Timothy to have gone
forth with Paul uncircumcised would have been prob-
lematic. They would be attempting to evangelize Jews
who still held to the Mosaic Law as a matter of salva-
tion. The Jews in that geographical region, knowing that
Timothy was the son of a Greek, would be skeptical as
to whether Timothy had ever received circumcision.

The Jews typically refused social contact with the
uncircumcised, even as Peter did until he yielded to
more complete revelation (Acts 10:28; 11:1-3; cf.
Galatians 2:11-14). If Timothy had been amenable to
the regulations of the Law of Moses as a Jewish Chris-
tian, he would have been obligated to receive circumci-
sion regardless of whether he became a traveling com-
panion of Paul. If one wonders just how the Jews would
have known about this obviously private matter as to
whether or not Timothy had received circumcision, the
answer is simple.  They would have asked him.  Better
yet, they would have confronted him about it, knowing
he was the son of a non-Jew.

Not to have circumcised Timothy would have se-
verely hindered, if not altogether stifled, Paul�s and
Timothy�s evangelistic efforts within the Jewish syna-
gogues and other places where ready-made Jewish
audiences presented opportunities to preach the gos-
pel.  Therefore, as a matter of expedience, to prevent
offense to the Jews, and not as a matter of justification
in keeping the law, Paul circumcised Timothy. One
writer called Paul�s activity here a �divinely enlight-
ened prudence.� 5

In another place Paul mentions his policy of utiliz-

ing expedience in attempting to convert the Jews through
his preaching: �And to the Jews I became as Jew,
that I might gain the Jews; to them that are under
the law, as under the law, not being myself under
the law, that I might gain them that are under the
law� (I Corinthians 9:20).

During this unique period in which the old cov-
enant was so recently abolished, Paul did things in or-
der to expedite his evangelistic efforts among the Jews
that seemed to indicate that he was �under the law.�
He fully realized, however, that he was not actually
�myself under law� as to the Mosaic covenant but
rather �under law to Christ.� His procedure was to
�become all things to all men� that he might �by all
means save some.� The apostle makes it clear that
this was always and without exception done for the
�gospel�s sake� (I Corinthians 9:21-23). Paul�s prin-
ciple of action in circumcising Timothy on this occa-
sion, and under the circumstances in which it was done,
is highly commendable and completely consistent with
every inspired precept he ever taught.

ACTS 21:26
Here the text states that �Paul took the men,

and the next day purifying himself with them went
into the temple, declaring the fulfillment of the
days of purification, until the offering was offered
for every one of them.� From this passage one learns
that Paul participated in a purification rite and sacrifi-
cial offering in the temple. Paul�s activities within the
temple are thought by some good reason to conclude
that Moses� law continued up till this time as a legiti-
mate religion.

The immediate context of this passage begins with
21:17 when Paul and company enter Jerusalem and
receive a cordial reception by the brethren.  The fol-
lowing day Paul met with James and the elders of the
Jerusalem church to rehearse his successful ministry
among the Gentiles.  It was in this meeting that Paul
was informed concerning a problem that the Jerusalem
brethren felt was very serious.

It was explained to Paul how that thousands of
Jews had obeyed the gospel. But not having arrived at
a full appreciation that Christianity made the Law of
Moses inoperative, these Jewish brethren were still
�zealous for the law.� This was indicated by the cir-
cumcising of their children as a covenant sign and ob-
serving the many �customs� of the Mosaic regime
(vv. 20-21).

Here then is the problem they presented to Paul:
These Jewish brethren had heard a rumor that Paul
was going about teaching that the Law of Moses should
be forsaken, along with circumcision and other Old
Testament customs. These brethren would eventually
hear that Paul was in Jerusalem and there was bound
to be trouble. What could be done to defuse this vola-
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tile situation? James and the elders felt the matter
needed a remedy of some fashion in order to relieve
the tenseness of the situation. The following solution
was therefore proposed.

There were four Jewish men who had placed
themselves under a vow.  The time had arrived for the
ritual to be consummated by a purification ceremony in
the temple.  It was suggested, therefore, that Paul iden-
tify with them by paying their expenses and purifying
himself along with them. This was to be done that the
Jewish brethren might see that the allegations concern-
ing Paul�s supposed antagonism toward the law was
false and that he himself �walkest orderly, keeping
the law� (v. 24). Paul agreed to the proposal and the
next day began to comply with the suggestion by going
to the temple and �purifying himself� along with a
sacrificial �offering� (v. 26).

The preceding is what Paul did. Now the ques-
tion is posed, why did he do it? Why would Paul submit
to a purification ritual and animal sacrifice, portraying
himself as �keeping the law,� if the Mosaic religion
had already been abrogated and thus obsolete? There
are at least three different answers generally given to
this question.

First, some suppose Paul acted out of careless-
ness and so compromised under peer pressure exerted
from leading Jerusalem brethren. It is thought that Paul
participated in these aspects of Judaism even though
he knew the Law of Moses was no longer a legitimate
system of religion in God�s sight. In other words, Paul
sinned.

This retort is unconvincing. Although it is certainly
true that an apostle was not above sinning in his per-
sonal conduct (Gal. 2:11-14; 1 Jno. 1:8), this event in
Paul�s life is never portrayed anywhere in the biblical
text as being a transgression.  In fact, just the opposite
is the case. Later Paul appeals to this very situation in
an inspired defense of his ministry before a govern-
ment official (Acts 24:18; cf. Matt. 10:17-20). Was the
apostle led by the Holy Spirit to utilize a sinful situation
in order to defend himself?  I hardly think so.

Second, in keeping with the purpose of this ar-
ticle, let it be mentioned that some submit the idea that
Paul was simply complying with a law to which he knew
he was still amenable to God�the Law of Moses. But
once again this overlooks the very reason within the
context as to why Paul was asked to do what he did.
James and the elders asked Paul to do what he did for
a particular reason. Their reason was not because they
felt Paul was obligated to obey the old covenant. No
hint whatsoever is intimated that what Paul did in the
temple was with the intent to seek justification in God�s
sight under the Mosaic Law.

That Paul involved himself in this situation only at
the suggestion of influential church leaders, and only
with a view to extinguish an explosive situation that

threatened the unity, peace, and welfare of the early
church, demonstrates that he did what he did only be-
cause of the unique circumstances limited to that time,
period.  If the old covenant was still binding at that time
Paul would have been obligated to obey it with purifi-
cation rites and animal sacrifices regardless of whether
or not he was asked to do so by James and the Jerusa-
lem elders.

Third, it is far more conclusive that Paul partici-
pated in this purification ritual as a matter of expedi-
ency to relieve a tense situation among the Jewish people
just as he had done in circumcising Timothy. The fol-
lowing comment is pertinent to this observation:

If the apostle could circumcise Timothy as an expedi-
ency, with no design of associating the ritual with sal-
vation (as was sometimes done�Acts 15:1), why could
he not have done the same with reference to a sacri-
fice?  To utilize circumcision as a matter of salvation
was apostasy (Galatians 5:2ff). To practice the rite in
order to remove prejudice�in that era when the law
was so freshly abolished�was an exercise of wisdom
(cf. I Corinthians 9:19-23). To offer a sacrifice
redemptively would have been wrong; but there is no
proof that such was Paul�s intention.6

Paul�s conduct in this matter was perfectly con-
sistent with his previous teaching and practice.  The
apostle had never opposed participation in aspects of
the Old Testament economy provided the intent was
not to seek justification on this basis.  There is the ex-
ample of Paul circumcising Timothy to prevent offense
to the Jews while steadfastly refusing to submit to the
same rite for Titus on the basis of justification by the
law.  Circumcising Timothy expedited the preaching of
the gospel.  But circumcising Titus in a far different
situation would have been to compromise principles of
truth, thus hindering the spread of the gospel (Galatians
2:3-5).

If one responds that Paul in the temple engaging
in purification rites and burnt offerings too easily leads
one to believe that the apostle still considered himself
binding to the legalities of Moses� law, one must be
reminded that this is exactly what Paul said he did as a
matter of expediency in his work as a preacher. He
�became as a Jew� and �as under the law� all the
while �not being myself under the law� but rather
�under law to Christ� (I Corinthians 9:20-23; cf.
Galatians 3:23-25).  This inspired statement pertaining
to the apostle�s policy of operation while preaching
among the Jewish populace could not be enunciated
any plainer. This principle of action must be kept in
mind when one reads of Paul in the temple, in the syna-
gogue on the Sabbath, or engaging in other aspects of
Judaism such as circumcision.

What Paul did in the temple with the purification
ritual was one of the greatest demonstrations of a con-
ciliatory spirit ever displayed by a follower of Christ.
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He was not insensitive to the feelings of his Jewish
brethren.  Thus, without one sacrifice of doctrinal or
moral principle, he willingly traversed the second mile
in attempt to promote peace and unity within the body
of Christ.  Christians today would do well to imbibe this
same spirit as we strive together for oneness within the
church.
1 A.T. Robertson, Word Pictures In The New Testament,

Vol. 4, (Grand Rapids:  Baker Book House, n.d.), p. 494.
2 Wayne Jackson, Bible Words and Theological Terms

Made Easy (Stockton:  Courier Publications, 2002), p. 108.

3 Ibid. p. 137.
4 Neil R. Lightfoot, Jesus Christ Today:  A Commentary on

the Book of Hebrews (Grand Rapids:  Baker Book House,
1976), p. 160.
5 W.J. Conybeare and J.S. Howson, The Life and Epistles

of St. Paul (Grand Rapids:  Eerdmans, 1964 reprint), p. 206.
6 Wayne Jackson, The Acts of the Apostles:  From

Jerusalem to Rome (Stockton:  Courier Publications, 2000),
pp. 289-290.

105 East Planters
San Augustine, TX 75972

�I don�t see anything wrong with it,� is not an
acceptable method of determining whether something
is right or wrong. It is, however, used by more than a
few people to justify what they believe and what they
do. The phrase could be innocently used in conversa-
tion, but it should never be viewed as authoritative, After
all, there is none. The soundness of what I believe is
not guaranteed by what I think. On the other hand, fair-
ness and integrity dictate that the phrase in question be
recognized as valuable if it comes from a sound care-
ful, respected, Bible student. At best, the phrase repre-
sents an opinion which may be right or wrong. In our
remaining space we shall explore the statement, �I don�t
see anything wrong with it.�

First, as stated in the beginning, the phrase should
not be considered as authoritative. Authorization to
believe and/or practice something cannot come from
within us; this would be totally subjective and an abso-
lute denial of the �all sufficiency of the scriptures.� Some
of the great features of scripture are �reproof,� �cor-
rection,� and �instruction� (II Timothy 3:16). The
very fact that truth is objective indicates that it must
come from an outside source; God�s word no less (John
8:32; 17:17). Also, for the �millionth� time, let us be
reminded of the fact that Naaman the leper did not see
anything wrong with the waters of �Abanah,� and
�Pharpar, �and the whole matter of his cleansing from
leprosy was not negotiable. Perfectly clear instructions
had already been issued to Naaman by God (II Kings
5:10).

Next, what if the expression in question comes
from a �new convert?� It may be an expression of sin-
cerity and honesty, but knowledge, the platform on which
truth rests, will be lacking (II Timothy 2:15) simply be-

�I DON�T SEE ANYTHING
WRONG WITH IT?�

Noah Hackworth

cause of the lack of �time to grow and learn.� New
additions to God�s family simply have not had enough
time to learn how to �exercise their senses to dis-
cern good and evil� (Hebrews 5:14).

Next, what if the expression comes from a
�worldly person?� If this is the case we can be sure
that the �rightness� of a situation will be judged by the
�feelings of the world� (I John 2:15) still within him that
his judgment will be seriously hampered by a lack of
knowledge and conviction. Sound judgment regarding
a belief or an activity usually does not come from those
who are still in love with the world (James 4:4).

Next, what if the phrase in question comes from
an unfaithful child of God? With charity for all and
malice toward none, I must respectfully say that I have
little respect, and possibly none, for the judgment of
spiritual matters by unfaithful members of the church.
More appealing to me would be the input of soldiers of
Christ who are deeply entrenched in our common battle:
our efforts to uphold the right and oppose the wrong.
Truth must be committed to �faithful men� who will
teach others also (II Timothy 2:2).

Last, �I don�t see anything wrong with it� is an
opinion, and let it be remembered there must be charity
and toleration to some degree, opinion cannot rise any
higher than the intellect and knowledge of the person
who expressed it. Opinion does not legislate truth, the
scriptures do! When the gamut of divine truth is con-
sistently applied, human opinion does not usually sur-
vive. So with a better understanding of the expression
discussed, let us be mindful of present dangers, but let
us move forward with confidence.

�4525 West  Caldwell Ave.
Visalia, CA 93277
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A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures
of silver. As an earring of gold, and an ornament of
fine gold, so is a wise reprover upon an obedient ear.
As the cold of snow in the time of harvest, so is a
faithful messenger to them that send him: for he
refresheth the soul of his masters (Proverbs 25:11-
13).

A word fitly spoken would be the right thing said at the
right time, in the right place, to the right person, in the
right way, and for the right purpose. Such a word is as
beautiful as a group of golden apples in a basket made
of silver.

My wife and I laughed at something which oc-
curred on televison some time ago. Hurricane Ivan or
�Ivan The Terrible� was approaching the Gulf Coast.
Mandatory evacuations had been ordered. Interstates
were devoting all four lanes to people heading north.
They were seeking to get away from the hurricane force
winds, the storm surges, the power outages, the torna-
dos, the flooding, and other terrible effects that were
possible with this hurricane and that we now know sadly
came to pass. It was 7:20 P.M. on Tuesday, September
14th, 2004. The eye of the hurricane would make land-
fall around six hours later. The news show we were
watching went to their scheduled commercial. What
we saw next was both funny, shocking, amazing and
sobering all at the same time. The commercial said,
�What worries? What clock? What a way to get away.
Call now to get your free fun times Gulf Coast Vaca-
tion Guide.� Here was a commercial advertising the
merits of the Gulf Coast as a vacation getaway. Ordi-
narily, the sales pitch would have been effective. �What
worries?� If you are troubled with a lot of worries, the
idea was you need a vacation from your worries on the
Gulf Coast. �What clock?� If you are hounded by the
busyness of life and living by the clock, the idea was
that you need a vacation from living and working by
the clock. If you need to get away, what a way to get
away. Just come to the Gulf Coast.

Obviously, that commercial was money down the
drain at the time it aired. The reality was that most
people on the Gulf Coast were as worried as anyone in
the world at 7:20 P.M. that night. The reality was that
most people there were watching their clocks in antici-
pation of when the eye of the hurricane would make
landfall. The reality was that people were not wishing
to get away TO the Gulf Coast. People were trying to
get away FROM the Gulf Coast.

The McDaniels vacationed along the Gulf Coast
this summer and had a wonderful getaway. We have
friends there, and were concerned for them. Fortunately,
they were able to evacuate to safety. Nothing was more
evident at that time than the need to get away from the

WORDS FITLY SPOKEN
Mike McDaniel

getaway destination of the Gulf Coast. Here are a few
spiritual applications. Perhaps you can think of others.

SOMETIMES OUR WORDS
ARE ILL-TIMED

That is, sometimes words that are good in normal
circumstances are said at inappropriate times or are
ineffective due to the present bad circumstances. That
commercial at that precise time was not �a word fitly
spoken� because it was not utilized at the right time
and for the right purpose. Are our words ever ill-timed?
The words of Job�s friends certainly fit into that cat-
egory. �Let your speech be alway with grace, sea-
soned with salt, that ye may know how ye ought
to answer every man� (Colossians 4:6).

WE MUST NOT FAIL TO
HEED THE WARNINGS

Many heeded the warnings and the evacuation
orders and as a result, surely many lives were saved.
How many will heed the warnings of God to repent?
Jesus said in Luke 13:3, �I tell you, Nay: but, except
ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.� In Septem-
ber, 1938, a man who lived on Long Island, New York
bought a high quality barometer. When it was delivered
to his home, the arrow appeared to be stuck, pointing to
the section marked �HURRICANE.� The man shook
the barometer, but the indicator stayed the same. So
the man sat down and wrote a scorching letter to the
store where he had bought it. The following morning
on the way to his office in New York City, he mailed
the letter. Later that day a hurricane struck the East
Coast. That evening the man returned to Long Island
to find that his barometer was missing�AND SO WAS
HIS HOUSE! In the word of God, we have a clearer
indicator of our spiritual future which is more depend-
able than any barometer. But often, we do not take it
seriously!

WE MUST HEED THE WARNINGS DESPITE
CONTRARY ADMONITIONS

Despite the commercial for fun-filled times on the
Gulf Coast, many disregarded the commercial and
heeded the warnings. There are those who receive
spiritual warnings and seek to leave their sinful lifestyles
and turn to the path of righteousness. Yet all the while,
the Devil is saying, �What worries? What clock? Just
think about all the fun you are missing!� His �commer-
cials� make everything sinful sound so appealing. Jesus
said in Luke 8:12-14:

Those by the way side are they that hear; then cometh
the devil, and taketh away the word out of their hearts,
lest they should believe and be saved. They on the rock
are they, which, when they hear, receive the word with
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joy; and these have no root, which for a while believe,
and in time of temptation fall away. And that which fell
among thorns are they, which, when they have heard,
go forth, and are choked with cares and riches and
pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit to perfection.

THANKFUL FOR THOSE WHO WARN US
WITH OUR BEST INTERESTS AT HEART
Sometimes the words fitly spoken are wise re-

proofs. It may be that the wise reprover of Proverbs
25:12 is the faithful messenger of verse 13. If so, the
message or advice he gives, even though it may hurt at
first, will prove to be as refreshing as the cold of snow

in the time of harvest. Many believe this refers to their
bringing down snow from Mt. Hermon and placing it in
underground rooms for use in summer to cool drinks.
As people returned to the Gulf Coast and saw the dev-
astation, do you not think they were glad to have been
warned? Now think about this... if you are standing on
the right side of God on the day of Judgment, will you
not be grateful to those who gave the warnings and for
the fact that you heeded them?

�2609 S. Ward
Caruthersville, Missouri 63830

-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, Evangelist, (256) 778-8955,
(256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, Evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,  198
Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of God�. Tel:
(01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rainbow
Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone for venue
and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact Keith Sisman,
001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith Sisman.net. Research
Website of 1,000 years of the British Church of Christ; www.Traces-
of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, Evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville-Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy NW
30120-4222.  Tel. 770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.
Sun. 10, 11a.m., 6 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton, Evangelist-
email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, Evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Village Square Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St.,
Chalmette, LA 70044. Mark Lance, Evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, Evange-
list.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, Evangelist. (734) 422-8660. www.garden-
city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield

Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.
-Oklahoma-

Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
Evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Tennessee-
Memphis-Forest Hill Church of Christ, 3950 Forest Hill-Irene Rd.,
Memphis, TN 38125. Sun. 9:30, 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m. (901) 751-2444,  Barry Grider, Evangelist.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, Evangelist. Home
of  Spring Bible Institute and the SBI Lectures beginning the last
Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, Evangelist;
djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
Jason Rollo, Evangelist, (817) 282-3239.

Lubbock-Southside Church of Christ, 8501 Quaker Ave., Box  64430,
Lubbock, TX 79464. Sun. 9:00, 9:55 a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30
p.m. Sunday worship aired live at 10:15 a.m. over KFYO 790 AM
radio. Tommy Hicks, Evangelist. (806) 794-5008 or (806)798-1019.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, Evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m.,
6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

Roanoke-Church of Christ, Corner of Rusk and Walnut, Roanoke,
TX 76262. Sun. 9:45, 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 pm. (817) 491-
2388.

Schertz-Church of Christ, 501 Schertz Pkwy., Schertz, TX. (210)
658-0269. Sun. 9:30a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m., take
Schertz Pkwy. Exit off  I-35, NE of San Antonio, Kenneth Ratcliff
and Stan Crowley, Evangelists.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Cheyenne,
WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Gerald Reynolds, Tel. (307) 635-2482.

Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...
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[I should like to commend the following article to the
reader.  It was written by Priscilla Smithey.  Her husband,
Ryan, is a student in the Memphis School of Preaching.
They are from Dallas, Texas.  Sister Smithey originally pre-
sented this as a lesson in the chapel service preceding the
weekly class for students� wives.�Annette Cates]

How many times have you seen the Wizard of
Oz?  For some of you, it may have been more recently
than others, especially for those of you with small chil-
dren. But, I think all of us are familiar with the basic
premise of the movie. A young girl named Dorothy
wishes she did not live on a farm in Kansas anymore
and dreams of a land beyond the rainbow where, as
she puts it, �troubles melt like lemon drops.� After a
tornado knocks her unconscious, Dorothy has a fantas-
tic dream with munchkins, a yellow brick road, and a
trip to find the magical Wizard of Oz.  By the end of her
journey, Dorothy has come to realize that her home in
Kansas is not so bad after all.

Along her path, Dorothy makes several new
friends, each of whom has a different problem. It is
these characters that I would like to focus on, as in
them I think we can find a wonderful parallel to our
world today. Our society can be divided into distinct
groups, religiously speaking.  Each group shares a char-
acteristic with one of these characters. By understand-
ing these divisions, we can be better prepared in know-
ing how to talk to the people in the world around us.

�IF I ONLY HAD A BRAIN�
Let us start our discussion with a question.  How

many people do you know that are scarecrows � they
simply do not have a brain? Now, I do not mean this in
reference to individuals whose actions may be a little
unorthodox sometimes. I mean it in a spiritual way, as
in those individuals who do not take knowledge of God
and his word. This group includes the atheist, Buddhist,
Muslim, etc. These individuals might make statements
like, �I don�t need God,� �God doesn�t exist,� or �You
believe in your God and I�ll believe in my god,� where
the second god is with a little �g�.  These individuals
fail to realize that knowledge of God thorough His word
is the first step to eternal salvation and without it, we
have no hope of heaven. John 8:32 says �And ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.�

One One One One One WWWWWomanomanomanomanoman�����s Ps Ps Ps Ps Perererererspectispectispectispectispectivvvvveeeee...............

Lessons Learned from
the Yellow Brick Road

Priscilla Smithey

Since John 17:17 says that God�s �word is truth,� Jesus,
in making this statement, was encouraging the Jews of
that day, and all Christians today through John�s writ-
ing, to take knowledge of the word of God.  In John
17:3, we read �And this is life eternal, that they
might know thee the only true God, and Jesus
Christ, whom thou hast sent.�  Here, knowledge of
God is equated with heaven itself.  We can therefore
see that knowledge is commanded by God of everyone
and is required for any hope of a home with Him.  An
old commercial used to say that �Knowledge is Power,�
and it is � as long as you have the right kind of knowl-
edge.

TRUE LOVE LEADS TO OBEDIENCE
We then have a group of people who have knowl-

edge. They understand that God exists and that the
Bible is his word.  But, these individuals are tin men �
they do not have a heart.  In other words, they do not
have a proper love for God to obey his commands.
Members of Catholicism, the Baptist doctrine, and any
other denomination in our world can be put into this
category.  These people might say �Well, I know that
the Bible says X is wrong, but I believe Y� or �I know
this is wrong, but I don�t see how a loving God can
condemn me for doing it�.  They seem to think that
John 14:15 says �If ye love me, only obey those com-
mandments that you think apply to you� or �If ye love
me, tweak my commandments to make them say what
you want because, obviously, I did not know what I
meant when I said them� or even �If ye love me, just
go do what you want to because we are all going to
heaven anyway�.  No, Christ here said, �If ye love
me, keep my commandments.�  Though this state-
ment was more directly said to just the apostles, the
same concept is used in a more general sense to all
mankind in John 14:21, 23-24.  Note here that Christ
did not restrict which commands we were to keep.  It
is assumed by the statement that a proper love for
Christ will make one keep all of his commands without
any modifications.

If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add
unto him the plagues that are written in this book:
And if any man shall take away from the words of the
book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part
out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from
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the things which are written in this book (Revelation
22:18-19).

We have no right to tell God that what he really meant to
say was something different than what is in the Bible.  If
we truly love him, we will obey him fully.

�BUT THE FEARFUL...� REVELATION 21:8
There is a third group of people who have knowl-

edge and proper love, but these individuals are cowardly
lions because they lack courage. This group includes
those attending liberal congregations, and sometimes even
ourselves when we willfully sin.  These individuals know
that their actions are wrong and condemning.  Yet, from
peer, parental, or any other external or internal pressure,
they cave in and succumb to it.  They do not have the
courage needed to stand up to it, the courage commanded
of them by God.  Moses told Israel and Joshua to �Be
strong and of a good courage� for God would be with
them; he would not fail them nor forsake them
(Deuteronoy 31:6-8).  Romans 12:9 tells us to �Abhor
that which is evil; cleave to that which is good� and
I Peter 3:11 says to �eschew [or shun] evil, and do
good.�  It is up to us to muster the courage to fulfill
these commands. In Ephesians 6:11-17 we are told to
put on the whole armor of God and be a soldier. When I
picture a good soldier, I think of a man or woman facing
the enemy head on, fighting for their cause, not turning
and running away the minute things get rough. It takes
courage to be a good soldier, especially in the most im-
portant army on earth, the battalion of our Lord.

Finally, we have a fourth group of people. Though
they may not have a pair of ruby red slippers, these indi-
viduals are Dorothys in that they realize the power in the

statement, �There�s no place like home.�  To them,
home is eternity with God. To them, heaven is a place
worth working for and they are willing to do whatever
it takes to be there some day. They know that in
heaven, �there shall be no more death, neither
sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any
more pain� (Revelation 21:4).  But, they also know
that to obtain that tree of life, they must do his com-
mandments (Revelation 22:14).  They recognize, as
Romans 8:18 puts it, �that the sufferings of this
present time are not worthy to be compared with
the glory which shall be revealed in us.� Yet, they
are willing to suffer and continually strive in this sinful
world in order to be in that glory. This should describe
every member of the church of Christ. We should
each, when life is ended, be able to exclaim, as Paul
did in his writings to Timothy, �I have fought a good
fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the
faith:� and therefore know that a crown of righ-
teousness is laid up for us in heaven� (II Timothy
4:7-8).

So, I encourage you... Talk to the scarecrows
that you meet. Help them to see that God does exist,
His word is our guide, and that they must seek him.
Talk to the tin men.  Help them to know what love for
God really is and show them that they must follow
him fully. Talk to the cowardly lions. Encourage them
and give them strength to endure. And, my hope for
all of us is that one day we can stand together in heaven
and proudly proclaim, �There is no place like home.�

� 3950 Forest Hill Irene Road
Memphis, Tennessee 38125

Contending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship Books
(Formerly Spring Bible Institute Lectures)

2004 �Judaism-From God or Man?� $17.00
2003 �Islam-From God Or Man?� $17.00
2002 �Jehovah�s Witnesses� $16.00
2001 �Mormonism� $16.00
2000 �Catholicism� $16.00
1999 �Pentecostalism� Out of Print
1998 �Premillennialism� $14.00
1997 �Calvinism� Out of Print

          1996 �Isaiah� Vol. 2 Chapters 40-66 $12.00
          1995 �Isaiah� Vol. 1 Chapters 1-39 $12.00
          1994 �The Church Enters the 21st Century� $12.00

SEND ALL ORDERS WITH PAYMENT TO:
(add $2.00 per book S&H �TX residents add 7.25% tax)

CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH � P.O. BOX 2357 � SPRING, TEXAS 77383-2357
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27
    9 :30 A. M. �POSITIVE & MORAL LAWS IN THE BIBLE� Tom Wacaster
  10:30 A. M. �COVETOUSNESS IS IMMORAL� David P. Brown

NOON MEAL PROVIDED BY THE SPRING CONGREGATION
     4:00 P. M. �GODLY MORALS & THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE� Jim Nash
     5:00 P. M. �A REVIEW OF THE WARREN-BARNHART DEBATE� Gary Grizzell
     6:00 P. M. �DRESSING MODESTLY IS MORAL� Billy Bland

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28
     9:00 A. M. �WHEN DOES GOD APPROVE OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE?� Kenneth E. Ratcliff
   10:00 A. M. �THE IMPORTANCE OF PRACTICING CORRECTIVE CHURCH DISCIPLINE� David Baker
  *10:00 A.M �THE AGED WOMEN LIKEWISE� I � Carole Moore
   11:00 A. M. �MORALITY & THE NATURE OF MAN� Steve Wiggins
     1:30 P. M. �GAMBLING IS IMMORAL� Don Walker
     2:30 P. M. �HETEROSEXUAL FORNICATION IS IMMORAL� Tim Kidwell
     3:30 P. M. �MARITAL SEX IS MORAL� Bobby Liddell

DINNER BREAK
     6:30 P. M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
     7:00 P. M. �CIVIL LAW & ITS RELATIONSHIP TO GOD�S LAW� Lynn Parker
     8:00 P. M. �STEALING IS IMMORAL� Ronnie Hayes

TUESDAY, MARCH 1
     9:00 A. M. �LYING & BEARING FALSE WITNESS ARE IMMORAL� Lester Kamp
   10:00 A. M. �THE BIBLICAL VIEW OF MORALITY� Tom Moore
  *10:00 A.M �THE AGED WOMEN LIKEWISE� II � Carole Moore
   11:00 A. M. �GOD EXISTS & MAN CAN KNOW IT� Michael Light
     1:30 P. M. �MORALITY & THE NATURE OF ANIMALS Terry Hightower
     2:30 P. M. �THE INFLUENCE OF MODERNISM & POSTMODERNISM ON MORALITY� Jerry Murrell
     3:30 P. M. �NOT PROVIDING FOR THOSE IN NEED IS IMMORAL� John West

DINNER BREAK
     6:30 P. M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
     7:00 P. M. �HOMOSEXUALITY IS IMMORAL� Geoff Litke
     8:00 P. M. �DANCING & OTHER LASCIVIOUSNESS ARE IMMORAL� Harrell Davidson

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2
    9:00 A. M. �MURDER IS IMMORAL� Keith Mosher
  10:00 A. M. �IDOLATRY IS IMMORAL� Paul Vaughn
  11:00 A. M. �BEVERAGE ALCOHOL & THE RECREATIONAL

USE OF OTHER  DRUGS ARE IMMORAL� Dan Cates
    1:30 P. M. �THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-CONTROL IN LIVING A GODLY LIFE� Rick Popejoy
    2:30 P. M. �PROFANITY & OTHER ABUSES OF THE TONGUE ARE IMMORAL� Michael Hatcher
    3:30 P. M. �PORNOGRAPHY IS IMMORAL� Gary Summers

DINNER BREAK
    6:30 P. M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
    7:00 P. M. �MORALITY WITHOUT GOD IS IMMORAL Kent Bailey
    8:00 P. M. �ABORTION AND EUTHANASIA ARE IMMORAL� B. J. Clarke
    *LADIES ONLY

2005 Spring CFTF  Lectures
FEBRUARY 27 � MARCH 2, 2005

�MORALS�FROM GOD OR MAN�
David P. Brown, Director

SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST
Elders: Kenneth D. Cohn and Buddy Roth

1327 Spring Cypress Rd. � P.O. Box 39 � Spring, TX 77373 � 281.353.2707
email: scoc@swbell.net � RV spaces available � Display Spaces Upon Approval

Hardback Book of Lectures,  CD�s, Audio, & Video Tapes Available
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ABILENE CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

Brown, David P. � Going, Going, Gone, (June): 2.

Brown, David P. � In View Of The Evident Apostasy Of Those
Who Make Up ACU and Like Institutions Of �Higher Learn-
ing,� What Are The Faithful To Do?, (July): 2.

Summers, Gary W. � At The River�s Edge: Meeting Jesus In
Baptism (A Review), (June): 1.

Vadney, Vic and Jack Reese � The Vic Vadney And Jack
Reese Email Exchange Concerning Abilene Christian
Univerisity, (June): 7.

Vadney, Vic � A Petition Regarding Abilene Christian Uni-
versity, (June): 21.

Weir, Marvin L. � ACU And The Word Of God, (July): 14.

ABORTION

Cates, Annette B. � �Last Train Into China�, (February): 27.

Graham, Joseph � The Democracy Of The Dead, (Novem-
ber/December): 26.

Texas Right To Life Educational Fund, From The Texas Right
To Life Organization, (October): 5.

ALSUP, HERB

Bailey, Kent � Herb Alsup�s Open Letter, (November/De-
cember): 33.

Brown, David P. � Let We Forget, (November/December): 3.

ASSISTANT EDITORIAL

Light, Michael � Jesus The Good Shepherd, (January): 4.

Light, Michael � Who Is The Holy Spirit?, (February): 6.

Light, Michael � Holy Spirit Or Hocus Pocus?, (March): 4.

Light, Michael � The Prom And Christianity, (April): 4.

Light, Michael � The Offending Friend Or The Flattering
Enemy?, (May): 5.

Light, Michael � Thought or Word Inspiration, (July): 7.

Light, Michael � Faithful Christian Living, (August): 5.

Light, Michael � Jesus Used Logic Not Emotionalism, (Sep-
tember): 6.

AUTHORITY

Bentley, Martha � By What Authority?, (July): 22.

BABIES, DEDICATING

Brown, David P. � Lest We Forget, (November/December):
3.

BAPTISM

Summers, Gary W. � At The River�s Edge: Meeting Jesus In
Baptism (A Review), (June): 1.

BAPTISTS

Eskew, Victor M. � A Contradiction: Will Honesty Prevail?,
(April): 22.

CALVINISM

Fox, Marion � Deaver�s Acts 2:41 Argument Implies Calvin-
ism, (February): 22.

CHARITIES, PUBLIC

Cohn, Kenneth � Churches And Public Charities: The Se-
quel, (February): 10.

CHRISTIAN LIVING

Beard, B. Dean � Take Heed How Ye Hear, (August): 16.

Cates, Annette B. � One Eagles� Wings, (August): 22.

Light, Michael � Faithful Christian Living, (August): 5.

CHURCH, THE

Hardesty, Loy � �Which Is The Greatest Commandment In
The Law?�, (August): 9.

Kilpatrick, Marlin � Identifying Trouble Makers in The Church,
(April): 14.

Ruffner, Roelf L. � We Are Not A Sect!, (September): 17.

Smith, David B. � �Where Will It End?�, (April): 15.

Weir, Marvin L. � Reaching The Lost With Error?, (April): 19.

COLLEGES, CHRISTIAN

Bailey, Kent � The Continuing Apostasy At Harding Gradu-
ate School Of Religion, (March): 21.

Brown, David P. � �The School Idea�, (March): 2.

Brown, David P. � February 12, 2004 Letter to President
Mike O�Neal, Oklahoma Christian University, (March): 8.

Dugan, David C. � Open Letter To Mike O�Neal, President,
Oklahoma Christian University, (May): 12.

Dugan, David C. � Reporting News About Oklahoma Chris-

INDEX
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH

VOLUME XXXV/2004
David P. Brown, Editor
(INDEX prepared by Leon D. Schrei)

AUTHOR AND TOPICAL INDEX
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tian, (May): 13.

O�Neal, Mike �January 29, 2004 Letter to David P. Brown,
(March): 6.

Warlick, Joe S. � Are The Colleges Safe?, (March): 1.

COMPROMISE

Hackworth, Noah A. � �Compromise�, (October): 15.

CORRECTION

Light, Michael � The Offending Friend Or The Flattering
Enemy?, (May): 5.

CREATION

Litke, Geoff � Marble Soup, (September): 18.

CREED

Eskew, Victor M. � A Contradiction: Will Honesty Prevail?,
(April): 22.

CRITICISM, BIBLICAL

Broking, Darrell � Destructive Criticism�s View of Salvation
in the Old Testament, (January): 11.

CRONKITE, WALTER

Murrell, Jerry � That �Ole Pinko� Walter Cronkite, (April): 1.

DANCING

Light, Michael � The Prom And Christianity, (April): 4.

DEAVER, MAC

Brown, David P. � �Behold I Thought�, (May): 2.

Fox, Marion � Challenge To Debate, (May): 11.

Light, Michael � Mac Deaver�s Duplicitous Diatribe, (No-
vember/December): 1.

Smith, Gary S. � A Review Of The Deaver-Fox Debate, (May):
6.

Summers, Gary W. and Marvin L. Weir - The Silence Of
Music, (February): 1.

Wiggins, Stephen � Deaver�s Direct Operation, (February):
17.

DEBATE

Fox, Marion � Challenge To Debate, (May): 11.

DENOMINATIONALISM

McWhorter, Mark � Excerpts From The Seeker-Friendly Way
Of Doing Church By T.A. McMahon, (May): 1.

Ruffner, Roelf L. � We Are Not A Sect!, (September): 17.

Silcox, Preston � The Muskogee Church of Christ Hosts
Interdenominational Prayer Service, (July): 1.

DISCIPLINE

Smith David B. � �Until They Come Home�, (August): 18.

EASTER

Brown, David P. � Lest We Forget, (November/December):
3.

ECONOMICS

Sweeten, Jeff � Morals Or Economics, (November/Decem-
ber): 29.

EDITORIAL

Brown, David P. � What of 2004 and Beyond?, (January): 2.

Brown, David P. � A Biblical Obligation, (February): 2.

Brown, David P. � �The School Idea�, (March): 2.

Brown, David P. � �Ye Have Not Resisted Unto Blood Striv-
ing Against Sin�, (April): 2.

Brown, David P. � �Behold I Thought�, (May): 2.

Brown, David P. � Going, Going, Gone, (June): 2.

Brown, David P. � In View Of The Evident Apostasy Of Those
Who Make Up ACU and Like Institutions Of �Higher Learn-
ing,� What Are The Faithful To Do?, (July): 2.

Brown, David P. � Mac And Roy Deaver On The Baptism Of
The Holy Spirit, (August): 2.

Brown, David P. � A Few More Thoughts On Paying The
Preacher, (September): 2.

Brown, David P. � Bidding God�s Speed To False Teachers,
(October): 2.

Brown, David P. � Lest We Forget, (November/December):
3.

ELDERS

Bentley, Martha � Woe Be Unto The Shepherds, (October):
19.

ENTERTAINMENT

Cates, Annette B. � So, How Was Your Vacation?, (May): 20.

McWhorter, Mark � Excerpts From The Seeker-Friendly Way
Of Doing Church By T.A. McMahon, (May): 1.

EPISTEMOLOGY

Price, Wayne � �God Told Me��, (April): 21.

EVANGELISM

Brown, David P. � A Report On The Evangelistic Work Of
The Editor, (September): 10.

EVOLUTION

Litke, Geoff � Marble Soup, (September): 18.

EXAMINATION, SELF-

Moore, Tom � Measure Twice � Cut Once, (October): 21.

FAMILY

Cates, Annette B. � �Say Good-Bye To The Traditional Fam-
ily�, (March): 17.

Cates, Annette B. � From Parent To Child, (October): 20.

�FAITH ONLY� DOCTRINE
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Eskew, Victor M. � A Contradiction: Will Honesty Prevail?,
(April): 22.

FALSE TEACHERS

Brown, David P. � Bidding God�s Speed To False Teachers,
(October): 2.

Joseph, Jerry � Confrontation Between A Provoker And A
Prophet, (November/December): 31.

FELLOWSHIP

Duncan, Bobby � �Their Eyes They Have Closed�, (Octo-
ber): 14.

Hackworth, Noah A. � �Compromise�, (October): 15.

Kilpatrick, Marlin � Identifying Trouble Makers in The Church,
(April): 14.

Light, Michael � Unity And Diversity, (October): 4.

Smith David B. � �Until They Come Home�, (August): 18.

FREED-HARDEMAN UNIVERSITY

Murrell, Jerry � That �Ole Pinko� Walter Cronkite, (April): 1.

FRONT PAGE, THE

Popejoy, Rick � Oklahoma Christian University Of Science
And Arts� �Kingdom Of Inclusion� Includes Too Much, (Janu-
ary): 1.

Summers, Gary W. and Marvin L. Weir -The Silence Of Mu-
sic, (February): 1.

Warlick, Joe S. � Are The Colleges Safe?, (March): 1.

Murrell, Jerry � That �Ole Pinko� Walter Cronkite, (April): 1.

McWhorter, Mark � Excerpts From The Seeker-Friendly Way
Of Doing Church By T.A. McMahon, (May): 1.

Summers, Gary W. � At The River�s Edge: Meeting Jesus In
Baptism (A Review), (June): 1.

Silcox, Preston � The Muskogee Church of Christ Hosts
Interdenominational Prayer Service, (July): 1.

Watson, David B. � �Why Sleep Ye?�, (August): 1.

Yeatts, Steven E. � Paying The Preacher, (September): 1.

Summers, Gary W. � Who Has Brought Religion Into Poli-
tics?, (October): 1.

Light, Michael � Mac Deaver�s Duplicitous Diatribe, (No-
vember/December): 1.

GOVERNMENT

Watson, David B. � �Why Sleep Ye?�, (August): 1.

HERMENEUTICS

Light, Michael � Jesus Used Logic Not Emotionalism, (Sep-
tember): 6.

HILL, MALCOLM

Bailey, Kent � Malcolm Hill, The Holy Spirit Controversy, And
Special Pleading, (May): 21.

Bailey, Kent � Malcom Hill�s Debate Challenge Accepted
(Again), (September): 21.

Bailey, Kent � The Fallacy of Diverting The Issue, (October):
21.

Brown, David P. � Lest We Forget, (November/December):
3.

Denham, Daniel � Providence, Prayer, and a College Presi-
dent, (November/December): 14.

HOLY SPIRIT, BAPTISM OF THE

Brown, David P. � Mac And Roy Deaver On The Baptism Of
The Holy Spirit, (August): 2.

HOLY SPIRIT, DIRECT OPERATION OF

Bailey, Kent � Malcolm Hill, The Holy Spirit Controversy, And
Special Pleading, (May): 21.

Bailey, Kent � The Fallacy of Diverting The Issue, (October):
21.

Broking, Darrell � Personal Indwelling And Direct Touch Of
Satan In The Heart Of The Sinners: The Logical Conclusion
To The �Direct Help� Doctrine, (October): 12.

Brown, David P. � �Behold I Thought�, (May): 2.

Curd, Bruce H. � Those �Extra Curricular� Operations Of
The Spirit, (April): 16.

Denham, Daniel � Providence, Prayer, and a College Presi-
dent, (November/December): 14.

Fox, Marion � Deaver�s Acts 2:41 Argument Implies Calvin-
ism, (February): 22.

Fox, Marion � Challenge To Debate, (May): 11.

Light, Michael � Holy Spirit Or Hocus Pocus?, (March): 4.

Light, Michael � Mac Deaver�s Duplicitous Diatribe, (No-
vember/December): 1.

Price, Wayne � �God Told Me��, (April): 21.

Rollo, Jason � Is It A Fact Passage Or A How Passage?,
(April): 11.

Smith, Gary S. � A Review Of The Deaver-Fox Debate, (May):
6.

Smith, Gary S. � A Review Of The Deaver-Fox Debate Part 2,
(July): 9.

Summers, Gary W. and Marvin L. Weir -The Silence Of Mu-
sic, (February): 1.

Summers, Gary W. � The Holy Spirit: The Drug For
Postmodern Highs, (May): 14.

Wiggins, Stephen � Deaver�s Direct Operation, (February):
17.

HOLY SPIRIT, GIFT OF THE

Mosher, Keith A., Sr. � The Gift Of The Holy Spirit: No Room
For Dogmatism, (February): 24.

HOLY SPIRIT, NATURE OF THE

Light, Michael � Who Is The Holy Spirit?, (February): 6.
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HOME, THE

Vaughn, Paul � Contending For The Home, (May): 19.

HONESTY

Taylor, Irene C. � The Great Manipulator, (August): 21.

HYMNOLOGY

Beard, B. Dean � The Bible�s Impact On Hymnology, (May):
17.

INNER MAN, THE

Price, Wayne � The Spirit In The Inner Man, (February): 27.

INSPIRATION

Light, Michael � Thought or Word Inspiration, (July): 7.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Vaughn, Paul � The Boswell � Hardeman Debate, (Octo-
ber): 18.

Weir, Marvin L. � Reaching The Lost With Error?, (April): 19.

JESUS CHRIST

Cates, Daniel � Jacob�s Ladder And Jesus, (September):
15.

Light, Michael � Jesus The Good Shepherd, (January): 4.

JUBILEE, NASHVILLE

Brown, David P. � Lest We Forget, (November/December):
3.

JUDGMENT

Brown, David P. � Lest We Forget, (November/December):
3.

LAST WORD, THE

Bailey, Kent � Enmity Because of Truth?, (February): 31.

Bailey, Kent � The Fallacy of Diverting The Issue, (October):
21.

LECTURESHIPS

Vaughn, Paul � Second Annual Contending For The Faith
Cane Ridge Lectureship, (July): 18.

LIBERALISM

Curless, Paul � The Apostasy / Hypocrisy In Middle Ten-
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THE CHRISTIAN CHRONICLE�S
�ENCYCLOPEDIA� EDITORIAL

Gary W. Summers

A review of the newly published Encyclopedia
of the Stone-Campbell Movement was presented in
the 2005 February issue of CFTF. In addition to the
three-page promotion of that work (17-19), The Chris-
tian Chronicle, in the same December, 2004, issue, ran
an editorial on page 30, titled �Bridging the Gap Be-
tween Believers,� which plugs the encyclopedia but in
the process of doing so also states an opinion that is as
offensive as it is inaccurate.  Below are reprinted the
last six paragraphs of that editorial, along with an ap-
propriate response to each one.

For at least two decades some leaders in the Churches
of Christ have had discussions with leaders in Chris-
tian churches about the ways godly people can influ-
ence the world. Such discussions are viewed by many
in churches of Christ as dangerous�or at least sus-
pect, fearing that these conversations are the prelude
to reunion and thus compromise of principles.

Some is the correct adjective to use concerning
�brethren� who have met in twenty years of unity meet-
ings with the Christian Church.  I personally have at-
tended two forums (I and VII) and reviewed Rick
Atchley�s 2002 speech.  The main emphasis of these
meetings did not involve �ways godly people can influ-
ence the world��although others may have.

The fact is that brethren who believe in abiding by
the scriptures quit attending after the first one�except
maybe to observe what was happening.  Those in the
Christian Church are not going to give up instrumental
music for the sake of unity�any more than Jeroboam
was willing to give up his golden calves. The instrument
is their idol.  In debates they have tried every defense

for it they can possibly contrive and have never been
able to justify its use.  Not finding Biblical authority for
it, however, has not kept them from using it.  These
discussion forums have not proven profitable and have
most assuredly led to compromise.

Concerned leaders among larger churches of Christ
have often reflected on the fact that the largest con-
gregations in our fellowship have fewer than 4,000
members. But Christian Churches have several groups
larger than 10,000�.

First of all, who are these �leaders�?  All Chris-
tians should be contributing to the growth of the church,
but who are the ones wringing their hands because
some of our churches are only 4,000 instead of 10,000
or 15,000?  Is there anywhere in the New Testament,
besides the church in Jerusalem, that is said to be over
1,000?

Second, why are they concerned?  Is there some
value in having the mega-church mentality?  Some
brethren have made journeys to South Barrington, Illi-
nois, to see how Bill Hybels has succeeded so well.
Others have visited Rick Warren�s Saddleback Com-
munity Church in order to imitate them.  My wife and
I once visited a congregation in Illinois where they were
studying Warren�s book on Sunday evenings and dis-
cussing it.  I asked one of the elders, �How do you
expect to grow like they have when they give as one
of their ingredients for success the fact that they have
elaborate music programs?�  There followed a loud
silence.  Many of the members wondered why they
were studying the book in the first place.  They would
have spent their time more wisely by being evangelis-
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Editorial...Editorial...Editorial...Editorial...Editorial...

FAITHFUL GOSPEL
PREACHER, TIM KIDWELL

NEEDS OUR HELP
For the past five years Tim Kidwell has been strug-

gling with what has been diagnosed as Spasmodic Dys-
phonia. Spasmodic Dysphonia or �SD,� is a focal form
of dystonia, a neurological voice disorder that involves
involuntary �spasms� of the vocal cords causing inter-
ruptions of speech and affecting the voice quality. SD
can cause the voice to break up or to have a tight,
strained, or strangled quality.

In 2003 brother Kidwell started receiving treatments
for this disorder. He  received botox treatments for
about a year. The treatment consisted of injecting
botox through his neck into one of his vocal cords.
AlthoughS at first this did help, it began to be less
effective each time it was done. After maybe five botox
injections he decided it was not helping, but in actual-
ity making his voice worse. He, therefore, terminated
this treatment..

In 2004 he became aware of Doctor Morton Coo-
per, 11661 San Vicente Blvd. Suite 301 Los Ange-
les, CA 90049, http://www.voice-doctor.com/.  Dr.
Cooper is a voice doctor who currently practices treat-
ment for Spasmodic Dysphonia. Besides Doctor Coo-
per no other doctor has been able to cure SD.

For more than a year brother Kidwell has struggled
with the choice of whether to go to this doctor or not.
During the time in which he has tried to decide, his
voice has gotten noticeably worse. He phoned Doc-
tor Cooper on March 15th, 2004 to get some more
information about how much he charged.  While talk-
ing to the doctor he was told that in order to cure his
SD he would have to come to California and reside
there for a month. His treatment would involve seeing
Doctor Cooper for 25 hours a week. But one thing
stands as a hindrance at this point, MONEY. Doctor
Cooper informed brother Kidwell that this month of
treatment will cost $16,000 not including airfare, ho-
tel, food and so on.

HIS VOICE IS HIS LIFE
$16,000 for treatment, some may not see it as worth

it. So, why would brother Kidwell bother with it? The
answer is a very simple one�he is a Gospel preacher.
He presently works with the church of Christ in Buda/
Kyle, Texas. He also serves as one of the elders.
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Preaching God�s word is brother Kidwell�s life. With-
out the strength of his voice he struggles to preach
God�s word, but as his voice worsens how much longer
can he continue to speak the unsearchable riches of
Christ? Of course, he is greatly concerned about be-
ing able to continue supporting his family by doing the
work of a Gospel preacher. It is not that brother
Kidwell could not get a secular job if he had to be-
cause of his failing voice, but he has such a strong
desire to preach the gospel that it would not be easy
for him to stop doing so. For your information an au-
dio clip of brother Kidwell�s voice can be heard by
clicking the file under brother Kidwell�s picture on the
web page http://home.satx.rr.com/ktownsend/
Tim_Kidwell/.

WILL YOU MAKE A FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTION TODAY TO

HELP TIM KIDWELL?
So, why have I taken the time to explain brother

Kidwell�s condition? You guessed it. Because he
needs our help to be able to pay for this treat-
ment. He also needs our prayers.

Please understand that at the time of this writing
brother Kidwell knows nothing about this article or
the web site: http://home.satx.rr.com/ktownsend/
Tim_Kidwell/. He does not know that we are asking
you to help him. We ask that you do not mention this
to brother Kidwell until it is closer to time for him to
leave for California. This help will simply be a little
surprise from his brethren in Christ.

If you have any questions please email Holly
McCormack at HollyuvTX@ev1.net or phone her
at (254) 471-5749. If you would like to contribute
financially to this fund to help brother Kidwell you can
send your contributions to:

Church of Christ at Evant
C/O Holly McCormack

270 West Brooks
Evant, TX 76525

 Thank you so much for reading this plea for finan-
cial help for brother Kidwell and please keep him and
his family in your prayers.  The Buda/Kyle congre-
gation supports this effort to help brother
Kidwell.

�David P. Brown, Editor
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Assistant Editoral...Assistant Editoral...Assistant Editoral...Assistant Editoral...Assistant Editoral...
DID ADAM AND EVE HAVE

BELLYBUTTONS?
I was asked recently to respond to an article that

appeared in a college paper in Texas. Below is the
article in its entirety followed by a brief response.

THEORY OF DIVINE DECEIT
BREEDS HYPOCRISY

     I have an extremely serious question for all
you religious scholars out there. Okay, are you
ready? Here goes.

    Did Adam and Eve have bellybuttons? No, se-
riously. Did the world�s most famous couple have
navels? It may seem like an insignificant detail,
but there have been serious studies and theories
about this for hundreds of years.

    Here is the serious part of the question. If Adam
and Eve did have bellybuttons, it would imply that
they were born in the �normal� way. But the Bible
says that Adam was created from dust and that
Eve was created from Adam�s rib � doesn�t seem
normal to me.

    On the other hand, if Adam and Eve did not
have bellybuttons, it would mean that they weren�t
the perfect human specimens that they were sup-
posed to be.

    This is heavy stuff, isn�t it? People have been
stumped by this question since the 1700�s, and
became even more confused when Darwin came
onto the scene. With all Darwin�s talk of evolu-
tion and origin of species, creationists had to find
some way to respond to the seemingly overwhelm-
ing evidence against their beliefs.

    Instead of sticking to the tried and true method
of justifying their beliefs through faith, some Chris-
tian scientists tried to back their beliefs with �fact.�

    British zoologist Phillip Henry Gosse came
up with the answer in the 1800�s. Gosse stated
God created the world in six days around 4,000
BC. He also answered the Adam and Eve ques-
tion. Yes, they did have navels; not because they
were born, but because God gave them navels in
an attempt to trick everyone. Since God gave
Adam and Eve navels, he also filled the earth with
fossils, already adult trees, and eroded valleys and
rivers.

    And god did this all to convince people that

there had been a past that had never existed out
of his imagination.

   There are still �young-earth-ers� out there to-
day who still cling to the idea that there is NO
SUCH THING as evolution, and that God fabri-
cated everything in the six days in which he cre-
ated  the earth.
   It seems ridiculous that there are people out
there who would come up with such crazy theo-
ries in order to answer the question of Adam and
Eve�s navels.

    It seems more ridiculous that even though the
Pope accepts evolutionary theory, there are people
who are so blind as to believe that God would
deceive them rather than admit that things have
evolved or that the six days might have been a
subjective number.

   Now, I�m not trying to tear down Creationist
theory. I just think it is wise to always be willing
to listen and question and think for yourself, and
not just cling to an idea that is so dogmatic and
stiff that it turns itself into hypocrisy.1

A RESPONSE
Many things are askew in the article, Theory of

Divine Deceit Breeds Hypocrisy. As I read the ar-
ticle I was truly amazed at the depth of the author�s
ignorance, and willingness to put forth assertions for
which there is no support.

To begin with, the question of �bellybuttons� has no
bearing on the discussion of Creation whatsoever.
From the biblical account, God created Adam from
the dust of the ground and later formed Eve from
Adam�s rib. There certainly would have been no rea-
son for a bellybutton. Just because the writer found a
few Creationists to aver the existence of such does
not prove that God is playing some type of cosmic
trick on mankind.

In fact the entire thesis of her article is based on this
straw man. She asserts the �bellybutton� dilemma
(which in truth is no dilemma), then spins her web
around some man�s misguided attempt to explain the
issue.

Her affirmation that if Adam and Eve didn�t have
bellybuttons they would fail to be the �perfect human
specimens� is without validity. She is implying that a
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failure to have a bellybutton translates into some sort
of shortcoming on their part. If God created Adam
and Eve (and the Bible affirms he did [Genesis 2,3]),
then they certainly were perfect (with or without a hole
in their abdomen).

Then she runs to Darwin as the bearer of light on the
question of origins. Her assertion that Creationists had
to come up with a response to the �seemingly over-
whelming evidence against their beliefs� is totally lack-
ing in veracity. Darwin�s theory, was not, is not, and
will never be true.

In fact everything we KNOW in the realm of Sci-
ence supports the Creationists explanation of the ex-
istence of life, not Darwin�s evolutionary concept. In
fact there are hundreds of good apologetic works that
have been written which deal with the proofs of the
Creationists positions as set forth in the Bible.

Her criticism of Creationists who attempt to prove
their positions rather than just accepting it on faith (in
spite, as she would style it, of what the evidence
proves) shows a total lack of understanding of biblical
faith or the nature of knowledge.  Jesus said, �And
ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set

you free� (John 8:32). We are not in some theologi-
cal guessing game situation. We are to study (II Timo-
thy 2:15), and understand (Ephesians 3:3-4) the things
that God has revealed to us (Deuteronomy 29:29).

The tidbit about not trying to tear down the Cre-
ationist theory simply will not fly. Anyone who attacks
the veracity of the biblical account of creation is hit-
ting at the very foundation of the Bible. More could
be said, but I close with the words of Jesus in Mat-
thew 19:4, �...he that made them at the beginning
made them male and female.� All other things aside,
Jesus affirmed the biblical account not some cosmic
accident, that led to all that we currently see. We need
to stand strong on what the Bible says relative to all
subjects especially ones like the creation that are un-
der constant attack from the enemies of truth.

ENDNOTES
1.  The names of the paper and author are available if

needed for verification of authenticity.

�Michael Light, Assistant Editor
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THE CHRISTIAN CHRONICLE�S...
(Continued From Page One)

tic.
Did the Lord teach somewhere that congrega-

tions must be a certain number in order to be pleasing
to him?  As one peruses the letters to the seven churches
in Asia, he finds that the Lord criticizes his members
for a lack of love, a lack of zeal, for allowing false
teachers to teach error and practice immorality, and for
being complacent (or even dead), but he never men-
tions that they should have more than 5,000 members.
Growth is the result of God blessing the faithful; we
need to work on keeping his word (Revelation 3:8).

Members of churches of Christ seem almost
afraid of discussing any religious topic unless they are
following the script of a Bible study lesson leading to
conversion. Such an attitude is the exact opposite of
the early restoration leaders. Those men were search-
ing for understanding and truth. Those people were
serious students of the word and were not afraid to
change their minds and positions.

Has the editor of this paper ever attended any of
the lectureships that brethren conduct on a variety of
topics?  Has he ever read one of the books produced
by the Shenandoah church in San Antonio�ones that
deal with Bible translations, ethics, hermeneutics, and
many other topics?  Is he aware of the books the Spring
Church of Christ publishes each year, which have dealt
with Roman Catholicism, Pentecostalism, Judaism, the
Muslim religion, Jehovah�s Witnesses, and more?  Has

he ever attended the Power lectures in Southaven, Mis-
sissippi, or those in Memphis, Pensacola, Lakeland,
Austin, or Denton/Schertz?  Has he even bothered to
drive to Muskogee?  How does he know what mem-
bers of the church are afraid to discuss?  Some are
quite proficient at apologetics.

The implication that brethren today are not seri-
ous students of the word is truly a judgment on his
part�of the type Jesus said to avoid (Matthew 7:1-5;
John 7:24). No serious student of the word is afraid to
follow the truth wherever it leads, but neither is he ea-
ger to be blown about by every wind of doctrine or by
what is the popular thing to do at the time. The liberals
or progressives (or whatever he chooses to call them)
do not make arguments and discuss their rationale.
They simply initiate change. How many times have
faithful brethren written to those in error�only to be
thoroughly ignored. Most of them are into the teach-
ings of men (the Puritan up in Iowa)�not the scrip-
tures.

A common idea among those who sought to restore
first century concepts of the church was the call,
�Come, let us reason together.� Bible knowledge was
valued because it was truth. Dialogue and discussion
encouraged the examination of Bible teachings.

The unity meetings mentioned earlier do not in-
clude dialogue. Tracts on instrumental music written
by H. Leo Boles were brought to the first one in Joplin.
They were ordered removed lest someone be offended.
So much for open honest dialogue!  Would the editor of
The Christian Chronicle continue to meet with a per-
son living in immorality (homosexuality, adultery) if that
individual made it clear that nothing would ever change
his mind?  If he would, would he please be so kind as to
explain why? Does he enjoy fellowshipping the im-
moral? Does he have a Bible script mentality which he
hopes will lead to the other person�s conversion?  Why
is he willing to waste his time on an individual who will
not change when there are millions who might?  Most
brethren have no objection to meeting and discussing
issues with anyone, but when someone has closed his
mind, discussion is pointless.

The greatest threat to all of us who are descendants of
the restoration heritage is that we know so little of the
Bible that we lack the tools to reason about faith and
godliness.  We practice a form of religion without know-
ing the God and Savior of the first century church.

   What kind of flapdoodle is that? How can the
editor presume to know the brotherhood so well (though

CHECK
YOUR ADDRESS LABEL

IF YOURS HAS THE DATE
3/01/05

IT IS TIME TO RENEW

SEND RENEWALS TO:
P.O. BOX 2357

SPRING, TX 77383
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Christ motivated followers to follow completely
or not at all. He called disciples to �seek first the
kingdom of God� (Matthew 6:33). Jesus commanded
a young man him to go, sell what he had, give it to the
poor, and then �come, follow me� (Matthew 19:21).
�But when the young man heard the saying, he
went away sorrowful; for he was one that had great
possessions� (Matthew 19:22). One prospective dis-
ciple offered a seemingly plausible reason for delay in
following: �And another of the disciples said unto
him, Lord, suffer me first to go and bury my fa-
ther� (Matthew 8:21). The Lord�s response? �But
Jesus saith unto him, Follow me; and leave the
dead to bury their own dead.� A scathing message
to the Laodiceans cuts to the bone when Christ tells
the church, ��I would thou wert cold or hot��
and �Be zealous therefore, and repent� (Revela-
tion 3:19). The clear message of the Master then is
that the spiritual must be of utmost importance.

It is then with no personal ill will that we take
issue with the following, taught publicly at a �preacher�s
workshop:�

If you�re gonna preach, be normal. Let your little chil-
dren grow up in a home that�s normal. Now, again, you
may want to differ with me. Class, I believe in Sunday-
go-to-meeting clothes, okay? I�ve only preached twice
in my lifetime of 53 years without a coat. Freed
Hardeman, went out there to that State Park. You
couldn�t keep it. That was impossible. No one had one
on and I felt so out of place. Kept my tie on, but I
couldn�t keep my coat on. Another time was when I
was a little teenager and I had experienced a very se-
vere sunburn and I couldn�t wear a coat. Just couldn�t
do it. But, nonetheless, I believe in that type of dic-
tum(?) in preaching, okay. Now, you may wonder why
I said that. I just believe in that. I don�t believe in this
blasé approach in the pulpit. But it bothers me when I
go to hold meetings and I see a preacher who has a
little 3rd grade son on Tuesday night of the meeting
that comes dressed in a coat and tie and he has to

BAD ADVICE
Lynn Parker

he does not attend sound Bible lectureships) that he
can make such a generalization? I have often made
the point to college students that we are the only reli-
gious group I know of who studies all of the scriptures
and puts our beliefs on the line every time we teach a
Bible class and invite discussion. Many denominations
study a portion of the scriptures�selected texts, but
we often cover the material verse by verse.

It is undoubtedly true that some practice a form
of religion, just as some are hypocrites, but we vigor-
ously deny that such is true of the entire membership.
But, in the event that the church is feebler than we
imagined, perhaps we can all gather at the feet the
learned editor while he instructs us how to reason about
faith and godliness.  Undoubtedly, we would be far more
humble, also.

Those on the Chronicle staff love the church that
Jesus died for�. We want to further the efforts to re-
store first century Christianity to the 21st century world.

If the Chronicle staff indeed loves the church,
then why do they display advertisements from schools
that have departed from the faith?  Why do they inter-
view brethren who have erred from the truth? Why
lavish such praise upon �scholars� who do not uphold
the fundamentals of Christianity? Any time they want
to dialogue about such matters and demonstrate their

open-mindedness, I am confident I can find some men
who will be willing to meet with them.

What do they mean by furthering efforts of res-
toration?  If they mean that they are committed to evan-
gelism and calling others to the Gospel, we can cer-
tainly agree that this activity is paramount for all Chris-
tians.

But if they mean that the church has further to go
in being restored, we would all be curious to know where
they think we are currently falling short. Do we have
the wrong gospel, for example? Surely, they do not mean
that.  Does our worship not compare to that of the first
century?  Most brethren are committed to worshipping
in spirit and in truth (John 4:23-24). We do only that
which the New Testament authorizes (Colossians 3:17).
Are we askew as it pertains to New Testament doc-
trine?  If so, where is it?  Do we not have the correct
church organization, as taught in I Timothy 3 and Titus
1)? Do we not have men in leadership roles (I Timothy
2)? What doctrine or practice have brethren failed to
restore? True Christians should always have, as their
goal, pleasing God, and we should continually pray that
all who call themselves Christians would think likewise.

�5419 Lake Howell
Winter Park, FL 32792
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stand over in the foyer like Daddy. That bothers me!
That�s abnormal. That�s abnormal. It is abnormal. Let
that little boy be a boy. And if the other kids are out
there playing, you know, touch football on the church
lawn, let him get out there and mix it up with them. Let
him be a boy. Let him be normal. Sometimes preachers
wonder why my boy never became a preacher. Well,
it�s no wonder he never�he wasn�t normal as he was.

I try to illustrate that a different way�and one of my,
uh, my boys all played ball. Occasionally, very seldom,
but occasionally there�d be a conflict between the lo-
cal church services and and ball.  What are you gonna
do about that?  I�m gonna tell you what I did.  I let �em
play ball! Someone says, �Brother Winkler, you let �em
play ball?� Yessir! And if I had 50 more to raise, they�d
all play ball. I tell you, brethren, we have made so many
unjust, unnecessary stipulations in our work till it�s
made Christianity miserable to some people. Now here�s
what we did, for example. My boy�in Tuscaloosa now
went to school, went to, on a baseball scholarship. He
pitched. And it was in tournaments when he was in
high school. He came in one day and he said, �Daddy,�
said  �they gave us the tournament schedule.� He said,
�the first game�s on Sunday night.� He said, �What in
the world are we gonna do?� I said Son, you�re gonna
pitch. He said, �You mean I don�t�� I said no, you�re
going to church. We had a church in Fort Worth that
had services at 4:00 o�clock in the afternoon. I said just
go on over there and preach where brother J. Willard
Moy (?) preaches at 4:00 o�clock. I said dress in your
baseball suit and just go on over there, as soon as you
get through, then go on to the park. He said, �I, can I
do that?� I said sure you can do it. I want you to do it.
Brother Moy told me later, he said, �Brother Winkler,
thank you for sending your boys over there.� He said,
�I had him up there leading singing in a baseball suit.�
And then when that Wednesday night occasionally
would come, it didn�t happen often, they�d say, �Well,
Daddy, can I go play with my ball?� And I said sure. I
said, you know what you�re gonna do? I said, we�re
going to have a Meeting in town next week. Brother
____ (?) is gonna come hold a meeting. I said, Are you
willing to go to the Meeting one night next week?  �Oh
yeah.� I said, then just do that. I said go on and play
ball Wednesday night and next week, when the Meet-
ing comes, go to church on Wednesday night like you
usually do; then go Thursday night to the Gospel
Meeting. What�s wrong with that, brethren? What,
what was I teaching them? Remember the church. But
work it out � so you can be normal. Do you think that
I was teaching the church is secondary? Absolutely
not. And I want to show you what I�m talking about.

We got preachers all the time that make those type of
demands and they�ll take a vacation and go to the
mountains and, oh, they go to church on Sunday morn-
ing and Sunday night, but when it comes Wednesday
night, if they�re 30 miles removed from the local church,
many of them won�t drive in for Prayer Meeting. They
say, we�ll just have it in our cabin. That make any sense?

Let me tell you something, brethren. Truth follows par-
allel planes. It�s always consistent and if we�re not
consistent, somewhere or another, we�ve done missed
it. That�s what it amounts to. And so, all of my boys
are faithful to the Lord. Two of them preach, one is in
medicine � can preach, and does preach at times. And
I don�t think I lost a single, solitary thing. Today, when
they reminisce back over time, they oftentimes talk about
those times when we worked with them, tried to let
them be normal. At the same time, being a real God-
fearing Christian. One of my boys now� pardon me
being a little personal� but that�s my middle boy, Mike,
that preaches in Birmingham. He�s got a boy, Zach,
some of y�all from over there probably know this, but
Zach is, has a four year scholarship to play football for
Vanderbilt and as a starting wide receiver, as a Fresh-
man, played every game this year (2 words
undistinguishable)�I�ve seen him in every one of
them. But, anyway, what I�m saying is this: uh, when
Mike moved to Birmingham and his boy was a senior
in high school, he had some possibilities. He talked
with the elders. He said, now brethren, there are going
to be times when I�m going to have some conflicts. He
said, I just would like to present you some matters and
will it be all right? And he worked that out
without...there�s not any criticism, never one solitary
question about it. Why can�t we let our children grow
up in homes that are normal? I really become heart, I
just become so heavy-hearted when I see preachers
that have never been able to work it out to where they
can be happy and their family is happy and their chil-
dren are normal. And do you think those children that
I�ve mentioned � my own children � do you think that
they were forsaking the service? Why the, that very
idea. We don�t understand the word forsake! If I was
in local work again, I would be normal. That�s what I�d
do.1

So the advice given to preachers is to let your
children be normal, and �normal� means missing
Wednesday evening worship and Bible classes to play
ball. After all, we are advised, we can make it up by
attending twice next week. I wonder how this sounds
when subjected to the test of consistency.

If it is right for the son to miss Wednesday evening
to play ball, may the congregation miss to watch? If it
is right to make up next week for absences to attend
baseball games this week, could we miss other assem-
blies as well and just make them all up say, during
hockey season? Why would it ever be wrong to stay
home on Sunday night and watch a football game? And
if the fish are biting at the lake this Sunday morning, we
can skip Bible classes and worship assemblies and then
attend a night or two of an area gospel meeting to re-
main in good standing. Elders and preachers are in-
vited. �Brother Jones, quick! Pass the minnow bucket!�

The speech under review here does encourage
forsaking the assembly. And we do understand the word
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�forsake� (to abandon; desert). This approach to Chris-
tianity is contributing to weak, insipid congregations
made up of compromising families and individual mem-
bers. It fosters the pursuit of almighty pleasure at the
cost of true sacrifice. It emphasizes the mundane over
the spiritual. I wrote the speaker in a cordial but clear
fashion to express my concerns and at the same time,
order a book he edited from years previous. I got the
book�but no response on forsaking the assembly.2

Regardless, it is still wrong for parents to allow T-ball,
baseball, football, stick-ball, dodge-ball, or tether-ball to

interfere with the assemblies and Bible classes.

ENDNOTES
1. Portion of lecture presented by Wendell Winkler at

the �Polishing the Pulpit� Workshop hosted by the Jackson-
ville church of Christ, Jacksonville, Alabama, October 31,
1996.

2. Personal letter to Wendell Winkler dated Nov. 13,
1996.

�1650 Gander Slough Rd.
Kingsbury, TX 78638
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John Calvin, born in France in 1509, is best known
as a leader in the Reformation Movement because of
his writings titled The Institutes of the Christian Reli-
gion. This work set forth Calvin�s theology regarding
the nature of God and the impact it has on man�s salva-
tion. Calvin�s whole system is founded upon a faulty
notion of the concept of God�s sovereignty. As Calvin
applied the concept of sovereignty (supreme authority,
freedom from external control) to God, he determined
that nothing outside of God influences His decisions;
therefore, �God�determines the result of all people,
events, and things� (The Moody Handbook of The-
ology, p. 480). When Calvin coupled this flawed con-
cept with the flawed concept that the human race is by
nature sinful and guilty because of Adam�s sin, he de-
veloped a theology that placed all of the responsibility
for man�s salvation completely on God. Calvin believed
that any doctrine holding that men must obey in order
to receive salvation contradicted the concept of God�s
sovereignty. These ideas led to his development of a
system that is characterized by five main points, which
can be remembered by the acronym, �TULIP:� Total
hereditary depravity, Unconditional election, Limited
atonement, Irresistible grace, Perseverance of the saints.

This theology is influencing many in the Lord�s
church today.

Many well-known and influential preachers have
placed more emphasis on God�s activity in man�s sal-
vation. Some treated the concept of God�s grace as if it
were a long-Slost truth, which had been hidden by years
of preaching that emphasized obedience to God�s laws.
This has developed to the point where today some are
denying that man�s obedience to God�s commands plays
any part in being saved from past sins. These ideas
show a kindred spirit between these people and Calvin
in many regards. However, Calvin�s theology is flawed
from beginning to end. Members of the Lord�s church
need to understand that every major tenet of Calvinism
contradicts scripture. Understanding this ought to help
people see the danger and the fallacy of any doctrine
that accepts any part of Calvin�s five basic concepts.
Let�s examine these five points in light of what the scrip-
tures teach.

TOTAL HEREDITARY DEPRAVITY
This tenet holds that all of humanity is lost, dead

in sin, depraved, because of Adam�s sin. This deprav-
ity passes from generation to generation through he-
redity�men are born in sin. Their spiritual condition is
so bad that they can do nothing to rectify it, and can do
nothing even to desire to rectify it on their own.

The scriptures do not support this idea.
1. It was the consequence of Adam�s sin, not the

guilt of it that had a lasting effect on the human race.
Paul said that death came into the world through Adam
(I Corinthians 15:21-22). The context of that passage
shows that Paul is discussing the resurrection of the
body. The death he has in mind there is physical, not
spiritual.

2. The scriptures teach that men are responsible
for their own sins, not the sins of others:

The soul that sinneth, it shall die. The son shall not
bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the father
bear the iniquity of the son: the righteousness of the
righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness of
the wicked shall be upon him (Ezekiel 18:20).

So then every one of us shall give account of him-
self to God (Romans 14:12).

3. It is plainly taught in the Bible that men be-
come guilty and are cut off from God when they, by
their own choice, turn away to sin.

�They have all turned aside; They have to-
gether become unprofitable; There is none who
does good, no, not one� (Romans 3:12, NKJV).

�Lo, this only have I found, that God hath
made man upright; but they have sought out many
inventions� (Ecclesiastes 7:29).

4. If little children were born in sin, completely
cut off from God in that state of wickedness, why did
Jesus say that the kingdom of God is comprised of those
who are like little children (Mark 10:14)?

Consider this problem that arises if this concept is
true: If human beings are totally depraved by heredity,
how could Jesus have been sinless?

UNCONDITIONAL ELECTION
This concept grows out of the previous one. Calvin

believed that man was born dead in sin and therefore
was incapable of responding to God. Therefore, if any-
one were to be saved, it was necessary for God to
choose them for salvation, and that �election,� because
of God�s sovereignty, must have been unconditional.

A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF
CALVIN�S TULIP

Kevin D. Beard
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According to Calvinism this unconditional election took
place in eternity before the world began.

It is hard to imagine a doctrine more unpalatable
than this one. It makes God completely arbitrary, se-
lecting certain people for salvation and condemning the
rest to the fires of hell. An honest study of scripture
reveals that this doctrine is completely false.

1. God shows no favoritism toward anyone.
�Then Peter opened his mouth, and said, of

a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of per-
sons: But in every nation he that feareth him, and
worketh righteousness, is accepted with him�
(Acts 10:34-35).

�The Lord is not slack concerning his prom-
ise, as some men count slackness; but is
longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repen-
tance� (II Peter 3:9).

 �For this is good and acceptable in the sight
of God our Saviour; Who will have all men to be
saved, and to come unto the knowledge of the
truth� (I Timothy 2:3-4).

2. Man does have the ability to choose whether
he follows the Lord or not.

And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose
you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods
which your fathers served that were on the other side
of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land
ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the
LORD (Joshua 24:15).

�And being made perfect, he became the
author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey
him� (Hebrews 5:9).

3. if God unconditionally chose all who would be
saved, why does he invite all to come for salvation?

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and
learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye
shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy,
and my burden is light (Matthew 11:28-30).

�And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And
let him that heareth say, Come. And let him that
is athirst come. And whosoever will, let him take
the water of life freely� (Revelation 22:17).

LIMITED ATONEMENT
Each of Calvin�s main doctrines grow out of the

previous ones. If God selected a limited number of
people to be saved, then Jesus� death made atonement
for a limited group. Christ died only for the elect, ac-
cording to Calvin. But according to the Bible, Christ
died for all.

�I am the living bread which came down from

heaven: if any man eat of this bread, he shall live
for ever: and the bread that I will give is my flesh,
which I will give for the life of the  world� (John
6:51).

For the love of Christ constraineth us; because we
thus judge, that if one died for all, then were all dead:
And that he I died for all, that they which live should
not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto him
which died for them, and rose again (II Corinthians
5:14-15).

�For there is one God, and one mediator
between God and men, the man Christ Jesus; Who
gave himself a ransom for _ all, to be testified in
due time� (I Timothy 2:5-6).

�But we see Jesus, who was made a little
lower than the angels for the suffering of death,
crowned with glory and honour; that he by the
grace of God should taste death for every man�
(Hebrews 2:9).

�And he is the propitiation for our sins: and
not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole
world� (I John 2:2).

IRRESISTIBLE GRACE
If God has chosen specific people to save, and if

those people can do nothing to acquire that salvation,
then God acts for those people to bring them to salva-
tion. Calvin�s idea of irresistible grace addresses that
point. He taught that God draws those whom he has
chosen to himself and makes them willing to respond to
him. He accomplishes this through a direct, supernatu-
ral operation of the Holy Spirit upon the heart of the
individual. Again, Calvin�s theology stands at odds to
the Lord�s word.

First, scripture clearly denies the idea that it is not
possible to resist God�s activity through the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit inspired the prophets to deliver God�s
message of repentance to his people. Generally speak-
ing, the Jews rejected those prophets� messages. Stephen
defined this as resisting the Holy Ghost (Acts 7:51-3).
To the Thessalonian  Christians Paul said, �Quench
not the Spirit� (I Thessalonians 5:19), and although
he was not addressing the Spirit�s activity in saving sin-
ners, he showed that it is possible for men to resist the
workings of the Holy spirit.

Second, the Bible identifies the means God uses
to call the lost to him. It is only through the preaching of
the gospel that the Holy Spirit seeks to influence the
minds and hearts of sinners.

No man can come to me, except the Father which hath
sent me draw him: and I will raise him up at the last
day. It is written in the prophets, And they shall be all
taught of God. Every man therefore that hath heard,
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and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me (John
6:44-45).

For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved. How then shall they call on him in
whom they have not believed? and how shall they be-
lieve in him of whom they have not heard? and how
shall they hear without a preacher? And how shall
they preach, except they be sent? as it is written, How
beautiful are the feet of them that preach the gospel of
peace, and bring glad tidings of good things! (Romans
10:13- 15).

�For after that in the wisdom of God the
world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God
by the foolishness of preaching to save them that
believe� (I Corinthians 1:21).

But we are bound to give thanks always to God for you,
brethren beloved of the Lord, because God hath from
the beginning chosen you to salvation through sancti-
fication of the Spirit and belief of the truth: Where-

unto he called you by our gospel, to the obtaining of
the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ (II Thessalonians
2:13-14).

PERSEVERANCE
OF THE SAINTS

This doctrine is probably more familiarly called
�once saved, always saved.� It is the natural conclusion
to Calvin�s ideas. If God is completely responsible for
choosing, calling, and saving men from sin, then he must
also be responsible for keeping them saved. Calvin be-
lieved that after God had saved a sinner from sin that
the now-saved sinner could never do anything to lose
that salvation; he would be eternally secure. As with
each of the previous four points, this one contradicts
plainly taught precepts found in the word of God.

�Christ is become of no effect unto you, who-
soever of you are justified by the law; ye are fallen
from grace� (Galatians 5:4).

�Behold therefore the
goodness and severity of
God: on them which fell,
severity; but toward thee,
goodness, if thou continue
in his goodness: otherwise
thou also shalt be cut off�
(Romans 11:22).

�But I keep under my
body, and bring it into sub-
jection: lest that by any
means, when I have
preached to others, I myself
should be a castaway� (I
Corinthians 9:27).
Take heed, brethren, lest
there be in any of you an evil
heart of unbelief, in depart-
ing from the living God. But
exhort one another daily,
while it is called Today; lest
any of you be hardened
through the deceitfulness of
sin. For we are made par-
takers of Christ, if we hold
the beginning of our confi-
dence stedfast unto the end
(Hebrews 3:12-14).

For if after they have
usurped the pollutions of the
world through the knowledge
of the Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ, they are again en-
tangled therein, and overcome,
the latter end is worse with
them than the beginning. For it
had been better for them not to
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In his latest book on the ills of America, conser-
vative radio jock Michael Savage touches on, or
should I say hammers on, the inconsistency of the PETA
crowd�s valuation of human life. He draws several
salient points from a relatively recent propaganda spot
decrying the maltreatment of chickens, as they present
them as being cooped for the killing fields.

These neo-socs have no regard for the value of hu-
man life. They care more for chickens than captive
Jews. These bird brains launched an extensive bill-
board campaign with photos of Jews incarcerated at
Auschwitz on the left and chickens pictured in a coop
on the right � as if there is a moral equivalence be-
tween people and birds. Their slogan? �End Today�s
Holocaust: Go Vegan.�

Among the many disturbing implications of such
drivel, several of which Savage points out, there exists
an overt and overbearing implication that humanity is
nothing more than an evolved animal. With this sub-
versive message, American culture has grown to ac-
cept abortion as �birth control� but then wonders why
a teenager slips off into the bathroom during the prom,
delivers a child, and throws him in the trashcan. I can-
not think of a more fitting analogy to American morals:
they have been trashed!

The biblical perspective on human value is far
and away superior to the subjectivism of the agnostic,
Marxist, modeen vista. God made man a receptacle of
divinity.

Then God said, Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness. And let them have dominion over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and
over the livestock and over all the earth and over ev-
ery creeping thing that creeps on the earth (Genesis

THE CHICKEN
Jeff Sweeten

�We are special... (it�s) the difference between a meaningless existence of hopeless cyni-
cism and an optimistic, abundant life of philanthropic purpose and eternal hope.�

1:26)

Not only does humanity carry a spark of divine
light, creation was created for its benefit.

We should own up to our responsibility of taking
care of God�s creation, but it does not follow that the
reason resides in some fabricated fantasy that we are
nothing more than self-appointed guardians by virtue
of our superior evolution. We are special because God
made us that way; and the implication of this truth
makes the difference between a meaningless existence
of hopeless cynicism and an optimistic, abundant life of
philanthropic purpose and eternal hope.

Now, here�s the punch line: having been inundated
with this kind of pop-culture, politically correct brain-
washing (�brainwarshing� for some of us), do we re-
spond with cowed, spineless silence? Or, perhaps some
would argue to find common ground; you know, em-
phasize the things upon which we agree and minimize
our differences? Or, should the Christian �Stand there-
fore, having your loins girt about with truth... and
(take) the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of
God� (Ephesians 6:14,17) and defend the unique na-
ture of humanity. The value of human beings is far and
above anything else in God�s creation; and for that rea-
son, we must demand that the treatment of baby seals
is nowhere near an equivalent to the treatment of unbom
humans.

My assertion is not a compromise; it is a fact: if
you will not stand, you are a chicken!

�807 E. 21st
Odessa, TX 79761

have known the way of righteousness, than, after they
have known it, to turn from the holy commandment
delivered unto them. But it is happened unto: them ac-
cording to the true proverb, The dog is turned to his
own vomit again; and the I sow that was washed to her
wallowing in the mire (II Peter 2:20-22).

Calvin�s teachings are so interdependent that dis-
proving one point will cause the whole system to fall.
Not only does the Bible show any one of Calvin�s five
basic principles to be false, but it shows all of them to
be false. Calvinism is completely contrary to God�s
word. It is true that man does not save himself through

his own works, but that does not mean that he has no
responsibility whatever in the salvation process. God
holds each person accountable only for his own sins.
Since all have sinned, all need salvation. The God who
loved the world made salvation available by the sacri-
fice of Jesus and through the gospel invited all men to
receive it. Each person has the capability to hear; the
gospel message and decide for: himself either to be-
lieve or not. God saves all who choose to believe it and
obey its commands.

 �P.O. Box 40
Fayette, AL 35555
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Paul�s inspired  �seven ones of unity� in Ephesians
4:1-6 are significant for several reasons. For one, they
enforce the fact that unity is not based on a �core� of
one or two beliefs but upon the entire body of doctrine.
It is therefore the case that all facts, all requirements,
all identifying marks of the church, et. al must be in
place before the blessing of unity can be enjoyed �
both with God (I John 1:7) and then with all other obe-
dient people (I John 1:3). One can no more enjoy unity
if he alters the nature or actions of worship than he can
if he denies the death, burial, and resurrection of the
Christ. Secondly, each plank in the list is exclusive be-
cause it is singular. This obviously helps to deny the
assertion of multiple bodies, or of many faiths, or even
of many baptisms. From an apologetic perspective, for
example, these verses have proven extremely useful
over the years to demonstrate that �Holy Spirit Bap-
tism� is no longer a current phenomenon; in fact, it was
over by the time Paul wrote the epistle to the Ephesians,
seeing the baptism of the Holy Spirit is one thing and
the baptism of the Great Commission is another, and
there existed only one baptism, not two. But these verses
are especially applicable in today�s climate of �much,
many and more.� How can there be thousands of dis-
tinct �churches� when Paul clearly stated by inspira-
tion that there is one? How can one group adhere to
one system of belief, and another endorse a completely
different, competing system (which makes two)? How
can one man exalt Jesus as a standard of authority and
another man endorse Mohammed, and both men be
right? There is no doubt, these �seven ones of unity�
are incredibly powerful and worthy of man�s greatest
attention; and to say the least, it is a problem-solving
passage � since religious division could be cured with
the right application of these planks.

There is a special application of the �one bap-
tism,� however, that deserves serious attention. In the
last two decades especially, numerous discussions have
been advanced regarding the �Christian Church� and
whether this denominational group is actually a part of
the body of the Christ (the church of Christ). And the
heart of this discussion centers on (as it is called, and
righffully so) �Christian Church baptism.� The phrase
itself is used in a possessive sense, to indicate the bap-
tism of (or administered by) the Christian Church. It is
to say that it is something distinct to the Christian Church

�A FEW THOUGHTS ABOUT
CHRISTIAN CHURCH BAPTISM�

David B. Smith

denomination (it belongs to them); and on that basis
alone one could easily conclude that it clashes with the
�one baptism� of Ephesians 4:5 � since the baptism of
the Great Commission and �Christian Church Baptism�
denote, two separate actions. �Christian Church bap-
tism� is no more true baptism than �Baptist-baptism�
or �Methodist-baptism� or �Mormon-baptism.� Any
baptism more than the one of the Bible is simply too
many.

So is it possible for people in the Christian Church
to have received a scriptural baptism? That is, is it ever
possible for one to be truly converted in that atmo-
sphere? Or perhaps it is better to ask � since the Chris-
tian Church is a denomination � is it possible for there
to be an exception to the rule? Could there be someone
who had the right understanding of his/her actions in
spite of the regular practices and beliefs or nature of
the Christian Church? It is best to begin the answer
with a presentation of scriptural baptism, of that pat-
tern presented in the New Testament. And this can be
easily divided into three sections (each of these dealing
with the required understanding of the candidate):

1. Scriptural baptism can only exist when there is
first understanding and compliance with the total plan
of conversion. Not only must one believe in the deity of
the Christ (John 8:24), but the candidate for baptism
must repent (Acts 2:38) and confess that �Jesus the
Christ is the Son of God� (Romans 10:10; Acts 8:37).

2. Also, scriptural baptism includes a full under-
standing of the purpose for baptism: to become a dis-
ciple and place one in the ownership of the Godhead
(Matthew 28:19-20); to be saved (Mark 16:16; I Peter
3:21); to receive the remission of sins (Acts 2:38; 22:16);
to be added by the Lord to the church (Acts 2:47; I
Corinthians 12:13); to be placed into the Christ
(Galatians 3:26-27). That is, one must understand that
he/she is dead in sin and is being baptized to become
alive unto the Christ.

3. But there is more. One must understand what
it is that he/she is being added to, or baptism loses mean-
ing and distinctiveness. It is after all pointless to under-
stand that �we have redemption through his blood,
even the forgiveness of sins� (Colossians 1:14) with-
out also understanding that God translates men �into
the kingdom of his dear son� (Colossians 1:13) in
the same act. And one would do well to study the con-
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version accounts in the book of Acts, and how that the
evangelists taught �concerning the kingdom of God�
(Acts 8:12) prior to baptism. But now it must be noted,
there is a  difference in understanding the nature of the
church and understanding what the church does. It is
erroneous to think that a man must understand the quali-
fications for elders or know the specific acts of worship,
or such like. But a man who is to be converted must
know that he is being added to the true church belonging
to the Lord. And this knowledge must include an under-
standing of the difference between the denominational
definition of the church and the biblical definition of the
church.

Considering that the Christian Church is a denomi-
nation and teaches a denominational theology, a true
conversion would be the exception and not the rule. If
one made the standard denominational confession (a
confession of sin, and not an admission of the deity of
Jesus), then no conversion occurred. If one believed he/
she was saved before he/she was baptized, then no con-
version occurred. If one was baptized thinking the church
and the kingdom are separate entities, no con-
version occurred. And if one was baptized
thinking that he/she was becoming a part of a
group of people that itself is one body among
many bodies of saved people, no conversion
occurred. That is, if one was being baptized
with the understanding that there are �saved
people in every denomination� then it demon-
strates a faulty understanding of the nature of
the church; hence, no conversion occurred. (Or
in this case, if one believe he or she was be-
coming [or even joining] the �Christian Church
denomination� then no conversion occurred.)
This is why the exceptions are rare indeed. In
order to receive a scriptural baptism, one must
understand that it is for the remission of sins
and to be added by the Lord to the one and
only, exclusive, undenominational body � since
there is only one group of saved people in the
world (the Church of the Christ).

So no conversion occurs in �Christian
Church baptism.� But it is possible that one
could be baptized for the right reason and with
the right understanding of the church, and �
because of a lack of understanding about the
work and worship of the church � subse-
quently identify with the wrong group of people
(thinking that it was a local congregation of
God�s people). Of course, the moment one
worships in the error of the Christian Church
he/she would fall from the grace of God and
be in need of restoration.

All of this is written to say that (1) the Christian
Church is no different than any other denomination
and shares no spiritual kinship with the true people of
God � the church of the Christ, and (2) in situations
where people leaving the environment of the Chris-
tian Church claim to have a scriptural baptism there is
need for extreme caution and extremely pointed and
unambiguous questions. Simply asking �have you been
baptized for the remission of sins(?)� hardly comes
close to striking at the real issues. And situations like
this must be judged on an individual basis, not as a
whole. Is it possible for some now affiliated with the
Christian Church to have been baptized right? It is
possible; but of course, these would be the exception
and not the rule.

�700 Jolly Rd.
Calhoun, GA 30701
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There is a growing disregard for elders. This is
symptomatic of our day where human wisdom is sub-
stituted for divine revelation. I want to say something
on the other side.

I appreciate elders because this is God�s plan (I
Timothy 3:1-7; Titus 1:5-9). The one who fails to re-
spect elders fails to respect God�s word and God�s way.
I cannot be faithful to the Bible and disregard elders.

I appreciate elders because of the responsibility
they accept. No men on earth have a greater responsi-
bility than elders. The President of the United States
with all of our problems does not bear the responsibility
of elders. Elders are responsible for carrying the gos-
pel to every creatures (Matthew 28:18-20; Mark 16:15-
16). But that is not the end of the elders� responsibility.
They must watch after souls. They will have to give an
account of the souls that are under their oversight. I
appreciate the man that is willing to accept the respon-
sibility of an elder.

I appreciate elders because of the time they give
to the Lord�s work. While others are free to use their
time in various ways, elders must use much of the time
in fulfilling their duties. There are meetings where time
must be given to planning the work, dealing with prob-
lems, and many other things. This requires a great deal
of time, I appreciate the man who is willing to take the
time necessary to do the work of an elder.

I appreciate elders because they work with the
least encouragement of any people I know. I have of-
ten wondered how long I would continue to preach if I
received criticism as elders do with so little encourage-
ment. Few people in any congregation think to give a
word to encourage elders. I appreciate men what will
give years of helping the church grow, struggle with its
problems, accept criticism, receive little or no encour-
agement, and continue to do its work.

I appreciate elders because of their families. First,
they have done a good job in training their children and
in building a stable marriage. My hat is off to the man
that has a family that makes it possible for him to serve
as an elder. I appreciate elders because of the sacri-
fices they make so that they can serve. Time that might
be spent with his family is often used in doing the work
of the Lord. I appreciate families that are willing to
allow the husband and father to spend the time that is
needed in dealing with the problems, planning the work
of the church, and being concerned about the welfare
of people that are under their oversight.

�deceased

WHY I APPRECIATE

Josiah was one of the �royal performers� of the
Southern Kingdom, Judah. Though he had not much
encouragement from his grandfather or father
Manasseh, his grandfather, set up alters to Baal and
did evil (II Kings 21:2-3), and Amon, his father, wor-
shipped idols and did evil (II Kings 21:20-22), Josiah
from his earliest age of accountability �did right in
the eyes of Jehovah, and walked in the way of
David his father� (II Kings 22:2). His was a good
reign of thirty-one years, beginning at age eight (22:1).
Perhaps his mother helped make the difference in his
life. Note some great characteristics youths of today
should imitate.

Josiah determined early to �remember his cre-
ator� (Ecclesiastes 12:1). He allowed �no man to de-
spise his youth� (I Timothy 4:12). He purposed early,
as Daniel did, not to defile himself (Daniel 1:8). He
would have been an example to Daniel, for Daniel must
have been born and reared during Josiah�s reign.

Josiah �turned not aside to the right hand nor
to the left� (22:2). He was steadfast (I Corinthians
15:58). Neither the pressures of politics nor of friends
and acquaintances nor of prestige, power and influence
turned his head from the truth. He deviated not from
the straight and narrow (Matthew 7:21-23; II John 9-
11; Revelation 2:10). He put God first (Matthew 6:33).

Josiah sought early in life to learn the law of God
(22:8). He humbled himself before God, and he shud-
dered to think of the wrath of Jehovah, �that is poured
out upon us, because our fathers have not kept
the word of Jehovah, to do according to all that is
written in this book� (II Chronicles 34:21).

Josiah had a tender heart (22:19; II Chronicles
34:27). �Blessed are the poor in spirit� (Matthew
5:3). Blessed are those who want to know the truth
and are ready to obey, like the Ethiopian nobleman (Acts
8:26), like Saul of Tarsus (Acts 22:16), like the Philippian
jailer (Acts 16:30).

Josiah wanted all people to obey the Lord (22:11).
He sought to teach the word to all (23:1; II Chronicles
34:29). The king and the people made a covenant to
serve Jehovah (II Chronicles 34:31-33). This they did
all of his days.

�3950 Forest Hill Irene Rd.
Memphis, TN 38125

JOSIAH�A YOUTH
ELDERS

Franklin Camp

WHO SERVED GOD
Curtis A. Cates
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FORGETTING
GOD IN PROSPERITY

Tom Moore

In times of prosperity many forget God, Consider
the warning Moses gave to the children of Israel:

For the LORD thy God bringeth thee into a good Land,
a land of  brooks of water, of fountains and depths that
spring out of valleys and hills; A land of wheat, and
barley, and vines, and fig frees, and pomegranates; a
land of oil olive, and honey; A land wherein thou shalt
eat bread without scarceness, thou shalt not lack any-
thing in it; a land whose stones are iron, and out of
whose hills thou mayest dig brass. When thou hast
eaten and art full, then thou shalt bless the LORD thy
God for the good land which he hath given thee. Be-
ware that thou forget not the LORD thy God, not keep-
ing his commandments, and his judgments, and his
statutes, which I command thee this day (Deuteronomy
8:7-11).

Struggling to �make ends meet� can be difficult,
but if we stop to think about it, it is obvious that pros-
perity has its difficulties as well. When we speak of
�times of want,� we need to be careful. For all the
struggles we face when we suffer a shortage of the
necessities of life, we face an even greater challenge
when we suffer a surplus.

The challenge of prosperity is greater because it
challenges us at the level of our character. Trying to
�make ends meet� is mostly physical or outward, but
wealth presents a host of harder problems that are spiri-
tual in nature. Granted, there are some spiritual issues
that must be dealt with when we are struggling finan-
cially, but many people who struggle in this area would
acknowledge that they found their inward characters
growing in positive ways during that experience.

By contrast, most people would have to say that
their characters tend to weaken when life is completely
comfortable. At times it is a struggle to keep from spiri-
tually suffocating in our privileged circumstances.

Paul made an �eye opening� statement in
Philippians 4:11-12:

Not that I speak in respect of want for I have learned,
in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content. I
know both how to be abased, and I know how to abound:
every where and in all things I am instructed both to
be full and to be hungry, both to abound and to suffer
need.

It takes some �know how� and some �want to�
to be full and to abound without losing control of our

spiritual lives. When we are living comfortably, our spiri-
tual survival is anything but automatic. In fact, accord-
ing to Jesus, the odds are quite against it, �And again
I say unto you, It is easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter
into the kingdom of God� (Matthew 19:24).

These truths have sobering implications for those
of us who live in the wealthiest nation of the world the
United States. We face some spiritual hardships that
our brethren in poorer cultures do not have to deal with,
and frankly, we are not handling our abundance as well
as we ought. We are �full,� but in all too many cases,
we are letting our spirits starve to death. Robert Bur-
ton said, �If adversity hath killed his thousands, pros-
perity hath killed his ten thousands.�

We all need to give serious attention to the words
of Paul:

But godliness with contentment is great gain. For we
brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we
can carry nothing out And having food and raiment let
us be therewith content But they that will be rich fall
into temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and
hurtful lusts,   which drown men in destruction and
perdition. For the love of money is the root of all evil:
which while some coveted after, they have erred from
the faith, and pierced themselves through with many
sorrows (I Timothy 6:6-10).

�823 North Main St.
Malvern, AR 72104
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IGNORAMUS
Bob Howton

Merriam Webster, in defining the word �Ignora-
mus� reflected back to a play by George Ruggle in
the year 1615, in which this author used an utterly igno-
rant character, as the central focus in a play, which he
entitled �Ignoramus�. Webster uses only one short word
to define the word ignoramus: �Dunce�.

In looking back over the years of my life, I recall
some characters who might have had trouble passing
the entrance exam for an �ignoramus�. Then sheep-
ishly, I might blush as I reflect upon some occasions,
when others could have pinned my ears back with the
label �ignoramus�. Rarely do I ever reflect upon such
a character today, without recalling a story by my late
and revered friend, Paul D. Murphy. He bad a knack
for being able to nail someone to the wall, without at
the same time, trying to devastate the object of his re-
buke. It was always apparent that Murphy was not
trying to be personal, nor vindictive, nor just hurtful, but
that his sole interest was the safety and value of one�s
soul, and their friendship.

He told me of a business meeting of the church,
in which well meaning, enthusiastic brethren proposed
good works which needed to be implemented, but which
were methodically, and without fail, doomed to failure
by a hard nosed individual who objected to everything.
Brother Murphy sat quietly, observing the discussions,
and noting the pall of discouragement which pervaded
the meeting because of the brother�s attitude.

When he bad absorbed about all he could stom-
ach, he rose to his feet, cleared his throat, and turning
to the disgruntled brother, he said, �Bro. __________
about the most benevolent thing I can say about you is
that you�re a total �IGNORAMUS�.� Of course there
was an eerie silence, and several slack jaws which fol-
lowed, before Bro. Murphy continued.

In the time I�ve been here I�ve observed that you
do many good things, and you always do them well, but
it�s apparent that your heart is not right. If an idea is not
yours, you will do everything in your power to kill it. If
a proposed work might require some sacrificing, you�ll
talk it down, no matter how much it might be needed.
In fact, whatever the elders, or the majority might pro-
pose, it seems that you are always against it. You ought
to be ashamed! You call yourself a Christian, but you
are anything but what that Holy name implies. Yes, Sir!
In my opinion, you�re nothing but a bona fide �ignora-
mus�.

Brother Murphy related that the man�s counte-
nance changed from white, to red, then to blue, then
back to white. Afterward, when the man had taken
time to reflect upon what was said, he repented, and
asked forgiveness for his short sighted way of life. In-
stead of losing a brother, or mollycoddling a wrong atti-

Fox News Network advertises that their news
coverage is �fair and balanced.�  By this they mean
that they try to give all political sides to a question equal
time.  They try to report the news without any bias one
way or the other.  The critics of Fox News challenge
their �fair and balance� claim.  Even if they are not
really �fair and balanced,� it is a noble objective.  There
are few absolutes when it comes to politics.

There are members of the church who would like
our preaching and teaching to be fair and balanced.
Fair and balanced news reporting is a noble goal.  When
it comes to truth, fair and balanced preaching and teach-
ing is an ignoble goal. Christianity is full of absolutes.
Preaching and teaching needs to be sound and truthful
not fair and balanced.

The Bible is not one of many sacred books.  It is
the only sacred book.  Those other books should not be
given equal balance in our preaching and teaching.  The
Bible is man�s sole guide.  If ignored it will be man�s
eternal death.

Christianity is not simply one of many religions.
Christianity is God-made and all other religions are man-
made. The other religions should not be given equal
balance in our preaching and teaching.  The only reli-
gion that has eternal benefits is the one founded on the
eternal God the Son �Jesus Christ.

The Lord�s church is not simply one of many
churches.  Jesus built one church and one church only.
The other churches should not be given equal balance
in our preaching and teaching.  It is not �worship at the
church of your choice.�  It is �worship at the church of
Christ�s choice,� the church of Christ.  Only members
of Christ�s church have any hope of salvation.

Preaching and teaching needs to be sound and
truthful not fair and balanced.  Jesus said that we are
either with him or against him.  There is no merit in
being against Jesus.  You are either in the church or not
in the church.  There is no merit in not being in the

�FAIR AND BALANCED�
Brock Hartwigsen

tude, Murphy�s strong rebuke made him think, and ulti-
mately to repent. Just another proof that God�s way is
that which we should follow. Brethren, if a man be over-
taken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an
one in the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest
thou also be tempted (Galatiana 6:1). Those who fail to
do this might find themselves labeled a �Spiritual Igno-
ramus�.

�3935 Tuscaloosa Dr.
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
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Friday, May 20
  7:00 P.M. David P. Brown �Heinousness of Sin�
  8:00 P.M. B.J. Clarke �Heinousness of Unbelief�

Saturday, May 21
  9:00 A.M. James Cossey �Heinousness of Perverting Worship�
10:00 A.M. James Boyd �Heinousness of Denominationalism�
11:00 A.M. Rob Whitacre �Heinousness of Immorality�
  1:30 P.M. Paul Vaughn �Heinousness of Rejecting The Restoration Plea�
  2:30 P.M. Kent Bailey �Heinousness Of Not Contendinig For The Faith�

Contending For The Faith
Old Philadelphia Meeting House Lectures

Friday, May 20 &
Saturday, May 21, 2005

�HEINOUSNESS OF SIN�

Paul Vaughn,
Lectureship Co-Director

(270) 927-9701 office
(270) 295-7868 home

David P. Brown,
Lectureship Co-Director

(281) 353-2707 office
(281) 350-5516 home

The building is easily found. Take Interstate
24 to Manchester, Tennessee and then take
the Highway 55 exit toward McMinnville,
Tennessee. In about ten miles exit right on
Highway 287 North toward Viola, Tennessee
until you reach Vervilla Road. Turn left and
the building is on the right in about two miles.
The present building is of wood frame and
was built in 1832. The trip from the Interstate
is only about twenty miles and well worth the
visit.

church.  You either live a life of obedience to God or
you do not.  There is no merit in living a life in disobedi-
ence to God.

When a person is called to testify in court he is
asked to swear that he will �tell the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth.�  He is not asked to

swear to being �fair and balanced� in his testimony.
Likewise, when it comes to our preaching and teaching
we need to �tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth.�  We do not need to be fair and balanced.

�12521 Holly Springs
Apex, NC 27539
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And He Answered Not A Word
Marvin L. Weir

Silence is not always golden. There are unique
obligations and responsibilities that come with obeying
the gospel. The secret, non-vocal Christian stands con-
demned by Jesus in his Sermon on the Mount. Christ
charges those who will be his followers with these
words:

Ye are the salt of the earth:but if the salt have lost its
savor, wherewith shall it be salted? it is thenceforth
good for nothing, but to be cast out and trodden under-
foot of men. Ye are the light of the world. A city set on
a hill cannot be hid. Neither do men light a lamp, and
put it under the bushel, but on the stand; and it shineth
unto all that are in the house. Even so let your light
shine before men; that they may see your good works,
and glorify your Father who is in heaven (Matthew
5:13-16).

The purpose of light is to dispel darkness, and salt
with savor affects and influences with its ability to pre-
serve. The cause of Christ is hindered today by those
who should be faithful soldiers, but are instead silent
cowards.

Can you imagine Christ coming upon the money-
changers in the temple and reasoning that their unscru-
pulous behavior was none of his business? One must
remember to always �judge not lest he be judged�
� right (Matthew 7:1)? Wrong! �Righteous judg-
ment� (John 7:24) is demanded of those who follow
the Lord. Do you get the impression that Christ came
upon the money-changers in the temple and was sorely
tempted to answer them not a word? No, the Bible
says, �And he entered into the temple, and began
to cast out them that sold, saying unto them, It is
written, And my house shall be a house of prayer:
but ye have made it a den of robbers� (Luke 19:45-
46).

Do you recall the devil�s temptation of Christ in
the wilderness? Satan first said to the Lord, �If thou
art the Son of God, command that these stones
become bread� (Matthew 4:3). Do the scriptures say:
�And He answered him not a word?� No, the Lord
said, �It is written, Man shall not live by bread
alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of
the mouth of God� (Matthew 4:4).

On the occasion of the second temptation Satan
took Christ to the pinnacle of the temple and said, �If
thou art the Son of God, cast thyself down: for it is
written, He shall give his angels charge concern-
ing thee: and, On their hands they shall bear thee
up, lest haply thou dash thy foot against a stone�
(Matthew 4:6). Did Christ just sit there knowing that
this was a highly charged situation, and thus he an-
swers not a word? No, the Lord quickly replied, �Again

it is written, Thou shalt not make trial of the Lord
thy God� (Matthew 4:7).

The devil tempting Christ for the third time �taketh
him unto an exceeding high mountain, and showeth
him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory
of them; and he said unto him, All these things
will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship
me� (Matthew 4:8-9). Do the scriptures declare that
because the Lord does not want to be perceived as a
troublemaker that he answered not a word? No, Jesus
boldly said, �Get thee hence, Satan: for it is writ-
ten, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and
him only serve� (Matthew 4:10).

Christ teaches his followers to count the cost of
discipleship. So many times today the only concern of
leaders is that they say or do nothing that will offend
one. The words of the Master must be remembered,
�So therefore whosoever he be of you that
renounceth not all that he hath, he cannot be my
disciple� (Luke 14:33).

The silence of brethren who should know better
is killing many congregations. Max Lucado has said
that the decision to remove �Church of Christ� from
�Oak Hills� was not a difficult one. Lucado boasts that
only three families left over the decision, and touts the
fact that in their place over 1,100 have �joined the
church.� Surely out of what is now 4,600 people some
were concerned and upset who answered not a word.

Gospel preachers are to proclaim the whole coun-
sel of God (Acts 20:27) and �reprove, rebuke, ex-
hort, with all longsuffering and teaching� (II Timo-
thy 4:2). Many are guilty of not being willing to rock the
boat, and thus when it is past time to speak up for the
cause of Christ they answer not a word.

Elders are to be �apt to teach� (I Timothy 3:2)
God�s word, �exhort in the sound doctrine, and con-
vict the gainsayers� (Titus 1:9). Liberalism would not
have the death grip it has on many congregations today
if elders would stand up and speak out in defense of
God�s truths. Regrettably, however, when false teach-
ing rears its ugly and destructive head, many who should
be feeding and protecting the flock answer not a word.

Older members who should know better many
times complain about the liberalism in the congregation
they attend. Surely some want to gag at what surrounds
them, but they answer not a word. It is a pathetic epi-
taph for the Christian that reads, �And he answered
not a word.

�5810 Liberty Grove
Rowlett, TX 75030
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THE POWER OF THE PEDESTAL
Annette B. Cates

With rare exception, the Statue of Liberty in New
York Harbor is likely the best known such monument
throughout the world.  For generations of impoverished,
persecuted, and war-worn people, this statue has been
a symbol of hope for freedom, security, and prosperity.
Although immigrants have entered the United States
through many ports other than Ellis Island where the
Statue of Liberty stands, for most immigrants this loca-
tion was their first glimpse of America.  She was the
first sighting of home to returning soldiers from the world
wars and others military conflicts. Her uplifted right
hand holds up a lighted torch for all of the world to see,
a welcoming beacon to the weary. Close to her body,
her left hand holds a book with the date of July 4, 1776.
Everything about her is symbolic of what is right about
this great nation. But, few think about the most impor-
tant aspect of Miss Liberty�her pedestal. It is the ped-
estal that gives her a foundation and provides support.
The pedestal helps her hold her torch so high.

Hmmm�it seems to me that the role of the ped-
estal is somewhat like that of a wife and mother in the
home (and women in general). She often goes unno-
ticed, but she provides the foundation for the home.
She is the balance wheel. She supports and encour-
ages her family members. They can soar to great heights
because she emboldens them. Truly, she is the keeper
of the home (Titus 2:5).  Whereas the Statue of Liberty
does not crush her pedestal with her weight, the woman
is not compressed by her loved ones, but receives
strength from them.

One might ask, �How can a person have power,
when she chooses the supporting role?�  The principle
is the same as when Jesus settled a dispute among the
disciples over who was the greatest.  He said, �If any
man desire to be first, the same shall be last of
all, and servant of all� (Mark 9:35). This applies in
the home as well as to those squabbling disciples.  (This
is not to say that the woman is to be a doormat for her
family to take advantage of her. They have their own
responsibilities in the home.) According to C. E. W.
Dorris in his commentary on Mark in the series pub-
lished by the Gospel Advocate Company, �servant� here
means �minister� as in Colossians 1:25. Attitudes in-
volved in this principle include humility, a lack of pride,
and a willingness to sacrifice self.

Women have a strong influence on the men in

their lives. We have all known men whose spiritual
strength came from their wives; conversely, many have
lost their souls because of worldly wives. A woman
has the power to make a difference by bringing about
good or evil.

Jeremiah 44:15-17 gives an example of the nega-
tive influence a woman can exert. The men would not
hearken unto the word of Jeremiah because their wives
were involved in burning incense to idolatrous gods.
Jezebel was a woman whose evil served to strengthen
her husband in his own iniquity. �But there was none
like unto Ahab which did sell himself to work wick-
edness in the sight of the Lord, whom Jezebel his
wife stirred up� (I Kings 21:25). Such women used
their power to make a dark world darker.

On the other hand, women have brought great
light to this sin-stained world. Peter tells wives to be in
subjection to their husbands in order to bring the unbe-
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lieving husband to obedience to God (I Peter 3:1). For
example, Lydia �attended unto the things which
were spoken of Paul� (Acts 16:14). The following
verse tells us that she and her household were bap-
tized. What is the likelihood that the household would
have obeyed the gospel had Lydia not have led the way?
For them to follow her, she first had to have their re-
spect and trust.  At least eight of the individuals saluted
by the apostle Paul as his fellow-workers in Romans
16 were women. For these women of the New Testa-
ment, theirs was a quiet power, a pedestal-type power
that laid a foundation in faith for others to follow.

Women today seem to resent being the pedestal
of the home, church, and society.  They object to being
recognized as �John�s wife� or �Susie�s mother.�  They
clamor for an identity of �their own.�  Some come into
the worship service and would usurp leadership roles,
if so allowed.  Some demand to head business and gov-
ernmental organizations because they are women, and

It is never safe to neglect the fundamentals of
God�s word. Fundamentals are the basic facts of the
Holy scriptures. They are the foundational principles
upon which other tenets are built (Hebrews 5:11-14).
Our learning process must begin with fundamentals. In
grade school you first learned your A-B-C�s. Next, you
learned words. Following that you moved on to sen-
tences. Finally, you advanced to other matters of com-
prehension. But, learning the alphabet was crucial to
your educational advancement.

Some folks were never fully grounded in the fun-
damentals of the gospel. This handicaps their spiritual
development. If they try to be teachers and preachers
of the gospel, they become a danger to the church.
Their teaching is skewed and their doctrines destruc-
tive. They are like a person trying to teach the subject
of math, having never understood the fundamentals�
i.e., adding and subtracting. Such individuals do not make
good math teachers. The same is true with teachers of
the gospel.

How can the following be true? �Ever learn-
ing, and never able to come to the knowledge of
the truth� (II Timothy 3:7). How can these learn bib-
lical information, but not know the truth?

Perhaps they never understood the basics. In the

The Danger of
Neglecting Fundamentals

Richard Massey

church today there are preachers that see no sin in
the use of mechanical instruments of music in wor-
ship. Some will have spiritual fellowship with anyone
that calls God �Father� and Jesus �Savior.� They no
longer believe that baptism is necessary for salvation.
This is a far cry from Jesus and the apostles. It is not
what preachers of the past stood for.

What is bringing about these changes? Why has
this become so widespread? Believe it or not, it has a
lot to do with a neglect of fundamentals. Brethren in
the pew are not as fundamentally sound as in years
gone by. Many elders have not been grounded in the
basics. They are, in part, to blame for the success of
false teachers across the brotherhood. They should
be removing false teachers from the pulpits, instead
they are not able to recognize false teaching when
they hear it.

Fundamentals must be taught in all of our
classes. We need to start early in grounding our chil-
dren and new Christians in the elementary facts of
the gospel. It is an important step in bringing real
strength to the church.

�P. O. Box 272
Rising Star, TX 76471

not because they are qualified for such a position.
(Those who are qualified can and do go to the top in
the secular world.)  Women who are discontented with
their roles either do not know or have forgotten where
the real power is�in the pedestal.

Real power, God-given power, is in the pedestal.
It is not in sign-carrying protest marches made popular
in the 1960�s, nor is it in making demands for leader-
ship where it is not sanctioned by God or where one is
not qualified, nor is it in putting others down in order to
build oneself as ruler. No, it is in supporting, encourag-
ing, and providing a foundation for the well-being of
those around us.  I personally am proud to be the Lord�s
servant, Curtis� wife, Andy and Dan�s mother, Michelle
and Shelly�s mother-in-love, Maggie, Trey, Caitlin, and
Conor�s grandmother. Therein is my power!

�9194 Lakeside Drive
Olive Branch, Mississippi 38654
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, Evangelist, (256) 778-
8955, (256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, Evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, Evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy  NW
30120-4222.  770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.
Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton,
Evangelist- email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, Evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, Evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, Evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, Evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
Evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Tennessee-
Memphis-Forest Hill Church of Christ, 3950 Forest Hill-Irene
Rd., Memphis, TN 38125. Sun. 9:30, 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. (901) 751-2444,  Barry Grider, Evangelist.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress,
P.O. Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, Evange-
list. Home of  Spring Bible Institute and the SBI Lectures begin-
ning the last Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, Evange-
list; djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun.
9, 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
Jason Rollo, Evangelist, (817) 282-3239.

Lubbock-Southside Church of Christ, 8501 Quaker Ave., Box
64430, Lubbock, TX 79464. Sun. 9:00, 9:55 a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed.
7:30 p.m. Sunday worship aired live at 10:15 a.m. over KFYO 790
AM radio. Tommy Hicks, Evangelist. (806) 794-5008 or (806)798-
1019.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, Evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30
a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

Roanoke-Church of Christ, Corner of Rusk and Walnut, Roanoke,
TX 76262. Sun. 9:45, 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 pm. (817)
491-2388.

Schertz-Church of Christ, 501 Schertz Pkwy., Schertz, TX. (210)
658-0269. Sun. 9:30a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m., take
Schertz Pkwy. Exit off  I-35, NE of San Antonio, Kenneth Ratcliff
and Stan Crowley, Evangelists.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Chey-
enne, WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Gerald Reynolds, Tel. (307) 635-
2482.

Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...
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FOR ELDERS, PREACHERS, TEACHERS, AND CONCERNED CHRISTIANS

(Continued on Page 6)

The history of God�s people reveals that the Lord
God of heaven has always sought strong leadership for
his people.

We recall that the children of Israel were visited
by Jehovah and were led out of Egypt by a strong and
courageous leader. Moses was commissioned from the
burning bush to go and lead God�s people out of captiv-
ity. Exodus 4:12 reads, �Now therefore go, and I will
be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt
say.� The Lord promised to be with Moses, but also
expected Moses to be strong and brave in leading the
people.

On one occasion, several men, led by Korah, tried
to overthrow the authority of Moses. We read in Num-
bers 16 that these men claimed Moses took on too much
authority. The Bible says that the earth opened up and
swallowed those who rebelled against Moses (Num-
bers 16:31-33). In reality, these men had rebelled against
God since Moses was God�s leader of the people.

Shortly before his death, Moses commissioned the
new leader Joshua, to be strong and of a good courage
(Deuteronomy 3 1:6). The Lord knew his people would
rise up against the leaders, but he expected the leaders
to be strong even in the face of rebellion.

God expected the prophets to be men of courage
as they spoke to the people. The Lord told Ezekiel that
the house of Israel would not listen to him (Ezekiel 3:7).
We read in 3:8-9:

Behold, I have made thy face strong against their faces,
and thy forehead strong against their foreheads. As
an adamant harder than flint have I made thy forehead:

THE NEED FOR A
STRONG ELDERSHIP

David B. Jones

fear them not, neither be dismayed at their looks,
though they be a rebellious house.

Thus Ezekiel could not quit when the going be-
came tough.

TODAY
God expects his leaders (elders) to be just as strong

and just as courageous. God is still with us today and
will still fight our battles for us, if WE will not forsake
him. The Bible lists the qualifications for men who would
be elders in the Lord�s church today (I Timothy 3:1-7;
Titus 1:6-9). In addition, the Bible teaches what elders
are to do. A closer look at some of these duties would
be profitable for us.

GOD EXPECTS THE ELDERS
TO FEED THE CHURCH

The apostle Paul wrote:
Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the
flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you
overseers, to feed the church of God, which he hath
purchased with his own blood (Acts 20:28).

Just as a shepherd would feed his sheep, what
they needed to mature, so elders are to feed the people
what they need to mature as Christians. Of course,
this feeding is the feeding of the pure and simple word
of God. We are to desire it so we can grow. �As new-
born babes, desire the sincere milk of the word,
that ye may grow thereby:� (I Peter 2:2). Since el-
ders have the obligation to feed, it follows logically that
a place and time for feeding would be necessary. This
would be the assemblies of the saints and each saint
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Some people have no problem with how many
times the following doctrine is taught or how many
people believe that �man�s will can alter God�s will�.
Furthermore, whether it is applied to marriage, divorce
and remarriage, so-called homosexual marriages, abor-
tions and/or courts ruling that it is legal to starve cer-
tain people to death, their fundamental premise re-
mains the same�MAN�S WILL CAN ALTER
GOD�S WILL. This false doctrine is what certain
brethren have been and are affirming. Over the last
several years they have not been quiet about it. Ex-
cept for some articles of a general nature in CFTF
we have said little. We chose to wait and watch.

The false doctrine that man�s will can alter God�s
will is a right flexible doctrine indeed. We know that to
be the case  with certain ones who believe this false
doctrine because they apply it when it has to do with a
human court�s decision to dissolve a Matthew 19:6
�God joined� marriage contrary to Matthew 19:9. But,
they will not abide by the same principle and reason-
ing when the courts� rule in favor of or a legislature
enacts laws legalizing �same sex marriages�, abortion
and starving a person to death. Besides being incon-
sistent in their application of their man-made doctrine,
THEY EVIDENTLY HAVE FORGOTTEN,
NEVER KNEW OR HAVE COMPLETELY IG-
NORED THE PRINCIPLE THAT WHATEVER
IMPLIES A FALSE DOCTRINE IS ITS SELF
FALSE. TRUTH ONLY IMPLIES TRUTH.

We know certain brethren had and have no
problem with this false idea being taught. We know
this because not many months ago it was taught in
three Texas lectureships.  Each one of these lecture-
ships took place about three months apart. Earlier than
these lectureships this same basic false doctrine was
taught in certain articles and letters that were circu-
lated through various kinds of media in the brother-
hood. Indeed, it was over ten years ago that we first
heard of the doctrine and we did not hesitate to deal
with the matter then when certain brethren made it
clear that they intended to push their view in the
churches. To show their attitude, when some  who
espoused the false doctrine in those days said that our

Editorial...Editorial...Editorial...Editorial...Editorial...

A Little Leaven is All
the Devil Needs
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position was new, it was pointed out to them that
brother Guy N. Woods (brother Woods was alive in
those days) had taught it in his 1976 Question and
Answer book. The reply to that point from them was
that brother Woods would be disfellowshipped along
with the rest who held the view that God�s laws can-
not be dissolved by man�s laws. But, the matter seemed
to subside. Evidently, though, it had only gone under-
ground.

Much earlier than the lectureships previously
noted, a church in central Texas was greatly disturbed
by this same doctrine. It was advocated and pushed
by one who was then a preacher student (He also is
one of the preachers who taught his brand of this false
doctrine in one of the preceding lectureships). At the
time of the disturbance in the church where he attended
he said that his doctrine was worth dividing the church
over. He also made it clear to the preacher of that
central Texas church that he (the preacher) should be
marked as a false teacher because he believed con-
trary to and opposed the doctrine that man�s will al-
ters God�s will�along with the other points that are
just as false and are peculiar to his doctrine (Lynn
Parker deals with the other points in his 2005 CFTF
Spring Lecture). The last two sentences are (1) true
or (2) the person got his facts mixed up, or (3) the
person reporting them is a blatant liar. It would be in-
teresting to see anyone attempt to prove that the per-
son who reported these matters has his facts mixed up
or is a liar (I Thessalonians 5:21).  This same man was
adamant in these matters until he was told that if he
continued to push this doctrine he would not be gradu-
ated. With that warning, that which he originally con-
sidered to be a very obligatory matter (worth dividing
the church over) was dropped by him. But he has never
repented of the evil done in that church and to that
particular preaching brother. Does it take a Solomon
to question such an attitude or mind set�a disposition
of heart that would allow one to raise such a stink over
a doctrine, but grow immediately silent as an oyster
when threatened with dire consequences. Mind you,
the school did not censure the student because he was
teaching false doctrine. Could it be that they just did
not desire him to teach it and possibly bring them into
the fray? Of course, if it is true that man�s will can alter
God�s will, it is an obligatory matter and no one can go
to heaven without teaching and practicing it. Again, at
the time this was happening we said little, but we waited
and watched to see if certain elders or others would
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say or do anything about it. Nothing public was forth-
coming.

Concurrent with the preceding matters the same
fundamental doctrine was and is causing some confu-
sion among certain brethren in certain parts of Ten-
nessee. It caused enough of a stir among the brethren
in those parts of Tennessee that earlier this year cer-
tain brethren had a meeting with those who are advo-
cating their brand of the doctrine in an effort to clarify
who was teaching what and to oppose the error. Again,
it is basically the same doctrine that is mentioned in
the first sentence of this editorial. Preceding the previ-
ously noted meeting we also waited and watched, but
until the meeting little was done publicly in opposition
to this error.

WE CAN�YOU CANNOT
With all that certain preachers have done in teach-

ing this false doctrine over the last several years, why
have some of our more concerned and pious brethren
not charged them with deliberately setting about to
split the church, or �to blow this matter wide open�,
or �we don�t like the way they are dealing with this
matter�, or �they should have told us what they were
going to do before hand� so on and so forth? We
have not   been guilty of either desiring to split the
church or �blowing the matter wide open�. We do
plead guilty to believing we have the right and obliga-
tion to speak our  mind on the matter as much a those
who speak to the contrary. Especially is this the case
when others have chosen to go public in the advo-
cacy of their doctrine. And, we are not obligated to
get permission from the brotherhood for what we do,
any more than the men and churches who taught their
false doctrine sought our approval or disapproval be-
fore propagating it. However, we have been as clear
as we know how to be regarding what we will (and
now are beginning to do) because of what these breth-
ren have publicly taught and done in several places in
their attempts to bring us unto bondage to their perni-
cious doctrine.  However, to date, the preceding com-
ments in this paragraph have come to us through �the
grape vine� about our efforts in our 2005 Spring
Church of Christ Contending for the Faith Lec-
tures wherein Lynn Parker exposed this false doc-
trine�that civil law can abrogate, dissolve or make
null and void God�s law. We recommend you order
the 2005 lecture book and read what was examined,
upheld and refuted in the chapter. You may order it

from Contending for the Faith, P. O. Box 2357,
Spring, TX 77383.  The cost of the book is $17.00
plus $2.50 for S&H. You also may order Lynn Parker�s
recorded sermon on this subject from Jim Green, 2711
Spring Meade Blvd., Columbia, TN 38401.

O CONSISTENCY
We must say that the inconsistent conduct on

the part of some toward us does not surprise us. It
saddens us, but does not surprise us. It was antici-
pated. And it does not move us at all to change our
ways. Brethren have operated in this unfair and in-
consistent manner on a number of occasions. Indeed,
when brethren began to oppose and expose the �anti�
orphan home, helping non-saints out of the church trea-
sury, and so on of the 1950�s; when brethren began
to oppose and expose the liberals back in the 1960�s
and even at this late hour, there were and are those
brethren who were and are upset because someone
took exception to what they were teaching. The same
happened when brethren began to expose and op-
pose the �Crossroad�s movement� and before that the
false doctrine taught on the Herald of Truth radio and
T. V. program (Do some of you remember the 1973
Memphis meeting regarding the Herald of Truth?) .
And, you guessed it, those who took exception to the
false doctrine and called a spade a spade were the
bad guys, wearing the black hats. For some reason
there are always those persons who have no problem
with certain ones teaching their doctrines, no matter
how far fetched they are or how public the teaching
is. I know this to be the case because they have not
been charged with desiring to split the church, or
�blowing the matter wide open�, or �we don�t like the
way they are dealing with this matter�, or �they should
have told us what they were going to do before hand�
and like sentiments. Now, we wonder why such chari-
table comments were not applied to them when they
publicly taught their doctrine on more than one occa-
sion over the years.  But, when we have our say on
the matter they �holler� foul and squall like a cat with
its tail slammed in a door.  Well, all we can say is what
the Lord said, �By their fruits ye shall know them.�
And, as I have said on more than one occasion, there
is more than one way to skin a cat, but there is no way
the cat is going to like it.�

It is a sad day when people want to be free to
teach whatever they desire, but they do not want any-
one else to have the same freedom to respond to them
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in as public a way as they have presented their doc-
trine. We have for a long time come to expect this
kind of inconsistent conduct from the liberals in gov-
ernment, the liberals in the church, and especially the
liberal news media. But it is sad indeed when those
who repudiate such actions by those noted in the pre-
vious sentence are blind to the same attitude and ac-
tion in their own lives regarding other things.

We believe that Moses E. Lard in the spring of
1865 set out the view that we intend to follow on the
pages of Contending for the Faith.

The prudent man, who has the care of a family, watches
well the first symptoms of disease. He does not wait till
his wife is helpless, and his children prostrated.  He
has learned that early cures are easy cures, while late
ones often fail. On this experience he resolutely acts,
and the world applauds his wisdom. Why should not
the same judicious policy be acted upon in the weighty
matters of religion?... (Moses E. Lard, �The Work of
the Past�The symptoms of the Future,� Lard�s Quar-
terly, Vol. II, No. 3 (April, 1865), pp. 251-262).

�David P. Brown, Editor

The following question and the response to it came
from a debate on marriage, divorce and remarriage.
We offer the respondent�s answer to his opponent�s
question as Contending for the Faith�s position on civil
laws relation to God�s law and vice versa, especially
civil laws and court decisions concerning  marriage,
divorce and remarriage.

The speaker asked the following question of his
opponent:

If a man is in a situation that requires him to live
celibately is it because that sentence is imposed as a
punishment or is it because he is still married to his
first wife?

The opponents answer:
Well, he�s still bound to his first wife. That�s what we
intend to show, and he�s also bound to God�s law. He�s
bound to his first wife by God�s law, and besides that
he�s obligated to obey God�s law (page 24, 25).
What therefore God hath joined together, let not man
put asunder. God�s higher law says that when the law
of the land, a judge or jury, an in-law, an outlaw, any-
body, puts asunder a husband and wife they are still
bound in God�s sight (page 46).

There are two God-given reasons why people can be
loosed. From the chart: Art thou loosed from a wife?
There are two God-given reasons: death, Romans 7:2,3
says that a woman is bound by law to her husband so
long as he lives. Notice I Corinthians 7. The apostle
Paul closes out that chapter and says, quoting the
above law again, �A woman is bound by law so long
as he liveth.� We are affirming a higher law, which says
that no matter what the law of the land does, they are
still bound in God�s sight. And if she goes and marries
someone else, she is married to him, but it is an adulter-
ous marriage. There are only two God-given reasons,
two reasons which allow remarriage without adultery

(page 47, 48).

Now look at God�s law. What therefore God hath joined
together let not man: not a judge, not a jury, not an in-
law, not a cousin, not an outlaw. Nobody has the right.
You cannot do it. God does not allow it. This is the
supreme law. God joined together, let not man put asun-
der (page 135).

Man says, man and wife may be divorced for many
unscriptural reasons. But the law of man is null and
void. It is invalid. That is what my proposition says,
that succeeding marriages after those divorces are null
and void. So, the divorces are null and void, therefore
the marriages are null and void. They are divorced by
man, but it is not approved, it is not sanctioned by God
(page 136).

Mark 10:6-12: �But from the beginning of creation male
and female made he them. For this cause shall a man
leave his father and mother and shall cleave to his
wife.� Notice, it is from the beginning of creation. God�s
law of marriage, from creation. �The two shall become
one flesh, so there is no more two, but one flesh.�
Notice God�s law here. We have emphasized this state-
ment� �What therefore, God hath joined together let
not man put asunder.� Man cannot put asunder. And
if man does, he is in violation of this law of God (page
194).

Chart #53 (W) (page186)

REASONS WHY THE MARRIAGE OF
UNSCRIPTURALLY DIVORCED AND REMARRIED
PEOPLE IS INVALID AND ADULTEROUS IN THE
SIGHT OF GOD

MARRIAGE: COVENANT & COHABITATION
1. THEIR DIVORCES WERE UNSCRIPTURAL;
THEREFORE THEIR MARRIAGE IS UNLAWFUL
BEFORE GOD. (MARK 10:9-12)

WHERE WE STAND
David P. Brown
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God to know what sound doctrine is and then to exhort
and convince the false teacher (Titus 1:9). They are to
stop the mouths of these people (Titus 1:11).

We need strong preachers today, but this is not
enough! We MUST have elderships that will support
the preacher who still stands in the old paths. We need
elders who will not bow the knee to numbers and popu-
larity. What is �new and dynamic� is the cry heard
from many of our pulpits today, but the church needs
elders who will still insist on a �thus saith the Lord�
regardless of whose feelings are hurt or regardless of
who leaves. Elders still watch for the souls of the flock
and must still give account for the way they were fed
and protected (Hebrews 13:17).

Elderships also need to protect the body of Christ
from sin within its ranks. We read throughout the scrip-
tures the fact God did not tolerate sin. He instructed
his people to rid Israel of the evil on many occasions.
In the case of Achan God told Joshua:

Israel hath sinned, and they have also transgressed
my covenant which I commanded them: for they have
even taken of the accursed thing, and have also sto-
len, and dissembled also, and they have put it even
among their own stuff. Therefore the children of Is-
rael could not stand before their enemies, but turned
their backs before their enemies, because they were
accursed: neither will I be with you any more, except
ye destroy the accursed from among you (Joshua 7:11-
12).

 They were not allowed to take Ai because Achan
had disobeyed God in the taking of Jericho. There was
sin in the camp and God would not allow victory under
that condition.

The same is true today. Elderships need to take
the lead in practicing church discipline. They need to
be aware of who is involved and those who will not
repent need to be withdrawn from for the protection of
others. Their action will also help save the guilty, hope-
fully making them feel ashamed and bringing about re-
pentance. Paul wrote: �To deliver such an one unto
Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit

The Need For A Strong Eldership
(Continued From Page One)

2. SHE IS ANOTHER MAN�S WIFE, THEREFORE
BOUND TO HIM. (ROM. 7:2)

3. BEING BOUND SHE IS NOT �LOOSED� TO
MARRY. (I COR. 7:27-28)

4. BEING MARRIED TO ANOTHER MAN SHE IS AN
ADULTERESS. (ROM. 7:3)

would thus be required to assemble in order to be fed.
It is hard to imagine a Christian that would willfully
miss an opportunity to come and receive spiritual nour-
ishment for his soul.

It is sad to see so many elderships allow the flock
to be fed weeds and briars in the name of good solid
food! These elders allow men to mount pulpits all over
the brotherhood, spewing forth their error and venom.
These so-called elders allow their hirelings to deceive
and destroy innocent and ignorant hearts with devilish
and demonic doctrines. They are responsible for allow-
ing the church to be led into apostasy and anarchy in
many places. The Lord�s church is looked at, in many
places, as �The Community Church,� or some other
denominational  body�just one among many�as a re-
sult of these false teachers. While these false teachers
are responsible, so are the elders who allowed them to
teach their error. If godly elders would have stood their
ground one generation ago, the wolves would not have
chewed the flock as they have in the past generation,
even continuing to do so today.

GOD EXPECTS THE ELDERS
TO PROTECT THE SHEEP

Again the apostle Paul wrote:
Holding fast  the faithful word as he hath been taught,
that he may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort
and to convince the gainsayers. For there are many
unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they
of the circumcision: Whose mouths must be stopped,
who subvert whole houses, teaching things which they
ought not, for filthy lucre�s sake (Titus 1:9-11).

Although many do no want to believe it (for what-
ever the reason is), there are many false teachers IN
THE CHURCH that will lead the sheep away from
the fold. Jesus, himself, said to beware of false proph-
ets who come in sheep�s clothing: �Beware of false
prophets, which come to you in sheep�s clothing,
but inwardly they are ravening wolves,� (Matthew
7:15). Yet, there are many children of God who do not
believe Jesus! The elders have a responsibility before

5. �EVERY ONE THAT PUTTETH AWAY HIS WIFE
AND MARRIETH ANOTHER COMMITTETH ADUL-
TERY� (LK. 16:18)

�25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373
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may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus� (I
Corinthians 5:5). Paul also recorded:

And if any man obey not our word by this epistle, note
that man, and have no company with him, that he may
be ashamed. Yet count him not as an enemy, but ad-
monish him as a brother  (II Thessalonians 3:14-15).

The guilty should not be treated as the enemy, but
rather, as a wayward brother. However, there are limi-
tations God places upon them and we must observe
these for the sake of the one in sin and the purity of the
church.

GOD EXPECTS THE ELDERS TO BE
EXAMPLES FOR THE FLOCK

They are not to �lord� over God�s heritage, but
they are to set the examples for the others: �Neither
as being lords over God�s heritage, but being
ensamples to the flock� (I Peter 5:3). If elders want
people to follow them, the people must first see the
elders doing the will of God. The elders must set the
example in Bible study. They must set the example in
visiting the sick. They must set the example in humility.

They must set the example in exhibiting a calm person-
ality. They must set the example by not murmuring or
complaining. They must set the example of not
fellowshiping those who either teach or practice error,
or endorse those who do. They will not be perfect, but
the spirit of humility before God must show through
when mistakes are made. They must be big enough to
admit wrong and then change from it. Likewise, the
sheep must allow them the opportunity to change.

The need for strong leadership has not diminished
one degree in time. The church today needs men who
will prepare themselves and then who will serve as el-
ders. An army cannot make much progress without a
capable leadership who takes orders for the Command-
In-Chief and then expedites those orders. Likewise, the
church (the Lord�s army) will not progress in the sav-
ing of souls without capable leadership who expedite
the laws of the Lord. May God help us to prepare our-
selves and to serve when we are prepared. Brethren, it
is later than we think!

�P.O. Box 383
Nesbit, Mississippi 38651

In his speech in October of 2002 at Restoration
Forum XX in Lubbock, crowd pleaser Rick Atchley,
after making a case for sinful activities based on cul-
ture, came back to the topic of instrumental music.
Below are his words:

Romans 15:5: �May God give you a spirit of unity among
yourselves as you follow Christ Jesus� [he is quoting
from the NIV but omitted part of the verse, GWS]. What
are you going to wind up with if you follow Jesus? You
are going to wind up with a cross on your back, aren�t
you? Let me just imagine�I don�t think anybody with
a cross on their back, about to die, fussed about a
piano (much laughter). Did they? That�s not what you
talk about when you are on your way to be crucified.
When you and I die to self, we can be of the same
mind, even when we are not of the same opinion. I
think it is crucial matter we need to get across. Be of
the same mind with one another. And then second, he
says, �Accept one another.� Escapism and sectari-
anism is not the answer.

IT IS NOT A MATTER OF OPINION
The crowd loved Rick�s ability to trivialize an im-

portant concept. The fact is that Jesus spoke about the
Father seeking true worship (John 4:23-24). True wor-
ship does not fall into the category of opinion. After
thinking about such derogatory comments, can the
reader not imagine Rick Abihu Atchley telling Jehovah
that offering a different fire from what he had speci-
fied is not an important consideration (Leviticus 10:1-
2)?  When King Uzziah decided that, instead of the
priests, he could burn incense, God struck him with lep-
rosy immediately, and he was a leper until the day of
his death (II Chronicles 26:16-21).  Atchley says cor-
rect worship is not important, but God says it is. Whom
should we believe?

Anyone with a cross on his back should be re-
minded constantly that it is not what he thinks that is
important�but rather what God commands.  We should
be so concerned about pleasing him that we would never
want to do anything that is questionable or that lacks
Biblical authority (Colossians 3:17).  Where is the New
Testament passage that authorizes instruments of mu-
sic in our worship?  No one can cite a commandment
for its being added to our singing.  NO one can provide

IS INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN
WORSHIP OPINION?

Gary Summers
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a single example of Jesus, the apostles, or the church
using it in the entire New Testament.  No verse implies
that it ought to be used.  Where does the authority come
from to include it? It is nothing but �will worship� (KJV)
(�self-imposed religion,� NKJV), which simply means:
�We will use it because we like to use it.� Atchley�s
vision is misapplied: we have no pianos upon our backs
while we carry the cross; those who have brought them
into their worship without God�s authority or approval
are the ones bearing that burden.

JUST DO YOUR OWN THING
What is meant by escapism and sectarianism?

The former means: �Well, we�ll just do our own thing
somewhere else and put up a new sign.�  Once again,
Rick trivializes church problems by implying that noth-
ing is ever important enough to compel brethren to leave
a particular congregation and begin another one. Such
an implication is just as irresponsible as one which
would seek to justify every split that ever occurred.
While it is true that some should never have happened,
it is also the case that others had no choice. Either they
had to participate in false worship or leave. Either they
had to endure false doctrine continually or establish a
church where the truth could be taught. Below is the
way that Atchley chose to deal with sectarianism.

Sectarianism is not the answer. The convicting testi-
mony of Christian unity is not that we all become alike.
It�s that we all become one despite our diversities. And
do you know what that means? It means I�ve got to
acknowledge God�s right to use people who disagree
with me. God is sovereign. He does not need my per-
mission to use people�who don�t always agree with
me.

TEACHING FALSE DOCTRINE IS
NOT A MARVELOUS THING

God�s ability to bring unity out of diverse individu-
als is marvelous.  When one thinks about the amalgam-
ation into the body of Christ of male and female, Jew
and Gentile, every race, and every social stratum, it is
marvelous indeed. Regardless of all of the various opin-
ions these brethren hold, they can all be one in Christ
Jesus. But there is nothing marvelous about members
believing, holding to, and teaching false doc-trines.  That
kind of agreeing-to-disagree is called compromise�
not unity. It is not sectarian to stand up for a Biblical
doctrine that is clearly taught.

Division in doctrine did not originate from Jesus
or his apostles (John 17:20-21; Acts 2:42). Obviously,
Jesus did not himself teach conflicting doctrines. Nei-
ther did the apostles; they were all inspired by the same
Holy Spirit, and �God is not the author of confu-
sion� (I Corinthians 14:33). Neither did the apostles
vary their message depending on the culture of the
people. Paul, for example, wrote: �For this reason I
have sent Timothy to you, who is my beloved and

faithful son in the Lord, who will remind you of my
ways in Christ, as I teach everywhere in every
church� (I Corinthians 4:17).

Somewhere along the line (undoubtedly due to the
influence of Satan) some preachers began to depart
from the faith. It was already occurring in the New
Testament�particularly with the Judaizing teachers.
But Paul did not agree to speak at a scheduled �unity�
meeting with those men so that he could encourage
them to agree to disagree. Neither did John agree to a
unity meeting with the Gnostics for such a purpose.

OBLIGATION OR OPTION
You have heard this idea that one can be wrong and
one can be right or both can be wrong, but both can-
not be right. That�s true in a courtroom, but Paul says
that does not happen to be true in the church. Paul
insists on matters of opinion in differing brothers: both
can be right if they are fully persuaded in their own
minds and if they refrain from judging each other.

The key word here is opinions.  A Jewish Chris-
tian wants to rest on the Sabbath day; a Gentile brother
wants to work.  Both are �right� because there is no
law forbidding the former or enjoining the latter.  In
other words, it is a matter of indifference to God un-
der the Christian dispensation. The question is not,
�Should we allow liberty on matters of indifference?�
The controversy is: �What are matters of option?�

Considering that his audience on this occasion
consisted of those who use the instrument, it is pain-
fully obvious that Atchley considers instrumental mu-
sic a matter of option. (Remember he termed sermons
exposing the error of adding them to our worship as
lousy.  Furthermore, in his conclusion he says:

I figure I�ve got about twenty, twenty-five years of
preaching left. I�m not going to spend them pushing
brothers and sisters away. And in my lifetime, brothers
and sisters, the walls between our heritage can come
down.

Once again we see that Atchley�s philosophy of
preaching is to please people. Now, no one should
preach with the desire of purposely offending anyone,
but many are offended by the gospel. Did not Paul write,
�Am I become your enemy because I tell you the
truth?� (Galatians 4:16). Did Noah worry about push-
ing people away?  Was Jeremiah concerned about alien-
ating his brethren in Jerusalem? What was Jesus� re-
sponse when he was told that he had offended the Phari-
sees (Matthew 15:12-14)? Did Paul the aged worry
about pushing people away or preaching the whole coun-
sel of God (Acts 20:27)? The truth needs to be preached
kindly yet firmly; each individual is responsible for his
reaction to the word of God. Many walls will remain as
long as people insist on doing that which is not autho-
rized by the scriptures. They erected the walls when
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they brought in the instrument and created division; the
walls will disappear when they remove them.

IN WORSHIP TO GOD MECHANICAL
INSTRUMENTS OF MUSIC ARE NOT WRONG

In the Open Forum that followed, Rick became
even more adamant on this subject:

So what it�s going to take from our side is some
churches and some leaders and some preachers to
stand up and say, �Folks, we�re not trying to make you
worship and violate your conscience. We�re not try-
ing to bring in pianos. We�re sayin�, FLAT OUT, it
ain�t wrong. You shouldn�t believe its wrong�be-
cause, if you do, you haven�t preached the gospel well
here.�

What could be plainer with respect to what
Atchley and, therefore, Richland Hills believes about
instrumental music?  If it �ain�t wrong,� then it must be
an optional matter�a matter of indifference.  Further-
more, Rick boasts, �Most of the preachers that I run
with in main-line churches of Christ do not believe in-
strumental music is wrong.� �Mainline churches of
Christ� are not defined in the New Testament; so what
he means by it is anybody�s guess, but we can unequivo-
cally state this: those preachers who believe and re-
spect the integrity of the scriptures and are preaching
the Gospel to save men�s souls rather than to please
them and receive applause can explain precisely why
instrumental music in worship is wrong.  In contrast,
Rick cited no biblical reason for his conclusion.

LET US IGNORE MATTHEW 15:1-9
AND JOHN4:23-24

Consider also the vehemence with which he of-
fers his unsupported assertions.  He says that anyone
who thinks it is wrong (against his pronouncement on
the matter) has not understood the Gospel correctly.
Really?  Does the Gospel of Christ say nothing about
acceptable worship?  Are we supposed to ignore Mat-
thew 15:1-9 (the traditions of men, which produces vain
worship) and John 4:23-24 (worshipping in spirit and in
truth)?  Atchley continues:

I�m at a church that loves me and believes what I�m
standing for, and I receive a lot of support. But there
are some guys out there that will pay a pretty big price
on my side of the Restoration Movement for sayin�
what I said today. That�s beginning to change in lots
of churches. It really is beginning to change�. And,
there is no doubt in my lifetime, in a cappella churches,
this issue is no longer going to be an issue for fellow-
ship. I really do believe that.

 We pray that he is as inaccurate of his assess-
ment of this situation as he is in his understanding of
the scriptures. It does prompt the question, however:
�Where are all these men who lack conviction coming
from?  How can they be so unlearned and ignorant?�

Just in case the reader has still failed to pick up
on Atchley�s position on this subject, he refers to a state-
ment he made publicly two years ago;

I�m going to make tearing down the walls between
Independent Christians Churches and Churches of
Christ one of my life�s missions, one of the misunder-
standings that surfaced in the church�

WHY IS IT RIGHT?
BECAUSE ATCHLEY SAID IT WAS

 How sad that he is committed to false worship
as an optional matter!  How has he tried to justify it?
He has not.  Rick Abihu Atchley simply wills it to be a
matter of indifference; so presto! It is. Since he has
himself professed such commitment to its acceptance,
even stating that is a matter of accepting the gospel
correctly, surely he must be willing to debate at least
one preacher and expose those lousy sermons he has
been re-calling all these years.  What better way to
tear down those walls of separation than to show the
weakness of those narrow-minded, legalistic preach-
ers who still hold to those archaic beliefs?!

Alexander Campbell, whom he occasionally
cites, believed in the power of debate, and he uses it
effectively.  Anyone who holds so passionately the view
that instrumental music is an optional matter of indif-
ference should be thrilled at the prospect of reaching
so many people with his message. In fact, it is most
surprising that he has not already challenged Alan
Highers, who debated Given O. Blakely back in
1988.  Everyone who knows Rick ought to encourage
him in this project; it would tear down those walls much
faster�if he succeeds.  Here is a suggested proposi-
tion: �The Bible teaches that instrumental music in
worship is not a sin and that it is a matter of indiffer-
ence to God.� Or: �The Bible teaches that it is sinful
for brethren to divide over the use of instrumental mu-
sic in worship.�

�A MISUNDERSTANDING�
Notice that Atchley trivializes the division that

occurred a century ago as a misunderstanding.  How
arrogant! Those brethren who fought for truth had their
buildings taken over by callous �brethren� who cared
nothing about violating the consciences of others and
could not even find biblical support for these unautho-
rized additions. How unfortunate that Rick Atchley was
not there to mediate in this little misunderstanding!

As for Richland Hills, here is their position:
I think you will find a lot of churches, a lot of a cappella
churches that will say, �We don�t think this is wrong,
but we are going to honor our heritage, and this is who
we are going to be.� You�re going to find a lot of a
cappella churches that are gonna start sayin�, �Sun-
day morning we are going to be a cappella, but after
that we are going to let a lot of freedom reign��which
is pretty much what we do at Richland Hills. You walk
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This writer graduated From the Memphis School
of Preaching in 1982. At that time, the environment
within the church was much different than it is now.
There was a liberal element making inroads as there is
today. There is no difference here. The difference lies
with those who were striving to uphold truth.

The fight was on several years ago. The Faithful
were on the offensive. They met to discuss the situa-
tion of the churches (II Corinthians 11:28). Error was
attacked on the local level, that is, within the states,
cities, and local congregations (I Corinthians) false doc-
trines and teachers were exposed so that all could be-
ware (Matthew 7:15). Small congregations were formed
because individuals could no longer tolerate the false
teachings and practices within the congregation where
they worshipped and laboured (II Corinthians 6:7).

Today, many of the battles have ceased. The
mouths of the faithful have been shut. Their pens have
ceased to expose error. Many of the small congrega-
tions now fellowship the �large� congregation from
which they withdrew years ago. The same errors pre-
vail. They are now overlooked, or thought not to be so
serious as they once were. (This writer can cite many
examples of this happening from the state of Missis-
sippi alone).

THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE
Victor M. Eskew

Excuses abound for this spirit of compromise
which now exists. We are told that it is impossible to do
anything as a small group of individuals. We are also
told that it is impossible to fight error unless one is in
the household of the wicked (Note: evidence the error
which once was there still abounds). Others boldly ad-
mit that they are simply tired of fighting the good fight
of faith.

It is sad to see many of the brethren who once
boldly defended the �walls off Jerusalem� lay down
their arms. These individuals need to seriously consider
a question found in the book of Jeremiah.

If thou hast run with the footmen, and they have wea-
ried thee, then how canst thou contend with the horses?
and if in the land of peace, wherein thou trustedst,
they wearied thee, then how wilt thou do in the swell-
ing of the Jordon? (Jeremiah 12:5).

THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE
OPPOSES TRUTH

This spirit of compromise which has developed
stands in direct opposition to the truth of God�s word.
Many verses could be considered. We will only exam-
ine a few. In Ephesians 5:11, the apostle Paul com-
manded the church in Ephesus, saying, �And have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,

into our youth center Sunday morning [night? GWS]
or Wednesday night; and I�m tellin� you�Christian
rock and roll is just blastin�. But we tell the people,
�When you come worship with us on Sunday morn-
ing, you�re going to have an a cappella experience. So
you�re going to have a lot of that.

Well, if he is not scriptural, at least he is consis-
tent. He has admitted that the nonuse of instrumental
music on Sunday morning is a matter of option (for
him). Its absence is not due to conviction but prefer-
ence.

Is there a verse in the New Testament that says,
�Don�t use instruments of music in worship?�  No.  Nor
is there one that says, �Don�t burn incense throughout
the period of worship,� or �Don�t engage in spiritual
leaping and dancing during worship,� or �Don�t use
peyote to enhance the spiritual experience of worship.�
The question must always be, �Are we, in our worship
doing that which God has authorized?�  We must have
authorization for what we teach and practice
(Colossians 3: 17).

WHAT IS THEIR �HERMENEUTIC�?
It is painfully obvious that some, perhaps many,

no longer agree with that position. Their �hermeneu-
tic� is: �What do we like to do?  What pleases people?
What will draw the crowds?� Such was not the ap-
proach of either Jesus or his apostles. It is embarrass-
ing that such men would claim to be representatives of
him when they are nothing like him. They do not have
his love of the truth, his desire to please God, or his
passion for saving men�s souls. If they did, they would
remain steadfast and true to the book instead of mak-
ing up their own rules as they go along.

They are actually encouraging brethren to depart
from the New Testament doctrine and New Testament
worship. They can point to all their good works, but the
Lord can still say to them, �Depart from Me, you
who work iniquity; I never knew you� (Matthew
7:23).  One cannot compromise on salvation, worship,
and doctrine, and yet remain to the Lord Jesus Christ.

�5410 Lake Howell Dr.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
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but rather reprove them.� Most in the church have
had a difficult time with the latter part of this com-
mand. They believe that it is unkind and unloving to
reprove those who walk in darkness. The spirit of com-
promise, however, not only disregards the last part of
Ephesians 5:11, but it also neglects the first part. In
many instances, fellowship has been restored among
brethren who once stood opposed to each other. This
would be commendable except there has been no re-
pentance by those who once opposed the truth. Those
who were in error are still in error. The problem lies
among those who were once faithful. Their spirit of
compromise now allows them to fellowship the unfruitful
works of darkness.

Another verse which is now opposed is Jude 3.
This verse demands that we earnestly contend for the
faith.

Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of
the common salvation, it was needful for me to write
unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly con-
tend for the faith which was once delivered unto the
saints.

Those once faithful brethren have ceased wres-
tling for the truth. They believe that they have not, but
in reality they have. Their eyes they now close to
unscriptural practices. Their ears they have closed to
uncertain sounds. And their mouths they have shut in
support of the faith once delivered unto the saints.

Still another verse which is transgressed by those
who have developed the spirit of compromise is Ro-
mans 16:17, �Now I beseech you, brethren, mark
them which cause divisions and offences contrary
to the doctrine which ye have learned; and avoid
them.� As stated earlier, these individuals no longer
avoid sinners; they fellowship them. And, rather than
marking the ones opposed to the truth, they mark the
ones who are diligently striving to walk the straight and
narrow road.

Multitudes of other verses could be produced to
show wherein this compromising spirit is opposed to
the word of God. These which have been produced,
however, should be sufficient to show that these indi-
viduals have transgressed the pure doctrine of Christ.
In light of II John 9a, this is a serious matter. �Whoso-
ever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doc-
trine of Christ, hath not God.....�

THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE
OPPOSES BIBLICAL EXAMPLES

One of the most profound Old Testament char-
acters is Nehemiah. He was a cupbearer in the Per-
sian king�s palace. His heart, though, was in the great
city of Jerusalem. His love and concern for the city
and its inhabitants enabled him to return to rebuild the
walls thereof.

His task was enormous. His faith, however, was
greater. And even though his work was fraught with
many obstacles, he was not to be stopped. On one oc-
casion, his enemies pleaded with him to come to the
plains of Ono. Let us look at Nehemiah�s response to
their meeting.

Sanballat and Geshem sent unto me, saying, Come, let
us meet together in some one of the villages in the
plain of Ono. But they thought to do me mischief. And
I sent messengers unto them saying, I am doing a
great work, so that I cannot come down: why should
the work cease, whilst I leave it, and come down to
you? Yet they sent unto me four times after this sort;
and I answered them after the same manner (Nehemiah
6:2-4).

Nehemiah had no time for his enemies. He was
not willing to come down to them. He was in no way
going to compromise the great work he was doing for
his God.

Nehemiah does not portray those who have com-
promised today. These individuals desire to talk and eat
with the enemy. They can be found even at this present
time on the plains of  Ono. They have laid down their
tools and arms in service to God, in order to join hands
with those who were once their enemies.

Another biblical example which they oppose is
Jesus Christ himself. Jesus had many individuals, espe-
cially among the Jewish leaders, who opposed him.
Never once do we find him sitting down to compromise
with them. Rather, we find him constantly opposing and
exposing them. We never once hear of his advising his
followers to join their ranks in order to try to influence
them to do what is right. We never once read of his
complaining to his disciples that they were too small to
really make a difference. And we never read of his
saying that he was tired of battling the opposition.

Other examples could fill the pages of this article.
Abel did not compromise his manner of worship. Noah
would not compromise with the wickedness of his day.
Joshua and Caleb would have no part with the ten un-
believing spies. David did not seek a compromise with
Goliath. John the Baptist would not compromise the
truth on marriage with Herod. And Paul and the other
apostles would not compromise with the errors of Ju-
daism, gnosticism, and paganism of the first century.
Those compromising today can in no way be numbered
with these great men of Old. They stand diametrically
opposed in both their heart and actions.

THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE
ALLOWS ERROR TO PREVAIL

When individuals cease to defend the truth, error
is allowed to prevail. This truth is no better seen than in
the conquering of the land of Canaan. The command to
the children of Israel was to utterly drive out all the
inhabitants of the promised land.
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And the Lord spake unto Moses in the plains of Moab
by Jordon near Jericho, saying, Speak unto the chil-
dren of Israel, and say unto them, When ye are passed
over Jordon into the land of Canaan; then ye shall
drive out all the inhabitants of the land before you, and
destroy all their pictures, and destroy all their molten
images, and quite pluck down all their high places
(Numbers 33:50-52).

The children of Israel compromised on this point.
In the book of Joshua, we read of several occasions
when the children of Israel failed to drive out all the
inhabitants. The Jebusites remained in the city of Jerusa-
lem (Joshua 15:63). The Canaanites were allowed to
remain in Gezar and dwell among the Ephramites
(Joshua 16:10). Manasseh also failed to drive the
Canaanites out of such cities as Asher Bethshan, Iblem,
Oor, Endor, Taanach, and Megiddo (Joshua 17:11-13).

This compromise led to the downfall of Israel and
Judah. They were greatly plagued by the sins of the
heathen. This was as God said it would be.

But if ye will not drive out the inhabitants of the land
from before you; then it shall come to pass, that those
which ye let remain of them shall be pricks in your
eyes, and thorns in your sides, and shall vex you in the
land wherein ye dwell (Numbers 33:55).

Yes, compromise by Israel allowed the heathen
to prevail. The same is true today. When individuals
compromise, error will always prevail. Watch, dear
friends, over the next few years. We will see the in-
strument of music in the churches of Christ. We will
see the new versions in almost every congregation of
the Lord�s people. We will have more and more adul-
terous unions inside the church walls. We will see more
gymnasiums built. This time they will be built by con-
gregations who once diametrically opposed them. We
will also see more and more in our ranks willing to join

hands with those in the denominations and accept them
as �brethren.� This writer says these things, not as a
prophet, but because compromise allows error to pre-
vail. And the spirit of compromise is among us!

THE SPIRIT OF COMPROMISE
WILL CONDEMN THE SOUL

II John 9 states that those who transgress the
doctrine of Christ do not have God. Those who do not
know and have God will be lost at Christ�s second com-
ing.

And to you who are troubled rest with us, when the
Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with his
mighty angels, in flaming fire taking vengeance on
them that know not God, and that obey not the gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ: who shall be punished with
everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord,
and from the glory of his power (II Thessalonians 1:7-
9).

In his second epistle, Peter pictures those who
turn from the truth as dogs eating their own vomit, and
as pigs once washed, and returning to the mire. He
proclaims that it would have been better for them to
have never known the way of truth.

For if after they have escaped the pollutions of the
world through the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, they are again entangled therein, and
overcome, the latter end is worse with them with them
than the beginning. For it had been better for them not
to have known the way of righteousness, than, after
they have known it to turn from the holy command-
ment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them
according to the true proverb, the dog is turned to his
own vomit again; and the sow that was washed ot her
wallowing in the mire (II Peter 2:20-22).

Even Jesus had something to say about those who
refuse to do his will. His words are recorded in Mat-
thew 7:21-23.

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall
enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth
the will of my Father which is in heaven. Many will say
to me in that day, Lord, Lord have we not prophesied in
thy name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in
thy name done many wonderful works? and then will I
profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me,
ye that work iniquity.

Long ago, the writer of Proverbs 23:23 stated:
�Buy the truth, and sell it not; also wisdom, and
instruction, and understanding.� Some 2000 years
ago, Jesus said: �But seek ye first the kingdom of
God, and his righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you� (Matthew 6:33). And dur-
ing the days of the early church, Paul wrote:

Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye sepa-
rate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing;
and I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you,
and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord
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Almighty (II Corinthians 6:17-18).

Those having the spirit off compromise are vio-
lating all these scripture. They are selling the truth. They
are not seeking first the righteousness of God. They
not coming out from among the wicked and being sepa-
rate. Rather, they are selling out to error. They seek
first the praise and adoration of men. They are being
joined tightly with wickedness and evil.

These words are not written out of dislike or ha-
tred for anyone. Rather, they are penned out of a heart
of love and concern for my brethren, many of which
are close friends. My prayer is that those who have

yielded to the spirit of compromise will repent. It is also
my prayer that those who have not yielded will con-
tinue to hold fast the form of sound words. One can
only receive a crown of life by being faithful unto death
(Revelation 2:10). This writer longs that all will be able
to say with Paul: �I have fought a good fight, I have
finished my course, I have kept the faith: hence-
forth there is laid up for me a crown of righteous-
ness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall
give me at that day.�  (II Timothy 4:7-8).

�9664 Hwy 49B
Brooklyn, Arkansas 72417
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The keynote of I Peter is hope. Peter opens with
hope in I Peter 1:4. His chapter alludes to the �crown
of glory that fadeth not away� (I Peter 5:4). Breth-
ren in the five provinces of Asia Minor, to whom he
wrote, were in the throes of heavy persecutions. They
needed hope as an anchor of the soul much like the
Hebrews did (Hebrews 6:18-20).

The keynote of II Peter is knowledge. It occurs
in the second verse. It occurs in the third verse. It is the
second Christian virtue to be added to one�s faith. Even
after Peter�s demise he wanted them to have the knowl-
edge of the truth at their fingertips. Knowledge and
practice of truth constituted the best antidote to false
teachers and their isms portrayed in II Peter 2. The last
two verses make mention of their knowing these things
and the apostolic directive of growing in grace and
knowledge of the Christ.

The keynotes of I John are love and truth. We
are to love God and the brethren. We are to be loyal to
truth and stand adamantly against all encroachments of
egregious error.

The keynote of II John is fidelity. This is faithful-
ness to the doctrine of Christ. This expression does not
mean teaching about Jesus�the popular view among
those contending for wider and more liberal boundaries
of fellowship extension, but the teaching Jesus did per-
sonally and later through his appointees. He is the source

KEYNOTES OF SCRIPTURE AND
THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO GOD�S
ETERNAL PURPOSE IN CHRIST

Robert R. Taylor, Jr.

of such�not the object of such as those who talk about
him but never get around to giving what he said and
authorized to be said and practiced.

The keynote of III John is faithfulness. The well-
beloved Gaius was faithful; Demetrius was faithful and
good. Diotrephres�the church dictator with assumed
totalitarian tactics�was faithless. John promised to use
the apostolic rod of stringent discipline upon him when
he came.

The keynote of Jude is contending. This refers
to a marching, militant contention for the faith or the
Gospel system. Jude provides an arsenal of truth that
equipped stalwart saints with the necessary armor to
withstand all error and to attack offensively each false-
hood with the sharpened sword of the Spirit. He
equipped soldiers of Christ to be in position of saying
about all errorists, �They shall not pass� and they will
not if we do as Jude counseled Christians on the firing
line in his day to do. �They shall not pass was a favor-
ite Wallace war word and he was its personification in
his day.

The keynote of Revelation is overcome. This
concept occurs again and again in Revelation 2 and 3.
Revelation has its setting in the burning midst of heavy
Roman persecutions. The thrust of the book is survival
at the hands of the Roman Empire and its patrons who
were determined that the whole world was going to
denounce Christ and proclaim Caesar as Lord and God.
Revelation gave battered Christians the spiritual forti-
tude to say NO to this vast Empire of Evil regardless
of what Rome did to every dissenter. Be faithful unto
death is the bottom line of Revelation. This book says
with power and pathos, �If you will overcome, you may
come over and live with God.� We can become over-
conquerors by staying loyal to the Lord and consecrated
to the Christ.

�P.O. Box 464
Ripley, Tennessee 38063
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There is a diversity of opinion among Pentecostals
as to the nature and number of spiritual gifts available to
the church today. Without a doubt, the most popular gift
among Pentecostals throughout the years has been the
gift of speaking in tongues. In spite of the fact that Jesus
mentioned casting out demons, healing the sick, raising
the dead and taking up serpents and drinking deadly poi-
son without harm (Mark 16:17ff), most Pentecostals are
very choosy about which gifts they claim to possess to-
day. A number of Pentecostals confine their claims of
miraculous power to the gift of tongues and healing the
sick.

BIZARRE AND OUTRAGEOUS
On the other hand, some in the Pentecostal move-

ment are not the least bit shy about claiming to have
powers and gifts far beyond the ability to speak in tongues
and heal the sick. Consider the following bizarre and
outrageous examples of such:

� One lady tells of how her flat tire was
healed.
� Jan Crouch, of Trinity Broadcasting Net-
work, told an audience in Costa Rica of how
two twelve year-old girls had prayed to God
to raise their pet chicken from the dead.
� A prominent Pentecostal leader claims that
Jesus comes in the bathroom with him every
morning and puts his arms around him and
talks with him while he shaves.
� Percy Collett appeared on �The 700 Club�
to tell of how he died, went to heaven, and
returned to tell all about it.
� Roberts Liardon claims that he was given
an extensive tour of heaven when he was
eight years old and that, while he was there,
Jesus dunked him in the river of life and he
and Jesus had a water fight.
� Maria Rubio, was frying tortillas in her
kitchen in Lake Arthur, New Mexico when
she noticed that one of the tortillas seemed
to have the likeness of a face etched in the
burn marks. She was convinced that it was
Jesus and so she built a crude shine for it.
Believe it or not thousands upon thousands
of people visited �The Shrine of the Holy
Tortilla� and touted it as a modern day
miracle.
� Decayed teeth are filled and new teeth
grow where none have been before.
� Some Pentecostals claim that various physi-

MIRACULOUS GIFTS TODAY
B. J. Clarke

cal manifestations can be seen when the
Spirit comes upon a person. They include:
shaking, trembling, falling down (being
�slain in the Spirit�), plus a euphoric state
resembling drunkenness, facial contortions,
stiffening of the body, trembling, rapid flut-
tering of the eyelids, heavy breathing,
sweating, and a feeling of weight on the
chest.1

� Rodney Howard-Browne, the self-
styled �Holy Ghost Bartender� serves up
doses of �Holy Ghost Wine� to the hun-
dreds of people who come to his crusades.
As he anoints them with this �Divine bev-
erage� all bedlam breaks loose. People are
picked up and thrown over rows of chairs
like a rag. A woman gets miraculously
glued to the floor for six hours, unable to
extricate herself from the floor. People
begin laughing uncontrollably and barking
like dogs.�2

A LITTLE EMBARRASED
On and on we could go, listing miraculous claim

after claim of modern day Pentecostals. Even some
Pentecostals are embarrassed at the claims that fel-
low-Pentecostals are making in the name of the Holy
Spirit. However, they are very reluctant to object to a
fellow Pentecostal�s testimony of what God is doing
in their life because it would place them in the position
of having their own personal claims of what God is
doing in their life to be called into question.

If experience is the final arbiter of what miracu-
lous power is available today, then one man�s experi-
ence is as good as another. However, if book, chapter
and verse is the objective standard by which we de-
termine the duration and nature of miracles, then man�s
experience is only as good as whether it harmonizes
with Holy Scripture.

IF ONE THEN ALL
From a biblical standpoint, Paul lists nine spiri-

tual gifts in I Corinthians 12:8-10. If the gift of tongues
is available today then all of the other listed spiritual
gifts would likewise be available. All of the gifts listed
in I Corinthians 12 stand or fall together. There is no
scriptural argument for the perpetuation of some of
them and the cessation of others. This point is made
because the majority of those who claim the ability to
speak in tongues rarely mention possessing the other
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gifts in this package of spiritual gifts.
Furthermore, and contrary to popular opinion, the

gift of tongues was not superior to the other eight spiri-
tual gifts listed in I Corinthians 12.

THE END OF MIRACLES
In I Corinthians 13:8-10, Paul notes that the con-

tinuance of miraculous gifts is limited. The gifts would
continue until �that which is perfect is come� (I
Corinthians 13:10). Most Pentecostals affirm that the
phrase �that which is perfect is perfect is come� refers
to the second coming of Christ. This, however, is a false
conclusion. Not once in the entire New Testament is
the word �perfect� ever used to refer to the second
coming of Christ.

Paul says that tongues would cease. He goes on
to say that those things that are in part shall be done
away with when that which is perfect has come. The
Greek word �perfect� (teleios) means �having attained
the end or purpose; complete.�� Paul was talking about
the receiving and dispensing of divine knowledge the
proclamation of the New Testament faith by inspira-
tion.4

Also consider Ephesians 4:11-13:
And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and
some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers;
For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ Till we
all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge
of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the mea-

sure of the stature of the fulness of Christ.

Paul begins by discussing the various miraculous
offices. He states that the purpose of these offices was
to perfect the saints and build up the body of Christ.
Then he places a time limit on this package. It was to
last until the attainment of the unity of the faith. The
inspired writer Jude refers to this faith and confirms
that it has once for all been delivered (Jude 3). James
1:25 calls it the PERFECT law of liberty. Thus, the
�that which is perfect� of I Corinthians 13:10 is the
�perfect law of liberty� of James 1:25, i.e., the com-
pleted word of God in written form. Therefore, the age
of miracles has ceased.

ENDNOTES
1. All of the preceding examples are documented in the book

Charismatic Chaos by John MacArthur.
2 Hank Hanegraaff, Counterfeit Revival, pp. 21-29. John

Wimber, founder of the Vineyard Movement has withdrawn his
fellowship from those associated with the so-called Toronto Bless-
ing� which occurred in January of 1994 when those assembled at
the Toronto Vineyard Fellowship Church in Toronto, Canada claimed
to have been so overpowered by the Spirit that they were barking
like dogs and roaring like lions. Furthermore, Benny Hinn, walked
out on visiting speaker Rodney Howard-Browne when, in Hinn�s
judgment things got out of control.

3. Arndt and Gingrich (eds.), Greek-English Lexicon, (U. of
Chicago. 1963) p. 816.

4. Dub McClish, Studies in I Corinthians, (Denton, Texas: Dub
McClish, 1982) p. 174.
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Countless questions have been asked concerning
demons. Who were demons? Why did they possess
the bodies of some people? Is there demon possession
today? Let us open God�s inspired word, the Bible, and
consider each of these questions.

Who were demons? They were spirits, as is
brought out in Matthew 8:16. �When the even was
come, they brought unto him many that were pos-
sessed with devils� (demons ASV): and he cast out
the spirits with his word� In this verse the word �dev-
ils� or �demons� (ASV), is used interchangeably with
the word �spirits.� As spirits, demons had no physical
body of their own. �For a spirit hath not flesh and
bones� (Luke 24:39). Demons had intelligence, which
is made evident by the question of Legion to Jesus in
Mark 5:7: �What have I to do with thee, Jesus,
thou Son of the most high God?� This even shows
they had knowledge superior to man. Demons were
evil, �evil spirits� (Luke 7:2 1; 8:2) and proved their
loyalty to Satan�s camp by not desiring to be near our
Lord (Mark 1:24). Demons were departed spirits of
wicked men.

Why did demons possess the bodies of some
people? God allowed demons to enter and possess the
bodies of some during New Testament times as yet
another way to prove, by Christ�s and the apostles�
power over such, that Christ is the Son of God and the
Savior of man.

And when even was come, they brought unto him many
possessed with demons: and he cast out the spirits
with a word, and healed all that were sick: that it might
be fulfilled which was spoken through Isaiah the
prophet, saying, Himself took our infirmities, and bare
our diseases (Matthew 8:16,17 ASV).

These signs �are written, that ye might be-
lieve that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and
that believing ye might have life through his name�
(John 20:30,31).

Is there demon possession today? No. We have
the fully revealed word of God today, which proves
Christ to be God�s Son and our Savior (John 20:30-31)
and is complete as man�s �instruction in righteous-
ness� (II Timothy 3:16) containing �all things that
pertain unto life and godliness� (II Peter 1:3). Those
of the first century did not have this advantage that
mankind has had for centuries since. In the first cen-
tury, miracles did the work for which they were in-
tended, confirmation (Mark 16:15-20; Hebrews 2:24).
Since that time, miracles have ceased (I Corinthians
13:8-10). Zechariah 13:1-2 says when prophecy would
cease, demon possession would also cease.

Yes, Satan is in the world, but demons no longer

DEMON POSSESSION
Andy Cates

inhabit the bodies of humans. If you are a faithful child
of God, remember, �greater is he that is in you, than
he that is in the world� (I John 4:4). Today, if we
resist the evil one, he will flee from us (James 4:7).

�3935 Woodland Forest Drive
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35405

The Prophet Jeremiah wrote, �0 Lord, I know
that the way of man is not in himself? it is not in
man that walketh to direct his steps� (Jeremiah
10:23). Man needs the Bible. We would not know how
to worship or serve our God without it.

It is not in man to establish his own worship.
Jesus said, �God is a spirit and they that worship
him must worship him in spirit and in truth� (John
4:24).

It is not in man to establish his own church. Jesus
said, ��.. upon this rock I will build my church...�
(Matthew 16:18).

It is not in man to name a church after a reli-
gious act or another person. �Neither is their salva-
tion in any other: for there is none other name
under heaven given among men, whereby we must
be saved� (Acts 4:12).

It is not in man to allow women to preach in
public worship. �But I suffer not a woman to teach,
nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in
quietness� (I Timothy 2:12).

It is not in man to allow marriage between the
same sex.

...Have ye not read, that he which made them at the
beginning made them male and female, And said, For
this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and
shall cleave to his wife; and they twain shall be one
flesh (Matthew 19:4-5).

It is not in man to preach salvation through any-
one other than Jesus. �...I am the way the truth, and
the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by
me� (John 14:6).

It is not in man to teach salvation can be ob-
tained without baptism. Jesus said, �He that believes
and is baptized shall be saved...� (Mark 16:16).

The word of God was given for our instruction,
correction, reproof, and righteous living (II Timothy 3:16-
17). It is not in man to make his own rules in religion.
�For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with
God. For it is written, He taketh the wise in their
own craftiness� (I Corinthians 3:19).

�P.O. Box 37
Hillsboro, Tennessee 37342

�IT IS NOT IN MAN�
Rob L. Whitacre
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Friday, May 20
  7:00 P.M. David P. Brown �Heinousness of Sin�
  8:00 P.M. B.J. Clarke �Heinousness of Unbelief�

Saturday, May 21
  9:00 A.M. Johnie Scaggs �Heinousness of Perverting Worship�
10:00 A.M. James Boyd �Heinousness of Denominationalism�
11:00 A.M. Rob Whitacre �Heinousness of Immorality�
  1:30 P.M. Paul Vaughn �Heinousness of Rejecting The Restoration Plea�
  2:30 P.M. Kent Bailey �Heinousness Of Not Contendinig For The Faith�

Contending For The FaithContending For The FaithContending For The FaithContending For The FaithContending For The Faith
Old Philadelphia Meeting House Lectures

Friday, May 20 &
Saturday, May 21, 2005

�HEINOUSNESS OF SIN�

Paul Vaughn,
Lectureship Co-Director

(270) 927-9701 office
(270) 295-7868 home

David P. Brown,
Lectureship Co-Director

(281) 353-2707 office
(281) 350-5516 home

The building is easily found. Take Interstate
24 to Manchester, Tennessee and then take
the Highway 55 exit toward McMinnville,
Tennessee. In about ten miles exit right on
Highway 287 North toward Viola, Tennessee
until you reach Vervilla Road. Turn left and
the building is on the right in about two miles.
The present building is of wood frame and
was built in 1832. The trip from the Interstate
is only about twenty miles and well worth the
visit.
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Please read the following excerpt from Walter
Cronkite�s book, �A Reporter�s Life�.

CAN WE DESTROY THE
WORLD TO PROTECT OUR NATION?

WALTER CRONKITE
Many times during the cold war and America�s near
hysteria over the Communist threat, . . .I thought a lot
about the fervent anti-Communists� seldom questioned
slogan: �Better Dead than Red.� That sort of deeply
patriotic sentiment, it seems to me, might have had
some rationale in the days when wars had winners and
loosers (sic). But does it stand up in the nuclear age,
when a massive exchange of bombs would cause such
great losses, even, perhaps, the destruction of life on
earth as we know it?

It does not seem to me unpatriotic to offer the possibil-
ity that it might be better to be Red than dead, under
those nuclear circumstances. We all know of the tran-
sient nature of governments and the philosophies that
inspire them. The collapse of the Soviet version of
Communism proves that point, but even if the Red
dictatorship had lasted with all of its horrors for a
couple of centuries, would that not have been prefer-
able to a world altered forever by nuclear poison. Does
any one country have the right to destroy humanity in
its own national interest?

I think I would rather be dead than Red, but I�m not at
all sure that my personal preference, or even that of a
whole generation, should be a basis for sound foreign
policy. From �A Reporter�s Life�, by Walter Cronkite:
Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher.

The premise from which Cronkite reasons is ter-
ribly flawed. To be a communist we must deny the ex-
istence of God. And, even if we did not deny the exist-
ence of God, to accept Cronkite�s view, would mean
that we are opting for a society that is based on God-
lessness.

Cronkite�s erroneous idea is contrary to the truth
of Revelation 2:10. Therein our Lord said our faith
should be such that we would die rather than compro-
mise the truth of God�s word.  Cronkite does not be-
lieve that. While he seems to think that he would per-
sonally ��rather be dead than Red�, for the nation, he
thinks it would be better to be �red� than die from a
nuclear war brought on in defense of freedom and in
opposition to God-less atheism.

WHO�S WHO SPEAKERS
AND PERFORMERS AT

 FREED-HARDEMAN UNIVERSITY
David P. Brown

CRONKITE AT FHU
 How very, very sad it is when brethren sink so

low that not even one Bible faculty member said any-
thing in opposition to Cronkite�s selection and appear-
ance at  FHU, or if they did speak out it was kept it at
a very low volume.

It is a shame what some people will do for money.
And, you can be sure that the only reason Walter
Cronkite or anyone of his notoriety is chosen to speak
at such banquets as this one in 2004 at FHU is only
because they will bring in money for the school.  Herein
lies at least one big problem�the danger of compro-
mising the truth of God�s word to obtain money.

THE UNIVERSITY
IS NOT THE CHURCH

In a weak attempt to justify using such men as
Cronkite in their educational programs we are told by
various schools operated by the brethren that the school
is not the church. We are glad they informed us ac-
cordingly, for we doubt we could have ever figured that
out for ourselves. Of course, when they tell us that the
school is not the church they are telling us that a liberal
arts higher educational institution operated by the breth-
ren is authorized by God to do what the church cannot
do in using all sorts and sizes of people to provide a
well rounded education to their students (in the case of
FHU�s use of Cronkite,  it was to give the school a
more well-rounded pocket book).

But, what about this idea that �the school is not
the church�; and since it is not the church, God ap-
proves of a school using various and sundry characters
in their program for whatever reason?  The truth of the
matter is this: no matter what Christians do, they are to
do only what is authorized by the New Testament of
Jesus Christ (Colossians 3:17). That being the case,
where is there New Testament authority for Christians
to use someone such as Walter Cronkite in a school
existing for the reason that FHU does? Thus, the so-
called and oft used �the school is not the church� �ar-
gument� an attempt to justify schools using such folks
as Walter Cronkite falls flat on its face.

If the New Testament authorizes the use of Walter
Cronkite and others of his caliber for the purpose of
raising money at a special banquet, then FHU could
have Cronkite to do the same thing during their annual
Bible lectureship�for the same New Testament au-
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thority exists for having him for one gathering as it does
for the other. And, if that is not the case, then why is it
not the case?

Yes, every faculty member and invited speaker
must be a faithful member of the church of Christ un-
less money is to be raised for the school. Now the truth
of the matter on this point is this, if the New Testament
authorizes the school to bring Cronkite, a non-Chris-
tian, to the campus to teach for one night, they can
employ any one else who is not a member of the Lord�s
church to teach one time or all the time. Oh, they no
doubt will say: �We would never do that.� And we re-
spond with, �It makes no difference what you would or
would not actually do, the same premise that autho-
rizes one authorizes the other, whether it is done or
not.� That being the case, guess what could very well
happen in the years to come.

SOME OF THE CELEBRITIES WHO
APPEARED AT FHU IN RECENT YEARS
On December 1, 2000 former U.S. president

George H. Bush, father of  President George W.
Bush, was the speaker at the keynote speaker for the
36th annual Advisory Board Benefit Dinner Dec. 1.
�Three Dog Night�, recognized for such chart-top-

ping hits as �Joy to the World� and �Shambala,� per-
formed their 1970s rock music at Freed-Hardeman
University Nov. 13, 2001. On Dec. 7, 2001 FHU had
General H. Norman Schwarzkopf as keynote speaker
for the 37th annual Advisory Board Benefit Dinner.
On December 6, 2002 Regis Philbin was the keynote
speaker for the university�s Advisory Board Benefit
Dinner on the FHU campus, a scholarship fund-raiser
hosted each December.

There is nothing like being eclectic when it comes
to practicing unity in diversity. We are quite sure all of
these people of the world exemplified New Testament
Christianity. But really what difference does it make,
for after all the �college is not the church?� This, no
doubt, explains why the false teacher, F. LaGuard
Smith was invited to speak to FHU business students
in October 2004. From Business@FHU, Fall 2004,
Volume 2, Number 1 on the internet we read:

F. LAGARD SMITH
A HIT AT SENIOR RETREAT

The 2004 Senior Retreat was held on Friday, October
15, at Mid-South Youth Camp. Approximately 65 se-
niors showed up for a day of reflection, fellowship,
and games. F. LaGard Smith, from Nashville, Tennes-
see, was this year�s featured speaker. Smith has

authored over twenty books such as Who Is My
Brother?, The Cultural Church, Radical Restora-
tion, and Afterlife. He is also the compiler of the
popular Narrated Bible which has sold over one
million copies.

Smith spoke to the seniors about making sure they
integrated their faith with all aspects of their lives
and not falling into the trap of separating and com-
partmentalizing their faith from their careers. He drew
interesting parallels between the way computers
work and how humans operate to make his points.
(You may access this by going to FHU�s home page
on the Internet-DPB)

If these fellows are authorized by the New
Testament to speak and perform for FHU at
all, they are authorized to do so at any time.
That being the case, I again ask, �Why not in-
vite such speakers and performers as previously
noted to speak and perform during the annual
Bible lectures�especially F. LaGard Smith to
speak on the eternal fires of Hell followed by
the performance of �Joy to the World� by Three
Dog Night? I can almost hear them singing: �Joy
to the world, all the boys and girls. Joy to the
fishes in the deep blue sea, joy to you and me.�
For an encore they could sing �Mama, Told Me
Not to Come�. And to close out the lectures I
can hear Walter Cronkite declare, �And, that�s
the way it is.� And he would be right.

�25403 Lancewood
Spring, Texas 77373
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Our Lord declared
Woe unto you, scribes and Pbarisees, hypocrites! for
ye tithe mint and anise and cummin, and have left un-
done the weightier matters of the law, justice, and
mercy, and faith but these ye ought to have done, and
not to have left the other undone. Ye blind guides, that
strain out the gnat, and swallow the camel! (Matthew
23:23-24).

In this section of scripture, we find a fourth in a
series of seven woes pronounced upon the scribes and
Pharisees. The scribes and Pharisees were, as all Jews,
required to give a tenth of the produce of their land to
the service of the Lord. These hypocrites, in this con-
text, are seen as tithing mint, anise, and cummin. These
herbs were inexpensive and were plentiful in that day.
Now, these religious pretenders found it easy to give a
tithe of such beggarly items. Jesus was not condemn-
ing the tithing of these herbs, but condemned their hy-
pocrisy in tithing these little things, and leaving undone,
or disregarding, the weightier matters of the law, jus-
tice, and mercy, and faith.�

The Pharisees were great boasters of themselves,
and all the while were neglecting the matters they
�claimed� to uphold. They did not know what �justice�
meant, or bow to extend such to their fellows. They
were not bothered about the destitute and afflicted
among their own. The Pharisees would neglect the sick,
the lepers, and the needy but would diligently give a
tithe of their herb garden. No wonder Jesus called them
hypocrites! There was no �mercy� shown the help-
less. The meaning of mercy was foreign to them. The
Pharisees lived only for themselves having little or no
concern for anyone else.

The point of Matthew 23:24 is the same as the
previous verse (verse 23). These pseudo-religionist were
very careful to strain out their drink before they would
partake so as not to swallow a gnat, but (figuratively
speaking) would turn right around and swallow a camel.
The meaning is, they would make a big ado about mi-
nor matters, but over look the duties of major impor-
tance. The Almighty has always required more than
this!

Wherewith shall I come before Jehovah and bow my-
self before the high God? Shall I come before him
with burnt-offerings, with calves a year old? Will Je-
hovah be pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten
thousands of rivers of oil? Shall I give my first-born
for my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin
of my soul? He hath showed thee, O man, what is
good; and what doth Jehovah require of thee, but to do
justly, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with
thy God? (Micah 6:6-8).
Today, it seems, we find ourselves so busy in the

THE CAMEL SWALLOWING SYNDROME
Tom Moore

affairs of the world that it becomes too easy for us to
forget, ignore, or simply put off those important spiri-
tual matters that need our attending. The Pharisees in-
tentionally ignored the more important matters�and
today, many are �swallowing camels� as they follow
the Pharisees of yesteryear into their errors. Have we
forgotten the exhortation of the Lamb of God? �But
seek ye first his kingdom, and his righteousness;
and all these things shall be added unto you� (Mat-
thew 6:33).

There are many today who seem to be more con-
cerned about matters almost microscopic in size in im-
portance when compared to the weightier matters they
ignore. Many have more concern with padded pews
than the saving of souls and standing foursquare for
truth. Are we straining out a gnat when it comes to
personal comfort and swallowing a camel when it comes
to the importance of saving and edifying the souls of
men? Are we majoring in minors? Do we have a mouth
full of camels? For many, it is time to stop swallowing
camels.
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A common belief among man-made religious
groups is that man can do nothing to save himself. This
is sad, but even sadder is the fact that many who pro-
fess to be members of the Lord�s church have drunk
deeply from the polluted wells of denominational doc-
trine. The evidence is overwhelming, and we are now
reaping what has been sown far and wide throughout
the brotherhood. The following quotes are from men
who at the time of these statements professed to be
members of the Church of Christ.

It is a scandalous and outrageous lie to teach that
salvation arises from human activity. We do not con-
tribute one whit to our salvation. (Rubel Shelly,
�Arbeit Facht Frei!� article in the Oct. 31, 1990
Lovelines.)

I believe deeply that the New Testament teaches that
salvation is a free gift of God period. You are saved by
grace alone. (Randy Mayeux at the 1989 Youth
Minister�s Seminar in Lubbock. He has since this
speech severed his affiliation with Churches of Christ.)

Nobody has any right to preach anything other the
Gospel of pure grace. We are saved by grace plus noth-
ing. You are saved by faith period. There is nothing
you can do to be saved. There are no regulations in
serving  Jesus Christ (Glen Owen in a sermon deliv-
ered in 1982 at the Midtown church of Christ in Fort
Worth, TX.)
Let us now observe a quote from the Scottish

expositor, Alexander Maclaren. In commenting on
Mark 3:35, �For whosoever shall do the will of God,
the same is my brother, and sister, and mother,�
he said:

We must carefully observe that these great words of
our Lord are not intended to describe the means by
which men become His kinsfolk, but the tokens that
they are such. He is not saying � as superficial read-
ers sometimes run away with the notion that He is
saying � �If a man will, apart from Me, do the will of
God, then he will become My true kinsman,� but He is
saying, �If you are My kinsman, you will do the will of
God, and if you do it, you will show that you are re-
lated to Myself.� In other words, He is not speaking
about the means of originating this relationship, but
about the signs of its reality. And, therefore, the words
of my text need, for their full understanding, and for
placing them in due relation to all the rest of Christ�s
teaching, to be laid side by side with other words of
His such as these: �Apart from Me ye can do noth-
ing.� For the deepest truth in regard to relationship to
Jesus Christ and obedience is this, that the way by
which men are made able to do the will of God is by
receiving into themselves the very life-blood of Jesus

Christ. The relationship must precede the obedience,
and the obedience is the sign, because it is the sequel,
of the relationship (emph. MLW).
Think about it! A relationship with Jesus Christ

without obedience! This is the false doctrine that men�s
wisdom dreams up, but it is not what the Bible teaches.
Does anyone today really care what the word of God
says? It seems that only a few are inclined to believe
and do what the Lord bids them to do. The Hebrews
writer reminds all that �though he was a Son, yet
learned obedience by the things which he suf-
fered; and having been made perfect, he became
Unto all them that obey him the author of eternal
salvation� (5:8-9). The gospel is God�s saving power
(Romans 1:16), and it must be obeyed before one is
saved. Man must choose to obey the gospel. On Pen-
tecost the question was asked, �Brethren, what shall
we do?� Peter answers, �Repent ye, and be bap-
tized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
unto the remission of your sins; and ye shall re-
ceive the gift of the Holy Spirit� (Acts 2:37-38).
The Bible affirms, �They then that received his word
were baptized: and there were added unto them
in that day about three thousand souls� (2:41).

Why would one believe he is in a saved relation-
ship with the Lord before obeying the gospel when God�s
word teaches otherwise? The scriptures declare that
God will render �vengeance to them that know not
God, and to them that obey not the gospel of our
Lord Jesus� (II Thessslonians 1:8). It is a strange
and false doctrine that teaches that one has a saving
relationship with the Lord before baptism when the
scriptures teach that �newness of life� occurs only
after baptism (Romans 6:4). Can one have a godly re-
lationship with the Lord before becoming �a new crea-
ture� (II Corinthians 5:17)?

God�s word teaches that one must do the will of God
to enter into the kingdom (Matthew 7:2 1). One has no
right to call Christ the Lord if he will not obey him (Luke
6:46). The scriptures teach that �He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved...� (Mark 16:16). You
tell me, does salvation precede or follow one�s obedi-
ence in being baptized?

Salvation without obedience�absolutely not! A rela-
tionship with Christ and his child without obedience-
not possible! One will be wise to stand on the rock of
God�s word instead of the sinking sand of man-made
doctrine (Matthew 7:24-27).

�5810 Liberty Grove. Rd.
Rowlett, Texas 75030

Can One Have A Relationship
With Christ Without Obedience?

Marvin L. Weir
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, Evangelist, (256) 778-
8955, (256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, Evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, Evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy  NW
30120-4222.  770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.
Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton,
Evangelist- email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, Evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, Evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, Evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, Evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
Evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Tennessee-
Memphis-Forest Hill Church of Christ, 3950 Forest Hill-Irene
Rd., Memphis, TN 38125. Sun. 9:30, 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. (901) 751-2444,  Barry Grider, Evangelist.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress,
P.O. Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, Evange-
list. Home of  Spring Bible Institute and the SBI Lectures begin-
ning the last Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, Evange-
list; djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun.
9, 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
Jason Rollo, Evangelist, (817) 282-3239.

Lubbock-Southside Church of Christ, 8501 Quaker Ave., Box
64430, Lubbock, TX 79464. Sun. 9:00, 9:55 a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed.
7:30 p.m. Sunday worship aired live at 10:15 a.m. over KFYO 790
AM radio. Tommy Hicks, Evangelist. (806) 794-5008 or (806)798-
1019.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, Evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30
a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

Roanoke-Church of Christ, Corner of Rusk and Walnut, Roanoke,
TX 76262. Sun. 9:45, 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 pm. (817)
491-2388.

Schertz-Church of Christ, 501 Schertz Pkwy., Schertz, TX. (210)
658-0269. Sun. 9:30a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m., take
Schertz Pkwy. Exit off  I-35, NE of San Antonio, Kenneth Ratcliff
and Stan Crowley, Evangelists.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Chey-
enne, WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. Evangelist:
Tim Cozad.

Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...Directory of Churches...
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Mark Lance

Having the opportunity to work at the local com-
munity college in the town wherein I also preach offers
some interesting opportunities. Last year one of the
teachers of the community college was conducting an
open forum debate. In actuality it would have been more
accurate to have called it “the teacher shoves his
personnal opinions down the throats of his students”
forum.

He first proceeded to condemn President
George W. Bush, then promote the ideas of our former
degenerated President Bill Clinton. Though I strongly
disagreed with his statements I remained a spectator
for the time being. Next he started making remarks
about Christians that did not support the immorality of
Clinton (by no means did he ever refer to Clinton as
immoral). He pointed out how they needed to apply the
words of Jesus: “Judge not, that ye be not judged.”
Then the discussion turned to why we should legalize
marijuana. Of course the teacher declared that legaliz-
ing marijuana would be respecting the rights of those
who desired to use it. Following his comments regard-
ing legalizing marijuana, one of his students took the
microphone and stated that the apostle Paul was a ho-
mosexual. Of course, this liberal minded teacher en-
joyed such remarks. A couple of his students (obvi-
ously religious) tried to speak up and against these views
just noted, but the teacher dealt with them in a way to
intimidate them. And, it seemed that the rest of the class
was in agreement with the teacher, or, at least afraid to
speak up. At this point during the “forum” I could not
remain silent any longer.

When given the microphone and the chance to
speak I first addressed the subject of legalizing mari-
juana. This discussion was on a Friday and it just so

happened that my wife, daughter and three other church
members were hit by a drunk driver the Sunday night
before sending them all to the hospital. I related how
we do not need any more people on the road under the
influence of drugs. Of course those determined to have
their own way will still argue their worldly thoughts.
Hey, just because we endanger the lives of others
should not stop us from doing what makes us feel good,
should it?

Next I pointed out how that “Judge not, that
ye be not judged” from (Matthew 7:1) was taken
out of context, and there was another passage we should
consider, “Judge not according to the appearance,
but judge righteous judgment” (John 7:24). I pointed
out to the audience that the teacher said “Judge not,
that ye be not judged”, and then proceeded to con-
demn everyone with whom he did not agree. But you
have to keep in mind that liberals in politics and the
church are not bound by the same principles they bind
on the rest of us. If you ever want to make a liberal
mad, just point out his inconsistencies. Although that
was not my intent, it was certainly accomplished.

Following my comments earlier mentioned, the
teacher then proceeded to verbally explode, and from
the color of his face it looked as though there might be
a physical explosion as well. He never bothered to an-
swer his inconsistencies that we pointed out, but rather
tried intimidation and screaming at the top of his lungs.
I decided I had as much right to speak as he did, but I
did not want to conduct myself in the manner he was,
so I just refused to give him back his microphone. That
way I could be as loud as he was without raising my
voice. By now the college teacher has not only lost his
audience that he  had been dominating, but he also lost
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Michael Light, Assistant Editor
mclight@bwoodtx.com

COMMUNICATIONS received by Contending for the
Faith and/or its Editors are viewed as intended FOR
PUBLICATION unless otherwise stated. Whereas we
respect confidential information, so described, ev-
erything else sent to us we feel free to publish without
further permission being necessary. Anything sent to
us NOT for publication, please indicate this clearly
when you write. Please address such letters directly
to the Editor-in-Chief David P. Brown, P.O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383. Telephone: (281) 350-5516.
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count off the Single Subscription Rate, i.e., such whole
congregation subscriptions are payable in advance
at the rate of $11.00 per year per family address. For-
eign Rate: One Year, $30.
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Contending for the Faith was begun and continues to
exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and
refute error (Jude 3). Therefore, we are interested in
advertising only those things that are in harmony
with what the Bible authorizes (Colossians 3:17). We
will not knowingly advertise anything to the contrary.
Hence, we reserve the right to refuse any offer to ad-
vertise in this paper.
All setups and layouts of advertisements will be done
by Contending for the Faith. A one-time setup and
layout fee for each advertisement will be charged if
such setup or layout is needful. Setup and layout fees
are in addition to the cost of the space purchased for
advertisement. No major changes will be made with-
out customer approval.
All advertisements must be in our hands no later than
two (2) months preceding the publishing of the issue
of the journal in which you desire your advertisement
to appear. To avoid being charged for the following
month, ads must be canceled by the first of the month.
We appreciate your understanding of and coopera-
tion with our advertising policy.

MAIL ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADVERTISEMENTS AND
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, P. O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383-2357. COST OF SPACE FOR ADS:
Back page, $300.00; full page, $300.00; half page,
$175.00; quarter page, $90.00; less than quarter page,
$18.00 per column-inch. CLASSIFIED ADS: $2.00 per
line per month. CHURCH DIRECTORY ADS: $30.00 per
line per year. SETUP AND LAYOUT FEES: Full page,
$50.00; half page, $35.00; anything under a half page,
$20.00.
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH is published monthly.
P. O. Box 2357, Spring, Texas 77383-2357 Telephone:
(281) 350-5516.

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001
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[You may have wondered from where the quotes

and charts came and who’s quotes and charts they
are in the article entitled “Where We Stand”, April,
2005 CFTF pages 5, 6. They are quotations and
charts from Divorce Debate, Olan Hicks vs Jim
Waldron. The debate was held February 21-25,
1977. The question was put to Jim Waldron by Olan
Hicks. The answer is Waldron’s answer to Hick’s
question. CFTF stands today on and with the truth
that Jim Waldron stated in his answer to Olan Hicks
in February 1977 —Editor]
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During the 14th Annual South Texas Lectureship

of the Adams Street Church of Christ in Beeville,
Texas, January 2001, a pertinent question was asked
in the “Question & Answer” session. The question and
subsequent answer are herein transcribed. Robert R.
Taylor, Jr. was conducting the Q. & A. Session.

2�������
A wife decides to divorce her husband. No adultery at
this point. The husband refuses to cooperate with this,
trying to do all in his power to keep the marriage to-
gether as per God’s Will. Regardless, the wife goes on
to divorce her husband in State court, finds a boy-
friend, and marries him. Can the original husband now
put her away in God’s sight for adultery and be free to
remarry? Is this what you would call—(quote) the wait-
ing game (unquote)? Brother Taylor.
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Well, I do not believe that this is really what we call
“the waiting game.” In my judgment, “the waiting game”
would be where a husband and wife or wife and hus-
band tire of the marriage. Both of them want to be free
of the marriage—neither one has been unfaithful to the
other, and they decide mutually to separate, no longer
live under the same roof, no longer be intimate with
each other, and they begin to play what might be called
“the waiting game.” She’ll decide in her mind, “I’m go-
ing to wait until he either has an affair or enters into
marriage with somebody else” or he decides to do the
same. And then the one that enters into the marriage—
the other one feels, “I have perfect justification for
entering into a marriage.” I believe this is a situation
that is entirely different. The wife is doing all of the
action and trying to end the marriage and the husband
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is doing all in her, his power to keep the marriage intact.
He does not want a divorce to occur; he wants their
marriage to continue, but of course it takes two to enter
into a marriage with the Lord’s blessing, and it takes
two to keep that marriage intact. And where one de-
cides I’m not going to be his wife or her husband any
longer, and the other one may decide, “Well, I want to
keep the marriage together,” I believe is a case that’s
described in this scenario that she’s clearly wrong. She
was wrong in leaving him, wrong in violating her vows,
wrong in not living up to what she promised God and
him at the wedding ceremony, and of course when she
left him and then decided to enter into another mar-
riage, I believe that this really constituted grounds on
which he could put her away in the sight of the Lord.
Now, of course, what might be done in civil govern-
ment doesn’t always coincide with God’s law. A mar-
riage might end in the courthouse and yet might not
end in the sight of the Lord at all. As I pointed out in
the discussion about marriage, divorce, and remarriage
last night, there is one ground for the entrance into
another marriage for the innocent party, and that is that
the guilty party commits fornication. The innocent party
may be able to put that individual away. But I do not
believe that this really constitutes the so-called “wait-
ing game” and it’s unfortunate that we have situations
like this that do develop. I know personally of some
situations where one decides, “I’m going to end the
marriage,” and of course, if one decides it, then accord-
ing to the laws of the land, he or she can pretty well get
a divorce on his or her own. And the other one, a de-
vout Christian, desires to keep the marriage intact (and
has) no interest at all in the ending of the marriage, it’s
unfortunate that Christians sometimes find themselves
in that situation. But I do not believe that this really
constitutes the so-called “waiting game” that many
people have practiced, accepting the thought, “Well, if
I no longer live under the same roof with him or with
her, he or she will be tempted to either have an affair,
adulterous in nature, or maybe enter into another mar-
riage if there’s been something like the way of a civil
divorce.” So this would be my judgment about the mat-
ter.1 

In the preceding answer we believe Robert Taylor
taught the Truth of the Bible. Taylor’s answer serves
well to state Contending for the Faith’s position
on this matter.
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During the 17th Annual South Texas Lectureship
of the Adams Street congregation in Beeville, Texas,
2004, Stan Crowley delivered a sermon that was dia-
metrically opposed to what was taught from the same
pulpit by Robert Taylor in January of 2001.  To date
no oral or printed expression has come from the
Beeville elders of which we know that would indicate
Taylor’s answer was erroneous. Without any evidence

SHALL WE JUST BOW DOWN
TO THE LIBERAL MIND SET?
Mark Lance 1

Editorial…
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David P. Brown 2
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THE LOGICAL CONCLUSION
Steven Cline 22

to the contrary, we may only conclude from the extant
evidence, that the Beeville elders must also believe
Crowley’s views on marriage, divorce, remarriage.
Now, if the preceding sentence is not the case, let
them set the record straight. But, in his Beeville ser-
mon Crowley not only taught that man’s law can su-
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persede, countermand, void and nullify God’s law, but
he taught other errors as well.
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Crowley taught error when he preached that the
word “joined” of Mattthew 19:6 means sexual inter-
course. This is the meaning he assigns to “cleave unto
his wife” in Genesis 2:24 and “joined unto his wife”
in Ephesians 5:31. He makes a weak attempt to prop
up his shaky shed of error by, of all things, referring to
Paul’s terminology used to describe a man being
“joined to a harlot” (I Corinthians 6:16). Crowley
preached: “Well, what does it mean when it talks about
a man and a woman being joined? What does it mean
when it talks about them being joined into one flesh?
It’s talking about them being sexually united.” Again
in the same sermon he declared, “Jesus is referring
only to the physical joining between the man that God
had made and the woman that God had made for that
man.” So, according to Crowley’s false doctrine, we
may only conclude that when a scripturally authorized
for marriage man and woman publicly declare them-
selves to be married, we understand by their declara-
tion that prior to the marriage announcement they have
engaged in their first sexual intercourse in order be
married. That is the case, or when they publicly de-
clared themselves to be married, having yet to engage
in their first sexual relation, they are declaring them-
selves married (joined together) when they are not—
per Crowley’s false view of the meaning of “joined”.
Why do we say that the two in our previous illustra-
tion would be declaring a falsehood regarding their
marriage? Because, according to Crowley, a man and
a woman become husband and wife ONLY at the point
when each one engages in sexual intercourse with the
other for the first time.

Dub McClish observed that Crowley…
…uses I Cor. 6:16, in which Paul says that one who “is
joined to an harlot is one body,” after which he em-
ploys the “shall be one flesh” phrase of Gen. 2:24 as
an illustration of how/why this is the case. The con-
nection Paul makes between the two passages is un-
deniable, as the brother notes. It is also clear that Paul’s
reference to being “joined” and to “one flesh” is a
description of sexual union. However, even this fact
does not therefore demand that Gen. 2:24 refers only
to the sexual union. While such is only one facet of the
“one flesh” husband-wife relationship, it is the only
facet of the man-whore relationship. The brother seems
to embroil himself in an absurdity. On Gen. 2:24 his
argument seems to be that sexual intercourse (i.e., cleav-

ing, one flesh) constitutes marriage. If this is the case,
then (by his own rule of making Gen. 2:24 and 1 Cor.
6:16 precisely parallel) every time a man joins himself
to a harlot (or any other woman outside of Scriptural
marriage), he thereby “marries” each one of them. Re-
member, this brother is defining Gen. 2:24 solely in light
of 1 Cor. 6:16. . . .In other words, if cleave and one flesh
mean only sexual union and constitute marriage in Gen.
2:24, then joined and one flesh in 1 Cor. 6:16 must mean
a sexual union that constitutes marriage to a whore,
also.3 

Who will answer True to the following True/
False questions? (1) T   F   The man and woman of
Matthew 19:5, 6 become husband and wife only when
God joins them together in their first sexual intercourse.
(2) T   F   God joins the man and woman of Matthew
19:5, 6 to be husband and wife prior to their first
sexual intercourse. (3) T   F   God joins the man and
woman of Matthew 19:5, 6 to be husband and wife
when they publicly declare themselves so to be. (4) T
F   In order for the first sexual intercourse between a
man and woman to be authorized by God, He (God)
must join said man and woman together to be hus-
band and wife before their first sexual intercourse
(Hebrews 13:4).
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The topic sentence heading this section of our
article is from Crowley’s Beeville sermon. When put
into propositional form it reads: “The Scriptures teach
that one may ‘put away’ a marriage union by ‘put-
ting a distance between’ a husband and a wife.”
Do those responsible for the production of the 17th

Annual South Texas Lectureship in 2004 where
Crowley made this and other erroneous statements in
his sermon desire to affirm this proposition? They ei-
ther believe it or they do not.

How would you answer the following questions?
(1) True  False“The Scriptures teach that one may
‘put away’ a marriage ‘ union’ by ‘putting a dis-
tance’ between a husband and a wife.” Or, if one
desires to deal with Crowley’s actual quote, here it is
again—(2) True  False “ONE CAN PUT AWAY A
UNION BY PUTTING A DISTANCE BETWEEN
THE MAN AND THE WOMAN”.  Now where is
the person who will answer True to  questions (1) or
(2)?

In demonstrating the absurdity of the previous
doctrine, Lynn Parker wrote:

…Johnny and Susie have a disagreement and they go
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in different directions to “cool off.” Are the (sic) still
husband and wife? According to this new doctrine,
you have to wonder! The separation has somehow,
mysteriously, changed them into unmarried folks. And
if they are now unmarried, must they go through a
ceremony again to be married? Or, must they simply
have intercourse to be remarried, since our speaker’s
view of “cleave” and “joined together” is exclusively
sexual?4 

It is a shame that some will make a human civil
court or legislature the final factor in determining who
is scripturally divorced or who is not. Or, for that mat-
ter who is married and who is not. They certainly will
not make the unscriptural decision of a civil court or
legislature the final standard when it comes to  abor-
tion, euthanasia and homosexual marriages, but they
will when it comes to divorce. To them a divorce must
always be from and according to the civil courts of the
United States. However, Matthew 5:32 and 19:6, 9
were given long before the divorce courts of America
and our jurisprudence system existed or for that mat-
ter any other present jurisprudence system. This they
seemingly cannot or will not grasp. With them every-
thing turns on the decree of “Divorce granted” de-
clared by a judge when the gavel falls in a civil court
when it should turn on whether one’s marriage situa-
tion fits Matthew 19:6, 9 rather than the capricious
judgments of human civil courts and legislatures.
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Now watch the confusion of the fellow whom
we shall now quote as he labors in his lame attempts
to uphold his false doctrine. He wrote: “The basis that
a civil law overrides God’s law in the case of civil
divorce is completely unfounded.” Indeed, such is the
case, but it is not only the case in civil divorce but in
any other area wherein man’s will conflicts with God’s
will.  However, following that sentence the same fel-
low affirmed: “God joins a couple in marriage per
Matthew 19:6, but only in view of the civil ceremony
(Italics mine—DPB). Otherwise, fornication would
constitute marriage.” But, did he not affirm earlier that,
“The basis that a civil law overrides God’s law in the
case of civil divorce is completely unfounded.”? Yet,
almost in the same breath he turns around and affirms
that where there is no “civil ceremony” (not civil law
only but he says a “civil ceremony”) pertaining to mar-
riage there is no marriage. Well, he cannot have it both
ways. But, evidently he is going to try to do so.  Now,
how is he going to attempt to prove the proposition
that “God joins a couple in marriage per Matthew 19:6,
but only in view of the civil ceremony?” What if the

“civil ceremony” is contrary to God’s will? Read on
and see how far he is willing to go in his attempts to
uphold his false view.

Remember what he said in the first two sentences
we quoted—“The basis that a civil law overrides
God’s law in the case of civil divorce is completely
unfounded. Otherwise, fornication would constitute
marriage”  If nothing else comes from this quote, it is
obvious that the fellow who wrote the preceding sen-
tences and Stan Crowley do not see eye to eye on
the word “joined” of Matthew 19:6.

But his previous material we have recorded is
not all he advocates. Having declared that “a human
civil court or legislature” is not “the final factor in de-
termining who is scripturally divorced or who is not.”
He does an “about face” and immediately states that
civil law is the final arbiter in such matters. He writes:
‘Put away,’ or ‘putting away’ refers to civil divorce,
does it not?” But the absurdity of these contradictory
statements of this confused fellow is mild compared
to what he then wrote. Please notice the following
material from the same paragraph from which the pre-
ceding sentences came.
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As shocking and blasphemous as it is, the fol-
lowing radical effort was made in the same letter (of
which we have a copy) as this fellow continued his
lame attempt to bolster his false position that he be-
gan  to do earlier and from which we quoted in the
previous paragraph. Mind you, the sentences we have
quoted are all in the same paragraph—a paragraph
composed of only seven sentences from which we
have previously quoted three of them. Following the
last sentence we quoted in our previous paragraph, in
a lame effort to uphold the unscriptural place of a civil
court’s decision regarding divorce, he wrote:

Jesus said then, “Whosoever divorces his wife in a
civil action, except for the cause of fornication, and
marries another commits adultery.” (Bold mine—Read
it and weep—DPB)

Talk about inserting one’s doctrine into the Bib-
lical text—here it is, and in print. What a perversion
of the text of Matthew 19:9! I do not know of one
single solitary version of the Bible that translates this
portion of Matthew 19:9 into the words of our con-
fused “scholarly translator”. At least we know what
this fellow thinks that Jesus meant when he reads
Matthew 19:9. Please remember the Bible teaches
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explicitly and implicitly and what it teaches implicitly is
just as authoritative and binding as what it teaches
explicitly. And, in his new translation this person has
affirmed far, far more than he realizes.

We make the following offer to the person who
gave us this new version of Matthew 19:9—if you will
sign to affirm in public debate the following proposi-
tion, we will be glad to sign the negative to it, which
proposition is in the exact words of the propagator of
this pernicious doctrine.

RESOLVED: “Jesus said then, ‘Whosoever
divorces his wife in a civil action, except for the
cause of fornication, and marries another com-
mits adultery.’ ”

AFFIRMATIVE: ______________

NEGATIVE:      David P. Brown

The above proposition is, in part, exactly what
certain ones teach and they know it. And, since at this
writing the fellow who wrote this new version of Mat-
thew 19:9 was far more frank and candid than others
of his belief regarding this doctrine (in that he willingly
altered the biblical text in his effort to uphold his false
doctrine); and, since he has notified us in other corre-
spondence that he no longer has fellowship with us
because we do not accept his false doctrine as set out
in his “translation” of Matthew 19:9; will he be as bold
to sign to affirm publicly in debate his doctrine as he
wrote it and as we have herein quoted it?  And, if this
bold and learned fellow will not publicly affirm on the
polemic platform that which came from his own mind,
then is there anyone else who will be as bold as this
fellow and come forth to help him out by signing to
affirm this new “translation”—“Jesus said then,
‘Whosoever divorces his wife in a civil action,
except for the cause of fornication, and marries
another commits adultery.’”? This is the proposi-
tion I am willing to negate on this given subject be-
cause, in part, this is exactly what certain ones be-
lieve. So, on this given point concerning marriage,
divorce and remarriage please do not trouble me with
offering another proposition. The previously stated
proposition precisely states what certain ones believe
and evidences how far at least one is willing to go in
advancing his false doctrine, namely, to alter the bib-
lical text in order to teach his doctrine.

God’s Word does not authorize a human court
or any other human organization or individual to nullify
a Matthew 19:6 God-joined marriage when there has

been no  Matthew 19:9 fornication involved in the
Matthew 19:6 “God-joined” marriage.
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In 1978, the late Frank D. Young, longtime
teacher at the Memphis School of Preaching, wrote
the following in the book, Your Marriage Can Be
Great!, edited by the late Thomas B. Warren:

Too often “the laws of the land allow it” is the stan-
dard as to the right and wrong of marriage. When courts
have decreed, but God has not, we have no choice but
to obey God! We are taught to obey civil government
except when the laws conflict with God’s will.  “We
must obey God rather then men” was spoken to those
in power and authority: the apostles refused to yield
to laws that conflicted with Christ’s will. If, because
we are amenable to civil laws, we divorce and remarry
as they allow, then God’s law means nothing!2

We “ought to obey God rather than men”
because what God has bound in heaven is what he
has bound on earth and what he has loosed in heaven
is what he has loosed on earth. And, what he has
bound and/or loosed is declared through the direct
statements, examples and implications of his infallible
word revealed by the Holy Spirit in the Bible (II Timo-
thy 3:16, 17). Therefore, when a man and a woman
are joined together by God to be husband and wife
(Matthew 19:6), he will not loose them from that bond
of matrimony unless and until one or the other dies
(Romans 7:2), or one of them commits fornication and
the spouse who is innocent of the fornication divorces
the “guilty of fornication spouse” because of the for-
nication the spouse has committed (Matthew 19:9)—
courts, presidents, congresses, parliaments, tribal
councils, Herod, the Pope, women’s quilting bees,
elders, editors, preachers schools and/or preachers
to the contrary notwithstanding (John 12:48)—more
to come on this important subject.

—David P. Brown, Editor

��������
1 Lynn Parker, “Civil Law (Man’s Will) and its Relationship to

God’s Laws (God’s Will)—Especially Relating to Marriage, Di-
vorce, and Remarriage,” Morals—From God or Man?, ed. David P.
Brown, (Gospel Light Publishing Co. Delight, AR, 2005), pp. 6, 7.

2 Frank D. Young, “We Must Obey God Rather Than Men,”
Your Marriage Can Be Great, ed. Thomas B. Warren, (National
Christian Press, Inc., Jonesboro, AR), p. 29.

3 Ibid. Dub McClish, as quoted by Lynn Parker, Morals—
From God or Man, p. 20.

4 Ibid. pp. 29, 30.
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It might shock some to think of it, but our attitude is
going to determine where we spend eternity. The Bible
has much to say about our heart (attitude) and its im-
portance in how we view God, his word, and our
world.

The sage of old said, “Keep thy heart with all
diligence; for out of it are the issues of life” (Prov-
erbs 4:23). The way we view the world (our attitude)
is to be guarded (maintained within the parameters
God determined). If our heart is not right the word of
God will be of no effect.

Perhaps the best single passage that illustrates God’s
view of our hearts is the Parable of the Sower re-
corded in Luke 8; Matthew 13 and Mark 4. In this
parable Jesus discusses four different types of atti-
tudes (hearts). We will note the main points concern-

ing each.
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This parable is one of the few that the Lord inter-
prets for us. Since this is the case, it is extremely use-
ful, and easy to discuss.

Jesus tells us that the seed is the word of God (Luke
8:11). The sower is anyone who spreads (teaches)
the word of God (the seed). All Christians are to be
sowers of the divine message of hope (Matthew
28:18ff).
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The first attitude talked about is the one that is im-
pervious to the seed. It is hard, wayside, shoulder of
the road. Unfortunately, the world in which we live is
filled with people whose hearts are like this.
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Of all the Herods in the bloody family of that name,
Antipas receives the most prominent treatment in the
New Testament — and this because of his connection
with John the Baptizer.

Though Antipas was married to the daughter of
an Arabian king, en route to Rome (cir. A.D. 29), he
became infatuated with Herodias, his brother Philip’s
wife. They entered into an intrigue whereby the ruler
would divorce his wife, and Herodias would divorce
Philip. Antipas and Herodias then “married” one an-
other (cf. Mark 6:17; see Josephus, Antiquities 185.1ff).
Note that word “married”; it will be significant momen-
tarily.

Both Matthew and Mark record the fact that a
controversy between Herod and John the Baptizer de-
veloped over this matter. John, in a direct confrontation
with the ruler “said (an imperfect tense, suggest-
ing repeated rebukes] unto Herod, It is not law-
ful for you to have your brothers wife” (Mark 6:18).
The rebuke cost John his life!

There are a couple of important points to note
here. First, observe that the union of Antipas and
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Wayne Jackson

Herodias is, in some sense, characterized as a “mar-
ried” relationship. Does the use of this term legitimize
the union? It does not. John described the situation as
“not lawful.” The verb echein, rendered “have” can
be used in this sense: “to have (use) a woman (unlaw-
fully) as a wife (Thayer, Greek Lexicon, p. 266). Fre-
quently words are employed in common parlance, rather
than in a technical sense. Antipas and Herodias were
“married,” insofar as society viewed the matter; from
the divine vantage point, though, the relationship was
unlawful. Circle both “married” and “not lawful” (Mark
6: 17-18), and connect them with a line. A mere cer-
emony does not transform an “unlawful” union into a
lawful one.

Now, what must one do when he finds himself in
a relationship (even though sanctioned by civil proce-
dure) that is “not lawful”? The answer is clear. He
must abandon the sinful activity. True repentance de-
mands nothing less.

—7809 N. Pershing Ave.
Stockton, CA 95207

[Some do not believe that the word “marriage” means anything other than a Matthew 19:6
marriage. However, the following article by Wayne Jackson makes clear that the term “mar-
riage” does not always mean a God-sanctioned marriage—Editor]
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Many seem interested only in work and entertain-
ment. How to acquire more stuff seems the only stimu-
lus that gets many excited in the modern day. Spiritu-
ality is an unknown character trait to these types of
individuals.

These are the people who have no problem what-
soever turning a deaf ear to the truth when they do
hear it. Anyone who possesses and maintains this type
of attitude will have no hope of heaven. They are re-
signing themselves to an eternity of torment (Matthew
25:46).
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The second type of attitude is that of shallowness.
The great book of Ecclesiastes deals at length with
various vain and meaningless pursuits. Jesus speaks
of those who hear the word with joy, but have no
depth of learning.

Individuals depicted in this segment of the parable
lack commitment to the truth. The knowledge of the
truth brings them some momentary happiness, but
during the trials and temptations of life they fail to re-
main true to God.

They have no root to sustain them when things go
awry. This being the case they wither and die (lose

their souls).
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Perhaps the greatest problem that afflicts the church
(individual members of the Lord’s body) today is be-
ing beset by thorns in our lives. This heart (attitude) is
one divided against itself.

Only the Lord knows how many people have ac-
cepted the truth, only to become distracted by the
cares of the world.

Most of us have probably known people who “quit
the church” (stopped being faithful to the Lord). I do
not believe that many of them consciously decided to
become unfaithful. Rather, they simply “get too busy”
and their jobs, relationships, entertainment pursuits,
etc… get in the way and over time, “choke” them
spiritually.

Left unchecked, this attitude, of being constantly dis-
tracted from the work of the Lord, will cause spiritual
death and eternal damnation.
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The forth and final type of soil mentioned is the good
soil. God is looking for a few good hearts. These indi-
viduals have a good attitude. They are receptive to

the truth. And once they find the Lord, they
are committed (for life) to staying with his right
way.

Please consider closely the following. Have
you ever wondered about the hesitancy on the
part of some to obey the truth? We all know
people who we say are “good people” or a
“good prospect for conversion,” yet they come
to services for years and never respond to the
invitation of the Lord.

Some of these people have had hundreds of
opportunities (literally) to heed the call, yet they
linger. Based on this parable we can know that
they do not possess a good and honest heart.

When we read the biblical accounts of con-
version we are (or should be) impressed with
the rapidity of the conversions. In Acts two
after hearing a sermon that can be read in less
than ten minutes, 3000 people responded to
the message.

If you are one such person, you need to ex-
amine your attitude in light of this parable. A
good and honest heart will heed the message
of the Book of God (the Bible).

Please give close and serious attention to this
article then do something about it if you are
not currently right with God.

—Michael Light, Assistant Editor
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his temper and his microphone.
This teacher finally decided the best approach was

a smoke screen. That kind of response is not surpris-
ing, coming from a liberal. He said “Oh, I know what it
is, you are a Bush supporter and don’t like it because
something was said about him”. Although I am a Bush
supporter, I stayed out of the conversation until it turned
to slandering those things the word of God upholds. He
now wanted to know what did Clinton ever do wrong
while in office.

Now, it is only a few hours until it gets dark so we
might have to narrow down the things Clinton did wrong
while in office. I responded, “He lied under oath to the
nation”. After some other comments he once again
wanted to know, “Well what did Clinton ever do?” I
responded with the same answer, “He lied under oath.”
His response was very, very revealing, “So what?”

This is the public response from a college teacher
regarding to his thoughts on lying. To him it did not mat-
ter. This kind of teacher is the type so many of our
young people face once they leave our homes to attend
colleges and universities. To so many in these institu-
tions of higher education sin does not matter.

I did challenge this teacher to a formal debate,
with the school chancellor as moderator. He has thus
far declined. Although I do not claim to be a great de-
bater, at the same time I do not intend to just sit back
with my mouth closed while those things that are holy
are run down and ridiculed:

Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of
the common salvation, it was needful for me to write
unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly con-
tend for the faith which was once delivered unto the
saints (Jude 3).

It is well past time for those who profess to be
Christians to stand up and be counted on the side of
God’s truth. We sin when we just sit back and let Satan
and his forces have their way. Although it is common
to hear that the pulpit is no place for politics (to which I
agree), it is the place where Biblical morality is to be
preached. It is a shame that too many members of the
church profess to love God and then turn around and
lend their support to some degenerate just because he
is in their favorite political party. A member of the Lord’s
church cannot be faithful to God and support those who
support abortion, which is murder:

But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable,
and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers,
and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is
the second death (Revelation 21:8).

No child of God can be faithful to God and sup-

port those who support and endorse homosexuality:
For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections:
for even their women did change the natural use into
that which is against nature: And likewise also the
men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in
their lust one toward another; men with men working
that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves
that recompence of their error which was meet. And
even as they did not like to retain God in their knowl-
edge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind, to do
those things which are not convenient; Being filled
with all unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, cov-
etousness, maliciousness, full of envy, murder, debate,
deceit, malignity; wbisperers, Backbiters, haters of
God, despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of evil
things, disobedient to parents, Without understand-
ing, covenant breakers, without natural affection, im-
placable, unmerciful: Who knowing the judgment of
God, that they which commit such things are worthy
of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in
them that do them (Romans 1:26-32).

Seeing the pressures with which our young adults
are faced, to the wise member of the church these things
(such as the one related to you in this article) will serve
as a wake-up call to the faithful in Christ. We simply
must instill within our children the way God would have
them to live while they are under our roof; “And, ye
fathers, provoke not your children to wrath: but
bring them up in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord” (Ephesians 6:4). If we do not train them
properly they will not stand a chance once they have to
go face to face with teachers and their peers that care
nothing for God and his word.

Not only are they faced with these anti-God people
in so many schools, upon leaving home they also run
the danger of finding a congregation that says church
of Christ on the sign out front, only to once again be
confronted with liberal-minded brethren in the church.
If we do not teach our young people the truth regarding
the gospel and the church in her work, worship and
organization, rest assured someone else will teach them
error on these matters. With all the warnings that are
sounded out in the Bible as well as from faithful breth-
ren today, there are still many parents who will not take
seriously their charge to instruct their children as the
Bible declares they must, and as the children deserve
to have done to and for them. If children are not brought
up “in the nurture and admonition of the Lord”
(Ephesians 6:4), the eternal and horrendous price to be
paid will be the souls of our precious young people along
with their unfaithful parents residing in a devil’s hell.

—P.O. Box 1165
Chalmette, Louisiana 70044
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Occasionally, a Christian will express his or her
belief that it is wrong for a woman to speak in Bible
class. This usually includes all types of speaking whether
it is commenting on a scripture, offering an observa-
tion, reading a passage from the Bible, answering a
question the teacher posed to the class or even asking
a question about the material being studied. Those who
believe this know it is wrong for women to exercise
leadership over men in the church. This comes prima-
rily from two passages: I Corinthians 14:34-35 and I
Timothy 2:11-12. To assist the reader, these passages
and the verses pertinent to the context are reproduced
below:

How is it then, brethren? Whenever you come to-
gether, each of you has a psalm, has a teaching, has a
tongue, has a revelation, has an interpretation. Let all
things be done for edification. If anyone speaks in a
tongue, let there be two or at the most three, each in
turn, and let one interpret. But if there is no inter-
preter, let him keep silent in church, and let him speak
to himself and to God. Let two or three prophets speak,
and let the others judge. But if anything is revealed to
another who sits by, let the first keep silent. For you
can all prophesy one by one, that all may learn and all
may be encouraged. And the spirits of the prophets
are subject to the prophets. For God is not the author
of confusion but of peace, as in all the churches of the
saints. Let your women keep silent in the churches,
for they are not permitted to speak; but they are to be
submissive, as the law also says. And if they want to
learn something, let them ask their own husbands at
home; for it is shameful for women to speak in church
(I Corinthians14:26-35; NKJV).

I desire therefore that the men pray everywhere, lift-
ing up holy hands, without wrath and doubting; in like
manner also, that the women adorn themselves in
modest apparel, with propriety and moderation, not
with braided hair or gold or pearls or costly clothing,
but, which is proper for women professing godliness,
with good works. Let a woman learn in silence with all
submission. And I do not permit a woman to teach or to
have authority over a man, but to be in silence. For
Adam was formed first, then Eve (I Timothy 2:8-
13;NKJV)

In I Corinthians 14 Paul was dealing with a gath-
ering of the church where men and women were
present. The men were teaching in various ways and
in this setting the women were told to “…keep silent
in the churches, for they are not permitted to
speak… for it is shameful for women to speak in
church.” The Greek word translated as “silent” in verse
34 is sigao which means absolute silence. This Greek

word is also used in Luke 9:36 where the American
Standard Version (1901) translated it as “they held their
peace, and told no man.” Clearly, this indicates saying
nothing.

Interestingly, sigao is also applied to the men of
the Corinthian assembly. If the Holy Spirit gave a man
the ability to speak in a foreign language (“tongues”)
but no interpreter was present, then that man was told
to “keep silent in church” (v. 28). Similarly, if the
Holy Spirit revealed a prophecy to two or more men,
only one was permitted to speak at any given time. The
others were commanded to “keep silent” (v. 30).

In I Timothy 2 Paul was dealing with the different
roles men and women have as Christians. These roles
are to be respected at all times—not just when the saints
gather for worship. In this passage Paul points out that
men are to be the leaders. They are to lead in prayer
(v. 8). The sisters are not allowed to exercise authority
over a man (v. 12). By its very nature, public teaching
of the gospel requires a type of exercising of authority
over the students. Thus, it would be wrong for a sister
to teach a Bible class where men are present. If the
class consists only of women, then it is proper for a
woman to teach (Titus 2:3-5).

It is critical to our understanding to realize that a
different Greek word is used in I Timothy 2:12 where
Paul said the woman is “... to be in silence.” Here
the Holy Spirit used the word hesuchia. Unlike sigao,
hesuchia does not mean absolute silence. Instead, it
means stillness, quietness or desistance from bustle or
language. The ASV correctly translates hesuchia in I
Timothy 2:12 as “quietness” instead of silence. Paul
said the women were to learn in quietness, not absolute
silence.

Do these two passages teach that women cannot
speak at all “in (the) church?” No. Asking a question
does not put a sister in a position of authority over the
teacher. Rather, it shows the sister’s submission to the
teacher just as it would if a man asked a question. Read-
ing a scripture the teacher requested also does not vio-
late scriptural principles. The teacher is still in charge
of the class. Answering a question, making a comment
on a scripture or offering an observation does not nec-
essarily mean the student has taken the lead. As long
as those remarks are made in a spirit of “quietness,”
then the sister is not exercising authority over the teacher.

Unfortunately, this teacher has seen a few sisters
who tried to dominate the class. They were not in sub-
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Forty or fifty years ago members of denomina-
tions would ridicule members of the Lord’s church when
they said they knew the “truth” regarding religious
matters. Such ridicule is expected from people who
place their faith in the ever-changing creeds of men.
What is surprising is the attitude that many today have
toward Bible truth who profess to be members of the
church of Christ. Some of these people still attend where
the name “church of Christ” is still at least on the build-
ing, and others have “joined” some community church.
My good friend, Richard Massey, had the following
quote in his bulletin, Rising Star Courier, dated March
3, 2004:

Some are now saying that we in the church of Christ
should never say “we’ve got the truth” (Mark
Henderson, Abilene Reporter News, 2/23/04, p. 4). To
say you have the truth is an attitude of pride he says
(ibid). The person that said these things seems to think
he has the truth on this subject. First, he tells us not to
say we have the truth, then he turns around and pre-
sents (what he believes to be) the truth. This is contra-
dictory. Any teaching that contradicts itself is false. If
we cannot know the truth, then why does the church
of Christ exist? We might as well close up shop and go
home.

Why would one who claims to be a Christian state
that we should never say, “We’ve got the truth.” Let
us consider several reasons why such a statement is
made.

First, those who teach false doctrine realize that
truth is narrow and restrictive. If Bible authority is
needed in religious matters (and it is), then man-made
ideals, innovations, and opinions must be rejected as
they count for naught. If one argues that no one has
the truth, then he frees up some wiggle room to peddle
his interpretations, beliefs, and concepts. After all, you
do not have a corner on truth, thus, you cannot con-
demn the beliefs you are being confronted with.

John, writing by inspiration, said, “Beloved, be-
lieve not every spirit, but prove the spirits,
whether they are of God; because many false
prophets are gone out into the world” (I John 4:1).
If one does not have the truth, how will he prove
whether or not some teaching is true or false? Mark
this down—only false teachers will claim that you
cannot know all the truth regarding religious matters!
Those who teach the truth have absolutely nothing to

hide, and they will gladly furnish one who demands evi-
dence for their teaching with book, chapter, and verse
references.

Truth will not allow false doctrine to gain an en-
trance or foothold. The searchlight of God’s truth ex-
poses error for what it is — false teaching designed to
lead soul’s astray. Listen to Paul as he pleads: “Where-
fore be ye not foolish, but understand what the
will of the Lord is” (Ephesians 5:17). Men can un-
derstand the will of the Lord! People can know the
truth (John 8:32), and God’s Word (not man’s word) is
always true (John 17:17).

Second, one religion is as good as another religion
if one does not have access to all truth. Go ahead and
attend the church of your choice because no one really
knows for sure which religious group is right. Such be-
lief allows man to worship the way that he desires to
worship. Whatever pleases me in this present moment
is what I will do, and no one can be sure that I am
wrong because no one has all the truth. The Bible says
there is “one body” (Ephesians 4:4).

Third, one plan of salvation is as good as another
because there may be truth that you do not possess.
The Bible teaches that one must hear the word of God
(Romans 10:17), believe the word (Hebrews 11:6; Mark
16:16), repent of his sins (Luke 13:3), make the good
confession (Romans 10:9-10), and be immersed for the
remission of his sins (Acts 2:38; 22:16). If you do not
have all of the truth regarding God’s plan of salvation,
however, you cannot teach the above plan as the abso-
lute correct plan of salvation.

Fourth, the command to “worship God in spirit
and truth” (John 4:24) does not have to be taken seri-
ously because no one really can say that he has access
to all truth. False teachers do not take kindly to con-
demnation, and if you are missing some truth then how
can you dogmatically declare that they are wrong?

God’s word says:
Every scripture inspired of God is also profitable for
teaching, for reproof, for correction, for instruction
which is in righteousness. That the man of God may
be complete, furnished completely unto every good
work (II Timothy 3:16-17, emph. MLW).

God’s word again states that God in “his divine
power hath granted unto us all things that pertain
unto life and godliness...” (II Peter 1:3). God’s word

mission to the teacher and tried to exercise authority
over the class. This behavior is condemned by both I
Corinthians 14:34-35 and I Timothy 2:11-12. At all times
the men must lead so that all things will be done “de-

cently and in order” (I Corinthians 14:40).

—1708 Wildwood Rd.
Bloomington, Illinois 61704-2237
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Over the years brethren have produced some
excellent books on the subject of morality. This year’s
lectureship book from Spring, Texas (February), how-
ever, is both current and comprehensive (670 pages).
For $17.00, it is a far better investment than dinner for
two at Cracker Barrel.

Lynn Parker writes the first (and lengthiest)
chapter (76 pages, with a related 16-page addendum at
the end of the book by Daniel Denham): “Civil Law
(Man’s Will) and Its Relationship to God’s Laws (God’s
Will)—Especially Relating to Marriage, Divorce, and
Remarriage.” Not everyone will be interested in this
material, but those who are will find a thorough exami-
nation and refutation of the false idea that the authority
of civil law is more binding than God’s Divine law.

Brother Parker defines (from the Scriptures) mar-
riage—with an emphasis on the words translated
“cleave, cleaving.” Entering into the discussion are
Matthew 5:32 and 19:9, as well as 1 Corinthians 7.  The
subject centers on when a man and woman become
married and when a marriage is terminated.  The reader
will find a serious and scholarly assessment of this sub-
ject—one that is much needed in light of the fact that
some have been quite zealous in propagating errone-
ous views on this subject.

 The next three sections are more brief; they deal
with the foundations of morality: “Does God Exist and
Can We Know It?”; “Morality Without God Is Immoral”
and “Morality and the Nature of Man.” The first of
these deals with the various arguments often used to
demonstrate the existence of God; the second shows
that God is the only basis for morality, and it refutes the
errors of alternative standards; the third focuses on man,
sin, and free will. By way of contrast to man, the fol-
lowing chapter (36 pages) presents the nature of ani-
mals from a Biblical perspective—as opposed to those
who place animals on a par with or even greater than
man.

Terry Hightower presents an up-to-date look at
the people and the tactics behind the “animal rights”
movement. Those who think that PETA and other
groups are merely trying to protect the abuse of ani-
mals (something all of us would protest), must read
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statements such as those made by Chris DeRose (Di-
rector of the Last Chance For Animals): “If the death
of one rat cured all diseases, it wouldn’t make any dif-
ference to me” (132). The evidence of the fanaticism
of many of these people—especially Ingrid
Newkirk—is documented with 67 endnotes.

More foundational information follows: “Morality
and the Bible” and “Positive and Moral Laws in the
Bible.”  Most brethren know what moral law is, but the
discussion on positive law (its definition and applica-
tions) is something that would benefit all of us (195-
201). Another area in which we could use more infor-
mation is “Modernism and Postmodernism’s Effect on
Ethics.” These terms are defined and explained—par-
ticularly we need to see how our culture has become
influenced by postmodernism, which is also the opera-
tive philosophy of liberals in the church—that there may
be multiple views of truth. Randy Harris, co-author of
The Second Incarnation with Rubel Shelly (and
speaker at last year’s Spiritual Growth Workshop) ad-
mitted to a class of graduate students: “I am a
postmodernist” (224).

Having established the foundation of morality, the
book now begins to examine various aspects of immo-
rality, beginning with idolatry. Of course, not all idols
are like those made out of wood and stone in the Old
Testament. Some of the modern-day ones include secu-
larism, materialism, recreation, sexual license, worship
of the stars (celebrities), denominationalism, and oth-
ers. Seemingly equally obvious is that “Murder Is Im-
moral,” yet our society seems to be tremendously con-
fused in that regard. Besides the definitions of murder
that the reader would expect, capital punishment is also
included.

In “Gambling Is Immoral” Don Walker includes
some quotes from our founding fathers that this nation
has lost sight of. George Washington, for example, said
(rather appropriately): “Gambling is the child of ava-
rice, the brother of iniquity, and the father of mischief”
(271). Of course, gambling is a form of covetousness,
which is the subject of a later chapter that not only
challenges individuals but Christian colleges as well (327-
29). “Stealing Is Immoral” also relates to gambling,

admonishes us to be like the noble Bereans who “re-
ceived the word with all readiness of the mind,
examining the Scriptures daily, whether these
things were so” (Acts 17:11).

Those who try and convince you that you should

never say you have the truth are those that the Bible
warns about as being “ever learning, and never able
to come to the knowledge of the truth” (II Timo-
thy 3:7).

—5810 Liberty Grove Rd.
Rowlett, Texas 75030
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since gambling is simply stealing by mutual consent,
but it is much broader, since it is possible for man to rob
God of both money and time.

Another necessary and helpful chapter is “Pro-
fanity and Other Abuses of the Tongue.” We live in a
profanity-laden society, one that is full of corrupt com-
munication. Other abuses, however, include lying, gos-
sip, slander, anger, and boasting.  A related and later
chapter is “Bearing False Witness.” Material from the
Old and New Testaments is highlighted, as well as ly-
ing with respect to religion.

Another moral issue of any age concerns “Bev-
erage Alcohol and the Recreational Use of Other
Drugs.” The reader will learn what is “the most dan-
gerous drug on earth,” according to one drug abuse
expert (295), as well as some of the arguments made
in a tract by Anheuser-Busch (296). Among the Scrip-
tures reviewed are John 2:1-11 and I Timothy 5:23 (300).

“When Does God Approve of Disobedience to
the Civil Government?” Although the answer to this
question may seem obvious, one can quickly become
confused when various situations present themselves;
one section is devoted to: “The Authority of Jesus Ver-
sus the Authority of Civil Governments.”

“Dressing Modestly” has been a necessary topic
for 40 years; even non-Christians have been upset over
recent trends.  Referenced in this chapter is a Reader’s
Digest article from last September, titled “The Jailbait
Look Is So Over,” which states:

Parents of teenage girls can breathe a bit easier this
season. After years of cropped tops and belly-baring-
and-beyond pants, retailers are trying some-thing new:
clothes that actually clothe (355).

How ironic that preachers are now getting con-
firmation from the world in order to convince a few
“Christian parents” that the sermons they heard on
modesty were right all along! Another similar topic that
some brethren have resisted is: “Dancing and Other
Lascivious Activities.”  The chapter opens with the true
story of a tragedy relating to dancing (408-409), but it
also contains the sad instance of the way that worldli-
ness has invaded the church with young people “per-
forming” prior to worship, dressed immodestly and mov-
ing in a lascivious manner (417). Although the book
does not mention this fact, some have now moved such
actions into the worship under the guise of “interpre-
tive dance.”  One wonders what the Head of the church
must think to see what human beings have done to it.

Similarly (and unfortunately), the need also exists
for information about pornography, which has ad-
versely affected the lives of more Christians than one
might suspect. The subheadings of this material include
“The Presence, The Profitability, The Appeal, The
Definition, The Duplicity, and The Poverty of Pornog-
raphy,” as well as a discussion of its “Progression.”

Observations from one who was greatly affected by it
(Ted Bundy) are also included (528-29).

Two chapters consider opposite perspectives of
the same point: “Heterosexual Fornication Is Immoral”
and “Marital Sex Is Moral.” Both of these titles may
seem obvious, but our society ignores the former and
occasionally challenges the latter. Therefore, the ex-
tremes of Asceticism, the errors of Montanism, and
the dictates of the Roman Catholicism, requiring celi-
bacy of some, are examined (442-47).

Over 40 pages of material are devoted to the im-
morality of “Homosexuality.” Some of the information
considers the role that the entertainment media have
played in the acceptance of this sin, as well as the
pseudo-scientific findings of Simon LeVay. A perti-
nent observation is: If homosexuals are “born that way,”
how do we next explain those who are bisexual?  Popu-
lar figures, such as Oprah Winfrey openly promote
the sin of homosexuality; she played Ellen’s therapist
on the “coming out” episode in 1997, thus contributing
to this nation’s DeGeneres-y (478). The impact that
this sin is having on religious denominations (Gene
Robinson, e.g.) is referenced. A number of attacks have
been made against the scriptures in order to justify this
perversion. This chapter is well researched (56
endnotes).

On the positive side is: “The Importance of Self-
Control in Living a Godly Life,” which contains twelve
principles that are necessary in the process of disciple-
ship.  Another chapter stresses the scriptural emphasis
of providing for those in need.

“Godly Morals and the Practice of Medicine” and
“Abortion and Euthanasia Are Immoral” are not unre-
lated.  The first of these assesses to some extent “The
Problems That Doctors Face” and “The Need For
Christian Doctors.” The second one is 40 pages long
and documented with 67 endnotes. B. J. Clarke pro-
vides a thorough look at both subjects and compares
them with what the scriptures teach in Luke 1 and Exo-
dus 21:22-25. Brother Clarke does not sidestep the dif-
ficult questions, such as: “What about rape?”; “What
about the deformity of the fetus?”; “What if the life of
the mother is threatened?” The material in this section
alone is worth the price of the book.

Also included is the Bible’s view of church disci-
pline, deception, Biblical characteristics of older women,
and “A Review of the Warren-Barnhart Debate,” one
that occurred in 1980—and is especially pertinent to
much of the content of this book. The 30-page review
will be helpful for those not familiar with that debate.
Morals—From God or Man? may be ordered from
Contending for the Faith, P. O. Box 2357, Spring,
Texas 77383.

—5410 Lake Howell Dr.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
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Possibly there is no one passage of the entire New
Testament that is more frequently tortured, perverted
and misinterpreted than John 3:16. It reads: “For God
so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth on him should not
perish, but have everlasting life.”

Of all the many scholars and preachers and other
Christians that we have read and heard on this pas-
sage, none, not one, makes any attempt to delve into
the text and to explain clearly and precisely what the
Savior is teaching. Assuredly, many wonderful and good
things are said about this treasured text. Some are:

Martin Luther: “It is the little Bible.”
Guy N. Woods:“It has often been called the

Golden Text of the Bible.”
Others: “It contains the sum total of the plan of

salvation.” This, however, is patently false.
Of all brethren who I have found set their hands

to write a commentary on the fourth gospel, brother
Woods has penned some of the richest and best state-
ments on the text this writer has found among us. And,
even then, it is very doubtful that the Savior had any of
them directly in mind when he spoke.

This lamented brother beautifully wrote, “The
blessings it offers are all superlative.” In it we are told
of the greatest giver (God); of the greatest gift (his only
begotten Son); of the greatest measure (the world);
and the greatest future blessing (eternal life). This gifted
and talented brother continued with these gems of truth:

It is a refutation of Atheism (it begins with God); of
agnosticism (it reveals God), of Calvinism (it extends
God’s provisions to all the world, and not to an arbi-
trarily selected few), of Unitarianism (it establishes the
deity of Jesus and shows him to be of the same nature
as God), of Oneness Pentecostalism (it demonstrates
God and Christ to be separate and distinct persons), of
Univeralism (it reveals that men will perish who refuse
the way of escape) and the doctrine of denominational
creeds which allege that Jesus died that God might
love us whereas this teaches that Jesus came to the
earth and made salvation possible because God loved
us. (Romans 5:8-9). (The Gospel According to John,
pp. 66, 67).

Woods does not comment on two key phrases at
this place, namely, “only begotten Son” and “eternal
life,” but he does his usual masterful job with these
topics at John 1:14 and John  5:24, respectively, thus
exposing the sophistry and perversion of all denomina-
tional scholars and preachers, as well as a few mis-
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guided brethren who write and presume to translate
Holy Writ. Also, in his fine commentary on John, brother
Robert R. Taylor, Jr., comes to grips with the Greek
term monogenes (rendered “only begotten Son”, KJV)
and says that it is correctly translated. (Studies in the
Gospel of John, p. 14). Still, yet, neither of these su-
perbly talented brothers ever express what, most as-
suredly, the Master was teaching in John 3:16. This
poor writer and preacher would never question the abil-
ity and/or honesty of these good brothers, or any other,
but they, at least, in this place, are remiss in their com-
ments.
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Many who read this text, including preachers, hold
that “eternal life here mentioned is identical with salva-
tion which the child of God now enjoys. They claim
that one is saved at “the point of faith”, and, therefore,
at that moment has eternal life and of course, if such
be true, they can never be lost. Such, though, is far far
from the meaning of the passage and hundreds of oth-
ers.

This text concerns all of time and reaches into
eternity. On the one hand it speaks of those who will
perish at the judgment; on the other, it teaches of those
who will receive eternal life at the same time. For the
one class it will be the time they “perish” and for the
other it will be the time when they are extended life
eternal.

But the time when the “perishing” will take place,
to those who die in their sins, rebel against God, will be
at the last day, when the resurrection and judgment
come (Luke 13:3; Matthew 25:46; John 5:28-29).
Hence, it will be at the same time the Christian will
receive eternal life. This verse then contemplates the
resurrection of the dead, the final judgment and the last
day.

This text teaches against two resurrections a thou-
sand years apart, a theory of premillennial vintage.

Again, it refutes the theory that the dead go im-
mediately to their final destinations, or rewards. Paul,
in considering his own demise, wrote,

There is laid up for me a crown of righteousness which
the Lord, the righteous judge shall give me at that
day: and not to me only, but unto all them also that love
his appearing (II Timothy 4:8).

The “crown” is bestowed at the last day and not
at the moment of death. John 3:16 teaches the same
thing.
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Finally, the passage teaches that there is an inter-
mediate state of the dead, where both the righteous and
the wicked await the judgment. (Luke 16:19-31).
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This scripture teaches that he that “believeth not
shall perish.” See also Mark 16:16. When? At the last
day? But what of the Christian (the believer) who is also
in view. He will not perish but will receive life eternal.

Again the Savior says that the wicked will go away
into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into eter-
nal life (Matthew  25:6). Lord, when was it said. It was
spoken by Martha when Jesus raised her brother,
Lazarus, from he dead, “In the resurrection at the
last day” (John 11:24).

Clearly, then, John 3:16 affirms that the time when
the child of God receives eternal life will be in the resur-
rection on the last day, and precisely at the same mo-
ment the “perishing” ones will be meted out their re-
ward.

This viewpoint coincides with and explains all of
the passages which are commonly used to teach that
the believer has eternal life at the present time. In 3:15;
l6, 36; 5:24; l0:28, et. al.  The believer has eternal life in
promise, just as the unbeliever perishes in promise now.
Such is what our Lord affirms in John 3:16.
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“Should” is frequently a part of the translation of
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the tense of the verb mello which means to be about
to do something. The uses of should and would cor-
respond to those of shall and will. In our text the
word “should” is in the subjunctive mood which ex-
presses doubt or a wish or condition contrary to fact.
Examples: “I wish I were a lawyer”, or “If I were
you, I should go.” Moreover, in John 3:16 Jesus used
the word “not” which negates the force of should.
The original reads: “me apoletai alla”, (rendered
“should not perish”, KJV). In the Greek this phrase
is second aorist, middle subjunctive, intransitive, of
apollumi, meaning to destroy. Hence the believer
should not be destroyed, but have life eternal, the ex-
act opposite of what will happen to the unbeliever.

Earlier we saw that the verb “should” conveys
a doubt, a wish or condition contrary to fact. Thus in
John 3:16, the believer may or may not exercise his
right as a believer. He has a choice to believe and
obey the gospel or else to simply acknowledge the
Lord (believe in him as a person) and die lost. (Acts
26:27; James 2:19; John l2:42). See also, John 1:11,12;
20:31).

John 3:16 teaches exactly the same thing but here
the unbeliever (the perishing one) is also considered.

—64 Carraway Dr.
Marion, North Carolina 28752
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The French theologian John Calvin (A D. 1509-
1564) built the system known as Calvinism on two ba-
sic interrelated assumptions. First, he assumed that God
maintained complete, active, and sovereign control over
even the most trivial of minutia in his government of
the Universe. Everything that happens God directly
causes to happen. He held to a view of God that por-
trayed him as a rigid and rigorous micro-managing Deity.
Calvin also had a severe turn of mind himself (His class-
mates dubbed him “The Accusative Case”) and as-
cribed such an attitude to God. This severe view of the
divine nature saw a Deity who was just waiting for
man to get out of line so that he could punish him. Sec-
ond, Calvin believed, like his mentor Augustine of
Hippo (A.D. 354-430), that man was morally, totally
depraved from conception (hence hereditary total de-
pravity). The doctrine of original sin was a cornerstone
in his view of man, which Calvin came to hold due to
his erroneous assumption mentioned earlier relative to
the nature of God. If man was totally depraved, then
he could do nothing at all to save himself and, by exten-
sion, once saved he could not do anything at all to be
lost, but would surely persevere in his faith regardless.
From these basic assumptions arose the key tenets of
the T-U-L- I- P by way of the synod of Dort (AD.
1618-1619), which formally codified the teachings of
Calvin in opposition to Arminianism.

The basic problem of Calvinism and the subse-
quent quandary in which Calvin and his successors found
themselves lies in these two assumptions. If man can
do nothing at all to save himself because he is totally
depraved (assumption #2), then he has no genuine free
will. Without genuine free will he is nothing more man
an automaton doing only what he is made to do. If God
is the one who makes him do it, then God must be the
author of every action in which men engage and this
includes sin! Thus, Calvinism implies that God is the
active author of sin. He made the Devil and his angels
to sin, and he made man to sin. Every evil deed ulti-
mately God willed to occur! If everything happens be-
cause God makes it happen (assumption #1), then even
sin was actively caused by God who then punishes the
sinner who complied with his fiat to sin! Thus, Calvin-
ism in turn implies that God is is not really a just God, he
is reduced to a meta-physical monster responsible for
every evil act and thought that men and angels may
commit. Every murder, including Hitler’s murder of six
million Jews, and every sexual deviancy including in-
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cest and pedophilia, God is culpable for as to its causa-
tion.

Calvin himself wrestled with the question of free
will, but ultimately came down on the side of Augustine’s
view of depravity that precluded any ability to choose
to counter. The result is a tragic doctrine that impugns
the character of God and enslaves Calvinism’s adher-
ents to a system that corrupts man’s understanding of
himself and cripples the cultural ethos. Edward Palmer,
a noted Calvinist, stated that God “has foreordained
everything” to such an extent that it includes “the aim-
ing of a finger, the beating of an heart, the laughter of a
girl, the mistake of a typist—even sin.” The implica-
tions of such a doctrine are immense and devastating.
The Christian bears no semblance to Calvinism!

Calvinism also cannot provide any effective and
compelling answer to atheism’s argument from evil.
God, according to Calvinism, is the author of evil: so
any attempt at an answer from its premises is doomed
to failure from the start. Calvinists are forced to talk
inanely about “the mystery of suffering,” etc. They say
that rather than focusing on the pain and evil in the
world, men should focus on the good things that God
has ordained, which sounds nice on the surface unless
one is faced with the anguish of watching a loved one
being tortured to death by a sadistic murderer or a child
crushed by car driven by a drunkard. Calvinism implies
the murderer murders because God makes him do it,
and the drunkard and his driving are as much God’s
handiwork as the lilies of the field and the sparrows of
the air. Atheism rejoices at the prospect of confronting
the failures of Calvinism.

Calvinism’s implication that God is unjust, seen
especially in the frequently ignored doctrine of double
predestination, also called preterition. Not only are the
elect ones individually, unconditionally, and unchangeably
predestinated to be saved as per Calvinism, but the non-
elect are equally individually, unconditionally, and
unchangeably predestinated to be lost! God, according
to classic Calvinist teaching, predestinated the non-elect
to sin, and to remain in sin, and thus to be forever lost in
Hell fire. He would make them sin, and then would
punish them for it. This he determined to do before the
world even existed. He would elect them to be lost in
order to damn them. Calvinists not surprisingly, do not
like to talk about this aspect of their view of predesti-
nation, which is founded upon the two false assump-
tions John Calvin made several centuries ago!
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Being Pope must be a difficult job.  I cannot imag-
ine waking up in the morning thinking that over one
billion people accept the fact that I am infallible. As
Pope John Paul II was the main source of authority
in the Roman Catholic Church, all those who have great
authority have great pressure placed upon them.  Think
about the recent Terri Schaivo case. Why were there
protestors outside the judges’ chambers while they were
trying to render verdicts? I submit to you that the vast
majority on both sides of the debate were not simply
concerned about the outcome of the case for the one
individual at the center of it. Most people were protest-
ing because they recognize that in our world, a judge
that has the right to decide whether Terri Schaivo lives
or dies also has the right to determine whether you live
or die.

The Pope has almost as much power in the Ro-
man Catholic Church as a United States Federal Dis-
trict judge has in our present judicial system (I say that
with tongue planted only slightly in cheek). Given our
postmodern culture, this great power possessed by the
Pope must have been a great burden. Imagine the
threats and lobbying that he must have endured on all
of the “social issues” that divide Americans. Yet, John
Paul II did not reverse the Catholic position on subjects
like birth control, abortion, homosexuality, and the death
penalty. On some of these matters the Bible agrees
with the Catholic positions. On others it does not, but
regardless of your view, you have to admire his deci-
sion to stand firm and not change in the face of pres-
sure from the people who wanted to change the Ro-
man Catholic Church, not to make it more Biblical, but
to make it agree with the latest American focus group
poll.

One area where the Pope withstood great pres-
sure to change the Roman Catholic Church is the ques-
tion of whether or not women should serve in the priest-
hood. The reason that the word “right” is in quotation
marks in the title of this article is because the idea of

the Roman Catholic priesthood is foreign to the Bible.
According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, the priest
serves as “the religious mediator between God and
man.” This is in spite of the fact that the Bible teaches
that there is only one mediator between God and man,
and that mediator is Christ Jesus (I Timothy 2:5). They
also teach that priests are not to be married.  This is not
only contrary to scripture, since all Christians are priests
(I Peter 2:5, 9), but was also a mark of apostasy that
Paul predicted to Timothy (I Timothy 4:1-3).

However, if one understands the term priest as
the one who leads the church in its worship, then the
Pope got this one right. There has been and will con-
tinue to be great pressure on the Roman Catholic Church
to admit women into their priesthood. One of the issues
that will surely press upon the new Pope is the question
of “female ordination” to the Roman Catholic Priest-
hood. In spite of the mounting pressure on him, on May
22, 1994, Pope John Paul II issued what was called an
“apostolic letter.” The document was called “On Re-
serving Priestly Ordination to Men Alone.” He con-
cluded this letter by writing “I declare that the Church
has no authority whatsoever to confer priestly ordi-
nation on women and that this judgment is to be
definitively held by all the Church’s faithful” (em-
phasis in the original document).

In the document, John Paul II cited mostly prece-
dents set by previous Catholic leaders like Paul VI in-
stead of scripture. Though the conclusion was correct,
he should have cited the apostle Paul’s words to Timo-
thy where he said, “Let the woman learn in silence
with all subjection. But I suffer not a woman to
teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to
be in silence” (I Timothy 2:11-12).

The problem that led to this discussion is a lack of
understanding concerning Biblical authority. Some
women think that if they are not permitted to have au-
thority over a man in religious matters, this premise
implies that women are inferior to men. This assump-
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Calvinism is a false and pernicious system. Yet
some of our brethren have become enamored with its
view of salvation by grace alone through faith alone.
Let us oppose it with every fiber of our being. It is a
monstrous lie against the very nature of God. The

wooden theology of Calvinism feeds the steam of athe-
ism in our nation today!

—607 72nd Street
Newport New, Virginia 23605
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Each May society pauses on a given Sunday to
pay tribute to one of the greatest vocations given to
woman: Motherhood. It is fitting to honor godly moth-
ers for, though no religious ceremony is warranted, no
human influence has such a far reaching effect as does
the influence of Mother. Not only on this day but every
day we women should be thankful to God for granting
us the privilege of wielding such influence and we should
renew our determination to wield that influence for
good.

For those whose mothers are still living, thoughts
are directed toward the selection of an appropriate gift
which adequately expresses the deep love and appre-
ciation felt for Mother. In this article, I would like in-
stead to direct the minds of mothers toward the gifts
we should be giving our children.

Ours is the first taste of love our children receive.
We have the privilege of teaching them the warmth
and security inherent in family love but, more impor-
tantly, the value and deep respect which should be di-
rected toward God and his church. An integral part of
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real love is an attitude of obedience. Obedience to God
is not merely doing what we understand nor is it doing
what is convenient. It is, rather, recognizing that God is
the Supreme Authority. Ours is not to question nor
change, but to obey. Think of the havoc which would
be eliminated today if this concept had been instilled
more carefully by mothers in the hearts of their chil-
dren.

Mothers need to give their children a concept of
self-worth and a respect for the worth of others. We
have witnessed a generation instilled with the fallacy
of evolution and we are reaping the end result—a low
regard for human life. Self-worth permits one to rec-
ognize his/her abilities without being boastfully proud.
It is just as wrong to underestimate one’s talents (thus
excusing oneself from becoming involved) as it is to
think no one else is capable of doing a task right! It is
mother who trains the child toward independence as
an adult. Someone has said a successful mother is one
who trains so well she is out of a job! We greatly handi-
cap our children when we do not teach them to make

tion is not true. Let me mention a few facts about au-
thority in the Lord’s church that will help us in this
matter. 1. All authority in the church belongs to Christ
(Matthew 28:18) and is communicated to us in His
written word which will judge us (John 12:48; II Timo-
thy 3:16, 17; James 1:25). Therefore, all authority pos-
sessed by mankind in the church is delegated to us from
the Christ. 2. No one man possesses any delegated
authority over any other person in the Lord’s church.
This delegated authority was not passed to any one
member, preacher, deacon, or elder. However, special
authority was delegated to the eldership in order for
them scripturally to oversee the flock (Acts 20:28; He-
brews 13:17). However, even that eldership is autho-
rized to act only in areas where God has given them
the authority to act—primarily in matters of expedi-
ency.  For example, they do not have the authority to
allow women to preach or otherwise have religious
authority over men (I Timothy 2:11-12). 3. A person
may be equal in worth and even greater than the per-
son God has placed in authority over him or her. For
example, the apostle Paul wrote that Christians were
under the authority of Nero (Romans 13), this obvi-
ously did not imply that Nero was better than, or more
important in God’s eyes than any faithful first century
Christian.  Jesus himself was “subject unto” Mary

and Joseph (Luke 2:51). However, He, as God incar-
nate, was obviously superior to these two mere humans.
The question of authority is separate from the ques-
tion of worth.

Pope John Paul II was another in a long line of
Popes which took on the role of the head of the Roman
Catholic Church. He like all of these men had feet of
clay. He was probably better than most of the men
who held that chair. Now the Cardinals have elected
someone to be the new head of their Church—Pope
Benedict XVI. No one will knows for sure whether
he will measure up to the example of John Paul II of
not. No one knows absolutely whether or not he will
bow to cultural pressure or stand firm in the traditions
of the Roman Catholic Church. At this early date in his
reign, all indications are that he will not. How grateful
we are that the church of Christ already has a head,
Jesus Christ (Ephesians 5:23). Jesus is not going to die
and leave humans to find a replacement for him.  Re-
gardless of what this present Pope does or does not do,
and no matter what any Popes who are yet to come do
or do not do, it is obvious that God’s plan is superior to
man’s.

—1025 Snug Harbor Court
Atlantic Beach, Florida 32233
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intelligent decisions for themselves and do everything
for them. Children learn adult skills by practice. Sure
they will make mistakes but they will profit by them if
we guide rather than dictate. Sharing responsibility pre-
pares our children for a stable adult life. Insist they
stick with a job until it is complete and give them the
gift of pride in a job well done.

Beginning early in the child’s life, instill the fact
that real happiness comes from serving God in God’s
way. It is impossible to begin too early molding and
shaping the child’s life toward becoming a Christian.
Both by example and word, show them the beauty of
serving. Christianity is a life of service to others. Jesus’
life on earth was one of service. He took the “form of
a servant” (Philippians 2:7). He taught the way to
greatness was the road of service (Mark 9:35; 10:43).
Yet today we see all too often an attitude that rejects
such service. We do not wish to be inconvenienced in
order to accommodate others. This attitude is not com-
patible with the example set by Jesus.

There is a crying need for change in today’s world,
yea, even in the church. But the change needed is not
the kind being effected in too many circles. We need to
be training our young men to be gospel preachers and
teachers and God-approved elders with the courage to
stand for the truth. Our daughters need to be taught to
encourage and support those gospel preachers and godly
elders. It grieves me no little to note the number of
preachers’ wives who beg their husbands to quit
preaching, who resent being a preacher’s wife, who
complain of being left alone at times or having to adjust
personal plans because of a church matter. We teach
our children to resent being a part of the preacher’s
family by our attitude. Mothers discourage their sons
from being preachers and their daughters from marry-
ing preachers because they will not be making as much
money as in other vocations. Instead of instilling these
wrong concepts in our children, let us determine to give
them the gift of contentment. Teach our children to be
proud of Daddy’s work as a preacher and help them
desire to be useful to the church as adults. Your atti-
tude will determine their attitude to a great extent!
Help them see that the highest form of pleasure is not
found in secular activities.

We have too many bench-warming Christians to-
day. Give your children the desire to be an asset to the
church. There is a crying need for sound Bible class
teachers. Too much of what is taught in many classes
today is foreign to the Bible. Compromise erases the
distinction by which we were once known. Those who
were once encouraged to stand fast are now often ridi-
culed for so doing. Give them the gift of courage and
help them see the wrong where it exists.

We mothers must more seriously treasure our
God-given role. The home and motherhood are under
fierce attack today, of that no one surely will deny. In-
stead of viewing our role as confinement, we should

see it for what it is: a challenging opportunity. In what
other career can we mold and train tomorrow’s lead-
ers to be God-fearing? In what other role can our work
result in the solution to the problems facing the church?
the community? the nation? the world? Though we have
not been placed in the role of church leadership and
public preaching, we have been given a very vital role
in God’s work on earth! It is our privilege and responsi-
bility to train those future leaders and preachers. We
but need to arise to our task instead of clamoring for
roles not intended for us to fill.

Ezekiel declares, “...as is the mother so is her
daughter.” A careful study of Israelite history reveals
the wisdom inherent in this proclamation. Jezebels aren’t
likely to rear Marys and Elizabeths—or Josephs or
Timothys! We need to teach our daughters and sons
the beauty and necessity of purity of life and the virtue
of modesty in deed and dress. The double standard too
often practiced not only creates resentment but sparks
outright problems. We pride ourselves in thinking we
allow no one to tell us what to do. We are wrong. The
question is: is it God or Satan who dictates our stan-
dards? Give your son and daughter the gift of virtue.
This is a gift too many of us have failed to give.

If the gift of love, proper attitudes and attributes
is given to our children, it will return a thousand fold.
We will know the happiness generated from observing
a well-adjusted, productive Christian young person who
will make a significant contribution to the church and
community. What better gift could any Christian mother
wish for Mother’s Day? We may give without loving
but we cannot love without giving. If we will but give
the proper gifts to our children, we shall reap bounti-
fully in return.

—P.O. Box 464
Ripley, Tennessee 38063
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Many sermons have been preached on “The
Three Crosses.”  Typically, each cross on Calvary rep-
resents an aspect of sin.  Most have said that they are
“the cross of rebellion,” the cross of repentance,” and
“the cross of innocence.”Another way of putting it is
that one person died in sin, one to sin, and the third
Christ, for sin.  I would like to focus on the second of
these crosses from a slightly different angle—that of
contrition, a part of repentance.

Contrition is an attitude of a heart that is broken
in sorrow by a wrong that one has done.  It is a recog-
nition that there is a price to be paid for actions, and a
willingness to follow through in order to make things
right.  One cannot repent if there is no contrition.  While
one of the malefactors on the crosses railed on Jesus,
the other rebuked him, “Dost thou not fear God,
seeing thou art in the same condemnation? And
we indeed justly; for we receive the due reward
of our deeds….” He turned to Jesus and asked that
he remember him when he came into his kingdom (Luke
23:40-42). He acknowledged his sin, accepted the pen-
alty, and asked for mercy and forgiveness.

The importance of a contrite spirit can be seen in
the Old Testament. In Psalm 34:18, David wrote that
the Lord is near to those who have a contrite heart. In
a prayer for remission of his sins, he also stated, “a
broken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not
despise” (Psalm 51:17).  The Pulpit Commentary calls
Psalm 51 “the penitent’s prayer book.”  David had sinned
grievously and openly.  In this psalm, David first ex-
pressed his despair over his sin, then looked to God in
faith that he would pardon him,

Create in me a clean heart, O God; and renew a right
spirit within me.  Cast me not away from thy pres-
ence; and take not thy holy spirit from me.  Restore
unto me the joy of thy salvation; and uphold me with
thy free spirit (Psalm 51:10-12).

Isaiah also wrote that those with a contrite heart
are the ones that are his and will dwell with him in
eternity (Isaiah 57:15; 66:2).

The principle of a contrite heart carries over into
the New Testament.  The beatitudes are a catalog of
traits that describe contrition:  “Blessed are the poor
in spirit… they that mourn… the meek… they
which do hunger and thirst after righteousness…
the merciful… the pure in heart… the peacemak-
ers… the persecuted…” (Matthew 5:3-11).  Fur-
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ther, Jesus told of two men who went to the temple to
pray. One stood and “prayed thus with himself [em-
phasis abc]” that he was so much better than others,
and told God of all of his good works.  The other stood
afar off, was too humble to even look toward heaven
as he prayed, and asked, “God be merciful unto me
a sinner.”  Jesus said, “I tell you, this man went
down to his house justified rather than the other:
for every one that exalteth himself shall be abased;
and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted”
(Luke 18:10-14).

God does not want and cannot use a person who
is self-willed, self-exalted, and stubborn before Him and
others.  He desires those whose hearts are tender and
obedient to his will.  These are the people who will step
forward to bury the old man of sin in order to arise and
walk in a new way of life (Romans 6:3-8).  Sin no longer
has dominion over the obedient (Romans 6:9).  Such an
individual admits when he/she has done wrong.  He is
willing to say, “I’m sorry.  Please forgive me.” Like the
crowd gathered on that Pentecost following the cruci-
fixion and resurrection, upon recognizing our sins, re-
gardless of where we are along the way, we will gladly
receive the word, and say, “What shall we do?” (Acts
2:37-41).

An attitude of contrition impacts one’s life posi-
tively, even beyond the blessing of eternal salvation.
All of our interpersonal relationships would be better if
we could deal with one another in such a gentle man-
ner as characterizes contrition.  How many marriages
and families would be happier if the ones involved would
say, “I’m sorry.”?  Friendships would be mended when
someone steps up to smooth over disagreements. Such
an attitude would have an effect in the workplace, pos-
sibly even advancing careers. Non-Christians would
note the difference and be influenced toward imitating,
even following a better way of dealing with others.

We might ask ourselves, “What is MY attitude?”
We choose whether to bear the cross of contrition or
not. There is no sin so vile that God will not hear the
cry of contrition and forgive those who come to him in
humble penitence and obedience. God gave us his word
on it.

—9194 Lakeside Drive
Olive Branch, Mississippi 38654
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New Testament Christianity is a religion that both
recognizes and respects the principles of valid reason-
ing.  Numerous passages set forth in the scriptures in-
dicate that one must “think straight” in order to draw
proper conclusions in our study of the Bible:

“Prove all things; hold fast that which is good”
(I Thessalonians  5:21).

“I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the
mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a liv-
ing sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is
your reasonable service” (Romans 12:1).

“Study to show thyself approved unto God, a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth” (II Timothy 2:15).

One cannot prove the validity of any proposition,
reason correctly, and properly handle the scriptures
without recognizing the value of logical thinking. Many
sincere individuals have drawn false conclusions re-
garding their study of the scriptures not due to the fact
that they lacked in diligence with regards to the amount
of both time and effort, but rather due to incorrect rea-
soning. They did not recognize the importance of the
law of rationality, or the laws of thought; therefore, did
not consider all of the evidence prior to drawing a con-
clusion, or perhaps committed some other logical fal-
lacy. Although it is indeed crucial that we take great
care not to be “ever learning” yet “never able to come
to the knowledge of the truth,” it still nonetheless im-
portant that we take sufficient time to carefully con-
sider all of the evidence and reason correctly from such
in the study of any issue.

It is indeed possible to build an elaborate argu-
ment, reason correctly regarding the premises, then
draw a conclusion that is totally unrelated to the pre-
mises.  It is therefore crucial that we not only carefully
consider the premises in a particular argument, but that
we also give careful consideration as to whether or not
the conclusion is properly warranted by the premises.
Often times those who have made the best of a bad
case prove the wrong conclusion and then leave indi-
viduals to imagine, in a confused sort of way, that they
have established their case. I recently read about an
individual using this particular fallacy of thought in a
court of law. He had been charged with the crime of
theft on the evidence of three witnesses; he proposed
to call thirty witnesses in his defense who had not seen
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him commit the crime!
Baptist preachers may quote forty passages of

scripture regarding the essential nature of faith relative
to salvation from past alien sins. However, when they
conclude based upon such a premise that water bap-
tism to penitent believers is not unto the remission of
sins, they have committed the fallacy of drawing the
wrong conclusion. Indeed, one may with proper war-
rant draw the conclusion that, based upon New Testa-
ment teaching, the element of faith is essential to sal-
vation; however to draw conclusions regarding the de-
sign of baptism we must ascertain what the New Tes-
tament teaches regarding baptism. Just as the New Tes-
tament teaches that faith is necessary for salvation it
also teaches that baptism is also essential.

Sincere, well-intentioned brethren at times com-
mit this same fallacy in other areas. Some reason that
recreation is a good wholesome activity. They also rec-
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ognize that as individual Christians we have the right to
provide such for our family and friends.  They, how-
ever commit the fallacy of drawing the wrong conclu-
sion from these premises when they assume that the
local church has scriptural warrant to provide such.

Although it is indeed the case that there are some
areas where the local church is authorized to engage in
the same area of work as the individual Christian, it is
not the case that such is authorized in all areas.  The
basic principle that we need to remember regarding
individual action and church action is scripturally set
forth as follows:  All God given obligations that exist
upon the basis of one’s being a Christian, and that

are equally related to all Christians also apply to
the local church.  Recreation does not exist as a God-
given obligation because of one’s being a Christian.  Such
has no equal relationship to all Christians.

Therefore, recreation is not an area of activity
that also applies to the local church.

Let us always take great care in our study of the
scriptures by drawing proper conclusions as warranted
by the evidence.

—124 Executive Meadows Dr
Lenoir City, TN 37771
KBailey385@aol.com
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256) 778-8955,
(256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God’s Word—The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith’s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of “Oracles of
God”. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy  NW
30120-4222.  770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.
Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton,
evangelist- email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Tennessee-
Memphis-Forest Hill Church of Christ, 3950 Forest Hill-Irene
Rd., Memphis, TN 38125. Sun. 9:30, 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. (901) 751-2444,  Barry Grider, evangelist.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress,
P.O. Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evange-
list. Home of  Spring Bible Institute and the SBI Lectures begin-
ning the last Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evange-
list; djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun.
9, 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
(817) 282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

Lubbock-Southside Church of Christ, 8501 Quaker Ave., Box
64430, Lubbock, TX 79464. Sun. 9:00, 9:55 a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed.
7:30 p.m. Sunday worship aired live at 10:15 a.m. over KFYO 790
AM radio. Tommy Hicks, evangelist. (806) 794-5008 or (806)798-
1019.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30
a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

Roanoke-Church of Christ, Corner of Rusk and Walnut, Roanoke,
TX 76262. Sun. 9:45, 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 pm. (817)
491-2388.

Schertz-Church of Christ, 501 Schertz Pkwy., Schertz, TX. (210)
658-0269. Sun. 9:30a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m., take
Schertz Pkwy. Exit off  I-35, NE of San Antonio, Kenneth Ratcliff
and Stan Crowley, evangelists.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Chey-
enne, WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist:
Tim Cozad.
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FOR ELDERS, PREACHERS, TEACHERS, AND CONCERNED CHRISTIANS

The cry to arms made by the early settlers of
America against the tyranny of Britain is well known.
Of these, the most notable is that of Patrick Henry�s
�give me liberty or give me death� This famous phrase,
although often quoted alone, does not stand alone. It
was the final words of an address that Henry gave on
March 23, 1775, to the convention that gathered at Rich-
mond after Lord Dunmore suspended the Virginia As-
semble.1 Herein we quote the last paragraph with notes
included by William Writ, who was Patrick Henry�s
early biographer originally published in 1817.

It is vain, sir to extenuate the matter. Gentleman may
cry, peace, peace; but there is not peace. The war is
actually begun! The next gale that sweeps from the
north will bring to our ears the clash of resounding
arms! Our brethren are already in the field! Why stand
we here idle? What is it that gentlemen wish? What
would they have? Is life so dear or peace so sweet as
to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery?

�Forbid it, Almighty God�I know not what course
others may take; but as for me�, cried he, with both
arms extended aloft, his brows knit, every feature marked
with the resolute purpose of his soul, and his voice
swelled to its boldest note of exclamation��give me
liberty, or give me death!�

It is said at this time that Henry took his seat.
There was no applause, no whisper, the effect was too
deep. �After the trance of a moment, several members
started from their seats. The cry, �To arms!� seemed to
quiver on every lip and gleam from every eye.�2 It was
this demeanor and resolution that sparked the Ameri-
can Revolution.

As Paul�s spirit was stirred within him as he
walked through the city of Athens and saw all their
objects of devotion (Acts 17:16), so should our spirit be

stirred within us, as we view all the modern objects of
devotion. We should be moved to work by the follow-
ing words of old:

And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose
you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods
which your fathers served that were on the other side
of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land
ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the
LORD (Joshua 24:15).

And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How
long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD be
God, follow him: but if Baal, then follow him. And the
people answered him not a word (I Kings 18:21).

King Agrippa, believest thou the prophets? I know
that thou believest (Acts 26:27).

We must set forth the cry to arms of New Testa-
ment Christianity before it is too late. That call must
ring for our children, who face an enormous battle
against the forces of evolution and immorality. That call
must ring for each and every member to awake out of
sleep (Romans 13:11) and to arm themselves (I Peter
4:1) with the whole armor of God (Ephesians 6:10-17)
so that we might all stand against the wiles of the devil
(Ephesians 6:11).

We have a work to do that no other can do. If we
fail in this important task, we not only fail ourselves, but
we fail all those who shall be lost without the gospel
message (Romans 1:14-16).

ENDNOTES
1. The Annals of America Britannica, 1976. Volume 2, 1775-

1783, Resistance end Revolution. p. 231.
2. Ibid.

�P.O.  Box 349
Wellington, TX 79095

A CRY TO ARMS
Rick Popejoy
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After all these years of dealing with people in
general and brethren in particular, we continue to be
amazed at some people�s erroneous concept(s) of
opposing what they consider to be error.  One of the
favorite modes of operation of such people when they
find themselves enmeshed in a disagreement is to do
all that is within their power to side-step the real issue.
Rather than affirm in a precisely stated proposition what
they believe the Bible teaches on a specific issue and
then present arguments to prove their case, they spend
their time in evil surmising about the motives of those
with whom they disagree and �spot lighting� every-
thing but the real issue.  Understanding that such char-
acters are bent on majoring in minors and concentrat-
ing on everything but the real issue, we thought we
could help them more easily dodge the actual question
(whatever it may be) by producing the following con-
cise handbook.  We thought about calling it �The Dum-
mies Guide to Skirting the Real Issue�, but we real-
ized that the name was too limited, so we settled on
the following more appropriate title. It is�

THE BIG DUMMIES GUIDE FOR
DODGING THE REAL ISSUE RELATING

TO ANY SUBJECT
There is really only one rule that one must re-

member and that rule must be the guiding light for the
person who desires to be as big a dummy as he/she
possibly can be in this particular vocation. It is the
following rule: �AT ALL COSTS DO NOT DEAL IN
ANY FORM OR FASHION OR TO ANY DEGREE
WITH THE REAL ISSUE.�  Having stated the obvi-
ous, the real problem is brought into focus. It is this�
how does one completely stay away from the real
issue while at the same time appearing to be deal-
ing with it? Indeed, that is the question, and the prof-
itableness of our guide will now be seen as we list
point by point the directives that, if consistently and
faithfully followed, will guarantee success for the one
who is exercised thereby. So if you are ready to be-
come one of the most artful �side steppers� and �issue
dodgers� you can be, we invite you to study closely
the following principles found in THE BIG DUM-
MIES GUIDE FOR DODGING THE REAL
ISSUE RELATING TO ANY SUBJECT.

1. Start a campaign via telephone, email, chat
rooms and U. S. Mail with one goal in mind: to turn

Editorial...

�DODGING BRETHREN�
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In This Issue...
people�s attention away from the real issue.

2. Employ all the gossip, tale bearing and back-
biting possible (in such cases these activities are not
sinful) in order to turn people�s attention away from
the real issue.

3. Belittle and disparage the laws of logic (espe-
cially ignore implication and when one cannot ignore
it�attack it)�but never deal with the real issue.

4. Build a �straw man� and attack it�but never
deal with the real issue.

5. Represent your position as being misunder-
stood�but never deal with the real issue.

6. Impugn the motive of your opponent�but
never deal with the real issue.

7. Practice on your opponent what you condemn
in him�but never deal with the real issue.

8. If it is pointed out to you that you are doing the
same thing for which you are condemning your oppo-
nent, ignore the comment�but do not deal with the
real issue.

9. Constantly accuse your opponent of desiring
to push and press his view�but never deal with the
real issue.

10. Find everything you can that you can pass
off as wrong, or hateful, or unmerciful, or wicked, or
whatever you think you can manage to exploit for your
cause�but never deal with the real issue.

11. Place all blame on your opponent�but never
deal with the real issue.

12. Above all stay as angry as possible so you
will not be very reasonable; this attitude will help you
not see the real issue, much less be able to deal with it
rationally.

13.  Spread far and wide your view that your
opponent has lost all his influence for good�but do
not deal with the real issue.

14. In your attempts to avoid the real issue admit
that Matthew 18:15-17 is dealing with a private tres-
pass committed by one brother against another brother
and originally known only to the two brethren involved
and God, but declare that Matthew 18:15-17 should
be followed in dealing with public matters, then hold
your brethren accountable to your opinion, not to what
the passage actually teaches�but never deal with the
real issue.

15. When it is pointed out to you that the person
who publicly advocated his/her doctrine did not check
with those that disagreed with him/her before teaching
it publicly, ignore the comment�but do not allow such
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comments to cause you to deal with the real issue.
CONCLUSION

   Although, there are other principles that could
be added to this guide, the points listed will go along
way toward poisoning the well and thereby help to
stop as many people as possible from discerning the
real issue about anything or anybody. We have found
that this guide is best used by people whose minds

are made up and they do not desire to be confused
with the facts. And, this guide gets best results among
those people who have the same attitude as those who
use it best. It also helps to be one who does not know
the difference in assumption and implication and is not
willing to learn the difference.

�David P. Brown, Editor

I received with great sadness news regarding the
circumstances of the termination on May 24th of Bert
Thompson from Apologetics Press. The vision of Bert
Thompson (�Thompson�) and Wayne Jackson was
realized in the formation and work of Apologetics Press
(�AP�). Who but enemies of truth could have opposed
this work as the plan was originally conceived and ex-
ecuted? Brother Thompson was very helpful to my old-
est son who (at the time a senior chemistry major at
Harding University) opposed the teaching of theistic
evolution by certain professors at that institution. I am
grateful for this and the tools this work provided me
and countless others in opposing the godless theory of
evolution.

In an open letter dated May 31st, the elders of the
Palm Beach Lakes Church of Christ (�PBL�), West
Palm Beach, Florida, overseers of the work of Thomp-
son and AP, announced that the Board of Directors of
AP terminated Thompson�s association with AP be-
cause of �long-term, deep-seated personal sins�. (Since
all sin is personal, I assumed them to mean �private�
sin.) On May 24th and 25th,  according to the PBL el-
ders, Thompson confessed his sins and asked his em-
ployees, the PBL elders, and members of the Panama
Street church of Christ to forgive him. I do not know if
he asked forgiveness of any others who may have been
affected by his sins.

Assuming the healing process to have begun, the
PBL elders announced the naming of Dr. Dave Miller
(�Miller�) as interim Executive Director expressing
�every confidence in his spiritual foundation, talent and
leadership ability�. Then, the elders suggested the
means by which the reader could help. They implored
us to increase our financial and moral support to AP for
the next two years and then make an evaluation (sus-

EVALUATION OF
APOLOGETICS PRESS

Kenneth D. Cohn

pending, I suppose, any adverse determination until the
expiration of the two year period of contributions). In
another open letter from Miller, a similar appeal was
made.

Contrary to the wishes of the PBL elders, judg-
ment cannot rightly be suspended nor should they ask it
of us. The proper response of the PBL elders would be
to adopt the principle of full disclosure thereby allowing
those otherwise hesitant to support AP to make an in-
formed decision.

The PBL elders are not the sole source of infor-
mation. Disclosures from other sources will occur. (In
fact, the news of Thompson�s termination came to me
from sources other than the PBL elders and prior to
their mailing.) Full disclosure by the PBL elders will
result in greater damage control than possible by piece-
meal disclosure and solidify the integrity of the PBL
elders and AP. A determination to support AP is not to
be based upon forgiveness alone, but, in part, on an
assessment of the extent of the damage done to the
organization, its leadership, and its ability to carry out
the purpose for which it was established.

Its continuation as a force for good is by no means
impossible nor is it assured. It depends upon the elders
of PBL and the placement of qualified and reputable
persons in positions of leadership to excise this blemish
and re-implement the design and purposes of AP with
virtue and integrity. It is my prayer and the prayer of
countless others that this vital work continue. But, in
the absence of full disclosure preferably in a forthright
and straightforward manner, I will reserve endorsement
of AP.

�4015 Evening Trail
Spring, TX 77388
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A Medley of Matters
David P. Brown

AN ATTITUDE THAT IS NOT
TAUGHT IN THE BIBLE

In every generation there is a need to teach the
church the importance of getting the gospel to as many
people as possible. Generally speaking, there is a lack
of love throughout the church for souls lost in sin. And,
truly the fields are white unto the harvest, but the labor-
ers are few. However, having stated these significant
realities concerning the importance of preaching the
gospel to every creature, we have been at a loss to
explain why some of those who are so deeply con-
cerned with the salvation of the alien sinner are seem-
ingly not overly concerned with keeping the church faith-
ful to the Lord and, therefore, saved. Indeed, when one
is saved from sin the Lord adds that person to the
church�the realm of the saved (Acts 2:37, 38; 41, 42,
47; Ephesians 1:3; Galatians 3:27). Thus, we will never
understand the mindset that causes some preachers,
elders and other Christians to always remind, exhort,
cajole, rebuke, and reprove church members for their
lack of love for lost souls but very seldom, if ever, de-
sire to be involved in,  as well as urge brethren to enter
the fight to keep the church on the strait and narrow
way to heaven. If these alien sinners are so important
(and they definitely are), why, once they have become
Christians, do some of these same brethren not see the
importance of keeping those they have converted to
Christ faithful to Him?  And, do they not know that an
important part of keeping the church saved is exposing
and refuting false doctrine and the false teachers who
propagate it; especially those false brethren who make
it their major work to change the church of Christ into a
church after the likeness of men and not that of our
Lord?

Why must it be an either/or situation? If the alien
sinner�s soul is worth saving in the first place (and it
certainly is), then surely the church is worth (the Lord
purchased it with his own blood�Acts 20:28) being
kept saved in the only way it can be and that is by being
kept faithful to the Lord (I Corinthians 15:58; Philippians
2:12; Jude 3: Revelation 2:10). Thus, it seems to us that
when some are so fervent and zealous in their desire to
get the whole church involved in winning souls to Jesus
(and such should be the aim of all Christians), that same
fervency and zeal should evidence itself in keeping those
we have baptized into Christ for the remission of their
sins faithful to the Lord (Acts 2:38; Galatians 3:27). To
put it nicely, something is terribly wrong with such goofy

and unscriptural thinking that promotes saving the alien
sinner and ignores keeping the church faithful. Thus,
while preaching the gospel to the alien sinner is of the
utmost importance, keeping the saved faithful to God is
of no less importance. And, that means that the various
and sundry false teachers (those who bind with their
doctrines where God has not bound and/or loose where
God has not loosed) in the church must be exposed and
marked for what they are, and their heinous doctrines
refuted and defeated. To do anything less is to give
place to the devil. And those who give place to the
wicked one are themselves not going to heaven.

*************

HAVE CERTAIN BRETHREN LOST THEIR
CONCERN AND ZEAL FOR THE PRACTICE OF

SOUND DOCTRINE IN ALL THAT
WE BELIEVE AND PRACTICE?

Sectarian denominationalists do not believe that it
is possible to comply with I Corinthians 1:10. Neither
do apostates in the Lord�s church believe that we must
have oneness in all obligatory matters. In other words
in matters of obligation God demands that we believe
the same things and be of the same mind and judg-
ment. We thought at this late date at least those who
repudiate the actions of the Rubel Shelleys were fully
committed to practicing the Truth as plainly stated in I
Corinthians 1:10 and like passages. But from what we
have seen lately, many people are willing to settle on
what the majority believes about an obligatory matter
in order to avert division in the Lord�s church. The
people we have in mind are not the Max Lucado types
among us, who are daily going out from us (and if they
will not repent of their sins may their number increase),
but brethren who have, seemingly, understood that they
must do only and specifically what the New Testament
authorizes. And that they leave undone what is expressly
forbidden, along with what is not authorized by the New
Testament. Furthermore, that they oppose anything that
would seek to thwart the mandate of Colossians 3:17;
Romans 10:17; II Corinthians 5:7. Presently we have
seen an attitude no where taught in the Bible displayed
by some elders and older preachers (who ought to know
better) and some younger preachers (not yet �dry be-
hind the ears�) who are doing a lot of talking without
the knowledge of the Bible, the facts in a case, or evi-
dently the common sense to know when it is better to
listen and not to speak. We have seen this mind-set
revealed in the matter of what is taught on marriage,
divorce and remarriage, as well as other areas.
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MAKING AN OBLIGATORY MATTER
A TEST OF FELLOWSHIP

As to matters of obligation, God has already de-
termined what should be bound on men and that from
which they should be loosed. Thus, this is the reason
that we must learn how the Bible authorizes and how
to ascertain that authority. However, we hear some
people saying that so and so is making such and such a
test of fellowship; as if to say that in the area of obliga-
tion it is left up to man to determine what he will make
a test of fellowship and what he will not. Of course if
we are speaking of optional matters�matters having
to do with how to discharge our obligations to God in
the most expedient (advantageous manner�the quick-
est and best way possible), then it is possible for breth-
ren to make the mistake of making optional matters a
test of fellowship by (in their own misguided thinking)
turning optional matters into obligatory matters. And,
when we make optional matters obligatory to the divi-
sion of the Lord�s church we have formed another �anti�
faction no matter what the topic.

But what we have stated in the previous para-
graph regarding optional matters cannot be said of
obligatory matters. For example, what if someone were
to say, �I do not believe that the baptism of Acts 2:38 is
a burial in water, but I am not going to make that a test
of fellowship�. Would you have a problem with the
thought expressed in the previous statement? Further-
more, what if someone declared, �I believe that you
can partake of the Lord�s Supper on any day of the
week, but I am not going to make my belief a test of
fellowship�. Would you have a problem with the idea
set out in such a statement? And, if you did, why would
you have a problem with it? The problem we would
have with either of the foregoing statements is this�
God has already made the baptism of Acts 2:38 a burial
in water and thus obligatory on all men (Colossians 2:12;
Romans 6:3, 4; as well as the very meaning of the Greek
word translated baptize). And, in the account of the
action that is a pattern with which we must comply (an
obligatory matter) God has made the first day of the
week the only day whereon we are to observe the Lord�s
Supper (Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 16:1, 2).  Therefore, if
we are determined to abide by the authority of Jesus
Christ, we must not think that we have authority from
God to make or not make such matters as just noted
tests of fellowship or not. The very fact that God, in the
meaning of His Words found in the Last Will and Tes-
tament of His Son, has made baptism a burial in water
and the Lord�s Supper to be observed only on the first
day of the week, means that He has already made the
two acts obligatory in nature and, therefore, tests of
fellowship between man and God and between men
and men. Moreover, if those who are involved in teach-
ing and training preachers (young or old) would do their
job correctly, some of their former students would not

be running around teaching what they do as it pertains
to men having the power to make or not make obliga-
tory matters tests of fellowship. People who do not
know any better have no business preaching or teach-
ing and training preachers.

Furthermore, elders (so-called) who do not know
much if anything about ascertaining Bible authority
should lay low. When they open their mouth they only
reveal their profound ignorance regarding their work
as well as other matters of Christ�s Kingdom. How is it
possible for elders to do the work God has assigned
them and not know the difference in obligatory and
optional matters? The truth of the matter is that they
cannot correctly perform their duties as assigned to
them by God in the Bible because they may handle
obligatory matters as if they were optional and optional
matters as if they were obligatory. Thus, in some cases
they are moved by their own whims and fancies and
not according to the facts in a case thinking logically
with the facts and the Bible authority that pertains
thereto.

To compound such confusion, in comes a talented
preacher who is not yet �dry behind the ears�, but who
is the �cat�s meow� and a thing desired to make one
wise. However, he knows little or nothing about ascer-
taining Bible authority and is a novice in about every-
thing pertaining to being a faithful gospel preacher.
Furthermore, he does not know implication from as-
sumption and with regularity proves it.

Put such elders and a preacher as previously de-
scribe together and at some point in dealing with some
problem they will self-destruct. No wonder Paul re-
quested that the Thessalonian brethren in their prayers
for him pray, �that we may be delivered from un-
reasonable and wicked men: for all men have not
faith� (II Thessalonians 3:2). Indeed, the first mistake
one makes with an irrational person is to attempt to
reason with him. No good for the cause of truth and
right will ever come from such a meeting.

You that have ears to hear, please hear the fol-
lowing salient truths�matters that pertain to what is
obligatory in marriage, divorce and remarriage are as
fixed as the word �burial� is to the word baptism in
Acts 2:38 and as static and unchanging as is the time
authorized by God for Christians to partake of the Lord�s
Supper (Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 16:1, 2). If certain
ones refuse to understand that, then it is not the fault of
God�s Word, it is their own fault for whatever reason.

******************

ANOTHER PROMINENT CHRISTIAN�S
INFLUENCE FOR GOOD TAINTED BY HIS

LACK OF SELF CONTROL
Suffice it to say that the lust of the flesh is alive

and well�in the church as well as out of it.  The facts
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are in and they declare that a prominent preacher (whose
name is a household one among churches of Christ)
has succumbed to sexual immorality. While our infor-
mation tells us that he has repented (for which we are
thankful), because of the nature of such sins, they will
not easily be overcome and his influence for good will
never be the same. Indeed, the need for long term in-
tensive care will surely be sought by him�for he must
bring forth fruit suitable for repentance. And, due to the
very nature of such sins and the length of their prac-
tice, it will be an uphill battle for him to overcome them.
And, to him we emphasize the words of John the Bap-
tist, �Bring forth therefore fruits meet for repen-
tance� (Matthew 3:8). Of course, only time will tell as
to whether such fruit will be forthcoming.

*************

SEXUAL IMMORALITY�
THE DOWNFALL OF MANY

When the previously noted sad and heart rending
news came to us, we reflected over our forty years of
work as a gospel preacher and how that work had
caused us to be called upon on numerous occasions to
help brethren when they had been overcome by sexual
immorality. As we reminisced over such sad accounts
we did what we had previously never thought to do�
mentally list the cases we have known that involved
sexual immorality. Possibly one reason we had never
thought specifically to recall such sins of the brethren is
because we had rather forget such sinful activities than
remember them. But, we do not have to read very much
of the Bible before we are reminded of the frequency
that sexual immorality has reared its ugly head among
God�s people. The first account that came to mind went
back to our childhood�it involved one elder attempt-
ing an attack another elder�s wife. While we did not
learn of the previous episode until we were grown, be-
cause we grew up personally knowing these brethren,
who are all dead now, it was difficult to accept.  In our
reminiscing, we recounted the multiplicity of marriages
that ended because of adultery; the several incidences
where babies were conceived out of wedlock; the prob-
lems some had with pornography, which problems in
some cases led to fornication, and we remember one
case of wife swapping. And, there was an elder (now
deceased) who succumbed to pedophilia. He was a
man for whom we had great respect and we hope his
repentance was genuine. And, though we have never
personally encountered incest among members of the
church, having worked for some time in a child care
agency and taking the various classes that were re-
quired by the state to keep one�s credentials for such
work, we learned quickly that incest is prevalent in the
world and we have no doubt that such is found in the
church. Having remembered and thought of these

shameful situations, we also realized most, if not all faith-
ful Gospel preachers and elders in their lifelong work
for the Lord, could recall similar cases among the breth-
ren. These cases included preachers, elders, deacons,
youth workers, Bible school teachers�husbands and
wives alike�as well as other members of the Lord�s
church who were overcome by sexual immoralities�
covering the whole gamut of such sins.

Some of the brethren involved in such sins cor-
rected themselves and their lives were returned to some
semblance of normalcy, while others never corrected
themselves and were ruined for life and eternity. We
do know that with the constant exposure we undergo
daily through the media and the access via the internet
to all things immoral, as well as the strong and constant
efforts by the world to declare that homosexuality and
like sins are wholesome, that marriage and the home
are passé and that there are no moral absolutes, we
must face the reality of more sexual immorality in the
church. Have we forgotten how much the New Testa-
ment deals with sexual sins?

While we must not neglect any of God�s counsel
on any subject, we must especially be bold in reprov-
ing, rebuking and exhorting the brethren regarding
sexual sins. Bible Truth on such matters must be taught
and re-taught if we are going to keep the church sexu-
ally pure. We must face the reality that there will be
more trouble in the church brought on by sexual sins
among the brethren�but please take special note and
be warned regarding the growth of the sins of homo-
sexuality, pedophilia and possibly incest among mem-
bers of the church.

****************

WHO WILL BE THE NEW PERMANENT
DIRECTOR OF APOLOGETICS PRESS?
By the time this issue of CFTF is in the public�s

hands the new permanent director of Apologetics Press
may have been appointed. However, if some of us are
expected to support and back this good work as we
have in the past, the new director will not be someone
who believes in, has advocated and contended for the
false doctrine of re-evaluation and reaffirmation of el-
ders as was taught and practiced by the Brown Trail
Church of Christ. Neither will the director be one who
believes and teaches the following false doctrine re-
garding marriage, divorce and remarriage. It is set out
in the following syllogism.

1. If it is the case that one contracts a marriage
for the express purpose of gaining entrance into the
United States;

2. And, if it is the case that after gaining entrance
into the U. S., it is declared that there never was a
Matthew 19:6 �God joined� marriage because the
�marriage� was contracted for the purpose of getting
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into the U. S.;
3. And, if it is the case that a �marriage� con-

tracted for the reason of gaining entrance to the United
States is not a Matthew 19:6 �God joined� marriage;

4. Then it is the case that, following a civil di-
vorce, the person who contracted such a �marriage�
for the purpose of entering the U. S. is scripturally au-
thorized to contract a Matthew 19:6 �God joined� mar-
riage.

Regarding the preceding false doctrine, we wrote
an article in the April 2004 issue of CFTF, pages 7-10,
setting it out and refuting it. It is our desire for anyone
who believes it to see the error therein, repent of it and
publicly repudiate it. What good is accomplished when
an organization opposes atheism, agnosticism, evolu-
tion and so on, but employs someone who has advo-
cated and practiced the re-evaluation and reaffirma-
tion of elders along with believing, teaching and de-
fending the false doctrine on MDR as it is set out in the
preceding paragraph?  Yes, we are strongly opposed to
the sins of homosexuality, pedophilia, the abuse and
misuse of money, lying, hypocrisy and arrogance en-
gaged in by any member of the church (or anyone else),
but we are equally opposed to the sins brought on by
the false doctrine that advocates the re-evaluation and
reaffirmation of elders as well as the MDR error herein
noted.

 *******************

THE SHEFFIELD, TEXAS ELDERS
GIVE UP THEIR CAMBODIAN WORK

TO A LIBERAL ELDERSHIP
The WindSong (formerly Sixth and Izard) Church

of Christ, Little Rock, Arkansas is known for its fel-
lowship and use of false teachers. The following mate-
rial from their bulletin sets out some of those they have
recently fellowshipped. It is only a small sampling of
the caliber of people and groups who have recently
appeared there.

WindSong Events
2005

April 24
Guest Speaker: Howard Norton

May 11
Oklahoma Christian University Chorale

2004
Sunday April 11

10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

Dr. Evertt Huffard
Dean of the Harding University Graduate

School of Religion
In the last few years Sixth and Izard, now

WindSong, has brought in several persons of the cali-
ber of Evertt Huffard�men who have no interest in

asking for the �Old Paths�, but who are working to
destroy the ancient land marks of primitive, pure New
Testament Christianity.

BOB BERARD BECAME INVOLVED WITH
�PARTNERS IN PROGRESS�

One of WindSong�s major works is �Partners in
Progress� directed by Bill McDonough. �Partners in
Progress� concerns itself primarily with mission work
around the world. One of their areas of concentration
is Cambodia. Because of the late Bob Berard�s work
in Cambodia, �Partners in Progress� and Berard be-
came aware of one another and shortly thereafter linked
their works with each other. Through the auspices of
�Partners in Progress�, Berard received at least
$50,000.00 for his work in Cambodia. It was after
Berard�s tragic death almost two years ago, that in prais-
ing Berard�s work in Cambodia McDonough revealed
their proposed plans to work together in the future.

SOME BACKGROUND REGARDING BERARD
As many of you know, while working with and

under the oversight of the Spring Church of Christ el-
ders, Spring Texas, Berard at first defended the Deavers
in their championing of their direct work of the Spirit
doctrine and stood in opposition to those who opposed
the Deavers. After leaving the Spring congregation,
Berard later embraced the Deaver doctrine of the di-
rect work of the Holy Spirit on the inward man of the
Christian. Because of his efforts following his depar-
ture from the Spring congregation to inject this doctrine
into the Spring congregation and refusing to cease and
desist such activities when asked by the elders to do
so, the Spring congregation withdrew fellowship from
him some years ago. Later Berard accepted the false
view of Mac Deaver and Glenn Jobe concerning a
modern day Baptism of the Holy Spirit that supposedly
takes place while the one being baptized is under the
waters of baptism. This Holy Spirit Baptism is alleged
to be a direct move of the Spirit on the heart of the one
being baptized to make the inward man a fit personal
dwelling place for the Holy Spirit once the person is
raised from the waters of baptism, freed from sin and a
new creature in Christ.

In fact, having embraced this modern day Holy
Spirit Baptism, Berard was baptized in water because
he believed that unless he understood what the Spirit
was doing to his own spirit in this alleged Holy Spirit
Baptism while he was under the baptismal waters his
first water baptism was not Scriptural. The implica-
tions (consequences) of this view for all those who have
been baptized without believing in this so-called Holy
Spirit Baptism are enormous and all encompassing.
Indeed, as Berard evidently concluded (Deaver and
Jobe did not oppose his conclusion and action) a scrip-
tural candidate for baptism is not freed from sin when
baptized in water for the remission of sin if the baptis-
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mal candidate does not believe in this modern day Holy
Spirit Baptism. Indeed, is one a Christian, or no better
off than one who submits to Baptist baptism, if one
does not believe at the time of one�s baptism in this
alleged Holy Spirit Baptism? Also, have Mac and Glenn
Jobe been baptized as Berard was and for the same
reason he was?

At the time of his death, Berard�s work was spon-
sored by the Sheffield, Texas Church of Christ where
Mac Deaver is presently ending his work as the local
preacher and serving as one of the elders. That being
the case, why did those elders (Mac Deaver included
of course) approve of Bob�s joining hands with such a
liberal church and organization as �Partners in
Progress�. Indeed, why would Bob desire to do such a
thing except that he had changed his beliefs about fel-
lowship? Yes, we knew Bob very well and just a very
few years prior to his conversion to the Deaver doc-
trines previously noted, he would not have fellowshipped
such brethren as �Partners in Progress.�   Is it not rather
strange that here are men who have a direct work of
the Holy Spirit on their hearts to provide them with wis-
dom and strength directly from God for the purpose of
guiding them in their work for the Lord; nevertheless,
they had no problem in fellowshipping men who have
repudiated the Old Paths and who fellowship just about
any kind of liberal extant in the Lord�s church today?
Yes, some of us remember the day when these men
did not believe in a direct operation of the Spirit on the
inward man of the Christian and during those years
would never have fellowshipped such liberals as ex-
emplified by WindSong, Bill McDonough and �Partners
in Progress�.  Thus, it did not come as any great sur-
prise to us when we read the following from the
WindSong bulletin dated April 1, 2005. This information
was also reported in the Spring 2005 �Partnering�, the
quarterly bulletin of �Partners in Progress�, pages 1, 2.
In his column �He Cares� on page 3 in the WindSong
bulletin Bill Mc Donough wrote.

Phnom Penh Bible School Oversight Changing�The
elders of the church of Christ in Sheffield, Texas, have
been the overseeing congregation of the Phnom Penh
Bible School. They were also the sponsoring church
of missionary Bob Berard, who was killed in an acci-
dent two years ago. Since Bob�s tragic death, the
Sheffield elders have sought a congregation that could
be more personally involved to take over this work.
After months of searching and prayerful consideration,
they have asked the Wind song church of Christ in
Little Rock, Arkansas, (formerly Sixth & Izard) to be-
come the overseeing congregation.

The Sheffield Elders have continually praised the work
and will continue to support it financially. Because they
cannot be personally involved on the scene, oversee-
ing and directing the work, they have stepped out of

that responsibility. Their support of the school and
Bob Berard were the impetus that got the work in Cam-
bodia off on a good foot. We commend the Sheffield
elders for their vision and desire to take the gospel
where it had never been preached. Without the
Sheffield congregation�s leadership the churches of
Christ might still be unheard of in Cambodia.

The elders of the Windsong congregation have stated
that they will do their utmost to continue the work that
has been started. They are committed to helping the
school, the students, and the director, James Lork
Choeu, train young men and women to evangelize this
nation.

Presently there are eighteen students in the school,
who come from far reaching corners of the country
and who have the potential of planting churches
across the region. These students go forth every Sun-
day to preach and teach in congregations throughout
central Cambodia. They are baptizing people every
week. Just as thrilling, is the training that these stu-
dents are (getting) for their untiring work. We are also
thankful to all of those who have gone, and those who
are planning to go in the near future, to assist in this
work. Don will be leaving shortly to help set things in
order. Please remember this effort in your prayers.

Also, on pages 1 and 3 of the same WindSong
bulletin in his column, �Just Between Us�, John Gibson
wrote about the Sheffield elders giving up the oversight
of this particular Cambodian work to the WindSong el-
ders.

 �As you know, WindSong has been deeply involved
in recent months in the work in Cambodia through Bill
McDonough and Partners in Progress. Several of our
members have gone there, and have assisted in teach-
ing the gospel of Christ. Cambodia has proven to be a
very fertile field, and numerous congregations have
been established.

After the death of their missionary, Bob Berard, the
elders of the congregation in Sheffield, Texas, who had
been overseeing this work began seeking another con-
gregation to sponsor this effort. Our mission commit-
tee has requested that we accept this challenge, and
the elders have given their approval.

We are especially indebted to Dewayne Agin and Don
Johnson for their untiring work. We are also thankful
to all of those who have gone, and those who are plan-
ning to go in the near future, to assist in this work. Don
will be leaving shortly to help set things in order. Please
remember this effort in your prayers.

In view of their belief regarding the direct impar-
tation of wisdom and the direct leading of the Holy Spirit,
how could the Sheffield eldership successfully deny that
the Spirit did not directly lead them to deliver up this
work to a liberal eldership?  Does Mac Deaver and the
Sheffield elderships consider such congregations as
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Spring, Spring, Texas, Forrest Hill-Irene Road, Mem-
phis, Tennessee (home of Memphis School of Preach-
ing), Southaven, Southaven, Mississippi, Bellview,
Pensacola, Florida and like congregations that have vig-
orously opposed the direct operation of the Holy Spirit
doctrine that Mac champions, to be worse off spiritu-
ally because of such opposition than churches such as
WindSong? At least by their works Sheffield has im-
plied as much. Will the Deavers and their supporters
such as Malcolm Hill, now seek comfort, support and
solace from the liberals who do not care one way or
the other what people believe on such matters?  Time
will tell. In fact, did the Sheffield elders enquire as to
what Bill McDonough, the WindSong elders, et al. be-
lieve about marriage, divorce and remarriage as well
as other fundamental matters (such as with whom they
are in fellowship) before they delivered up the Cambo-
dian work to them? Liberalism has always been a safe
harbor in which any boat of error may anchor.

****************

THERE IS A NEW PREACHER AT THE PEARL
STREET CHURCH OF CHRIST, DENTON,

TEXAS�HIS NAME IS MAC DEAVER
When people do not seek to be consistent or care

much about the truth, they are apt to do anything. And,
the Pearl Street elders� employment of Mac Deaver to
be their new preacher is proof positive of the truth of
the preceding sentence. The following material comes
from the web page aboutpearlstreet.com. It was com-
piled by Dub McClish. We have edited it only to have it
fit our guidelines for articles published in CFTF.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE
PEARL STREET ELDERS

In a taped, transcribed statement to the Pearl
Street Congregation on June 8, 2003 Harry Ledbetter
(Pearl Street elder) said:

 �Actually, we respect brother (Dub-DPB) McClish for
opposing the Deaver doctrine.... Brother Summers
(Gary Summers, former preacher at Pearl Street�DPB)
made the statement, �Joe Chism is tied to Mac Deaver�s
false doctrine.� ...Of course, the assertion is false.... I
have never believed that brother Chism believes in the
direct operation of the Holy Spirit. He has never said
that in my presence, and that is what it would take
personally for me to believe it. Brother Chism�s views
on the work of the Holy Spirit can be summed up briefly
and completely in a simple statement. He believes ev-
erything the Bible says about the work of the Holy
Spirit and nothing else.... It�s when men try to figure
out how the Holy  Spirit does what He does that trouble
begins. People are divided and division follows, as is
the case with the Deaver doctrine; it is having an ad-
verse effect throughout the brotherhood as many of
you know.... Brother McClish has rightly opposed the
direct operation of the Holy Spirit doctrine for several
years, but he is so sensitive to it now that he has his

own rule identifying those who he thinks agree with
the Deaver doctrine.

In a letter to Curtis Cates, dated July 10, 2003
Harry Ledbetter wrote:

First , let me clear the air about brother Chism. I can
state without reservation that he does not and never
has held the direct-operation spirit-on-spirit views of
brother Deaver. Brother McClish surmises that he does
but I know he does not.

Then, the Pearl Street elders sent a letter dated
July 24, 2003 to a host of people (the number of recipi-
ents is unknown). In it they wrote:

Brethren, in spite of what brother McClish must get
you to believe for reputation�s sake, there is not and
has never been a false teacher or one who holds to the
erroneous Deaver Holy Spirit doctrines here at Pearl
Street. Brother McClish is dead wrong about this im-
portant matter. His charges against brother Chism are
false and without merit.

On August 11, 2003 in an e-mail by Harry
Ledbetter to Joey Davis (an ex-Pearl St. member and
student at MSOP at the time, Ledbetter wrote: �He
[i.e., Dub McClish] has propagated, to his segment of
the brotherhood, the lie that this congregation is har-
boring a false teacher and that brother Joe Chism ad-
vocates the false Deaver Doctrines which is totally
false.�

On August 31, 2003 in another email to Joey Davis
Harry Ledbetter wrote: (Ledbetter quoted Joe Chism:)

�It�s not that I agree with Mac, but rather Mac agrees
with me�with my views of the Holy Spirit that I have
believed for over 40 years.� Dub erroneously thinks
the first statement automatically meant that Joe agreed
with the Direct Operation views Mac Deaver holds.

In a letter to David Brown dated September 7,
2003 the Pearl Street elders wrote:

We have already answered all the questions we intend
to about the matters brought upon us by brother
McClish�s false charges which, in view of Pearl Street�s
long history of soundness, should have never passed
the smell test. Not that we expect it to make any differ-
ence now, but if you write about our problems in CFTF,
be sure to include this statement from us: �We can
assure the brotherhood, without reservations, that no
elder at Pearl Street holds the false Deaver views relat-
ing to the word of the Holy Spirit.�

In another letter to Curtis Cates dated October
10, 2003 Harry Ledbetter wrote:

You still are laboring under the false belief that brother
Chism holds the Deaver doctrine.... I stated in my first
letter (this was his letter of July 10, 2003, DPB) that
brother Chism does not and has never held that doc-
trine. That is the truth. I know you don�t believe it�so
be it.

[Dub McClish pointed out the following salient point
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(DPB): In spite of this adamant denial of agreement
with Deaver, Ledbetter seems to sense no contradic-
tion when he chides Cates in the same letter for not
debating Deaver and he tries to spur Cates to prevail
upon me to debate Deaver.]

In an undated letter (though some received it on
December 12, 2003) from the Pearl Street elders ad-
dressed simply to �Dear brethren,� and sent to various
ones who had requested specific answers to some
questions, they wrote: �There has never been nor will
there ever be a false doctrine espoused or taught rela-
tive to the Holy Spirit at Pearl Street, so long as the
current elders serve. We speak where the Bible
speaks.�

In a personal letter to Dub McClish from Harry
Ledbetter dated December 26, 2003 Ledbetter wrote:

Dub, I, and the other elders, am looking forward to the
day you realize the great and tragic error you have
made and become man enough to repent of your sinful
conduct. You really need to apologize to brother Chism
because, as you surely know by now, he has never
believed in those things relating to the operation of
the Holy Spirit of which you falsely accuse him....

 (Of this letter Dub wrote: �Again, Ledbetter spent con-
siderable time in this letter trying to shame and cajole
me into debating Deaver at the Pearl Street building,
seeing no contradiction with his denial that Chism be-
lieves in Deaver�s direct-operation doctrine.�)

The Pearl Street elders mailed a letter dated April
5, 2004 to a list of at least a few thousand addresses. It
was placed within Mac Deaver�s �Special Issue� of
Biblical Notes Quarterly, that Pearl Street mailed for
Deaver on Pearl Street�s mailing permit. In it they wrote:

First, let us point out that in several pieces of corre-
spondence we have stated our position relative to what
some brethren have termed �Deaver Doctrine.� Al-
though we are in basic agreement with his views of the
personal indwelling of the Holy Spirit, we do not agree
with some of the alleged views that have been termed
�Deaver Doctrine,� and bandied about by brother Dub
McClish and his followers.... We do not see how that
Brother Deaver can be labeled as a �false teacher� of a
�fatal doctrine,� as some brethren are quick to do, un-
til there is more definite proof that his views are erro-
neous than we have seen or heard thus far. Brethren, it
is indeed possible that his views are actually the cor-
rect views.

In a phone conversation on May 19, 2004 between
Mac Deaver and Wesley Simons, the following was
said. After Wesley thanked Deaver for publishing his
special edition of Biblical Notes Quarterly, because it
showed�without a doubt� that the Pearl Street el-
ders and Mac are �in bed together,� Mac responded:
�If you mean by �in bed together,� they believe what I
believe, I would say that�s true about two of them, and
the third one is coming around.�

Dub McClish observed (DPB):
Now, I suppose, all three of them have �come around�.
The evolution from adamant denial to open acceptance
is complete. Two out of the last three weeks Pearl Street
has run articles by Mac Deaver in its bulletin, causing
me to speculate that �something� was afoot.

On May 29, 2005 Mac preached at the evening wor-
ship assembly at Pearl Street, which made me down-
right suspicious.

IT WAS  ANNOUNCED ....  Sunday June 5, 2005, THAT
MAC DEAVER HAD ACCEPTED THE INVITATION
TO BECOME PEARL STREET�S NEXT PREACHER. I
have not learned the date of the beginning of his work
there.

*****************

DID THE BROWN TRAIL ELDERS REPENT?
When CFTF identified and refuted Brown Trail�s

belief in and practice of the false doctrine of the re-
evaluation and reaffirmation of elders (October, 2002,
pages 5, 6; January, 2003; March, 2003) we were cas-
tigated directly by the Brown Trail elders, their preacher,
Maxie Boren and by some of her members as they
attempted to defend their false belief and practice. How-
ever, some months ago a paper from the Brown Trail
elders appeared. It basically stated that the re-evalu-
ation and reaffirmation of elders was not a wise
move and that they would not do it again. The paper
does not declare that the re-evaluation and reaffirma-
tion of elders as they practiced it was a false doctrine
and therefore sinful to practice. The Brown Trail paper
is, therefore, an attempt to deal with their practice as if
it were in the area of options and that they had chosen
an option that was unwise. There is no mention on their
part that they believed and practiced a false doctrine
that put the church in rebellion to the elders and usurped
the authority that only faithful elders have (Hebrew
13:17).

These men have not repented of anything. All they
have done is admit that at the time they practiced the
re-evaluation, etc., of elders, collectively they did not
have the good sense to obey God rather than man. No
wonder the church is in the mess it is. And to think that
Mac Deaver offered to debate me in defense of that
which at least now the Brown Trail elders� have admit-
ted was unwise. Methinks Mac needs to counsel with
the Brown Trail elders and maybe all of them can get
all their squirrels up the same tree. This should be easier
for them to do now that Mac is going to be at Pearl
Street in Denton, Texas.

********************
Please consider the following facts.
1. Pearl Street and Brown Trail are in full fellow-

ship with each other.
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2. Mac Deaver is the new preacher at Pearl
Street.

3. Maxie Boren is the preacher at Brown Trail.
4. Brown Trail sponsored Mac in a recent debate

in the Brown Trail building, evidencing Brown Trail�s
confidence in Mac Deaver and extending to him their
fellowship.

5. Mac Deaver believes in the direct operation of
the Holy Spirit on the inward man of the Christian to
impart divine strength and wisdom to the Christian; he
also believes in a present day Baptism of the Holy Spirit.

6. The Pearl Street elders believe the same thing
as Mac Deaver does regarding at least the first part of
point 5.

Do points 1 through 6 imply anything at all re-
garding Pearl Street, Brown Trail, Mac Deaver, Maxie
Boren what and who these churches and brethren fel-
lowship and advocate? Where does this put the Brown
Trail School of Preaching�its director, faculty, staff
and students?

Please consider the following points.
1. Brown Trail does not believe it committed sin

when it practiced the re-evaluation and reaffirmation
of elders.

2. Mac Deaver believes and supports what Brown
Trail did in practicing the re-evaluation and reaffirma-
tion of elders so much so that he was willing to affirm
it in public debate.

3. Brown Trail upholds and defends the MDR
practiced by Everett Chambers as set out earlier in
this �Medley of Matters� and that we exposed and re-
futed in an article in our April 2004 issue of CFTF, pages
7-10. Please consider the following:

4. Dave Miller upholds and defends points 1, 3.
5. We do not know what Mac Deaver or Pearl

Street believes regarding the MDR believed and sup-
ported by Brown Trail and Dave Miller of which Everett
Chambers is guilty.

6. Brown Trail upholds and defends Dave Miller
regarding his belief in the Scripturalness of points 1, 2.

7. Dave Miller is in full fellowship with Brown
Trail.

8. Pearl Street is in full fellowship with Brown
Trail.

9. Mac Deaver is in full fellowship with Brown
Trail.

10. Dave Miller is in full fellowship with
Apologetics Press and all who are involved with that
organization and Apologetics Press is in full fellowship
with Dave Miller.

Is anything implied regarding the persons, doc-
trines and institutions mentioned in points 1-10?

Now that he has the Pearl Street elders under his
own power maybe Mac will also be able to educate the
Brown Trail elders and lead them into his fold regard-

ing his views on the work of the Holy Spirit as noted
earlier. And, since both of these congregations are
�back-slapping� each other as they congratulate them-
selves for their spiritual growth and development, maybe
Goebel Music (his sponsoring congregation is Pearl
Street) will find the courage to state explicitly his view
on the direct work of the Holy Spirit on the heart of the
Christian as well as his belief concerning the alleged
Holy Spirit Baptism that Mac believes and teaches is
available today.

Of course, if Dave Miller or anyone else does not
now believe what they once believed, advocated and
defended as previously noted in this article, then let them
say so and we will gladly print it in CFTF. Indeed, we
will rejoice at such a conversion. Of course, when any
one repudiates a false doctrine, it is implied by such
repudiation that fellowship must be withdrawn from
those who continue to believe such false doctrines. That
is the case, of course, if one would be consistent; but,
we must say that consistency as a rule of action has
been almost a �missing link� among these brethren.

Maybe there will be an effort by some of these
brethren to redefine fellowship. And, if that happens,
the only way left for them to remain in fellowship with
each other, in view of the fact that they would be dis-
agreeing as to what God has obligated them to do or
not to do in order to be faithful to Him, as the case may
be, is to practice �unity in diversity�. If they, therefore,
choose to go that route, then they will be shaking hands
with Rubel Shelly and Max Lucado. Because that is
exactly the road the Shelly�s and Lucado�s in the Lord�s
church began to walk on in order to finally end up where
they are.

 ****************

CRIEVE HALL CHURCH OF CHRIST,
NASHVILLE, TENNESSE AND GLENN JOBE

Please note the following from the Crieve Hall
Church of Christ, 4806 Trousdale Drive  Nashville,
Tennessee 37220 indicating Jobe�s involvement with the
Crieve Hall congregation.

The goal is for each congregation to become finan-
cially self-sustaining, self-governing and self-propa-
gating (IE. mission minded).

Does the Schaumburg church of Christ desire to be-
come self-supporting, self-governing, and self-propa-
gating?

We believe the answer to this question is �Yes!�

This response begs the further question of how the
Schaumburg congregation can go about accomplish-
ing these tasks and how Crieve Hall and other sup-
porting congregations can help?

�Self-support: Schaumburg appears to be well on the
way in this area. In three years the building will paid
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off, freeing up approximately $65,000 annually. Addi-
tionally, the congregation�s contribution has increased
in excess of its increase in membership in recent years.
This demonstrates the membership�s willingness to
support the Lord�s work financially.

�Self-governance: The congregation�s aspirations
should include the development of candidates for el-
dership and deaconship. This is a personal challenge
for each male member meeting the qualifications for
these offices as described in I Timothy.

�Self-propagation: The Great Commission directs Chris-
tians, both individually and collectively, to go into all
the world preaching the Gospel and converting believ-
ers. As the congregation grows spiritually and becomes
financially independent it will be able to make the tran-
sition from receiving mission support to supporting
other mission works (IE. missionary evangelists, mis-
sionary teams, mission congregations).

A Proposed General Frame-work:

1) The Schaumburg congregation, Glenn Jobe and
Crieve Hall work with the other congregation�s sup-
porting Glenn financially to transition their support
directly to the congregation. A firm end date for the
support would be set at the date on which the
Schaumburg building is paid-off.

2) Crieve Hall would employ Glenn as the leader of a
Mission Team (to be established) for the Chicago area.
Glenn would continue working with the Schaumburg
congregation for a set period of time.

3) The Schaumburg congregation, within a time period
to be determined, would employ a new full-time minis-
ter. Glenn would initially work with the new preacher
during a transition period and would continue to de-
vote extensive time in training congregational leader-
ship, personal evangelism and Bible study.

4) At some point �down the road,� Glenn�s Mission
Team would work to establish/build another congre-
gation in the greater Chicagoland area.

So we see the proof that Glenn Jobe is now in-
volved with and receives at least some financial sup-
port from the Crieve Hall congregation as he works
with the Schaumburg, Illinois congregation.

We have waited several months before writing
anything about the following information. We wanted
to give time for the Crieve Hall congregation to learn
of Glenn Jobe�s erroneous teaching regarding the di-
rect work of the Holy Spirit on the heart of the Chris-
tian today as well as his and Mac Deaver�s belief that
when the alien sinner is under the waters of baptism
he/she receives a modern day Baptism of the Holy Spirit
to make that person�s inward man a proper place for
the Holy Spirit to indwell personally when raised from
the waters of baptism to walk in newness of life.

We thought surely that if an eldership was going
to sponsor someone and involve one in any of their work
programs they would have inquired about what that
person believed. Jobe and Deaver did much of their
teaching regarding the Holy Spirit not all that far from
the Crieve Hall building at the Robertson County con-
gregation. Jobe has handled the charts for Mac in his
debates and is a loyal supporter and promoter of Mac�s
doctrine. Moreover, Mac debated his doctrine at Ten-
nessee Bible College, Cookeville, Tennessee not very
many months ago. Since that was not too far away
from the Crieve Hall church building we thought surely
that the Crieve Hall elders and preacher would have
known of Jobe�s doctrine regarding the Holy Spirit.

We must conclude that either the Crieve Hall el-
ders have not inquired of Jobe or others who would
know the facts regarding what he believes concerning
the direct work of the Holy Spirit on the inward man of
the Christian as well as his doctrine of Holy Spirit Bap-
tism for Christian�s today, or they do not care what he
believes. Or, maybe they, too, believe what he and Mac
Deaver believe about the Holy Spirit.

We find it hard to believe that the Crieve Hall
elders believe in the direct work of the Holy Spirit on
the inward man of the Christian and/or that the Bap-
tism of the Holy Spirit is for anyone today. We also find
it difficult to accept that the Crieve Hall elders do not
care one way or another what Jobe believes and teaches
about these previously mentioned matters. Thus, we
would like to think that they just did not do the neces-
sary home work to find out what Jobe believes and
teaches about these matters regarding the Holy Spirit.
Surely the Crieve Hall elders will desire to set the record
straight and make public what they believe about Jobe�s
beliefs concerning the Holy Spirit; a belief for which he
has contended publicly on numerous occasions.

******************

SHANNON OAKS CHURCH,
SULPHUR SPRINGS, TEXAS

This religious group was a church of Christ. Now
it has embraced denominationalism and refers to itself
only as the Shannon Oaks Church.  In October of 2004
they announced the following:

11:00 Worship will be a 1 hour instrumental worship
service. It will gradually become a full instrumental
worship gathering as we are able to accomodate the
instruments with a new sound system and as we�re
able to incorporate all of our musicians into our wor-
ship ministry rotation.

The faster the churches that are determined to
become sectarian denominations do what Max Lucado�s
Oak Hills Church in San Antonio, Texas and the Shan-
non Oaks Church has done, the better off the Lord�s
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church will be. It is useless to expect these churches to
repent. When traveling around Sulphur Springs, here is
one church to avoid.

*********************

HIGHLAND CHURCH OF CHRIST
OR JUST HIGHLAND CHURCH

The following quote comes from Mike Cope�s
blog on the internet and was posted by him.

Sunday, October 10, 2004
I minister alongside 42 men whom I deeply respect.
These shepherds are men who have taught me so much.
(There are 45 if you count Wally, Grady, and Clois.
Technically they are no longer elders, but I just prefer
to think of it as if they�ve missed the last several meet-
ings. In my mind, the three of them will always be shep-
herds of the Highland Church!)

This morning�s announcement came from a long, prayer-
filled study of scripture. These are hardly men who
make decisions because of the prevailing culture. They
are wanting to follow the lead of the Spirit and be obe-
dient to scripture at every turn.

Here�s the announcement that Jack Griggs read (Origi-
nally the previous sentence was in red on Cope�s Web
page�DPB) Throughout its 75-year history, the High-
land Church of Christ has been blessed in countless
ways. One of the most apparent of those blessings is
the spiritual giftedness of our members and the way
that their gifts have been poured out to benefit others.

Another of those blessings is the willingness of this
Highland family to seriously study God�s Word and to
take direction from what is revealed. Over a decade

ago, the Highland elders began to study, pray about,
and discuss among themselves the roles of women in
various worship and ministry activities. The result of
that interaction was a congregation-wide study a few
years ago on the role of women in public worship.

After that period of study, the Highland elders de-
cided that it was time to encourage the participation of
women in various ways in public worship. From the
earliest conversations with members, the elders com-
municated that it was not the intention of Highland
leadership to place women in the role of elder or preach-
ing minister. However, the eldership concluded that it
is scriptural for women to participate in all other ways.

It has been our intention to implement these changes
in roles carefully�seeking natural ways to allow our
women to join our men in using their gifts. Over the
past few years, you have seen the fruits of this intent.
Ministry reports, congregational announcements, the
sharing of testimony, and participation in praise teams
and dramatic presentations by women have become
fairly common. More recently, you have witnessed
women reading scripture, serving communion, and
leading prayer.

Brothers and sisters, your elders want you to know
that we firmly believe that such activities are fully scrip-
tural and that we are grateful that we have been able to
have this experience at Highland. We are also aware
that these actions represent a great amount of change
and that change can�and does�produce anxiety.
Please know that we are not callous to those feelings.
Yet, we believe that scripture provides all women and
men the opportunity to share their God-given gifts.
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Thus, you will see women continue to be used in wor-
ship as natural and appropriate occasions arise.

We want you to know that when you see a woman tak-
ing a public role in worship, it is being done with the
knowledge and approval of the eldership. For those of
you for whom this is a difficult transition, we encourage
you to patiently seek God�s peace as our church family
prayerfully moves through this transition.

For those of you who were not at Highland during our
intensive study or if you were here but would like to
refresh your study, we will be offering a class this spring
that will lead you through the scriptures that led us to
our decision. Or, if you would like to talk with an elder
about this, please let that be known. We are always
willing to spend time with you. God has blessed the
Highland church with people who are willing to serve in
thousands of ways. We trust you will join the Highland
shepherds in praising the Lord when you witness that
service in your fellow sisters and brothers.

I�m not posting this announcement so that readers can
print it off and give it to their elders to say, �We ought to
do what Highland has done.� (The previous sentence
was originally in red.�DPB) We�ve made it clear from
the beginning that we�re trying to discern where the
Spirit is leading us through scripture at this time. But
there is a lot of misunderstanding floating around, and I
thought this might help clarify . . . and maybe even

bless.

I get to hang out a couple days with Landon Saunders
(and two other buddies) this week, as I have each
year for the past decade. His house has become my
Valhalla, a hall of healing.

Posted by Mike at � HYPERLINK �http://
mikecope.blogspot.com/2004/10/i-minister-alongside-
42-men-whom-.html� \o �permanent link� �10/10/
2004 07:11:44 AM/� HYPERLINK �http://
mikecope.blogspot.com/2004/10/i-minister-alongside-
42-men-whom-i.html� \l �comments� �25 comments

CONCLUSION
We will continue reporting in other issues of

CFTF about various and sundry errors and other news
that the brotherhood needs to know. Also those breth-
ren who expect support from the church for their vari-
ous works then most know that the church has an
obligation and the Scriptural right to know about who
is doing what, where and when. If we make a mis-
take we will apologize and correct it. And that is more
than certain others will do. But do not expect us to
stop reporting the activities of the brethren�good or
bad.

�24503 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, TX 77373
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There is a situation regarding marriage some call
�the waiting game.� Of course, this is not a Biblical
phrase but it describes a situation that can possibly ex-
ist. For instance, in this first situation, A properly mar-
ries B, but they both soon desire to divorce but not be-
cause of fornication, the only reason God allows and
accepts a divorce (Matthew 19:9). But they secure a
court divorce and actually think they are divorced be-
fore God. Not so! Their attitude is to �wait� and see
who takes another mate first and then the other will
claim fornication as the cause of divorce. That is wrong
for several reasons. Some have talked about a �mental
divorce� (another term not defined in the New Testa-
ment) but been very elusive as to what is meant. The
only �mental divorce� in this matter is that A and B
mentally think they are divorced. They are as far as
the state is concerned, but not before God. The state
does not determine an acceptable divorce before God

�THE WAITING GAME�
James W. Boyd

any more than the state determines an acceptable mar-
riage. God�s word is the bottom line, not some court.

This is what brethren have generally called �the
waiting game� and it has been opposed by all faithful
brethren. There are several reasons this is unaccept-
able, but they are not the burden of this article. Another
article about this may be in order.

NOT THE �WAITING GAME�
Unfortunately, some have assumed the power to

label another situation as �the waiting game� which is
not the same thing. With an air of the right to decree
they lump whatever they see fit into �the waiting game�
bucket, disingenuously ignoring the differences with a
wave of a pontifical hand. Some have misrepresented
preachers and elders, even divided churches, separated
brethren, divided one congregation from another, at-
tempted to rule and regulate the work of others, been

instrumental in having gospel meet-
ings cancelled if the preacher did not
accept their hobby, usurped author-
ity of elders, cancelled proposed
teaching sessions, meddled in mission
work of others, and in a dictatorial
manner labeled as false teachers
those who do not bow to their edict.
Not only is their position wrong, but
their manner has been notoriously
wrong. But that is their problem and
they have a big one.

A second situation is that A
properly marries B. A, only A, de-
cides he wants a divorce. But forni-
cation is not the cause. He can se-
cure a divorce from the court with-
out any reason. Such a man-made
law is a violation of God�s law. Even
when he secures the civil divorce he
is not divorced before God because
he did not have God�s only cause for
divorce. B recognizes this even
though A does not.

B objects to the civil divorce,
and while she cannot prevent it be-
cause the court will ignore her ob-
jection, she does not accept or rec-
ognize it. She knows God�s reason is
not the cause. She knows God does
not accept it. Is she wrong to stand
with God in the matter? Absolutely
not! She knows she has two options.
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(1) be without a mate, or (2) be reconciled to her mate.
She is not waiting for her mate to commit fornication.
There is no  �waiting game� on her part. She seeks
reconciliation. Why is that so difficult for some to un-
derstand? The law of the land is not the final authority
regarding who is miarried or divorced, but God�s law
is. The law of the land is not the final authority as to the
rights of either A or B in this matter, but God�s law is. It
is right to accept and follow God�s law and B is deter-
mined to do just that.

However, A, possibly entertaining a �mental di-
vorce� because the court said he was divorced, takes
another mate. B�s opportunity for reconciliation is now
destroyed. For the first time God�s cause to allow di-
vorce enters the scene. It is fornication. Even though
no civil divorce can be secured by B, she can divorce A
before God and for the cause God allows divorce. She
has several options open to her. She may just continue
as things have been and do nothing, knowing A is in
adultery and before God is still her husband. She may
declare herself divorced before God and brethren for
the �cause of fornication.� If she does, she has the
right to remarry if she sees fit, but may prefer to re-
main single. SHE DID NOT PLAY �THE WAITING
GAME� BUT FOLLOWED GOD�S LAW. None have
the right to declare otherwise!

God�s law, not some man-made law, determines
these things. To say the civil law deprives B of her
rights is to place civil law above God�s law as the de-
termining law. Faithful brethren will not do that know-
ingly. To lump the second situation into the bucket of
�the waiting game� is not to deal honestly with the facts.
Civil law means absolutely nothing in determining what
A and B can or cannot do before God in this matter

Some need to ask and answer these questions.
(1) Who determines a proper marriage, God or the state?

(2) Who determines a proper divorce, God or the state?
(3) When did it become sinful to conform and comply
with God�s law in such matters? (4) When did it be-
come right to set aside God�s law in favor of what some
anti-God man-made law declares? (5) Shall we obey
God or man (Acts 5:29)?

One is reported to have said in essence, �If the
civil law says they are divorced, that�s it.� No, that is
not it nor even close to it. The Scriptures tell us about
such things.

Not everyone who holds the wrong position to
lump the second situation into �the waiting game� bucket
has behaved unworthily and unbecomingly for a Chris-
tian. But such has been the case and it should cease.

One final thought about which we all should be
very careful. Whether one does play �the waiting game�
or not is a matter in their heart and we cannot know it
exists unless such is revealed to us. They may do it and
keep it from others. But we have no right or power to
assign �the waiting game� to anyone without revealed
evidence. We can and must warn everyone that �the
waiting game� is wrong, but not everything some have
legislated to be �the waiting game� fits the description.
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Webster defines watchdog as a dog kept to guard
property. A dog that guards against loss, waste, theft,
or undesirable practices. A watchdog is a dog, which
guards against the loss of something valuable.

One of the most valuable things in the world is
the gospel. It is the power of God unto salvation (Ro-
mans 1:16), calls sinners to God (II Thessalonians 2:14),
and produces faith in the hearers of God�s creatures
(Romans 10:17).

The apostle Paul recognized that some were false
brethren (II Corinthians 11:26), and that some would
depart from the truth (I Timothy 4:1-5; II Timothy 4:14).
This great teacher of God�s word charged that men not
teach a different doctrine (I Timothy 1:3) than that
which came from God (Galatians 1:8-10). Some erred
concerning the truth and left rebuked by Paul (II Timo-
thy 2:17-18). These were identified by name and their
false doctrine condemned in keeping with Paul�s own
instructions in Romans 16:17.

Paul rebuked sin (Galatians 5:19-21), false teach-
ers (II Timothy 4:3), hypocritical Christians (II Timothy

BROTHERHOOD WATCHDOGS?
Thomas F. Eaves

3:1-5) and erring brethren (Galatians 2:11). The great
man of God defended God�s doctrine of the resurrec-
tion (I Corinthians 15; Acts 23:6), grace (Romans 5:20;
6:4), and the new covenant of Jesus Christ (Galatians
4:21-31). Paul acted through love (Ephesians 4:15), con-
viction (I Corinthians 9:16, Acts 20:27), and was guard-
ing God�s word from loss, waste, theft, and undesirable
practices. He sums up his activities on this earth, �I
have fought the good fight, I have finished the
course, I have kept the faith� (II Timothy 4:7). To-
day when faithful preachers follow the example of Paul,
some cry �BROTHERHOOD WATCHDOGS!�

Some time ago when Randy Mayeux (preacher
for the Preston Road church of Christ) made the state-
ment, �I have preached and believed that the New Tes-
tament teaches that salvation is a free gift of God pe-
riod. You are saved by grace alone.� Several brethren
pointed out that salvation is not by anything alone. The
Bible teaches that the sinner is saved by: Grace
(Ephesians 2:8), Mercy (Titus 3:5), Jesus Christ (Mat-
thew 1:21), Life of Christ (Romans 5:10), Blood of
Christ (Romans 5:9), Gospel of Christ (I Corinthians
15:4), Faith (Romans 5:1), Works (James 2:24), Calling

on the Lord (Romans 10:13), Baptism (I Peter
3:21), Hope (Romans 8:24), and sinners save
themselves (Acts 2:40). But when such incon-
sistency is pointed out, instead of honoring God
the cry goes forth �BROTHERHOOD
WATCHDOGS!�

Larry James� (preacher for the
Richardson East Church in Richardson, Texas)
statement,
and so I would conclude that to praise God from the
heart with an instrument of music is not wrong, it�s
not sinful nor will it result in anyone being lost, and
to condemn someone who uses such an approach I
think is a terrible mistake,

 was not allowed to go unchallenged. When com-
pared with the truth of God�s word (I Corinthians
14:15, Ephesians 5:19, Colossians 3:16, Hebrews
2:12, 13:15), the truth was not glorified but the
cry goes forth, �BROTHERHOOD WATCH-
DOGS!�

When a college uses speakers on its lec-
tureships who have in classes, books or recorded
speeches upheld teachings, which are contrary
to the word of God, why are they defended and
those who point out the false teachings labeled
as �BROTHERHOOD WATCHDOGS?�

�Deceased
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The Restoration Plea is a petition to return to God�s
original plan for the church of Christ given in the New
Testament. All who advance this plea believe that God�s
way is the best way for man. The only way man will be
acceptable to God is to follow His instructions.  Peter
said, �If any man speak, let him speak as the
oracles of God; if any man minister, let him do it
as of the ability which God giveth: that God in all
things may be glorified through Jesus Christ, to
whom be praise and dominion for ever and ever.
Amen� (I Peter 4:11). �Speaking the oracles of God�
is expressing  the words given by the heavenly  Father
through the inspiration of the writers of the Bible. This
will enable man to be equipped on his earthly pilgrim-
age for true worship, salvation of his soul, the pattern
of the church, and the moral standard that only is ac-
ceptable in God�s sight.

When man looks to God�s Word for guidance, he
glorifies God, giving honor and magnifying Him  before
the world. Seeking to follow only the New Testament
gives respect to Jesus. Looking  to Jesus as the Savior
of the world, the head of the church, and the only way
to Heaven, brings glory and honor to God.

IMPLICATIONS OF
THE RESTORATION PLEA

Encouraging mankind to restore the pattern for
Christianity implies that Christians  in antiquity drifted
into a state of apostasy.  They turned their backs on the
utterances of God  that were able to guide them through
life.

Paul spoke of this apostasy. �Now the Spirit
speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some
shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seduc-
ing spirits, and doctrines of devils� (I Timothy 4:1).
History teaches that men began to slowly slip from the
moorings of the Scriptures for their own desires, pas-
sions, and thoughts. The doctrines of men became the
standard and not the doctrine of Christ. Each step took
them further away into religious darkness. Thus the
Restoration Plea was needed to bring man back to the
light of the gospel.

THE ANCIENT ORDER
The Restoration Plea began to  develop in the

early 1800�s with the writing of The Last Will and Tes-
tament of the Springfield Presbytery in June 1804
and The Declaration and Address in September 1809.
Sectarian attitudes began to fade away.  Religious lead-

HEINOUSNESS OF REJECTING
THE RESTORATION PLEA

Paul Vaughn

ers chose to call themselves �Christians� and abandon
denominational teaching for the teaching of Christ in
the New Testament. They chose to sacrifice all the
doctrines of men for  the cause of truth.

In 1823, Alexander Campbell began the publi-
cation of The Christian Baptist. Through this paper
Campbell advanced the Restoration Plea. In the pro-
spectus of the paper Campbell said, �The �CHRISTIAN
BAPTIST� shall espouse the cause of no religious sect,
excepting that ancient sect called �CHRISTIANS
FIRST AT ANTIOCH.� Its sole object shall be the evic-
tion of truth, and the exposure of error in doctrine and
practice.�1 His position was the advancement of the
Restoration of New Testament Christianity. In 1824 He
started a series of articles titled, �A Restoration of the
Ancient Order of Things.� In these articles Campbell
fought long and hard for the Restoration of the Ancient
Order. In the first article he said, �A Restoration of the
ancient order of things is all that is necessary to the
happiness and usefulness of Christians.�2

All that was needed in the 1800�s to restore the
church of Christ was the New Testament and a willing
mind to follow it. The early restorers understood the
seed principle and the Restoration Plea is an example
of their desire to follow only the Bible.

THE SIN IN REJECTING THE PLEA
There have been and are some Christians who

have rejected the Restoration Plea. They seek to fol-
low the whims of men instead of the will of God. When
Christians reject the Restoration of the Ancient Order,
it is heinous, outrageously evil, and an abomination in
the sight of God, because the plea is for Christ, His
preeminence, His authority, and His rule in the church.

Let every person who wishes to please God re-
spect the Restoration of the Ancient Order. We live in
modern times and many are seeking to modernize the
church to gain favor with the world. There are some
things that can be modernized, but the teaching of Christ
is not one of them. Let us resolve to keep the Restora-
tion Plea before our eyes. When it comes to the teach-
ing and practices of the church of Christ, if there is no
authority in the Scriptures for an act, we must stay
away from it! In doing so we plea for Christ, His church,
and His authority. Jeremiah said, �O LORD, I know
that the way of man is not in himself: it is not in
man that walketh to direct his steps� (Jeremiah
10:23).  The same is true today.
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ENDNOTES
1. Alexander Campbell, The Christian Baptist, Vol I, Gospel

Advocate, Nashville,  p. 4.
2. Alexander Campbell, The Christian Baptist, Vol. II, Gospel

Advocate, Nashville, p.136.

Even in the fog of Alzheimer�s disease, my mother
knew the difference between truth and error.  During
one of my visits with her, she asked me to bring an �old
rag� next time I came.  When dealing with a victim of
Alzheimer�s, one learns not to try to follow the reason-
ing of the loved one, but I could not resist asking, �Why
do you need a rag?�  With total clarity she told me she
had had a visitor earlier in the day who had brought her
a gift book�a popular title by a well-known denomina-
tional preacher.  Ever the lady, she did not want just to
throw it away; besides, someone might get it out of her
trash. She wanted to wrap it up in �an old rag� and hide
it in the bottom of a drawer, so no one could find it.  My
mother still recognized the influence of the presence,
even the very appearance, of sin and wanted no part of
it.

Psalm 1:1 shows the power of sin�s influence.  The
person who walks in the counsel of the ungodly soon
will be standing, then sitting and partaking of evil with
them. We build a shield of protection from sin around
ourselves when we simply stay as far away as pos-
sible. �Abstain from all appearance of evil� (I
Thessalonians 5:22). It is easy to become entangled
(Galatians 5:1; II Timothy 2:4; II Peter 2:20), then have
our consciences hardened so that we become blind to
our situation. We go from knowing what is right or
wrong, to being merely bothered by participating, then
to accepting and approving of a sinful activity.

How can we distance ourselves from sin?  First,
we can hide it from our homes. I think especially of the
influence of television. Much of the prime time pro-
gramming should not be watched by anyone, let alone
children. Let us consider the progression of sin in tele-
vision. If you are of my generation, you remember I
Love Lucy.  On that show, Lucy and Desi did not sleep
in the same bed. Some fifteen years later Three�s Com-
pany aired. The show was rife with innuendo of ho-
mosexuality. My husband and I would not allow that
program to come into our home. Today�s shows regu-
larly feature blatant homosexuality and other illicit sexual
behavior.  We watch only those channels that offer clean
programming; thankfully, some still exist.

HIDE AND SEEK
Annette B. Cates

We see the same progression in popular music.
In the fifties, my mother complained that there must be
something wrong with what I listened to because she
could not understand the words.  I did not care for Elvis,
but I did like Pat Boone, and to this day I wonder how
she could not understand what he was singing.  Then,
the eighties came along, and I could not understand the
words of the music our teenagers and their peers con-
sidered popular!  We did our best to control that to which
they listened�no MTV, no Satanic rock, etc., but as
they were becoming mobile and growing away from
our influence, we hoped we had taught them while we
could to discern good from evil.

Second, we can hide the presence of sin by not
going where it is prevalent. We have no business pa-
tronizing places where the emphasis is on sinful activi-
ties. Not only is our influence destroyed by being seen
there, the temptation to participate is magnified by our
presence. Whether it is a high school dance, a public
beach or pool, or a restaurant where the emphasis is on
the bar, ��the way of the wicked seduceth��
(Proverbs 12:26). When we reach the point when we
cannot blush nor feel shame, associating with the world,
we have allowed Satan to rule our lives, and not God
and His righteousness (Jeremiah 6:15).

Third, like my mother, we can hide from ourselves
reading materials that would influence, then destroy us
spiritually. I am thinking of the pseudo-religious books
being promoted by the publishing industry and book-
sellers. If our people were not reading and being influ-
enced by some of the denominational preachers of to-
day, the church would not be facing as much of the
division now troubling the brotherhood. Such books are
being absorbed by those who are too shallow, maybe
too lazy, to take the time and effort to compare their
teachings with the ultimate guide book, the Bible. Error
is not limited to the pulpit in its dissemination. The
Bereans �searched the scriptures daily� to know if
what they were being taught was so (Acts 17:11).  Too
often our motto is �If it sounds good; I believe it� and
not �God said it; I believe it.�  Too often we are buying
error, but Solomon wrote, �Buy the truth, and sell it

�1415 Lincoln Rd.
Lewisport, Kentucky 42391
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not; also wisdom, and instruction, and understand-
ing� (Proverbs 23:23).

We can, and must, seek that which is right and
good. The Psalmist wrote about hiding and seeking.
�Thy Word have I hidden in my heart that I might
not sin against Thee� (Psalms 119:11). �Through
thy precepts I get understanding:  therefore I hate
every false way� (Psalm 119:104).  �O God, thou
art my God; early will I seek thee:  my soul
thirsteth for thee�� (Psalm 63:1). We must seek

The Israelites were a people chosen of God in
fulfillment of his promise to Abraham (Genesis 26:4),
and preserved by his mighty hand through the years.
Joseph told his brethren, �God sent me before you
to preserve you a posterity in the earth and to
save your lives by a great deliverance� (Genesis
45:7). After Joseph died and there arose up a new king
over Egypt �which knew not Joseph� (Exodus 1:8),
there was again a need for a deliverer. Moses, who
was preserved to manhood (Exodus 2), was sent by
God to lead his people out of bondage in Egypt (Exodus
3:7-10; 14:30). Through all their weaknesses, complain-
ing and murmuring, disobedience and sin, God was mer-
ciful and longsuffering, but he punished them for their
transgressions. After they crossed the Red Sea,

the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of cloud, to
lead them the way and by night in a pillar of fire to give
them light; to go by day and night. He took not away
the pillar of the cloud by day nor the pillar of fire by
night from before the people (Exodus 13:21-22).

The tabernacle was built according to all the Lord
had commanded Moses (Exodus 40:16), �and a cloud
covered the tent of the congregation and the glory
of the Lord filled the tabernacle� (Exodus 40:34).
Where the cloud moved so moved the children of Is-
rael. Where it stopped, resting upon the tabernacle, the
Israelites rested in their tents �whether it were two
days or a month or a year� (Numbers 9:22). Each
night they had light and comfort from the pillar of fire.
Thus did the word of God guide and preserve his cho-
sen people to their goal, the land of Canaan.

Just as God�s chosen in those days past were pro-
tected by the cloud in their journey, so are we today
covered by his word. As today�s Israel of God (Galatians
6:16), we are to move only as the word directs, neither
to stray from its presence to go beyond nor to fail and

fall behind it (II John 9). We are to abide in Christ (John
15:4-7), just as the children of Israel were to stay with
the cloud. Without the cloud they had neither protec-
tion nor guidance. God�s word today is our cloud of
instruction to be followed by day or night, as it so di-
rects. All too often we become impatient with God and
want to run ahead of his cloud. We are admonished to
�rest in the Lord and wait patiently for Him�
(Psalm 37:7). Remaining with the cloud, we more clearly
understand Paul�s admonition to the Philippians not to
be anxious (Philippians 4:6).

Just as the cloud directed the Israelites when to
move and how far, the pillar of fire was provided to
give light in the darkness of night. Christ tells us, �I am
the light of the world; he that followeth me shall
not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of
life� (John 8:12). John reaffirms this fact in II John 1:5,
and further states we cannot walk in darkness and re-
main in fellowship with Christ. David tells us, �Thy
word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my
path� (Psalms 119:105).

Today we as God�s chosen people (Ephesians 1:4),
are traveling through a world of sin toward our prom-
ised land, Heaven. We, too, are being pursued by our
enemy, Satan, who is anxious to return us to the captiv-
ity from which we have been freed (Romans 6:17- 18;
8:1-2). As long as we follow the cloud provided by God�s
word, we will suffer trials and persecution (II Timothy
3:12), but we shall have the comfort and light of that
word to be able to see the way. God will deliver us
from the enemy as he has promised.

�8305 S. Burchfield Dr.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

FOLLOW THE CLOUDS
Martha C. Bentley

the Word of God, not that of Billy Graham, Chuck
Swindoll, Max Lucado, Rick Warren, or a myriad of
other writers whose interest seemingly is in producing
a popular, profitable book, not in leading your soul and
mine to heaven.  �Seek ye first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness�� (Matthew 6:33).

�9194 Lakeside Dr.
Olive Branch, Mississippi 38654
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WHY SHOULD I BELIEVE THE BIBLE?
JULY 31ST-AUGUST 4TH, 2005

Sunday, July 31st
9:30 a.m. Because It Is The Inspired Word of God-Dub McClish
10:30 a.m. Because Of Its Indestructibility-B. J. Clarke
7:00 p.m. Because It Contains Fulfilled Prophecies-Ted J. Clarke
8:00p.m. Do We Really Believe The Bible When We...?-Paul Meacham, Jr.
Monday, August 1st
9:00 a.m. Because It Is Inerrant-Curtis Cates
10:00 a.m. Over The Traditions Of The Roman Catholic Church-Don Walker
11:00 a.m. Because Of The Sky Above: The Bible And Astronomy-Michael McDaniel
1:00 p.m. Because Of The Earth Beneath: The Proof From Archaeology/Oceanography-David Brown
2:00 p.m. Because Of Its Amazing Unity-Billy Bland
2:00 p.m. What The Bible Has Done For Women-Tish Clarke
3:00 p.m. Open Forum: Questions And Answers
7:00 p.m. Over The Koran-Gary Summers
8:00 p.m. What If The Bible Had Never Been Written?-Tyler Young
Tuesday, August 2nd
9:00 a.m. Because It Tells Me That Jesus Loves Me-Barry Grider
10:00 a.m. Because It Tells Me How To Have A Happy Home-Wayne Jones
11:00 a.m. Because Of The Body Inside: The Medical Accuracy Of The Bible-David B. Smith
1:00 p.m. Over The Books Of Mormonism-Scott Lambert
2:00 p.m.              Why Should I Believe In The Miracles Of The Bible?-Bill Burk
2:00 p.m. What The Bible Requires Of Women-Bonnie Ruiz
3:00 p.m. Open Forum: Questions And Answers
7:00 p.m. Because It Tells Me Where I Came From-Brad Harrub
8:00 p.m. What The Psalmist Believed About The Bible: Psalm 119-Robert R. Taylor, Jr.
Wednesday, August 3rd
9:00 a.m. Because It Has Been Faithfully Preserved-Keith Mosher, Sr.
10:00 a.m. Over Human Feelings-Garland Elkins
11:00 a.m. Over The Da Vinci Code-Kevin V. Rutherford
1:00 p.m. Over The Doctrines And Commandments Of Men-Marvin Weir
2:00 p.m. Over The Watchtower Bible And Tract Society-Stacey Grant
2:00 p.m. Some Great Women Of The Bible-Sheila Winstead
3:00 p.m. Open Forum: Questions And Answers
7:00 p.m. Because It Tells Me What I Am Doing Here-David B. Watson
8:00 p.m. Why Should I Believe In The All-Sufficiency Of The Bible?-Gary McDade
Thursday, August 4th
9:00 a.m. What Jesus Believed About The Bible-Darrell  Beard
10:00 a.m. What The Apostles Believed About The Bible-Michael Hatcher
11:00 a.m. Why Should I Believe That The Bible Is Absolute Truth?-Bobby Liddell
1:00 p.m. Why Do Some Refuse To Believe The Bible?-Tom Wacaster
2:00 p.m. Why Should I Believe The Bible When There Is So Much Religious Division?-David Jones
2:00 p.m. Some Not So Great Women Of The Bible-Betty Beard
3:00 p.m. Open Forum: Questions And Answers
7:00 p.m. Because It Tells Me Where I Am Going-Kevin Beard
8:00 p.m What Happens To Me If I Don�t Believe The Bible?-Paul Sain

Electrical Hookups for RV�s Will Be Available on the Grounds of the Southaven church of Christ
Limited Display Space Is Available On A First Come First Serve Basis (662) 393-2690

All Lectures Will Be Published In A Beautiful Cloth-Bound Volume

SOUTHAVEN CHURCH OF CHRIST
P. O. BOX 128, SOUTHAVEN, MISSISSIPPI  38671

(Just minutes from Memphis, TN)
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256) 778-8955,
(256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy  NW
30120-4222.  770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.
Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton,
evangelist- email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Tennessee-
Memphis-Forest Hill Church of Christ, 3950 Forest Hill-Irene
Rd., Memphis, TN 38125. Sun. 9:30, 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. (901) 751-2444,  Barry Grider, evangelist.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress,
P.O. Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evange-
list. Home of  Spring Bible Institute and the SBI Lectures begin-
ning the last Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evange-
list; djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun.
9, 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
(817) 282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

Lubbock-Southside Church of Christ, 8501 Quaker Ave., Box
64430, Lubbock, TX 79464. Sun. 9:00, 9:55 a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed.
7:30 p.m. Sunday worship aired live at 10:15 a.m. over KFYO 790
AM radio. Tommy Hicks, evangelist. (806) 794-5008 or (806)798-
1019.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30
a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

Roanoke-Church of Christ, Corner of Rusk and Walnut, Roanoke,
TX 76262. Sun. 9:45, 10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 pm. (817)
491-2388.

Schertz-Church of Christ, 501 Schertz Pkwy., Schertz, TX. (210)
658-0269. Sun. 9:30a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m., take
Schertz Pkwy. Exit off  I-35, NE of San Antonio, Kenneth Ratcliff
and Stan Crowley, evangelists.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Chey-
enne, WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist:
Tim Cozad.

Directory of Churches...
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DIVORCE AND CIVIL LAW
Wayne Jackson

Divorce and remarriage are serious moral issues.
The law of God, as made known in the New Testa-
ment, is the standard of truth that regulates the institu-
tion of marriage. The Christian must seek to determine
the will of God in times of marital difficulty, neither bind-
ing nor loosing where the Lord has not. This article dis-
cusses the relationship of divine and civil law to the
institution of marriage.

In approaching the subject of divorce and remar-
riage, the conscientious Bible student wants to be as
accurate, and yet as compassionate, as he possibly can
be. It is a serious error to �loose� a restriction that the
Lord has �bound.� It is also wrong to �bind� an ordi-
nance that God has not �bound� (cf. Matthew 16:18;
18:18).

Out of a zeal for truth, though, some have over-
looked certain biblical principles that pertain to the di-
vorce-remarriage controversy. In so doing, they have
denied the liberty of remarriage to devout people who
very well may have the right to enter a new family re-
lationship.

There are well-intentioned Christians, zealous for
the law of God, who have failed to grasp the concept
that civil law is always subservient to divine law. It is
not that folks openly advocate that the idea that civil
law is supreme; such is, however, the logical conse-
quence of certain ideas entertained by some in the
church, as they attempt to apply the marriage law of
Christ to the more complicated divorce situations they
encounter. In view of this, let reflect upon the follow-
ing.

PRINCIPLES TO BE RECOGNIZED
First, it must be emphasized that civil law is hu-

man law. Civil laws, of course, are necessary for the
maintenance of order in society. When they are consis-

tent with divine truth, they have the backing of God,
and the Christian must submit to these ordinances (Ro-
mans 13:lff).

On the other hand, it must be recognized that hu-
manly-devised laws can be whimsical and arbitrary.
Frequently they stand in arrogant contradiction to the
higher constitution of God. Accordingly, the servant of
Christ is obligated to the �ordinance of man� (I Peter
2:13) only insofar as such is in harmony with the re-
vealed will of the Creator (cf. Acts 4:19; 5:29). Con-
sider the following:

1. Civil authority may not legitimize that which is
morally wrong, e.g., the abortion of an unborn child, or
the practice of a �same-sex marriage.� Laws imple-
menting these evils may be passed in human legal sys-
tems, but they will have no divine authority, and Chris-
tians must not seek their sanctions or give them cre-
dence.

2. Human law may not demand of the child of
God that which is morally or religiously wrong. Early
Christians who were commanded to offer worship to
Caesar refused, even if such meant imprisonment or
the forfeiture of their lives.

3. Civil rulers may not prohibit that which is right.
Should a country outlaw the rite of water baptism (as a
means of securing pardon, and entrance into the body
of Christ�Acts 2:38; I Corinthians 12:13), faithful chil-
dren of God would ignore such an ordinance and con-
tinue to immerse those desiring to become Christians.

And why are these things so? Because divine
law takes precedence over the ordinances crafted
by men.

Further, it must be noted that civil laws have var-
ied from country to country, and in different epochs of
Christian history. But sacred law in the regime of Jesus

(Continued on Page 10)
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erything else sent to us we feel free to publish without
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to the Editor-in-Chief David P. Brown, P.O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383. Telephone: (281) 350-5516.
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eign Rate: One Year, $30.
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Contending for the Faith was begun and continues to
exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and
refute error (Jude 3). Therefore, we are interested in
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will not knowingly advertise anything to the contrary.
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Editorial�

IF THE BLIND
LEAD THE BLIND

I never cease to be amazed at the profound and
(sometimes) willful ignorance of some of my brethren
regarding certain matters. Indeed, �He that
answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is a
folly and shame unto him� and �Seest thou a man
that is hasty in his words? There is more hope of
a fool than of him� (Proverbs 18:13; 29:20).

As a case in point, I recently read a vituperative let-
ter that scathingly rebuked a brother for his alleged
callousedness toward another brother who for approxi-
mately twenty- years practiced sexual immorality. Can
anyone imagine the extent and depth of this brother�s
deception and what it did to his conscience in view of
the position he held in the brotherhood? And, only
upon being confronted with his sins did he confess
them.

In that same letter, amidst all of the charges of how
unmerciful the one to whom the letter was addressed
is, there was no concern exhibited in the letter for the
victims of this self confessed sexual deviant�not one
mention of them. Are we to conclude from the letter
writer�s failure to mention the victims in this case that
his heart is as hard as that of Pharaoh�s of  Moses�
day toward the victims of the guilty brother�s previous
years of cultivated deviant sexual appetite? I seriously
doubt that his failure openly to exhibit his feelings for
the victims means that he is any less sorrowful for their
ordeal than he is for the brother who confessed his
sexual deviancy. At least we hope that is the case.

The letter basically said that the erring brother had
repented and confessed his sins before several con-
gregations and, therefore, everyone should go on as if
nothing had happened. The attitude expressed in the
letter by its author was that if people expected any-
thing else from the brother who had confessed his sins
such would place them in the hated camps of the Phari-
sees, gossipers and tale bearers. Indeed, the author of
the letter could conceive of no other reason to pub-
licly note the many years of homosexual and pedo-
philia activities by the erring brother. And, frankly, no
matter what man�s law states, we make little differ-
ence in a man who, from approximately age 30 into
his 50�s, had sex with  boys, whether they were13
years old or 16 years old. And, in all the confessing of
his sins to churches, did he confess his sins to those he
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victimized?

To all these learned and pious brethren who are so
indignant at those of us who are just as sorry as they
are about this erring brother�s sin; just as heart broken
as they are that he has done what he has and just as
happy as they are that he has confessed his sin, we say
this: open your eyes to the very nature of the sin,
the length of time involved in engaging in the sin, and
understand that one guilty of such sins does not simply
say, �I have sinned and I desire God and my brethren�s
forgiveness � and it is all over. It is a proven fact that in
the great majority of such cases due to the psycho-
logical nature of these sins that the person caught up in
them falls back into them.

Would any of you loving, merciful and forgiving breth-
ren desire that this repentant man be allowed to teach
a class of teen age boys, come over to your house to
�baby-sit� your children, or to work regularly or at all
with the teenagers in the church? If you would not,
does your refusal to allow him to do so mean that none
of you have forgiven him and that you are requiring
him to �crawl over shattered glass, bathe your feet in
tears and beg for your personal forgiveness?�

WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO COMMON SENSE?

If a Christian was found guilty of embezzling money
from the bank where he worked, went to prison for
five years for the crime, was released on probation
and had confessed his sins to the church, would the
elders be unforgiving and hardhearted because they
did not make him the church treasurer? What ever hap-
pened to common sense, the totality of the Bible�s
teaching on such a subject, and the proof born out in
one�s life that he/she has a terrible weakness in moral
character? Stupidity is not to be confused with
mercy, grace, love, kindness or forgiveness.  Seem-
ingly some brethren are ignorant of that fact. More-
over, does forgiveness demand that we forget every-
thing about the nature of such sins? Why would the
elders, the board, and staff under and with which the
self confessed sexual deviant once worked demand
his resignation anyway? To use the silly reasoning of
some we must conclude that the previous elders, board
and staff, including the one who wrote the pitiful letter,
a copy of which we possess, should repent of their
lack of �anguish of heart over this human tragedy of
incalculable proportions�� and demonstrate their
�spirit of kindness, forgiveness, mercy and grief� by
letting the repentant brother stay on as director of the
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organization. He has repented, has he not? He has
confessed his sins, has he not? Then per the premise
of the author of the letter we have referenced, this
man should not have his former illicit sexual actions
held against him in any way? And, per the reasoning
of the letter writer, it seems to me they are holding
something against the repentant man since these same
pious brethren either made him resign or thought he
should and agreed with his decision to resign. Now, if
that is not the case, then on what grounds do they
think it was best for him to step down from his former
position? Let our letter writer answer the last ques-
tion. And, in view of what he thinks forgiveness means
and implies about one�s conduct toward a repent sin-
ner, see how he can harmonize his own forgiveness of
the brother with his agreement that this repentant
brother should no longer be the director of the orga-
nization under consideration. Indeed why is his own
wife divorcing him if she has forgiven him? Maybe our
vitrolic letter writer should get on her case as he did
the brother to whom he addressed the letter.

In Texas the state provides a data base of convicted
sex offenders. To find out if anyone of them is living
near you, all one has to do is go to the appropriate
web sight, key in one�s Zip Code, and if there are any
sex offenders in your Zip Code area the pictures of
the sex offender, the offense, and address will appear.
This we have done. And, in our neighborhood we have
found that there are several sex offenders living close
to us. One of the men I see almost every day walking
the main street of our neighborhood. Now suppose
this is a brother in Christ who has repented, should
the state take his picture, etc. off of the sex-offenders
web sight? Indeed, why is it there in the first place?
The answer is this�BECAUSE EVEN WORLDLY
MINDED LEGISLATORS, JUDGES, AND OTH-
ERS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE LE-
GAL PROFESSION HAVE MORE SENSE THAN
SOME OF MY BRETHREN WHO ALLOW
THEIR SICK SENTIMENTALISM TO BLIND
THEM WHEN IT COMES TO RECONGNIZING
THE FACT THAT THE NATURE OF SEX OF-
FENDERS IS TO COMMIT SUCH SINS OVER
AND OVER AGAIN.

It is hoped that the following material will help those
who are capable of being helped to understand why a
confession of sin does not end it all due to the nature
of those sins and what they evidence in the psycho-
logical makeup of the people who commit them. Evi-

dently some of our brethren are blind as bats to these
matters.

The material to follow is how psychiatrists and psy-
chologists see the persons under discussion. I have
bolded those parts of the following material that have
a greater bearing on this type of case. The following
information comes from the website given as endnote
one. We have altered no facts in editing it.

PARAPHILIA (SEXUAL PERVERSION)
IN GENERAL1

The medical term applied to many sexual behaviors
commonly referred to as kinky, bizarre, or perverted
is Paraphilia. A paraphilia is a recurrent and intense
sexual urge or sexually arousing fantasy that generally
involves either (1) nonhuman objects as in fetishism
or bestiality, (2) the suffering or humiliation of oneself
or one�s partner as in sadism or masochism), or (3)
children or other nonconsenting persons as in pe-
dophilia, exhibitionism, voyeurism, or obscene phone
calls. This article discusses paraphilias in general. The
following are specific paraphilias. Later in this article
we will only discuss Pedophilia, but not the other
paraphilias.

1. Fetishism
2. Sexual Sadism and Masochism
3. Pedophilia
4. Voyeurism (Peeping Tom)
5. Exhibitionism
6. Obscene Phone Calls
7. Bestiality
8. Other Paraphilias
Paraphiliacs are fixated on a narrow range of sexual

objects or situations that are not normally sexually
arousing to others. The more severe the paraphilia,
the more likely it will interfere with the capacity for
reciprocal, affectionate sexual activity. A severe
paraphilia causes an individual to act compulsively,
alone and in secret, and blocks development of an
enduring sexual relationship based on mutual affec-
tion.

... a full-fledged paraphilia has nothing optional or
elective about it. It is a usurper that takes over com-
pletely. Its injunctions are compulsory and must be
obeyed, no matter what else they might interfere with.
They may interfere during any waking hour... They
defy voluntary attempts at control. 2

Severe paraphilia is a concern as behavior is out of
control, and the consequences of this for professional
performance are unpredictable. Another concern is
that paraphilias are not stable. They tend to become
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worse over time, or during periods of stress when
sound judgment is most important. Some paraphilias
such as pedophilia, exhibitionism, making obscene
phone calls, voyeurism and frotteurism involve crimi-
nal offenses and should also be evaluated under
Criminal Conduct.

Clinical psychologists and psychiatrists find
that when an individual has one paraphilia, there
are often other paraphilias present as well. The
childhood trauma suspected of causing the paraphilia
may also have other residual effects on psychological
adjustment.3 Personality disturbances frequently ac-
company paraphilia. Symptoms of depression may
develop and be accompanied by an increase in the
frequency and intensity of the paraphilic behavior.4

When paraphilic behavior is reported, the
known behavior may be only the tip of a much
larger iceberg, as many sex offenders either can-
not or will not cooperate fully even during a clini-
cal interview when immunity from prosecution is
guaranteed.5

Paraphilias are classified as mental illnesses
in the American Psychiatric Association�s Diag-
nostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disor-
ders (fourth edition, revised). However,
paraphilic fantasies or behavior are not always
indicative of illness. They often exist in less severe
forms that are not dysfunctional in any way, do not
impede the development of reciprocal affectionate
relationships, do not harm the individual or others,
and do not entail criminal offenses... If acted out, they
may be done in private and either alone or in a playful
manner with a willing partner. They may be practiced
occasionally by choice, rather than constantly by com-
pulsion.6 Although unusual, such mild paraphilias do
not cause an individual to be less reliable or trustwor-
thy, nor do they indicate emotional disturbance or
make a person more vulnerable to blackmail than
many other types of personal secrets. Many fetishes,
in particular, fall into this category.

�Imagining unusual sexual situations or behaviors to
enhance stimulation or arousal is not uncommon.�7

Fantasies are generally not a security problem as long
as they are not acted out. The fantasies themselves
are beyond conscious control; the failure to act on
them indicates that behavior is under control. Fanta-
sies may be a problem, however, if they are vivid and
frequent and the individual feels threatened by them;
in such cases, the individual�s reaction to the fan-
tasy could be symptomatic of an emotional prob-

lem that requires medical evaluation.
In other words, paraphilias exist with various

degrees of severity. The security adjudicator
dealing with a case of paraphilia must determine
whether the paraphilia is severe enough to affect
reliability, trustworthiness or job performance.
Assessment by a mental health professional may
be vital in making this judgment.

No hard data are available on the prevalence of
paraphilias in the general population. People with
these disorders tend not to regard themselves as
ill, and usually come to the attention of mental
health professionals only when their behavior has
brought them into conflict with sexual partners
or the law. Judging from the large commercial market
in paraphilic pornography and paraphernalia, the preva-
lence in the community is believed to be far higher than
that indicated by statistics from clinical facilities. Males
are far more prone to paraphilias than females.
For cases in which sexual masochism has developed
to the point of paraphilia, for example, the sex ratio is
estimated to be 20 males for each female.8 Many other
paraphilias are practically never diagnosed in females.
There appears to be no difference in the preva-
lence of paraphilias among homosexuals and het-
erosexuals.9 Of course we must emphasize that the
Bible points out that homosexuality is deviant behav-
ior for which a person is responsible.

The study of sex offenders noted above showed that
most offenders had developed deviant sexual inter-
ests and fantasies by age 12 or 13. The age of onset is
relevant, as it is generally believed that the earlier de-
viant behavior begins, the more difficult it is to treat
effectively. For half or more of the offenders, the age
at which the offenses began was before age 15 for
voyeurism, before age 16 for homosexual sex with
children, before age 17 for frotteurism, and before age
18 for exhibitionism. A different study of sex offenders
has shown that about 90% have a history of more than
one paraphilia at some point in their lives. Pedophiles
might also engage in exhibitionism, sadism, or fe-
tishism, for example. Engaging in one deviant
behavior may break down the barriers to others.10

There is no cure for paraphilia in the sense of
complete eradication or reversal of its cause. It
can be treated to ameliorate its consequences,
but relapse is not unusual.11

PEDOPHILIA
Pedophilia is a criminal activity with a high rate
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of recidivism, and treatment is often ineffective.
It is, therefore, a serious security concern.

From a narrow psychiatric perspective, pedo-
philia is defined as recurrent, intense sexual
urges and fantasies involving sexual activity with
children prior to puberty, which generally means
age 13 or younger.12 This includes only a small
part of the group commonly known as child mo-
lesters, however. Other child molesters some-
times described as pedophiles focus on pubes-
cent children, or engage in sexual acts with chil-
dren only occasionally in response to opportu-
nity or when sexual outlets with adults are
blocked for some reason. The following paragraphs
apply to pedophilia as a narrowly defined psychiatric
disorder.

Given the stigma attached to pedophilia and ambi-
guities in definition, researchers have been unable to
assemble valid statistics on its prevalence in the popu-
lation as a whole. National statistics on arrests for sex
offenses are not broken down by type of offense.
Pedophilia is most common in males, although it
does occasionally occur in women.13 Many
pedophiles are attracted to children of a specific age,
such as girls ages eight to ten. Those attracted to
boys usually prefer slightly older children. At-
traction to girls is more common than to boys, al-
though some pedophiles are sexually aroused by both
young boys and young girls.14

The type of activity engaged in by pedophiles var-
ies greatly. It may be limited to undressing and
observing the child, or it may include fondling
the child, exposing themselves or other sexual
acts. The activity is often rationalized as having
�educational value� for the child.

Pedophiles are most commonly found in three dis-
tinct age groups: adolescents, mid-to-late thirties,
and over age fifty. Many pedophiles have a history
of being sexually abused themselves when they were
children.15  Estimates of the percentage who were
abused themselves as children range from about
28% to 80%.

The popular stereotype of a child molester as a
stranger who lurks around schools and playgrounds
with a bag of candy is only partially correct. There
are several different types of pedophiles. In about 10%
of the cases the sexual act is an impulsive action with
a stranger as the victim. In the most common form
of pedophilia, the pedophile exploits a child al-
ready known to him, the action is not impulsive,

and it often begins with a form of courtship in
which the pedophile befriends the child with sto-
ries, games, and disarming companionship. In
about 15% of cases the victim is a relative, and the
sexual contact is a form of incest. This type of pedo-
phile generally treats his victims very well, as he
must gain their confidence and ensure they do
not tell others. Another type of pedophile, and the
least common type, has a history of antisocial behav-
ior and may feel a strong hostility toward women. This
type may assault his victim and cause severe physical
harm.16

Many pedophiles have a great many victims
before they are caught. One study found a ratio of
only one arrest per 30 acts of child molestation, and
that child molesters often engage in a variety of devi-
ant behaviors. Many who molest young girls also mo-
lest young boys. Many who molest children outside
their family also engage in incest within their family.17 It
is common practice for pedophiles to claim that they
were drunk as an excuse to reduce the stigma and
lessen the chances of punishment. They may convince
others that instead of needing punishment or psychiat-
ric treatment they simply need to stop getting drunk.18

Few offenders are actually sentenced to jail for
sexual abuse of children. One study of 173 cases
brought to prosecution found that 44% were dis-
missed, 22% voluntarily accepted a lesser plea, 11%
were found guilty of a lesser charge, and only 2% were
found guilty as charged. The other 20% were either
still pending, terminated because the offender was
committed to a mental institution or absconded, or no
information was available.19

We close with this astute observance of Dr. Bernard
Mooney of the CIA. �Sexual behavior is a barom-
eter, and a highly sensitive barometer, of the
�whole person.� When things go awry, sexual be-
havior is one of the first places where we see it.�20
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�David P. Brown, Editor

THE SIN OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Assistant Editorial...

Most people worship God using musical instru-
ments with their singing. I offer this article to get us to
think about the practice in light of the scriptures. Let�s
notice some arguments which have been given to jus-
tify its use.

�I LIKE IT.�
This one is short and sweet. There are many who

make all of their religious decisions based on their
personal preferences. They love the sound of the mu-
sical instruments. It is �moving� and �soul stirring,�
therefore God must like it. They sometimes say, �I
don�t see anything wrong with it.� This is the wrong
approach. The widespread use of the instrument is
certainly a testimony to the fact that many people like
it, but the whims of men are not the same as the will of
the Almighty. When people use the �I like it� approach,
I like to bring up peanut butter and jelly. What if I
argued that I like peanut butter and jelly, therefore it
should be placed on the Lord�s Table? Why most
would think me daft, and rightly so. But I have just as
much right to argue for peanut butter and jelly on the
Lord�s Supper as they do for mechanical instruments
in the worship of the Lord. Both are without any scrip-
tural support.

�THEY USED INSTRUMENTS IN
THE OLD TESTAMENT�

We hear, �Well, David used a harp.� These

people need to be forced to see the fallacy of this
argument. What they are saying is this, �I can do what-
ever David, or some other Old Testament character
did.� This simply will not hold water. We are no longer
under the Old Testament (Colossians 2:14, Ephesians
3:15). David sacrificed bulls and goats by the dozens
under the system of worship he lived with. David had
multiple wives, but such would be wrong today (Mat-
thew 19:1-9). The New Testament simply does not
authorize mechanical instruments of music being used
in worship.

�THE BIBLE DOESN�T SAY
WE CAN�T USE THEM�

This is sometimes styled �There�s not a �Thou
Shall Not� passage on this subject.� This argument
stems from a common misconception. Many believe
if something is not expressly condemned it is okay.
Hence, �Where does it say you can�t.� These types
of questions and statements betray a lack of under-
standing of basic biblical principles concerning author-
ity. The Bible does not have to explicitly condemn
something for it to be sinful. Notice a few examples
that will show the fallacious nature of this position.
Where in the Bible are men forbidden to beat their
wives? There is no such explicit statement. Yet would
any right thinking person argue that such is approved
of God? I hope not. In Ephesians 5:25,28 we read,
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�Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also
loved the church, and gave himself for it; So ought
men to love their wives as their own bodies. He
that loveth his wife loveth himself.� The principles
set out in these verses (and many others) would cer-
tainly keep a faithful man from abusing his wife. The
point should be obvious, we all can recognize the ba-
sic principles in these areas. God does not have to
explicitly (in so many words) condemn each possible
sin. If He did the Bible would be so large no human
could lift it.

�IT�S AN AID TO SINGING�
This argument has been around for a long time,

and is just as false today as it ever has been. These
individuals attempt to justify the instrument by saying
it is the same thing as using a song book or song leader.
They claim it is an expedient. Let us look at this a little
closer. In the days of Noah, God told him to build an
ark out of Gopher wood. Tools (hammer, saw, wooden
pegs etc.) would have been expedients (aides) in car-
rying out what God had commanded. Could Noah
have used oak, pine or maple? No, for they are alter-
nate types of wood. Notice the Lord�s Supper. God
said to use unleavened bread and the fruit of the vine.
Trays and communion cups are aids (they help us carry
out the command). But if we added peanut butter and
jelly (because it helps me�) this is not an aid, it is a
parallel entity, both are foods, it is an unauthorized
addition.

The same is true with singing. There are some
legitimate aids to singing. A song leader, song books,
a microphone, etc. But, if a mechanical instrument is
brought in it is not an aid, it is an addition because it is
a parallel entity, it is a different kind of music. God has
said what kind of music He wants; it is singing, not
playing. Playing is no more an aid to singing than tak-
ing a car is to walking.

�THE WORD PSALLO INCLUDES
PLAYING AN INSTRUMENT�

This is another argument that has been put forth.
Notice Ephesians 5:19, �Speaking to yourselves
in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing
and making melody in your heart to the Lord.�
The phrase �making melody� is from the Greek word
psallo. When we trace the etymology of the word we
find that it meant, �to pluck, or play a stringed instru-
ment.� What is sometimes overlooked by those who
want to use this verse (phrase) to grasp authority for
mechanical instruments in worship is the scope of the
phrase. The passage would be teaching that each per-

son was must sing and each person must play a stringed
instrument. I have not met the person who would af-
firm this, but it does follow their basic position. The
truth is that we are to play something, but it is not a
manmade instrument of music. The type of instrument
to be played is specified in the passage. We are to
sing and make melody IN OUR HEARTS. The heart
is to be played before the God of heaven. Not an
organ, piano, or any other musical instrument. The
word psallo is much like the Greek word baptizo.
The former means to play and the latter to immerse,
but neither word indicates the �what.� The Bible sup-
plies that. We are to play our heart and we are to be
baptized in water. These are a few arguments that have
been offered in attempts to justify singing with a me-
chanical musical instrument. I hope we have shown
the futility of such attempts.

WHY IS IT SINFUL TO USE
THE INSTRUMENT?

Notice that we do not oppose mechanical in-
struments because we do not like them. I enjoy me-
chanical musical instruments. We do not have a per-
sonal aversion to them. Many members of the churches
of Christ are music lovers. Many of our young people
are members of school bands and the like. We do not
oppose them simply out of a sense of duty to �our
traditions.� Our opposition is really quite simple, they
are wrong because there is no authority for them. This
statement is based on the assumption that we must
have authority for all that we do in religion (which is
the truth and can be verified; Colossians 3:17). If we
are going to be true to God we must recognize this
principle.

The Bible is full of examples of the need to re-
spect the authority of God and His word. Nadab and
Abihu were killed with fire from heaven when they
offered a fire which God had not authorized in wor-
ship. It was not that God said, �I don�t want this type
of fire,� but He had authorized one type and they of-
fered another. The same is true today. We must wor-
ship God in spirit and in truth (John 4:24; 17:17); with
our hearts and according to His word. Where there is
no word there can be no faith (Romans 10:17; 14:23).
This is where all questions as to what is acceptable to
God are settled. Where is it in the Bible (II Timothy
3:16,17; II Peter 1:3)? God has made it clear that He
has given us all that we need. He wants us to be humble
enough of heart to allow Him to lead us and not add
to what He has given (Deuteronomy 4:2; Revelation
22:18,19). We need to stand firm in our opposition to
this innovation of men to the worship of God.
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We must worship God His way. God is a spirit
and for worship to be acceptable to Him it must be
spiritual. It must come from our heart, our inner man.
We should worship God with every fiber of our being.
Our worship is to also be in truth, as God has directed
in His word (John 4:24; 17:17).

The Bible also speaks of different types of wor-
ship: vain worship (Matthew 15:7-9); ignorant wor-

ship (Acts 17:23); and true worship (John 4:23). True
worship is the only one of the three that has any ben-
efit at all. Notice, that true worship involves the right
object (God); the right attitude (in spirit); and the right
way (in truth). We need to make sure that we meet
this criteria in every act of worship we offer to the
Lord.

�Michael Light, Assistant Editor
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Christ will be consistent, and it will remain stable. One�s
approach to the marriage situation must take this time-
less truth into consideration.

THE APPLICATION TO DIVORCE
AND REMARRIAGE

Some years ago the highly respected Guy N.
Woods aptly noted that �divorce is a civil, legal action
having nothing whatsoever to do with determining the
moral and religious principles involved. It is the Lord�s
edict, not man�s, that governs� (Gospel Advocate, De-
cember 7, 1978, p. 771). This factor absolutely must
be taken into consideration in analyzing divorce/remar-
riage cases. Consider some instances that illustrate the
application of this truth.

1. Jesus Christ, by implication, authorizes a di-
vorce, and subsequent remarriage, for an innocent
spouse whose marriage covenant has been violated by
his or her partner�s sexual infidelity (Matthew 5:32;
19:9).

Suppose, though, that the state does not allow a

person to file for a divorce on the ground of fornication
or adultery? What if the only �legal� cause is that am-
biguous �irreconcilable differences�? Is the victim help-
less in such a situation? Must he or she remain single
forever�just because the civil authorities refuse to ac-
knowledge the God-given reason for the severance of
a marriage?

Surely not. And why not? Because divine law
cannot be negated by arbitrary human law.

2. Consider another circumstance. A wife discov-
ers that her husband has been having a sustained adul-
terous relationship with another woman. She is devas-
tated and begs him to desist. She offers to forgive him,
and pleads with him to restore the sanctity of their home.
She attempts to be patient, hoping he will return to his
senses (cf. Luke 15:17). As she lingers, praying for
reconciliation, he files for divorce (which he obtains),
and then secures his mistress as a new mate.

What, now, is the betrayed wife�s plight? She may
not obtain a �legal� divorce, for that has been finalized
already. Is she utterly helpless, a pathetic victim of the
circumstances of �civil law��a law that cares nothing

for sacred truth relative to the marriage rela-
tionship? Is she bound to remain single for the
remainder of her life�just because he pre-
ceded her to the �court house� while she
longed for his repentance?

Some would so argue. They allege that
because he divorced her, rather than the re-
verse being the case, she has no option but to
remain celibate. It is claimed that �no divorced
person� is free to marry. The idea is errone-
ous, because it overlooks the principles set forth
above. It does not take into consideration the
�sum� of divine truth on this moral-legal issue
(Psalm 119:160 ASV).

Here are the facts. The adulterous hus-
band had no cause for filing a divorce. He was
the culprit�not his wife. The fact that the civil
authorities processed his unscriptural petition
means nothing at all. Human law cannot
�trump� the law of God!

Moreover, the reality that the civil sys-
tem would not grant to the wife the option of
an �on paper� divorce (due to her husband�s
previous action), does not alter the fact that
she had the moral right to legally dissolve her
marriage. And, she chooses, to remarry even-
tually.

Divorce and Civil Law
(Continued from Page 1)
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Yogi Berra is quoted as saying, �If you come to a
fork in the road, take it!� Although Mr. Berra was an
excellent baseball player, his advice does not help much
when it come to spiritual matters. The choices we make
have consequences. Many choices are not really that
important; but, there are some decisions we make that
have lifelong and even eternal consequences.

Our Lord presents us with this ultimate choice:
Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and
broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go in thereat: Because strait is the
gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life,
and few there be that find it (Matthew 7:13-14).

Will you give attention to the choices? Christ over sin,
difficult over easy, narrow over wide, few people over
the majority of people, life over death. We are respon-
sible for making the decision and these decisions carry
eternal consequences.

God has always called for His people to make a
choice. It was through Moses that God called for His
people to make this choice:

See, I have set before thee this day life and good, and
death and evil: In that I command thee this day to love
the LORD thy God, to walk in his ways, and to keep
his commandments and his statutes and his judgments,
that thou mayest live and multiply: and the LORD thy
God shall bless thee in the land whither thou goest to
possess it (Deuteronomy 30:15-16).

The choice is focused on some eternally impor-
tant matters: good or evil, life or death, and a decision
had to be made.

Joshua set a choice before the Israelites as they
prepared to enter the land of promise:

And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose
you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods
which your fathers served that were on the other side
of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land
ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the
LORD (Joshua 24:15).

Were they going to serve the false gods the first
generation out of Egypt served or were they going to
serve the Lord God? A decision had to be made which
would have eternal consequences.

Many congregations have toned down or even
abandoned the idea of the necessity of choice in mat-
ters of the Bible.The argument stems from a false con-
cept which has created room for every one�s belief
system. Some congregations of the Lord�s church of-
fer a  �traditional� service and the next hour they offer
a more �open� worship assembly. It does not matter
what you want, just order it and the spiritual chefs will
cook and serve it up with a smile.

These same congregations take the same approach
to the gospel message and the hope of salvation. Men
are not confronted about their  journey on the broad
way because they do not want to close any doors. How
will men ever come to make the decision to enter the
strait gate if both roads are presented as good as the
other?

The Lord�s church cannot stand behind a multi-
tude of roads and be legitimate. If the gospel of Christ
is true, everything else is a lie. If Christ is the Savior of
the body (and He is), those who do not obey His Word
are eternally lost. Peter spoke of that narrow road: �Nei-
ther is there salvation in any other: for there is
none other name under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved� (Acts 4:12). Paul wrote
of that narrow road:

But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost:
In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds
of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious
gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine
unto them (II Corinthians 4:3-4).

The choice is between two destinations, eternal
life or death. And yes, the gate is that narrow.

�P.O. Box 351
Coldwater, Mississippi 38618

THE FORK IN THE ROAD
Lennie Reagan

CONCLUSION
It must be emphasized, then, that marriage is a

divine institution. The Creator of the human family or-
dained the relationship. He alone has the right to regu-
late it.

Civil authorities may seek to revise, annul, or re-
place sacred Law, but truth remains inviolate. The

scripture cannot be broken (John 10:35). Divorce and
remarriage cases, therefore, must be judged upon the
basis of the facts, and the application of Heaven�s law.
No other criteria will suffice.

�7809 N. Pershing Ave.
Stockton, California 95207
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Jesus� statement to Peter �get thee behind me,
Satan� (Matthew 16:23) at first glance sounds like His
statement to the Devil �get thee hence, Satan� (Mat-
thew 4:10). However, they are quite different and we
can learn an important lesson from the difference.

In Matthew 4 the Devil had been tempting Jesus
and Jesus finally said to him �hupage satana,� which
literally means �get you away adversary.� When it
comes to the devil, we need to understand that there is
no rhyme nor reason for us to have any discussion,
interplay or relationship with him. We need to follow
Jesus� example and in plain English tell him to �get lost!�

In Matthew 16 Jesus had just told the apostles
�that he must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many
things of the elders and chief priests and scribes,
and be killed, and be raised again the third day�
(vs. 21). The very next verse says that �Peter took
him, and began to rebuke him, saying, Be it far
from thee, Lord: this shall not be unto thee� (vs.

22). Jesus then told Peter �hupage opiso mou Sa-
tan.� The inclusion of the words opiso mou changes
the meaning of Jesus statement. Opiso mou means
�behind me.� Jesus did not tell Peter, whom He identi-
fied here as an adversary (Satan) to �get lost� as He
told the devil  but to �get behind Him.� He told the
Devil to leave. He told Peter, in essence, to follow Him,
not try to lead Him.

Jesus had just told the apostles where He was
going and Peter, instead of being a faithful follower of
Jesus, tried to lead Jesus. When it comes to Jesus and
His disciples, He is the leader and we are to be the
followers.

Sadly, many professed Christians today try to lead
instead of simply following. The Bible does not specifi-
cally forbid mechanical instruments of music, it just
condones acappella music. There are some disciples
who are trying to lead the church into the use of me-
chanical music instead of simply following Jesus� lead
given to us through the inspired writings of the apostles.
The Bible does specifically forbid women taking a lead-
ership roll over men, i.e., teaching, preaching, etc., when
men are present. Yet, there are those who follow Peter�s
example and say �this shall not be.� These brethren
are trying to lead the church into accepting women in
public teaching roles instead of simply following Jesus�
lead given to us through the inspired writings of the
apostles (I Timothy 2:11-15) .

These misguided adversarial disciples need to be
told to get behind Jesus and follow Him and not to try
to lead the church in a way contrary to Jesus� lead.
Anyone, no matter how high and noble his motives may
be, who tries to lead the disciples of Jesus in  way con-
trary to Jesus� lead is an adversary of Jesus, a satan.

There are numerous teachings in the Bible about
church discipline. These clearly teach that the time must
come when the faithful must sadly repeat Jesus� ad-
monishment to these satans and simply tell them to �get
thee hence, Satan.� When it comes to these adver-
saries of Jesus we need to understand that there is no
rhyme nor reason for us to have any discussion, inter-
play or relationship with them until they repent of lead-
ing astray and simply get behind Jesus and follow His
lead.
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According to Webster�s Dictionary a �trouble-
maker� is �one who troubles, afflicts or disturbs the
peace.� Another source says �one who stirred up
trouble or strife.� In the Old Testament wicked king
Ahab once asked Elijah: �...Art thou he that
troubleth Israel?� (I Kings 18:17). The Hebrew word
used there means to disturb or afflict. This is the exact
same meaning that is given to this word in our modern
language. Therefore, Elijah�s answer is paramount to
our discussion: �And he answered, I have not
troubled Israel; but thou, and thy father�s house,
in that ye have forsaken the commandments of
the LORD, and thou hast followed Baalim.� (I Kings
18:18). Elijah was not the troubler of Israel because he
was one who spoke for God. Ahab thought Elijah was
a troubler because Ahab�s actions did not match the
words of God. Notice what God recorded about Ahab:

And Ahab the son of Omri did evil in the sight of the
LORD above all that were before him. And it came to
pass, as if it had been a light thing for him to walk in
the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, that he took to
wife Jezebel the daughter of Ethbaal king of the
Zidonians, and went and served Baal, and worshipped
him (I Kings 16:30- 31).

Those who forsake the commands of God are
those who trouble or disturb the spiritual things. Ahab
and his family were the true troublers of Israel because
they did not do what God said. The fact that Elijah
pointed out their sins troubled Ahab, but not God. Al-
though Elijah was a troubler of Ahab, he did not trouble
Israel because he did what God wanted.

Today those who preach the truth in love are
called troublemakers. Those who stand in the old paths
and seek the good way are called radicals and unloving
by the �loving� ones of God. Those who stand in the
gap and declare the whole counsel of God are said to
be those who need the spirit of Christ and they need to
preach as did the Savior. So we ask in this article, �Was
Jesus a troublemaker?� When His teachings and ex-
amples are examined, would our critics of today find
any fault with the perfect Son of God? When investi-
gated, His words did trouble some. We will notice a
few of these.

JESUS TROUBLED
THE DEMONIC DEVILS

The scriptures reveal that during the lifetime of

WAS JESUS
A TROUBLEMAKER?

David B. Jones

our Lord and His apostles, God allowed some evil spir-
its to escape temporarily from the abyss and indwell
people upon the earth. A careful study of these instances
shows the purpose of this indwelling was to provide a
place for God�s power through Christ and His apostles
over these evil spirits and thus God�s power over the
power of the Devil. In Mark one we read:

And they went into Capernaum; and straightway on
the sabbath day he entered into the synagogue, and
taught. And they were astonished at his doctrine: for
he taught them as one that had authority, and not as
the scribes. And there was in their synagogue a man
with an unclean spirit; and he cried out, Saying, Let
us alone; what have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of
Nazareth? art thou come�to destroy us? I know thee
who thou art, the Holy One of God. And Jesus rebuked
him, saying, Hold thy peace, and come out of him. And
when the unclean spirit had torn him, and cried with a
loud voice, he came out of him. And, they were all
amazed, insomuch that they questioned among them-
selves, saying, What thing is this? what new doctrine
is this? for with authority commandeth he even the
unclean spirits, and they do obey him. And immedi-
ately his fame spread abroad throughout all the re-
gion round about Galilee (Mark 1:21-28).

Notice that Jesus taught and the people were amazed
at His doctrine or teaching. It was something like they
had never heard before.

To affirm the authority of His Son�s teaching, God
revealed the casting out of this demon. We note that
the demon acknowledged Jesus as the Holy One of
God, but Jesus rebuked him. Jesus proved His power
and authority over the Devil by commanding the de-
mon to hold his peace and to come out of the man. No
doubt, this was troubling to this demon. However, Jesus
spoke for God and as the authority of God, therefore
He could not allow the people to place their faith in the
words of a demon. Jesus commanded silence on the
part of the demon to show God�s power and to illus-
trate forever that Satan�s words are nowhere equal to
God�s!

On another occasion Jesus came in contact with
two evil spirits in the Gergesenes (Matthew 8:28ff). It
is interesting what these demonic devils asked Him:
�And, behold, they cried out, saying, What have
we to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of God? art
thou come hither to torment us before the time?�
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(Matthew 8:29). They knew their end! They knew that
at the end of time they would be destroyed from the
presence of Jesus:

In flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know
not God, and that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ: Who shall be punished with everlasting de-
struction from the presence of the Lord, and from the
glory of his power; When he shall come to be glorified
in his saints, and to be admired in all them that believe
(because our testimony among you was believed) in
that day (II Thessalonians 1:8-10).

Therefore, the words of the Lord troubled these
demons because they knew they were not saved and
they knew who would win the ultimate victory. Ac-
cording to some today, Jesus should have allowed the
demons to believe as they wanted to and should not
have been so critical of their ideas. Some, even among
the churches of Christ, claim there is no such thing as
an absolute standard of authority. On the two occa-
sions cited above, if one could speak to those demons
who were troubled by the words of the Lord, he would
know that Jesus was a troublemaker to them! They
knew Jesus was God�s Son, but His words still troubled
them.

JESUS TROUBLED
THE �PIOUS� PHARISEES

The Son of God not only troubled the demonic
devils, but he also troubled the �pious� Pharisees, that
is, the �self-pious� Pharisees. These placed their word
on the same level and equal to the word of God. The
sect of the Pharisees had its beginning around 165 B.C.
A group of Jews attempted to adhere to the word of
God so closely that they �separated� themselves from
the rest of the Jews, hence the meaning of the word
�pharisee,� �separated one.� They, however, allowed
themselves in time to become so radical in their think-
ing that they actually restricted the law of God more
than the Law did itself. In addition, they added some of
their traditions to the Law in their own minds and, by
their additions, made the law of God of none effect. In
fact, Jesus said this of the Pharisees:

Why do ye also transgress the commandment of God
by your tradition? For God commanded, saying,
Honour thy father and mother: and, He that curseth
father or mother, let him die the death. But ye say,
Whosoever shall say to his father or his mother, It is
a gift, by whatsoever thou mightest be profited by me;
And honour not his father or his mother, he shall be
free. Thus have ye made the commandment of God of
none effect by your tradition. Ye hypocrites, well did

Esaias prophesy of you, saying, This people draweth
nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoureth me
with their lips; but their heart is far from me. But
in vain they do worship me, teaching for doctrines
the commandments of men (Matthew 15:3-9).

The self-righteous Pharisees had made a
feeble attempt to sidestep the command of God
to provide for their parents by making a tradi-
tion which involved their giving a false �gift� to
the priests (Mark 7:11). Jesus scolded them
and condemned their additions as hypocritical
and vain. No doubt, this rebuking by Jesus
�troubled� them, especially since they were the
teachers of the Law.

On another occasion Jesus called them
self-righteous:
And it came to pass, as Jesus sat at meat in the
house, behold, many publicans and sinners came
and sat down with him and his disciples. And when
the Pharisees saw it, they said unto his disciples,
Why eateth your Master with publlcans and sin-
ners? But when Jesus heard that, he said unto
them, They that be whole need not a physician, but
they that are sick. B ut go ye and learn what that
meaneth, I will have mercy, and not sacrifice: for I
am not come to call the righteous, but sinners to
repentance (Matthew 9:10-13).

When Jesus called them �righteous,� He
was using sarcasm as He rebuked them for

SCHERTZ LECTURE AD HERE

Denise
Placed Image
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their haughtiness. They had elevated themselves above
the rest of the Jews and had justified their lack of love
and compassion. They felt they were healthy and ev-
eryone else constituted the sick (spiritual) of the world.
They did know the Law but they also had incorrectly
interpreted and applied it in many parts.

The most scathing rebuke of the Pharisees is found
in Matthew chapter twenty-three. Jesus rebukes them
for their: [1] hypocrisy (3); [2] haughtiness (4-5); [3]
self-elevation (6-10); [4] incorrect teaching of the Law
(12-22); [5] omission of obedience (23); [6] binding of
their traditions (24-33); and [7] their ultimate rejection
of Him (34-39). The fact that He troubled them is seen
as they conspired against Him, having Him crucified at
the hands of the Roman government. Although He was
the answer to all the prophecies made by all the Old
Testament prophets, He did not fit their mold of a Mes-
siah. He demanded that they be people of sacrifice and
submission.

His teachings troubled them and they rebelled
against Him. On more than one occasion they sought to
stone Him to death, but they feared the people and some-
times He slipped their midst: �And they sought to lay
hold on him, but feared the people: for they knew
that he had spoken the parable against them: and
they left him, and went their way� (Mark 12:12); �And
the chief priests and scribes sought how they might
kill him;for they feared the people� (Luke 22:2). He
taught them the truth and they did not desire to hear the
truth.

People are not that different today. When sound
and solid gospel preachers teach the truth today, many
are troubled. Among those troubled are those who have
elevated their own ways and their teachings to the
level of God�s word. Today we hear it like this: �I
don�t see anything wrong with that,� or �If that was
good enough for my grandmother or grandfather, it is
good enough for me.� When we kindly point out the
difference between family traditions and the truth, we
are accused of being troublemakers. But, then the Lord
was also!

JESUS TROUBLED HIS
DOUBTING DISCIPLES

Jesus also troubled those who walked the clos-
est to Him. On one occasion Jesus walked on the wa-
ter and troubled His disciples: �And when the dis-
ciples saw him walking on the sea, they were
troubled, saying, It is a spirit; and they cried out
for fear. But straightway Jesus spake unto them,
saying, Be of good cheer; it is I; be not afraid�
(Matthew 14:26-2 7). They did not have enough faith
to believe that Jesus would be concerned enough to

come to them or that He could actually walk on the
water.

His Lordship troubled them because they did not
fully understand His mission. After Jesus had explained
He would build His church on His Deity, He revealed
to them that He would be killed and then raised the
third day at which time Peter rebuked Him saying:
�...Be it far from thee, Lord: this shall not be
unto thee� (Matthew 16:22). The Lord�s words
troubled His doubting disciple Peter.

Today, the words of the Lord trouble His doubt-
ing followers who doubt there is but one church. The
doubters among us love to flock to the �Community
Church,� so-called. They love to try and extend the
lines of fellowship outside the one body of Christ. They
seek to find new ways of entrance into the one king-
dom of Christ. However, the words of the Lord ring
true and sound today as then: �And I say also unto
thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I
will build my church; and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it� (Matthew 16:18). The Lord
promised to build ONE and that is exactly how many
He built and paid for. Anyone who is �troubled� by
His words needs to re-examine his/her faith and build
that faith once again by a study of the words of the
Lord.

Was Jesus a �trouble-maker?� Yes, for some He
was and still is for others even today.
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In Joshua the 6th chapter we read about the Lord�s
instructing Joshua to take the fortified City of Jericho
in the Land of Canaan. Once a day for six days the
Israelites were to walk around the city led by seven
priests blowing ram�s horns. On the seventh day the
Lord told the Israelites to walk around the city seven
times and on command give a mighty shout and the
walls would collapse. The Israelites followed the Lord�s
commands, the walls collapsed, and the Israelite army
razed the city.

I earn my living working as a geologist and in one
of my trade journals I encountered an article by a ge-
ologist, Amos Nun, who studied the northern Red Sea
area including the site of Jericho. Jericho was built on
a large fault system that generated numerous earth-
quakes which caused it to collapse and be rebuilt more
than twenty times throughout history. In the various
layers they found crushed human bodies and skulls
under collapsed buildings and walls. This is the same
type of damage caused by an earthquake in Iran a
while back. Nun concluded that ancient historians em-
bellished these earthquake events and often credited
conquering armies for the destruction intimating that
may be the case in the biblical account. Nun helped
write a documentary film about Jericho entitled �The
Walls Came Tumbling Down.�

The question I ask is� �Do articles and films
such of this aid us or inhibit our study and belief in the
Bible text? Could God have used an earthquake to
achieve the destruction of Jericho? As Christians we
know that the God who created all things could cer-
tainly use the forces of his creation to accomplish his
goals. We have to look no farther than the Flood of
Noah�s time where God caused it to rain for forty days
and nights along with other sources, flooding the world
and destroying sinful mankind. In the New Testament
when Christ was crucified and died on the cross�
Matthew 27:51 tells us the �earth did quake and the
rocks rent (torn)� upon his death.

The study of Jericho gives evidence of collapsed
walls and buildings and could support the biblical ac-
count�but there is not a one-for-one correlation of
Joshua 6 event from the geological and archaeological
studies in the area. And in contrast�the fact the sci-
entific studies recognized a fault and earthquake zone
at the site of Jericho�does not  invalidate the biblical
account of the walls collapse through a miracle by God.

How  do we as Christians deal with data from
the science, archeology, or secular history in the mod-
ern world today? At the turn of the twentieth-century

The Walls of Jericho
Gene Litke

one of the arguments against the validity of the Bible
was that there was no archeological or historical evi-
dence of people and places mentioned in the Bible such
as the great Hittite Empire mentioned some forty times
in the Old Testament. Then in 1906 Hugo Winckler
discovered a library of 10,000 clay tablets that com-
pletely documented the Hittite Empire. In this case ar-
cheology confirmed the Biblical account.

What about secular history?  We often use secu-
lar historical information to augment our understanding
of the Bible. A good example is the writings of Josephus
who recorded many of the events surroundings the first
century church in the Roman Empire. He reportedly
was with Titus at the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D.
70 and recorded the events in seven books entitled His-
tory of the Jewish Wars. Josephus recognized the
existence of Jesus Christ, probably from first person
accounts and even recorded the stoning death of James,
�the brother of Jesus called the Christ�. Therefore, secu-
lar history can be used to supplement and strengthen
our belief in the biblical accounts.

Today there is a host of data available to us from
overlapping studies in the sciences, archeology, theol-
ogy, and secular history. One reason I chose to address
this topic is because television in the last few years has
presented numerous documentaries or docu-dramas
about the Biblical texts and persons in the Bible.  If you
have PBS, the Discovery Channel, the  Biography Chan-
nel, the  Learning Channel, or  the Mystery Channel,
you probably have seen one of these shows. I have
collected a number of these the last couple of years.
Although they often accurately quote Bible scriptures,
show great computer graphics of the geography and
architecture at the time, they often put their own spin
on the scientific, historical, and political data and ques-
tion the validity of the biblical accounts. I have three
examples. My purpose is not to systematically refute
their conclusions but to generally review the type of
information being shown to us today.

MOSES AND THE EXODUS (2003)
BY THE LEARNING CHANNEL

This show portrays the plagues of Egypt and the
parting of the Red Sea as the result of a natural disas-
ter. They concluded that a large volcanic eruption in the
Mediterranean Sea created the large pillar of fire and
smoke that led the Israelites out of Egypt. The ten
plagues were caused by the ash from the volcanic erup-
tions which poisoned the Nile River turning it red as
blood. This drove the frogs onto the land (2nd plague).
The death of the frogs caused outbreaks of flies and
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lice (3rd and 4th plagues) which in turn infected the cattle
(5th plague) and caused boils to humans (6th plague).
They also claim a large tidal wave caused by a volca-
nic eruption could have caused the parting of the Red
Sea.

ANCIENT EVIDENCE - WHO KILLED JESUS
(2003) THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL

This video treats the death of Jesus as a murder
investigation and identifies three suspects who caused
Jesus�s death.  The first was suspect was the high priest,
Caiaphus, who stood to lose his power and fortune if
the Mosaic Law and priesthood were eliminated. The
second suspect was Pontius Pilate who hated the Jew-
ish people he governed.  Although he washed his hands
of Jesus�s death, he was the person who allowed him
to be crucified. The third suspect was surprisingly Jesus
himself. The video suggests Jesus was a rebel who
may have actually believed he was doing God�s will
and martyred himself to fulfill his destiny. This is an
interesting video, but it is obvious the producers ques-
tion the deity of Christ.

PETER AND PAUL (2002) BY THE PBS
This show depicts Peter and Paul as political ri-

vals seeking control of the first century Church. Peter
is considered a poorly educated fisherman and actually
referred to him as a �country bumpkin� who sought to
keep the Church for Jewish Christians. Paul is depicted
as a well educated and sophisticated man supported by
the Gentile Church�and ultimately Paul�s vision the
Church eventually won out over  his political rival Pe-
ter.

I mentioned these three but there are numerous
other examples. In viewing these, there are several com-
mon traits in the way these are presented to the public.
They are presented as documentaries in the same man-
ner they would if they were showing a video of Texas
History or some other subject. In listening to those sci-
entists, archeologists, historians, and theologians who
contribute to the stories, one can separate them into
two distinct groups of people who are used as com-
mentators and expert witnesses. The first group are
the non-Christians or atheists, and the second group
are the so-called �Christian� or �Jewish�  scholars.

 Those who are �Non-Christians� are seeking to
portray the Biblical texts as untrue or mythical folk-
lores. In fact I saw a new show called Ancient Mys-
teries not long ago that chronicled the life of King David
in the Old Testament. Their conclusion was David�s
true character was that of the wicked man who took
Bathsheba for his pleasure and caused her husband
Uriah to be killed. They claim the good-hearted and
repentant David was an embellishment of the Old Tes-
tament writers. They kept referring to the Old Testa-
ment prophets and writers as �spin doctors� to use our

modern vernacular. Ironically it was the show�s writ-
ers and producers who were �spinning� the facts.

The second group of scientists, archeologists, his-
torians, and theologians are those who generally sup-
port the Biblical accounts, but often in a way that sup-
ports their particular doctrine or religious groups. If they
cite a theologian from Notre Dame University, he in-
terprets events through the eyes of the universal Catholic
Church. If they interview a Jewish Rabbi from a He-
brew university in Israel, then he is not going to ac-
knowledge the deity of Christ as the Messiah. Many
others also try to inject their particular brand of religion
into the shows.

As New Testament Christians we have to be on
guard for these shows�particularly if we watch them
with our children. We must be prepared to challenge
false teachings and distortions of the Bible texts just as
we would from any other source.

Why? Because if we ever come to the point where
we have doubts or believe part of the Bible is inaccu-
rate, then we must discard the entire Bible as the infal-
lible word of God and the basis for our beliefs. It is a
very serious matter and could cause us to lose our souls
forever.

Ephesians 6:11 tells us to �put on the whole
armur of God , that we may be able to stand against
the wiles of the Devil.� Ephesians 6:17 tells us to
take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the spirit,
which is the Word of God. Every time we have doubt
about the Bible, we have lost our sword and we are
eventually left unprotected against false teachings.  We
give Satan the opening he needs to turn us away from
God.

We know the Bible scriptures are divinely in-
spired.  In the Old Testament in Isaiah 51:16, the Lord
tells Isaiah: �I have put my words in thy mouth�
and II Samuel 23:2 states: �The Spirit of the Lord
spake by me, and his word was in my tongue�

We find similar passages in the New Testament
such as in II Timothy 3:16 where Paul writes: �All
Scripture is given by inspiration of God�and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness...�

The Lord said in Matthew 24:35: �Heaven and
Earth shall pass away but my words shall not pass
away.�

The divinely inspired word of God will survive to
the end of time and we will be judged by the words it
contains. I Corinthians 14:33   tells us: �God is not the
author of confusion�; Hebrews 6:17-18 tells us
�God�s counsel is �immutable� (unchanging) and
it is impossible for God to lie.� Let us review what
we just read: 1) God expects us to study and under-
stand his word, 2) the Old and New Testaments are
divinely inspired, 3) God does not try to confuse us, 4)
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God does not lie to us, 5) God is immutable�his word
does not change, 6) and his word will not disappear
from this world, and 7) we will be judged by it at the
end of time. Therefore, I must accept the Bible as truth
and use it as a proof text against all false teachings.

God created man with the ability to use logic and
gain knowledge from the things around him. Each gen-
eration of mankind builds on the knowledge of the pre-
vious generations. All we have to do is go to a library
full of books and see the proof�or today we can just
type a subject into the computer on the internet and
receive hundreds or even thousands of references in
almost any subject.

The Bible contains scientific data, archeological
facts, and historical facts, and, as Christians, we must
accept it as fact as part of our faith. I came across a
quote from Keith Mosher, Sr. who wrote that � Bib-
lical archeology is led by the (Bible) manuscripts and
not the other way around.� I think that statement can
be broadened. The Bible leads man to understand the
world around him whether it be the created universe,
government, history, family relationships, his purpose in
life or ultimately his salvation. Man need look no fur-
ther than the divinely inspired word of God to find the
answers. Mathew 7:7 tells us: �Ask, and it shall be
given you; Seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it
shall be opened unto you: For everyone that
asketh receiveth; And he that seeketh findeth:

Contending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship Books

SEND ALL ORDERS WITH PAYMENT TO:
(add $2.50 per book S&H �TX residents add 7.25% tax)

Contending for the Faith
P.O. Box 2357 � Spring, Texas 77383

2005 �Morals-From God or Man?� $17.00
2004 �Judaism-From God or Man?� $17.00
2003 �Islam-From God Or Man?� $17.00
2002 �Jehovah�s Witnesses� $16.00
2001 �Mormonism� $16.00
2000 �Catholicism� $16.00
1999 �Pentecostalism� Out of Print
1998 �Premillennialism� $14.00
1997 �Calvinism� Out of Print
1996 �Isaiah�  Vol. 2 Chapters 40-66 $12.00
1995 �Isaiah�  Vol. 1 Chapters 1-39 $12.00
1994 �The Church Enters The 21st Century� $12.00

And to him who knocketh it shall be opened.�
It is a matter of faith that we believe Bible is the

word of God! Hebrews 11:1 states: �Now faith is the
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen� and verse 3 tells us: �through faith
we understand that the worlds were framed by the
word of God.� And verse 6 states: �without faith it
is impossible to please him: for he that cometh to
God must believe that he is, and that he is a re-
warder of them that diligently seek him.�

When we began we discussed how the walls of
Jericho fell down. Joshua 6 tells us what God told the
Israelites must do to bring down the walls of Jericho.
They followed his instructions and the walls fell down.
Hebrews 11:30 in that great chapter on faith tells us
how the walls came down. Hebrews 11:30: �By faith
the walls of Jericho fell down, after they were com-
passed for seven days.�

I believe the Bible is the divinely inspired word of
God and it reveals God�s plan of salvation foe each one
of us. If we follow the example shown of the Israel-
ites�by listening to God�s word and doing as he com-
mands us�we can be victorious and have everlasting
life in heaven with God and all his glory.

�22 E. Racing Cloud
The Woodlands, Texas 77381
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It is no secret that too many Christians fail or
refuse to sing hymns of prayer and praise or gospel
songs of admonition to others; and when one is ex-
horted to join in the sacrifice of our lips in praise, the
answer is, �I can�t sing,� or �my voice will not respond�
(even though they can talk a blue streak!), or �I simply
am not musically inclined� (though they play records,
radio, attend musicals, and even enjoy singing!). It is
agreed that we are born with varied degrees of the
senses of pitch and rhythm�it is difficult to believe
that anyone is born with none. But the question is: Should
everybody sing? Is one more obligated to try than an-
other? Can one who is talented do the singing for an-
other who is not as talented? Has God authorized a
practice in the kingdom of His Son which cannot be
obeyed?

A number of years ago, during a lecture on the
music of the church, one from the audience asked to
be recognized. We listened as he reasoned: �There is
singing and there is making melody in the heart; both
are included in the New Testament teaching. One has
the talent to sing audibly, while another can only make
melody in the heart.� (And he cited a Bible commen-
tary to prove his point.) However, this writer, who was
the speaker of the occasion, just had to ascertain if he
thought dual command, connected by the conjunction
�and,� could be performed by two people�one doing
one part, another the other part�and please God. The
auditor�s answer was affirmative. But, and we re-
marked, this would not hold true in other cases. For
instance, the Lord says, �He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved��can one believe, the other
be baptized, and both be saved? You say this is absurd.
Yes, but not any more than saying, �You make melody
in the heart and I will sing with the voice, and we will
both please God.� It takes both for one to complete his
own obligation.

Surely we can know that God does, or does not,
authorize us to sing with the voice from the heart. If he
does not, then we do not have to utter praise and devo-
tion�we can eliminate singing altogether! If he does
(and the Bible is clear on this point), how can we honor
God and admonish others without doing our best sing-
ing? The moment we admit that God commands us to
sing, rather than offer mechanical praise, we are faced
with a searching question: Can we go to heaven while
disobeying a command? There is no alternative�to do
or not to do, to the best of our ability, is the real con-
cern. One endowed with greater potentiality in song
has no stricter duty, no greater reward; neither is one
of lesser talent relieved of duty nor denied blessings
and rights of participation. As men judge, one can teach

SHOULD EVERYONE SING?
L. O. Sanderson

better, lead a better prayer, or give more, but this can-
not excuse others from obligations in these realms. If
God says sing, and He does, we must do our best.

Paul said to speak (and this is oral expression)
psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs, �singing and mak-
ing melody in your heart� (Ephesians 5:19); to teach
and admonish (and this is with the voice) in the same
fashion (Colossians 3:16); with him, it was personal, �I
will sing� (I Corinthians 14:15), and he practiced it
(Acts 16:25). The Hebrews writer said it must be �in
the midst of the church� (Hebrews 2:12), and that
�by him (Christ), let us offer the sacrifice of praise
to God continually, that is, the fruit of our lips giv-
ing thanks to his name� (Hebrews 13:15). These
and related Scriptures assure that God wants each and
all to sing.

Grant that someone has waited too long to do well
at singing, he could still try; and, anyway, this should
not check our teaching that God expects His children
to sing! If this had been emphasized fifty years ago,
more, if not all, Christians would be joining in the exer-
cise today. For the sake of the present and coming gen-
erations, we must urge God�s pleasure with respect to
music in the worship. It is a fact that we must be taught
to do what God requires�Jesus taught His disciples to
pray, and by what manner; He actually went through
the manner of observing and serving the Lord�s sup-
per; we are taught to teach, but must be taught before
we can do so. Hence, to sing, we should be taught to
sing.

One of the errors of teachers of singing schools
in the past is that they pile up a stack of theory and
often make the undertaking appear difficult, while
underemphasizing the joy of singing, the art of it, and
promotion of spirit and understanding in the practice.
May the Lord bless every one who strives to improve
our singing but may we prove, with Solomon, that �man
should rejoice in his own works.� The old saying is
that �the proof of the pudding is in the eating��may
we also insist that the means and reward in singing is
the doing of it! The least a Christian could do to effect
improvement is to be on hand and try in every singing
effort. The elders, who must of necessity be concerned
with the teaching of and by the flock, should certainly
encourage one of the most powerful means of teach-
ing and admonishing. If all members of the church should
attend worship and Bible study, let us put forth every
effort to gain 100 percent attendance; but if we fail, let
us not give up. If all are to sing, let us put forth a special
effort to attain full participation; but failure with some
must not deter our efforts toward better singing.

�deceased
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Novelist Dan Brown certainly ruffled feathers with
The Da Vinci Code. I am sure this New York Times
bestseller had Popes for the last 1500 years spinning in
their graves. His witty, intriguing style constitutes the
antithesis of Tim LaHaye�s Left Behind series, a kind
of antichrist response to the charismatic craze inundat-
ing the fiction genre these days. It takes some reading
but, finally, on page 346 in a conversation between the
two main characters, the real �code� comes to light (or
darkens the page, as it were). �(T)he New Testament
is based on fabrications.... Every faith in the world is
based on fabrication. That is the definition of faith �
acceptance of that which we imagine to be true, that
which we cannot prove.�

Overtly feminist and pagan in its tenor, Brown
does his best to twist history�s mysteries to prove that
Jesus was merely human, married to Mary Magdalene,
and sired offspring that lived somewhere in France,

protected by a mysterious cult of the �sacred feminine.�
To be sure, it is fiction; Brown does not make any ab-
surd claims of legitimacy as did Schonfield in The Pass-
over Plot where Jesus was only a swooning Savior,
the death, burial, and resurrection portrayed as a mere
delusion of determined disciples. Unfortunately, the
same evil resides in this fiction as in other, opposite-
ended fictions: there is the pretense that the fiction is
based on credible evidence, real history, and biblical
corroboration. Nothing could be further from the truth.

To believe that Jesus is coming to earth to set up
His kingdom (by implication, having failed in His first
attempt) is anti-biblical. Yet the Left Behind series is
founded on that very heresy and has sold in the mil-
lions, thank you very little. Likewise, The DaVinci Code
is founded on the premise that the Scriptures are unre-
liable and that feminist paganism is an equally valid
expression of �faith.� This is the fiction of pluralism,

the flavor of the month with the hyper-tolerant, po-
litically correct crowd. And, mind you, its popularity
in no way lends to its credibility or rationality.

Whereas many concerned Christians are
wringing their spiritual hands over the demise of
moral absolutes and crying out against the fallout
(injustice, perversion, and its ilk), we are missing a
subtle tool Satan has used often in history. It ap-
pears inane and harmless on the surface but breeds
both a discontentment for objective truth as well as
a relaxed acceptance of agnosticism. It is often the
case that a war�s winner is decided not by a crush-
ing defeat but by a broken confidence. The subtle
planting of seeds of doubt, with a sprinkle of spiri-
tual egalitarianism, and a person is ripe for a con-
flicted religious misery that often leads to a com-
plete overthrow of the faith. A case in point: many
of our bright young students who come home from
college jaded and cynical. (The Da Vinci Code was
required reading in a recent UTPB college course;
big surprise!) Perhaps we should pull off the blind-
ers and realize the extent to which Satan has inun-
dated our culture. �Be careful little eyes what you
see,� the children�s song goes. �For my people
are foolish; they know me not; they are stupid
children; they have no understanding. They are
�wise� in doing evil! But how to do good they
know not� (Jeremiah 4:22, ESV). Look behind the
code.

�807 E. 21st
Odessa, Texas 79761-1399

�The New Testament  is based on fabrications... Every faith in the world is based
on fabrication. That is the definition of faith.� �Dan Brown �The Da Vinci Code�

BEHIND THE CODE
Jeff Sweeten

Saturday, October 1, 2005
  9:00 am  Like Precious Faith & Precious

   Promises (1:1-4) Ken Ratcliff
10:00 am Christian Virtues (1:5-11) Jerry Brewer
11:00 am  Misunderstood Bible Passage Tim Kidwell
12:00 pm  Luncheon
  1:00 pm  Sure Word (1:12-21)           Dub McClish
  2:00 pm  False Teachers (2:1-19)           Michael Light
  3:00 pm  The Tragedy of Falling Away

    (2:20-22)       Michael Hatcher
   3:45 pm  Questions & Answers Panel

Sunday, October 2, 2005
    9:30am   The Day of the Lord (3:1-10)     Tom Wacaster
10:30 am  Christian Conduct (3:11-14) Billy Bland

    Lunch Break
  5:00 pm   Ignorance vs. Knowledge (3:15-18) Billy Bland
 6:00 pm   Lessons from the Life of Peter   Tom Wacaster

RV connections available
For more information call (830) 625-9367 or
(830) 639-4234 Email: lynn@lynnparker.net

Practical Lessons From Second Peter
Third Annual New Braunfels Lectures

October 1-2, 2005
Hosted by...

The Church of Christ at New Braunfels
meeting at 1130 Hwy. 306

1.5 miles west of IH 35, New Braunfels, Texas
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In a documentary/biography of W. C. Fields, one
of the individuals who was interviewed related that a
friend of Fields went to visit the comedian in the hospi-
tal shortly before his death. He found Fields reading a
Bible. The friend asked why he, an atheist, was read-
ing the Bible. In his deep gravely voice, Fields replied,
�Lookin� for loopholes.�

As all people who do not abide by God�s word
learn after death, there are no loopholes (Revelation
22:18-19). Unlike Fields, most people are not atheists.
In fact, most have some degree of religious belief.
However, like Fields, many are also looking for loop-
holes. Members of the church are not immune. When
someone says he is restudying an issue such as divorce
and remarriage, or the use of instrumental music in
worship to God, or the role of women in the public as-
sembly, or some moral issue, that person may be say-
ing, �I�m looking for loopholes.� This is not to say that
we are not to study the things we hear, but we are to do
so in the light of God�s word (Acts 17:11). There are
those who go from preacher to preacher and congre-
gation to congregation until they find some �loophole�
they are seeking. Less error would be propagated and
swallowed if everyone were to test that which is
preached and taught in the light of the Scriptures.

It has always been a temptation for man to follow
that which is in his own heart, that which he can twist
and rationalize rather than to follow God�s instruction.
Peter spoke of the �unlearned and unstable� who
wrest the Scriptures �unto their own destruction�
(II Peter 2:16). Is that not the course that Adam and
Eve followed? When the serpent approached Eve and
convinced her that there was a �loophole� in what God
had said regarding the forbidden fruit (Genesis 3:1-5),
she accepted his word over the clear command of God.
Compounding the error, she convinced her husband of
the �loophole.� During Ezekiel�s time, false prophets
were guilty of the worst kind of lying�that of giving
people the word from their own hearts and not that
from God (Ezekiel 13:1-10.)

Some might wonder, �Why not give comfort in-
stead of condemnation?� We live in such an age of
�political correctness,� �consciousness-raising,� and
�sensitivity training� that we have become quite smooth
at softening the truth to the point of non-existence.  We
have become like parents and little children who would
much prefer a candy bar over a spanking, but a child

One Woman�s Perspective...

LOOKING FOR LOOPHOLES
Annette B. Cates

who grows up on all candy bars and no discipline will
not be prepared to live in a civilized world. [As an aside,
perhaps that is what is wrong with society today.] A
person who gives, or is given, false hope spiritually will
not be fit for Heaven.

Once one of our children asked me why he could
not do something that a neighborhood child was allowed
to do. I replied, �Because we love you enough to teach
you right from wrong.� It would have been far easier
at the time just to let the children do anything they chose
to do as did our neighbor whose child would have been
allowed to swing from the rafters in a noose if that
were what she wanted. God so loved us that He gave
us, not only His only begotten Son (John 3:16), but also
a way to access the salvation offered by that sacrifice
(Hebrews 5:8, 9). He gave us His word in order that
we may know how to live and how to worship Him.
�Behold, what manner of love the Father hath be-
stowed upon us, that we should be called the sons
of God�� (I John 3:1). We know what to do, but many
of us would rather look for �loopholes.�

I do not want to reach the end of my life�s jour-
ney �lookin� for loopholes.� Let all of us recognize and
respect the authority of God and His word and live
thereby. The reward is worth the effort.

�9194 Lakeside Drive
Olive Branch, Mississippi 38654
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The New Testament term confession
(homologia) is properly defined as �accordance, agree-
ment, admission and/or declaration.� This subject is truly
crucial to our understanding of the Bible. It is just as
important as Faith, Repentance, Baptism and a host of
other topics that are essential components of the New
Testament pattern. It is our purpose in this study to
consider four specific confessions as set forth in the
New Testament.

THE GOOD CONFESSION
In I Timothy 6:11-12 Paul wrote:
But thou, O man of God, flee these things; and follow
after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience,
meekness.  Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on
eternal life, whereunto thou art called, and didst con-
fess the good confession before many witnesses.

In this passage we note the good confession.
This accordance, agreement, admission and or decla-
ration was the same confession that Christ made be-
fore Pontius Pilate (6:13). It is made with the mouth
(Romans 10:9) and is unto one�s Salvation ( Romans
10:10).

As we study the Scriptures we note that such is
not a particular formulation of words, but rather it is
the declaration of a particular truth that Jesus Christ is
indeed Deity in the flesh. In noting various New Testa-
ment passages such as John 1:49; 11:25-27; Matthew
16:13-18; Mark 8:27-30; Luke 9:18-20 in addition to
Acts 8:37 we note a variation in the form of words that
are used in these texts. However, we note a uniformity
of truth that is admitted regarding that Jesus Christ is
the Son of the Living God.

When we contrast this good confession with the
various denominational professions of �Salvation al-
ready obtained� we note that such is a demonstration
that those in the denominations have not made this good
confession and therefore have not received New Tes-
tament baptism.

THE CONFESSION OF FAITHFULNESS
As the New Testament pattern necessitates the

alien sinner to confess faith in Christ prior to baptism
for the remission of sins; this same New Testament
pattern requires Christians to make a continual decla-
ration of our faith in Christ with our faithful living fol-
lowing our obedience to the gospel of Christ ( Romans
2:1-11). This particular confession is made by that which
a Christian both does and does not do (Matthew 5:13-

16; Hebrews 10:25; 2 Corinthians 6:14-18).
The time element involved in this particular con-

fession begins following our baptism when we are
�raised to walk in newness of life� and must con-
tinue throughout our entire life (Hebrews 3:1-6; 4:14;
Revelation 2:10). Whenever the child of God fails to
confess Christ with the proper manner of life, the result
is that of sin (I John 1:6).

THE CONFESSION OF SIN
Not only does God have a law of pardon for the

alien sinner consisting of  Faith in Christ, Repentance of
personal sin, Confession of Christ and Baptism for the
remission of sins; God also has a second law of pardon
for the fallen, sinful child of God.

In noting passages such as Acts 8:22, James 5:16,
and I John 1:7-10, the Scriptures establish a pattern of
Repentance, confession of sin, and prayer unto God on
behalf of His fallen children. When such takes place in
the life of the covenant sinner, restoration thus takes
place. This confession must be as public as the knowl-
edge of the sin.

THE CONFESSION
OF LIFE OR DEATH

The first three confessions as noted in this par-
ticular study are conditioned upon our freedom of per-
sonal choice. In order to be saved in Christ and remain
within the fellowship of Deity, these confessions must
be made.

There is one confession, however, that all will make
unto the glory of God the Father that will be the culmi-
nating act of our entrance into Heaven, or  admission to
the regions of the condemned ( Philippians 2:5-11). This
is the confession of life, or death.

Whereas the good confession must be made pre-
ceded by Faith and Repentance and followed by Bap-
tism for the remission of past alien sins, the confession
of faithfulness must be made with the totality of our
lives; and the confession of sins must be made to enjoy
God�s second law of pardon on behalf of the fallen child
of God; the totality of humanity will confess the Deity
of Christ to the glory of God the Father at the Judg-
ment. This truly will constitute an act of vindication on
behalf of God�s scheme of Redemption.

�124 Executive Meadows
Lenoir City, TN 37771
KBailey385@aol.com

The Last Word�

Four Specific Confessions
Kent Bailey
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256) 778-8955,
(256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy  NW
30120-4222.  770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.
Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton,
evangelist- email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Tennessee-
Memphis-Forest Hill Church of Christ, 3950 Forest Hill-Irene
Rd., Memphis, TN 38125. Sun. 9:30, 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. (901) 751-2444,  Barry Grider, evangelist.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress,
P.O. Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evange-
list. Home of  Spring Bible Institute and the SBI Lectures begin-
ning the last Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evange-
list; djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun.
9, 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
(817) 282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

Lubbock-Southside Church of Christ, 8501 Quaker Ave., Box
64430, Lubbock, TX 79464. Sun. 9:00, 9:55 a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed.
7:30 p.m. Sunday worship aired live at 10:15 a.m. over KFYO 790
AM radio. Tommy Hicks, evangelist. (806) 794-5008 or (806)798-
1019.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30
a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

Schertz-Church of Christ, 501 Schertz Pkwy., Schertz, TX. (210)
658-0269. Sun. 9:30a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m., take
Schertz Pkwy. Exit off  I-35, NE of San Antonio, Kenneth Ratcliff
and Stan Crowley, evangelists.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Chey-
enne, WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist:
Tim Cozad.

Directory of Churches...
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WHAT IS THE �FRUIT OF
REPENTANCE�?

Wayne Jackson

�When John the Baptist told the Jews that
they must bring forth �fruit� worthy of repentance,
what did he mean by �fruit� (Matthew 3:8)?�

There are three things to be taken into consider-
ation in answering this question. First: exactly what is
�repentance�? Second: what is the significance of
the expression, �worthy of�? Third: what is implied by
the phrase, �bring forth fruit�? We will examine each
of these items.

1. The Greek verb that is translated �repent� is
metanoeo. Literally, it means �after thought.� It sug-
gests the idea of thinking about a deed after the com-
mission of it. In the case of a sinful action, the idea
would be a retrospection of the act, and a subsequent
feeling of sorrow for having committed the sin.

That repentance involves more than mere �sor-
row� for the wrong act, however, is beyond dispute. It
likewise entails a resolve to cease the wrongful con-
duct, replacing it with godly living. J.H. Thayer com-
mented upon the term in the following fashion. He de-
clared that repentance is:

the change of mind of those who have begun to abhor
their errors and misdeeds, and have determined to en-
ter upon a better course of life, so that it embraces both
a recognition of sin and sorrow for it and hearty amend-
ment, the tokens and effects of which are good deeds
(Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament,
Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark, 1958, p. 406).

Clearly repentance entails more than mere re-
morse for one�s past conduct. On the day of Pentecost,
Peter charged the Jews in his audience to �repent�
(Acts 2:38). By his earlier message, however, already
they had been �pricked in their heart� (v. 37); obvi-
ously, then, �repent� demanded more than mere re-

gret. It required a change of life.
Later on, Paul would write that �godly sorrow

leads to repentance� (II Corinthians 7:10). The re-
pentance of this text, therefore, must be reformation,
not mere grief over the act.

2.  The expression �worthy of� (axios) origi-
nally had to do with objects that were of equal weight,
i.e., one item �corresponded to� another in weight. The
metaphorical use in the New Testament may be em-
ployed of things both good or bad. The one who spends
his time and energies in proclaiming the gospel is �wor-
thy of� support (Matthew 10:10; I Timothy 5:17-18),
i.e., a support that is commensurate with his labor. The
person who commits a capital crime (e.g., murder) is
�worthy of� death (Acts 23:29; 25:11).

With reference to the issue at hand, the change
of life that is characteristic of repentance must corre-
spond to the gravity and nature of the offence. Other-
wise, there simply is no repentance.

3. Finally, what is the actual �fruit� required in
genuine repentance? Several factors must be taken into
consideration.

First, if the sin has been against another person
individually, amendment must be addressed to that per-
son. When David committed adultery with Bathsheba,
it is absurd to conclude that his confession to Nathan,
�I have sinned against Jehovah� (II Samuel 12:13),
would have exhausted the scope of his repentance.
Had he no responsibility to acknowledge the wrong to
Bathsheba, his partner in adultery?

Far too many people labor under the illusion that
they can make a generic confession at a church ser-
vice, without ever making things right personally with
the victims of their sin. Much less, even, is it the case
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Editorial�

THE PARSON�S NOSE1

Have you ever heard the term, �The Parson�s
Nose�? If you know what it is, please be patient with
us while we define and explain it to the rest of our
readers. First, let us define the word �Parson.� A gen-
eral definition of a parson is an ordained sectarian de-
nominational preacher (this includes Roman Catholic
priests) who possess all the authority that the particu-
lar denomination of which he is a member appropri-
ates to their clergymen. Second, we see no reason to
spend any time on defining the word �nose,� for the
meaning of the word is as obvious as the nose on one�s
face.

Some of these denominational preachers were
so self-righteous, pompous and sanctimonious that they
looked down on others as not measuring up to their
level of holiness. They certainly did and do not grasp
the meaning, or at least, are not obedient to the apostle
Paul when he said that Christians were to �conde-
scend to men of low estate� (Romans 12:16). Con-
descending they are to certain people, but that is not
what Paul meant in the preceding passage. They were
and are snobs in every since of the word. Thus, they
have also been described as walking around with their
�noses in the air� or looking �down their noses� at
others.

Recognizing the conceited attitude of such
preachers and living in an agrarian society that brought
them into contact with domesticated animals on a daily
basis, the ordinary people of the time compared these
spiritually haughty men of the cloth with the tail of the
dressed chicken. And, in those days of plain, candid
and frank language this particular southern appendage
of a northen bound chicken became known as �The
Parson�s Nose.� Thereby the people showed their feel-
ings of contempt for these portentous characters.  And,
guess what? To date no one has come up with any
better description of these puffed up fellows�some
of whom describe themselves as Gospel preachers.

A CASE IN POINT
We have a reason for engaging in the previous

less than profound study of  �The Parson�s Nose�. So
bear with us as we continue to develop our article.
We continue by considering a sermon recently deliv-
ered in the Mid-South.2

During a Mississippi lectureship close to Mem-
phis, Tennessee one of our younger preachers in his
sermon made light of the Biblical doctrine of bringing
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In This Issue...
forth fruit worthy of repentance. We are sure he did
not mean to do such a thing (at least we hope he did
not mean to do it), however he did so whether he meant
to do it or not.

In his sermon he observed that Peter walked on
the water to Jesus. And that he was able to continue
walking on the water until he took his eyes off of our
Lord. Beholding the troubled sea, Peter�s faith in Christ
weakened and he began to sink beneath the waves.
As he sank into the water, Peter cried out to Jesus,
�Lord, save me.� At this point in his sermon this
younger preacher erroneously observed that when
Peter asked for the Lord�s assistance, Jesus did not
put his foot on Peter�s head and push him beneath the
waves, while at the same time telling him to bring forth
fruit worthy of repentance (Matthew 14:26-33). How
out of place as well as out of character for a Gospel
preacher to make such a crooked mess out of a mar-
velous, simply stated, and beautiful narrative.

MATTHEW 14:26-33 EXAMINED
Let us examine the passage in which Peter�s

walking on the water is found. Please note the follow-
ing points derived therefrom. (1) The account was
emphasizing faith (confidence, trust) in Christ, not spe-
cifically repentance. (2) Does this younger master, who
in his sermon made the aforementioned foolish state-
ment noted in the previous paragraph, not know that
the Truth of God always harmonizes with all other
Truth�including �bringing forth fruit worthy of re-
pentance�? (3) Furthermore, does he not know that
�bringing forth fruit worthy of repentance� is a
condition set out by God for all responsible persons to
meet in order to be saved by the Gospel of Christ
(Romans 1:16; Acts 2:38; Acts 17;30)?  (4) Did this
younger preacher not realize that by implication he was
making fun of and mocking the preaching of the great
forerunner of the Christ, John the Immerser? (5) If this
learned younger man had taken the time, excluding any
bias, to study the text, he may have realized that Peter�s
cry to Jesus for salvation from drowning was clear
evidence to anyone who can see through a ladder that
Peter had turned from the course of action that
caused his faith to waver and had turned to the
Lord for help. If Peter�s action of turning to Jesus for
his salvation does not evidence his �bringing forth
fruit worthy of repentance�, pray tell what does it
evidence?

We do not hesitate to affirm the following propo-
sition: �The Scriptures teach that when Peter was
sinking into the water because of his lack of faith
in Christ that he brought forth fruit worthy of re-

pentance when he turned to the Lord and cried
out, �Lord, save me.�� We will gladly sign the affir-
mative. Who is it that will sign to negate the previous
proposition? Surely, our learned younger preacher will
not say that Peter was saved by faith only.  How sad
it is that this younger preacher was so fervently intent
on poking some brother in the eye with a sharp stick
that he actually taught a doctrine that implies that Pe-
ter was saved by faith only. His preaching certainly
does not reflect the Bible knowledge, thinking and
preaching that restored the Lord�s church. And, it is
not the kind of preaching that will keep it alive and
well as the Lord defines those terms and applies them
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that one may secretly �repent� of a sin, and subse-
quently, deny that the transgression ever was commit-
ted! Strange indeed is the meaning of �repentance� in
such a person�s spiritual lexicon.

Second, whenever such is possible, an attempt at
restitution should be made. There are a number of
Old Testament passages that make clear this point (see
Exodus 22:1ff; cf. Luke 19:8b). Though we are not bound
by the specifics of Mosaic legislation, the principle is
important nonetheless.

In the case of a murder, the destroyed life can
never be restored, but the murderer might be able, to
the best of his ability, help support the widow and/or
the children of his victim. If one has stolen money, it
should be repaid to the extent of his ability. If a banker
has embezzled a million dollars from the financial insti-
tution for which he has worked, he might never be able
to repay that entire sum, but he should attempt to do
what he can. If a person declares bankruptcy, he is

morally obligated to repay his creditors (as much as is
feasible).

One is not permitted to enjoy the fruit of his crime/
sin. Of course it is always possible that the victim of
the abuse might �forgive� the debt (Matthew 18:27),
but the sinner must never take that for granted. One
must never reason, �Because I cannot repair all my
sins, I will make no attempt to remedy any of them.�

The conscientious Bible student is forced to con-
clude that any �repentance,� without the full compli-
ment of elements that define that term, is no �repen-
tance� at all.

                  � Used by permission.
Christian Courier Publications

7809 N. Pershing Avenue
 Stockton, CA 95207

http://www.christiancourier.com/questions/
fruitOfRepentance.htm

WHAT IS THE FRUIT OF REPENTANCE?
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

to His church.
Maybe, if this younger sprout had restrained him-

self from slapping at others (of course we are sure
that in his mind they were love slaps) and had taken
more time studying and thinking about the text, he
would not have sunk into his own self-serving sea of
arrogance and vindictiveness. If anyone needs to set
his heart on Jesus as the rightly divided Word of God
instructs us so to do, it is this younger brother.

Furthermore, we wonder if any of his former
teachers and present colleagues who heard him twist
this Scriptural account to his own personal benefit,
attempted to correct him in his misuse and abuse of it.
Or, is it possible that they were so inwardly happy
with his unloving �dig� at another brother that they
could only smile at one another when this �parson
nosed� preacher made his erroneous point? But, we
suppose that such is too much to hope for with some-
one who, along with those who support such chica-
nery, consider themselves on a much higher and supe-
rior plain than their rude, crude and �untouchable�
brethren. As we close we urge our readers not to for-
get �The Parson�s Nose� as well as, and especially,
the snooty characters to whom it is most accurately
appended.

This sad and inexcusable event reminds me of
what a young woman said in a Bible class we were
teaching. She was relating a discussion she had with

another person about a Bible subject. The young
woman confessed that in the discussion she reached a
point where she did not know what to say in answer
to a question put to her by the person with whom she
was having the discussion. She reported to the class
that since she did not know what to say, �I just kept
on talking.� And, evidently the preacher of our narra-
tive should have zipped his lips, rather than �kept on
talking�; thereby twisting the Scriptures and in so do-
ing oppose one of God�s conditions regarding salva-
tion.

Yes, there is a time for silence. And, it seems to
us that we read an article written not long ago about a
time for silence. However, we suggest that some
people are silent when the Bible demands that they
speak up and out. Then, there are those who speak
up and out when they should shut up�especially those
who are willing to twist the Scriptures to accomplish
their on prejudiced ends. Shame on this younger man
and may he, as well as others of his spiritual demeanor,
get their noses back in joint.

ENDNOTES
1. Please see �self-righteous Sally�s� nose in the cartoon on

p.19  for a good depiction of the �The Parson�s Nose.�
2.Barry Grider preached this sermon at the 2005 Power Lec-

tures, Southaven, Mississippi on Tuesday, August 2 at 9:00 a.m. In
a telephone call he made to Dub McClish, Grider confessed that he
had McClish and others like him in mind when he used the illustra-
tion of Jesus pushing Peter under the water and saying what Grider
had him say.

�David P. Brown, Editor
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Practical Lessons From Second Peter
Third Annual New Braunfels Lectures

October 1-2, 2005
Hosted by...

The Church of Christ at New Braunfels
meeting at 1130 Hwy. 306

1.5 miles west of IH 35, New Braunfels, Texas

DO YOU KNOW YOUR LEADER?
Tim Kidwell

Recently this publication, Contending for the
Faith, has been involved in exposing some individu-
als who desire to make their own doctrine concern-
ing marriage, divorce and remarriage public. Those
of us who have opposed their �binding� have been
accused of causing division in the church. This is not
the first time the righteous have been accused of be-
ing the troublemakers (I Kings 18:17).

Back in the summer of  2003, Stan Crowley,
who is leading the charge with new definitions and
applications, stated in front of me and two other men
from the Buda/Kyle, Texas  congregation that what
he believed on the topic of marriage, divorce and re-
marriage was worth splitting the church. He almost
succeeded in doing just that. Two years later, sum-
mer of 2005, those who support Stan Crowley and
his strange sounds are accusing those who oppose
their bindings as being the ones who are causing divi-
sion in the church.

Even if we were to agree with brother
Crowley�s conclusions his past conduct has not
been exemplary of a Christian. His divisive behav-
ior brought reproach upon himself and the Lord�s
church at Buda/Kyle.  This was not a private mat-
ter. His soul will remain in jeopardy until he is will-
ing to humble himself, repent, and ask forgiveness
for his sinful behavior.

Therefore, our actions must be consistent with
trying to cause him to be ashamed so that his soul
might be saved. Until such time that he repents, I
will continue to admonish him as a brother (II Thess.
3:14-15). I love Stan and am praying for his and
the misguided souls he has influenced.

Tim Kidwell Minister/Elder
Buda/Kyle church of Christ
Buda, Texas

A NOTE OF APPRECIATION
For the past five years I have suffered from a

condition known as Spasmodic Dysphonia. The
majority of doctors agree that it is an incurable
condition that only worsens with time. But, one
doctor in Los Angles, California has been report-
ing cures for over thirty years. By the love and gen-
erosity of my brethren, more than enough money
was contributed to a fund to make it possible for
me to receive treatment from this physician. Please
do not send any more money! Extra funds that have

already been collected will be used to finance a mis-
sion trip to Guyana, South America, which I will be
taking in July-August.

I am not cured, but the doctor says that my prog-
nosis for a full recovery is excellent. The time frame for
recovery is unpredictable. In the meantime I must con-
tinue with the voice exercises I learned while at the
clinic. However, my voice is much improved. A sample
of my voice can be heard on the following website:
http://home.satx.rr.com/ktownsend/Tim_Kidwell/.

May God bless each and everyone who helped
to make it possible for me to continue preaching the
gospel of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.  His care
for me via my brothers and sisters in Christ has been
overwhelming and humbling.

�3650 Jack C.Hayes Trail
Buda, TX 78610

Saturday, October 1, 2005
  9:00 am  Like Precious Faith & Precious

   Promises (1:1-4) Lynn Parker
10:00 am  Christian Virtues (1:5-11) Jerry Brewer
11:00 am  Misunderstood Bible Passage Tim Kidwell
12:00 pm   Luncheon
  1:00 pm   Sure Word (1:12-21)           Dub McClish
  2:00 pm   False Teachers (2:1-19)          Michael Light
  3:00 pm   The Tragedy of Falling Away

    (2:20-22) Jerry Brewer
   3:45 pm  Questions & Answers Panel

Sunday, October 2, 2005
    9:30am   The Day of the Lord (3:1-10)     Tom Wacaster
 10:30 am   Christian Conduct (3:11-14) Lester Kamp

     Lunch Break
  5:00 pm    Ignorance vs. Knowledge (3:15-18) Lester Kamp
 6:00 pm    Lessons from the Life of Peter Tom Wacaster

RV connections available
For more information call (830) 625-9367 or
(830) 639-4234 Email: lynn@lynnparker.net
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We are being told by some that God will not join
together a man and a woman who are authorized by
the New Testament to contract a Matthew 19:6 mar-
riage and who intend marriage if one or both of them
have a motive for marriage that is less than the ideal
motive set out in the New Testament.  Furthermore,
we are being told that even though one or both persons
have professed and declared publicly in accordance
with all scriptural obligatory and expedient customs and
laws applicable to being married, that after the fact,
admission is made that one or both lied in his or her
public vows, promises and declarations pertaining to
marriage, that God never joined them together in a
Matthew 19:6 marriage. Thus, they may obtain a civil
divorce and one or both, as the case may be, are scrip-
turally eligible to contract a Matthew 19:6 marriage
with anyone else who is scripturally qualified to marry.
This article will study these matters in the light of what
the Bible teaches on marriage, divorce and remarriage.

CONSIDER THE
FOLLOWING NARRATION

(1) If it is the case that the Bible teaches that a
certain motive must be behind an eligible person�s in-
tention to contract a Matthew 19:6 marriage in order
for the marriage to be realized;

(2) And, if it is the case that each person intend-
ing marriage to one another declared that motive in
the vows and promises to each other and God before
witnesses in the public marriage ceremony;

(3) And, if it is the case that according to said
persons� declaration of their intention to marry, which
intention is based upon said motive, that each one de-
clared to each other and to God before witnesses in
the vows and promises of said ceremony, they are,
therefore, pronounced to be husband and wife.

(4) Then, as far as the witnesses to the marriage

ceremony are concerned, it is the case that God joined
them in a Matthew 19:6 marriage when they were pro-
nounced to be husband and wife.

(5) Then, it is also the case that all others must
accept said two persons to be in a Matthew 19:6 God
joined marriage.

(6) However, if it is the case at a later date fol-
lowing the marriage ceremony of said persons, said
persons confessed that they lied to man and God in the
marriage ceremony regarding their motive behind their
intention to marry each other.

(7) It is also the case that the question arises as to
whether said persons were telling the truth when they
stated their vows and made their promises to each other
and to God before witnesses in the marriage ceremony
and were, thus, pronounced to be husband and wife; or,
are said persons telling the truth after the fact when
said persons declare they lied in their vows and so on in
the marriage ceremony and thus God did not join them
together according to Matthew 19:6?;

(8) It is also the case that said two persons lied at
one time or the other.

(9) And, since it is the case that those who wit-
nessed the vows and promises of said two persons made
to one another and God by which said persons publicly
declared their resolve to enter into a Matthew 19:6 God
joined marriage;

(10) Then it is the case that the safe and scrip-
tural ground for all others regarding said two persons is
to view said two persons as being in a Matthew 19:6
marriage.

(11) To do otherwise it would be the case that
other people must take the word of two proven liars
that they did not mean what they said to one another
and to God in the marriage ceremony;

(12) And whether or not God joined said two per-
sons in a Matthew 19:6 God joined marriage at the time

[We originally printed the following article in our April 2004 issue of CFTF. Except for the name Everett Chambers, and
although it was obvious we had at least another person in mind in this article, we did not print the name of the person who
holds the false view on marriage, divorce and remarriage that is examined and exposed in the article. However, with the
recent unhappy events at Apologetics Press, we have decided to rerun the article and name the other person we had in
mind when we wrote it. That person is none other than Dave Miller, the Interim Executive Director of AP.
If it is the case that Miller has repented of the false doctrine refuted in the following article, he has been exceedingly quite
about it. Whatever the case with him, he can speak up and out and let all know: (1) if he has ever believed the doctrine as
we have revealed and refuted it in this article; (2) if he believes a variation(s) of what we have examined in the article; (3)
if there are any mistakes in the article regarding what he believes on this subject and he can call our attention to it as well
and we will correct it; (4) if he has repented of it we will gladly publicize that fact so as many people as possible may know
that he no longer believes the doctrine; (5) or, he can tell us if he continues to believe this false doctrine on MDR . Whatever
the case with him regarding this matter, he can set the record straight. And, why would anyone not desire to do that? �
Editor]

EXAMINING ANOTHER FALSE
DOCTRINE ON MARRIAGE, DIVORCE

AND REMARRIAGE
David P. Brown
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of the marriage ceremony when they were pronounced
to be husband and wife is irrelevant.

(13) In such a case it is irrelevant, because it is
impossible to prove when said two persons were telling
the truth;

(14) And, since we are obligated to �prove all
things� and �hold fast that which is good� (I
Thessalonians 5:21);

(15) And, since it is the case that there is no way
to prove when said persons were telling the truth;

(16) Then, it is the case that it is better to con-
sider said persons in a Matthew 19:6 God joined mar-
riage and responsible to all the restrictions and liberties
thereof, than to believe their second story which we
know is given to us for the purpose of seeking to get
out of a marriage relationship without the Matthew 19:9
restrictions.

(17) And, it is also the case that men can get them-
selves into great big messes by their sin.

(18) Then, it is also the case that the sins (espe-
cially in intimate matters such as are involved in mar-
riage, divorce and remarriage) can be of such a nature
that others cannot determine the truthfulness and ve-
racity of those entangled in the sinful web of their own
design and making.

(19) Please remember, ��the way of the trans-
gressor is hard� (Proverbs 13:15).

A CASE IN POINT
(1) If it is the case prior to the marriage ceremony

Everett Chambers and Jane Doe intended to marry
with the motive of gaining entrance into the United
States;

(2) And, if it is the case that prior to the marriage
ceremony Everett and Jane intended to terminate their
marriage before either one died;

(3) And, if it is the case that Everett and Jane lied
in the marriage ceremony when they declared their in-
tention to live together in marriage until death parts
them;

(4) And, if it is the case following the marriage
ceremony as well as Everett and Jane�s entrance into
the United States that they terminated their marriage
with a civil divorce;

(5) Then, it is the case following the termination
of their marriage with a civil divorce as well as enter-
ing the United States that Everett and Jane are autho-
rized to contract a Matthew 19:6 marriage with anyone
else who is authorized by the New Testament to con-
tract said marriage.

(6) It is also the case that the question arises as to
how anyone else can determine that points 1-5 are true;

(7) And, it is also the case that others will have to
take the word of one regarding the dissolution of a
marriage when the same one admits that he has lied
regarding the formation of a marriage.

(8) And, it is also then the case that the question
arises as to how Christians are to apply I Thessalonians
5:21 to such a case whereby they can come up with a
scriptural answer that would allow them to abide by
Colossians 3:17 in their dealing with said matter.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING
POSSIBLE SCENARIO

(1) If it is the case that one person intended mar-
riage for life and the other person did not;

(2) And, if it is the case that the person who did
not intend marriage for life lied to the prospective spouse
and everyone else previous to and during the marriage
ceremony;

(3) And, if it is the case that after a time the liar
declared that there never was a Matthew 19:6 God-
joined marriage because he/she never intended before
the marriage ceremony to be married till death ended
the marriage;

(4) And, if it is the case, if one person�s intention
voids the intention of the other person;

(5) Then, it is the case that the question arises as
to which person�s intention takes precedence over the
other?

(6) For, it is the case if one person intended pre-
ceding the marriage ceremony to be married for life
and if, preceding said ceremony, the other person did
not (but lied and said that he/she did intend marriage till
death ended it), one of said person�s intentions will
take precedence over the other in canceling the con-
trary one out.

(7) Practically, concerning point 6, we will give
the reader three guesses, with the last two guesses not
counting, as to which person�s intent will take prece-
dence over the other.

IS HE IN OR OUT?
Let us see how this kind of reasoning works in

another contractual relationship.
1. If it is the case that Everett intends to join the

army;
2. And, if it is the case that Everett must agree to

three years of service in the army in order for him to
join the army;

3. And, if it is the case that Everett�s intention
before joining is to leave the army when he gets ready;

4. And, if it is the case that the army�s intention
before Everett joins the army is that he will remain in
the army for three years;

5. And, if it is the case that Everett lied when he
signed the documents of his induction into the army for
three years;

6. And, if it is the case that Everett�s intention
takes precedence over the army�s intention;

7. Then, it is the case that Everett never was le-
gally in they army.
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8. And, it is also the case that Everett is not le-
gally bound to serve in the army for three years.

9. And, if it is the case that after six months of
service �in the army� it suits Everett to �leave the army�
in which he was never legally involved;

10. Then, it is the case that, regardless of the time
element stipulated in the agreement Everett made with
the Army prior to entering it, the army is legally obli-
gated to honor his intention to leave when he desires to
do so because he was never legally in the army in the
first place.

If the intention not to be married for life and en-
gaging in lying in the marriage ceremony means that
God will not join two persons who are authorized by
the New Testament to marry in a Matthew 19:6 mar-
riage, why would it not work the same way in joining
the army for a period of time less than that stipulated in
the legal agreement made with the army and then lying
about it when one signed the agreement?

When two people have vowed before and to God,
one another, and the witnesses to the marriage cer-
emony, that they are marrying one another, what are
people to believe? However, some time later the two
declare that before the marriage ceremony they really
never intended marriage for life, so therefore, God never
joined them together in a Matthew 19:6 marriage. Thus,
they reason that they can obtain a civil divorce and are
scripturally free to contract a Matthew 19:6 marriage.

OLD TESTAMENT ACCOUNTS
Let us take a look at some other examples. In the

days when God tolerated polygamy, Jacob married Leah
thinking he was marrying Rachel. Although it was af-
ter the fact, Jacob learned of and agreed to his father-
in-law Laban�s terms for marriage to Rachel. Accord-
ing to their custom, the terms of the marriage contract
stipulated that Leah must marry before Rachel. After
the fact and upon being informed by Laban of the con-
ditions for marrying Rachel, Jacob intended marriage
for Leah. But why did he remain in the marriage to
Leah? The answer: his motive for remaining in the
marriage with Leah was so that he could marry Rachel.

In the preceding account written for our learning
(Romans 15:4), we may deduce something else per-
taining to marriage.  Please consider the facts of the
matter.

(1) Originally Jacob intended marriage to Rachel.
(2) After his marriage to Leah, Jacob learned from

Laban of the custom that the older daughter must marry
before the younger daughter may marry.

(3) After the fact Jacob agrees to the terms of
the marriage contract.

(4) Jacob receives Rachel as his wife.
From this biblical account we learn that one proper

motive for marriage can be to meet certain require-
ments in order to attain a desired end�such as enter-

ing into the U.S. Please note that while the scripture
reveals Jacob�s great love for Rachel, such is not said
of his disposition of heart toward Leah. The contrac-
tual aspect of marriage is what is herein empha-
sized. Thus, Jacob was as married to Leah as he was
to Rachel. And, there is nothing in the scriptures that
reveals that Jacob failed to perform his responsibilities
as a husband to Leah.

A MODERN DAY EXAMPLE
If it is argued that such Old Testament accounts

where polygamy was tolerated are not proper examples
regarding the correct motives for marriage, please con-
sider the following scenario. Surely we recognize that
over the years it has happened time and again.

(1) A man and a woman commit fornication.
(2) The woman becomes pregnant out of wed-

lock.
(3) Because marriage is/was held in high esteem,

a common option available for the couple to honorably
correct such a problem (especially many years ago) is/
was for the man and the woman to marry.

(4) In many such cases if there had been no preg-
nancy the man and the woman may have never con-
sidered marriage to one another.

(5) But, for the sake of all involved, and espe-
cially the mother and child, marriage was proposed and
realized.

(6) Question: Did said man and woman intend
to marry? Answer, Yes.

(7) Was the motive for their marriage necessarily
their love for one another and the baby, or was it an
obligation they believed they had to one another be-
cause of the pregnancy caused by their fornication with
each other? Answer: The motive for their marriage
could be their love for and duty to one another and the
baby. But, it could also be only out of a sense of duty to
one another and the baby.

(8) Thus, said two people contracted a marriage
out of a sense of duty.

(9) And, in this manner Jacob�s marriage to Leah
is parallel to the previous enumerated modern day mat-
ter that lead to marriage�Jacob�s motive for marry-
ing Leah was to be able to marry Rachel.

(10)  Will those who say because the motive for
such a marriage in the case of the two persons who
committed fornication was less than what it should be,
that the marriage was not a Matthew 19:6, �God-joined�
marriage?

Let us suppose that some time later the man in
our preceding narrative declares that since his motive
to marry was simply one of duty to the woman and
child, that, therefore, God did not join him to the woman
in a God-joined Matthew 19:6 marriage because his
motive was one of duty and not love.  Therefore, he
obtains a civil divorce to make everything legal. He
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then declares himself to have never been in a Matthew
19:6 marriage. Hence, he declares himself to be autho-
rized by the New Testament to contract a marriage with
anyone else who is eligible for marriage. Who believes
such a view and conduct of the man in our story to be
authorized by the New Testament?

Does the Bible teach that persons who are eli-
gible for marriage and intend to be married must fully
understand God�s teaching on every aspect of marriage,
divorce and remarriage before God will join them to-
gether to be husband and wife?  If the answer is �yes,�
then how is it possible for atheists, Buddhists, Muslims,
Hindus, and the like to be in a Matthew 19:6 God joined
marriage? Surely the Bible does not teach that only
Christians who are correctly informed about marriage,
divorce and remarriage (and many of them are not at
the time of their marriage as informed as they should
be) are authorized by God to contract a �God joined,�
Matthew 19:6 marriage. Indeed, marriage is not a
church ordinance.

Please consider the following �true�/�false� state-
ment.

T    F  All other things being scripturally equal, if
a man and a woman intend to marry each other with
any other motive than their love for one another, God
will not join them together as husband and wife (a Mat-
thew 19:6 marriage).

I certainly will not answer �true� to the foregoing
statement in the last paragraph. The reason being that
one�s motive for entering into a scriptural marriage does
not necessarily alter or nullify one�s intent to enter into
a Matthew 19:6 marriage contract that each person has
legally and publicly declared themselves to be entering.

The same would be true regarding one person�s
wrong intention taking precedence over the right inten-
tion of the other person.  When two people who are
authorized to contract a Matthew 19:6 marriage pub-
licly declare themselves by their vows to God, one an-
other and before the witnesses at the marriage cer-
emony to be husband and wife, that is what they are. If
one or both of the parties at a later date state they were
lying at the time of the ceremony, then one or both of
them as the case may be should be held suspect. Is one
or were both of them lying after the fact or were one or
both of them lying when the vows were taken in the
marriage ceremony? All anyone can safely do is hold
him or her to the vows they made in the marriage
ceremony and treat them accordingly.

CONSIDER THE
FOLLOWING SITUATION

(1) Everett desires to enter the United States.
(2) Everett knows he can only gain entrance into

the United States if he is married.
(3) Everett meets Jane and for a time courts her

with the intent to marry her, his motive being to gain

entrance into the U.S.
(4) Everett intends to divorce Jane after gaining

entrance into the U.S.
(5) Jane loves Everett and knows nothing of his

motive for marrying her or his intent to divorce her
after they have gained entrance into the U.S.

(6) In the marriage ceremony they profess to each
other, God, the state and to the witnesses that they
intend to marry until death parts them.

(7)Everett lies to all involved in the marriage cer-
emony.

(8) From the time of the marriage ceremony un-
til the time it takes to get into the United States Everett
changes his mind and decides to remain with Jane as
her husband and she his wife.

(9) Are Everett and Jane in a Matthew 19:6 God-
joined marriage?

(10) Did such �marriage� become a Matthew 19:6
marriage when they are declared to be married at the
ceremony or when their motives change.

CONCLUSION
The only way Jane or any other human could

think of and treat Everett and Jane�s relationship would
be that it was a marriage according to Matthew 19:6
and had been since the ceremony in the foreign coun-
try. How could it be treated otherwise? And, if Everett
some years later, decided to divorce Jane on the basis
of the fact that he lied in the ceremony because his
intent was not to enter a marriage that would only end
in death, should one believe him at the time of the mar-
riage ceremony or at the later time when he declared
otherwise? The only thing that would matter would be
what was officially done and the vows that were pub-
licly made before witnesses that the marriage would
last till death ended it. The rest would have to be left
up to God.

The preceding conclusion is based on a biblical,
common sense approach. To do otherwise is to get
into a mess the confusion of which makes the misun-
derstanding among the people following the destruc-
tion of the Tower of Babel pale into insignificance.

�P. O. Box 2357
Spring, TX 77383-2357

Doctrinally sound Gospel Preacher looking for full or
part-time work, 25 years experience, including mis-
sion work in India and prison ministry. I hold a Bach-
elor of Science in Eucation and graduated Preston
Road School of Preaching in 1972. Please write:
Dan Gannon, 8745 S. Hwy 709, Purdon, TX 76679; or
call 903-673-2236

PREACHING POSITION WANTED
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A statement was made by our elders several months
ago concerning their determination to give this congre-
gation an opportunity to make adjustments in the leader-
ship of this church in the future. Their discussion of this
matter have persisted over the last few months. Plans
were made several weeks ago more concretely and they
asked me to present them with some information that
would assist them in carrying out this objective. They
then appointed a committee composed of the preacher
of this congregation, that is Johnnie Ramsey, Don
Simpson, Gary Fallis and myself. Maxie Boren has an
opportunity to have input on this committee, but is out of
touch and out of town so much that his participation will
probably be rather minimal. And so in formulating this
committee, as well as a number of guidelines that were
discussed by the committee, we submitted to the elder-
ship for their approval. A system has been set in place
by which current elders might be evaluated and ad-
ditional elders might be added to the body of elders

(Bolded�Editor).
It is my task this morning to introduce you to this

program as well as to address a particular Biblical matter
that in my opinion needs to be addressed. Let�s begin by
asking ourselves this question: Since we are people of
the book, and we believe that whatever we do in religion
and life must be authorized and guided by the Word of
God�what does the Bible say about the selection of el-
ders. We are aware of the fact that in 1 Timothy 3 and
Titus 1 and Acts chapter 20 and 1 Peter chapter 5 and
other passages describe to us a function within the church,
the body of Christ, known as elders, or shepherds or
bishops or pastors, that this is to be a plurality, a group
of men, never do we find in the New Testament one
bishop, on shepherd, one elder, ruling over a congrega-
tion, but there is always two or more, a plurality, and that
is very clearly taught in the scriptures. But how are these
men to be appointed? We find the list of qualifications
that they must meet in order to operate in this function in

Dave Miller�s Position on Re-evaluation and
Reaffirmation of Elders Preached By Him at the Brown
Trail Church Building on the Morning of April 8, 1990
[Because of the various differing and contradictory reports about what Dave Miller believes or does not believe as

the case may be regarding the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders, we have decided for Miller to speak for himself.
If he has repented of the beliefs that he taught in the following sermon, we have heard nothing about it.

Miller may (as did the Brown Trail Church of Christ elders) try to sidestep his doctrinal error. The Brown Trail elders
and their preacher Maxie Boren declared that they did no sin in practicing the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders.
They said they did not sin because their approach was only a method that was used to appoint elders and to make sure that
those serving as elders continued to be scripturally qualified to serve in that capacity. Their conclusion, published by them
some months ago, was that they made a poor choice in using that method and that they would not do it again. Their
statement does not confess the fact that they committed sin and placed the authority of godly elders into the hands of a
commitee of preachers and the congregation. Thus, they have not repented of their error.

Much of Miller�s sermon is scriptural�but the part of it that deals with the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders
is toxic to the church of our Lord. This is the case because of what we have pointed out in the previous paragraph.

In the following sermon it will be noted that Miller articulates well what he believed (at least at that time) on the re-
evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. And, again we hope that he will not follow the bad example of the Brown Trail
elders in denying that they sinned in their practice of the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. Miller, therefore,
cannot logically say that this matter falls into the area of options (choosing an aid that helps us get done the quickest and
best way possible what God obligates us to do). Remember, as noted earlier, the Brown Trail elders recently said that they,
their preacher Maxie Boren and Dave Miller only made and unwise choice in picking the option they used and, therefore,
they would not do it again. But this is not is not at all what they actually did. (It is interesting to note that prior to Dan
Flournoy coming to B.T. the elders promised him that they would not practice the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders
again, but they did). What these men did was to advocate, teach and put into practice a doctrine that undermined the
authority that God only places into the hands of scripturally qualified elders. This false doctrine does not simply provide
a method whereby members of the church can propose the names of men whom they consider to be scripturally qualified to
serve as elders of the church. It allows for any decision made by the elders (no matter how scriptural) to be challenged by
the congregation if they do not like the decision the elders made. In such a situation the elders do not have the final �say-
so� in optional matters. However, the Bible says they do (Hebrews 13:7, 17). Thus, as Miller well knows, �any doctrine
that implies a false doctrine is itself  false.� Miller�s doctrine on re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders implies that the
church does not have to submit to the scriptural decisions made by scripturally qualified elders doing the scriptural work
of elders. Therefore, Miller�s doctrine, as he so well sets it out in the following sermon, is error. And to practice it as he and
the Brown Trail elders along with Maxie Boren did, is to commit sin (1 John 3:4). Thus, what they did was not simply to
chose and engage in an unwise method, but they embraced, advocated and practiced a false doctrine the design and
impact of which on the Lord�s church, if practiced consistently by the churches, will turn the church into a democracy and
not a monarchy. Thus, this key element in the divine organization of the church would be destroyed.

Let all clearly understand that whether others can see this error or not, we can see it, and we will not be quite about
it or be silenced concerning naming and exposing those who advocate and practice it. Those who have taught and
practiced the doctrine as set out by Miller in his sermon ought to repent, confess their sins, and ask the church to pray for
them�this includes Dave Miller,Frank Chesser, Apologetics Press, et al. notwithstanding. This is the way that is right and
cannot be wrong because it is exactly what the Bible teaches concerning brethren being forgiven of their sins. Indeed, this
is �piloting the strait� with only the Lord�s authoritative word as our infallible compass and chart to guide us over the
tempestuous seas of life to our eternal haven of rest (Colossians 3:17; John 12:48).-Editor]
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this capacity. But by what means, by what process, by
what procedure are they to be selected and placed into
that function? The Bible is largely silent on this matter.
However, the Bible has a great deal more to say about
that matter than most perhaps members of the church
realize. And while the details, the specifics of such a pro-
cedure are not spelled out, some fundamental principles
and guidelines are. And it is to those that I would like to
direct you attention.

Let�s begin in first, rather in Titus chapter 1, the
first chapter of Titus where we find perhaps the most
explicit illusion to the selection of elders. Contextually
Titus is a young evangelist, who among other things has
been working among churches of Christ which were
situated on the island of Crete. And as part of his respon-
sibilities in preaching and teaching amid those churches
was Paul�s statement in Titus chapter 1:5, did I say verse
six, verse 5. Paul says to Titus,

my own son after the common faith, grace mercy and
peace from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ
our Savior, for this cause I left thee in Crete. That
thou should set in order the things that are wanting
and ordain elders in every city as I had appointed thee.

Now, if that is all that we had in the New Testament
concerning the appointing and selection of elders, we
might get the idea that an inspired apostle was authoriz-
ing an evangelist, a preacher to go into local congrega-
tions to look over the situation and make personal judg-
ments about who should serve as elders and therefore
we would have Titus going in and saying O.K., Bro. Jones,
Bro. McGilicutty and Bro. Smith, you�re going to the
elders of this congregation. There are members of the
churches of Christ who have so interpreted this passage
and thus have given rise to the doctrine of evangelistic
authority. Most prominent among our black brethren, and
they actually teach and practice the idea that the preacher
is not under the elders. That he in fact, if anything pre-
sides over the elders, and is to make judgments concern-
ing their selection. I do not find this to be the teaching of
this passage or any other passage. Turn with me now to
Acts chapter 6, and we�ll look at evidence that indeed
proves that point. The context of Acts chapter 6 is the
selection of some of the leaders within a local church.
Granted this is not a context in which elders are being
selected, but again if we are people of the book, if we are
going to be guided by New Testament principles, we
must go to those passages that give us any sort of in-
sight on a selection process, by which functions and
capacities within the church might be fulfilled. And this
is really the only passage in all of the Bible that gives us
that information. Contextually, the church of Christ is
located in the city of Jerusalem. Populating that congre-
gation are Jews and Jews only. There have been no Gen-
tile converts added to the church at this point in time.
But within this group of Jewish Christians is a culturally
diverse situation. That is, you have Jews, who are Ara-
maic, who are Hebrew Jews and their background is
Hebrew�they speak Hebrew or Aramaic�a Semitic dia-
lect. But there are some other Jews in this congregation
who did not grow up under that sort of a Hebrew back-
ground, but rather grew up in the Roman Empire and in

particular areas that were heavenly Greecanized. They
are what�s known in history as Hellenistic Jews�they
have been cultured, inculturated in a Greek setting. They
don�t even speak Hebrew, in many cases. They speak
Greek. But both groups have a strongly Old Testament
background. Now here are these two culturally different
groups of people, even though we would see them the
same, they are Jews, and they are not getting along with
each other. And they begin fussing toward one another
because some of the specific responsibilities that need to
be taken care of in the church were being neglected�
specifically the widows were being neglected in the daily
distribution of food and other needs, for these older
women, members of the church. The apostles, this is a
young church that hasn�t had a chance to appoint elders
yet, and so the apostles which established the church in
Acts chapter 2 in this location are concerned about these
disturbances that are arising. They need to give them-
selves continually and consistently and persistently to the
preaching of the word, to prayer, to advancing the church
in terms of causing the church to grow in spreading the
Gospel around the Empire and so it seems to me that
what we have here is the very beginnings of what would
ultimately be set completely in order with the writings of
such letters as Timothy and Titus, although keep in mind
that the contents of Timothy and Titus though they ap-
pear in written form, laid down in the first century that
information was available and operative to Christians
wherever inspired men spoke. But it seems to me that
what we have here is essentiallty the designation of what
we refer to as deacons. In fact the term, a form of the
term deacon occurs three times in these verses. But rather
than argue whether that is who is being appointed, let�s
simply note that here is an inspired selection process given
by the inspired apostles. And what is that process? Verse
3, �Brethren (that is you members of the church at Jerusa-
lem), you are to look out from among yourselves seven
men of honest report, full of the Holy Spirit and wis-
dom.� Now isn�t that clear? It is the people who do the
looking out from among themselves. But they are to not
simply look among themselves and say �Well, I like brother
So and So, he�s a really good fellow, I think he�s a nice
man.� No, you are to look out from among yourselves
men who fit certain qualifications. In this case, we are
given three qualifications for this group of men and as
said 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1 and other passages give us
a host of other qualifications but there are the two funda-
mental Biblical New Testament guidelines for making se-
lection of capacities within the church of Christ. The
people are to look out from among themselves and they
are to make those selections based upon inspired instruc-
tions. Now if that be the case brethren, the implications
are enormous. If indeed this is intended to be the proto-
type�if this is intended to be the New Testament au-
thority which we have for making selection of officials
within the church when it would be wrong for the
preacher to make those selections and it also follows that
it would be inappropriate for officials to make those se-
lections. Where the eldership becomes sort of a self per-
petuating board and they add to their number men who
they think ought to be added. This passage clearly teaches
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that it is the congregation, the members, who are to be
involved in this process. Someone says then that you are
saying then that elders and leaders are to be selected are
to be selected by majority vote. Well, that is not exactly
what I am saying, but I am saying that this passage very
clearly teaches that the membership at large is to make
that decision. I don�t think it means though that the church
is a democracy, no, because God has already stated the
guidelines, the qualifications upon which men can be se-
lected. The fact that he expects members of the church
to study the Word of God to know these qualifications,
and then to also know the men whom they are selecting,
and you have to do both, you�ve got to know what the
Bible teaches as a qualified elder, and you�ve got to know
men well enough to know whether they fit that. It seems
to me that does not make it majority vote so to speak. It
is not a popularity contest, someone has said�and I agree
with that completely, it is not. We should not select men
based upon whom we really like and whom we think are
popular with other people. We had better do it based on
what the New Testament teaches is a qualified man. Now,
by the way, do you see the term that is translated �ap-
point� in the King James Version in Acts 6:3. Here the
apostles is saying, �You look out from among yourselves
men who meet these qualifications.� Once you have done
that, we will appoint them. Now notice that. The apostles
don�t do the selection, the membership does. But the
apostles then formally appoint�or install them. Do you
know that the word translated �appoint� in verse 3 is the
same word that is translated in Acts in Titus chapter 1
verse 5 �ordain.� Now think about that. By the way the
American Standard came long and translated Titus 1:5
�appoint.� Doing a couple of things�they recognized
that it is the same word that occurs here in Acts 6:3.
Number 2, they were trying to soften the King James
translators selection of the term ordain which sure enough
made it sound like the evangelist made the decision. But
we see the same word used in Acts 6:3 where the apostles
did not make the decision, they just formally installed them
into office. But the members selected them and I suggest
to you that is how Titus 1:5 ought to be interpreted not
vice versa. Paul was telling Titus to go among the Gre-
cian churches and formally install or appoint men whom
the membership has looked out from among them. That
is the only way to make those two passages harmonize. I
would also point out to you that in Acts chapter 14, verse
23, a different term for appoint is used. It is a very differ-
ent Greek term, where we are told that a couple of the
apostles went around and ordained elders in every city.
But again there is no need for us to assume that they
went in and made those selections, although, I for one
would not question an inspired apostle�s ability to select
qualified men. But you see that same term used in Acts
chapter 14 verse 23 is used over in 2 Corinthians 8 verse
19, to describe what the membership did in selecting one
individual to carry a contribution. So what I am suggest-
ing to you brethren, based upon these passages, is mem-
bers of the church of the local congregation, are to look
ye out�that they are to consult among themselves and
reach an agreement concerning who is qualified to be an
elder, and whom they perceive to be a leader, and then

those men are to be formally appointed or installed into
that function. Titus merely inaugurated the selection pro-
cess in each Cretin city, in each congregation as the mem-
ber looked out from among themselves on the basis of
these qualifications that Paul had given to Titus and then
appointments were formally confirmed by Titus. If we
follow that process, we can be assured as Paul told the
Ephesians elders in Acts 20, the Holy Spirit has made
those overseers. But only if we follow the instructions of
the Holy Spirit as given in Scripture.

REEVALUATING AND RECONFIRMING
CURRENT ELDERS

We, that certainly seems to cover the question of
how elders ought to be selected, but what about this idea
of reevaluating current elders or reconfirming�and there
are some brethren that are really up in arms it seems to
me and say that is what the liberals are doing. Well, they
may be, but I am unconcerned about that in terms of
whether or not it is right or wrong�but I am concerned
about what the Bible teaches. Notice #1, that if the mem-
bers select elders to begin with based on Acts 6:3, and
since the complexion of a congregation in terms of its
membership can change over a period of time, over a
period of years, an eldership may conceivably no longer
consist of the same individuals that the membership would
look out from among themselves and appoint. So you
see the implication is, it is false to say once an elder,
always an elder That is as false as to say once saved
always saved, that doesn�t follow. Not only may a man
no longer meet the qualifications, but conceivably a man
could meet the qualifications, brethren, and yet not be
perceived by that flock as a shepherd. Not be a man to
whom they will submit themselves. Shepherds cannot
lead where sheep will not follow. So a man could be
technically qualified to be an elder, and yet if the mem-
bership where he attends does not perceive him a leader
in whom they respect and trust, he cannot shepherd ef-
fectively. How unwise for me as a preacher to say that I
am qualified to be a preacher now you�ve got to keep
me. When 20 or 30% of the congregation thinks I am a
dumpy preacher. I promise you I�d leave. I wouldn�t
lock my feet into the dirt and say �Well, I�m qualified so
they�d better accept me.What an attitude! That attitude
alone disqualifies a man. What follows then that one of
the qualifications of a shepherd is that the membership
perceives him to be such, and is willing to submit and to
follow to respect and to trust.

Now there is one other passage that I think we
need to have our attention called to and that�s in 1 Timo-
thy chapter 5. In addition then to Acts chapter 6 verse 3
concerning the selection of elders, we have this state-
ment in 1 Timothy chapter 5, and I don�t think I�ve ever
seen it followed in any church with which I�ve ever been
affiliated. Here we have a context beginning in verse 17
where elders are already in position in the local church,
they are local bishops. He talks about how they are to be
even paid, especially those who are not only shepherding
the congregation spiritually but also conducting them-
selves as evangelists, as preachers. He says those indi-
vidual are worthy of double honor, which is a euphe-
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mism in the New Testament, for receiving remuneration.
But he also says, and by the way verse 18 is an interest-
ing passage, hardly a point that we ought to stop and
make, but there are two illusions, verse 18 to previous
scriptures. The illusion of the ox treading out the corn is
from Deuteronomy 25, which was a principle even un-
der the Old Law about how you ought to treat your ani-
mals. But notice the scripture�notice this�verse 18,
for the scripture sayeth and we quote two scriptures�
one from Deuteronomy 25 and the next one �the la-
borer is worthy of his reward.� I�ve not been able to
find that in the Old Testament. But it is Luke 10:17 a
statement that Jesus made. Here we find a New Testa-
ment epistle referring back to another New Testament
epistle as scripture, well that�s an interesting side point,
that has implications for our understanding of scripture.
Notice verses 19 and 20, �against an elder receive not
an accusation, but before two or three witnesses,
them (meaning contextually here the elders) that sin
rebuke before all that others also may fear.� The
principle here is that even though a man is in a position of
being an elder in the church, he can disqualify himself,
or make mistakes that he shouldn�t make. It therefore
follows, that a man can be removed from the office of
an elder. In fact, there we have the process of doing so,
there has to be also two or three witnesses, a principle
well grounded in the Old Testament, in God�s approach
to human relationships, but theoretically if charges could
be sustained against an elder being disqualified, he could
be removed. That�s all we�re talking about. We may use
the term evaluation of elders, we may use the term re-
confirmation, if those terms concern you, then call it
something else, but the principle is that if the member-
ship finds fault with an elder, the membership who put
the elder in the first place, can remove them. And cer-
tainly all that ought to be based upon scriptural, teaching
that is the man ought to be found to be faulty scriptur-
ally�and spiritually, but I would still maintain that a man
could theoretically be qualified and yet have lost his stand-
ing with enough of the members that he ought to volun-
tary remove himself. Now how do you determine that
unless you ask the members, how they perceive that man,
as an elder of the church. No one should be threatened
by the prospect of being evaluated, not a one of us, the
preacher shouldn�t be, the School of Preaching instruc-
tors, the elders, the deacons and all of us as members,
ought to have in our mindset, in our attitude, an evalua-
tion mentality, because my friends the Lord is going to
evaluate us one day �and it may be sooner than we
think. And our attitude ought to be that we want to serve
the Lord, and serve the flock, and continue to have the
approval and respect of the flock, of one another. And if
I, or anyone else in a leadership sort of capacity, no longer
sustains the respect from a sizeable portion of the flock,
for whatever reason, the proper attitude would be to re-
move oneself from that position. A position that depends
upon credibility, depends upon it! And by the way, Johnny
recently told me a Christian doesn�t have to be elder to
go to heaven. You know, this is a very sticky situation,
and in previous congregations where I�ve been, this thing
has been done. It�s not easy. It can be very unpleasant,

very difficult because we are dealing in area of ego, emo-
tions, feelings. And therefore it�s going to require every
single one of us being gentle, and kind and loving; firm,
yes, truthful, yes, scripturally, absolutely. But all of us
must be very careful that we are able to see things clearly
through the eyeglasses of scripture, and not through per-
sonal feelings, concerns, emotions. There�s not a person
in this auditorium, that I know personally, that I do not
think the world of and appreciate as a member of the
Church, but that doesn�t mean that I think everyone in
here should be an elder. If I do not think you should be
an elder of church, does that mean I don�t love you and
think the world of you as a Christian and as a human
being. Of course not! I don�t think I should be an elder.
I don�t think I�m scripturally qualified to be. And if I find
out that you agree with that assessment, should I some-
how think that you don�t like me like you should? Of
course not! This is such serious business that we allow,
we must not allow our personal egos and emotions to
enter in. We must not! We dare not! There�s too much at
stake here in light of eternity.

THE PROCESS SET OUT
Very quickly, here is the process outlined and this

procedure has been written out in steps and you are cer-
tainly welcome to take a look at this. We can post it in the
secretary�s office for anyone that has any questions. Be-
ginning next Sunday morning, Johnny will be presenting
two sermons, one next Sunday morning and one the fol-
lowing Sunday morning�so that�s April 15 and 22 on
the qualifications and responsibilities of elders and I know
that he will do a good job. That�s a short time to cover a
lot of ground, that he�s a Master at capsulating and sum-
marizing what the Bible says. I urge you to be present
for those lessons and to listen carefully. Then on April
22nd, the 2nd Sunday of these Sermons, forms will be
distributed to the membership. There will be two types
of forms. One of these forms will give you an opportu-
nity to simply state whether or not you think any of the
five men who are now serving in the eldership should or
should not continue to serve. You won�t be asked to sign
that form, in fact our five current elders have made that
point, that this is strictly your opportunity without any
pressure from anywhere or anyone to state your feelings
about the current eldership in light of what the Bible
teaches. The second form will be a form that is designed
to identify the scriptural responsibilities, or specific quali-
fications of elders. You will be asked to fill out one form
for each man whose name you wish to submit as a po-
tential elder for the church here. You have one week to
turn in all of those forms and we�re encouraging every
member to do that, not like one form per couple, but
each individual member, of responsible age, who wishes
to do so. No one is required to do this. It may well be
that your affiliation with the church and with these men
is such that you feel that you do not really know about
them and what�s going on. You do not need to feel com-
pelled to comment. Once those forms are turned in, which
will be by April 29, the committee of preachers, whom
the elders have asked to monitor this process, will sit
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down and go through these. And I want to stress to you
that in light of Acts 6:3 and everything else that we�ve
said, these preachers are not going to be making these
decision for you. But they are some fundamental guide-
lines that will be followed. Present elders would need to
receive sizeable percentage of support from this congre-
gation. As I suggested to you that as a preacher, if we
polled the congregation and found out that 25% of the
church think I stink as a preacher and wishes that I would
leave�I would probably leave. Because for me to work
effectively with you, you have got to want me to be here.
And so that only follows. And then of course the other
forms there would need to be again a sizeable percentage
of people who turn in say one man�s name, the submis-
sion of one�s man name would surely show up several
times among this membership. If that individual is indeed
perceived to be eldership material. So that process in and
of itself will weed some individuals out. And then of
course, it would be the responsibility of the committee to
interview and to speak with and talk with those individu-
als who are being considered to be elders in the future.
And so our committee interviews will sit down with these
men, there�s nothing secretive about this, or nothing
ominous, we�ll sit down with the Bible and with that man
and discuss his spiritual condition in light of those quali-
fications. Ultimately out of that process then will come
names who will be presented to the congregation on May
13th, is the way that�s set up at this time. And on that
date then when those names are presented to the congre-
gation, a two week period will be allowed for the sub-
mission of scriptural objection to the committee which
will be held in strictest confidence by that committee.
We see no reason to render strife among members, prob-
lems that one member may have with another member,
we want to try to handle this tastefully and in a Christian
way and yet to face squarely the issues that are raised by
any potential objections that may come in. Then, theo-
retically, once those can be sorted out, on May 27th, the
last Sunday of the month of May, we will be able to
formally appoint, ordain those men who will serve as
elders of this congregation. Now that may or may not
include the five present ones. That�s up to you. That
may, or may not include, additional ones. That�s up to
you. Let me stress however, brethren, that between now
and then, you have some serious responsibilities; and quite
frankly some heavy burdens. May you not take this lightly.
This isn�t like running down and voting for Clayton Wil-
liams. This is serious! You know he or someone else
may mess up Texas but God forbid that we mess up the
church. This has eternal consequences. And I have al-
ways been convinced ever since I studied the subject of
elders, that it would be terrible for a person to just sit
down and in five minutes say, �Well, I think brother So
and So is a good fellow and write his name down and
turn it in. I think that is terrible! What we ought to do is
take 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1 and sit down and study for,
I would be so bold as to say hours, applying that teach-
ing to the individual that I am thinking about, and making
certain that I can honestly say Yes. But we tend to pull
out one or two things and say that he really does that

well, so that�s it! And he may fit 90% of these tremen-
dously and yet be glaring deficient in another or two.
We�ve got to stand before God and face these spiritual
decisions with all of their consequences. And I�ll tell you
another thing we�d better do, rather than thinking this all
depends on us (and that�s what we do, we think this all
depends on us): We�d better do an awful lot of praying
between now and then. I mean we�d better pray, pray,
pray that God�s will be done in this undertaking�Not
our will, not our desires, not our perceptions, but I think
it ought to be that�we�d better pray, deeply and fer-
vently that God�s will will be done. We need to be sober,
serious, objective,� and that�s hard to do, isn�t it. Be-
cause we�re dealing with people that we love. But we�ve
got to be objective, and honestly allow scripture to mold
our perceptions of each individual that we might con-
sider, not our past experiences necessarily, unless those
specifically are germane to what the Bible says. Can we
honestly and genuinely say scripture is what formulates
our perceptions with an individual. That�s what we�ve
got to do and that means we need to listen closely to the
two sermons that Johnny preaches, we need to do study
on our own if we have not done that in recent months or
years on what the Bible says and we�ve got to be honest
in facing up to the teaching of those passages.

If you are in our audience this morning, especially
if you�re a visitor, we in some sense want to apologize
for not having a more evangelist message that is designed
to bring you into confrontation of your own spiritual con-
dition. On the other hand brethren, our children, and we
ourselves need this kind of fundamental plain talk about
how the church is functioning among us. We are not to
shy away from that. We ought to rejoice that as a body
of God�s people we are privileged to take the Word of
God and to honestly face ourselves as we said in the
beginning, we will do that just as soon as the Lord re-
turns. He wants us to do it now, and to make prayerful,
careful decisions. But if you are in our audience this morn-
ing and you need to respond to the Gospel invitation to
become a Christian, we would love to take a few mo-
ments and discuss that with you. If you�ll come forward
and make your desire known, we�ll take that time to do
that. If you are a member of the Lord�s church and you
need at this time in this assembly to come forward and
publicly acknowledge sin in your life. Here is a group of
people, whom I have found in the two or so years that
I�ve been here to be people who relish the opportunity to
express love and concern and appreciation for one an-
other, as together we try to alter the blunders that we�ve
made and grow closer to God in His will. And so what a
place to rededicate one�s life to the Lord, to make con-
fession of wrong. There is no other place on the face of
the earth that would be a better environment for doing
that. Not the counselors couch, but before other Chris-
tians, the body that is striving to work together. Do you
need to come. If you do, please do that as we stand and
sing.

�230 Landmark Drive
Montgomery, AL 36117
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May 15, 2002
Ralph Beall
113 Lynn Dr.
Hurst, TX 76053

Dear Ralph:

If you aren�t sitting down as you start reading this letter, by all
means, please be seated. I�m writing to explain something to
you that not only is terribly exciting, but that also is going to
impact our work for years to come in an extremely important
visible fashion. I wanted those people who support our work
to be the very first to know.

I have pulled off a major �coup��I�ve just hired Dr. Dave
Miller to join us in our work at Apologetics Press!

It is quite likely that Dave needs no introduction to you be-
cause he is widely known throughout the churches of Christ
for both his scholarship and his unwavering�yet-balanced
stand for the Truth. Dave holds earned M.A., M.Th., M.A.R.,
and Ph.D. degrees from accredited universities, and has served
for the past decade as the Director of the Brown Trail school
of Preaching in Bedford, Texas (near Fort Worth). In addition,
he also is a much-sought-after speaker, and the author of the
highly acclaimed book, Piloting the Strait, which addresses
the �change agent� movement that has been troubling the
church nationwide for the past several years.

Several months ago, I opened deliberations with Dave to see
if he might have an interest in joining our staff here at
Apologetics Press. A man of the caliber and reputation of
Dave Miller does not come along very often. I knew from past
conversations with Dave that he was kindly interested in be-
coming a part of it. Eventually, after several months of nego-
tiations, we now have in place the mechanism that will allow
Dave to begin working with us. He is due to start August 1.

With Dave�s arrival, we are going to be able to do something
that has long been a dream of mine for the work of Apologetics
Press. We are going to begin �departmentalizing� our efforts.
As you know, Kyle Butt, who holds B.A. and M.A. degrees in
Religion from Freed Hardeman University, is our Director of
Biblical Research. Eric Lyons, the University of Tennessee
Medical School, is our Director of Scientific Information. Now
that Dave is coming on board, it is our plan to add depart-
ments under the auspices of each of the directors.

 Dave will be the first department head, and will serve as the
chairman of our newly established Department of New Testa-

ment Studies. In the not-too-distant future, we hope to bring
on board other men of the same biblical soundness, aca-
demic standing, and innate ability as Dave to serve as chair-
man of additional departments (Old Testament studies, bib-
lical languages, archaeology, physics, biochemistry, etc.)

I suspect that you have noticed�as a result of reading
their articles in Reason & Revelation�that for some time
now we have been in the process of training several ex-
tremely talented young men whom we have in mind to fill
some of those positions. Truth be told, we have carefully
chosen our summer interns (both in the past and for this
coming summer) specifically for that purpose. For example,
Alden Bass, who has been an intern with us for the past
three years and who currently is enrolled at Yale University,
hopes to join us after completing graduate training in ar-
chaeology. Joe Deweese, who also has been with us for the
past several years and who currently is enrolled at Freed-
Hardeman University, will be working toward graduate de-
grees in biochemistry. Branyon May, who is joining us next
month as a new intern, is a physics major at San Angelo
State University in Texas (one of the top physics programs
in the state, by the way!). We are working with Branyon in
the hope that, after his graduate training in physics, he,
too, can join us. Another new summer intern, Zach Smith
(also from Freed-Hardeman University), is a Bible major with
a keen interest in biblical languages�a talent we certainly
would like to put to use in the future.

I have stated repeatedly in my past letters to you that it
never has been our policy at Apologetics Press to �rest on
our laurels.� We constantly are searching for talented, dedi-
cated men who would be an asset to our work, and who
could provide above-average benefits to the brotherhood
by joining us in our efforts. Dave Miller definitely is such a
man. And so are these interns.

I hope you can tell from the tone of this letter that I am
excited, not only about Dave joining us, but also about the
future of Apologetics Press. There are times when I wish
you could spend a day (or a week!) with us here at our
offices. I have the best staff that anyone could ever hope to
assemble. Kyle, Eric, and Brad are gems in their own right.
They are dedicated, disciplined, and determined. But they
are not alone. Charles McCown, our Production Manager
is responsible for making our publications (and Web sites)
look so professional�and he does a brilliant job. Jim
Estabrook, our General Manager, is my right-hand man. He
is truly a �jack of all trades��and one that I could not do

[The first letter to follow this introduction was the general letter sent out on Apologetics Press stationary by Bert
Thompson in which he glowing announced the employment of Dave Miller by AP.  It initiated the exchange of letters
between Ralph Beall(Former Brown Trail member) and Bert Thompson that appear after Thompson�s initial letter. Beall�s
letters are a general example of what some faithful brethren did in their attempts to get Thompson to understand the beliefs
and conduct of Miller while the preacher and then the Director of the Brown Trail School of Preaching, a work of the
Brown Trail Church of Christ, Bedford, Texas.

Thompson�s responses to Beall�s letters are tame in contrast to what he wrote to some other brethren who attempted
to reason with him when they offered him evidence concerning the beliefs of Dave Miller; which beliefs are noted elsewhere
in this issue of CFTF. Among other things Beall�s letters make it clear that long before 2002 brethren were standing in
opposition to Miller�s views already dealt with in this issue of CFTF.

Also, in view of the recent AP mess it is interesting to note the following quote from the former Director of AP. The
quote is from Thompson�s June 10, 2002 letter to Beall. Thompson wrote to Beall saying:

�I think you know me well enough to know that I never would even think about bringing someone into this work who
was unsound, unethical, or whose presence would bring disrepute upon my life�s work. I have closely nurtured and
guarded this work-as if it were my own child-for twenty five years and I am not about to stop now.�  WHO CAN YOU
TRUST? ANSWER: THE LORD AND HIS WORD -Editor]

Correspondence Between Beall and Thompson
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without. Sam Estabrook (Jim�s younger brother) is our Man-
ager of Information Systems, and takes care of all of our in-
house computer and typesetting systems (no small task!).
Our three diligent secretaries, Glenda Bailey, LaRose Willis,
and Pam Lowery, work day in and day out with nary a com-
pliant (of course, as I�m sure you know, it goes without
saying that they secretly run the place!).

It is your prayers and support that have made all of this
possible. I hope you will continue both. In 2004, we will
celebrate our twenty-fifth anniversary (as hard as that is to
believe). I still hold to the belief, however, as the old adage
suggests, that �the best is yet to be.� Stay tuned. More
exciting news to follow�.

Serving, with you, the living God,
[signed]
Bert

113 Lynn Drive
Hurst, Texas 76053
June 2, 2002

Bert Thompson, Executive Director
Apologetics Press, Inc.
230 Landmark Drive
Montgomery, AL 36117-2752

Dear Brother Thompson,

It is with sadness and regret that I feel constrained to write
this letter in response to your letter of May 15, 2002 telling of
your employment of Brother Dave Miller. I was a member at
the Brown Trail congregation when Bro. Miller came there to
preach. Having been in his classes, listened to his sermons,
read his articles, and his book, PILOTING THE STRAIT; I
was, and am, impressed with his considerable Bible knowl-
edge and preaching and teaching abilities.

First, I would like to call your attention to a Sermon Bro.
Miller delivered concerning the �re-confirming� of elders
(by vote of the congregation) at the Brown Trail congrega-
tion in 1990, using 1 Timothy 5:19. This sermon was preached
some few months after the resignation and departure of two
elders and their wives, Brothers Eddie Whitten and Ed Clark,
along with several others about December 10, 1989. My wife
and I left a few days later. Before leaving I met with the
remaining elders. Bro. McClish delivered a sermon on this
subject, referencing Bro. Miller�s sermon therein, at the
Twenty-Second Bellview Lectures on June 7-11, 1997,
Pensacola, Florida. The written lecture begins on page 83 of
the lectureship book entitled LEADERSHIP, Michael
Hatcher, Editor and Lectureship Director for the Bellview
Church of Christ . A tape of Bro. Miller�s sermon, above
referenced, is available to some of our brethren at the North-
east congregation, copy of which can be furnished on re-
quest.

My wife and I came to the Brown Trail congregation in June
of 1984 from the University Hills congregation in Austin,
Texas where Frank Dunn, now deceased, was the local
preacher under a sound eldership. It soon became evident
that there was some division in the Brown Trail Eldership
along �liberal� and �conservative� lines. I had great hopes
when Bro. Miller came that some of these problems might be
resolved by biblically sound and resolute teaching, espe-
cially from the pulpit. I was not disappointed by the things I
heard and read from Bro. Miller. Later Bro. Whitten advised
that on several occasions Bro. Miller came to his office in

the building (Bro. Whitten was an Elder and Director of the
Brown Trail School of Preching at the time) and they dis-
cussed the problems of the church, especially liberalism, and
specifically the liberalistic problems in scriptural problems
that had resulted in an eldership that was divided and stale-
mated. There were four elders on each �side.� On the resig-
nation, for health reasons, of one of the elders the liberal
group held sway. It seems that Bro. Miller decided to use this
inequality  in the eldership to further his position. The things
done at this time by the eldership, with the concurrence and
help of Bro. Miller and other preachers in the employ of the
congregation at the time, were certainly unethical and some
unscriptural actions and teachings were committed and
unscriptural positions rampant in the Brotherhood were sup-
ported and taught. Bro. Miller concurred and participated in
these activities and evidently was the, or one of, the primary
planners and instigators. Details are available and can be
verified.

Just before my wife and I left I met with the remaining elders
and asked that they please �do something,� finally suggest-
ing they resign and let the matters come before the congrega-
tion. They did have an �open� meeting but would not allow
anyone to bring up any matter that occurred prior to two
weeks before the date of the meeting. A tape of this meeting
is also available.
A few months later Bro. Miller preached the sermon on re-
evalutation/reaffirmation of the elders. Those that received
less than 75% of the votes in disapproval were to resign. The
vote was taken, thereof the �liberal� elders failed to be �reaf-
firmed� and �resigned�. Bro. Miller was appointed Director
of the School of Preaching, Bro. Maxey Boren became the
pulpit preacher, and other positions changed. Sadly, other
elders were appointed, members of the congregation, who
were part of or at least witnesses of the unscriptural/unethi-
cal actions and teachings that had just transpired.

Some of the group that left, including me and my wife, wor-
shipped for about two years with Bedford congregation and
then formed the congregation, Northeast Church of Christ,
now located at 1313 Karla Drive, Hurst, Texas 76053 in 1991.
Several months later I, along with Brother�s Ed Clark and
Graham Cain, was [sic] appointed as an elder and served
until I resigned a few weeks after the death of my wife in 1999.
While I was an elder of the Northeast congregation I requested
of Bro. Bob Watts (one of the elders of the Brown Trail con-
gregation that was reaffirmed and who had in the past upheld
scriptural positions) that the current elders of both congre-
gations and all possible of the primary parties involved in the
dispute when Brother�s Whitten and Clark resigned have a
meeting; a controlled meeting with fair and impartial ground
rules agreed to beforehand. He said he would take up the
request with the Brown Trail Elders. I have never heard from
him concerning this matter.
There has never been, to my knowledge, private or public
recognition of error or sin and/or repentance on the part of
any. Can sin be �swept under the rug�. My heart�s desire and
prayer is that these matters be scripturally resolved. I am sure
that the parties involved now at Northeast would be happy
and please to meet with Bro. Miller and/or the elders of the
Brown Trail congregation and any other involved.

Thank you for considering these matters. I hope that you will
reconsider your employment of Bro. Miller pending scrip-
tural resolution. Souls are at stake.

In Christian Love,
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[signed]
Ralph Beall

June 10, 2002
Ralph Beall
113 Lynn Drive
Hurst, TX 76053

Dear Brother Ralph

Thank you for your kind letter of June 2 about our recent
announcement that Dave Miller is going to join our staff
as of August 1. I appreciated the gentle attitude you ex-
hibited in the letter. You clearly did not write to accuse us,
but rather to inform us! Not  every letter we receive gives
us the benefit of the doubt as you did. I�m grateful that
you did that. It�s nice to see someone do unto others as
they would others do unto them.

Some time ago, as you may remember, I sent you a compli-
mentary copy of my newest book Rock-Solid Faith: How
to Sustain It. That book was dedicated to two men: Dave
Miller and Earl Edwards (of Freed-Hardeman University)
No one at the time offered a word of criticism about my
having dedicated the book to Dave. Not a single person
called to suggest that I had erred, or that I possibly should
have investigated a little deeper into Dave�s background
before doing something so serious as dedicating one of
the books in Rock Solid Faith trilogy to him. It was only
after I announced his forthcoming arrival at Apologetics
Press that I received any comments at all (via your letter,
and one from the Bedford/Hurst/Fort Worth area) about
Dave�s alleged misconduct almost a decade and a half
ago. Oddly, the other individual who wrote likewise re-
ceived a complimentary copy of my book�yet, until now,
said nothing to me about my having dedicated it to Dave.
I confess to being a little �confused� about all of this. It
seems that the book dedication would have been reason
enough for me to receive a letter. Yet none came.

Ralph, I can say with all honesty that I never knew the
circumstances surrounding your leaving Brown Trail. I
knew that �something� wasn�t right, of course, or you
(and Eddie, Graham, Ed, and so many others whom I ad-
mire so deeply) never would have departed in the first
place. But, to the best of my memory, I never spoke with
you, or anyone else, about exactly why you left. At the
time, I was separated from the Brown Trail controversy by
many miles. Plus, I had just had two of the most unpleas-
ant experiences of my life shortly before the Brown Trail
episode�my departure from Tennesse Bible College
(along with 7 other faculty members, all of whom resigned
in one single day) because of unethical actions of the
school�s president, and my authorship of Is Genesis a
Myth? to expose the teaching of evolution as fact at my
alma mater, Abilene Christian University. It was not a pleas-
ant time to be �inquisitive� of other people�s actions or
situations. My own plate was far too full. Plus, the teach-
ing of 1 Peter 4:15 about �meddling in other men�s mat-
ters� was then, and is now, very important to me. The
matters at Brown Trail were none of my business; thus I
made no attempt to inquire about what was going on, or
why.

I have said all of this to be sure that you understand�
and I say this as honestly as I now how�that I not only
had no idea why you and the others left Brown Trail, but
I also had no idea that it had anything to do with Dave
Miller. Please believe me when I say, Ralph, I truly did not
know about any of the things you mentioned in your let-

ter.

Everything I have known about Dave Miller through the
years has been nothing but positive. His book, Piloting the
Strait is, in my opinion, one of the great brotherhood clas-
sics. Not long ago, he held a Gospel meeting at the Eastern
Meadows congregation here in Montgomery where Rhonda
and I worship�and did an outstanding job. I have not been
in any kind of �close� association with him through the years,
but I have spoken on various lectureships in the past when
he, too, was one of the speakers. The people I know, and
with whom I checked (which obviously excludes you-since I
simply did not know that your leaving Brown Trail had any-
thing to do with Dave) as I began the lengthy process of
bringing Dave on board at A.P., had nothing but good to say
about him. I inquired of former Brown Trail students, former
instructors, and even current Brown Trail members whom I
know personally (and who are financial supporters of our
work, as you have been for so many years). Every where I
turned to investigate or seek counsel, I was given the same
story-Dave would be an invaluable addition to our work. No
one (literally!) had anything negative to say.

I realize that your response would be, �Well, you obviously
didn�t look hard enough, or in the right places.�  That may
well be true. But to my credit, I did try-diligently! I think you
know me well enough to know that I never would even think
abut bringinig someone into this work who was unsound,
unethical, or whose presence would bring disrepute upon
my life�s work. I have closely nurtured and guarded this
work�as if it were my own child�for twenty five years.
And I am not about to stop now.
What more I can say, I�m unsure�except for these two things.
First, I cannot tell you how much your financial support has
meant to us through the years. Month after month, you have
faithfully helped us. And my staff and I are appreciative (some-
thing I hope we have made clear to you via our numerous
letters and complimentary gifts over time). Second, please
understand that I am the �odd man out� here. I was not
involved in any of the events in 1989/1990 at Brown Trail,
nor did I know anything about them until a week or so ago.
Plus, those events occurred 13 years ago, in another place,
in another state, far removed from both my work and from
me. I will, however, to the best of my ability, investigate what
you view as a potential problem for our work.
As I close, please let me say how sad I am at the events that
have taken place that caused you to have to write the letter
you did. I have accepted your letter in the same gentle spirit
in which it was written, as I hope you will accept this, my
reply. To know that I have done something that now is being
viewed by one of our treasured financial supporters as an
egregious error is indeed a difficult burden to bear� and
one that I do not take lightly. Please forgive me of any hurt I
have caused you or your family in this matter. I assure you
(and I think you know this) it certainly was not intentional.

Thank you, Ralph, for all you have done for the work of
Apologetics Press. You did not say (or even hint) in your
letter as to whether or not your support would continue.
Naturally, I hope it will. But if, as a matter of conscience, that
is not possible, rest assured that I will understand. I never
would ask someone to support a work involving a person
they feel is undeserving of that support. Again, you know
me too well to think otherwise.  Yours prayers on my behalf
would be deeply appreciated.
Most Sincerely, in Christ,
[signed]
Bert
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Ralph D. Beall
113 Lynn Dr.
Hurst, Texas 76053
(817) 268-1019

June 14, 2002

Dear Brother Thompson,

Thank you for your letter of June 10.  I am so very sorry that
these matters had to come to your attention and take you
from a work that I consider very valuable to the cause of
Christ.  I understand your frustration and being a little �con-
fused�.

I hesitated to write because I did not want to be, or be viewed
as, a troublemaker, gossiper, fanatic, unloving, or one that
would cause division in the brotherhood. God will deal with
such. These are also the reasons I did not write when the
book �Rock-Solid Faith: How To Sustain It� was published
and I read the dedication. Please forgive me.

I did want to inform you for your works sake; but, I suppose,
deep down, this was a plea for help in the resolution of this
matter for me and many others. My hearts desire is for the
salvation of the souls of Bro. Miller, myself, and all the others
involved in these matters. There are many in the Brown Trail
congregation, and in other places, that were there and aware
of the things that happened. Five preachers/instructors, most
well known  over the brotherhood; the Elders at that time and
those that were appointed to replace the ones who failed to
be �re-affirmed�; the Deacons at that time; and many other
members participated and/or knew what occurred over the
period of several months and climaxed by the �re-evalua-
tion/re-confirmation� of the serving Elders by vote of the
membership. Can sin be ignored without consequence?  Can
it simply be forgotten? (II Jn. 9-11; Mt.5:23&24, 18:15-17; Lk.
17:3&4)  Many, including myself, and from both sides, should
have made greater efforts to reconcile, to get right with God
and one another.  It is not too late as long as we have our
mental faculties and live. (II Cor. 6:2, 7:9&10)  I sorrow and
ask forgiveness of God and those against whom I have sinned
by not persevering in compliance with Matt. 5 and Matt. 18.
I desire to make right before God and man any sin that can be
laid to my charge. I know others now at the Northeast con-
gregation and who were involved in and/or aware of the
events at the Brown Trail have the same desire.

As previously indicated, I believe Bro. Miller acted in an
unethical, unscriptural, sinful way to gain a position. You
state, �I will investigate what you view as a potential prob-
lem for our work.� I would like very much, as I further con-
sider these matters, for you to show Bro. Miller my previous
letter and this one as well.  My desire is to meet with him and
others involved as we might deem needful.  I am persuaded
that souls are at stake.  Some have already gone to their
reward.  No one has the guarantee of tomorrow.

Again, my apologies, that I have felt constrained to write
you of these matters.  Perhaps if we all had made greater
efforts to meet in accordance with the word of God and con-
sider the matters objectively in the light of applicable scrip-
ture, they would have been settled long ago.  Brothers
Whitten, Clark and Cain, the ones principally involved and
with firsthand knowledge of most everything that was hap-
pening, were refused in their efforts to tell their side.  I too
was refused a meeting as indicated in my previous letter.

Bro. Eddie Whitten has also written you though I have not

read his letter.  I have composed my letter and determined to
send it to you before I knew he had written.  He had no input
in the content of my letter, nor did he or anyone request that
I write.  I did give him a copy of my letter and he confirmed its
accuracy as he remembered events.  I will show him this letter
as well, since he and Ed Clark desires, and would be parties in
any discussions that may be arranged.  My wife and I were
just members at Brown Trail trying to maintain and stay in a
scripturally sound congregation, not major participants in
the things that occurred.  There could have been reasons, in
the mind of some, to change the management and direction
of the school of preaching; however, to my knowledge, this
was never stated.  Everything was complicated by the major-
ity in the Eldership being or leaning to the liberal, unscriptural
side or viewpoint.  Long standing scriptural positions had
been taken by some of the Elders and this can be confirmed.

Bro. Thompson, I too request your prayers.  I know men can
change as evidenced in the life of Jacob and others we read
about in the Bible.  Bro. Miller�s book, �Piloting The Strait�,
and other works are very good, doctrinally sound, and ex-
ceptional in composition and content.  I am happy when the
truth is put forth.  Truth stands, regardless.  We have some
in the brotherhood who formerly taught the truth, God�s
Word, and have now apostatized. Certainly those that heard,
believed, and obeyed the truth the apostates preached (not
because a certain person taught it, but because it was the
truth) were/are just as saved as those who have heard and
obeyed the truth taught by a brother who continues in the
faith.

I hold you and your teaching in the highest regard, a teach-
ing much needed in the Kingdom.

Sincerely,
your Brother in Christ,
[signed]
Ralph Beall

June 20,2002
Ralph Beall
113 Lynn Drive
Hurst, TX  76053

Dear brother Ralph:

Your letter of June 14 has just arrived.  Thank you for offer-
ing such a gentle response to my letter of June 10.  I should
have expected no less.

First, I noticed that you mentioned in your letter the fact that
Eddie Whitten wrote me.  I need to explain to you that I did
not discuss Eddie�s letter in my letter to you because he
specifically asked me to keep it completely confidential- a
request that I was happy to honor.  If he wanted you to know
that he wrote me (as he obviously did), that, of course, was
his choice.  I just wanted you (and him) to know that I did not
violate the confidence I pledged to keep.

Second, Eddie asked me specifically not to share the con-
tents of his letter with Dave or anyone else (a request, once
again, that I am honoring).  Your second letter, however, asks
just the opposite, and urges me to share both of your letters
with Dave.  I will do exactly that.  I appreciate immensely
your willingness to let me do so.  [Without your permission,
I would not have shown them, or discussed their contents,
with anyone.]

Dave is in Arizona currently, visiting his father (who is dying
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of prostate cancer and is not expected to live through the
summer).  Upon Dave�s return to Texas (around July 6), his
plans are to begin packing for his upcoming move to Ala-
bama.  However, prior to that, I will forward copies of both of
your letters to him and leave this in his hands (which is
exactly where it should be, don�t you think?).  It will then be
his decision-and his decision alone-regarding what to do in
connection with your request for a meeting.

I appreciate your desire to do what is right, as Dave no doubt
will.  I also appreciate your kindness in the way you handle
this matter from our perspective here at Apologetics Press.
You could have been harsh, but you were not.  That meant a

lot to me, I assure you.

I would ask you to remember that Dave has a lot on his plate
right now.  His father is dying.  He has to pack (after living in
the same place for 14 years!).  And then he must move to
another state far away.  If things do not progress quite as
rapidly as you would like, please keep all of this in mind if
you would.  Again, that�s for writing, and for the Christ-like
attitude you expressed in your letters.

Most Sincerely, in Christ,
[Signed]
Bert

�I HAD NOT A CLUE ABOUT WHAT WAS
GOING ON AT  BROWN TRAIL�

David P. Brown
On Monday, May 20, 2002 the following email

was sent by Bert Thompson (The.Doc@mind
spring.com) to Dave Miller (dmiller777@juno .com.).

Dr. Dave:
�While I�m writing, I need to discuss something else
of a serious nature with you. And I�ve chosen to do it
first by e-mail because I wanted you to have time to
think about any response you might wish to give, rather
than me hitting you �cold��with no forewarning.

As you know, we sent a 2-page letter to all of our finan-
cial supporters on May 15, announcing your impend-
ing arrival. Since that letter was mailed, I have received
two phone calls from two different people in Texas
who are solidly behind our work (one of them sent us
$5,000 a few weeks ago). Both of the people asked
about the same exact situation (these people do not
know each other, and have not communicated about
this).

Thompson then assured Miller that he was not
accusing him of anything on the basis of rumor, but
only asking the questions asked by the callers, using
the terminology that they use. Thompson continues:

Please do not infer that I agree with the questions, or
the terminology employed. Both parties who tele-
phoned asked me if I knew anything about the contro-
versy going on at Brown Trail in regard to your �par-
ticipation� in what they referred to as the �Everett
Chambers marriage/divorce/remarriage green-card fi-
asco�? (Sic) I told both of them that I had heard noth-
ing about anything of the sort.

From what they said, it was suggested that Everett
defrauded the U.S. Government by acting as if he were
coming into the country for the purpose of getting
married to an American citizen (who, one of the callers
indicated, turned out to be a relative). Then, so the
story goes, even though Everett did this, he was put
into a position of authority at Brown Trail, with your
foreknowledge and approval. Later, Everett divorced
this person (not for adultery) once he was in the States
and had his green card, and either is about to remarry

or already has remarried, with Trail people throwing
him and his fiancée a wedding shower.

The callers continued with their scenario to suggest
that a Brown Trail instructor�Gary Fallis (SP?)�
ended up resigning to express his disagreement with
your �approval� of Everett�s shenanigans, and that
you had concluded that Everett was scriptural candi-
date for a second marriage because he did not have
the �intent� to actually �marry� his relative in the first
place.

One of the callers suggested that all of this has caused
a significant (and widespread �public furor� at Brown
Trail�one that is going on currently and that has put
you at odds with the eldership, students, etc. I was
informed that on a recent Sunday (this past one???),
Maxie presented strong sermon on unity from the
Brown Trail pulpit that was �aimed� at dealing with
this very situation. And so on and so on.

Let me reassure you that neither of the people who
telephoned was calling to in any way castigate you.
They were calling because they are concerned for our
work, and reputation, here at A.P. They said that from
the tone of excitement in my letter about your future
arrival, it seemed apparent that I had not a clue about
what was going on at Brown Trail. I told both of them
that I had not heard a word about any of this (bold
mine-Editor), but that out of deference to them as friends
of our work, I would check it out.

That is why I�m writing you�first. Could you please
call me at your earliest convenience�and tell me what�s
going on? I need to know the facts in the matter, so
that I will know how to respond to any possible future
inquiries that may come my way� (Bold mine-Editor).

�I do want to stress again that I am only inquiring.
Please understand that. I�ve suddenly been put between
the proverbial �rock and hard place� on this, and was
caught completely off guard by the two phone calls.
Any help you could give me in understanding what�s
going on would mean a lot (bold mine-Editor).

Bert Thompson Wrote:
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Many thanks!
Dr. Bert

It is important to notice the difference in the dates
of Thompson�s original letter sent to those on the
Apologetics Press mailing list for the primary purpose
of announcing that he (Bert Thompson) had �pulled off
a major �coup��I�ve just hired Dr. Dave Miller to join
us in our work at Apologetics Press!� That letter is
dated May 15, 2002.

In the letter exchange between Ralph Beall and
Bert Thompson (printed earlier in this issue of CFTF)
in his letter of June 10, 2002, he wrote of his investiga-
tion of Dave Miller. Thompson wrote:

I inquired of former Brown Trail students, former in-
structors, and even current Brown Trail members whom
I know personally (and who are financial supporters of
our work, as you have been for so many years). Every
where I turned to investigate or seek counsel, I was
given the same story�Dave would be an invaluable
addition to our work. No one (literally!) had anything
negative to say.

I realize that your response would be, �Well, you obvi-
ously didn�t look hard enough, or in the right places.�
That may well be true. But to my credit, I did try�
diligently!

If Thompson had done all of the intensive, exten-
sive and exhaustive investigating of Dave Miller before
he hired him that he reported to Ralph Beall in his
(Thompson�s) letter to him on June 10th (and this would
have taken some time to do), how was it that just a few
days later he was so desperate for information about
reports concerning Miller when he wrote him on May
20th ?  Indeed, it was in that email to Miller that Thomp-
son begged him for information about which he had first
learned from the telephone callers. As big a �to do� as

the re-evaluation/reaffirmation of the Brown Trail el-
ders and the Everett Chambers debacles were, how
was it that Thompson in his exhaustive investigation
could not stumble across at least one Brown Trail mem-
ber that could have informed him about these sad mat-
ters in which Miller was involved? And, why was it
that Miller kept back such a public mess from Thomp-
son in which he was such a significant player? Indeed,
his part in that specific Brown Trail blow-out led to his
leaving the employment of that church.

People can blind themselves to the reality of these
matters if they desire, but something is rotten in Den-
mark when it comes to Thompson�s investigation of
Dave Miller prior to his being hired by Thompson. Be-
sides these matters, when others attempted to reason
with Bert Thompson regarding Dave Miller�s beliefs,
he ignored the evidence and with scorn dismissed some
of those who attempted to warn him. Of a truth, Th-
ompson was arrogant and condescending to some who
sought to enlighten him regarding the Miller�s beliefs.

And, just think, those matters discussed in this
article happened over two years before the most re-
cent AP mess, when Frank Chesser, the preacher
for the Panama Street congregation in Montgomery,
Alabama, exposed his true heart in the vile letters he
wrote in his unwarranted attack on Dub McClish�s
�Summary� of the most recent AP calamity.

Ah, the love of money, sex, and power�sure
looks like a lawyer�s and/or a Hollywood screenwriter�s
gold mine. Move over Roman Catholic Church and
make way for some in the church of Christ. �O what a
tangled web we weave, when at first we practice to
deceive.�

�25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, TX 77373

Contending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship Books

SEND ALL ORDERS WITH PAYMENT TO:
(add $2.50 per book S&H �TX residents add 7.25% tax)

Contending for the Faith � P.O. Box 2357 � Spring, Texas 77383

2005 �Morals-From God or Man?� $17.00
2004 �Judaism-From God or Man?� $17.00
2003 �Islam-From God Or Man?� $17.00
2002 �Jehovah�s Witnesses� $16.00
2001 �Mormonism� $16.00
2000 �Catholicism� $16.00
1999 �Pentecostalism� Out of Print
1998 �Premillennialism� $14.00
1997 �Calvinism� Out of Print
1996 �Isaiah�  Vol. 2 Chapters 40-66 $12.00
1995 �Isaiah�  Vol. 1 Chapters 1-39 $12.00
1994 �The Church Enters The 21st Century� $12.00
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LECTURESHIP DIRECTORS:

OCTOBER 1
  9:00 AM �The Church of Christ Was Established the First Pentecost

Following the Resurrection of Christ� James Cossey, Manchester, TN
 10:00 AM �The Fulfillment of Joel 2:28-32 In Acts 2:16-21� David P. Brown, Spring, TX
 11:00 AM �Christ: King On David�s Throne� David Smith, Calhoun, GA
 12:00 PM Lunch provided by the ladies of the congregation
   1:30 PM �Resolved: The Scriptures Teach That Water Baptism To the

Pentinent Believer Is For  (Unto, In Order To) the Remission of
Past  Alien Sins�  Freddie Clayton, Dunlap, TN

   2:30 PM �The Church of Christ and Its Relationship to Salvation�
Jim Lewis, Chattanooga, TN

OCTOBER 2
10:00 AM �The Old Jerusalem Gospel Demands Plain Preaching�

David P. Brown, Spring, TX
11:00 AM �New Testament Baptism Vs. Denominational Baptism�

Kent Bailey, Lenoir City, TN
  6:00 PM � The Old Jerusalem Gospel Demands A  Militant

Defense of the Faith� David P. Brown, Spring, TX

�THE OLD JERUSALEM GOSPEL�

October 1-2, 2005

2005 LENOIR CITY
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH

Lectures

Kent Bailey
KBailey385@aol.com

865-986-5698
David P. Brown

jbrow@charter.net

CHURCH OF CHRIST
1280 Simpson Rd. West  � Lenoir City, TN 37771

(865) 986-3223

All lectures will be recorded on VCR, DVD, & Audio Tapes
View this Lectureship online via Online Academy of Bible Studies

A Book Display will be provided by Christian Family Bookstore of Chattanooga
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The basic message of the Bible deals with the
reality of sin in the lives of all accountable individuals.
Paul the apostle stated: �For all have sinned, and
come short of the glory of God�� (Romans 3:23).
�For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God
is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord�
(Romans 6:23).

From these two passages we properly conclude
that all accountable individuals reach a specific point
of time where they become guilty of sin and stand in
need of Salvation.  Implicit within Romans 6:23 is taught
the reality that God provides a scheme of Redemption
for all those in need of forgiveness, and such is condi-
tioned upon humanity�s obedience to God�s divine con-
ditions. In this particular study we are certainly mindful
of Bible teaching regarding the importance of such:

But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the
angels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory
and honour; that by the grace of God tasted death for
every man ( Hebrews 2:9).

For scarcely for a righteous man will one die: yet
peradventure for a good man some would even dare to
die.  But God commendeth his love toward us in that
while we were yet sinners Christ died for us (Romans
5:7-8).

Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the
kingdom of God?  Be not deceived: neither fornica-
tors, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with
mankind, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards,
nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the king-
dom of God. And such were some of you but: ye are
washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in
the name of  Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God (I
Corinthians 6:9-11).

And being made perfect, he became the au-
thor of eternal salvation unto all them that obey
him� (Hebrews 5:9).

In light of the Scriptures we are reminded that by
the love, mercy, and grace of God, all who receive His
divine forgiveness do so as being unworthy of the great
price paid for our sin debt by the precious blood of God
the Son and the Son of the living God. When the alien
sinner believes the gospel (John 1:12; 8:24), repents of
sin (Acts 17:30; II Corinthians 7:10), confesses Christ
(Acts 8:37; Romans 10:10), and is baptized unto the
remission of past sins (Acts 2:38; I Corinthians 12:13)
that individual is pardoned of all sin and is added to the
totality of the saved which constitutes the New Testa-
ment church. By the same principle when a fallen child
of God repents of covenent sins, confesses them to
God in prayer and asks for divine forgiveness (Acts
8:22; I John 1:7-10) restoration to the fellowship of God

The Last Word�

SIN AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Kent Bailey

is affected.  In either case, whether it be an alien sin-
ner, or a fallen child of God the faithful Christian will
stand ready to assist the newly forgiven individual in
living a life of faithfulness.

In reality, the issue is not forgiveness at all. How-
ever, some individuals (due to various reasons) seem to
lay aside all common sense and Bible knowledge based
upon a sick and stupid hyper-sentimentality and totally
ignore the reality that while forgiveness of sin may be
affected, serious consequences of those sins may still
remain and go unchanged for many years.

Suppose one is guilty of stealing from one�s em-
ployer. At a later time this individual meets the condi-
tions to receive God�s divine forgiveness. Certainly con-
ditioned upon proper correction of this crime, the em-
ployer is obligated to forgive this individual as has God,
but does this obligate this employer to retain this indi-
vidual as an employee? Obviously not.

Suppose a brother in Christ is guilty of the sin of
fornication. Such is a sin against God, his wife and fam-
ily, society, the Lord�s church, and his own body.

May he repent, confess his sin and be restored?
Yes indeed. Are we obligated to forgive such an indi-
vidual? Yes we are, even to the point of encouraging
him to do that which is right and stand ready to assist
him in getting his life back in order. This does not mean,
however, that the wife, in extending forgiveness, no
longer has the authority for a scriptural divorce, nor
that brethren ignore the consequences of this terrible
wrong.

John the Baptist called for �fruits of repentance�
(Matthew 3:1-8); the church that met in Jerusalem de-
sired adequate evidence that the conversion of Saul of
Tarsus was genuine before fellowship was extended
(Acts 9:26-27); and when a brother in Christ involves
himself in a particular sin that brings great harm to him-
self, his family, the church, innocent young people in
addition to society as a whole, the consequences of
such sin must be faced and dealt with rather than a
cover-up and pretending that all things are now normal.

I recently received a copy of a letter from a brother
in Christ taking another brother in Christ �to the wood-
shed� for facing the reality of the consequences of an-
other individual�s sin. Charges were brought against the
brother addressed in this particular letter as if he had
misrepresented facts when only he was attempting to
face reality regarding the horrible consequences of per-
sonal sins committed by one who had been involved in
gross immoral conduct for an extended period.  Again,
based upon repentance the issue is not forgiveness;
neither is the issue a willingness to assist another in
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one
mile east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256)
778-8955, (256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy
NW 30120-4222.  770-382-6775,
www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.  Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton, evangelist- email:
bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr.,
Evansville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
6:30 p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evange-
list.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evan-
gelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

-Texas-
Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home
of  Spring Contending for theFaith Lectures beginning the last Sun-
day in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evangelist;
djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m. (817)
282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m.,
6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Cheyenne,
WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 5:00
p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist: Tim Cozad.

Directory of Churches...

getting their life back into proper order. The issue is
one of facing the very real consequences of sin with
the realization that reformation, rehabilitation, and time
to demonstrate �fruits of repentance� stand in proper
order.

If there are any points to be made at all in the
unsolicited letter, the logical consequence of the
affirmations of this confused author would demand
every criminal in our land be released from prison
upon any alleged repentance and that law enforce-
ment agencies are guilty of the worst form of gossip
when they warn communities about the reality of a
convicted pedophile locating in a specific area after
serving a prison sentence.

While God indeed requires us to love the sinner yet
hate the sin, such a divine requirement does not mean
that we are to demonstrate more love to the sinner than
to the innocent victim of his crime. Let those guilty of
gross immorality obey the divine conditions of pardon
and receive God�s forgiveness. Let them also see the
need for reformation and rehabilitation of life, recogniz-
ing that certain consequences of their sin (especially those
involving other individuals) must be dealt with forthrightly
and honestly even if such alters the influence of their
personal lives.

�124 Executive Meadows
Lenoir City, Tennessee 37771

KBailey385@aol.com
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David P. Brown

A sad but prime example of how far some have gone down the road of compromise and snobbish arrogance
is revealed in the words of the Vice President of The Gospel Journal (hereafter TGJ) Board and Director of the
Southwest School of Bible Studies, Austin, Texas, Joseph A. Meador. In response to the suggestion from
Michael Hatcher that TGJ Board reinstate Dub McClish as TGJ editor, and in protest to reinstating him,
Meador described McClish to be one of “a few who are in a small, but no less toxic, loyalty circle...a small
negative faction, who if they gain control, will only rupture fellowship in the church even more than they already
have.” Well, we know where that puts us with Meador. We are sure love was dripping from Meador’s lips (no
doubt something was) when he uttered these infamous words.
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Just here it seems appropriate to relate the following episode involving the non-toxic and docile Joseph
Meador. In the summer of 2001 we removed Meador’s name from our staff writers list, which list at that time
was printed in each issue of the paper. Evidently his removal did not set well with Meador because one night we
received a telephone call from the late editor of CFTF, Ira Y. Rice, Jr. It seems that Meador had phoned brother
Rice to complain to him about his name being removed from the list of staff writers. At that time we replied to
Rice reminding him that:

(1) Meador had phoned the wrong person to make his complaint.
(2) Meador had not written an article for CFTF in a long time.
(3) Meador had stopped Southwest School of Bible Study’s subscriptions to CFTF.
We then asked brother Rice if, while we were Directing SWSBS, we had done the same thing Meador had

done regarding CFTF would he have invited us to be one of the staff writers? We then commented to him that
Meador, by calling Rice hoping that he (Rice) would put pressure on us to reinstate Meador’s name to the list of
staff writers, guaranteed that he would not be placed back on that list. That ended the conversation about
Meador’s complaint, and before we finished our conversation we reminded brother Rice that the phone lines ran
between Austin and Spring, Texas, as well as between Austin and Memphis, that Meador was welcome to phone
us with his objections to his name’s being removed from the staff writer list. But we never heard from our
illustrious non-toxic brother Meador. Shortly thereafter we ceased to advertise SWSBS.

Now, will someone please explain to us the thinking of Meador who, only four years ago, wanted his name
to remain on the list of staff writers for CFTF, but today, refers to people such as Dub McClish, the late Ira Y.
Rice, Jr., your editor, and many more as “a few who are in a small, but no less toxic, loyalty circle...a small
negative faction, who if they gain control, will only rupture fellowship in the church even more than they already
have.”  Also, we wonder what Meador thinks every time he sees Rice’s picture on the wall (or where ever it is
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COMMUNICATIONS received by Contending for the
Faith and/or its Editors are viewed as intended FOR
PUBLICATION unless otherwise stated. Whereas we
respect confidential information, so described, ev-
erything else sent to us we feel free to publish without
further permission being necessary. Anything sent to
us NOT for publication, please indicate this clearly
when you write. Please address such letters directly
to the Editor-in-Chief David P. Brown, P.O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383. Telephone: (281) 350-5516.
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Single Subscriptions: One Year, $14.00; Two Years,
$24.00. Club Rate: Three One-Year Subscriptions, $36;
Five One-Year Subscriptions, $58.00. Whole Congre-
gation Rate: Any congregation entering each family
of its entire membership with single copies being
mailed directly to each home receives a $3.00 dis-
count off the Single Subscription Rate, i.e., such whole
congregation subscriptions are payable in advance
at the rate of $11.00 per year per family address. For-
eign Rate: One Year, $30.
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Contending for the Faith was begun and continues to
exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and
refute error (Jude 3). Therefore, we are interested in
advertising only those things that are in harmony
with what the Bible authorizes (Colossians 3:17). We
will not knowingly advertise anything to the contrary.
Hence, we reserve the right to refuse any offer to ad-
vertise in this paper.
All setups and layouts of advertisements will be done
by Contending for the Faith. A one-time setup and
layout fee for each advertisement will be charged if
such setup or layout is needful. Setup and layout fees
are in addition to the cost of the space purchased for
advertisement. No major changes will be made with-
out customer approval.
All advertisements must be in our hands no later than
two (2) months preceding the publishing of the issue
of the journal in which you desire your advertisement
to appear. To avoid being charged for the following
month, ads must be canceled by the first of the month.
We appreciate your understanding of and coopera-
tion with our advertising policy.

MAIL ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADVERTISEMENTS AND
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, P. O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383-2357. COST OF SPACE FOR ADS:
Back page, $300.00; full page, $300.00; half page,
$175.00; quarter page, $90.00; less than quarter page,
$18.00 per column-inch. CLASSIFIED ADS: $2.00 per
line per month. CHURCH DIRECTORY ADS: $30.00 per
line per year. SETUP AND LAYOUT FEES: Full page,
$50.00; half page, $35.00; anything under a half page,
$20.00.
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH is published monthly.
P. O. Box 2357, Spring, Texas 77383-2357 Telephone:
(281) 350-5516.

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001
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To be well-pleasing to God we must have Bible
authority for all we believe and practice (Colossians
3:17). Also, God is pleased with our actions only when
the reasons and/or motives for our actions are au-
thorized by the Word of God. Therefore, when we
are only concerned about whether or not our actions
are authorized by the Word of God, but unconcerned
about our reasons for those actions, we are at least
proving that we do not know what constitutes com-
plete obedience to a command of God or complete
compliance with whatever is authorized by any direct
statement, implication, or example in the New Testa-
ment. We must know and teach that complete obe-
dience requires the action and the reason for the
action to be authorized by God’s Word.

Faithful elders are the only persons in a congre-
gation to whom God has given the final “say so” in
optional matters (these are matters relating to how,
who, when, etc. obligatory matters are discharged
when the New Testament has not specified such things
in the obligation authorized [Hebrews 13:7; 17]). Thus,
even in optional matters elders, are not to have some
capricious reason(s) behind their selection of a certain
option to carry out or discharge an obligation. Of a
truth, the option selected to discharge an obligation
may not be the option that discharges the obligation in
the most expedient way. For example, elders may
choose a certain option because they desire to cater
to a friend or family member of other elders, or to
favorite members. Such decisions by the elders in op-
tional matters is wrong because the reason for their
decision is wrong. And, while the brethren may not be
in a position to know better or even in a position to
know that the elders should know better, God does
know the reason they did what they did, and thus,
such elders stand condemned before the Almighty.

Certainly, anyone who knows what the New
Testament teaches regarding elders knows that a faith-
ful eldership has the authority to hire and fire preach-
ers. But, if their reason for hiring or firing a preacher,
as the case may be, is not authorized by the New Tes-
tament, they sin in such hiring and firing. Take for ex-
ample, an eldership that has fired a preacher. How-
ever, this eldership fired the preacher for preaching
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In This Issue...
the truth on certain subjects. These elders, therefore,
sinned in so doing because their motive or reason for
firing the preacher was not authorized by the New Tes-
tament. Thus, these elders ceased to be a faithful el-
dership. Unless such elders repent, they will lose their
souls forever in a devil’s Hell. The same is true regard-
ing an eldership’s authority to hire a preacher. If the
reason elders hire a preacher is to scratch the itching
ears of unfaithful brethren, that eldership sins in so doing,
and they will be lost for all eternity. Again, the preced-
ing eldership did not sin in the act of hiring the preacher;
the New Testament authorizes them to do that. They
sinned in the reason they hired the caliber of preacher
previously noted.  Thus, Godly people, especially el-
ders and others in positions of authority, are careful to
have New Testament authority, not only for their “judg-
ment calls,” but also the reasons for them.
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Until recently among faithful brethren we thought
that it was well understood that we must have Bible
authority for everything we believe and practice—in-
cluding our reasons for our actions. But, since TGJ
Board arranged matters so as to get McClish and Dave
Watson to resign from TGJ (known as a “construc-
tive termination” in secular business) we have heard
certain brethren speak, write, and act in such a way as
to affirm that the reason for doing or not doing a thing
has no bearing on whether or not a decision is accept-
able to God. Nothing could be further from the Truth.
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As, no doubt, many people already understand,
the word cause is a very important word. We will be-
gin by defining it. The following definition of the word
cause is from Legal-Explanations.com>Legal defi-
nitions. It reads:

�����

Derived from the Latin word “causa.” 1) v. To
cause something to occur. 2) n. The reason why
something occurs. A causal connection is implied
which distinguishes a cause from an event which
may occur but does not have a resulting effect.
For example: while Johnny Youngblood was driv-
ing his convertible, he stares at pretty Sally
Golightly who is standing on the sidewalk. While
being distracted, Johnny veers into a car parked
at the curb. While Johnny’s inattention is the
accident’s cause, neither Sally nor her beauty are
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negligent. 3) n. Short for cause of action

In proving the existence of God, we have long
and correctly declared that every effect has an ad-
equate cause. It would be good if some brethren would
understand that this axiom has wider application than
exclusively proving God’s existence. Yes, it has a place
in dealing with the actions of men, because people are
moved to action or inaction by a cause or by causes.
Does anyone desire to affirm that  TGJ Board brought
about the departure of McClish and Watson from their
former respective positions of Editor and Associate
Editor of TGJ without cause or causes? We know
what the effect of TGJ Board’s decision on July 20,
2005, did to Dub McClish and Dave Watson. Now
the question is this: What CAUSED TGJ Board to
make its decision?

Certainly it is true that we cannot always know
cause(s) motivating someone to do or not do a cer-
tain thing(s). However, when we hear someone say
something such as: “Well, I don’t like what happened,
but they had the authority to make that judgment call,”
we always wonder why such people do not ask them-
selves, Why do I not like the judgment call (decision)?”
Can they not think beyond the fact of the decision
itself to the point of asking themselves why they do
not like the decision? And, in answering that question
they might be surprised regarding the thoughts that
could be brought to their minds. Surely such thinking
will not give them too much of a headache.

In the case of TGJ Board’s decision to accept—
without question—the resignations of McClish and
Watson, we have every right to demand that said
Board show cause for their actions, the effect of
which was the departure of McClish and Watson from
their former positions with TGJ. Another fact is this:
TGJ cannot exist without the support of her subscrib-
ers, advertisers, and contributors in particular, as well
as the brotherhood in general. It is obvious that TGJ
Board is not going to, in and of its own collective free-
will, reveal the specific cause(s) for their July 20, 2005
action regarding McClish and Watson. Therefore, we
are forced to ask them questions the design of which
if honestly and  forthrightly answered will reveal infor-
mation that cannot be obtained otherwise. TGJ Board
is obligated before God to answer questions from its
supporters—especially its monetary supporters and
in general its good-will supporters. Honest, truthful
and forthright answers to such questions will go far
toward establishing the cause(s) for TGJ Board’s ac-

tions in bringing about and accepting the resignations
of McClish and Watson.

Such questions can accomplish the same per-
taining to why Cates and Meador, approximately a
week before the resignations of McClish and Watson,
offered in writing their resignations to TGJ Board; as
well as why their resignations were not accepted by
said Board. Furthermore, proper questions asked and
honestly answered will show cause regarding why the
remainder of TGJ Board “talked” Cates and Meador
out of resigning from said Board while they made no
attempt to do so regarding McClish and Watson’s
resignations.
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Besides ignorance, the fact that people refuse to
answer questions causes at least one other significant
question to come to mind: “Why do those being ques-
tioned desire the information revealed in the answers
to said questions to remain hidden?” Thus, at least
one other fact is established. And, that fact is this: there
is a reason that those refusing to answer said ques-
tions do not want the answers to be known.  In other
words, for what cause or causes do the TGJ board
keep certain information secret in the case of McClish
and Watson versus TGJ Board?

The 5th Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States provides for a person not to incriminate
himself.  In criminal cases or in congressional investi-
gations we many times hear from a witness: “I refuse
to answer on the grounds that it may tend to incrimi-
nate me.” TGJ Board had just as well “plead the 5th”
regarding spiritual “incrimination” when they refuse to
answer questions. Thus, the answer they do not
give becomes an answer itself. And, that is the rea-
son, when in other areas of life people treat us in this
manner, we have no confidence in them and warn oth-
ers about them. Honest people simply do not act in
such a fashion. We are amazed at the way brethren
can readily see this in secular matters, but are blind to
it when it comes to members of the church who refuse
to answer questions about these actions and/or
nonactions.

Thus far, TGJ Board refuses to answer ques-
tions, the design of which will produce answers that
will establish cause for their actions and, thus, the rea-
son for TGJ Board’s acceptance of the resignations
of McClish and Watson. Is TGJ Board taking the po-
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positioned in the SWSBS library—of course we are supposing it continues to be on view in that bastion of non-
toxic brethren.
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Evidently Meador’s estimate of certain of his brethren does not bother his fellow Gospel Journal Board
members—(Curtis Cates, Kenneth Ratcliff, and Tommy Hicks). Furthermore, Meador’s view of certain of
his brethren does not seem to upset the Southwest elders, the Forest Hill elders (Memphis) or the Southside
elders (Lubbock) Texas where Hicks preaches and directs their annual lectures.

������������������

Barry Grider, the preacher for the Forest Hill Church and Rick Brumback, the Southwest preacher were
initially offered the Co-Editorship of The Gospel Journal but TGJ Board and Brumback should have sought the
permission of the Southwest elders regarding Brumback’s Co-Editorship. The Southwest Elders thought Brumback
had enough to do without taking on the work of Co-Editor of TGJ. Now it seems that TGJ Board has replaced
Brumback with John Moore, the preacher for the Dripping Springs, Texas, congregation. Moore was a full-time
SWSBS faculty member for several years and now teaches part-time in the school. He also does special projects
with World Video Bible School. He is a native of Dripping Springs. Time will tell if these non-toxic preachers  will
write and edit with a kinder and gentler spirit as they go to war. Of course, when they are dealing with us, they
can use their strong language such as “toxic circle,” “negative faction,” and men who “rupture fellowship.”

We thought we had been insulted, when, over twenty years ago, we were labeled “knuckleheads.” We just
did not know how much more graphic and sophisticated some of our more learned brethren had become in their
ability to state what they really think of us. Then along came Joseph Meador and “knuckleheads,” the old label,
just does not measure up. And, in fact, it pales into insignificance with the more literate and loving appellations
from Joseph Meador— “toxic loyalty circle” and “negative faction.” Do not forget that  Joseph Meador is the
Director of  Southwest School of Bible Studies and Curtis Cates is the Director of Memphis School of Preach-
ing. Evidently, they both think of each other as the best thing since sliced bread. And, since Meador is a graduate
of MSOP, that makes it better for each man to embrace each other in their efforts to make the brotherhood over
in their own images. And, do not hold your breath waiting for Cates, Meador, and the rest of TGJ Board  to admit
any wrong doing at all. These brethren have come out of the closet and have run up their true colors. Now, we
will watch to see who rallies around their flag. A great and terrible time of testing has come; and who will receive
the handwriting on the wall—Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin?

—25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373
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sition that the brotherhood does not have the right to
know why they did what they did on July 20, 2005,
regarding McClish and Watson? From what they
refuse to do, we may only conclude that they do not
desire for anyone to know the cause(s) for their ac-
tions in accepting the resignations of McClish and
Watson on July 20, 2005. Thus, we ask: Why is it

that TGJ Board does not desire to precisely state
and enumerate its reasons for accepting the res-
ignations of McClish and Watson?

—25403 Lancewood Drive
Spring, Texas 77373
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We are pleased to announce that we have assumed oversight of brother Dub McClish and his work.
Brother McClish, known to most if not all of you, is actively involved in gospel meetings, writing, missionary work,
lectureships, and various and sundry efforts in the defense and propagation of  the Truth of  the Gospel. Until
recently, he was editor of The Gospel Journal. Brother McClish and his devoted wife, Lavonne, will continue
to reside in Denton, Texas where they have made their home for many years. We pray earnestly, and plead with
you to do likewise, that the Lord will bless Dub and Lavonne’s service to Jesus Christ and His church, and grant
them long service in the Kingdom.

Because of brother McClish’s unwavering stand for the Truth of the Gospel and his opposition to error in the
church he has recently lost some financial support. He is in need of $1400.00 a month. If any of our readers can
help regularly support (one-time supporters are much appreciated also) brother McClish he and we will be most
grateful to you.

Please send your contributions to:
McClish Support

Spring Church of Christ
P.O. Box 39

Spring, TX 77383

Please write on the check: “McClish Support.”
The Elders

Spring Church of Christ
Kenneth Cohn and Buddy Roth

������������������������

[We are including brother McClish’s Work Report in this issue of CFTF. For our readers who may not
already know of his work, this report will provide a better understanding of his and Lavonne’s work for the Lord.
—Editor]
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The time has once again come to report to those
(along with a few others) who so faithfully supply the
support that allows us to continue our work. We are
ever thankful for your generous help.

We have some significant news items relative to
our work to report this time, but we will begin with a
review of Dub’s preaching activities January-June of
this year (as itemized in the side-bar below). His work
took him to the states of Louisiana, New Mexico, Ten-
nessee, Georgia, Oklahoma, Virginia, and Ohio, besides
good ole Texas. These opportunities to preach included
Gospel meetings, lectureships, and “fill-in” preaching.
Altogether, he delivered twenty-seven lessons and ad-
ditionally served on one Question/Answer Forum in a
lectureship. Three of the lectureships in which he par-

ticipated required a manuscript for a chapter in the re-
spective lectureship books. The church in Roanoke,
Texas, my sponsoring congregation at the time, pro-
vided my support for the Gospel meeting in Pomeroy,
Ohio.

Since my last report, two significant changes have
occurred relative to my work. The first of these oc-
curred on July 20, when I “resigned” as Editor of THE
GOSPEL JOURNAL (TGJ). My Associate Editor,
brother David B. Watson, “resigned” at the same time.
The July issue of the paper was the last one under my
Editorship. The TGJ Board sought our “resignations”
on its “perception” that my influence and name had
come into disrepute and my continued Editorship would
“kill” the paper. This alleged “disrepute” supposedly
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stemmed from a brief summation of facts I wrote con-
cerning the Apologetics Press (AP) scandal involving
brother Bert Thompson’s dismissal as AP’s Execu-
tive Director and brother Dave Miller’s appointment
to replace him. I dared voice my opinions and objec-
tions relating to brother Miller because of doctrinal er-
rors he has publicly taught (i.e., on marriage, divorce,
and remarriage and elder reaffirmation/reconfirmation,
respectively), indicating that I could not support AP (as
vital as this work is) as long as a false teacher directs it.
My AP document did not appear in TGJ nor did I refer
to TGJ anywhere in it.

I sent the AP document to only twenty-three breth-
ren as an e-mail attachment, indicating that it was not
for distribution. One or more recipients decided to pass
it on, and it soon became widely circulated. When it
came into the possession of brother Frank Chesser, a
staunch defender of brethren Thompson and Miller and
of AP, he erroneously assumed I was responsible for its
wide distribution. He became enraged and launched a
vicious letter writing campaign against me, mailing let-
ters to hundreds of brethren venomously denouncing
me. Some of brother Chesser’s sympathizers report-
edly began contacting brother Curtis Cates, President
of TGJ’s Board and Director of Memphis School of
Preaching, threatening both the paper and the school if
I continued as Editor of TGJ. He persuaded the rest of
the Board to join him in a decision to replace me. A few
days after my “resignation,” brother Michael Hatcher,
Secretary of TGJ’s Board, resigned and thereafter is-
sued a public apology to brother Watson, to me, and to
the brotherhood for his part in this unfortunate and un-
necessary decision. No new Editor has been secured
at this time. A “temporary editor” has been appointed
to try to keep the paper going [As indicated elsewhere
in this issue of CFTF the situation mentioned in the last
two sentences has changed—Editor]. Many fear that
instead of “saving” TGJ, the Board’s action may prove
to be a dagger to its heart. We pray that a gracious God
may bring some good out of these sad developments
that are causing grievous rifts between brethren who
formerly worked closely together. We must soon re-
place the $750.00 per month TGJ was paying me for
my editorial work. For those who desire some docu-
mentation that summarizes this series of events, you
may e-mail brother David B. Watson at
dbwatson@swbell.net.

Now, for the second news item relating to our
work: As of August 21, we have a new sponsoring con-
gregation. The elders of the church in Spring, Texas,
are now overseeing our work. Consequently, all
checks for our support should henceforth be sent

to:
McClish Support
Spring Church of Christ
P.O. Box 39
Spring, TX 77383
Please write on the check: “McClish Support.”
If you desire to help with brother McClish’s sup-

port, you will be supplied with mailing labels for your
convenience.

The Spring brethren have a long history of bold
proclamation and defense of the faith. Their preacher,
brother David P. Brown, and I have traveled together
on overseas preaching trips several times. He is well-
known for his preaching, debating, and writing abilities
and as editor of Contending for the Faith. Dub has
spoken on the Spring lectureship several times over
the years, and we have worked together in other ways
through the years as well. We anticipate a long and
pleasant relationship with these brethren.

We express our thanks to the elders of the church
at Roanoke, Texas, who have overseen our work since
May 25, 2003. We have enjoyed being members of
that congregation, and we appreciate their support and
every other effort they have expended toward our work.
Among other things, they have enabled me to preach
in meetings in three places that could not afford the
costs of such efforts, and will be supporting me in a
fourth such effort next month (September), Lord will-
ing. We bid them Godspeed as they faithfully serve
God.

Our new association with the brethren at Spring
will enable us to remain in Denton, near Lavonne’s
doctors and treatment facilities. It will also allow us to
assist with the establishment of a new congregation in
our city. Some brethren in and near Denton began dis-
cussing with me several weeks ago their desire to be-
gin a faithful congregation here. (Denton has a popula-
tion of almost 100,000 people with no faithful church.)
We have encouraged these plans, and now we can be
part of them. This is truly a “mission” effort, for we
will begin with only about six families meeting in a home.
Lavonne and I will continue to need all of the outside
support we presently have.

Lavonne’s lymphoma was still in remission ac-
cording to her latest PET scan (July 22). She contin-
ues to have semi-monthly infusions of Rituxan, and
monthly blood/lab work and consultation with her on-
cologist. She rarely feels “worth shootin’” as the ex-
pression goes, and suffers from extreme fatigue. In
spite of all this, she is still a real “trooper,” remaining as
active as she can. We will appreciate your continued
prayers for her.
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I am pleased to announce the beginning of a new
body of the Lord’s people in Denton, Texas. For sev-
eral years, I have counseled brethren who have no faith-
ful congregation in their town or city: “Start one in your
home.” The time has now come to do this very thing
where we have lived for almost twenty-five years. With
the departure from the Truth by the Pearl Street Church
of Christ in 2003, this north-central Texas city of al-
most 100,000 was left without a faithful congregation.
When the Pearl Street elders began defending the er-
roneous Holy Spirit doctrines of  Mac Deaver, sev-
eral members who lived in or near Denton left that
congregation for sake of conscience, scattering to other
congregations in the area. Some of these brethren have
since that time been driving twenty miles or more to
worship three times a week. Several weeks ago, some
of these families began some serious discussions about
forming a new congregation in Denton. These plans
came to fruition on September 4 as five families,
Lavonne and I among them, formed the Northpoint
Church of Christ as “charter members.”

Since the time of our departure from Pearl Street
in May, 2003, the elders of the Roanoke, Texas, con-
gregation had overseen my work of preaching in Gos-
pel meetings and lectureships, mission trips, and writ-
ing. We were members there from that time until very
recently. I appreciate their willingness to thus support
our work for these two-plus years. As announced ear-
lier in this issue of Contending for the Faith, the el-
ders of the Spring, Texas, Church of Christ recently
accepted the oversight of my work. I am thankful to be
thus closely associated with these brethren and with
their preacher, David Brown, all of whom have proved

themselves to be fearless promoters and defenders of
the faith over many years. This new arrangement al-
lows us to continue to live in Denton, near Lavonne’s
doctors and treatment facilities. It also enables us to be
a part of this new congregation and to contribute what
we can to its beginning and development. It will be nec-
essary for me to continue to rely upon congregations
and individuals who have so faithfully supported my
work over the past thirteen years. I will be preaching
every Sunday morning that I am not out of town, and
other men of our small group will rotate the preaching/
teaching responsibilities at other meetings. None of us
will receive any remuneration for our work, except the
joy of doing it.

Our major resources at present are the intangibles
of faith in God and determination to do His will. In other
words, we are beginning with no tangible resources.
We are meeting in the home of one of our families until
we can locate (and afford) more suitable facilities. We
need the basics (e.g., communion set, a pulpit stand/
lectern [presently, we are using a rickety folding metal
music stand] a table for the Lord’s supper [used items
will be just fine!]). We need suitable chairs (we will
soon wear out the couches and chairs of our host fam-
ily). On behalf of the new congregation, I appeal to
other congregations to consider helping us, either with
a one-time contribution or with a monthly budgeted
amount as part of your evangelistic work. Contact
Shawn Hale (940.365.5997 or shawnhale@classicnet.
net) or me (940.387.1429 or tgj@charter.net).

—908 Imperial Drive
Denton, Texas 76209
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Dub McClish

Thank each of you again for what you mean to
the Lord’s kingdom and to us. We solicit the continued
prayers of faithful brethren everywhere for our work.

In Christian love,
Dub & Lavonne McClish
TRAVEL AND/OR PREACHING SCHEDULE
January—June 2005
• Preached, Bawcomville, LA (3/6)
• Taught class, preached twice, Roanoke, TX (3/
20)

• Gospel Meeting, White Rock, NM (3/11-13)
• MSOP Lect., Memphis, TN (3/27-3/31)*
• Lectureship, Hurst, TX (4/1-3)*
• Gospel meeting, Macon, GA (4/10-14)
• TGJ NE OK Lectures, Sapulpa, OK (4/15-17)
• Permian Basin Lectures, Odessa, TX (4/22-24)*
• TGJ Lectures, Bristol, VA (5/15-18)
• Gospel meeting, Pomeroy, OH (6/19-22)
*Indicates MS required for a lectureship book
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David P. Brown

Recently we dispensed with the writing services of sister Annette Cates in CFTF. When I notified her by e-
mail of her dismissal I made sure that she knew our reason for the decision to no longer use her services. And,
let us emphasize again, that the reason behind our decision to terminate sister Cates is authorized by the New
Testament. You may read in the e-mail messages herein reproduced our reason for removing her as a regular
writer for CFTF. And, we continue to challenge anyone anywhere to show cause that the reason we terminated
sister Cates was not authorized by the New Testament. Furthermore, at the same time we continue to call upon
TGJ Board to prove that their reason(s) for dealing with Dub McClish and Dave Watson in their July 20, 2005,
Schertz, Texas TGJ Board meeting was authorized by the New Testament. In fact, we would like to know the
specific reasons behind or for TGJ Board’s quick acceptance of the resignations of McClish and Watson.
Furthermore, when Curtis Cates and Joseph Meador tendered their written resignations from TGJ Board a
few days prior to the McClish and Watson’s resignations, what specific reason(s) did Cates and Meador give
for their resignations?  In fact, why did the remaining TGJ Board members “talk” Cates and Meador out of
resigning from TGJ Board? But, we will not hold our breath till TGJ Board responds to such important questions.

Before reading the following e-mails messages, please note that the only changes made in the them have
been to correct typographical, grammatical, spelling, punctuation and like errors.

� "����������
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Sent: Wednesday, August 3, 2005, 5:47 PM

Dear Sister Cates,

I have sadly learned that certain ones on The Gospel Journal Board indicated that part of their dissatisfaction
with brother Dub McClish as editor of The Gospel Journal was their perception that he, as editor, was becoming
issue oriented. And, in that criticism of him certain board members indicated that they perceived that TGJ was
becoming a paper like Contending for the Faith. I certainly do not believe that those remarks were meant to be
complimentary to CFTF or TGJ under the editorship of brother McClish. Since brother Curtis presides over TGJ
Board it seems to me that it is not in your best interest to be identified with us. I am very sorry for this, but the
perception of TGJ board regarding CFTF in their critical comparison of TGJ under the editorship of brother
McClish with CFTF has made it impossible for me to continue to print your very good articles.

If the TGJ Board is consistent and they apply the same reasoning to brother Curtis and you that they applied to
brother McClish, your involvement with CFTF could get brother Curtis into trouble and it is just possible that
he MAY, yes, he MAY, have to resign a second time for the good of TGJ.

I find it difficult to accept that certain people could personally say to my face as well as before public gatherings
(several of these were TGJ Banquets) how much they thought of me as editor and how much they appreciated
the work of CFTF, when in reality they were my and CFTF’S enemies. In over 40 years of preaching I have never
been able to grasp that mentality and I guess I never will. I know one thing, if I know any thing, the attitude just
noted is not authorized by the New Testament.

Sis. Cates, your work for CFTF has been par excellent. It is, therefore, with much appreciation for that work and
with tears in my eyes that I must write this e-mail to you, but please remember, I did not say the things about
CFTF that certain members of TGJ Board did; which things necessitate this sad action on my part.

I can only wish you and yours the best. I never had any thought in my mind in asking you to write for us, except
the idea of using someone that I thought was a very good writer and, therefore, could help our readers-especially
the ladies. I apologize to you and brother Curtis for any embarrassment brought on either of you because your
articles have appeared in the “issue oriented paper” that some perceive CFTF to be and that they do not desire
TGJ to become. Maybe your articles can be printed in TGJ.

Regarding these sad and much uncalled for matters, as brother Curtis once said of J. W. McGarvey, I will say of
brother Ira Y. Rice, Jr.-”If brother Rice were alive today he would roll over in his grave.”

 In Christian Love, With Much Respect and Deep Regret,
 David P. Brown
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Please overlook the delay in my response to your e-mail of August 3rd.  I am recovering from foot surgery and
must keep my foot elevated as much as possible, thus limiting my access to a computer.

I accept and understand my “firing” from the CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH staff of writers.  I ask only that my
by-line “One Woman’s Perspective” (which I personally originated) not be passed along to a successor, but
remain mine exclusively.  I appreciate having had the privilege of writing for CFTF, your confidence in me, and
your generous compliment that my writing has been “par excellent.”

From your message, I perceive (“one woman’s perspective”) that you are under a serious misconception about
something. The phrase, “not to be another CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH” is in no way a derogatory state-
ment.  It is no different than saying LIFE MAGAZINE should not become another READER’S DIGEST—each
has a distinct role in information delivery, and neither is in competition with the other. (Of course, I am speaking
from my own personal common sense. Certainly, I do not presume to speak for THE GOSPEL JOURNAL board,
nor for any of its members.)

Let me review a bit of history.  I was privileged to attend only one of the Denton lectureships, and that was in
1998.  During that week, a number of you men met for lunch at a cafeteria in Denton. I was along for the lunch
portion (I distinctly remember the talk regarding a new low-carbohydrate diet several of you were on at the time),
but I left to pursue one of my favorite pastimes-shopping-before the discussion of the purpose of the meeting
began, that of starting another paper, possibly calling it AMERICAN CHRISTIAN JOURNAL, to fill the gap left
when FIRM FOUNDATION went off on the tangent of “all life is worship.”  Later that day I asked Curtis, “Why
start another paper?  Why not everyone throw in behind CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH?”  He replied,
“Because CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH fills the niche of dealing with specific issues threatening the purity of
the church. We need a general interest paper that does not compete with the role of CONTENDING FOR THE
FAITH.  There is room and need for both.”  I, along with countless others, understood the unique, discrete
purpose of each periodical.

As I said earlier, these are simply my thoughts on an unfortunate situation. You are free to quote me, but only in
the letter’s entirety.

Thank you again for having given me this opportunity to write for CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH.  I shall miss
my “fan mail” from the readership.

Sincerely,

Annette B. Cates
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[In response, we wrote the following email to Annette Cates and Barry Grider because in an earlier e-mail
message to us Barry made the same basic comments to us regarding “the place of CFTF” that Sis. Cates
made.—Editor]

Sent: Sat. Aug. 6, 2005: 7:51 PM

To: Annette Cates and Barry Grider:

I am addressing this letter to both of you because I do not desire to write two separate letters to each of you. After
all each of you have about the same approach to this mess. Barry, when I say “sister Cates,” wherein it is
appropriate, just put your name in as well. Sister Cates, this should serve to answer Barry’s question he e-mailed
me in a separate email. Would you please give it to him?

Before I say more, sister Cates, I am truly sorry about your foot problems and I trust it will heal satisfactorily.
Believe it or not I truly think you are a great writer and I wish I could continue to use your articles, but in view of
the remainder of this letter I think your “firing” in your present mind set will be a relief to you.

Sister Cates, regarding your concern for your by-line, we have no interest in it. It is yours to do with as you
please.

Sister Cates, you are right: fired, relieved of duty, terminated, or “We don’t need your services anymore”—these
terms are up front, frank, candid, unvarnished, unequivocal, and easy for anyone to understand. Why would we
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desire to argue otherwise? Moreover we informed you as to the exact reason we were terminating your services.

We did not do what the corporations call a “constructive termination” or “severance” as TGJ Board did with Dub
and Dave, and then say “We did not fire them.” Sister Cates would you have continued to write for CFTF if we
had informed you that you could for the time being continue to write for CFTF, but if you kept writing the way
you have been, we might need to make a change because your articles do not fit the purpose for which CFTF
exists? After all, according to you and others, the slot we have to fill is not like other brotherhood papers. Indeed,
we could have said to you the following: “After all the time you have been writing for us, how many articles have
you ever written that really fit CFTF’s niche—as you and others (without concern for our, the owners, aims and
goals for CFTF) evidently have determined it to be? But we did not say that to you, did we? Again, and for
emphasis, would you possibly think that you were being forced out of CFTF if you were to hear from us that we
were not satisfied with your writing because in the time you have written for us you have rarely written articles
that fit the slot in brotherhood journalism you and others have assigned us? Indeed, and again, we could have
told you that we may have to make a change regarding your services.

Now is as good a time as any to address the following comment from you and brother Cates as well as anyone
else who thinks as you do. You asked of brother Curtis:

Why does not everyone throw in behind CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH?”  He replied, “Because CON-
TENDING FOR THE FAITH fills the niche of dealing with specific issues threatening the purity of the
church.  We need a general interest paper that does not compete with the role of CONTENDING FOR THE
FAITH.  There is room and need for both.”  I, along with countless  others, understood the unique, discrete
purpose of each periodical.

Sister Cates, in view of your complete e-mail message sent to me, and especially the previous quote from it,
please read and answer the following True/False questions and return them to me.

1.   T  F  I (Annette Cates) concur with CFTF’s treatment of the Bert Thompson episode at Apologetics Press?

2.  T  F   The Scriptures authorize CFTF to deal with the Bert Thompson episode at AP as it has so far dealt with
                  it.

3.  T  F    I (Annette Cates) support CFTF’s opposition to Dave Miller regarding his beliefs in the re-evaluation
                and  reaffirmation of elders.
4.  T  F   I (Annette Cates) support CFTF’s opposition to Dave Miller regarding his beliefs on MDR as it relates
                to the Everett Chambers affair.

5.  T  F   I (Annette Cates) support CFTF in urging brethren not to support AP as long as Dave Miller believes
               what we have previously noted and continues to be associated with AP.

6.  T  F   I (Annette Cates) support CFTF’s opposition to Frank Chesser’s attitude manifest in his letters written
                to and against Dub McClish.

7.  T  F   I (Annette Cates) will sign a petition that indicates my full support of CFTF’s handling of the Bert
               Thompson episode at AP.

8.  T  F   Since TGJ is “a general interest paper that does not compete with the role of Contending for the Faith”
                I (Annette Cates) do not think that it is TGJ’s place to deal with the Bert Thompson episode at AP.

Sister Cates, can you not see that according to your own statement from the preceding quote, that when you first
asked brother Cates about why “everyone” did not “throw in behind” CFTF, you did not understand (at the time
you asked brother Cates the question) “the unique, discrete purpose of each periodical”? Brother Cates had to
tell you his perception (perception seems to be in vogue this season) of the design of each paper and educate
you accordingly. Could it be that others may think of CFTF the way you originally did—until you were educated
out of it?

Regarding who determines what regarding CFTF, it will be, the Lord willing, its owners who will in the final
analysis exercise that prerogative—and no one else. As I told the late brother Rice when we obtained CFTF, if the
brethren do not want CFTF, it will die. We are accountable to the Lord for what we do as all of you are, and if
brethren see us doing things contrary to God’s Will, they have a Biblical obligation to expose us accordingly.
CFTF intends to fully follow that path as it has always done. Indeed, that is the slot into which Biblical
Journalism fits. And, that is what we are doing with Dave Miller, his supporters, and TGJ Board in its shameful
and unscriptural treatment of Dub McClish and Dave Watson. If TGJ Board did not at least violate the “Golden
Rule” in dealing with brethren McClish and Watson, how would anyone go about violating it? Sister Cates, if the
elders at Forest Hill were to treat brother Cates in the exact same way that TGJ Board treated McClish and
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Watson, you would be so angry you could bite a nail in half. And, may I emphasize in this missive, if anyone else
has been or will be treated the way TGJ Board treated its former editor and associate editor, CFTF would rise up
and expose the whole sordid mess. Now, really sister Cates, would you continue to be well pleased and happy to
have your articles, with your name ascribed thereto, appearing in CFTF as we go forth to do battle regarding the
matters herein mentioned?

Now, back to this business of “our place”—It is not brother Cate’s place, yours or anyone else’s prerogative to
determine what CFTF is to be. But, it is bro. Cohn’s and mine. Where do you, brother Cates, the Congress of the
United States of America, Uncle Remus or anyone else have the right to presume to tell us “our place”? It is
obvious from recent events that TGJ Board (a board that was to be “the mother of all boards” in keeping TGJ in
its “place”) has botched up the works. Indeed, they are proving themselves more every day to be a sad joke.

Why is not TGJ Board exposing the error of Dave Miller? Why take the ludicrous and absurd position that one
can scripturally support AP while opposing Dave Miller’s errors? If brother Cates held the same false views as
does Dave Miller, could we scripturally support MSOP and oppose brother Cates? Could anyone scripturally
support the Forest Hill church if her elders held the same views as Dave Miller? Could we scripturally support the
Forest Hill church if Barry Grider believed what Miller believes? What would brother Cates do if Barry Grider
converted to the erroneous beliefs that we know Dave Miller holds? What would brother Cates do if he had a
faculty member at MSOP who believes the false doctrine that Stan Crowley (the preacher at Schertz, Texas) and/
or Dave Miller believes? In fact, what does Barry believe as to the teaching of Stan Crowley, Joseph Meador and
Tommy Hicks? Indeed, where is Barry in all of this? Well, if it is scriptural to have all this diversity on TGJ Board,
why not have the same diversity among the faculty members of MSOP? We imagine that would be “a horse of a
different color” would it not?

Brother Cates is serving with Joseph Meador who believes and supports Stan Crowley in his errors on MDR.
Now, what is brother Cates going to do about that? Moreover, what is brother Cates going to do about the error
that Tommy Hicks holds on MDR? Then there is brother “Judge” Ratcliff who does not at all believe what his
preacher teaches on MDR, but he keeps dragging along—huffing and puffing around—but so weak in courage
that he is not going to do a thing that he has declared before witnesses he would do (two of these witnesses
being on two different occasions the Spring elders—Kenneth Cohn and Buddy Roth). Much lightning, big
thunder, no rain. In view of what he has declared before several witnesses on two separate occasions brother
Ratcliff has proven to be a sad sack indeed.  Why, the Schertz elders refuse (unless they have changed their
policy recently) to allow Crowley to deal with divorce situations in the Schertz congregation. In fact, to brother
Cates we say that he has as big a “unity in diversity” mess on his TGJ Board as AP, the Bert Thompson mess, and
the Dave Miller fiascos all rolled into one constitute. Only the nature and kind of perversions differ. If ever a
group of men has lost credibility with faithful brethren, TGJ Board has. And, the Lord willing, in the coming days,
the brotherhood will have more and more of the unvarnished facts laid upon them.

We now mention how TGJ Board has observed the “passover” on that mean-spirited Scripture “quot’n and Bible
tot’n” Frank Chesser, a more presumptuous and arrogant twit in print after which I have never read. The
audacity of that man to write as he has and claim to be a merciful and tender-hearted Godly man is amazing
indeed. Do you, sister Cates, defend what Chesser wrote about brother McClish? If you do, how could you
desire to write for CFTF? Answer me that, sister Cates. And just maybe, brother Cates would like to answer any
of the previous questions in this letter that pertain to him.

Well so much for all of this now. If you have anything else to say, let’er rip. We are just now warming up to the
fight ahead.

I do not care to whom you give a copy of this letter only so long as it is distributed in its entirety.

In My Place and Contending for the Faith,

I am Respectfully Yours,
David P. Brown
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Why did Sister Cates refuse to answer my questions? Furthermore, why did brother Cates fail to do the
same? Are the Cateses too far above us to answer questions from the “toxic circle”? (Please keep in mind what
we previously wrote regarding those who will not answer questions.)

 Over the years we have posed many questions such as those in my last e-mail letter to sister Cates. Usually
our questions have been to those people that teach false doctrines—but in this case it is not necessarily so. Surely,
regarding this matter, brother and sister Cates do not have any thing to hide. Before the denominational world we
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have always declared that we are open and above board regarding our beliefs and practices. We have welcomed
their questions about what and why we believe and practice what we do as well as why we do or do not practice
certain things. But brother and sister Cates refuse to answer my simple precisely written questions. Why, is that
the case?

—25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373
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David P. Brown

The following e-mail note is self-explanatory. We had previously e-mailed the Forest Hill elders through
Barry Grider that we would not advertise Forest Hill any longer in CFTF. We had also notified Curtis Cates that
we would no longer advertise Memphis School of Preaching in CFTF.  Brother Cates’ brief remarks and “rea-
soning” revealed in his following comments demonstrate his manner of dealing with things that are distasteful to
him. We wrote to him in an e-mail message the following:

Brother Curtis,

I have received your returned CFTF invoice with your handwritten note on it. You wrote:

Dear brother Brown:

Inasmuch as you cannot in good conscience run any further advertising from Forest Hill and the MSOP, I
would not want you to violate that conscience by sending the students a bundle. Thus, I am returning the
bill for the CFTF.

Curtis Cates

I will try to help you understand that logically. We, in all good conscience, cannot advertise Forest Hill and the
MSOP in CFTF (because of the actions of the Director of MSOP, along with TGJ Board he presided over, re
McClish and Watson and their departure from TGJ) does not imply that our conscience would logically be
violated in supplying CFTF to the MSOP students. Furthermore, you do not believe such to be the case either.
And, I will show you that you do not with the following True/False question.

T    F    Because my (Curtis Cates’s) conscience will not allow me to advertise David Lipscomb University in Yoke
Fellow, my (Curtis Cates’s) conscience will not allow me to send Yoke Fellow to David Lipscomb University
students.

Can you “in all good conscience” circle the “T” for “True” to the preceding True/False question? To ask the
preceding question is to answer it. And down goes your house of straw.

However, there is one thing you were able to do and your conscience has not, and evidently does not, seem to
bother you at all regarding your actions in the matter—and that is what you with purposed forethought did in
leading TGJ Board to pressure McClish and Watson into resigning.  As former TGJ Board member, Michael
Hatcher said in his resignation e-mail to TGJ Board regarding your treatment of Dub and Dave:

“Dub (and David) were placed in a position in which they were forced to resign (if you don’t believe that, ask
either one of them). While our spin is fine and technically true, everyone else realizes the situation also.”

Brother Curtis, what have you done to your self and how long did it take you to do it, so that your conscience
could become so seared that you continue to be happy and content with what you led TGJ Board to do to Dub
and Dave? And yet, you, along with others of your mind set, see nothing wrong with one word in the letters
written by your good and long time buddy Frank Chesser to and about Dub McClish.

Before I close please understand that that the CFTF invoice you returned was sent to MSOP before you
presided over TGJ Board’s application of the “Golden Rule” to Dub McClish and Dave Watson. And, we assure
you we would not have troubled you with a bill for CFTF if the sad events pertaining to Dub and Dave had
already transpired before we sent the invoice to you. But that was not the case and, thus, you received the
invoice.

And, I will say again that if any one of you on TGJ Board had an eldership treat him exactly as TGJ Board treated
Dub and Dave you would have done the same thing they did and been as hurt and upset as they are. You know
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that is right, and all of the denying of it only makes the remaining TGJ Board members out to be the absurd and
petty characters that you actually are—“by their fruits ye shall know them.”

In the future as in the past, the Lord willing, CFTF will continue to scripturally, factually, and logically trouble
those who desperately require it. You know how these issue oriented papers are, and as you and others have
truly said, “That is our place and why we are needed.” To quote the late and lamented brother Ira Y. Rice: “We
hate to see brethren fighting among themselves, but if they must, we don’t want to miss it.”

In Service to The Master and No One Else, I am...

Cordially Yours,
David P. Brown

—25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373
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David P. Brown

Another sad but true account of duplicity from a member of TGJ Board is revealed in the Kent Bailey/Tom
Hicks e-mail exchange only about 6 days removed from the time of TGJ Board’s constructed actions against
Dub McClish and Dave Watson. We were completely unaware of Kent’s first email to Tommy until after the
fact and had no hand in any of it. But we certainly commend Kent for it.  Among other things in the e-mails from
Hicks, please notice his accusations against us and our response to his allegations within the body of his e-mail.
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Tommy,

Is there any way  TGJ board would reconsider its present decision regarding the dismissal of Dub and Dave?  I
fear that a great deal of unnecessary damage has already been done.

It probably is not possible at this stage to keep the editorship and associate editorship open to both Dub and
David.  If I were either of them I could not even consider remaining at the helm if the board’s decision were
reversed.  Perhaps at least some of the damage can be repaired and at least fellowship can be maintained if
corrections are made and apologies offered.  Why is it the case that Bert Thompson is being treated like a victim
whereas Dub and Dave like perpetrators?  Do brethren fail to understand that a willingness to forgive does not
negate or remove consequences of sin?

I have a deep love for all of those involved in this controversy.  It is my sincere desire and prayer that a solution
to this serious problem will be ascertained.  If such is not to happen there will be an open split take place among
those who have dearly loved one another and have faithfully labored together for years.

It indeed is a mystery to me how brethren very dear to me have jumped on board a band wagon in support of a
work that has a false teacher as its director.  The last week has been one of the most heart breaking periods of my
entire life.

Brotherly in Christ,
Kent Bailey
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Kent,

Thank you for your e-mail message and for your concerns relative to The Gospel Journal. Please allow me to
refer you to brother Curtis Cates, President of The Gospel Journal Board. If you will contact him, I am sure he will
openly discuss with you the matters you have raised. Because you and I are friends, I do want to make some
personal (i.e., my own) comments that might be useful to you. [DPB’s repsonse: It is interesting to note that
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Hicks refers Bailey to Cates, but begins to address what he said Cates would address—all of this in the very
same sentence.]

From some of your statements, it appears to me that you have been given some false information. I know that
David Brown and Lynn Parker have been “spreading the word,” calling and/or e-mailing brethren, trying to stir
them up, telling them that The Gospel Journal Board “fired” Dub McClish and was giving its support to Dave
Miller. Kent, that simply is not true. Though I do not know where you got your information, your message below
sounds very much like what David and Lynn have been telling people. [DPB’s response: Lynn Parker is
perfectly capable of speaking for himself, so I  will not presume to speak for him. Regarding whether or not
TGJ Board  “fired” McClish and Watson or accepted their resignations is nothing more than striving about
words, and Hicks and the rest of TGJ Board know it. Our best answer to Hicks comes from McClish and
Hatcher, from whom we quote later on. As to our saying that TGJ Board supports Dave Miller, we have never
stated such a thing in any form or fashion. However, in the future let us see where Hicks will be standing on this
matter. If Hicks can prove this allegation, let him do it.]

You did not use the word “fired,” but you used “dismissal” which, to me, implies the same. Neither Dub nor David
was “fired.” Furthermore, neither was asked to “resign.” By their own volition, both did resign. I cannot speak as
to how Dub and David perceived their situation relative to TGJ Board, but if anyone says, “They saw the
handwriting on the wall and resigned,” I can assure you that TGJ Board had done no “writing on the wall.” No
vote was ever taken, therefore, no decision was ever made, by TGJ Board to “fire” them or to ask them for their
resignations.

[DPB’s response: Regarding the last three paragraphs of Hicks’s e-mail, former TGJ Board member, Michael
Hatcher (in his resignation letter to the board) wrote the following  concerning what the TGJ Board did to Dub
McClish and Dave Watson:]

The “spin” that the board has put on this is just that—”spin.” The fact is everyone knows that it is also.
While we are stating publicly that there had not been a vote taken (there had not) thus no decision had
been made (technically there had not), we all knew that basically there would need to be a change made
regarding the editor and associate editor. The differing terms used (“fired,” “dismissed,” “accepted
their resignation”) all boil down to the same thing, and brethren know that. Dub (and David) were
placed  in a position in which they were forced to resign (if you don’t believe  that, ask either one of
them). While our spin is fine and technically true,  everyone else realizes the situation also. (This is
especially true when Brian Brazwell’s (sic) understanding of what Barry Grider said to him and
conveyed to Dub was the end result—that Dub is no longer with the paper.)]

Kent, no TGJ Board member, let alone TGJ Board as a whole, has “jumped on board a band wagon in support of
a work that has a false teacher as its director.” Anyone who says we have is either misinformed or dishonest. If
someone says, “Well, it looks like ...,” I would remind them of John 7:24. Specifically, regarding the false
doctrines in which Dave Miller involved himself (i.e., elders “re-evaluation” doctrine and the marriage/divorce
“intent” doctrine a la Everett Chambers), we stand with you and every other sound brother—in opposition to
them. Right now, we, like a whole lot of other brethren (and, I would think you included), are taking a “wait and
see” stance regarding Apologetics Press. [DPB’s response: If the Lord wills time to continue, in the coming
days we shall “wait and see” if Hicks’s views regarding AP will remain the same as set out by him in the
preceding paragraph.]

Dub and I have been friends since 1971. Having known him for 34 years I do not exaggerate when I tell you that
I would trust him with my life. In matters of judgment, Dub and I do not always share the same opinions. But, in
matters of faith we speak the same things and are of the same mind, and the same judgment. Dub has never taught
or done anything of which I am aware that would cause me or any other TGJ Board member to question for a
moment being in fellowship with him. In fact, each TGJ Board member has individually conveyed this to Dub and
to David. Kent, there are absolutely no fellowship issues involved. [DPB’s response: If we were Jewish our
response to the preceding paragraph would be: “It is to laugh.” Or maybe we would exclaim, “It is to weep!”
Either  one of the preceding comments might do, or, then, we might just go into hysterics. Hicks has a strange
definition of the word friend. In view of the preceding, we would like to see his definition of the word enemy.]

Hopefully, these thoughts will help your understanding of the matter. Be assured, TGJ has nothing to hide and
is seeking to be only what it was established to be. [DPB’s response: Please keep the last sentence of this e-
mail from Hicks in mind when you notice his response to Bailey’s questions; which questions, are found in
Bailey’s next e-mail to Hicks. Hicks’s “answers” to those questions are found in his last e-mail to Bailey.]

Brotherly,
Tom
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Tommy,

Thanks for your prompt response to my e-mail.  I would appreciate answers to the following questions from you,
or any of the brethren comprising TGJ board.

1.  If neither Dub nor Dave were removed by TGJ board then what motivated their decision to resign?

2.  If neither Dub nor Dave were removed by TGJ board what motivated Brian (sic) Braswell to inform Dub that
both he and Dave were going to be dismissed from their respective roles at TGJ?  Brian (sic)stated he received
this information from Barry Grider of the Forest Hill Church.

3.  Does TGJ board agree or disagree with Dub’s Summation Of The AP Scandal?

4.  Does TGJ board agree, or disagree with Frank Chesser’s response to Dub’s written summation?

5.  Tommy, you stated that you did not endorse Dave Miller due to the false position he advocates regarding
reevlauation and reappointment of elders and MDR.  I certainly stand with you on that opposition.  However,
you stated you were going to take a “wait and see” approach regarding Apologetics Press. The case being that
Dave Miller has already been working at Apologetics Press for some time why do you desire to “wait” and what
do you want to “see”?

6.  Does TGJ board either presently endorse or oppose the work at Apologetics Press with Dave Miller at the
helm?

7.  Would the TGJ board be agreeable to an open meeting with Dub and Dave along with concerned brethren
about this present controversy?   Of course there would be a need to have a neutral moderator (one not affiliated
with either The Gospel Journal or Contending For The Faith to preside at such a meeting).

Again, permit me to emphasize that I dearly love all that are involved in this present controversy.  This past week
has brought an untold amount of sadness to my heart.  It would give me no greater satisfaction to see this
situation resolved in a scriptural manner.  Although, this e-mail is addressed to you copies are being sent to all
TGJ board members as well as others involved.  I would appreciate any response made by any TGJ board
members.

Brotherly in Christ,
Kent Bailey
SigPro52@aol.com
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Kent,

Out of respect and friendship for you, in response to your previous e-mail query, I provided you with correct and
truthful information which I thought would be helpful to you. As I mentioned in my reply to you, I must refer you
to brother Cates for further comment from The Gospel Journal Board.

[DPB’s response:  The late brother Guy N. Woods used to say in his debates that the way a person deals with
questions goes a long way toward telling one about the integrity of the person of whom the questions have been
asked. You will notice that Hicks wrote in one of his e-mail notes to Bailey: “Be assured, TGJ has nothing to
hide and is seeking to be only what it was established to be.” You don’t say? Notice that twice Hicks directed
Bailey to Cates for answers to his questions. But, how many of our questions sent to Annette and Curtis Cates
did either of them answer?]

Brotherly,
Tom
tomhicks@hub.ofthe.net

[The following quote is part of an e-mail message from Dub McClish to Kent Bailey regarding the
previous e-mail exchange between Kent Bailey and Tommy Hicks.  The part of the McClish’s e-mail we
have quoted is self explanatory as to why we desired it to follow the preceding e-mail exchange between
Bailey and Hicks wrote:—Editor]
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Kent,

Tommy has “favored” me (and Dave Watson) with your message to him, with his response, and with your
excellent follow-up questions. Let me correct some information that is in your question no. 2, because I know you
would not want incorrect information to be circulated, even inadvertently. I have not actually even talked with
Bryan Braswell about his call from B. Grider. Here is how I found out about the call from Memphis: Sunday night
a week ago [7/17/05, DPB], I called one of the Roanoke elders to tell him of the upcoming Board-Editors meeting
at Schertz. I told him I would likely come back as ex-editor of TGJ. Since the elders and Bryan have pretty well
been “in the loop” on the development of this snowball relating to my AP “Summation,” I didn’t have to explain
much. They had told me some time ago that they had gotten the Chesser letter and some other letters/calls from
people who didn’t (along with some who did) like my “Summation” statement. They didn’t tell me who they were
from and I told them I didn’t even want to know. But, knowing that they had been hearing from some who were
not pleased with me, I just said to the elder that Sunday night, “You may already know about the upcoming
meeting at Schertz for all I know.” He told me that, as a matter of fact, they did. He then told me that Bryan received
a call either Wednesday or Thursday before (a week before the meetings) from Memphis, telling him of the
Schertz meeting, and apparently indicating some knowledge of the agenda. However, so far as I know, he did not
actually say that Dave and I were going to be dismissed, although he may have known this and he may have even
said as much. I simply don’t know the details of what he said to Bryan, except, as I mentioned above, what the
elder conveyed to me. The elder then told me that the call came from Barry Grider. The actual outcome of the call
and the information conveyed do not differ materially from what you wrote, just some of the facts concerning
who conveyed the information to me. …

Godspeed, and thanks for your encouragement and support.
Dub McClish

—David P. Brown
25403 Lancewood Drive
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On July 20, 2005, TGJ Board met in the second of two days of meetings at Schertz, Texas. All Board
members were present, consisting of Curtis A. Cates (President), Joseph A. Meador (Vice-President),
Michael Hatcher (secretary), Kenneth E. Ratcliff (Treasurer and Business Manager), and Tommy J. Hicks
(Member at Large). At or about 9:20 a.m., shortly after Curtis A. Cates called the Board meeting to order,
Michael Hatcher, on behalf of the Board, read the following statement from his lap-top computer screen to
Dub McClish and David Watson:

The board deeply appreciates each of you and the time, effort, and interest in the paper which
you have demonstrated. The recent events that have occurred as a result of the correspon-
dence relating to Bert Thompson and the two email messages from Dave Watson have
created a situation which has given the board the impression that the continued existence of
The Gospel Journal is in jeopardy. The board has thoroughly discussed the situation and has
unanimously determined that a change in the editorial staff may be necessary. Before making
a final decision, we would like to hear any comments that either of you desires to make. It is
not our intention to turn the meeting into a question and answer session. After the board has
heard your comments, we will meet in a closed session and as soon as possible return and let
you know our decision. If you would like to take a few minutes to consolidate your thoughts,
please let us know at this time before we proceed. I will be the only spokesman for the board
during this portion of the meeting.

Since the July 20, 2005, TGJ Board meeting that resulted in the resignations of Dub McClish and David
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Watson, Michael Hatcher has resigned and apologized to Dub McClish, Dave Watson, and brethren in general for
his part in TGJ Board’s actions regarding McClish and Watson. Brother Hatcher wrote his letter of resignation
from TGJ Board on July 29, 2005, and it reads as follows (emph. supplied, DPB)
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 Brethren:

I know we have all been grieved of the events of the last few weeks. It has brought all of us great heartache and
sadness. Much of the rhetoric has been high, which was to be expected. I do not plan on detailing many of the
things in my mind at this time. However, there are a few points which I cannot allow to pass. In our board meeting
on the first day, we did mention many of the points brother Cates brought up in his e-mail message (getting into
the original purpose, not being “issue oriented,” not being embroiled in local congregational issues, etc.).
However, with the discussion of all these things, not all of them on the whole would have caused us to discuss
the dismissal of Dub or David. The sole reason for that discussion was the reaction which some took to Dub’s
statement which he sent to 23 people. (Yes, I now believe that it would have been in the best interest of and the
best wisdom to ask Dub to return as being editor.) Brethren, I do not believe Dub sinned in sending out that
statement; however, I do believe Frank Chesser did sin in his ungodly actions (which is being borne out by the
fact that he did not send out Dub’s letter to him, nor his letter asking Bert and Rhonda Thompson to accept his
apology). At this point in time, Dub was correct in the impression of the brotherhood that Frank Chesser has
“won.”

The “spin” that the board has put on this is just that— “spin.” The fact is everyone knows that it is also. While
we are stating publicly that there had not been a vote taken (there had not) thus no decision had been made
(technically there had not), we all knew that basically there would need to be a change made regarding the editor
and associate editor. The differing terms used (“fired,” “dismissed,” “accepted their resignation”) all boil down
to the same thing, and brethren know that. Dub (and David) were placed in a position in which they were forced
to resign (if you don’t believe that, ask either one of them). While our spin is fine and technically true, everyone
else realizes the situation also. (This is especially true when Brian Brazwell’s (sic) understanding of what Barry
Grider said to him and conveyed to Dub was the end result—that Dub is no longer with the paper.). When I
received brother Meador’s response, I was both hurt and outraged. In my email making a motion to reinstate Dub
McClish as editor (I did not mention reinstating David, only Dub), I had also mentioned discussing the situation
with my elders and that they were not pleased with the action of the board in accepting Dub’s resignation.
Brother Meador mentions in his e-mail that we are dealing with “a few who are in a small, but no less toxic, loyalty
circle...a small negative faction, who if they gain control, will only rupture fellowship in the church even more
than they already have.”

Since my elders here at Bellview are individuals who disagreed with our decision and expressed that disagree-
ment to me, I have no alternative to understand that brother Meador has placed them in that class of “toxic,
loyalty circle...negative faction.” Additionally, many of my close friends and ones I trust totally (not just Lynn
Parker, and I have not even talked to David Brown) have called expressing their objection and displeasure with
the board. These are brethren who regularly speak on the lectures here at Bellview and that I speak with at other
locations. They are also placed in that “toxic loyalty circle” by brother Meador. Additionally, since I believe the
board should have asked Dub McClish to return as being editor, I guess brother Meador places me in that “toxic
loyalty circle” as well. Brother Meador, I am calling upon you to repent of your attitude toward faithful brethren.

Whether brother Meador repents of such attitudes or not, I will no longer be a part of The Gospel Journal. I am
tendering my immediate resignation from the board (including, of course, being the secretary of the board). In
addition, the board will need to find someone else to be the temporary editor of the paper (I do not plan on editing
the August issue). You can have whoever (sic) you choose to contact me concerning the articles and the part of
the August issue that has been completed.

Brethren, it is with a sad heart that I do this, but as brother Meador said, “This is a matter of principle as far as I
am concerned.” I have enjoyed our association together. I still believe a paper such as The Gospel Journal is
needed in the brotherhood, but I believe the board has destroyed the paper to such an extent that it will not be
revived.

Michael Hatcher

P.S. While I will hold in confidence all the discussions which were done in confidence and which we agreed to be
such, this resignation letter does not need to be held in such a manner.

P.S.S. Since Curtis mentioned that he wondered if some were making these things a test of fellowship, please
understand that I am not making the acceptance of the resignation of Dub and David a test of fellowship.

Michael Hatcher
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“THE OLD JERUSALEM GOSPEL”
October 1-2, 2005

OCTOBER 1
  9:00 AM “The Church of Chirist Was Established the First Pentecost

Following the Resurrection of Christ” James Cossey, Manchester, TN
 10:00 AM “The Fulfillment of Joel 2:28-32 In Acts 2:16-21” David P. Brown, Spring, TX
 11:00 AM “Christ: King On David’s Throne” David Smith, Calhoun, GA
 12:00 PM Lunch provided by the ladies of the congregation
   1:30 PM “Resolved: The Scriptures Teach That Water Baptism To the

Pentinent Believer Is For  (Unto, In Order To) the Remission of
Past  Alien Sins”  Freddie Clayton, Dunlap, TN

   2:30 PM ”The Church of Christ and Its Relationship to Salvation”
Jim Lewis, Chattanooga, TN

OCTOBER 2
10:00 AM “The Old Jerusalem Gospel Demands Plain Preaching” David P. Brown, Spring, TX
11:00 AM “New Testament Baptism Vs. Denominational Baptism” Kent Bailey, Lenoir City, TN
  6:00 PM “ The Old Jerusalem Gospel Demands A  Militant Defense of the Faith” David P. Brown, Spring, TX

LECTURESHIP DIRECTORS:
Kent Bailey

KBailey385@aol.com   865-986-5698
David P. Brown      jbrow@charter.net

CHURCH OF CHRIST
1280 Simpson Rd. West  — Lenoir City, TN 37771 — (865) 986-3223

All lectures will be recorded on VCR, DVD, & Audio Tapes.
View this Lectureship online via Online Academy of Bible Studies.

A Book Display will be provided by Christian
Family Bookstore of Chattanooga.
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Dub McClish, David Watson, and others:

I want to sincerely apologize to both Dub McClish and David Watson for the way things were handled and my
part in all that took place regarding your no longer being with The Gospel Journal. My actions and votes at the
time were out of the sincerity of my heart and what, at the time, I was led to believe to be best for The Gospel
Journal and its continued existence. I now realize that the information I received was wrong. I was being given
the information that brother McClish’s reputation had been ruined and that if he remained as editor the paper
would die. Not having heard anything myself, I simply accepted what I was being told by my fellow board
members (sadly, I did not realize that I could not accept what was being said and I apologize for that).

It now appears to me that there has been a concerted effort to destroy the reputation of a good man—Dub
McClish. I apologize for my part in being used to further their cause. I am sorry for not doing some of the things
that I should have done and not realizing what was taking place (especially behind the scenes) so I would not
have had a part in it. Brother McClish had done nothing worthy of being forced to resign, but it appears to me
that the board bowed to pressure to get rid of him, and I was made an unknowing accomplish (sic) in this. This
pressure began with Frank Chesser’s hate-filled response to brother McClish’s summation of the Apologetics
Press Scandal (which none of the board members thought there was any sin involved). But apparently to support
Apologetics Press, brother McClish was sacrificed as was The Gospel Journal itself. I sincerely apologize to
Dub McClish, David Watson, and the brotherhood for my part in this sad state of affairs.

Michael Hatcher
—25403 Lancewood Dr.

Spring, Texas 77373
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God directed the prophet Amos to prophecy
against the sinfulness of Israel. It was in a time of peace
and plenty and the people were happy to have it so.
Even Amaziah, the priest, wanted Amos to go away
and leave things as they were. God said through Amos,
“…I will send a famine in the land, not a famine of
bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the
words of the Lord” (Amos 8:11).

Today our land suffers a famine of hearing God’s
word.  We should realize what happened to Israel might
well be our fate (Romans 15:4).

Our schools are promoting the religion of Human-
ism, beginning in Kindergarten. Homosexuality is taught
as being acceptable and premarital sex is quite all right.
Yet God’s word condemns both (Romans 1:24-32; He-
brews 13:4; I Corinthians 6:18).

Our government also has a famine of hearing
God’s word. Political correctness and pleasing the
masses take precedence over morality. Court decisions
have resulted in abortion on demand, declaring a child
is not a child at conception though God’s word teaches
otherwise (Genesis 25:23-24; Job 31:15; Ecclesiastes
11:5; Luke. 1:31, 41; 2:21). Gay marriages are now le-
gally acceptable but God’s word has always taught oth-
erwise (Matthew 19:4-6; I Corinthians 7:2).

Also even in the body of Christ today, there is a
famine of hearing the words of the Lord. This is evi-
dent in many areas.

(1) The home is where the basis for respect of
God’s word should begin. Children are not instructed in
the Word as were those in the Old Testament
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(Deuteronomy 6:6-7). Fathers are shirking their role
(Ephesians 6:4) and mothers are often failing to heed
God’s instructions (Titus 2:3-5). It is in the home rever-
ence for God’s word and respect for authority begins.

(2) There is a famine in our worship services.
Children are often allowed to roam freely rather than
being required to remain seated in order not to disturb
others.  Little ones need to remain with their parents in
worship and learn proper reverence at an early age.

(3) There is a famine in hearing God’s teaching
on modesty. We are to glorify God in our bodies (I
Corinthians 6:20). How can we show proper reverence
for God and dress to conform to the world (Romans
12:2)?

(4) There is a famine in hearing the words of the
Lord among church leaders and preachers. Too many
elders don’t realize they will be held accountable for
their oversight of the souls in their care (Hebrews
13:17).  Preachers often preach to please the members
rather than God (II Timothy 4:2-5).

We need to feast on God’s word and pattern our
lives accordingly. Truly there is a famine of hearing the
words of the Lord today and we could, like Israel of
old, suffer the consequences. We are also living in a
time of peace and plenty and have become complacent
and at ease (Amos 6:1). Too often we, like Amaziah,
want preachers to go to another place and leave us
alone.

—5 S. Burchfield Dr.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
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The Restoration of New Testament Christianity
grew from the seed of God, His word, being sown in
the hearts of honest men. It was the goal of hundreds
of pioneers to simply go to the Scriptures and follow
the pattern that would illuminate the way of righteous-
ness.  Men from different denominations  began to aban-
don human creeds for the spring of truth flowing from
the New Testament. They worked hard to preach only
the gospel and many times they had to change their
teaching as they learned their way out of denomina-

tional error.  The return to  teaching  the New Testa-
ment thundered across the spiritually  barren land  as a
summer storm brings relief from the oppressive heat
of a drought. There had been a drought of God’s word
and the Restoration Movement opened  the flood gates
of truth.

Brethren were united on the word of God and
the church of Christ grew in number and knowledge of
the most precious  Book. They knew their Bibles and
were not afraid go into the lion’s den of error with the
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     The unity of the New Testament church is a
fundamental concept set forth in the Scriptures. When
we consider the great strides for the cause of truth
made during the first century we are indeed cognizant
of the accomplishments due to unity that was enjoyed
among brethren. As a matter of fact, the essence of
unity among brethren is a concept taught throughout
the entire Bible:

Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity!  It is like
the precious ointment upon the head, that ran
down upon the beard, even Aaron’s beard: that
went down to the skirts of his garments; as the
dew of Hermon, and as the dew that descended
upon the mountains of Zion: for there the Lord
commanded the blessing, even life for evermore
(Psalm 133).

Neither I pray for these alone, but for them also
which shall believe on me through their word;

that they all may be one in us that the world may
believe that thou hast sent me (John 17:20-21).

I therefore, the prisoner of the Lord, beseech
you that ye walk worthy of the vocation where-
with ye were called.  With all lowliness and meek-
ness, with longsuffering forbearing one another
in love; endeavoring to keep the unity of the
Spirit in the bond of peace (Ephesians 4:1-3).

Biblical unity is crucial both for the good of the
church as well as for our own personal obedience in
following the will of God. However, as important as it
is, unity is not the basis of either obedience, or fellow-
ship with either God, or His faithful followers. The
proper basis of fellowship is that of divine truth. Our
Lord stated, “And ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free” (John 8:32). When one
does not walk in truth, he will not be in fellowship with
either God or His faithful followers.

sword of the Spirit in their hand and the love of God in
their hearts. Soon division  began to develop because
“progressive” men advanced beyond the teaching of
God for their own opinions.

The first sign of digression came in the form of
the American Christian Missionary Society. Sound
brethren rejected the missionary society because their
was no authority for it from the word of God. The sec-
ond harbinger of division was to pervert the worship of
God through the use of mechanical   instrumental mu-
sic. The “progressives” would eventually argue that one
can do anything  the New Testament did not explicitly
forbid. Those loyal to the Scriptures  argued that man
cannot go beyond the authority of the New Testament.
By the early 1900’s a division had come about and the
Restoration movement had split. All that was needed
was a formal declaration by one of the two groups.

In 1907, David Lipcomb received a letter from
S.N.D. North, Director of the Bureau of Census in
Washington D.C. North noted a division between the
church of Christ and the Disciples of Christ  taken from
the census that had been conducted earlier. He asked
Lipscomb to clarify the records. The letter from North
and Lipscomb’s reply was published in the Gospel Ad-
vocate on July 18, 1907 confirming the division between

the two groups. The anniversary of the census is fast
approaching and there are some who call themselves
members of the church of Christ who are preparing to
apologize to the Christian Church for brother Lipcomb’s
reply. They believe that David Lipcomb caused the di-
vision and not the introduction of unscriptural societies
and mechanical instrumental music. David Lipscomb
never caused the division in the  churches that devel-
oped in the  Restoration, he only confirmed what had
taken place over the years from 1859 to 1906. It was
the abandonment of the Restoration Plea and the intro-
duction of the opinions of men that the caused  division.

 In issues of Contending for the Faith to follow
we will look at the division by reprinting North’s letter
and Lipcomb’s reply and some of the articles published
at that time. The one hundredth anniversary of the divi-
sion between the churches of Christ and the Disciples
of Christ, Christian Church is next year.  The only ones
who need to repent and apologize for causing division
are  those who abandoned the Restoration Plea.

—1415 Lincoln Rd.
Lewisport, Kentucky 42391
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Because of the exclusive nature of truth, we note
Bible teaching that necessitates a refusal to fellowship
individuals who have either never walked in harmony
with God’s divine truth, or else have departed from
such. Paul stated:

Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which
cause divisions and offenses contrary to the doc-
trine which ye have learned; and avoid them.
For they serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but
their own belly; and by good words and fair
speeches deceive the hearts of the simple (Ro-
mans 16:17-18).

Division is the opposite of unity and is very un-
pleasant; however, at various times it is necessary.
While no one desires division, when such is based upon
upholding divine truth in opposition to sinful conduct,
the New Testament pattern is thereby upheld and the
purity of the church is maintained.

For a number of years we have noted open divi-
sion within the church between those who desire to be
faithful to the Lord and those of the liberal mindset,
who reject the concept of the authority of the Scrip-
tures and have repudiated the pattern concept of the
New Testament. While not all brethren fit the mold of
being out-and-out liberals, there is a growing tendency
among some to advocate a “kinder, gentler” approach
in dealing with false teachers resulting in a middle-of-
the road, compromising attitude—a watering down of
strong preaching and teaching of gospel truths with an
avoidance of controversy, regardless of the costs. The
chief aim of such brethren is a desire to please the
more elite among us, especially those who have money
and power.

To these individuals, “politics” is the name of the
game. I find it both sad and interesting to see such a
change taking place in view of  the fact that only a
short time ago these same brethren were outspoken
against false teaching, false teachers, immorality, and
worldliness.  Has this change been brought about due
to a desire for funding, numbers, and acceptability with
the middle-of-the-roaders?

I am well aware that there is a need for patience
and a longsuffering attitude. Surely, with all good in-
tent, some brethren conduct meetings and lectureships,
desiring to use only faithful preachers be used on such
programs. In spite of proper precautions, a few weak
preachers and middle-of-the-roaders “slip through the
cracks” and appear on such programs due simply to a
lack of information and/or the invited speakers not be-
ing forthright regarding their convictions and practices.
Such is far different, however, from the practice of
some to consistently  invite compromisers to speak on
their lectureships. The purpose seems to be to appeal

to a broader range of brethren with less conviction re-
garding hard core truths, indicating less determination
to stand for such, especially when numbers and money
enter into the equation!

For a number of years the colleges and universi-
ties operated by brethren have influenced many to travel
in the wrong direction. This is not a denial of the right
of such colleges and/or universities to exist, provided
that they realize that they are not adjuncts to the church
and providing that they teach the truth. However, such
institutions can have an influence on “conservative”
brethren leading some of them to a point in their think-
ing where they compromise the truth and weaken their
stand against error and sin. It does not take a great deal
of mental industry to recognize the political avenues
some schools use to exert leverage over certain preach-
ers and elders, producing an unholy alliance that is de-
structive both to the pure gospel of Christ and also to
the New Testament church. It has been my personal
observation that when a direct link is made from the
college to the church, the church is always overpow-
ered by the college, and politics rather than truth reigns.

How sad indeed, when a faithful Editor of a gos-
pel paper finds himself in a situation where, because of
his stand for truth, he can no longer continue his work
with such a publication. Such a scenario reminds sev-
eral of us of situations wherein elders of local churches
bend and bow to the political pressures of the promi-
nence and money of liberal and worldly minded breth-
ren,—who do not love of God’s truth. We expect such
activity from the liberals, but when those who formerly
stood with us engage in such activity, it becomes heart-
breaking to say the least.

Such realizations, sadly remind me of a fragment
from the writings of  Aeschylus, a famous Greek dra-
matist (525-456 BC). This quotation has been used  as
the basis  for a modern novel titled, Once an Eagle:

So in the Libyan fable it is told
That once an eagle stricken with a dart,
Said, when he saw the fashion of the shaft,
“With our own feathers, not by others hands
Are we now smitten.”
May we never forget the fact that the cost of

living, preaching, and defending the Truth is very ex-
pensive. It cost the God of Heaven the very blood of
His only begotten Son. May we always have a supreme
love for God and His Truth and avoid even the appear-
ance of politics. Politics in our civil government is bad,
however politics in the church of the Lord is fatal!

—124 Executive Meadows
Lenoir City, TN 37771
KBailey385@aol.com
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one
mile east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256)
778-8955, (256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God’s Word—The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith’s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of “Oracles of
God”. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy
NW 30120-4222.  770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.
org.  Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D.
Gayton, evangelist- email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden
City, MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00
p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evan-
gelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

- Tennessee-
Lenoir City-Lenoir City Church of Christ, 1280 Simpson Road
West, P.O. Box 292 Lenoir City, TN 37771 .  Sun. 9:30, 10:30AM,
6:00PM, Wed. 7:00PM., Kent Bailey, Evangelist Tel: 865-986-3223
or 865-986-5698).

Murfreesboro-Church of Christ, 837 Esther Lane, Murfreesboro,
TN, Sun. Bible class 9:00 a.m., Worship 10:00 a.m., Fellowhip meal
11:00 a.m., Devotional 12:00 p.m.; Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m. For
directions and other information please visit our website at
www.murfreesborochurchofchrist.org. evangelist, Steve Yeatts.

-Texas-
Denton area—Northpoint Church of Christ. We are currently meeting
at the home of Shawn & LaDawn Hale. 227 Aubrey, TX 76227.Con-
tacts are Shawn Hale (940)365-5997.

Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home
of  the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last
Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evangelist;
djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m. (817)
282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m.,
6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Cheyenne,
WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 5:00
p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist: Tim Cozad.

Directory of Churches...
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

(Continued on Page 8)

David B. Watson originally compiled the mate-
rial from which we are getting much of the following
information in what he called �Summation 1, 2, and 3.�
We have altered no fact in Watson�s material. We have
changed the format and wording in some cases to fit it
into our way of doing things in CFTF. We have also
made our own comments. That we made only these
changes to Watson�s �Summations� may be verified by
contacting David Watson and requesting the original
�Summations 1, 2, and 3.� You may reach him at the
following e-mail address: dwatson@swbell.net. Or, con-
tact him at the following U. S. Mail address:

David B. Watson
Lee & Walnut Church of Christ
P.O. Box 690
Sapulpa, OK 74067

WHY WOULD ANYONE DESIRE TO BE
SECRETIVE ABOUT THESE MATTERS?
How is the cause of truth served by withholding

information from the brethren? McClish and Watson,
as is true of CFTF, do not intend to hide or be secretive
in the case of McClish/Watson versus TGJ Board and
their fellow travelers. Along with McClish and Watson
we are open and above board. We only want the truth
about this matter to come out. Whether it is Apologetics
Press, The Gospel Journal Board, Memphis School
of Preaching, CFTF or what and whoever, why would
we not want the brethren to know all that has gone on
in these matters? After all, we beg and plead with breth-
ren to support us with their money, prayers and good
will. How can they be ready unto every good work (II
Thessalonians 2:17) if they are hindered by the lack of
a full disclosure of information pertaining to such mat-
ters (I Thessalonians 5:21; Galatians 6:4)?

We do not have any folders of material that we
will let you read, but will not allow the contents thereof
to be reproduced or placed in the public�s hands. We
are not �working the phones� so that we can construct
our remarks to fit a person�s particular slant and/or
bias. We are not about to tenaciously hold on to old
friends, family or anyone else when they have con-
ducted themselves in life and/or doctrine contrary to
the teaching of the New Testament and refuse to re-
pent of their error(s). This is because we have always
made it our goal to establish and maintain friendships
with brethren solely on the basis of the fruit borne out
in their lives, which fruit indicated they were willing to
make any sacrifice to keep their integrity and abide in
the Truth of the New Testament. When it has become
obvious by the fruit they bear that they are not con-
ducting themselves in life and/or doctrine according to
the teaching of the New Testament and they are not
about to repent, then we have no other choice, if we
are to remain faithful to God, but to cease our involve-
ment with them immediately and rebuke them accord-
ingly. This has been our course of action for over forty
years of preaching the gospel. Obviously some did not
know that to be the case with us, but now they do. We
say to them as Alexander Campbell said to the Bap-
tists who were glad to see someone champion baptism
to be a burial in water. Following his debate on Bap-
tism with John Walker, Campbell stated to the happy
and jubilant Baptists: �If you knew me better you
would love me less.� We desire our friends to be per-
sons who at all costs in life and teaching are deter-
mined to abide by the authority of the New Testament
(Colossians 3:17). Does anyone know of any other basis
on or standard by which we should determine those

�I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT TGJ BOARD
HAD DONE NO �WRITING ON THE WALL��

David P. Brown
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COMMUNICATIONS received by Contending for the
Faith and/or its Editors are viewed as intended FOR
PUBLICATION unless otherwise stated. Whereas we
respect confidential information, so described, ev-
erything else sent to us we feel free to publish without
further permission being necessary. Anything sent to
us NOT for publication, please indicate this clearly
when you write. Please address such letters directly
to the Editor-in-Chief David P. Brown, P.O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383. Telephone: (281) 350-5516.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RATES
Single Subscriptions: One Year, $14.00; Two Years,
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eign Rate: One Year, $30.

ADVERTISING POLICY & RATES
Contending for the Faith was begun and continues to
exist to defend the gospel (Philippians 1:7,17) and
refute error (Jude 3). Therefore, we are interested in
advertising only those things that are in harmony
with what the Bible authorizes (Colossians 3:17). We
will not knowingly advertise anything to the contrary.
Hence, we reserve the right to refuse any offer to ad-
vertise in this paper.
All setups and layouts of advertisements will be done
by Contending for the Faith. A one-time setup and
layout fee for each advertisement will be charged if
such setup or layout is needful. Setup and layout fees
are in addition to the cost of the space purchased for
advertisement. No major changes will be made with-
out customer approval.
All advertisements must be in our hands no later than
two (2) months preceding the publishing of the issue
of the journal in which you desire your advertisement
to appear. To avoid being charged for the following
month, ads must be canceled by the first of the month.
We appreciate your understanding of and coopera-
tion with our advertising policy.

MAIL ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS, ADVERTISEMENTS AND
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, P. O. Box 2357,
Spring, Texas 77383-2357. COST OF SPACE FOR ADS:
Back page, $300.00; full page, $300.00; half page,
$175.00; quarter page, $90.00; less than quarter page,
$18.00 per column-inch. CLASSIFIED ADS: $2.00 per
line per month. CHURCH DIRECTORY ADS: $30.00 per
line per year. SETUP AND LAYOUT FEES: Full page,
$50.00; half page, $35.00; anything under a half page,
$20.00.
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH is published monthly.
P. O. Box 2357, Spring, Texas 77383-2357 Telephone:
(281) 350-5516.

Ira Y. Rice, Jr., Founder
August 3, 1917-October 10, 2001

The title of our editorial is from an undated letter
written by and from the Brown Trail (hereafter BT)
Church of Christ elders and signed by them. The title
of the letter makes the subject of the letter clear. This
undated letter made its appearance over a year ago.
We have reproduced it in this issue of CFTF follow-
ing this editorial.

In more than one issue of CFTF we have pub-
licly opposed the BT elders� erroneous action of the
re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. We have also
opposed their false position on MDR as it relates to
the Everett Chambers case�a false doctrine of
which they have never given any indication of repent-
ing. Though we had thus openly and publicly stood
against their false doctrines, the BT elders did not send
us the letter, which some claim is an indication that
they repented and confessed their sin of teaching and
practicing elder re-evaluation and reaffirmation. We
received our copy of the previously noted letter sec-
ond hand from a copy given by the present Director
of the Brown Trail School of Preaching to Bobby
Liddell, Associate Director of MSOP. Liddell was
handed the letter after he had exposed and refuted the
false doctrine in his lecture at the Spiritual Sword Lec-
tures last October. Also, over the last year or so we
know that others received the BT elders� letter in a
haphazard manner as well. For a letter that purports
to be a confession of a very public and publicized sin,
there seemingly was little effort on the part of the BT
elders to make their alleged confession of sin as promi-
nent and public as their teaching and practice of it.

OF WHAT DID THE BROWN TRAIL
ELDERS REPENT AND WHAT

WAS THE SIN THEY CONFESSED?
For whatever reason, what some have failed to

see is this: there is no statement anywhere in the
previously noted undated letter that says that the
BT elders committed sin in advocating and prac-
ticing the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of el-
ders. Furthermore, there is no indication in the letter
that the BT elders had repented of and confessed that
specific sin. Now if anyone thinks they have found in
the previously noted BT elders� letter where they con-

Editorial..

�ELDER EVALUATION
AND THE BROWN TRAIL

CHURCH OF CHRIST�
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In This Issue...
fessed that the doctrine and act of re-evaluation and
reaffirmation of elders is sinful as they practiced it, and
that specifically and directly they are repenting of such,
we ask our readers to please cite the words in the
letter where they precisely say as much.

WAS IT ONLY AN OPTIONAL MATTER?
What the Brown Trail elders did write in the pre-

viously noted letter relegated their practice of re-evalu-
ation and reaffirmation of elders to the category of
options. Thus, they think it was not sinful, but only a
bad �judgment call� on their part when they chose to
use the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders to
accomplish their desired ends.

According to the undated document put out by
the BT elders, what they specifically confessed before
the Brown Trail congregation was that in advocating
and practicing the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of
elders, �mistakes were made.� Notice please that
the Brown Trail elders did not say that the practice of
the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders was a sin,
but in the process of practicing the re-evaluation and
reaffirmation of elders they made some mistakes of
which they say they repented and confessed before
the BT Church on July 28, 2002.

It would be very helpful in getting at the truth on
any subject if people would learn to read what is actu-
ally written and not read into it what they desire to see
in it. Could it be possible that the BT elders knew that
most brethren would �read into� their undated letter
what they (i.e., certain brethren) desired to see in it?
And, thus these elders wrote it in the manner that it is
written.  Again note what they actually wrote:

In doing so mistakes were made and lessons were
learned. For the mistakes made the present elders
have asked forgiveness of the congregation
through public confession and request for prayer
on July 28, 2002.

Specifically on the preceding date, did the BT
elders confess that they sinned in twice advocating and
practicing a false doctrine�the re-evaluation and re-
affirmation of elders? Nowhere in their undated letter
do they frankly, candidly and specifically say so. Again,
for emphasis we say, if anyone thinks he has found in
the undated letter where the Brown Trail elders can-
didly say they have sinned, please show us that part of
their letter that in no uncertain terms says so.

SOME VERY INTERESTING DATES
It was November 20, 2002, nearly four months

�I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT TGJ BOARD
HAD DONE NO �WRITING ON THE WALL.��
David P. Brown 1

Editorial..
�ELDER EVALUATION AND THE BROWN
TRAIL CHURCH OF CHRIST� 2

LETTTER  AND SURVEY TO MEMPHIS
SCHOOL OF PREACHING FROM LENOIR
CITY CHURCH OF CHRIST 19

The Last Word..
THE LENOIR CITY SURVEY, CURTIS
CATES, AND MEMPHIS SCHOOL
OF PREACHING
Kent Bailey 22

after the previously noted alleged confession of sin by
the Brown Trail elders, that Maxie Boren, the BT
preacher at the time, wrote his nine page �Open Let-
ter� in an attempt to defend the BT elders� actions in
their re-evaluating and reaffirming of elders. It was a
strange �repentance� on the part of the BT elders on
July 28, 2002, in view of the fact that four months
later Maxie Boren continued to defend the BT el-
ders� re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. He was
not in the least bit penitent. But, in their undated state-
ment it is obvious that they desired for everyone to
think they had repented of the re-evaluation and reaf-
firmation of elders�but, I say again, no where in
that undated letter do the BT elders actually say
that. Or, is it possible that Maxie Boren, did not know
that on July 28, 2002 that the BT elders had repented
of their sinful actions of re-evaluating and reaffirming
elders at BT? Now, who can believe that Boren did
not know what the BT elders did on July 28, 2002?
Furthermore, CFTF commented on these previously
noted sinful activities at BT in our October 2002 issue
(this was almost three months after the BT elders� al-
leged confession of sin). However, we did not get into
�high gear� in exposing this erroneous action by the

�But when Peter was come to
Antioch, I withstood him to the face,
because he was to be blamed�
(Galatians 2:11).
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BT elders until the January 2003 issue of CFTF. This
was almost six months after the date (July 28, 2002)
given by the BT elders in their undated declaration
wherein they declared they had confessed their �mis-
takes� (whatever they were) before the BT congre-
gation.

Following our January 2003 issue of CFTF we
received around ten burning phone calls and one hot
letter from irate BT members who denounced our
opposition to BT�s practice of elder re-evaluation and
reaffirmation. Furthermore, these callers and letter
writers defended BT�s practice of re-evaluation and
reaffirmation of elders. Moreover, Mac Deaver wrote
us offering to debate the re-evaluation and reaffirma-
tion of elders by defending what the BT elders did in
advocating and practicing the re-evaluation and reaf-
firmation of elders (a complete reversal of his attitude
toward the BT procedure in 1990 [see 1997 Bellview
Lectures book, Leadership, pp. 95, 100]). Evidently
Deaver did not know the BT elders had repented of
it.

What in actuality happened at BT regarding this
matter? What must we conclude about the undated
declaration of the BT elders? Simply this: If the BT
elders, Guy Elliot, Eddy Parker, Phil Pope and
Bobby Watts had confessed before the BT Church
on July 28, 2002 that they had sinned in advocating
and practicing the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of
elders, (1) how, some months after the fact, could
certain BT members evidently not know about it; (2)
how, some months after the fact, could Maxie Boren
write a defense of it as well as attack those who op-
posed BT in this erroneous action; and, (3) why, some
months after the fact, did Mac Deaver offer to defend
the BT elders� actions in the matter in a public de-
bate?

Furthermore, CFTF again dealt with the matter
in our March 2003 issue�eight months after the BT
elders allegedly confessed their sins of practicing the
re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. But, once
again we emphasize, one will search in vain to find in
the undated letter put out a year or so ago by the BT
elders where they declare that they sinned in the prac-
tice of  re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. If
they did confess such sins on July 28, 2002, a whole
crowd of BT members did not know it�including their
own preacher, Maxie Boren.

All one has to do to see the truth of these mat-
ters is: (1) get the particular back issues of CFTF
and take note of the documentation contained therein
regarding the matters addressed in this email and, (2)

note that what the BT elders said about the subject
under consideration, and what they actually did, are
two completely different things.

WHAT SOME ARE SAYING THE
BT ELDERS� UNDATED LETTER DECLARES

Besides the fact that Dave Miller (see the 2005
August CFTF regarding Miller�s position on elder re-
evaluation and reaffirmation) continues to be a part of
Apologetics Press (hereafter AP) the following e-
mail, received by one of our readers and sent to us, is
another reason we have once again addressed this
false doctrine�especially the undated letter from the
BT elders wherein they are alleged to have repented
of and confessed the sin of the previously noted false
doctrine.

The following e-mail concerns an effort to start
a Brown Trail School of Preaching Alumni Associa-
tion. It was written by a new graduate of the school to
an older alumnus for the purpose of answering the
older alumnus�s concerns about the BT elders� teach-
ing and practice of the false doctrine of re-evaluation
and reaffirmation of elders.

In part the e-mail reads:
Here is the letter that the Elders each signed per-
sonally showing what they have done to try and
make this right.  I also sent a copy of the bylaws
just in case you have any suggestions or that
maybe you will be interested in joining us now.  It
does need to be noted that we have someone that
was there during this time that would be willing to
tell you what was being taught in the classrooms.
I also, as seen in the Bylaws, want you to know
that the alumni is [sic]separate from the school
�if� it was to start teaching false doctrine, which
is not being anticipated, and thus would begin help-
ing  preachers in other ways [sic meaning un-
clear�editor].

Bob Stapleton (Director of the Brown Trail
School of Preaching: hereafter BTSOP�Editor)
is willing to talk with anyone to show that the school
is teaching everything right down the line. He will
not back down from any question I can promise
[sic]. I to [sic] will answer any questions that you
might have about the school now.

I would like to point out that Dave Miller is not
there anymore, whether right or wrong , the elders
have repented and thus the school is worthy of sup-
port if it is teaching truth [sic]. The school as an
institution cannot ask for forgiveness only people
can and the school is right down the line as are the
teachers in it. Ask Bob for the questioner [sic] that
all teachers must not only answer but answer ac-
cording to the Bible. If they do not they are not
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allowed to teach there any longer. There already
have been teachers that have not been allowed to
come back and teach. Just for some background
on how things are going now. I am eager to here
[sic] your response.

Please note the following observations:
1. Earlier we have clearly shown that the BT

elders� undated letter that is over a year old does not
say what people are declaring that it says�that the
BT elders have repented of teaching and practicing
the false doctrine of elder re-evaluation and reaffir-
mation as they taught and practiced it at least twice at
the BT Church.

2. Although important, the question is not what
the present director of BTSOP believes and teaches
on re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders.

3. The question is not what the present faculty
of BTSOP believes and teaches regarding the re-
evaluation and reaffirmation of elders.

4. The question is not whether or not the prac-
tice of the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders is
in the area of options and, therefore, was only an un-
wise option that the BT elders chose in order to carry
out or discharge an obligatory matter (This seems to
be what the BT elders would have us believe about
the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders).

5. The sin-problem with the re-evaluation and
reaffirmation of elders as taught and practiced by Dave
Miller (while with BT and now with AP), Maxie Boren,
the BT elders et al., is that it violates the authorization
of the New Testament, which delegated authority be-
longs only to faithful elders. Therefore, the question
is: Did the BT elders repent of teaching and prac-
ticing a false doctrine that placed authority into
the hands of the church, which authority God only
put into the hands of qualified and faithful el-
ders? The answer is, yes, the BT elders, Dave Miller,
Maxie Boren, et al., did that very thing and they
have never repented of it. The undated letter referred
to and examined over and over again in this editorial
does not evidence in any way whatsoever that the BT
elders repented of teaching and practicing a doctrine
that placed into the hands of the congregation, au-
thority that God does not, in the last Will and Testa-
ment of His Son, authorize it to possess. At best all
that may be garnered from the undated letter
herein considered is that the BT elders apolo-
gized for making some truly unwise decisions in
the process of practicing the false doctrine of
the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders. A
moot point if there ever was one.

The BT elders� undated letter reminds us of cer-
tain brethren who try to pacify the church with a �con-

fession� of sorts, while at the same time actually not
admitting to a specific wrong doing (sin) on their part.
These so-called �confessions of sin� are prefaced with-
�If I have sinned�� or �If I have offended anyone...�
Such brethren either did sin or they did not sin. They
know they either did sin or they know they did not sin.
And, they either know what the sin was or they do not
know what it was. Regarding the BT elders, specifi-
cally  what sin did they commit? Of what sin do they
need to repent and confess to the church? It certainly
was not what the BT elders said they confessed on
July 28, 2002 in that undated year old (or more) let-
ter. How do I know what I just wrote? Answer: Be-
cause, I can read and understand my own mother
tongue. And, in that undated letter the BT elders never
said that they were repenting of the actual teaching
and practice of the re-evaluation and reaffirmation of
elders because it was a false doctrine that, when prac-
ticed, placed into the hands of the church authority
God only intended for the elders to have and exercise.

�David P. Brown, Editor

Dave Miller recently released an article
designed to �explain� his position on re-evaluation
and reaffirm13wation of elders as practised the
first time in 1990 by the Brown Trail (BT) Church
of Christ, Bedford, Texas. In our August 2005
CFTF we printed Miller�s complete sermon on
this subject. He preached this sermon at BT on
April 8, 1990. Evidently some think that Miller could
more thoroughly explain his position in his recent
brief article (about a page is used to address his
doctrine), than he could accomplish in his 1990
sermon. The transcription of that sermon took more
than four 8-½ X 11 inch pages, in 11 point type to
print it in CFTF. We predict that in the coming
weeks we will hear much about his brief �ex-
planation,� but little or nothing about his 1990
sermon.

Also, in his article of �explanation� Miller
attempts to explain his views on MDR as they
relate to the Everett Chambers case that tran-
spired at BT while he was directing the BT School
of Preaching. He used about the same amount of
space to �explain� his position on the Chambers
MDR matter as he used to �explain� his re-evalu-
ation and reaffirmation of elders doctrine.

Suffice it to say, if the Lord permits, we will
thoroughly examine in CFTF this most recent ar-
ticle of  �explanation� from Miller in the light of
God�s Word and of his 1990 BT sermon. -Editor
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we may fellowship? If they do, please let us know what
it is.

 We are glad to have witnesses to what we say,
write and do in such matters. Furthermore, we are not
attempting to keep back the �other side.� In fact, all
should welcome an open forum in which all may in an
orderly fashion ask questions of and receive answers
from Dub McClish and the Spring, Texas elders who
are now overseeing his work as well as McClish�s
former overseeing elders of the Roanoke, Texas Church
of Christ and their preacher Bryan Braswell), David
B. Watson (and the Sapulpa, Oklahoma elders),
Michael Hatcher, former TGJ Board member (and
the Bellview elders, Pensacola, Florida), TGJ Board
members: Curtis Cates (and the Forest Hill elders,
Memphis, Tennessee) Joseph Meador (and the South-
west elders, Austin, Texas), Tom Hicks (and the
Southside elders, Lubbock, Texas), Kenneth Ratcliff
(and the Schertz elders, Schertz, TX) Barry Grider
(Forest Hill preacher), MSOP faculty, Frank Chesser
(Panama Street Church of Christ, Montgomery, Ala-
bama [no elders]), Dave Miller, (Executive Director
of Apologetics Press, AP staff, AP Board, Palm Beach
Lake Church of Christ elders (West Palm Beach,
Florida, who are represented as overseeing AP).

With the matters of the previous paragraph in mind
we have set aside Tuesday, February 28, 2006 during
the Spring CFTF Lectures to conduct an open forum
concerning Apologetics Press, Bert Thompson, Dave
Miller, Frank Chesser, TGJ Board, Dub McClish, David
B. Watson, et al.  Formal invitations will be sent out to
all on the previous list. The forum will begin at 9:00
a.m., break for lunch at 12:00 noon, begin again at 1:30
p.m. and close at 4:30 p.m. It will be open and con-
ducted decently and in order as becomes faithful mem-
bers of the Lord�s church. All lessons will be recorded
and made available.

We understand that the present TGJ Board is
going to meet with some brethren during the Southside
Church of Christ Lectures in Lubbock this year. Will
they invite McClish, Watson, and/or Hatcher to be a
part of this meeting? Will the Director of the Southside
Lectures, Tom Hicks (TGJ Board member �at large�),
and/or the TGJ Board allow such a meeting to be video
and/or audio taped? In this meeting we trust that those
in charge will not adopt the attitude conveyed by the
title of the classic country song, �When We Get Behind
Closed Doors.�

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED?
The Gospel Journal Board expects brethren to

believe them when they tell us that before July 20, 2005

no one on TGJ Board had any idea of removing of
Dub McClish and David B. Watson from their posi-
tions with TGJ, or that the board had any idea that
they would �resign� from TGJ on the aforementioned
date. To hear TGJ Board tell it, not one board member
desired for McClish and/or Watson to cease being a
part of TGJ. Do the facts in this case testify to the
veracity of TGJ Board�s account of this matter? In
other words are they telling it like it was? Let us present
the facts, examine them, and see if there is any verac-
ity to TGJ Board�s story.

We now note the facts necessary to understand
what led up to and caused the �resignation� of McClish
and Watson from TGJ. Watson recorded:

On May 24, 2005 Bert Thompson was fired from
Apologetics Press (AP). Dub McClish wrote a �Sum-
mation of Information Relating to Apologetics Press
Scandal� after having phone conversations with breth-
ren Darrell Conley, Dan Jenkins, Frank Chesser and
Wayne Jackson. McClish had also received a packet
of material that had been mailed out by the Palm Beach
Lakes Church of Christ (PBLCOC) in West Palm Beach,
Florida, the congregation having oversight of AP. It
contained: (1) an �Open Letter to Contributors and
Friends of AP� from the elders of the PBLCOC); (2) an
�Open Letter to the Brotherhood� by Thompson; (3)
an �Open Letter to Friends of AP� by Miller, listing
�Dave Miller, Ph.D.� as �Executive Director�; and (4) a
�Statement of Support� for AP. By the time the �State-
ment of Support� was mailed, Miller had been appointed
the new �Executive Director� of AP. The �Statement of
Support� was signed by many brethren, two of whom
were brethren Curtis Cates (President of the Board of
TGJ) and Joseph Meador (Vice-President of TGJ
Board).

On June 8, 2005 McClish sent his �Summation� to
twenty-three persons (including all TGJ Board mem-
bers and other interested brethren, some of whom had
requested information concerning the AP scandal). He
sent a cover sheet asking the recipients not to circu-
late the �Summation� without his permission. To TGJ
principals he said, �I request that this attachment not
be circulated, except with great discretion on your part.�
On page 1 of his �Summation� McClish stated:

I have known brother Thompson for twenty-three
years. We have spoken on the same lectureships.
Our publications company likely sold thousands of
dollars worth of AP books through the years. I have
admired his scholarship, his ability, and his accom-
plishments. I have attended Bert�s seminars. I have
learned from him. I will continue to learn from him
through the books he has written. I certainly am not
his enemy and it brings me only profound sorrow to
learn of his �personal sins.� I have been praying and

I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT TGJ BOARD...
(CONTINUE FROM PAGE 1)
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will continue to pray for him and his family.

Nor am I the enemy of Apologetics Press. Without
question, this vital work needs to continue and grow.
I would rejoice to be able to endorse and encourage
it without reservation, as I was able to do for many
years. I deeply regret that, however, under its present
leadership, I cannot do so.

On June 10, 2005, Michael Hatcher (Secretary of
TGJ Board) also responded to the AP �Statement of
Support� and to the letters the PBLCOC and AP mailed
requesting continued financial support by writing the
following statement and sending it to the elders of the
PBLCOC and to several others:

Apologetics Press has been a great work which needs
to continue. However, it must have the right people
associated with it to be worthy of faithful brethren�s
support. When Apologetics Press began, I supported
it a little bit financially and also by prayers and encour-
agement. This support continued until Bert Thompson
hired Dave Miller. It has been documented that Miller
teaches the false doctrine of reevaluation/reaffirmation
of elders (which destroys any oversight the eldership
might possess) and that he teaches error regarding
marriage, divorce, and remarriage (that one can claim
there was no intent of marriage for the correct reason
and, therefore, God did not join the two in a Matthew
19:6 marriage; thus, following a civil divorce, either party
is free to remarry with God�s approval). Because of
Miller being associated with Apologetics Press, I, un-
fortunately, had to end my support of this good work.
As long as Miller holds these positions and does not
repent for publicly teaching and practicing them, faith-
ful brethren should not support a work which is good
within itself. It is my prayer that Miller will repent of his
false doctrines which he [h]as taught, but if not that he
will be removed from Apologetics Press.

Also, on June 10, 2005 McClish wrote an e-mail
message to Cates stating in part:

I know you are aware of all of the stir about the AP/
Thompson scandal. I have sent you and the other TGJ
Board Members a summary of the information that has
come to me, along with some of my reactions to that
information. I did not put this together for distribution,
but to make notes on these sad events while they were
fresh. I have sent my summary to only a very few, with
the request that they not distribute it. I am not on any
sort of crusade to hurt AP. In fact, I believe it to be a
good and necessary work. However, there is no way
that I can support AP under the present circumstances,
for with Miller at its head, �there is death in the pot� as
far as I am concerned. I note in the �explanation packet�
that AP has mailed to supporters (past and present)
that your name and the name of Joseph Meador appear
on the �Statement of Support� list....

I am confident that you are aware that Miller was one
of the principals (he was Brown Trail preacher at the
time) who pushed Brown Trail�s first elder reaffirma-

tion debacle in 1990, which I documented fully in my
chapter in the 1997 Bellview book. He was still there
when Brown Trail did its second elder reaffirmation in
2002, and although he was not the Brown Trail
preacher by this time (he was Director of the SOP),
Dave defended its recurrence. (Marvin Weir docu-
ments Dave�s involvement in his article in TGJ, Octo-
ber 2002, pp. 25-26.) If Dave has changed his tune
concerning these procedures, he has kept it very quiet.
He has now had several years in which to do so. Yet
he did not keep his support of them quiet at all. Fur-
ther, Dave defended the mock marriage of a Jamaican
student to a cousin, the purpose of which was to gain
entry to and residency privileges in the U.S., fully in-
tending to legally dissolve the marriage upon gaining
entry and resident status, which he did (D. Brown
wrote a lengthy article in CFTF, April 2004, pp. 7-10,
describing and exposing that which Everett Cham-
bers did and which Dave defended, even in BTSOP
classes, among other places). Miller even promoted
Chambers to be his assistant director of the school,
which act produced all kinds of turmoil and almost
destroyed the school altogether....Before he moved
on and became Bert�s great prize catch for AP, Dave
ended up having secret meetings with only a few of
the elders and engineering the ouster of those who
dared question him. These form the �legacy� of Dave�s
work in our area that hang as a heavy cloud over what
good he did in the twelve or thirteen years he was at
Brown Trail. I know that Joseph was well aware of
Dave�s behavior near the close of his tenure at Brown
Trail, because some of the Brown Trail folk (including
at least one BTSOP instructor) talked to him about it,
and Joseph discussed these matters freely with me at
the time they were occurring.�

Now I am in a bit of a quandary. TGJ has carried an
expose of some of Miller�s serious doctrinal problems.
As editor, I stand behind this expose because I know
it to be factual. All kinds of pressure was put on me by
some of my then fellow-elders to write a statement of
disclaimer concerning the article, which I steadfastly
refused. The Brown Trail elders also hounded me, with
more than one phone call from one of them, both to me
and to Joe Chism, demanding a meeting of the
elderships or at least with me, in attempts to force a
retraction. Again, I withstood them all because I knew
that what Marvin wrote was the truth. While the mate-
rial exposing Dave Miller�s weird (and convenient)
MDR position relative to Everett Chambers did not
appear in TGJ, nonetheless, it is a part of the public
record in CFTF. I have not kept it a secret that I be-
lieve Dave Miller is a false teacher. So, on one hand,
we have the editor of TGJ involved in opposing Miller
and unable to support AP under his direction, but on
the other hand we have the President and Vice-Presi-
dent of TGJ�s Board appearing to endorse Miller by
signing the �Statement of Support.� This circumstance
is one of apparent contradiction, as you can see, and
it will doubtless become apparent to others, if it has
not already. In fact, if one thinks about it very much,
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the appearance of your and Joseph�s names on the
�support� statement implies that brethren should ig-
nore what TGJ�s editor has printed about Miller�s con-
duct and doctrine. I have not discussed this seeming
contradiction with other Board members, except Ken
(Kenneth Ratcliff, editor). When the news of the AP
scandal first broke, several days before Miller�s ap-
pointment was known, Ken talked with me about it and
indicated that he does not favor even handling any
more AP books when the present stock is sold out. AP
sent Schertz elders a packet because the church was
supporting AP on a monthly basis. Upon learning of
the appointment of Dave Miller and its oblique de-
scriptions of what had occurred involving Bert, the
Schertz treasurer was instructed to cease any further
support immediately. I therefore know that he cannot
support AP or urge others to with Miller at its head. In
the packet Ken saw your and Joseph�s names on the
support statement, of course. Ken is aware that I am
writing you about these matters. What shall we do
about this apparent difference of opinion in our ranks?

On June 11, 2005 Cates responded to McClish in
part, saying:

Brother Dub, several of our former students are con-
nected with AP, Eric Lyons and Michael Cortez, men
in whom I have great confidence. Relative to Dave, I
cannot defend anything in which he has been involved
which is wrong; I cannot do that in myself. I had been
told by Keith Mosher that he asked Dave at Pulaski
this year at the lectures about the re-affirmation of el-
ders, and that Dave told him that was a �mistake.� So,
I take it that he would not now sanction such. (Perhaps
it would be very helpful for him to make that known.).
Incidentally, several times, Dave has written or talked
to me since he got to Montgomery, asking me what my
thoughts were on...or how I would answer regarding...or
what my position is on...some issue-which I felt was
very positive. But, I had no idea what his position
would be at AP. I take it (according to their web site)
that he is now serving as interim director. I do think
that his time in Montgomery has been a growing expe-
rience for him; that is my personal impression.

I, like you, see the great need for AP, and I have great
confidence in Lyons and Cortez; Brad Harrub has im-
pressed me favorably, as well as have some others
connected with AP. I learned that he had been re-hired.
I also have confidence in the Palm Beach Lakes elders,
who oversee AP, and I have confidence in Frank
Chesser, a trusted friend, and Panama Street, whom I
have known for five decades. These things impacted
my desire to help save AP, and I thought the very fact
that Dave called me and asked me to sign was posi-
tive....

Dear friend, I pray that this matter will not serve to
affect adversely the loving, close relationship of those
of us who serve on the Board and on the Editorial Staff
of THE GOSPEL JOURNAL.

McClish wrote back to Cates on June 11, saying
in part:

Please be assured that these matters have not affected
my esteem and appreciation for you, and, as far as I am
concerned, I trust that they will not affect my relation-
ship with other Board Members. I hope that I said
nothing in my message to you to leave the impression
that they had/will. My great concerns were/are two:

1.Dave Miller�s directorship of AP.

2.More particularly, the questions some will ask about
TGJ�s President and Vice-President�s implied endorse-
ment of Dave Miller, whom TGJ has identified as propa-
gating error.

I am glad to hear that Dave has sought your advice
and counsel. I hate to appear overly suspicious, but
what better way to deflect what was said in the pages
of TGJ about him than to seek counsel from the Presi-
dent of TGJ Board? Keith told me at Bristol that he
had visited with Dave at Pulaski, and that Dave had
said he �made a mistake� regarding the reaffirmation
business. I was glad to hear that admission, but, as
you know, that which has been shouted from the
housetops cannot be corrected in a corner. If possible,
Dave�s MDR position relative to Everett Chambers is
more damning than his propagation and defense of
the elder reevaluation error.... I know not a single rea-
son that I could not wholeheartedly endorse AP, were
it not for Dave Miller. He sours the whole operation for
me (and for many others) until he comes clean.

I pray for you a safe journey to and a great meeting in
Chattanooga.

Your friend and brother in the greatest cause,

On June 17, 2005 Frank Chesser, preacher for
the Panama Street Church of Christ in Montgomery,
Alabama, wrote a slanderous letter of denunciation to
McClish after obtaining a copy of McClish�s �Summa-
tion.� He mailed copies of his letter to apparently hun-
dreds of individuals (including TGJ Board & Editors)
and congregations all over the country.

On June 30, 2005 David B. Watson wrote a re-
sponse to Chesser�s letter and mailed copies to all TGJ
Board members and to as many others as he knew had
received Chesser�s letter.

On July 8, 2005 Cates wrote an e-mail message
to TGJ Board & Editors stating:

As a result of many statements of concern to me by
trustworthy men who are sound in the faith and my
own personal concern relative to Apologetics Press
and THE GOSPEL JOURNAL, I request that brother
Hatcher add the discussion of the JOURNAL�S pur-
pose and reputation to the agenda for the upcoming
board meeting.

 (The �upcoming board meeting� referred to a
two-day meeting of TGJ Board and Editors on July 19
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- 20, 2005, at TGJ Business Office in Schertz, Texas.
This meeting was planned in TGJ Board-Editor meet-
ing in Cates� office during MSOP Lectures, March 29
(2005-Editor). It was intended to be a relaxed, infor-
mal, �brain-storming� meeting to discuss various ways
of improving the book business and the paper and to
discuss future plans in general.)

On July 9, 2005 McClish wrote his response to
Chesser�s letter and mailed copies to all TGJ Board
members and to as many others as he knew had re-
ceived Chesser�s letter.

On July 11, 2005 Watson copied the �Statement
of Support� for AP signed by Cates and Meador and
simply substituted The Gospel Journal for Apologetics
Press and then e-mailed it to all of TGJ Board mem-
bers and Editors, asking them to sign it. It read:

We the undersigned, wish to announce that we have
complete confidence that The Gospel Journal is on a
firm footing that will insure its continued work of ex-
cellence. We commend The Gospel Journal to the
brotherhood and recommend that it continue to be the
recipient of financial and moral support.

Watson and McClish signed it. None of TGJ Board
members have to this day signed it.

Instead of signing the �Statement of Support� for
TGJ, on that same day (July 11, 2005) Cates submit-
ted, in writing, his resignation from the Board of TGJ.
On July 12, 2005 Meador submitted, in writing, his res-
ignation as Vice-President of Board of TGJ. At least
two of TGJ�s three remaining Board members stated
that they were going to try to talk both Cates and
Meador into rescinding their resignations. They were
successful.

On Friday, July 15, 2005, Hatcher, Secretary of
TGJ Board, called McClish on behalf of the Board,
telling him that he and Watson would not be needed for
the Schertz meeting on July 19. The Board would meet
separately all that day and would then meet with McClish
and Watson on July 20.

On Wednesday July 20, 2005 Cates participated
in the Board-Editors� meeting as President of TGJ
Board and Meador participated as Vice-President of
TGJ Board in the meeting in Schertz, Texas. This meet-
ing began at 9:00 a.m. and by 9:30 a.m. Dub McClish
was no longer Editor of TGJ and Dave Watson was
no longer Associate Editor of TGJ.

THE WEEKEND BEFORE JULY 20, 2005
During the weekend of July 16, 17, 2005, Hatcher

and Cates were together at The 25th Annual West Ken-
tucky Bible Lectures held at the Sunny Slope Church
of Christ, Paducah, Kentucky. On August 26, 2005, Dub
McClish questioned Hatcher concerning his time spent
with Cates at the Sunny Slope Lectures. McClish wrote:

I know that you and Curtis were together at Sunny
Slope the weekend before the meetings at Schertz last
month. I still have your e-mail in response to receiving

my apology letters to the Thompsons (reflecting the
fact that not only you, but Curtis also had read them
[with appreciation no less]). Did Curtis talk to you any
that weekend about phone calls, letters, e-mails, etc.,
he had received concerning my AP �Summation� and/
or about me, my alleged failed reputation, and the ef-
fects these would allegedly have on TGJ and on MSOP?
If he did so, would you say he did so very little, some,
a good bit, a great amount, or �constantly� (i.e., every
time you were with him)?

In a phone conversation with McClish on August
28, 2005, Hatcher answered McClish�s question from
the previous quote, saying that �constantly� was too
strong a description of the frequency in which Cates
referenced said matters. But, the next degree down
from �constantly� (i.e, �a great amount�) would be an
accurate description of Cates� references to Hatcher
about McClish�s �AP �Summation�� and/or about me
[i.e., McClish], my alleged failed reputation, and the
effects these would allegedly have on TGJ and MSOP.�
At this writing, Hatcher is alive and well. If, therefore,
anyone has enough concern about the accuracy of these
matters to check personally with Hatcher to see if
CFTF has given McClish�s questions and Hatcher�s
answers correctly, they ought to do so.

If this had been a court case Hatcher�s testimony
would stand as evidence (unless it could be success-
fully rebutted) of Cates� efforts prior to July 19-20,
2005 to arrange things so as to make them conducive
for McClish�s and Watson�s departure from TGJ, that
happened during the July 20, 2005 Schertz, Texas TGJ
Board meeting. If this conclusion is not the proper one
in the light of all the preceding evidence, then on the
weekend immediately prior to the July 19-20, 2005 TGJ
Board meeting why was Cates spending a �great
amount� of time discussing with fellow board member
Michael Hatcher McClish�s �AP �Summation�� and/or
about me [i.e., McClish], my alleged failed reputation,
and the effects these would allegedly have on TGJ and
MSOP�?

TOMMY HICKS� DECLARATIONS
Our readers will remember that on July 26, 2005,

Tommy Hicks (TGJ Board member �at large�) wrote
to Kent Bailey in response to Bailey�s e-mail regard-
ing the �dismissal� of McClish and Watson, concern-
ing:

You did not use the word �fired,� but you used �dis-
missal� which, to me, implies the same. Neither Dub
nor David was �fired.� Furthermore, neither was asked
to �resign.� By their own volition, both did resign. I
cannot speak as to how Dub and David perceived their
situation relative to TGJ Board, but if anyone says,
�They saw the handwriting on the wall and resigned,�
I can assure you that TGJ Board had done no �writing
on the wall.� No vote was ever taken, therefore, no
decision was ever made, by TGJ Board to �fire� them
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or to ask them for their resignations. [It is from this
quote that we obtained the title for this article.-Edi-
tor]

Christians are obligated to tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth. Thus in the case of
McClish/Watson vs. the TGJ board we have the right to
expect all involved to be truthful. In Tommy Hicks� pre-
viously quoted remarks it is obvious what Hicks and the
rest of the TGJ board expect us to believe about the
departure of McClish and Watson from TGJ. They
would have the brethren believe that:

1. McClish and Watson were as happy as larks
on a beautiful Spring morning concerning
their work with TGJ.

2. Every TGJ Board member was pleased and
content with McClish�s and Watson�s work
in their respective editorial positions.

3. Then, �out of the clear blue� for no apparent
reason McClish and Watson resigned.

4. Notice again that Hicks said:
a. �Neither Dub nor David was �fired.��
b. ��neither was asked to �resign.��
c. �I can assure you that TGJ Board

had done no �writing on the wall.��
d. �No vote was ever taken, therefore,

no decision was ever made, by TGJ
Board to �fire� them or to ask them
for their resignations.�

If we accept Hicks�s statements as truthful and
representative of TGJ Board�s position on the �resig-
nation� of McClish and Watson, there was neither
�rhyme nor reason� for McClish and Watson to �re-
sign� from TGJ. Does anyone really believe that TGJ
Board put no pressure at all on McClish and Watson
to �resign?� Furthermore, does anyone genuinely be-
lieve that everyone involved with TGJ was so happy
and �pleased as punch� with one another on July 19-20,
2005, but out of the �clear blue� McClish and Watson
�resigned?�

DUB MCCLISH�S OBSERVATIONS ON THE
KENT BAILEY-TOMMY HICKS EMAIL EXCHANGE

On the same date as the preceding e-mail we re-
corded in our September 2005 issue that when Bailey
questioned McClish via e-mail concerning Hicks�s �spin,�
McClish responded to Bailey saying:

Dave and I have discussed Tommy�s responses to you.
The parsing and spinning as to whether or not we �re-
signed voluntarily� is interesting. A good question might
be to ask Tommy if he will send you a copy of the
�unanimous resolution� of the Board which Michael
read at the beginning of our meeting. It carried a not-
so-thinly veiled threat that Dub and Dave �may� need

to be replaced�.If they invited us to the meeting with-
out our being under threat, it is strange that when we
resigned, not a single Board Member suggested we
should talk about it some, discuss some possible way
to avoid the resignations, or that it was a drastic or
unnecessary action on our part. After we said, �We
resign,� they simply excused us from the meeting for
10-12 minutes for discussion of the resignations.
Tommy then came and got us, and Michael read the
�unanimous resolution� of the Board to accept our
resignations-no attempt to ask us to reconsider, no
questions of us or to us in any way that related to any
alternative to our departure from our editorial respon-
sibilities. They can pretend all they want to, but our
resignations were exactly what they wanted before
we walked into the meeting, and objective men, pos-
sessing the facts that transpired, can reach no other
conclusion. It was just like elders who call a preacher
in and ask him if he wants to resign or be fired. Then
when he resigns, they whine, �But we didn�t fire him;
he resigned.�

JERRY PARKER�S COMMENTS
RELATIVE TO THE MCCLISH-WATSON

VERSUS TGJ BOARD CASE
Jerry Parker voluntarily handled TGJ�s book

business in order to help the journal. He met with the
TGJ Board on July 20, 2005 immediately after McClish
and Watson exited the meeting in which they were
forced to �resign.� Parker has recently discontinued
his work with TGJ because of his complete disap-
proval of TGJ Board�s decision to accept the �resig-
nation� of McClish and Watson. In an e-mail message
from Lynn Parker (no kin in the flesh to Jerry Parker)
on July 29, 2005, he included the following summary
of the situation by Jerry Parker:

 �1.) Dub and David were fired, dismissed, removed,
etc. by ALL of the board, 2) the board spent Tuesday
working on their position, 3) they were removed be-
cause of their stand against what was going on at AP,
4) they (TGJ Board) have no idea what great harm
they have done.�

DID CATES SAY IT, OR DID HE NOT?
IF HE DID, WHAT DID HE MEAN BY IT?
Is it not the case that on July 19, 2005 during the

TGJ Board�s deliberations pertaining to the future of
McClish and Watson with TGJ that several times Curtis
Cates reminded the rest of the board that �We had all
better hang together, or we will hang separately?�
Hatcher reported that Cates made the preceding state-
ment to the rest of the TGJ Board more than once
during the course of their July 19, 2005 meeting.

Here is what we come down to regarding this
matter: It is either true or false that Hatcher accu-
rately reported that in TGJ Board meeting of July 19,
2005, as the board was discussing McClish and Watson�
continued involvement or the cessation of it with TGJ,
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that Cates said to the rest of the board members the
following: �We had all better hang together, or we
will hang separately.� If Cates never made the state-
ment quoted in the preceding sentence that Hatcher
has reported he made, then Hatcher either (1) misun-
derstood Cates or (2) lied. Whether Hatcher lied or
told the truth should be very easy to determine because
of the other TGJ Board members present in that par-
ticular meeting. Surely they can verify that Cates said
or did not say, �We had all better hang together, or
we will hang separately.� We cannot help but won-
der what subject was under discussion by TGJ Board
that would cause Cates to feel compelled to warn the
other members of TGJ Board that they �had all bet-
ter hang together or they would hang separately.�

If it is the case that Cates made the statement
quoted in the preceding paragraph to TGJ Board, then
what was it that demanded such unity and solidarity of
TGJ Board? Was Cates not indicating by, �We had all
better hang together, or we will hang separately�
that TGJ Board must be totally and fully committed to
making sure that when July 20, 2005 was ended that
the relationship of McClish and Watson with TGJ would
also be ended? If the answer to the preceding question
is �no,� then what was transpiring among the members
of TGJ Board that could put each board member in
such dire straits so as to cause Cates to declare to his
fellow board members, �We had all better hang to-
gether, or we will hang separately?� After all, such
a comment sounds rather ominous to us. As a matter
of fact this statement usually is made when people think
they are about to do or not do something that is going to
put all involved in a precarious position. Now, what was
it that TGJ Board was in the process of doing on July
19, 2005 that would become a reality on July 20, 2005
that has certainly put TGJ Board into a very unsettled
state of affairs to say the least�and the end is not
yet?

BARRY GRIDER�S PART IN
THE AP AND TGJ FOUL-UP

On July 29, 2005, Barry Grider wrote an e-mail
message to McClish accusing him of making a false
statement about him. He wrote:

Dear brother McClish,

In recent days I have received word of my name being
circulated among some brethren regarding a supposed
statement that I made to brother Bryan Braswell. The
statement that I supposedly made indicated that
Brother Cates had �already made up his mind� to seek
your dismissal as editor of Gospel Journal before he
left Memphis to attend the board meeting. This state-
ment is not true. I know that brother Cates agonized
for days and with tears over what to do concerning the
problem that you caused with your �summation of
Apologetics Press� email. At the time he left Memphis

he was still not sure of the course of action that should
be taken.

I did speak briefly to brother Bryan the week prior to
the board meeting. I expressed my concern and brother
Cates concern over your �summation of the A.P.� email.
I had also received brother Chesser�s letter, and heard
from numerous brethren who, like me, were gravely
concerned and disappointed in what you had done
through the �summation of A.P.� email. However, at no
time did I suggest brother Cates had made up his mind
concerning your continuing as editor of the paper. Had
I suggested such it would have been a falsehood.

I have once more talked to Bryan to make sure he did
not misunderstand me and to make sure that I did not
leave him with the wrong impression. Bryan stated he
knew what I said, and that I did not indicate a decision
had been made by brother Cates as to what your fu-
ture with Gospel Journal should be. Hence, I do not
know how this rumor started, but I would ask you to
please help make sure it is not perpetuated.

While I strongly condemn your �summation of A.P.�
email and believe it did much harm to an already pain-
ful situation, I commend you for stepping aside as the
editor of the Gospel Journal. I pray that you will take a
more constructive course in days to come and encour-
age others to do likewise.

Sincerely in Christ,

Barry Grider

McClish responded to Grider�s accusation in a
letter dated August 3, 2005. We herein quote McClish�s
entire letter to Grider. It reads:

August 3, 2005

Mr. Barry Grider
Forest Hill Church of Christ
3950 Forest Hill-Irene Road
Memphis, TN 38125

Dear Barry:
Perpetuate implies continuation of something I have
been doing. I could hardly perpetuate the rumor of
which you wrote since I have never uttered or written
it. You are therefore barking up the wrong tree if you
suppose I have been circulating said rumor. I have
never made any such statement because I have never
been told that any such statement was made to Bryan
by you or anyone else. Nor have I even implied to
anyone that you conveyed such information. Since I
have not spoken with Bryan directly about any of your
calls to him, I do not know what you may have said
specifically to him. My information came from one of
the Roanoke elders who, in a phone conversation the
evening of July 17, told me of your call to Bryan a week
before the meetings took place. My impression from
what he told me was that you at least indicated to
Bryan some of the subject-matter of those meetings,
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directly involving me. I wonder if it has not occurred to
you that such rumors relating to your phone call and
the substance of said call would not be flying if you
had not made that call to begin with. You would not
have needed to make the follow-up call to Bryan to
refresh your memory on what you told him had you
not made the first call.

When I told Curtis in the Board Meeting about your
call to Bryan, he appeared surprised, if not shocked.
He apologized that you had done so (not once, but
twice) and did so profusely, before the entire Board.
He said he did not know how you knew about the
meetings (which I find a bit incredible) and said you
had no business making any such call, even with the
possession of such knowledge. I agree completely with
Curtis. I have been accused by some of tale bearing
and gossiping. How would you classify your calls to
Bryan?

You have obviously inserted yourself into some mat-
ters involving TGJ and me personally with an aggres-
sive, �hard ball� attitude. You did not need to tell me
you �strongly condemned� my �Summation.� I was
fully aware of that from various sources, not the least
of which was your bulletin article of June 28, �A Time
To Be Silent,� in which you all but called my name.
This fact was not lost on others, either. Doubtless,
some applauded your article, but don�t think everyone
appreciated it. If you had been around when the proph-
ets and apostles were writing, I suppose we would
have an entirely different Bible, at least had they heeded
the dictum you laid down in your next-to-last sentence.
We would not know of the sins in Eden, of Cain�s mur-
derous act, of David�s adultery, of Solomon�s idolatry,
of Peter�s denials of the Lord and dissimulation at
Antioch, of Judas� betrayal of Jesus, of the lies of
Ananias and Sapphira, ad infinitum. The inspired writ-
ers had no problem writing the records of the sins (re-
pented of or not), even of the Bible�s greatest heroes,
not just for some temporary, perishable medium, but
for the Book of the ages. Surely, you did not think
through your judgmental statement before you wrote
it.

In fact, many (including not a few MSOP alumni and
friends of considerable repute) have conveyed to me
that they deeply resent your involving yourself in these
matters as you have done, believing you to be totally
out of place (just as Curtis indicated concerning your
phone call to Bryan). Some of them have even repeated
to me their nickname for you: �The Mole.� They be-
lieve you have been putting your political science de-
gree to effective use, not only in this latest fiasco, but
in earlier situations involving MSOP as well. You, Frank
Chesser, and others who have been so quick to con-
demn me for �judging� others have proved yourselves
huge hypocrites in your quick judgments of my mo-
tives and of me and in your numerous totally unwar-
ranted assumptions relating to my AP �Summation.�
You have done your best to shame and defame me,
when you are the ones who should be ashamed. A

simple phone call from Frank when he first got the
copy of my �Summation� would likely have prevented
all of the firestorm of alienation among sound brethren
that has resulted from his bombastic, over-the-top, knee-
jerk-response letter which he scattered to the four
winds. He did so on the basis of his unwarranted as-
sumption that I had done the same with my �Summa-
tion,� which is simply untrue. In other words, he judged
me by his own motives and behavior in writing and
distributing his letter. You surely know by now the
extremely limited distribution I fully intended for my
�Summation,� but it obviously makes no difference to
you. I really believe that you and Frank (and a few
others) have proved that you were/are not really inter-
ested in the facts anyway. You and others may judge
me and my �Summation� any way you choose. Your
opinion of it is not law or Gospel. I make no apology
whatsoever for writing what I did. Frank obviously
believes I sinned in doing so. You seem to agree. For
whatever it�s worth, I asked the TGJ Board if they be-
lieved I sinned in writing it. Curtis answered for the
Board, �No,� and said that they had never entertained
the idea that I had done so in their discussions. Once
more, in this I completely agree with Curtis and the
Board.

I trust you have received and read my letters of apol-
ogy to Bert and Rhonda Thompson for the extra pain
the unauthorized circulation of my �Summation�
brought to them. I truly am regretful over that. It should
never have happened, and it never would have hap-
pened had someone to whom I sent the �Summation�
in confidence not decided-with no good reason-to break
that confidence. However, anyone who assumes that
my letters to them were an apology for writing the
�Summation� or sending it to a few interested parties
or that I was confessing in those letters that I sinned
in writing the �Summation,� has made another unwar-
ranted assumption. They have not read carefully what
I wrote, but have engaged in eisegesis rather than ex-
egesis. I guess brethren like you and Frank used up all
of your forgiveness, compassion, and mercy on Bert. I
surely haven�t heard any from any of you toward me
relating to my letters to Bert and Rhonda. I know some
are waiting for Frank to distribute my letters to them as
widely as he distributed his slanderous hate letter to
me, but none of us are holding our breath. It appears
that the mercy/forgiveness/compassion �stream� flows
only one direction from you sweet brethren. The posi-
tion you, Frank, and all of the signers of the AP �State-
ment of Support� (including Curtis) are now in is both
contradictory, absurd, and, worst of all, unscriptural.
By signing your names you are bidding Godspeed to a
false teacher (2 John 9-11). His name is Dave Miller.
The idea that one can promote an institution while not
promoting or opposing its Director (and a Board mem-
ber of same) is ludicrous, which is the �official posi-
tion� the TGJ Board took when I questioned them
about it directly on June 20 (to his credit, one of the
Board members has now admitted that such a di-
chotomy is logically and Scripturally impossible). Curtis
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told me in an email message (June 11) that he did not
know Miller would be the new Director when he gave
Miller permission to use his name. A �fly on the wall�
has told me that both Curtis and Joseph Meador stated
in the TGJ Board meeting on July 19 that, had they
known this fact, they would not have permitted their
names to be used. (Of course, there is a simple solution
to that matter, at least for men of integrity and principle.
They can easily issue a disclaimer if they are sincere.)
Perhaps none who allowed their names to be used knew
that Miller was to be the new Director when they gave
their permission. However, some likely have had their
heads so firmly in the sand that they were not even
aware of his doctrinal errors. Again, some may know of,
but may not even be concerned about Dave Miller�s
errors. Obviously, this was not true of Curtis and Jo-
seph or they would not have indicated their refusals for
AP to use their names had they known. I am confident
that you had to know of Dave Miller�s baggage from the
time Bert made his stupendous, unbelievable coup in
hiring him. Bert replied to the Miller objections he re-
ceived from contributors (who immediately stopped their
contributions) with either a perfunctory form letter or, in
at least one case, with an irrational and irate denial of
evidence offered, an unqualified defense of Miller, and
an attitude of �how dare you question me, the great Bert
Thompson� (no, this letter was not addressed to me). I
wonder, now, if you, like Curtis, would say that you
would not have allowed them to use your name had you
known Dave was to be the new Director. If you would
not have, will you allow them to �perpetuate� using
your name as an endorsement?

I think I am safe in saying that the way to save a brother
who teaches false doctrine is not the way so many breth-
ren have been dealing with Dave Miller. Why should he
repent when he is regularly invited to speak on various
lectureships generally considered to be doctrinally
sound (e.g., Spiritual Sword, Truth in Love, ETSOP, Pol-
ishing the Pulpit)? And what message does it send to a
false teacher when other men known for their sound-
ness go right on and speak on the same lectureships
with him? The message to Dave is that he has nothing
of which to repent. The message to brethren in general
is the same-that Dave is completely innocent. This is
hardly the way to bring a false teacher to repentance. It
appears that if one gets a couple of masters degrees and
a PhD, writes some good books, continues to deliver a
conservative message, and continues to be used by
faithful brethren, it just doesn�t matter what errors he
has committed (unless it was involvement in pedophilia,
of course). But Dave can advocate grievous doctrinal
errors and be given a pass, yea, even be promoted. Is
pedophilia the only sin/error that is egregious enough
to get the attention of the AP Board and the Palm Beach
Lakes elders? (Of course, it doesn�t hurt Dave�s clout to
himself be one of three AP Board members, but no one
should even suspect any conflict of interest in that re-
gard). A blind man, thinking rationally, can see the gross
double standard regarding AP�s treatment of Bert�s er-

ror and Dave�s errors. Frank Chesser well knows of
Dave�s doctrinal baggage from several sources; he
has likely known of them almost from the time Bert
hired Dave. As already mentioned, Bert was informed
by several men of Dave�s doctrinal errors at the time
he hired him. The Palm Beach Lakes elders have been
informed of Dave�s errors, as have the other AP staff
members. One is almost tempted to speculate that
Dave must have some �goods� on all of these guys.
Or maybe he has discovered the secret of creating an
impenetrable force field around himself. Will it all come
tumbling down on Dave one of these days, as Bert�s
�personal sins� of twenty years finally did on him?
You say you want AP to survive and flourish, as do I.
Are you to the point of accepting a means-justifies-
the-end, whatever-it-takes attitude toward its sur-
vival? It surely seems so, not only with you, but with
others as well.

I note a few ironies: You support a false teacher, but
denounce me, not accused by any so far as I know
(except radical enemies of the Truth) of teaching er-
ror. You have compassion for a confessed pedophile,
but only abhorrence for me. You applaud a scurrilous
letter written to and about me by an AP partisan who
was beside himself when he wrote it, but you have
nothing by contempt for a simple �Summation� I wrote
concerning the AP scandal. You apparently hold me
as a greater sinner than he who has confessed his 20-
year addiction to pedophilia. You support AP with a
false teacher at its head, but you vilify The Gospel
Journal in which I have consistently taught and de-
fended the Truth and exposed error in its brief 67-
month life. As the expression goes, �go figure.� Some
day, perhaps, more calm and objective heads will see
and admit that sheer emotion (as opposed to reason),
brotherhood networking/politics, and fear of mon-
etary loss have driven this hate campaign against
me. It is a classic illustration of a  mountain�s being
created out of less than a molehill.

Your commendation of my �stepping aside� as TGJ�s
editor was as undeserved as it was misplaced. Nei-
ther Dave Watson nor I merely �stepped aside.� We
were, in fact, pushed aside. The behavior of the Board
on July 20 was graphically reminiscent of elderships
that ask a preacher if he wants to resign or be fired,
and then when he resigns, they say, �We didn�t fire
him, he resigned.� Then, to add insult to injury, they
absolve him of any sin or guilt and recommend him to
high Heaven to other congregations. Parse or spin it
any way you wish, the Board came there unhappy
with our work and with us as Editors, and it breathed
a collective sigh of relief when we �resigned.� We
simply saved their having to �fire� us, which neither
Dave nor I have the slightest doubt would have oc-
curred had we not �resigned.�

The following information illustrates in the most
graphic way possible the fact that when Dave Watson
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and I resigned, the Board got exactly what it wanted,
whether or not it �had made up its mind� about us
before the meeting: When Curtis and Joseph Meador
resigned from TGJ�s Board (7/11 and 7/12, respec-
tively), the remaining Board members immediately got
on the phone, imploring them to �unresign� (at least
one Board member even offered to go to Memphis to
appeal to Curtis in person). When Dave Watson and I
resigned, not one Board member suggested we were
too hasty in doing so, that this was a drastic measure,
that we should talk about it, that perhaps we could
work something out, or any other alternative, much
less implored us to �unresign.� We were simply asked
to leave the Board meeting while the Board went
through the formality of �deciding� how they should
respond to our resignations. It took every bit of ten-
twelve minutes for them to call us back in and read the
unanimous resolution of the Board to accept our res-
ignations. Again, no questions were asked or sugges-
tions made of any alternatives. One of the great iro-
nies in all of this is the following: Through the claims
of one (perhaps two) Board member(s), the remainder
of the Board was persuaded (in the July 19 all-day
meeting) that TGJ was dead if I remained its Editor.

These same influences also convinced the Board that
my �reputation� was �ruined� because of my AP �Sum-
mation� that had been circulated. The sad fact is that
the Board�s action, taken under political pressure (and
monetary threats in the case of at least one Board mem-
ber) in allowing these sad events to transpire, has likely
driven a dagger to the very heart of THE GOSPEL
JOURNAL, from which I fear it will not be able to re-
cover.

Please don�t mistake my words for bitterness. I am not
the least bit bitter, but I am sorely disappointed in men
who I thought were men of principle rather than of
politics. You are mistaken if you think that the numer-
ous brethren who are enraged at this turn of events are
acting and speaking in defense of me, personally. They
have the true sense that integrity, principle, and truth
have been compromised and sacrificed, and they can-
not bear to let it pass.

One more matter, and I will conclude. The final state-
ment of your letter is condescending and patronizing
at best, and insulting at worst. It hardly befits one who
is young enough to be my son and who has not even
one-fourth of the years of preaching experience that I
have to lecture me on �a more constructive course.� I

do not say it boastfully, but I was fight-
ing the good fight of the faith literally
years before you were born. You really
ought to think a bit more about �paying
your dues� down in the trenches where
some of us have been fighting the
battles for decades before you start lec-
turing us older heads about �construc-
tive� behavior.

Yours for the one faith,
Dub McClish
908 Imperial Drive
Denton, TX 76209

PS Feel free to send this letter to whom-
ever you choose, as long as you send it
in its entirety. I plan to send yours and
mine to various other interested breth-
ren.

After reading McClish�s letter,
Grider phoned McClish on the same
day. He spoke in very complimen-
tary terms, claiming he �loved� and
�respected� McClish and that he had
admired and appreciated him for
several years. He did not complain
about McClish�s letter to him in this
conversation, but spoke in friendly
language.

On Sunday July 31, 2005,
Grider sent an e-mail message to
Hatcher concerning his July 29,
2005, resignation statement. In that

Tri -CitiesTri -CitiesTri -CitiesTri -CitiesTri -Cities
School of PreachingSchool of PreachingSchool of PreachingSchool of PreachingSchool of Preaching

Elizabethton, Tennessee

No Tuition� Sound Eldership�Qualified Faculty
3 year program�3rd Year Emphasis on Apologetics

In the heart of Beautiful Bristol-Kingsport-Johnson City Area
1162 Hwy 91, Elizabethton, TN 37643

423-474-2622

Call and ask me for a free catalog

Wesley Simons, Director
423-474-2248

Clifford Newell, Co-director
276-669-6221

Under the oversight of the elders of the
Stoney Creek Church of Christ
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e-mail Grider wrote�:
Needless to say I was saddened by the news that
you had resigned from the Gospel Journal board. It
appears that the pressure from others got to you. I
pray you have not chosen friends over principle.
The board standing together was needed during
this critical hour.

In the same letter he accused Hatcher of mak-
ing a false statement about him saying:

It has come to my attention that you and others are
attributing to me a false statement. The statement
indicates that brother Cates had already �made up
his mind,� before he left Memphis, that brother
McClish should no longer be editor. This statement
is not true. While I did speak to brother Braswell the
week prior to the board meeting, and while I did
express brother Cates� and my displeasure and con-
cern over the �summation of Apologetics Press�
email, sent out by brother McClish, I never said
brother Cates had made up his mind. I even called
Bryan to make sure that I did not leave him with the
wrong impression and he said I never made such a
statement. Had I done so it would have been un-
true. I, along with brother Elkins and brother Joey
Davis, were with brother Cates leading up to his trip
to Texas and know firsthand the agony that he suf-
fered over what to do about the situation that Brother
McClish has caused. Brother Davis and I both wit-
nessed his tears over this situation. Part of him just
wanted to walk away from the whole situation, but
you and others would not let him. I just simply ask
that you please stop attributing something to me
that I did not say and encourage others to do like-
wise.

In Christian love,
Barry

On August 6, 2005, Hatcher responded to
Grider as follows:

Barry,

Thank you for letting me know that brother Cates
read you part of my resignation letter. As you will
see in the email you sent me, you did accuse me of
attributing to you a false statement. You apologized
when we talked at the Power lectures and I accept
that apology. (If I could change one thing in that
statement, I would have made it clearer that I was
speaking of Dub�s understanding alone, not what
anyone told him which lead (sic) to his conclusion.)

You also stated in the email that it appears that pres-
sure from others got to me. If that is true, it was
pressure from board members stating that Dub�s
reputation was destroyed and that if he remained as
editor of TGJ that the paper would die. After the
decision was made, I came to find out that this in-
formation was wrong. While it was important for

the board to stand together during this time, it is more
important that the board do what is right, and not give
in to pressure from others.

As to my resignation from the board, I am including a
copy of it in this email to allow you to see that it was
not pressure from friends. (In the 2005 September is-
sue of CFTF we printed Hatcher�s resignation from
the TGJ Board.-Editor)

I do not mind this email being made public, as long as
it is not changed and done so in its entirety.

Michael Hatcher

On August 8, 2005, Grider responded to Hatcher as
follows:

Dear Michael,

Thank you for the email. I appreciated having the op-
portunity to speak to you last week. I appreciate the
kind disposition you demonstrated in the email, de-
spite our disagreement over what has transpired. How
different that was from brother McClish, who, after I
sent a brief email asking him about the rumor, sent me
a 4 page diatribe filled with viciousness and falsehood
against me. This only reaffirms my belief that such a
man did not deserve nor need to be in the position he
was in (Is this harsh, judgmental, or what? It is Godly
for Grider to say what he pleases about McClish, but
it is wrong if we deal with Grider in the same way he
deals with others-Editor). I had not done anything to
the man, but disagreed with him about his �AP sum-
mation� email, and only did that in the same brief email
in which I asked about the rumor. But, as one older
preacher told me, you really do not have to do any-
thing to Dub, he will do whatever he needs to do to
serve his own purpose. That is becoming clearer every
day. (We thank Grider for letting us know that he and
some �older preacher� were busy talking about
McClish behind his back. They must not have been
discussing with each other how much Grider loved
and appreciated McClish. Remember what Grider said
to McClish in their phone conversation. We wonder
who Grider�s fellow gossiper was. Moreover, Grider
needs to specify and enumerate McClish�s sins. Will
he do so? We seriously doubt he will attempt such
thing, but he and this �older preacher� can talk about
McClish, saying such things as, �you really do not
have to do anything to Dub, he will do whatever he
needs to do to serve his own purpose.� Such hypoc-
risy!-Editor) I believe you are a good man who, be-
cause of his closeness to those involved, has not been
able to see the damage that brother McClish and a few
others are capable of doing. I trust that in time you
will.� (Grider needs to show us the damage McClish
has done. He needs to specify the damage-item by
item. Then he needs to take a long look at himself. He
just might see a beam sticking out of his eye.-Editor).
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brotherly,
Barry

CFTF readers should compare and contrast the
pleasant tenor of the words Grider chose to employ in
discussing McClish�s letter with him on August 3 in their
phone conversation, as noted earlier, with Grider�s se-
vere words of censure for McClish�s letter (and of
McClish himself) in his comments to Hatcher. Evidently
in his August 3, 2005 phone conversation with McClish,
Grider withheld his true thoughts concerning McClish
from him. However, as is plainly evidenced in his Au-
gust 8 e-mail to Hatcher, Grider obviously had no prob-
lem revealing and stating his true views regarding
McClish when he could do it behind his back. So far,
behind one�s back and as secretive as possible has been
the preferred mode of operation for TGJ Board and
others of their �not open and above board� mind set.

THE UNITY OF MIND AND EFFORT
EVIDENCED IN THE WORDS OF CHESSER,

MEADOR, CATES, GRIDER AND THEIR
FELLOW TRAVELERS TOWARD MCCLISH

Michael Hatcher said in his public apology to
McClish and Watson: �It now appears to me that there
has been a concerted effort to destroy the reputation
of a good man-Dub McClish.� He correctly observed:
�This�began with Frank Chesser�s hate-filled re-
sponse to brother McClish�s summation of the
Apologetics Press Scandal.�

Notice in the following list the unity of mind evi-
denced in the following brethren�s remarks regarding
McClish and those who think and live as he does.

1.  Frank Chesser falsely charged that McClish has a
�judgmental, censorious, self-righteous, unforgiving
spirit that characterizes a small and diminishing group
of brethren in the church.�  [We are certainly glad

that Chesser is not � �Judgmental, censorious, self-
righteous, with an unforgiving spirit��-Editor]

2. Joseph Meador, as earlier quoted, joined in this cam-
paign with very similar rhetoric, falsely charging that
McClish is one of �a few who are in a small, but no less
toxic loyalty circle�a small negative faction, who if
they gain control, will only rupture fellowship in the
church even more than they already have.� [We are so
happy that Meador has no toxicity about him at all.-
Editor]

3. Curtis Cates falsely campaigned that ��McClish�s
reputation had been ruined and that if he remained as
editor the paper would die.� [Assertions by Cates that
he never attempted to prove. And, the TGJ Board never
demanded that he prove it, though the Bible said we
must (I Thessalonians 5:21).-Editor]

4. Barry Grider inserted himself into these matters with
an aggressive hardball attitude of condemnation of
McClish, charging him with �viciousness� and �false-
hood� and claiming that he �did not deserve nor need
to be in the position he was in.� [Along with Chesser,
we are glad to see that nothing but honey resides in
the mouth and on the pen of Grider.-Editor]

Can you imagine that any one who wears the
name Christian and who must, as is true of all of us,
stand before God to give an account of the deeds done
in the body, to be so brazen and arrogant as to fabricate
the tale that TGJ Board has developed in their attempts
to justify themselves in the eyes of church? Can you
imagine such a group of men as compose TGJ Board
expecting brethren to swallow that, as Hicks, who con-
tinues to be �at large,� as a TGJ Board member that
is, declared to Bailey,

�but if anyone says, �They saw the handwriting on
the wall and resigned,� I can assure you that TGJ
Board had done no �writing on the wall.� No vote was
ever taken, therefore, no decision was ever made, by
TGJ Board to �fire� them or to ask them for their resig-
nations.

If any people believe the political machinations of
TGJ Board and the �spin� they are putting on the
McClish-Watson versus TGJ Board case, which �spin�
is contrary to the evidence, there is not much that can
be done for such persons (Matthew 15:14). It is obvi-
ous that before July 19, 20, 2005 TGJ Board was pre-
paring for the departure of McClish and Watson from
TGJ.  And, if it has not already dawned on our readers
as to why TGJ Board wanted McClish and Watson
out of TGJ, if the Lord wills, we will set out those rea-
sons in later editions of CFTF.

�25403 Lancewood Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373

CHECK
YOUR ADDRESS LABEL

IF YOURS HAS THE DATE

10/01/05

IT IS TIME TO RENEW

SEND RENEWALS TO:
P.O. BOX 2357

SPRING, TX 77383
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Church of Christ
phone: (865) 986-5698

PO Box 292 Lenoir City, Tennessee 37771

August  28, 2005

Faculty
Memphis School of Preaching
3950 Forest Hill Irene Road
Memphis, TN 38125-2560

Dear brethren:

This particular church has had very strong ties to Memphis School of Preaching.  We have financially
supported the work in some fashion for some time.  As a matter of fact, this congregation has enjoyed
association with the late Roy J. Hearn and Garland Elkins even before Memphis School of Preaching
came into existence.  It was about 7 years ago that Curtis Cates preached in a gospel meeting for us and
we will always appreciate his great work during that meeting.

We are currently supporting Art Wilson in the School.  Art is a tremendous young man and will make a truly
outstanding gospel preacher.  Without a doubt, you brethren have had a tremendous influence for good
upon his life in the instruction that he has received and we are most appreciative for such.

As we all realize, we are facing a very serious issue concerning the situation that has developed with Bert
Thompson, Apologetics Press and The Gospel Journal.

The case being that brother Cates serves on TGJ board and also directs Memphis School of Preaching
we would be most appreciative if all of the faculty would complete and return this survey that we have
prepared.  We have taken great care to make these true and false statements as precise as we possibly
can.  Also, please be assured that we are not assuming any answers that you may give and are willing for
you to answer for yourselves.

You may distribute this letter and survey without any alteration to whomever you may desire.

Yours for the Cause,
[Signed]
The Elders of Lenoir City Church of Christ

Survey To Memphis School Of Preaching
From Lenoir City Church of Christ

 1.  T  F   The Biblical Doctrine of Fellowship is not a crucial component of the New Testament
pattern.

 2.  T  F   The concept of Biblical Fellowship does not deal with the aspect of joint participation.

 3.  T  F   One can endorse a particular organization and consistently, at the same time, refuse to
endorse the individual who directs such.

COVER LETTER ACCOMPANYING
QUESTIONS FOR MEMPHIS

SCHOOL OF PREACHING
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 4.  T  F   One can claim not to endorse the individual who directs a particular organization and
consistently, at the same time, endorse said organization.

 5.  T  F   God does not join individuals in marriage when they deliberately enter into a particular
marriage without the intent to remain in such a union.

 6.  T  F   Those who teach this �mental reservation� doctrine regarding marriage do not teach that
which will condemn the souls of accountable men.

 7.  T  F   Those who teach this �mental reservation� doctrine regarding marriage do not teach a
doctrine which will condemn the souls of accountable women.

 8.  T  F   The doctrine of the reaffirmation of elders is a doctrine that is in harmony with the New
Testament pattern.

 9.  T  F   The practice of the reaffirmation of elders is a practice that is in harmony with the New
Testament pattern.

10.  T  F   Dave Miller does not teach a doctrine relating to Marriage, Divorce, and Remarriage that
will cause individuals to be lost in sin.

11.  T  F   Dave Miller does not teach a doctrine that will cause individuals to be lost when he advo-
cates the reaffirmation of elders.

12.  T  F   Dave Miller has publicly repented of publicly teaching his doctrine on MDR as noted
above.

13.  T  F   Dave Miller has publicly repented of publicly teaching his doctrine on the reaffirmation of
elders as noted above.

14.  T  F   Dave Miller should not be removed from his work with Apologetics Press.

15.  T  F   Faithful brethren cannot scripturally support Apologetics Press as long as an impenitent
Dave Miller is on its staff in any capacity.

16.  T  F   Faithful brethren cannot logically support Apologetics Press as long as an impenitent
Dave Miller is on its staff in any capacity.

17.  T  F   Faithful brethren cannot consistently support Apologetics Press as long as an impenitent
Dave Miller is on its staff in any capacity.

18.  T  F   Bert Thompson was not guilty of a sin that brought public reproach upon the Lord�s church.

19.  T  F   We do not have a divine obligation to forgive penitent brethren when they confess their
sins.

20.  T  F   When a fallen brother confesses his sin of alcoholism before the church he is not under
divine obligation to produce fruits of repentance.

21.  T  F   One can know that a brother is no longer involved in alcoholism solely upon the basis of his
confession of that sin.

22.  T  F   There are no consequences that one must face when one confesses and is forgiven of the
sin of alcoholism.

23.  T  F   One can know that a brother is no longer a pedophile solely upon the basis of his confession
of sin.

24.  T  F   There are no consequences that one must face when God forgives that one of the sin of
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pedophilia.

25.  T  F   Dub McClish sinned in his writing of the summation of the Bert Thompson scandal.

26.  T  F   Frank Chesser did not sin in his written response to Dub McClish.

27.  T  F   Dave Watson sinned in his written response to Frank Chesser.

28.  T  F   Those who call upon Bert Thompson to produce fruits of repentance are guilty of sin.

29.  T  F   Those who refuse fellowship to Dave Miller because of his teaching on the reaffirmation of
elders are guilty of sin.

30.  T  F   Those who refuse fellowship to Dave Miller because of his teaching on MDR are guilty of
sin.

31.  T  F   Michael Hatcher lied when, in his written apology to Dub McClish, Dave Watson, and
others, he stated that he had been given false information regarding Dub McClish�s reputation.

32.  T  F   Michael Hatcher lied in his written apology by indicating he had been given false informa-
tion that if Dub remained as editor such would destroy The Gospel Journal.

33.  T  F   Michael Hatcher lied  in his written apology when he stated that it now appears that there
has been a concerted effort to destroy the reputation of Dub McClish.

34.  T  F   The motive of TGJ board for writing the statement of 07/20/05, that was read by Michael
Hatcher before the TGJ board, and to Dub McClish and Dave Watson was a motive authorized by
the New Testament.

35.  T  F   Michael Hatcher told the truth when he wrote the following to TGJ board in his e-mail
resigning from said board: The �spin� that the board has put on this is just that��spin.�

The fact is everyone knows that it is also. While we are stating publicly that there had not been a vote taken (there had
not), we all knew that basically there would need to be a change regarding the editor and associate editor. the differing
terms used (�fired,� �dismissed,� �accepted their resignation�) all boil down to the same thing, and brethren know that.

36.  T  F   Michael Hatcher told the truth when he wrote the following to TGJ board in his e-mail
resigning from said board:

Dub (and David) were placed in a position in which they were forced to resign (if you don�t believe that, ask either
one of them).  While our spin is fine and technically true, everyone else realizes the situation also. (This is especially
true when Brian Brazwell�s [sic] understanding of what Barry Grider said to him and conveyed to Dub was the end
result�that Dub is no longer with the paper.)

37. T  F  Tommy Hicks told the truth  when in an e-mail he wrote the following to Kent Bailey:
You did not use the word �fired,� but you used �dismissed� which, to me, implies the same. Neither Dub nor David was
�fired.� Furthermore, neither was asked to �resign.�  By their own volition, both did resign. I cannot speak as to how
Dub and David perceived their situation relative to TGJ board, but if anyone says, �They saw the handwriting on the
wall and resigned,� I can assure you that TGJ board had done no �writing on the wall.� No vote was ever taken,
therefore, no decision was ever made, by the TGJ board to �fire� them or to ask them for their resignations.

38. T  F   If the following statement that was written by TGJ board about and to Dub McClish and
Dave Watson was written about me by the Director of MSOP and /or the elders of the Forest Hill
Church of Christ, I would not be caused by the message of said statement to and about me to consider
resigning my work with MSOP.

The board deeply appreciates each of you and the time, effort, and interest in the paper which you have demonstrated.
The recent events that have occurred as a result of the correspondence relating to Burt [sic] Thompson and the two e-
mail messages from Dave Watson have created a situation which has given the board the impression that the contin-
ued existence of The Gospel Journal is in jeopardy.  The board has thoroughly discussed the situation and has
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As noted in this issue of Contending For The
Faith, the Elders of the Church of Christ in Lenoir
City, Tennessee drafted a cover letter and submitted a
series of precisely worded true or false statements
regarding the Bert Thompson/Apologetics Press/
Gospel Journal controversy to Curtis Cates, the fac-
ulty of Memphis School of Preaching, and the Elders
of the Forest Hill Church of Christ Memphis, Tennesse.

We have no ill will toward these brethren. We
have no personal axe to grind regarding this contro-
versy or any other. However, we are disturbed that
Cates, the MSOP faculty, and the Elders at Forest Hill
have thus refused to answer properly stated questions
that have been given to them. (The TGJ Board mem-
bers [of which Cates is President] have also been very
reluctant to respond to appropriate questions.)

As we contemplate a discussion of any contro-
versy and/or issue, we should learn to raise appropri-
ate questions and in addition not fear questions raised
by others. We are in a very poor position to honestly
discuss any issue, debate any cause, and/or defend any
action if we refuse to deal honestly with any relevant
questions. Cates indicated to me in a telephone con-
versation that he would be more than willing to sit down
and discuss this present controversy and let me read
some documents. Upon what basis is he willing to do
so when he refuses to answer questions in writing?
Upon what basis can we expect an oral answer when
he refuses to give us a written answer? Does he fear

that he will contradict himself in the answers that he
gives? Is he afraid that if he does, Joseph Meador,
Director of the Southwest School of Bible Studies, will
include him as part of the �toxic loyalty circle�a small
negative faction, who if they gain control, will only rup-
ture fellowship in the church even more than they al-
ready have?� Is it the case that Cates really does not
want to specifically commit  himself to taking a clear
cut stand on this issue? Is he attempting to play �both
sides of the fence� trying to thereby hold on to his hard
core base in addition to attracting support from those
more �middle-of-the-road� and less prone to a Con-
tending For The Faith mentality? Was brother Cates
terrified that The Gospel Journal was getting too close
to becoming a periodical like Contending For The
Faith? We cannot help wondering if he also thinks the
students at Memphis School of Preaching are getting
too close to becoming both contenders and debaters.

Regarding the importance of both argumentation
and the answering of  questions, the late Guy N.
Woods, in his 1974 debate with Ben Franklin observed:

If I know my heart, I have no other purpose in mind in
being here than simply to contend for that which I
believe to be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth in these matters. I shall regard brother
Franklin as entirely sincere and as likewise [remove
space] anxious  for the truth to prevail. But I should
like to point out that one�s conduct in debate, manner
in which one deals with questions and with arguments,

The Last Word�

THE LENOIR CITY SURVEY, CURTIS CATES,

AND MEMPHIS SCHOOL OF PREACHING
Kent Bailey

unanimously determined that a change in the editorial
staff may be necessary.

Before making a final decision we would like to hear
any comments that either of you desires [sic] to make.
It is not our intention to turn the meeting into a ques-
tion and answer session.  After the board has heard
your comments, we will meet in a closed session and
as soon as possible return and let you know our deci-
sion.  If you would like to take a few minutes to con-
solidate your thoughts, please let us know at this time
before we proceed.  I will be the only spokesman for
the board during this portion of the meeting.

39.   T  F    Joseph Meador told the truth

about Dub McClish and those who believe as
he (Dub) does when he wrote the following
to Michael Hatcher, which Hatcher quoted in
his resignation letter to TGJ board:

Brother Meador mentions in his email that we are deal-
ing with �a few who are in a small, but no less toxic,
loyalty circle�a small negative faction, who if they
gain control, will only rupture fellowship in the church
even more than they already have.� Since my elders
here at Bellview are individuals who disagreed with
our decision and expressed that disagreement to me, I
have no alternative to understand [sic] that brother
Meador has placed them in that class of �toxic, loyalty
circle�negative faction.

(CONTINUED ON BACK PAGE)
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one
mile east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256)
778-8955, (256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit
76, off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m.
Abiding in God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor,
or resident? Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Con-
tact Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy
NW 30120-4222.  770-382-6775,
www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.  Sun. 10,  11a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton, evangelist- email:
bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr.,
Evansville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
6:30 p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden
City, MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00

p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson, evan-
gelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

- Tennessee-
Lenoir City-Lenoir City Church of Christ, 1280 Simpson Road
West, P.O. Box 292 Lenoir City, TN 37771 .  Sun. 9:30, 10:30AM,
6:00PM, Wed. 7:00PM., Kent Bailey, Evangelist Tel: 865-986-3223
or 865-986-5698).

Murfreesboro-Church of Christ, 837 Esther Lane, Murfreesboro,
TN, Sun. Bible class 9:00 a.m., Worship 10:00 a.m., Fellowhip meal
11:00 a.m., Devotional 12:00 p.m.; Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m. For
directions and other information please visit our website at
www.murfreesborochurchofchrist.org. evangelist, Steve Yeatts.

-Texas-
Denton area�Northpoint Church of Christ. We are currently meeting
at the home of Shawn & LaDawn Hale. 227 Aubrey, Denton, TX
76227.Contacts are Shawn Hale (940)365-5997.

Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home
of  the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last
Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evangelist;
djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun. 9,
10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m. (817)
282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m.,
6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Cheyenne,
WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 5:00
p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist: Tim Cozad.

Directory of Churches...
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will go far�very far in enabling us to judge the sincer-
ity and honesty of  the disputant. So both of us are on
trial before you tonight and shall be throughout this
debate. It is, therefore, my sincere hope that we may be
honest with each other, that we may deal fully and
fairly with the propositions involved and that all of us
will remember that one day, very soon for some, and it
can�t be long for any, we must stand before God and
give an accounting not only for our participation in
this discussion but also for the manner in which we
react to the things presented.

As Woods noted, both honesty and fairness man-
date that due consideration must be given to the argu-
ments and questions relative to any controversy. When
one fails to notice specific arguments and purposely
avoids the specific answer to precisely worded ques-
tions, such is a demonstration of the lack of both honor
and honesty and a clear indication that one has no in-
tent of resolving a given controversy.

The statements worded in the Lenoir City Survey
are both precise and to the point. No truth seeking indi-
vidual should have any problems in the giving of an-
swers. Would Cates, the Elders of the Forest Hill
Church, or any faculty member at MSOP approve of a
Baptist debater refusing to deal with precisely worded
true and false statements they would give him for con-
sideration in a public discussion?

The time for confidentiality has come to an end.
Cates indicated to me, during a recent telephone con-
versation,  that he had evidence that would vindicate
the actions of THE GOSPEL JOURNAL board. If
such is the case then by all means bring on the evi-
dence! It is not the desire of the Elders of the Lenoir
City Church of Christ to play politics; we want the truth
on this issue as do all others. It does not do the cause of

truth any good whatsoever to allege that one has evi-
dence regarding a controversy and then refuse to make
such available for consideration by blotting out the name
and address of the author of said material, writing CON-
FIDENTIAL in big bold letters on the document, and
then drawing a large circle around such.

Can one imagine our Lord in a controversy with
the religious leaders during his earthly ministry possess-
ing evidence to demonstrate the fallacy of their claims
writing CONFIDENTIAL in big bold letters on the
evidence, then drawing a circle around such?

Can one imagine Paul, the apostle of Christ, tak-
ing on those �few who are in a small, but no less toxic,
loyalty circle..a small negative faction� within the
Galatian (men who were binding the law of Moses on
brethren and sowing discord), writing the word CON-
FIDENTIAL in big bold print, then drawing a circle
around such, on his letter to them?

Our survey is both precise and relevant. Our de-
sire for a scriptural resolution  to this controversy is
genuine. If brother Cates, the MSOP faculty, the el-
ders at Forest Hill are serious about resolving the
present controversy, then let them produce the evidence
giving justification for their actions, and let them re-
spond to our survey for all to read. Likewise, if TGJ
Board members are serious about resolving the present
controversy, then let them produce the evidence giving
justification for their actions and let them respond to
the many questions their recent actions have provoked.
Otherwise, their silence will grow even more deafen-
ing as time progresses.

�124 Executive Meadows
Lenoir City, TN 37771
KBailey385@aol.com
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Paul said he was slanderously reported to have
said, �Let us do evil that good may come� (Ro-
mans 3:8). The great apostle to the Gentiles never sub-
scribed to that philosophy and later, in the Roman epistle,
exploded the error that the more one sins, the more
God�s grace abounds. In fact, Paul asked this rhetorical
question: �How shall we that are dead to sin live
any longer therein?� (Romans 6:2). One who pledges
allegiance to Jesus Christ through obedience to the gos-
pel must sever all ties to sin. Jesus said His followers
cannot serve two masters (Matthew 6:24), and John
wrote that to bid Godspeed to error is to partake of the
same (II John 9-11). Few things are clearer in the New
Testament than this: One cannot serve Jesus Christ while
holding to error or endorsing the errors of others.

Recent sad events have focused much attention
upon the publishing work of Apologetics Press (AP).
For about a quarter of a century this publishing firm has
produced good, sound material to strengthen faith, while
exposing Darwinism and other pseudo-science. No one
doubts the good this work has accomplished in the area
of scholarly apologetics�a work especially needed in
the midst of a skeptical generation. But while such a
work may accomplish good, there are questions relat-
ing to its structure, oversight, and direction. Until those
questions are resolved, AP cannot be supported by faith-
ful Christians, even though it may do good. We cannot
�do evil that good may come.�

ITS STRUCTURE AND OVERSIGHT
AP was organized as a nonprofit corporation un-

der the laws of the State of Alabama, in Montgomery
County, February 19, 1991, for the purpose of disburs-
ing �religious materials,� with Bert Thompson as in-

corporator and registered agent. Its principal address
in Alabama was, and remains, 230 Landmark Drive,
Montgomery, Alabama 36117. Thompson was the
corporation�s registered agent until June 21, 2005 when
he was replaced by Dave Miller (http://arc-
sos.state.al.us). Prior to its incorporation in Alabama,
AP was incorporated in Tennessee by Thompson, June
29, 1981, with its principal address as Rt. 1, Box 23A,
Cookeville, Tennessee 38501, according to information
from the website of the Tennessee Secretary of State.

As a nonprofit corporation, AP conducts its busi-
ness of publishing and selling apologetics materials to
individuals and congregations and operates under a
board of directors. This is a standard structure for many
such entities in this country and is a legal way to con-
duct business. In fact, some brotherhood papers are
structured this way. As businesses, they violate no law
of man, nor do they violate God�s New Testament law.
(Note: �Nonprofit� status does not forbid a corpora-
tion from selling its products at a profit. It does prohibit
its officers/owners from receiving any distribution of
net earnings of the corporation. This prohibition does
not include paying reasonable compensation for ser-
vices rendered, even to officers/owners.)

But AP has another structural layer in addition to
its Board of Directors. It is also under the eldership of
the Palm Beach Lakes Church of Christ in West Palm
Beach, Florida. Here the question of Scriptural organi-
zation arises. Since it is the case that AP has a board
of directors and is under the oversight of the church�s
elders, whose decisions take precedence? From the
following, it seems obvious that the elders have no di-
rect supervision of or control over the daily operations
of AP. They admit as much when they point out that

FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR

�...THAT GOOD MAY COME�?
Jerry C. Brewer
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Editorial�
BIDDING FAREWELL TO 2005

As we come to the last issue of Contending
for the Faith for 2005, we realize that certain ones
wish that with the conclusion of 2005, CFTF would
permanently cease publication. Of course, some have
held that sentiment regarding CFTF for many years.
However, we are very much aware that many people
�specifically our subscribers�are grateful for what
we do. And to them we express once again our deep
appreciation for their support in subscribing to the
paper, getting others to subscribe to it, and especially
for their prayers to our Heavenly Father on our be-
half.

With all the previous matters stated, we must
emphasize that we who publish CFTF do not, as some
do, change our views for the sake of family, friends,
money, and/or keeping our jobs. We do not �hold our
politically correct finger high in the air� to see which
way the brotherhood winds are blowing before we
uphold the Truth of God�s Word on any issue or sub-
ject. We are �open and above board� in our actions
and do not operate deceitfully by attempting to hide
our actions behind a fake confidentiality. We have no
desire to be and neither do we work at being willfully
ignorant, hoping thereby to escape making a decision
that will trouble our comfort zones. Our obligation is
to God: first, foremost, and always (Matthew 6:33).
But evidently some, whom we thought to be abiding
by Matthew 6:33 and Colossians 3:17 in thought,
word, and action, have, by their conduct, proved oth-
erwise. Having learned that they are not what they
claimed to be, we have not hesitated to expose their
weak defense of certain false doctrines, those who
propagate and defend them, and their Biblically unau-
thorized fellowship of the same. Moreover, we have
not hesitated to note their hypocrisy and repudiate it.
Further, it is our continual fervent prayer for and plea
to them that they repent of their sins and return to the
Lord.

We assure everyone that, regardless of the sac-
rifices of friends, family, money, anyone or anything,
we remain committed to declaring the whole counsel
of God, exposing and opposing all error from all
sources, along with those who propagate it. As long
as the Lord allows, without fear, favor, or respect of
persons, we will continue to pursue this God-approved
course, no matter what any mere human being thinks
about it or us.
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In This Issue...
WELCOME TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

We want to take this opportunity to welcome our
new subscribers. Over the last three months we have
had quite a number decide to subscribe to CFTF.
We welcome them and in doing so make this special
request of them, as we do those who have been long-
time subscribers to the paper, to please help us get the
paper to more of our brethren.

SPECIAL MAILING FUND
 Many of you know that for many years we have

had a special mailing fund. However, we have not ref-
erenced it in some time. That fund exists to make
CFTF available to people who normally are not ex-
posed to all sides of a matter. As one sister wrote re-
cently: �Thank you for putting all the facts before all of
your readers. Keep up the good work in debunking
the liberal inroads within the brotherhood and com-
bating the liberals on every turn.� You can contribute
to this special fund by sending your donations to the
Spring Church of Christ with a notation on the enve-
lope that you desire your contribution to go the CFTF�s
special mailing fund.

OUR CRITICS
We also get critical letters and phone calls �we

always have. However, we do not remember our crit-
ics approaching us from the standpoint of our having
acted without Bible authority for what we teach and
practice. We do not remember any of our critics show-
ing us that we have violated one or more direct state-
ments of the Bible, or that which is implied by the Bible,
or that we have failed to follow an example set out in
the Scriptures. They usually employ against us the very
tactics they condemn in us and never seem to see their
inconsistency (at best) and hypocrisy (at worst). Some
of these critical letters are after the manner of the one
that follows. This critic wrote:

I am very disappointed to be writing to you under these
circumstances. I feel that for years [your paper] has
effectively represented [us]. However, [some of your
work] was absolutely despicable and, even worse, irre-
sponsible to the [people about whom you wrote]. The
damage you have caused to [our] image and the harm
you have sustained to your own reputation as a pro-
fessional journalistic entity with this caricature of truth
presented in the illustration, as well as the article, will
take enormous healing.

[The people about whom you wrote] have the utmost
integrity and, aside from their [normal] duty have and
additional responsibility, which they fully accept�. The
drawing you thought fit to run with that article was
insulting to those hardworking [people].
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Please notice the previous writer�s efforts to re-
pudiate and counteract the material opposed. There
is no:

1. Evidence offered to substantiate the writer�s
claims

2. Argument made to prove the writer�s point
3. Effort made by the writer to state plainly the

errors in the article
4. Attempt made to single out any fallacious

argument(s) in the article
 Thus, the critic is only voicing personal dislikes

(opinions) regarding the matter about which he is so
upset. Therefore, the criticism amounts to nothing. But
that is basically what critics do nowadays. And, for
the most part this is the kind of criticism CFTF re-
ceives. It says much about the people who write such
stuff. In case you are wondering about the letter given
earlier, the complete letter is as follows:

Badge of Dishonor
I am very disappointed to be writing to you under these
circumstances. I feel that for years TEXAS MONTHLY
has effectively represented Texas, its cities, and its
people. However, the artwork for the article �Border-
line Insanity� [August 2005] was absolutely despicable
and, even worse, irresponsible to the citizens of one of
Texas�s oldest, historically significant, and culturally
rich communities. The damage you have caused to our
community�s image and the harm you have sustained
to your own reputation as a professional journalistic
entity with this caricature of truth presented in the
illustration, as well as the article, will take enormous
healing.

Our public-safety professionals�from the city�s po-
lice department to our county law enforcement offi-
cials�have the utmost integrity and, aside from their
duty to serve and protect the citizens of Laredo and
Webb County, have an additional responsibility, which
they fully accept, to protect our border in the name of
homeland security. The drawing you thought fit to run
with that article was insulting to those hardworking
men and women defending Laredo, Webb County , the
state of Texas, and the United States of America.

�Mayor Elizabeth G. Flores
Laredo (TEXAS MONTHLY,
November, 2005, p. 26)

Please remember that we did not state earlier
that the actual letter was written by a member of the
church in criticism of CFTF. What we wrote was:
�Some of these critical letters (of CFTF-Editor) are
after the manner of the one that follows.� And, for the
most part, what do our critics have in common with
Mayor Flores? They do as the honorable Mayor of
Laredo did, make accusations and charges, let us know

their likes and dislikes and in general �vent their
spleens.� Others lecture us that we should not do the
same as they do and, to one extent or the other, they
attack us personally. But when they finally get through,
they have not offered any adequate evidence, cred-
ible witnesses, or argumentation to prove their accu-
sations. And every time one of these critics takes the
same approach to CFTF as Mayor Flores did  to
TEXAS MONTHLY, we take their lack of evidence
into account, note how illogical they are, and stand in
amazement that they do not understand, for whatever
reason, the significance and importance of Colossians
3:17, 1 Thessalonians 5:21 and like Scriptures.

Brother Kenneth D. Cohn, my partner in
CFTF and one of the elders of the Spring Church of
Christ, had occasion to remind a certain critic of those
who are less than honest in their criticisms of others.
Brother Cohn wrote:

There is an old saying that is apropos: When one is
opposed in what he believes or practices, attack the
facts. If one cannot refute the facts, attack the logic. If
one cannot refute the logic, attack the person. It seems
that you, and not you alone, have resorted to attack-
ing the person because you cannot refute the facts or
the logic.

We have found what brother Cohn wrote to be
typical of the conduct of various brethren, but we have
been greatly surprised at some who have lowered
themselves to the point of being best described �as
lower than a snake�s belly in a wheel rut.� No one
forced them against their wills to lower themselves to
such a sad level of conduct. But, when things, per-
sons, and associations became more important to them
than God�s Will, they resorted to such dishonest and
shameful conduct in dealing with their brethren and,
then, they have pretend not to see it in their own lives.

�GONE CRAZY�
Lately, your editor has been judged �crazy� by

some of  those �balanced� brethren  who abhor mak-
ing such judgments and applying such labels. They are
�balanced� when they judge us to be mentally �out
of balance��but I am sure that they lovingly pro-
nounced �yours truly� insane and, of course, that makes
their judgment of us correct, balanced, and in har-
mony with the principles of Christian conduct.

Well, why beat around the bush about my men-
tal state? I will just come on out and admit it, I am as
crazy as a loon. Now that we have that settled, where
is the fine, loving, kind, soothing, balanced, and sane
preacher who will answer this lunatic�s questions, re-
fute his arguments, and disprove his evidence set out
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Shall We Support...
(Continued from page 1)

Thompson was removed by the Board and the Board
installed Miller as Interim Director (see below). Ex-
actly what do the Palm Beach Lakes elders �oversee�
and/or supervise about AP, and how do they do it? If
they do have a �say-so� in the hiring and firing, why
did they accept oversight of AP when it had Dave Miller,
a marked false teacher, on its staff? Why did they ap-
prove the appointment of Dave Miller as AP�s Direc-
tor? Is this action the way to protect the flock from
wolves (Acts 20:28-32)? Is it possible that these elders
are mere figureheads, secured to satisfy concerned
conservative  brethren who might inquire if AP is �un-
der� an eldership?

For the past eighteen months, the eldership of the
Palm Beach Lakes Church of Christ has overseen the
work of Dr. Bert Thompson and Apologetics Press.
With great sorrow, on May 24, 2005, this eldership
supported the Board of Directors when they termi-
nated Dr. Bert�s association with A.P.

The Board also recognized and has encouraged A.P.
to focus on its core mission, defending the Christian
faith with a relentless pursuit of excellence, which has
become a hallmark at A.P. The PBL elders plan to work
with the Board in an advisory capacity, provide
strength and counsel to Bert and to continue oversee-
ing this amazing, effective organization. ...The healing
process has already begun. The Board named Dr. Dave
Miller as interim Executive Director and we have every
confidence in his spiritual foundation, talent and lead-
ership ability. (�Open Letter to Contributors and
Friends of Apologetics Press�May 31, 2005,�
www.pblcoc.org)

Moreover, can an entity under the �oversight� of
elders Scripturally ask for and collect donations from
the general public on its website? Note the following

appeals on the AP Website:
We genuinely appreciate your interest in the work of
Apologetics Press. There are several ways in which
you can help us. First and foremost, you can help us
by remembering us in your personal prayers from time
to time. As James noted: �The effective, fervent prayer
of a righteous man avails much� (5:16b).

Second, you can help us by using our materials. The
primary purpose for the existence of Apologetics Press
is to provide materials and services that can be used to
help convert the non-Christian and strengthen the faith
of the Christian. Everything we do is aimed at the proc-
lamation and defense of the Gospel of Christ.

Third, you can help us by recommending our work to
others. By telling your friends and associates about
our monthly journals, books, tracts, tapes, and other
products and services, you are helping spread the Good
News.

Fourth, you can help us financially. Apologetics Press
is an IRS-recognized nonprofit 501(c)3 corporation,
which means that the funds you contribute are eligible
to be deducted on your tax return(s). There are numer-
ous ways to give (for additional details, be sure to ask
your tax consultant).

Monthly contributions. By giving to our work on a
regular, monthly basis, you help provide financial sta-
bility that allows us to better plan our annual budget.
We not only publish numerous new products each year,
but we also send out many of our materials completely
free of charge to people who simply cannot afford to
pay for them (e.g., those incarcerated in jails and pris-
ons, those in Third World countries, etc.). Monthly
gifts make it possible for us to continue this valuable
service.

on the pages of CFTF over the last few months?  To
any sane, rational, learned, balanced, and loving
preacher, answering a lunatic should provide no prob-
lem at all.

Having written all the preceding, we must con-
fess that we had much rather be judged a lunatic by
those who judge and label others (with their balanced,
loving and kind appellations, evidently without know-
ing they are engaged in the very thing they condemn),
than to be guilty of the inconsistency and hypocrisy
that characterized them. If such persons are sane but
engage in that which they condemn, they can be noth-
ing more or less than inconsistent (at best) and hypo-
crites (at worst). Thus, we consider it a blessing to be
judged �looney� by such persons. Seeing that this
lunatic is doing to them what we are, imagine what

a sane preacher would do to them.
IN CONCLUSION

We wish for our honest, faithful, courageous, and
consistent brethren a wonderful holiday season along
with a happy new year. May God bless everyone who
consistently, steadfastly and routinely does His good
Will and is willing to call a spade a shovel (I Corinthians
15:5; Jude 3; Colossians 3:17; II Timothy 2:2).

But before we go, in order to satisfy those just,
loving, righteous, sane, and balanced brethren who
have violated their own standard of conduct in judging
us less than sane, without their consciences being
pricked at all, with Daffy Duck we say: �That�s all
folks.�

�David P. Brown, Editor
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Irregular contributions. While most of our financial
support comes from people who prefer to give on a
regular, monthly basis, there are those who, for their
own reasons, prefer to give on a somewhat irregular
basis (e.g., bimonthly, quarterly, semi-annually, spo-
radically, etc.). These types of gifts certainly are ap-
preciated as well, as they permit us to carry out special
projects (for which funds are not always available in
our annual budget).

Annual contributions. There are some who donate to
our work in a lump-sum fashion at the end of the year.
If you use this method of contributing, then you can
claim your deduction on your taxes just a few months
later.

Stocks and Bonds. If someone told you that you could
reap double the tax benefits through charitable contri-
butions, would you believe it? It¹s true! You can do
this by donating some of your investments, as op-
posed to cash. As an example, suppose you purchased
stock for $3,000 several years ago, and it has increased
in value so that it now is worth $10,000. If you were in
a 28% federal tax bracket, sold your stock, and quali-
fied for the 20% capital gains rate, you would owe
$1,400 in taxes. If you donated that same stock to
Apologetics Press, you would get the tax deduction
for the full $10,000 market value. That would save $2,800
in taxes. If you then added the $1,400 you avoided in
capital gains tax, your total tax savings would be $4,200.

By remembering us in your will. We understand that
this is a sensitive subject for some, but it still is one
that we would like friends of our work to consider. By
including Apologetics Press in your will, it one day
may be said of you, as it was of Abel, that you, �being
dead, yet speaketh� (Hebrews 11:4). Years ago, a sweet
Christian widow included Apologetics Press in her
will, not knowing at the time that she was dying of an
incurable disease. As a result of her foresight, at the
end of each quarter we receive a gift from her estate.
Those funds have been used for more than a decade
to publish many of the books that we have produced
to proclaim and defend the Old Jerusalem Gospel.
Thanks to her good stewardship, her good works have
continued long after her death.

By telling a friend or loved one about us. If you know
of anyone who would benefit from our materials or
services, or who might be willing to help us finan-
cially, please send us their name(s) and addresses.
When we receive that information, we will send them a
letter introducing them to our work, along with a copy
of our most recent catalog and samples of our two
journals (Reason & Revelation and Discovery). [Click
here </apinfo/freesamples> to submit their name.]
Thank you for taking the time to learn how you can
help us. If you would like to make a contribution to
this work, you may fill out the on-line contribution
form </apinfo/contributeform>,  mail us your contri-
bution, or call us toll-free (to use a credit card). (http:/
/apologeticspress.org/apinfo/donate). <(http://

apologeticspress.org/apinfo/donate).>

For as long as I can recall, brethren have been
adamant about refusing to ask for funds from the gen-
eral public to do the work God expects His church to
do. We have often criticized denominations for this very
thing that is now being done by AP, though it claims to
be under the oversight of an eldership. As a 501(c) (3)
nonprofit entity, AP has every right to solicit donations
from the general public, but as a work of the church
such solicitations are contrary to the Scriptures (3 John
5-8). AP cannot Scripturally have it both ways. Either it
is a work of the church which distributes all materials
without charge, or it is a private, nonprofit publishing
house which charges the public for its publications and
accepts contributions from the general public.

SALARY AND INCOME QUESTIONS
What about income and salaries of the AP speak-

ers/writers? Does the Palm Beach Lakes Church pay
the salaries of these men? Does AP pay their salaries?
Do the Palm Beach Lakes elders exercise any control
over or supervision of AP salaries? When AP employ-
ees conduct seminars, do they keep what they are paid
for doing so? If so, are they paid salaries also? Bert
Thompson, previous Executive Director of AP, report-
edly conducted forty weekend seminars per year for
several years, charging $2,500.00 per seminar above
expenses. Did he keep this for personal income, turn it
over to AP, or turn it over to Palm Beach Lakes? Did
he keep the remuneration for his seminars and draw an
additional salary from either AP or Palm Beach Lakes?
What income/salary policies do AP and Palm Beach
Lakes follow now that Thompson is gone? Have these
changed since his departure? Since AP solicits and re-
ceives contributions nationally (from Christians and non-
Christians alike, as previously indicated), these are per-
tinent questions that deserve forthright answers.

ITS DIRECTION
Bert Thompson, past Executive Director of AP,

made the following announcement in an official publi-
cation:

As of August 1, we are adding our first department, the
Department of New Testament Studies. And it is with
much pleasure that I announce to you the man who will
chair that department, Dr. Dave Miller.
It is quite likely that Dave needs no introduction to
many of you since he is widely known throughout the
churches of Christ for both his scholarship and his
unwavering-yet-balanced stand for Truth. Dave holds
earned M.A., M.Th., M.A.R., and Ph.D. degrees from
various accredited universities, and has served for the
past decade as the director of the Brown Trail School
of Preaching in Bedford, Texas (near Fort Worth). In
addition, he also is a much-sought-after speaker, he
serves as host of �The Truth in Love� television pro-
gram produced by the Brown Trail Church of Christ,
and he is the author of the critically acclaimed book,
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Piloting the Strait, which forcefully addresses the
�change agent� movement that has been troubling the
church worldwide for the past several years (�An-
nouncing: Our New Chairman of the Department of N.
T. Studies�, http://www.apologeticspress.org/articles/
134).

Dave Miller left Brown Trail following his expo-
sure as a false teacher, but, like many others who have
fallen prey to political correctness in the church, Bert
Thompson ignored the facts and made Miller an AP
staff member. Miller led the effort at Brown Trail in
the unscriptural practice of �reevaluation/reaffirmation
of elders� and teaches a false concept of marriage,
divorce and remarriage. Since all of this was well docu-
mented in articles in CFTF, and is presently available
at www.http://brown-trail-truth.com, <http://www.http:/
/brown-trail-truth.com>  there is no need to rehearse
the matter again. We simply point them out to remind
readers that these things were publicly reported and
are public knowledge.

However, some among us continue to defend AP
in spite of the injunction against bidding God speed to
error. It is beyond our understanding how otherwise
sound brethren could/can lend their names to  �A State-
ment of Support� for this corporation and for its new
Interim Executive Director (also AP�s registered cor-
porate agent and a member of its Board) who is a
false teacher. Some have lamely argued that they sup-
port the  �concept� and  �work� of Apologetics Press,
but do not endorse Dave Miller or his errors. Would

these same brethren endorse the �concept� and �work�
of a sound school of preaching if Rubel Shelly was
were appointed its director? I trow not! The legs of the
lame are truly unequal. Some of those same people
who endorse AP, but say they do not endorse Miller,
are also willing to speak on the same programs with
him (e.g., Spiritual Sword Lectures, Truth in Love Lec-
tures, East Tennessee School of Preaching Lectures,
�Polishing The Pulpit,� et al.). When they thus speak,
will they expose Miller and his false doctrines, or will
they simply �let it slide� because of political consider-
ations?

Jesus said, �He that is not with me is against
me� (Matthew 12:30). In the war between Truth and
error, there is no �middle ground.� One who endorses
any entity thereby lends his support and endorsement
to those who operate, direct, and serve in that entity.
Those who continue to regard  Apologetics Press as a
�sacred cow� and lend their endorsement to it are bid-
ding God speed to its Scripturally questionable organi-
zation/operation and to the false teaching of its execu-
tive director, despite the �good� that it does in its pub-
lishing business. They cannot �straddle the fence� and
have it both ways. They must either repudiate AP and
its executive director, or they are partakers of error. To
endorse AP is to endorse Miller. To reject Miller one
must reject AP to remain consistent. We cannot �do
evil that good may come.�

�P.O. Box 267
Elk City, Oklahoma 73648

 ALL DAY OPEN FORUM. SUBJECTS: Apologetics Press, Dave Miller, MDR as taught by Stan
Crowley,  The Gospel Journal Board�s involvement in the departure of Dub McClish as Editor
and David B. Watson as Associate Editor from TGJ along with related topics.

The Spring elders, Kenneth D. Cohn and Buddy Roth will moderate the forum. The format for the forum
will be as follows: Beginning at 9:00 a.m. there will be a 20 minute speech followed by a 20 minute
question and answer period with a 10 minute break between sessions. We will break for Lunch from
11:50 a.m. until 1:30 pm. The forum will resume at 1:30 p.m. and conclude at 4:20 p.m. with the same
format as the morning sessions.  Following the dinner break there will be a panel discussion with time for
questions and answers during  the 7:00 and  8:00 p.m. sessions. The speakers in the forum will be
composed of those who accept the Spring elders� written invitation, which invitation was mailed to them
by certified mail with return receipt.

OPEN FORUM
CFTF Spring Lectureship
TUESDAY, February 28, 2006

MORE  INFORMATION:
Spring Church of Christ � P.O. Box 39  � 1327 Spring Cypress Rd.
� Spring, TX 77383 281.353.2707 � scoc@swbell.net
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SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST
1327 Spring Cypress Road

All Mail to: PO Box 39 Spring, TX 77373-0039
Phone (281) 353-2707 Fax (281) 288-3876

March 4, 2004

Mr. Gary McDade
Lectureship Director
Spiritual Sword Lectureship
1511 Getwell Road
Memphis, TN 38111-7299

Dear Gary:

I am in receipt of your February 26, 2004 letter wherein you graciously extended to me the invitation to speak on
the 2004 Spiritual Sword Lectures. I also appreciated the phone call and conversation we had several days
preceding the arrival of your February 26th letter.

While in our phone conversation, I verbally accepted your invitation to speak. However, having learned that
brother Dave Miller is also to speak on your lectures, I must, therefore, now decline your kind invitation. This is
a very sad and difficult thing for me to do because I have always thought highly of you, your faithful work for the
Lord. I have always wished the best for the Getwell congregation, her elders, The Spiritual Sword and the
Spiritual Sword Lectureship. And, I continue to do so.

However, brother Dave Miller teaches the false doctrine of elder reevaluation and reaffirmation as practiced by
the Brown Trail Church of Christ on at least two occasions. We have openly and publicly opposed this false
doctrine in Contending for the Faith. I am enclosing the issues of CFTF wherein this doctrine was exposed,
opposed and refuted. I know of no repentance on brother Miller�s part for believing, teaching and participating in
this unauthorized activity as it was taught and practiced by the Brown Trail Church of Christ. It would, therefore,
be highly inconsistent for me to oppose the doctrine as strenuously as I have done, and appear with him on a
lectureship as if I had no problem with his doctrine and conduct at all. I hope you understand my position.

Furthermore, brother Miller also believes and teaches that if a person marries for the purpose of getting into the
United States, then divorces after obtaining entrance into the U. S., the parties involved in what is commonly
called a �green card marriage� are free to remarry. The specific case in point is that of Everett Chambers, an
employee of the Brown Trail School of Preaching while brother Miller was the school�s director. Brother Cham-
bers did the very thing previously described. (Of course, I am not discussing any illegalities that may have been
committed by brother Chambers when he engaged in a �green card marriage.�)

The position taken by brother Miller regarding brother Chambers� conduct in this matter is this: since the purpose
for the marriage was to get into the United States, said persons were never joined together by the Lord (They
never had a Matthew 19:6 marriage). Hence, brother Miller concludes that Chambers and his wife, having
divorced to satisfy legal requirements, are free to contract a Matthew 19:6 marriage. At least it has been said that
brother Chambers is free to remarry.

Brother Miller and those who agree with him err on this point because there was intent on the part of each one
involved in said marriage to contract a marriage with each other, but the purpose for said marriage was to gain
entrance into the U. S. Nevertheless, no one held a gun to either person�s head and forced them against their will
to go through the legal and ceremonial aspects of marriage. They willed (intended) to contract a marriage with

[Since Dave Miller propagated the false doctrine of re-evaluation/reaffirmation of elders in the Brown Trail
Church of Christ pulpit about 15 years ago, many of us have done our best to expose and refute the doctrine.
Because a number of years passed without the Brown Trail church�s practicing this false doctrine, some of us
gave them the benefit of the doubt that they had given up the doctrine. Then about three years ago, Brown Trail
did it again. This would have been an opportune time for Miller to declare his opposition to the doctrine he
once advocated, but he did not do so. Bert Thompson hired Miller and ignored those brethren who tried to get
him to see Miller�s re-evaluation/reaffirmation error as well as Miller�s error on MDR. Some have charged us
with only separating ourselves from Miller after Miller was appointed Interim Executive Director of AP, but
those charges are as wrong as could be as the following letter shows. Please note the date of the letter. To date
there has been no response to our letter. And, Dave Miller not only appeared on the 2004 Spiritual Sword
Lectures, but also on the 2005 lectures.�Editor]
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one another regardless of the purpose of the marriage.  Indeed, they were duty bound to God and one another to
continue in the marriage, although the original purpose of the marriage was to get into the United States.

Brother Miller, and those who believe as he does, has confused the purpose of the marriage with the intent to
marry. Two people may intend to marry one another because their families arranged for their marriage. They do
not love one another, but it is the custom for such so to do. But the purpose or reason for their marriage to each
other is because their parents arranged for the marriage. Nevertheless, the two intended marriage to each other
and are bound by its mandates.

In the days when God tolerated polygamy, Jacob married Leah thinking he was marrying Rachel. Though it was
after the fact, Jacob learned of and agreed to his father-in-law Laban�s terms for marriage to Rachel. According
to their custom, the terms of the marriage contract stipulated that Leah must marry before Rachel. Jacob in-
tended marriage for Leah. But for what purpose did Jacob intend to remain in his marriage to Leah?

A man and a woman commit fornication. The woman becomes pregnant out of wedlock. When marriage was
held in much higher esteem than it is in these days, a common way to honorably correct such a problem was for
the man and the woman to marry. If there had been no pregnancy the man and the woman may have never
considered marriage to one another. But, for the sake of the mother and child, marriage was proposed and
realized. Question: Though the man and the woman intended marriage, for what purpose was the marriage?
Will brother Miller say because the purpose of such a marriage was less than the ideal purpose set out in the
scriptures, that there was no intention on the part of the man and woman to be married-thus, there was no
Matthew 19:6, �God-joined� marriage?  Indeed, will anyone say that God did not join together the two persons in
said marriage to be husband and wife?

Does the Bible teach that persons who are eligible for marriage and intend to be married must fully understand
God�s teaching on every aspect of marriage, divorce and remarriage before God will join them together to be
husband and wife?  If the answer is �yes,� then how is it possible for atheists, Buddhists, Muslims, Hindus, etc. to
be married? Surely we do not believe that only Christians who are correctly informed about marriage, divorce and
remarriage are authorized by God to contract a �God joined,� Matthew 19:6 marriage. Indeed, marriage is not a
church ordinance.

Please consider the following �true�/�false� statement. T  F     All other things being scripturally equal, if a man
and a woman intend to marry each other for any other purpose than their love for one another, God will not join
them together as husband and wife (a Matthew 19:6 marriage). I certainly will not answer �true� to the foregoing
statement, the reason being that one�s purpose for entering into a marriage does not necessarily alter or nullify
one�s intent to enter into a Matthew 19:6 marriage contract.

Brother Gary, before closing I want to assure you that I count you as a friend. Moreover, I am not attempting to
tell you or the Getwell elders how to run your own affairs. I am only informing you as to why I cannot accept your
invitation to be on your lectures. As I have explained earlier in this letter it is a matter of personal conviction and
consistency on my part. And, therefore, I must stay true to my conscience.

Having directed a number of lectureships under the oversight of the Spring elders, I know that they and I would
want to be informed about why someone would not accept an invitation to be on our lectures. I have, therefore,
written you accordingly. Please be assured that I have the highest regard for you and your work as well as your
strong stand for the truth and against error for which you are well known.

If it turns out to be the case that brother Miller has repented of his positions as represented in this letter, then I will
certainly be happy to hear of his repentance. Furthermore, if it is the case that I have misrepresented his beliefs
(I assure you if I have misrepresented his beliefs it is unintentional), then I would appreciate being corrected. In
times past I have appeared with brother Miller in certain teaching situations on different occasions. It is my will
that such could once again be a reality.

Please know that I harbor no ill will toward you or anyone at the Getwell congregation. I wish you and the
Spiritual Sword Lectureship good and great success. May God richly bless you, yours and the work at Getwell
as you �walk in the light as he is in the light� (1 John 1:7).

Brotherly,
[signed]
David P. Brown
Evangelist
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A STATEMENT FROM
BROTHER DAVE MILLER

[On September 23, 2005, brother Dave Miller issued the following statement in response to the
accusations of numerous brethren that he has taught and practiced the unauthorized elder
reevaluation/reaffirmation procedure and that he has advocated an erroneous position regard-
ing marriage, divorce, and remarriage. We produce his statement in full below:]

FOR HONORABLE BRETHREN
WHO SINCERELY WANT TO KNOW

The vast majority of those in our great brotherhood who encounter rumors and hearsay choose to believe
the best about their brother, suspending judgment until verification is forthcoming. They sincerely want to believe
and hope the best about their brothers and sisters in Christ (I Corinthians 13:7). For the sake of these dear
brethren, and in the spirit of Proverbs 18:17 (�the first one to plead his cause seems right, until his neighbor comes
and examines him�), I wish to offer a brief word of explanation and clarification concerning the allegations and
accusations that are circulating.

�ELDER REAFFIRMATION�
� I do not believe in the �reaffirmation/reevaluation of elders� as my critics have defined the concept.
� I do not believe that elders should be temporarily appointed and their �terms� only continued on the basis

of an arbitrary vote of the membership.
� I do not believe that a congregation has the right to use any procedure that expels qualified men from the

eldership.
What I do believe is that elders have the authority to solicit from the congregation the congregation�s

desires regarding who should serve them as elders.
The specific instance at Brown Trail in 1990 entailed a process that was instigated and executed by the

elders themselves. The elders appointed Johnny Ramsey, two instructors from the school of preaching, and me to
do the �leg work,� but it was the elders themselves that initiated the process and implemented it from
beginning to end. The issue boils down to a single point, illustrated by two questions: (1) Does an elder (or
preacher, deacon, Bible class teacher) have permission from God to request the members to give him their
feedback regarding whether they think he is qualified to continue to serve and/or perform his job properly? (2)
And does that elder then have the scriptural right to decide whether he will remove himself on the basis of the
response that he gets from the members? The few passages that have anything to do with the selection and
ongoing qualification of officers in the church (e.g., Acts 6:3; 1 Timothy 5:17-20), imply that the congregation has
the right to participate in the appointment (i.e., �evaluation�) of their leaders. The process or method by which an
individual is deemed to be biblically qualified is not spelled out in Scripture. It is therefore a matter of expediency
that falls within the God-granted authority of the elders. Those who have turned this issue into their pet hobby
are the very ones who are tampering with the authority of elders.

While I am not aware of any unscriptural actions having occurred, I was not in any way involved in a
completely separate procedure implemented at Brown Trail in 2002 by a different eldership that was then in
place. I had already resigned and was in the process of moving to Alabama. It is astounding that an event that
occurred 15 years ago�an event that I have neither repeated nor promoted since�should cause such a stir!

M,D,R
 AS IT RELATES TO �INTENT�

It is unnecessary for me to explain my views regarding what the Bible teaches on the overall subject of
marriage, divorce, and remarriage. I have taught on this subject for many years and my views are a matter of
public record, having been permanently documented in lectureship manuscripts, school of preaching classes, a
tract I wrote on the subject, a section in Piloting the Straits, numerous sermons I have preached over the years,
articles in brotherhood journals, and television programs recorded for �The Truth in Love.� My views are the
same views held by the faithful segment of our brotherhood: one man for one woman for life with fornication
being the one and only exception by which the innocent party can put away his/her mate and remarry.
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However, several years ago an incident occurred in the school of preaching where I served as director. One
of the staff members was found to have gained entry into the U.S. several years earlier (before he became a
Christian) at the behest of his cousin who had concocted a plan by which they would �marry� on paper in order
to defraud the U.S. government to achieve his entrance into the U.S. As soon as the conspiratorial goal was
achieved, they planned to put through the paperwork to end the �marriage.� When the elders and I became
aware of this situation�which had occurred years earlier�we confronted the brother, who acknowledged/
confessed the incident and expressed a penitent attitude. The elders then assessed the situation and decided that
he would be allowed to continue in his capacity with the school and church. The elders counseled him to rectify
these past mistakes to the extent that he was able to do so. They also cautioned him regarding his marital status,
but no official pronouncement was made concerning his future eligibility for marriage in view of the fact that he
was single and not entertaining any prospect of marriage. The entire affair was laid to rest to the satisfaction of
the eldership. Five factors that the talebearers of the brotherhood consistently fail to include in their widespread
reporting of this circumstance is (1) the woman who offered to accomplish his entry into the U.S. was his cousin
(illegal in and of itself); (2) the two never did anything to indicate that they actually intended to be married or
viewed themselves as such (i.e., they did not live together or enter into any relationship or arrangement that could
even be remotely construed as marriage); (3) the woman had been married before and was not eligible to
remarry; (4) the woman is dead and has been deceased for many years (cf. Romans 7:1-3); and (5) he
remains unmarried to this day.

Totally separate and apart from this incident which occurred in the 1990s, I was asked by the elders to
participate in a Wednesday evening Summer Series program in 2001 in which the preachers of the congregation
formed a panel and fielded questions from members of the auditorium class. One question posed the hypothetical
situation in which two people conspire to defraud the government in order for one of them to gain entry into the
U.S. In a completely off-the-cuff response to the question. I pointed out that there must be mutual intention for a
marriage to take place. I gave as an example (poor as it may have been) a situation in which a person is
kidnapped and drugged only to wake up days later to find that he is married�with no recollection of having gotten
married. He did not consent/intend to be married. [Another example would be Hollywood actors making a movie
in which their characters get married. They speak the vows and say everything that would ordinarily be said at a
real wedding. Yet no one thinks they actually get married�since their intention is lacking.] These incidents, in
which I responded �off the top of my head� in an attempt to offer input on the submitted question have been
latched onto and blown all out of proportion to make it appear as if I�ve abandoned Bible teaching on MDR and
am out counseling hundreds of people to remarry. They claim I advocate that a marriage is not a marriage if either
party had �mental reservations� when they married! I categorically deny ever having said, implied, or believed
such a thing. My spur-of-the-moment remarks do not contradict my continued belief that two eligible people who
are married can divorce only on the grounds of fornication, with the result that the fornicator is not eligible to
contract another marriage. Yet, this extremely rare, unusual, unique situation is being held up as a �false doctrine
that threatens to undermine the very foundations of marriage�!

May God bless us all in our efforts to be faithful to Him, and to do His work without the distractions of
unnecessary division.

Dave Miller
Montgomery, AL
9/23/05

PS: In addition to the above misrepresentations, I have been astounded that in the last 3-4 years, additional
FALSE rumors have circulated about me, including the following:

1. That I believe in instrumental music in worship
2. That I stole money from Brown Trail (a charge dispelled by an IRS audit)
3. That I had an affair with a woman
4. That I believe in the doctrine of annihilation of the soul
5. That I am dead

[Please study closely the following review and expose� of Miller�s �Statement.� by brother Dave
Watson.�Editor]
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On September 23, 2005 brother Dave Miller wrote
a �Reply� that he titled: �For Honorable Brethren Who
Sincerely Want to Know.� Brother Dub McClish has
correctly observed:

His condescending attitude is evident in the title of his
statement. He suggests that anyone who dares ques-
tion his doctrine or practice is �dishonorable� and �in-
sincere,� and that those who do not buy all of his ex-
planatory statements are �dishonorable,� �insincere,�
and willfully ignorant.

Miller begins by placing those who oppose and
expose his errors into a minority �in our great brother-
hood.� He implicitly (and falsely) charges that they
�choose to believe the� worst �about their brother,� that
they render a �judgment� before �verification is forth
coming� and that they do not �want to believe and hope
the best about their brothers and sisters in Christ.� This
same tactic was used by brother Frank Chesser when
he falsely charged that brother Dub McClish possessed
a �judgmental, censorious, self-righteous, unforgiving
spirit that characterizes a small and diminishing group
of brethren in the church.� It was used again by brother
Joseph Meador when he falsely charged that brother
McClish is one of �a few who are in a small, but no less
toxic, loyalty circle...a small negative faction, who if they
gain control, will only rupture fellowship in the church
even more than they already have.� It was further used
by brother Curtis Cates who falsely campaigned that:
�brother McClish�s reputation had been ruined and that
if he remained as editor [of TGJ] the paper would die.�
It was finally used by brother Barry Grider who
charged brother McClish with �viciousness� and �false-
hood� and claimed that he �did not deserve nor need to
be in the position he was in.� Miller, Chesser, Meador,
Cates and Grider are all attempting to �poison the well�
concerning those who point out their errors so that the
uninformed will think that such allegations are unveri-
fied and that the accusations are only �rumors and hear-
say.�

�ELDER REAFFIRMATION�
Miller denies that he believes in the reaffirmation

and reevaluation of elders. His testimony is:
�I do not believe in the �reaffirmation/reevaluation

of elders� as my critics have defined the concept.� But,
let us call another witness. Brother Eddie Whitten was
a member of the Brown Trail congregation, serving, for
many years, as director of the school of preaching and
also as an elder until he �left there under very distaste-
ful and distressing circumstances in 1989. He writes:

We, the elders at Brown Trail, unfortunately allowed
two men to be appointed as elders, who gave the �right

answers� to questions asked in interviews with them,
[but] who revealed their liberal leanings as soon as
they were appointed to the eldership. The next 3 ½ to
4 years became an ongoing contest to retain the Bib-
lical integrity of the Brown Trail church. The elder-
ship was divided to the point that we were stalemated
and could not effectively function for the good of the
church. After that much time had elapsed under those
trying conditions, one of the �good� elders had to
resign for health reasons. That left the �liberals� in
control. With the apparent intent of remedying the
situation, Dave precipitated a confrontation between
the two factions. The obvious result was that the lib-
erals forced me to resign (actually minutes before be-
ing fired) and Ed Clark followed suit in the next couple
of days. The men of the congregation demanded a
meeting to explain what was going on. It was in that
meeting that my respect for Dave Miller vanished.

In the months preceding my resignation, Dave had
expressed his concern to me about the views of the
most vocal of the liberal elders. He mentioned to a
young couple in the congregation just two weeks prior
to the above event how dangerous this man was. There
were about a hundred, or more, in the meeting the men
requested of the elders. In the course of the meeting
someone asked me to give my side of the story. I re-
lated that there was liberalism in the eldership and in
the faculty of the school of preaching. They asked me
what I meant by the term �liberalism.� I answered that
things were being advocated such as (1) authorizing
women deacons, (2) all of life is worship, (3) no au-
thority for elders except by example, and (4) praying
to Jesus.

After I had returned to my seat, Dave spoke up and
stated, �I don�t see anything liberal about these men!�
I could hardly believe my ears! He destroyed my case
and my respect for him. The result was that now there
were only the liberal elders left.

Within the next six months, there was, at his sugges-
tion, a �reevaluation of the eldership.� In a tape that I
heard myself, Dave stated that I Timothy 5:19 was
authority for reevaluating an eldership. I know where
the tape is, and I think it could be made available if
desired. [The tape may be ordered from the Northside
Church of Christ, 700 Jolly Road, N.W., Calhoun, GA
30701�Editor] In my judgment, I Timothy 5:19 is ad-
dressing the case of an elder who is guilty of sin and
who will not repent. It has nothing to do with reevalu-
ating or reconfirming an eldership. Ballots were passed
out to the congregation for their vote. The existing
elders were not to see the results, only the five preach-
ers that were at Brown Trail and the School of Preach-
ing. The result was that three of the four remaining
elders were ousted by the congregation. Two other

A RESPONSE TO DAVE MILLER�S �REPLY�
David B. Watson
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men were appointed at that time. Dave had accom-
plished his mission! He had remedied the stalemate by
grossly unscriptural means.

We now call upon Dave Miller to give testimony
against himself. He has already done so in a sermon
preached at Brown Trail on Sunday morning April 8,
1990 [See the August 2005 issue of CFTF for the full
printed text of Miller�s sermon.�Editor]. In that ser-
mon he explained to the congregation the process of
reevaluating and reconfirming present elders. Notice
these nine statements from that sermon:

1. �A system has been set in place by which cur-
rent elders might be evaluated and additional elders
might be added to the body of elders.�

2. �We[ll], that certainly seems to cover the ques-
tion of how elders ought to be selected, but what about
this idea of reevaluating current elders or reconfirm-
ing�and there are some brethren that are really up in
arms it seems to me and say that is what the liberals
are doing. Well, they may be, but I am unconcerned
about that in terms of whether it is right or wrong�but
I am concerned about what the Bible teaches.�

3. �We may use the term evaluation of elders,
we may use the term reconfirmation, if those terms
concern you, then call it something else, but the prin-
ciple is that if the membership finds fault with an elder,
the membership who put the elder(s) in [at] the first,
can remove them.

4. �I would still maintain that a man could theo-
retically be qualified and yet have lost his standing with
enough of the members that he ought to voluntarily re-
move himself. Now how do you determine that unless
you ask the members how they perceive that man as
an elder of the church?�

5. �No one should be threatened by the prospect
of being evaluated, not a one of us, the preacher
shouldn�t be, the School of Preaching instructors, the
elders, the deacons, and all of us as members, ought to
have in our mindset, in our attitude, an evaluation men-
tality, because my friends, the Lord is going to evaluate
us one day�and it may be sooner than we think.�

6. �And if I, or anyone else in a leadership sort of
capacity, no longer sustains the respect from a sizable
portion of the flock, for whatever reason, the proper
attitude would be to remove oneself from that posi-
tion.�

7.�There will be two types of forms. One of these
forms will give you an opportunity to simply state
whether or not you think any of the five men who are
now serving in the eldership should or should not con-
tinue to serve. You won�t be asked to sign that form, in
fact our five current elders have made that point, that
this is strictly your opportunity without any pressure
from anywhere or anyone to state your feelings about
the current eldership in light of what the Bible teaches.�

8.�Present elders would need to receive sizable
support from this congregation.�

9.�Then, theoretically, once those can be sorted
out, on May 27th, the last Sunday of the month of May,
we will be able to formally appoint, ordain those men
who will serve as elders of this congregation. Now that
may or may not include the five present ones. That�s
up to you.�

The previous statements, from Miller, clearly show
that he has defined the concept of elder reaffirmation/
reevaluation himself. These statements show that when
Miller says, �I do not believe in the �reaffirmation/re-
evaluation of elders� as my critics have defined the con-
cept,� he is lying. They also show that when he says, �I
do not believe that elders should be temporarily appointed
and their �terms� only continued on the basis of an arbi-
trary vote of the membership,� he is stating a false-
hood. They further show that when he says, �I do not
believe that a congregation has the right to use any
procedure that expels qualified men from the eldership,�
he is stating another lie. Finally, these statements show
that when he says, �the specific instance at Brown Trail
in 1990 entailed a process that was instigated and ex-
ecuted by the elders themselves,� and that �it was the
elders themselves that initiated the process and imple-
mented it from beginning to end,� he is not being accu-
rate.

ELDER REAFFIRMATION AT BROWN TRAIL
Miller recognizes the distinction between additional

elders being added and current elders being reevalu-
ated, reaffirmed, or reconfirmed when he says in state-
ment one: �A system has been set in place by which
current elders might be evaluated and additional elders
might be added to the body of elders.� After covering
�the question of how elders ought to be selected,� he
then moves, in statement two, to �this idea of reevalu-
ating current elders or reconfirming� them. In state-
ment three he sets forth the criteria by which current
elders are to be reevaluated, reaffirmed, or reconfirmed.
He says: �the principle is that if the membership finds
fault with an elder, the membership who put the elder(s)
in [at] the first, can remove them.� In statement four
he defines what he means by the word fault saying: �I
would still maintain that a man could theoretically be
qualified and yet have lost his standing with enough of
the members that he ought to voluntarily remove him-
self.� He maintains that a man who has been made an
elder by the Holy Spirit (Acts 20:28) and is currently
serving as an elder, qualified according to the Scrip-
tures (I Timothy 3:1-7; Titus 1:5-9; I Peter 5:1-4), but
has �lost his standing with enough of the members�
should �voluntarily remove himself� from office. He
further maintains that if he will not �voluntarily remove
himself� from office �the membership who put the el-
der in [at] the first, can remove [him]. And �how do
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you determine� if a currently serving, Scripturally quali-
fied elder has �lost his standing with enough of the
members� so that he should �voluntarily remove him-
self� from office or be removed by the members? Miller
answers: �You ask the members how they perceive
that man as an elder of the church.�

The apostle Peter said: �But there were false
prophets also among the people, even as there
shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall
bring in damnable heresies...� (II Peter 2:1). Dave
Miller is a false teacher who is trying to privily bring in
a damnable heresy. Brother Guy N. Woods wrote:
�Privily (pareisago) means to slip in by the side of, and
indicates that these teachers had artfully and slyly in-
troduced their false doctrines by the side of truth in
such a fashion as to deceive those who had accepted
them.� Miller is artfully and slyly trying to introduce a
new qualification for currently serving, Scripturally quali-
fied elders. This new and unscriptural qualification has
to do with how an elder is �perceived.� Notice these
quotes from Miller (emph. supplied):

So what I am suggesting to you brethren, based upon
these passages, is members of the church, of the local
congregation, are to look ye out�that they are to con-
sult among themselves and reach an agreement con-
cerning who is qualified to be an elder, and whom they
perceive to be a leader, and then those men are to be
formally appointed or installed into that function.

Conceivably a man could meet the qualifications, breth-
ren, and yet not be perceived by that flock as a shep-
herd, not be a man to whom they will submit them-
selves. Shepherds cannot lead where sheep will not
follow.

So a man could be technically qualified to be an elder,
and yet if the membership where he attends does not
perceive him a leader in whom they respect and trust,
he cannot shepherd effectively.

What follows then [is] that one of the qualifications of
a shepherd is that the membership perceives him to be
such, and is willing to submit and to follow, to respect
and to trust.

Now how do you determine that unless you ask the
members how they perceive that man as an elder of the
church?

Miller falsely claims that in addition to the Scrip-
tural qualifications, which a man must meet in order to
become an elder and must maintain in order to remain
an elder, there is something else to consider. He falsely
claims that the man must be one that the members �per-
ceive to be a leader.� He says that the man must be
�perceived by that flock as a shepherd.� He again adds
that the membership must �perceive him a leader.� He
specifically states: �that one of the qualifications of a
shepherd is that the membership perceive him to be
such.� Then he falsely concludes that �you ask the

members how they perceive that man as an elder of
the church.� The one he designates as �that man� is a
currently serving, Scripturally qualified shepherd of the
church.

But let us try brother Miller�s new, unscriptural
qualification on the �chief Shepherd� (I Peter 5:4). Even
though Jesus Christ is qualified, in the eyes of God, to
be our �chief Shepherd,� would Miller claim that He
must also be �perceived� by His sheep to be a leader
and that He must be �perceived� by His flock as a
shepherd? Miller stated: �Shepherds cannot lead where
sheep will not follow.� Does the fact that some sheep
will not submit to and follow the lead of the �chief Shep-
herd� indicate that He �cannot shepherd effectively�?
The fact that some sheep will not respect and trust the
�Shepherd and Bishop� of their souls (I Peter 2:25)
does not disqualify Him nor does it disqualify a cur-
rently serving, Scripturally qualified shepherd or bishop.
If members do not perceive a Scripturally qualified el-
der as a leader, they are at fault, not the elder. If mem-
bers will not submit to a Scripturally qualified elder, then
they are sinning: �Obey them that have the rule over
you, and submit yourselves: for they watch for
your souls, as they that must give account, that
they may do it with joy, and not with grief: for that
[is] unprofitable for you� (Hebrews 13:17). If mem-
bers will not follow a Scripturally qualified elder then
the members are in violation of Scripture. �Remem-
ber them which have the rule over you, who have
spoken unto you the word of God: whose faith
follow, considering the end of [their] conversa-
tion� (Hebrews 13:7). If the members do not properly
perceive a Scripturally qualified elder as worthy of re-
spect and trust then they lose their standing before God
for Paul commanded: �And we beseech you, breth-
ren, to know them which labour among you, and
are over you in the Lord, and admonish you; and
to esteem them very highly in love for their work�s
sake. [And] be at peace among yourselves� (I
Thessalonians 5:12-13).

Miller�s false doctrine has disrupted the peace of
congregations across our great brotherhood beginning
at Brown Trail but not ending there. His statement five
said: �No one should be threatened by the prospect of
being evaluated, not a one of us.� He then went on to
name �the preacher...School of Preaching instructors,
the elders, the deacons and all of us members.� He
overlooks the fact that elders have the rule over preach-
ers, instructors, deacons and all members (Hebrews
13:17) and that this reaffirmation/reevaluation process
takes that rule away from currently serving, Scriptur-
ally qualified elders. He correctly points out that �the
Lord is going to evaluate us one day.� Does brother
Miller believe that Scripturally qualified elders will be
judged unfit for heaven because in addition to the quali-
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fications found in the Word of God (which will judge all
of us [John 12:48]), they were not properly �perceived�
(as defined by Miller) by the members?

In statement six Miller makes this astounding claim:
�And if I, or anyone else in a leadership sort of capacity,
no longer sustains the respect from a sizable portion of
the flock, for whatever reason, the proper attitude would
be to remove oneself from that position.� He claims that
not only must currently serving, Scripturally qualified el-
ders �sustain the respect from...the flock,� but such �re-
spect� must be �from a sizable portion of the flock.� He
later defines the sizable portion to be 75% of those who
voted. He further claims that if such �respect� is not
sustained �for whatever reason� the �proper attitude
would be to remove oneself from that position� as an
elder. For whatever reason would allow �unruly and
vain talkers and deceivers...whose mouths must be
stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things which
they ought not, for filthy lucre�s sake� to replace an el-
der who is �Holding fast the faithful word as he hath
been taught, that he may be able by sound doctrine both
to exhort and to convince the gainsayers� (Titus 1:9 -
11). Of course, if the elder did not voluntarily remove
himself from office, the members, according to Miller,
could do so. His heresy is indeed damnable.

In statement seven Miller again indicated a dis-
tinction between selecting new elders and reaffirming,
reevaluating, or reconfirming currently serving, Scrip-
turally qualified elders. He said, �There will be two types
of forms. One of these forms will give you an opportu-
nity to simply state whether or not you think any of the
five men who are now serving in the eldership should or
should not continue to serve.� Notice that this determi-
nation is to be made on the basis of what the members
�think� in spite of the fact that these elders may be Scrip-
turally qualified. Then, in opposition to the fact that the
Bible says: �Against an elder receive not an accusa-
tion, but before two or three witnesses� (I Timothy
5:19), Miller states: �You won�t be asked to sign that
form [this point was later changed], in fact, our five cur-
rent elders have made that point, that this is strictly your
opportunity without any pressure from anywhere or any-
one to state your feelings about the current eldership in
light of what the Bible teaches.� Notice again that this
determination is to be made on the basis of the �feel-
ings� of the members. And how would anyone know if
those feelings were �in light of what the Bible teaches�?

In statement eight Miller again refers to his arbi-
trary �sizable support� yardstick: �Present elders would
need to receive sizable support from this congregation.�
Remember again that this �sizable support� figure was
set at 75% of those who voted, not 75% of the mem-
bership. Although this could make a big difference in the
outcome, neither scenario validates the concept.

In statement nine Miller announces that �once
those [forms] can be sorted out� [i.e., votes counted]

�we will be able to formally appoint, ordain those men
who will serve as elders of this congregation. Now
that may or may not include the five present ones.�
How were the presently serving elders to be appointed
or ordained if they were not viewed as having resigned
their positions? This procedure therefore necessarily
includes elder resignation in addition to elder reevalu-
ation/reaffirmation. Even if they had resigned (which
is nowhere indicated in the explanation of the process),
and they were to be reappointed or reordained, such
would still constitute elder reevaluation/reaffirmation
or reconfirmation, which is what brother Miller stated
he did not preach or practice. His own sermon shows
he is lying.

CONCLUSION
Brother Miller concluded his recent statement

of explanation regarding elder reevaluation/reaffirma-
tion with the following questions:

The issue boils down to a single point, illustrated by
two questions: (1) Does an elder (or preacher, dea-
con, Bible class teacher) have permission from God to
request the members to give him their feedback re-
garding whether [sic] they think he is qualified to
continue to serve and/or perform his job properly? (2)
And does that elder then have the scriptural right to
decide whether [sic] he will remove himself on the
basis of the response that he gets from the members?

I agree that a currently serving elder has �per-
mission from God� to request feedback regarding
whether the members think he is Scripturally qualified
to continue to serve and or perform his job properly.
Also, the members have �permission from God� to
give him feedback regarding whether or not they think
he is Scripturally qualified to continue to serve and/or
perform his job properly. If they conclude that he is
Scripturally qualified to continue to serve and/or per-
form his job properly, then he can do so. If they con-
clude that he is not Scripturally qualified to continue to
serve and/or perform his job properly, then they must
follow I Timothy 5:19. Accusations are to be received
before two or three witnesses, as opposed to being
secret or anonymous. The accused elder also has �per-
mission from God� to respond to the accusations and
defend himself. If the accusations are not Scriptural,
then the elder can continue to serve and/or perform
his job properly. If the accusations are Scriptural, then
the elder, if he refuses to repent, should remove him-
self from the office of elder. If he will not repent and
remove himself from the office of elder, then the con-
gregation should remove him.

Miller�s own statements show that he believes
in the reaffirmation/reevaluation of elders, per the ac-
cusations against him. He is the one who has defined
the concept, but the process or method that brother
Miller has spelled out for the resignation and/or re-
evaluation, reaffirmation and/or reconfirmation of cur-
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Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doc-
trine of Christ, hath not God. he that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ, he had both the Father and the Son.
If there come any unto you, and bring not this doc-
trine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him
God speed: For he that biddeth him God speed is par-
taker of his evil deeds  (II John 9-11).

It is always troubling to find it necessary to ad-
dress matters of controversy with those who ought to
be of a common and precious faith, but it is no less our
duty to address such matters, despite the distasteful-
ness. I urge every congregation, every elder, every
preacher, and every member to evaluate the actions of
every child of God in the light of  II John 9-11.

No matter how great some may seem to be, and
no matter how great some may think themselves to be,
none are above Biblical instruction. Everyone of us will
be judged by our deeds (II Corinthians 5:21) over against
His requirements (John 12:48). Should we happen to
be directors of preaching schools or directors of
apologetics societies or instructors at preaching schools
or elders or even little clones of the above, our actions
are not above investigation and our deeds are not above
rebuke when they fail to comply with the requirements
of HolyWrit.

Know that, even before you begin to apply the
above text to the lives of others, some will deny that
they teach error even in the face of overwhelming evi-
dence to the contrary. Some will say something like
this: �I never taught that! And when I did teach it, it
was not wrong. I no longer teach that! I teach now
exactly what I taught then!� Now, even a small child
can see the nonsense of such a statement, but some

very educated and highly connected preachers claim
they cannot see it!

It does not matter who it is, no matter how much
you think of them or they of you, and no matter how
much they think of themselves, when brethren fail to
respect the authority of God�s Word, they are wrong. It
is sinful so to behave. Such must be called down and
rebuked before all that others may fear. My prayers to
God are that those currently setting themselves above
the very clear and plain teaching of the Scriptures will
repent and bring forth the fruit thereof before any more
damage is done to the body of Christ.

Please join with me in praying that those who have
torn asunder the body of Christ will cease and desist
soon�in fact, today, right now, this very instant. Per-
haps more on this will appear in this space in the future
�maybe a note that the schismatics have seen the forest
and the trees. Either way, dark clouds are hovering
over some institutions�one long supported by faithful
brethren and one that used to be�clouds of destruc-
tion and impoverishment, and rightly so, if the current
policies remain in place.

May God grant us the love needed to do what is
right� no matter whose feelings must be hurt, no mat-
ter what the earthly consequences.

�1272 Enon Rd.
Webb, Alabama 36376-5825

gradowith@yahoo.com

rently serving, Scripturally qualified elders is not found
in the Scriptures. It is therefore not merely �a matter
of expediency that falls within the God-granted authority
of the elders.� He believes that elders should be tem-
porarily appointed and their terms only continued on
the basis of an arbitrary vote of the membership �since
the complexion of a congregation in terms of its mem-
bership can change over a period of time� and be-
cause �an eldership may conceivably no longer consist
of the same individuals that the membership would look
out from among themselves and appoint.�

Miller believes that a congregation has the right
to use a procedure that expels qualified men from the
eldership when only 26% of the members who vote
find fault with them �for whatever reason.� Whitten�s

statements and Miller�s own sermon show that the spe-
cific instance at Brown Trail in 1990 entailed a process
that Miller instigated and executed and that it was not
�the elders themselves that initiated the process and
implemented it from beginning to end.� Fifteen years
later we see from his reply that it is Miller who has
turned this issue into his �pet hobby.� He is the one who
is tampering with the authority of elders, and more im-
portantly and dangerously, with the authority of the Word
of God.

�P.O. Box 690
Sapulpa, Oklahoma 74067

RECEIVE HIM NOT,
NEITHER BID HIM GOD SPEED

Tim Smith
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26
   9:30 A.M. �A Failure to Understand How to Ascertain Bible Authority can Produce Anti-ism

-The Difference in Obligations and Options� David P. Brown
10:30 A.M. �Examples of �Anti-ism� in the New Testament� Jason Rollo

NOON MEAL PROVIDED BY THE SPRING CONGREGATION
  5:00 P.M. �Anti-Bible Classes Doctrine� Wayne Blake
  6:00 P.M. �Why �Anti-ism� is Sinful� Lynn Parker

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27
  9:00 A.M. �A Review of the �Whitten-Lanier Debate�-A Discussion of Classes and Woman

Teachers� Bruce  Stulting
10:00 A.M. �Anti-Bible College Doctrine� Geoff Litke
10:00 A.M** �The Importance of Women Knowing their Bible # 1� B. J. Rollo
11:00 A.M. �Is There Biblical Authority to Eat in the Church Building and if there is Such Authority,

Does that Same Authority Authorize Gymnasiums and the Like?� Roelf Ruffner
 1:30 P.M. �A Review of the �Wallace-Ketcherside Debate�-Located Preacher� Tim Kidwell
 2:30 P.M. �The Anti-Orphan Home Doctrine Refuted� Paul Vaughn
 3:30 P.M. �A Review of the �Britnell-Woods Debate�-Orphan Homes� John West
 6:30 P.M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
 7:00 P.M. �Congregational Cooperation and the Sponsoring church Doctrine� Darrell Conley
 8:00 P.M. �A Review of the �Bingham-Highers-Bigham Debate� Randy Mabe

TUESDAY, February 28
 ALL DAY OPEN FORUM. SUBJECTS: Apologetics Press, Dave Miller, MDR as taught by Stan Crowley,  The Gospel
Journal Board�s involvement in the departure of Dub McClish as Editor and David B. Watson as Associate Editor from
TGJ along with related topics.
The Spring elders, Kenneth D. Cohn and Buddy Roth will moderate the forum. The format for the forum will be as
follows: Beginning at 9:00 a.m. there will be a 20 minute speech followed by a 20 minute question and answer period
with a 10 minute break between sessions. We will break for Lunch from 11:50 a.m. until 1:30 pm. The forum will
resume at 1:30 p.m. and conclude at 4:20 p.m. with the same format as the morning sessions.  Following the dinner
break their will be a panel discussion with time for questions and answers during  the 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. sessions.
The speakers in the forum will be composed of those who accept the Spring elders� written invitation, which invitation
was mailed to them by certified mail with return receipt.

 WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
   9:00 A.M. �Anti-Located Preacher Doctrine� Michael Hatcher
 10:00 A.M. �A Review of the �Porter-Waters Debate�-Number of Cups in the Lord�s Supper� Gary Summers
 10:00 A.M.** �The Importance of Women Knowing their Bible # 2� B. J. Rollo
 11:00 A.M. �Anti-Woman Teacher Doctrine� Lee Davis
   1:30 P.M. �Saints Only Doctrine� Ken Chumbley
   2:30 P.M. �Some Implications of �Anti-ism�� Terry Hightower
   3:30 P.M. �A Review of  �Lectures On Cooperation by Thomas B. Warren�� John M. Brown
   6:30 P.M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
   7:00 P.M. �Are We �Institutional� Brethren?� Daniel Denham
   8:00 P.M. � A History of �Anti-ism� since the 19th Century to the Present� Dub McClish

THURSDAY, MARCH 2
  9:00 A.M. �Is Opposing Support for Colleges from the Church Treasury is Not �Anti-ism�� Stacey W. Grant
10:00 A.M. �Are We Practicing �Anti-ism� Because we will not Fellowship the Denominations?� Lester Kamp
11:00 A.M. �The �One-Cup� Doctrine Refuted� David Smith
  1:30 P.M. �A Review of the �Cogdill-Woods Debate�-Orphan Homes and Cooperation� Danny Douglas
  2:30 P.M. �Anti-ism is Not God�s Answer to Liberalism� Darrell Broking
  3:30 P.M. �The �Hats and Hair� Doctrine Refuted� Jerry Murrell
  4:30 P.M. CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
  7:00 P.M. �Are we Holding a Form of �Anti-ism� Because we Oppose False Doctrine and False

Teachers in  ACU, OCU, Harding U, FHU, Lipscomb U, and the like?� Dave Watson
  8:00 P.M. �Are we Occupying an �Anti� Position When we Oppose �The Church of Christ

Disaster Relief  Agency�?� Kent Bailey
 **LADIES ONLY

2006 SPRING CFTF  LECTURES
�ANTI-ISM�FROM GOD OR MAN�
FEBRUARY 26-MARCH 2, 2006
WITH AN OPEN FORUM ALL DAY TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

David P. Brown, Director Elders: Kenneth  D. Cohn Buddy Roth

SPRING CHURCH OF CHRIST � 1327 Spring-Cypress Rd., P.O. Box 39 Spring, TX 77383 �
281-353-2707 � scoc@swbell.net
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        Northside church of Christ
  ELDERS                          700 Jolly Road, N.W.  Calhoun, Ga. 30701           MINISTERS
  Bobby Hall                            Phone (706) 625-8722           David B. Smith
  Ron Hall                            E-Mail: conFTFaith@aol.com - DBS                                            Terry York
  Terry York                                                                     bobhall186@comcast.net - BH
  DEACONS                                                              ronhalloffice@bellsouth.net - RH
  Perry Dixon                                                                     tyyork@aol.com - TY
  Eddie Jones      Web Site: www.churchofchristnorthside.org

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Brother Dave Miller has been marked as teaching error on MDR and re-evaluation and reaffirmation of elders.  His false
teachings on these issues have been fully exposed in several publications including The (Old-editor) Gospel Journal,
CFTF, The Defender and a website called Brown Trail Truth at http://www.brown-trail-truth.com/.  The evidence of his errors
and participation in them is overwhelming.  Since brother Miller has been marked as a false teacher he should repent before
faithful brethren use him in their meetings and lectureships or appear with him on such programs.  The Bible clearly teaches
us how to deal with a false teacher (Romans 16:17-18; Eph. 5:11; 2 John 9-11).   After reading the evidence provided by the
brotherhood papers noted above and the website, one should be able to draw his own conclusions as to the error he holds.

Northside�s concern with Dave Miller involves his violation of God�s law on fellowship. Our dealings with brother Miller
began in October 1999 when he conducted a meeting at the Calhoun Church of Christ in Calhoun, GA.  The faithful had
departed from this congregation six months earlier (April 1999) because of doctrinal error, which was documented in our
�Open Letter� and �Reasons Why We Left� journal.

Prior to brother Miller�s coming to Calhoun, some of our Northside members who had left the Calhoun congregation
contacted brother Miller and provided him with a copy of our �Open Letter� which we had sent to the Calhoun elders on April
18, 1999. In this �Open Letter� we documented the doctrinal reasons why we left. We also sent brother Miller a copy of the
audio tapes Jerry Dyer (a marked false teacher) had presented at the Calhoun Church of Christ in February 1999, in which he
taught at least seven doctrinal errors.  When the Calhoun eldership were asked if they agreed with what Jerry Dyer taught,
they stated before thirty men in a meeting on March 22, 1999, that they believed and supported what Jerry Dyer taught. We
knew then it was time to withdraw ourselves from that apostate eldership.

The Northside brethren had been gone six months when brother Miller came as scheduled to the Calhoun Church of Christ
and conducted a Friday-Sunday night meeting.  On the last night he praised the Calhoun elders for their soundness and good
leadership.  He also praised the Calhoun preacher as a good man and encouraged the congregation to �hang in there� with
these good men.  He went on to say that he knew they had just been through a tough time, but in time things would get better.
The sad part to all brother Miller�s praises and endorsements of these brethren was the fact that he had all of the evidence that
this was a marked apostate church for some five months before coming to Calhoun and he bid them God�s speed anyway.

As a result of brother Miller�s comments two of the Northside members called Dave Miller and asked him why he endorsed
this apostate congregation in light of the documents he had been provided showing their doctrinal errors.  His response was,
�I don�t have time to read or listen to all the stuff I receive�.   His attitude toward them was short and as if he didn�t care about
our concerns.  Needless to say, he closed the minds of the Calhoun members that had been concerned about the soundness
of the Calhoun Church of Christ. After that night, all doors that had remained open to teach and explain the doctrinal errors
that existed in this apostate congregation were closed.

Three weeks after Dave Miller left Calhoun, the apostate church paid the expenses to move Avon Malone to Brown Trail
School of Preaching from Oklahoma Christian University. It would appear that money was part of the motive for Miller�s
holding this liberal apostate leadership up in high esteem.

Dave Miller was reminded of the Calhoun problem again in 2003.  David B. Smith, minister of the Northside church of Christ,
along with other preachers, refused to speak on a lectureship with brother Miller because of the controversy surrounding
him. Brother Smith wrote brother Oscar Craft, director of the Palmetto Bible Lectureship, Greer S.C., which was scheduled for
October 12-16, 2003, and told him about the situation here in Calhoun and provided him with information about brother
Miller�s false teaching.  Upon receiving this information, brother Craft wrote a letter of cancellation to brother Miller and
asked him to repent of his error and correct the situation he had created in Calhoun. As of August 30, 2005 we have not heard
from brother Miller concerning this situation.

The participation with and endorsement of a known apostate church by brother Dave Miller is a violation of God�s law on
fellowship (II John 9-11).  This is yet another error brother Miller needs to repent of before he can be received by the faithful.

Our prayer is that brother Miller will repent of all the error he has taught and of his participation with liberal congregations.
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�IS IT ANY OF OUR BUSINESS WHAT
GOES ON ELSEWHERE?�

David B. Jones

There is an erroneous idea being planted and per-
petrated by Satan and his army that it is nobody else�s
business what is done in other congregations of the
churches of Christ. Of course, Satan�s chief goal is to
replace the distinctive teaching of the New Testament
with the deceitful trickery of his own accord. On the
pernicious road to accomplish this goal, he fills the hearts
and heads of the weak and ignorant with the false idea
that it is nobody else�s business what goes on anywhere
else. What that does is open the floodgates of what-
ever he can deceitfully manipulate his victims to do and
no one is supposed to warn them nor help them watch.

He is rapidly accomplishing his mission as we see
so many congregations go astray and make shipwreck
of the faith. When they are approached about the error
they allow or the unscriptural practices in which they
engage, the answer is given, �You cannot tell us what
to do!� They say, �You are trespassing on our au-
tonomy,� or �We do not need you to tell us who we can
invite and what we can do.� It is sad, but he is gaining
speed with his success. May God help us to study, so
we will not be ignorant of Satan�s devices. Let us ask
and answer the question, �Is it any of our business what
goes on elsewhere?�

IT IS OUR BUSINESS BECAUSE
WITH ARE A BROTHERHOOD

Let us be quick to say that each congregation of
the churches of Christ is autonomous, that is, each is
self-governing with elders, deacons, and members. Each
congregation decides how it will expedite the word of

God by carrying the gospel to the world. The time of
services, color of the carpet, what type of building, and
such like, are to be governed by the local leaders. How-
ever, there are some things which are not up for nego-
tiation, and these matters affect the entire brotherhood.

In Acts 15 we read of a meeting in Jerusalem
involving the elders and apostles to decide what to do
about the Judiazing influence to bind circumcision on
the Gentile converts. It is interesting that this was a
problem which affected the entire brotherhood, and yet,
God did not instruct them to just tell everyone to keep
their noses out of the others� business. Letters were
sent to all the congregations informing them of God�s
word on that matter. This was not a simple matter of
opinion or judgment, but one of doctrine. The plan of
salvation is not an optional matter�it is a matter of
faith. The worship of God is a matter of doctrine and
authority. Anyone who advocates changes which adul-
terate heaven�s word is to be dealt with. Why deal with
those who pervert the gospel? Because we are a broth-
erhood and the error taught does damage to this broth-
erhood is the reason we must deal with them. The body
into which we are called is far too precious to allow
Satan and his snakes to come and divide it asunder
with error and lies.

IT IS OUR BUSINESS BECAUSE WHAT GOES
ON ELSEWHERE EVENTUALLY AFFECTS ALL

Satan knows that if sin and error go unchecked,
they will eventually spread and infect everyone. This is
exactly why the Lord commanded. �Now I beseech

We pray that he will repent and stop the division he is causing in the Lord�s church. We hope he will live up to the man he
presented himself to be in his book, Piloting the Strait. We pray that faithful brethren everywhere will uphold the marking
that faithful brethren have placed on brother Dave Miller until he makes a public acknowledgment of repentance.

Elders, Northside church of Christ
Calhoun, Georgia
Bobby Hall
Ron Hall
Terry York

[Brother David Jones is the longtime preacher for the Nesbit, Mississippi, Congregation. He
also teaches for MSOP, where Cathy, his good wife is an employee. We have counted brother
Jones and his family as dear friends. However, when the Lenoir City Church of Christ elders�
questions were rejected by the MSOP faculty, brother Jones not only refused to answer the
questions, but sent the envelope containing them back to the Lenoir City elders unopened.
Evidently, he no longer believes the following excellent Scriptural article he wrote some years
ago. That is the case or he believes MSOP, Forest Hill, et al. are above questioning.�Editor]
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you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions
and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have
learned; and avoid them. For they that are such
serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own
belly; and by good words and fair speeches de-
ceive the hearts of the simple� (Romans 16:17-18).
God did not want the hearts of the simple and trusting
to be deceived by the lies of Satan and his snakes. This
is also why Paul warned: �Be not deceived: evil com-
munications corrupt good morals�  (I Corinthians 15:33).
�And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works
of darkness, but rather reprove them� (Ephesians
5:11). God knows if we do not deal with and destroy sin
and error, eventually it will make its way everywhere.
More than a generation ago this digressive movement
began to excert its influence upon our brotherhood. Godly
elders and preachers warned of the impending doom
unless it was checked. Many indifferent, ignorant and
idle brethren said, �If it is not right here in our congre-
gation, we do not want to hear about it.� So, many good
and sound men were silenced by these indifferent breth-
ren. As a result, a generation has now been reared, by
and large, �who know not God nor the works He
has done� (Judges 2:10). It is not just �over there some-
where,� it is here and in our homes, heads, and hearts.

IT IS OUR BUSINESS BECAUSE OF
THE PICTURE IT PAINTS FOR THE

UNBELIEVING WORLD
Jesus prayed for unity, unity which must be based

on truth. When Satan is able to divide by his lies and
destroy by his laborers, the world has a distorted pic-
ture of the body of Christ. We must obey truth because
it is God�s power unto salvation (Romans 1:16). When

members of the church begin to espouse error, thus
causing division, the picture the world gets is one of
confusion and chaos. We must understand that those
who bring in the innovations and  inventions of men are
the ones who cause the division. Those who seek the
old paths and walk therein are not the ones causing the
trouble! Those who teach things contrary to the doc-
trine need to understand what picture they portray to
the world.

It is our business because we must keep the doc-
trine pure and oppose any who will corrupt the pure
gospel. We must be aware of and alert to the dangers
to the body from without and within. We must keep the
message and the morality pure. We must pray for those
in error, and we must maintain the proper attitude. How-
ever, we cannot shut our eyes or sink our heads in the
sand to the falsehood s taught and practiced.

What goes on in other places is �our business�
relative to matters of faith and practice. We are a broth-
erhood which affects everyone, and we must be aware
of the picture we paint to the world. May God continue
to be longsuffering and allow us time and opportunity
to recover those who have been taken by Satan. But
may we never compromise one jot or one tittle of God�s
precious and priceless word. May we ever be aware
of the cost paid to provide us His word.

[Do brother Jones, along with brother Curtis Cates,
the rest of the MSOP faculty, the Forest Hill elders,
believe the foregoing artilce applies to what any of
them do, to whom they do it, and the reason they do
it?�Editor]

�P.O. Box 383
Nesbit, MS 38651

DISCUSSION GROUP
Contending for the Faith magazine announces the formation of a computer based discussion group
called ContendingFTF, hosted at Yahoo.com. This discussion group is for members of the church of
Christ only. Among the purposes for starting such a discussion group is to provide a forum to discuss
biblical doctrine, defend the Truth, and review current issues among Churches of Christ. You are invited to
join this group and participate in the discussions.
ContendingFTF is �FOR THOSE WHO LOVE TRUTH AND HATE ERROR.�

To subscribe to ContendingFTF send an email to:
ContendingFTF-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
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THE TRUTH ABOUT FALSE TEACHERS
B. J. Clarke

Many passages speak of the existence of false
teachers, but none is any more specific than the in-
spired record of II Peter chapter two. This chapter pro-
vides positive proof that there have always been those
who would pervert the gospel of the grace of God. Five
major ideas emerge from a study of this great chapter.

I. THE REALITY OF FALSE TEACHERS
Note carefully the first word of II Peter 2:1, the

word �but.� The word draws a contrast with what
Peter has just said in the closing portion of chapter 1.
Therein, Peter spoke of  �holy men of God� who
�spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit.�
In contrast to those who spoke as they were moved by
the Holy Spirit, Peter notes two things.

1.There were false prophets also among the
people. The phrase �the people� most likely refers spe-
cifically to the Jews (Romans 15:11; Jude 5). Even a
casual study of the history of Israel proves that there
were false prophets among them (Deuteronomy 13:5,
18:20-22, I Kings 22; Jeremiah 23:11-36; 28:1-17;
Ezekiel 22:28).

2. There shall be false teachers among you. This
is not a surprising prediction  in view of what Jesus and
the apostles taught (Matthew 7:15; 24.4-5, 24; Acts
20:28-31; II Timothy 4:1-4; I John 4:1). Nevertheless,
Peter�s readers needed to be on guard for the false
doctrine that was already swirling around them, as well
as any false teachers who might be on the horizon.

II. THE REASONS THAT FALSE
TEACHERS EXIST

There are a number of reasons that explain the
existence of false teachers. Two of these reasons are
prominently discussed in II Peter 2.

1. Revenue (II Peter 2:3, 14-15). �Revenue� is
�the gross income returned by an investment�
(Webster�s Dictionary). In this case, the investment was
the time and energy invested by the false teachers to
promote false doctrine so that they might receive rev-
enue from their happy hearers! It was �through cov-
etousness� that these false teachers endeavored to
�make merchandise� of their hearers (II Peter  2:3).
They taught what they taught because they had hearts
full of covetousness (II Peter 2:14).

Their attitude was like that of the Old Testament
prophet Balaam, �who loved the wages of
unrighteousness� (II Peter 2:15). When God would
not give Balaam permission to curse the children of
Israel in his official prophetic declarations, Balaam, ap-
parently, decided to give some �off the record� advice
to Balak, king of Moab. Evidently, Balaam said some-
thing like this to the Moabites: �Look, I cannot officially
curse the children of Israel, but if you could seduce

them into worshipping idols, then the harm you seek for
them will naturally follow.� According to Scripture,
Balaam taught Balak �to cast a stumblingblock be-
fore the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed
unto idols, and to commit fornication� (Revelation
2:14, cf. Numbers 25). Why did he teach this? Peter
tells us that he did it for the money!

Many false teachers are only in it for the money
(I Timothy 6:5). There were many unruly and vain talk-
ers and deceivers among those of the circumcision, who
were �teaching things which they ought not, for
filthy lucre�s sake� (Titus 1:10-11).

2. Rebellion (II Peter 2:10-12). The people de-
scribed in these verses manifested a number of char-
acteristics.

(1) They were recalcitrant in their attitudes. The
word �recalcitrant� refers to those who are �stubbornly
disobedient, obstinately defiant of authority or restraint�
(Webster�s Dictionary). They despised government.
They were so brazenly presumptuous, and self-willed
that they spoke openly and defiantly against �dignities,�
i.e., those in positions of authority. Even angels, which
are greater in power and might, �bring not railing
accusation against them before the Lord� (II Pe-
ter 2:11).

(2) They were ravenous in their actions. Because
they had no regard for God�s authority over them, they
eagerly pursued the lusts of the flesh. They were rea-
sonless. They were like natural brute beasts, and they
spoke evil of things that they did not understand (v. 12).
They were not willing to deny self and follow Jesus
(Luke 9:23).

III. THE RECIPE FOR BECOMING
A FALSE TEACHER

A careful study of II Peter 2 provides a compel-
ling description of the modus operandi of a false teacher.
While we pray that no one would ever want to become
a false teacher, II Peter 2 shows some of the ingredi-
ents necessary to being/becoming one.

1.They repress their real intentions (II Peter 2:1-
3, 13-14). They bring in their damnable heresies �priv-
ily,� i.e., �to smuggle in, ...to bring in secretly...creeping
along under some sort of cover� (Linguistic Key To
The Greek New Testament, Fritz Rienecker & Cleon
Rogers, p. 774). Jude referred to certain false teachers
as those who �crept in unawares� (Jude 4). They do
their work �with feigned words.� Their arguments are
made up and artificial, like �cunningly devised fables�
(II Peter 1:16).

Their relationships with others are but a ruse to
get their foot in the door to teach their false doctrines
(II Peter 2:13). They use occasions of fellowship as an
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opportunity to gain the trust of the very people whom
they will deceive. No wonder Peter describes them as
those who engaged in �beguiling unstable souls�
(II Peter 2:14).

2.They recruit their followers by promising what
they cannot deliver.

Peter describes them as �wells without water.�
Though these false teachers portrayed themselves as
offering the refreshing water of life to their hearers,
they were, actually, wells without water. Picture a tired
and weary traveler in the wilderness, longing for wa-
ter. Imagine this weary traveler spotting a well, (or
spring) and rushing to it in full anticipation of slaking his
thirst. Envision his countenance when he arrives, only
to find that the well is empty, the spring is dry!

Peter describes them as �clouds that are car-
ried with a tempest.� The analogy is the same as
above; only the figure is different. Imagine a dry and
parched land longing for rain. On the horizon there is
the clear sight of black storm clouds. However, just
when it looks like the much-needed rain is about to fall,
high winds blow the storm away before it can emit its
life-giving moisture.

They recruit their followers by enticing them to
believe that pursuing their natural desires will fulfill them
and make them happy. They speak great swelling words
of vanity. Their words are bold and, perhaps, even elo-
quent. Yet, they are �vanity,� i.e., empty and worth-
less! Their encouragement to others to pursue the lusts
of the flesh, did not bring about the promised liberty.
Instead, it only put them in more bondage.

IV. THE RESULTS OF FALSE TEACHING
False teaching produces many tragic results. These

results are clearly identified in 2 Peter 2.
1. It results in a repudiation of the Savior Who

died for us (2:1).
2. It results in many following after lascivious-

ness (2:2; Jude 4).
3. It results in the way of truth being evil spoken

of (2:2). This is true because those who see the wick-
edness produced by the �cheap grace� philosophy are
going to speak evil of those promoting such a philoso-
phy. If we maintain that we are preaching the truth,
and �the truth� we are preaching leads to lustful and
lewd behavior, you can be sure that the way of truth
will be evil spoken of.

4. It results in the damnation of its hearers and
practitioners (2:1). Hearing a lie, believing a lie, and
acting upon that lie, will lead to disaster (Genesis  3; I
Kings 13). If we believe a lie we shall be damned (II
Thessalonians 2:10-12). It is only through obedience to
the truth that man�s soul can be purified (I Peter 1:22-
23).

5. It results in the corruption and damnation of
those who teach it (2:3).

These false teachers would bring upon themselves
swift destruction (2:1). This was not an idle threat on

God�s part. God did not spare the angels that sinned.
God did not spare the ungodly from the flood. God did
not refrain from turning the cities of Sodom and
Gomorrah into ashes (2:4-6).

God knows how to reserve the unjust unto the
day of judgment to be punished (2:9). Just as brute beasts
are made to be taken and destroyed, so these false
teachers, who spiritually were like brute beasts, would
be taken and destroyed (2:12). They were servants of
corruption (2:19) and they �shall utterly perish in
their own corruption� (2:12). They shall receive the
reward of unrighteousness (2:13). They are �cursed
children� (2:14) �to whom the mist of darkness is
reserved forever� (2:17). Their latter end will be
worse with them than the beginning (2:20).

V. THE REMEDY FOR FALSE TEACHING
As deadly as false teaching can be, there is an

antidote for it. Let us note four things from 2 Peter 2
which serve as a remedy.

1.Remember the Revelation of God. If we re-
member those things taught by holy men of God who
spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit, then we
will always be on the safe ground of truth (II Peter
1:21). One of Peter�s favorite words in his epistles is
the key ingredient in finding a remedy for false doc-
trine; it is the word �knowledge.� It is through knowl-
edge that we initially escape the pollutions of the world
(II Peter 2:20). After we become Christians, as babes
in Christ, we are to desire the sincere milk of the word
that we may grow thereby (I Peter 2:1-2). Peter wanted
his readers to remember the words which were spoken
by the prophets, apostles, and by Jesus Christ (II Peter
3:1-2).

Because there are false teachers who, as un-
learned and unstable men, will wrest the Scriptures, we
must beware lest we be led away with the error of the
wicked and fall from our own steadfastness (II Peter
3:17). The key to this is to continue to grow in the grace
and knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
(II Peter 3:18).

If we, like the noble Bereans, will regularly re-
consider what God has revealed in His Holy Scriptures,
then we will not be like children, tossed to and fro with
every wind of doctrine (Ephesians 4:14). Rather, we
will be �perfect, throughly furnished unto all good
works� (II Timothy  3:16-17).

2. Remember Your Redemption. It will be much
harder to follow after false teaching if we are in con-
stant memory of our redemption. The false teachers of
II Peter 2 did not properly appreciate the blood of Christ
(2:1; cf 1:9). If we will truly reflect upon the blessings
given to us by the blood of Christ, we will not be as
easily seduced by the �blessings� offered unto us by
some false doctrine (II Peter 1:3-4). If we truly re-
member the sacrifice of Christ, it will be easier to sac-
rifice our fleshly lusts upon the altar of service to him.
Hence, when some preacher comes along preaching a
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doctrine that does not require as much of us as does
the doctrine of Christ, we will reject the false doctrine
and sacrifice our desires so that we might please God.

3. Remember The Righteous Example Of Oth-
ers (II Peter 2:7-8).

Remembering that others have stood strong
against false teaching, even at the expense of per-
sonal comfort and popularity is a major encourage-
ment to us who are trying to fight false doctrine to-
day. Men like Jeremiah, Ezekiel, John the Baptizer,
Paul, and, of course, Jesus, all give us great courage
to stand against that which is wrong.

4. Remember The Reward Awaiting The Righ-
teous (II Peter 1:11; 3:13). It will definitely be worth it
to stand up for the truth. While going along with error

may give us a degree of popularity here on earth, it is not
worth it to miss out on the reward awaiting the righ-
teous. Therefore, let us, like the psalmist, declare to God,
�Through thy precepts I get understanding: there-
fore I hate every false way... Therefore I esteem
all thy precepts concerning all things to be right;
and I hate every false way� (Psalms 119:104, 128).

[Does brother Clarke�s article apply to the
truth about Dave Miller�s false doctrines
on re-evaluation/reaffirmation of elders
and MDR?�Editor]

�P.O. Box 128
Southaven, MS 38671

THE SUDDEN AND CURIOUS
EMPHASIS ON �BALANCE�

Dub McClish

Has anyone else besides me noticed a recent
upsurge in the cry for �balance� in preaching and
writing? Further, am I the only one who has noticed
that this emphasis is not coming from the predictable
liberal tongues and pens, but from some brethren who
are generally considered sound in the faith? Have oth-
ers noticed the corresponding parallel to what seems
to be this almost orchestrated emphasis, namely the
sudden outcry against such things as �arrogance,�
�radicalism,� �sarcasm,� �invective,� �viciousness,�
�harshness,� and �belligerence�? But let me do more
than merely indicate such emphases in general terms.
In a recent issue of a magazine published by brethren
of sound repute, the following statements appeared in
various articles (emph. DM, except as noted):

Balance is a word abused by liberals and is anath-
ema to radicals�. Some spend their time constantly
critiquing what others are doing and at times even
refusing to endorse good and noble endeavors of
sound brethren�. The church must maintain proper
balance if it is to grow and if it is to have a positive
influence in our world�.

Both men [the men are named] are well grounded in
the faith, are experienced in the Lord�s work, are dedi-
cated to truth, have good balance�. There will be
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace among breth-
ren when we seek the very best for each other and
get permanently away from a biting, devouring dis-
position to destroy�. Too many of us do not treat a
brother as we would like to be treated were roles
reversed. Caustic words have a sure way of return-
ing to haunt us�. Is there any among us who cannot
make improvement in the way we treat our brethren
in Christ? Remember, He died for the very ones we
may be seeking to crush�.

Too many brothers wear Sound Doctrine as a badge of
Christianity. In reality, the badge of Christ is Love�. A
few years ago, I believed that as long as I taught the
truth, then my love for others could not be questioned.
I gleefully attacked liberals and change agents with sar-
casm and satire. If they would have read my articles and
heard my preaching they would have been stabbed by
my rapier wit�. Many sound preachers and Christians
have failed here. Love demands that we care for liberals,
legalists, change agents, denominationalists, and�one
another. Sitting behind a keyboard pecking out condem-
nations appears rude, arrogant, resentful, and unkind�
all the qualities contrary to love�but it is easy�. We
have all heard men defend truth who were more intent
on making someone look stupid than inspiring conver-
sion or repentance. Derision and ridicule express rude-
ness, not love�. We all face people, events and deci-
sions in the church that are not matters of fellowship,
but we do not like them. Some choose to �make an issue
of them,� but love chooses to let them go without a
fight�. When change agents knock on the church�s
door its members must exhibit abiding love with meek-
ness and instruction; this will thwart their will, not clever
condensation [sic] or gleeful humiliation (2 Tim. 2:24�
26).

Christians are not to be arrogant or obnoxious in their
conduct�. Brethren are not to be disagreeable so that
their conduct in defense of the gospel becomes offen-
sive�.

We can be pigeonholed as that mean, exclusive bunch
who think they are the only ones going to heaven while
all else are going to hell�. There are instances where
churches of Christ indeed have assumed an identity of
belligerence�.

The periodical and writers referenced above by no
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means constitute the only source of such statements,
as the following additional quotations, all from �non-
liberals,� demonstrate:

I am apodictically opposed to acting on rumor, innu-
endo, and hearsay. And I will not be a party to such. I
do not want anything I might say or write to provide
fuel for some critic�s fire, or fodder for their cannon, as
they carry on a battle that inserts them into someone
else�s affairs�. I will neither participate in nor con-
done a situation where something that I, personally,
have written or said�, ultimately ends up being used
by some self-proclaimed �defender of the Faith� to
write a rumor-based article for a �watchdog-type�
brotherhood journal in order to provide the author or
editor with his personal fifteen minutes of fame.

[A sound Gospel paper was described as] �a far right
leaning paper. By �right-leaning� I mean they tend to
legislate for others and print accusations before they
have their facts straight [emph. in orig.].

I am presently penning one final piece addressing this
judgmental, censorious, self-righteous, unforgiving
spirit that characterizes a small and diminishing group
of brethren in the church.

[�Certain� brethren have been recently described
as]�a few who are in a small, but no less toxic loyalty
circle�a small negative faction, who if they gain con-
trol, will only rupture fellowship in the church even
more than they already have.

How different that [i.e., the conduct of another] was
from brother __________, who, after I sent a brief
email�, sent me a 4 page diatribe filled with vicious-
ness and falsehood against me. This only reaffirms my
belief that such a man did not deserve nor need to be
in the position he was in.

 [After mentioning the dangers of liberalism, an article
stated]: There are too many�who are equally damag-
ing and vicious in their attack on the body of Christ. In
one sense, they are more dangerous due to their con-
tention that they are rooting out all false doctrine and
exposing all error. When they are doing so with proper
ethics, attitude and balance, they are to be applauded.
Yet, there is a mentality that seems wholly obsessed
with fulltime heretic detection, slandering brethren, and
scrupulously elevating minutia as on par with Christ�s
doctrine. They unnecessarily divide brethren�. They
polarize and draw away disciples after themselves. They
are fight-pickers, seemingly eager to engage in lengthy,
unending diatribe and debate to the exclusion of other
Christian obligations, of righteous, Christlike conduct,
and of a charitable spirit that �is not rude�keeps no
record of wrongs�does not delight in evil�� (1
Corinthians 13:5�6).

[Concerning these �fight-pickers,� the same article then
opined]: First, they are increasingly turning on one
another. Further, they are succeeding in infecting them-
selves by their biting and devouring. Then, they are

facilitating their own demise�that of influence, repu-
tation, trustworthiness, and respectability. However,
they have also viciously wounded good men and
women�in the process.

I agree (as I suppose all faithful brethren would)
in principle with much of what the foregoing quota-
tions emphasize. Who among us is not concerned with
pursuing a course of �balance� and with avoiding a
course of �radicalism�? However, as with the fine print
in legal contracts, �the devil is in the details,� or, per-
haps more appropriate to these quotations (and their
authors), �the devil is in the applications.� At the risk of
being labeled a vicious, censorious, far right leaning,
judgmental religious redneck who is part of some hor-
rible and repugnant toxic loyalty circle bent on ruptur-
ing fellowship in the church, I offer a few observations
on these quotations�and their timing.

THE IMBALANCE OF THE �BALANCED�
Those who call loudly for �balance� obviously

believe themselves to be near perfectly, if not perfectly,
balanced. Those against whom the balanced breth-
ren inveigh are always �certain� others besides them-
selves. In fact, they seemingly believe that being bal-
anced requires that one frequently preach to others
about their lack of this noble trait. To these balanced
brethren, preaching about the need for balance some-
how actually ratifies and demonstrates their own bal-
ance. I wonder: Is it possible to so emphasize the need
for balance that one becomes unbalanced in his em-
phasis on balance?

AN ATTEMPT TO SILENCE
Those of us who have served as preachers and/

or elders for a few decades have heard this drum beat
for balance before. Liberals have long used it in their
efforts to �tone down� or silence the warnings of faith-
ful brethren. To them, such warnings, especially if they
are specific enough to call names and explicit enough
to provide documentation, constitute imbalance. We
expect change agents and other ne�er-do-wells among
us to characterize as �radicals� and �watchdogs� those
who expose and resist their errors. Now (as demon-
strated in the numerous quotations above) the same
pattern has emerged in some who at one time were in
the thick of he battle for Truth with the rest of us. Re-
member, these quotations came not from liberals. Rather,
they came from supposedly sound brethren, and they
were aimed at faithful brethren who have dared ex-
pose errors in doctrine and practice of some of these
balanced brethren and/or their associates �who are
reputed to be somewhat� (Galatians 2:6).

THE SWEETNESS OF THOSE
WHO CRY FOR �BALANCE�

Consider some of the verbiage of these brethren
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of balance (plucked from the quotations above), which
they employed to describe those whom they perceive
to be unbalanced:

� Carry on a battle that inserts them into someone
          else�s affairs

�Write�rumor-based article[s] for��watchdog-
         type� brotherhood journal[s]

� Provide the author or editor with his personal
         fifteen minutes of fame

� Wear Sound Doctrine as a badge of Christianity
� Legislate for others and print accusations

           before they have their facts straight
� Will�rupture fellowship in the church even

           more than they already have
� Polarize and draw away disciples after them

        selves
They are:
� Self-proclaimed �defender[s] of the Faith�
� Radicals
� Caustic
� Seeking to crush [others]
� Rude, arrogant, resentful, and unkind
� Intent on making someone look stupid
� Obnoxious
� Disagreeable
� Far right leaning
� Judgmental
� Censorious, self-righteous, unforgiving
� [A] small and diminishing group
� A small�toxic loyalty circle
� A small negative faction
� Eager to engage in lengthy, unending diatrib and

        debate to the exclusion of other Christian obliga
         tions

� Fight-pickers
� Slandering brethren
� Increasingly turning on one another
� Infecting themselves by their biting and devour

          ing
� Damaging and vicious
� More dangerous [than liberals]
� Wholly obsessed with fulltime heretic detection,
� Slanderers
They engage in:
� A biting, devouring disposition to destroy
� Derision and ridicule
� Gleeful humiliation
� Belligerence
� Viciousness and falsehood
�Scrupulously elevating minutia as on par with

         Christ�s doctrine
�Unnecessarily dividing brethren
Having read the foregoing list, one is made to

wonder whether or not they have any inkling of the
meaning of the traits of civility, kindness, agreeable-

ness, and charity�in other words, the meaning of  bal-
ance.

THE HYPOCRISY OF THOSE
WHO CRY FOR �BALANCE�

These self-appointed spiritual physicians prescribe
balance as the do-all, end-all remedy for the ailments
of �certain� brethren (besides themselves, of course).
I strongly suggest that they need to swallow a large
dose of their own medicine. Their definition of balance
includes the following (as long as they are doing it, of
course):

� Strongly worded condemnation of brethren
for engaging in strongly worded condemnation
of brethren
� Very negative outcries against those who are
accused of being very negative
� The use of biting and devouring verbiage to
assert that some brethren are biting and de-
vouring others
� Judging �certain� brethren for being judgmen-
tal of �certain� brethren
� Being obnoxious and disagreeable in alleging
that others are obnoxious and disagreeable
� Employing caustic and radical terms to rail
against those perceived to be caustic and radi-
cal
� Using toxic terminology to describe a small,
toxic loyalty circle
� Seeking to �crush� brethren who are accused
of �crushing� brethren
� Picking fights with their brethren for being
fight-pickers
� Being rude, arrogant, resentful, and unkind in
describing some as rude, arrogant, resentful,
and unkind

Ironically, some of the most (1) brutal accusa-
tions of meanness and (2) strident calls for kindness
and sweetness as quoted above appeared in the most
angry and hate-filled letter I have ever read from a
brother. In every word of condemnation of their infe-
rior brethren (as they doubtless view those they de-
scribe), the condemners condemn themselves, but they
are too self-righteous to see or admit it. Is it permissible
to be caustic in crying out against those who are caus-
tic, as long as the recipients of these causticisms are
liberals or �certain� other sound brethren? This seems
to be the current course of these balanced brethren. I
suppose they still reserve for themselves the right to
behave in ways that they condemn in �certain� others
of us (after the manner of the U.S. Congress toward
U.S. citizens). They seem to retain for themselves alone
the right to legislate who may speak caustic words, when
caustic words may be spoken, and to whom caustic
words may be directed.

These men who are now berating �certain� faith-
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ful brethren for being self-righteous, obnoxious, arro-
gant, censorious, unkind fight-pickers would do well to
pause, at least momentarily, for reflection and self-ex-
amination. In their harsh condemnation of others, im-
plying that they are above such vile attitudes and be-
haviors, do they not thereby demonstrate in themselves
the very self-righteousness they profess to so deplore?
Moreover, which of these men have not repeatedly over
the past several years done the very things they are
now railing against in �certain� brethren? Have they
not all written and/or spoken caustic and censorious
words, describing and denouncing others (especially lib-
erals and those advocating direct operation of the Holy
Spirit). Many witnesses have heard and read their words,
including their calling the names of those under attack?
Were they unbalanced when they were thus behaving
only a few months ago, or was such behavior balanced
then, but unbalanced now? Maybe it is still balanced
if they so behave, but unbalanced if �certain� others
act the same way. Further, when �certain� others of us
have done the same, have these balance advocates
not applauded and encouraged us for doing so?

But now, suddenly, by their own declaration, they
are too genteel for such uncivilized behavior. They ap-
parently do not realize that they, by assuming this pos-
ture, have by implication imposed a gag order upon them-
selves. No longer can they bluntly or plainly expose
error and its purveyors without violating their own ipse
dixit. Moreover, since they have decided to endorse,
support, and defend a brother who has been marked as
a false teacher, will they now endorse and support other
false teachers? In fact, they are already doing so. It
was therefore not surprising to see several of these
balanced brethren publicly praising and bidding God-
speed to another marked false teacher at a recent south
Texas lectureship. They were merely being �consis-
tent� and demonstrating their exceptional balance.

Could it be that one reason for this sudden, con-
certed emphasis on balance lies in the fact that the
arrows of Truth fired by �certain� brethren have been
finding their mark with telling accuracy? Is the call for
balance an attempt (conscious or otherwise) to silence
or soften the blows of �certain� brethren who have
repeatedly exposed the utter inconsistency of those who
profess their opposition to the errors of the Executive
Director of an organization while supporting the orga-
nization itself? Are the balanced brethren trying to
convince others that opposing a false teacher while
supporting the institution he directs is a demonstration
of balance? When balanced brethren speak on lec-
tureships praise, commend, and glad-hand marked
teachers of error, are they tell us what, to them, consti-
tutes balance?

In contemptuously describing some as ��a few
who are in a small, but no less toxic loyalty circle�a

small negative faction�,� brethren of balance obvi-
ously depict themselves as part of some large non-toxic
loyalty circle that is wholly positive. Both they and the
objects of their verbal blasts know better. If the atti-
tude and demeanor of these men represents balance,
I fervently desire that I may never run afoul of those
who are truly unbalanced.

These balanced brethren seem to have forgot-
ten (or have failed to apply) our Lord�s injunctions:
�Judge not that ye be not judged. For with what
judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged.�Thou
hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own
eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out
the mote out of thy brother�s eye� (Matthew  7:1�
5) and �Judge not according to appearance, but
judge righteous judgment� (John 7:24). Likewise,
they have forgotten Paul�s warning: �Wherefore thou
are without excuse, O man, whosoever thou art
that judgest: for wherein thou judgest another,
thou condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest dost
practice the same things� (Romans 2:1).

IS HISTORY BEGINNING TO REPEAT ITSELF?
This latest crusade for balance scares me. It

brings back haunting memories of similar cries I heard
as a young preacher�cries that proved to be the seeds
that have matured into full-blown, widespread, arro-
gant liberalism and digression in all of their irreverent
ugliness. In the early 1960s, a few brethren begin to
call for more �balance� in our preaching. At first the
cry was faint, but it grew louder and more frequent
with time. The charge was that brethren in general and
preachers in particular had been too negative, dogmatic,
mean, and narrow-minded. Along with these charges
came another: Too much emphasis for too long on �the
plan� (i.e., the plan of salvation, the pattern for the
church, et al.) and not enough emphasis on �the Man�
(i.e., the person of Christ). Thus arose the controversy
that brethren energetically discussed for an extended
period in the Gospel papers concerning �the Man or
the plan.� The excuse and theme of those who sought
to tone down the Gospel was, �We need to be bal-
anced.�

The seeds planted by those crying for balance
over forty years ago took root in many of my genera-
tion. These men, some of whom were classmates of
mine in two different colleges, have been among the
leaders in the awful apostasy that presently character-
izes so much of the church. Some of those who swal-
lowed the �balance� bilge went on to obtain advanced
degrees, returning to various schools operated by our
brethren. These balanced professors have succeeded
in destroying or damaging the faith of thousands of pre-
cious young people, providing tremendous impetus to
the malignant digression that has now affected two
generations. Some have authored books that depict the
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church as a narrow sect of which they are terribly
ashamed. Still others have wielded great influence from
the pulpits of large, urban churches. I dare say that all
of these consider themselves prime examples of bal-
ance. Likely, they teach �loud and long� on the need
for balance. Correspondingly, such men (and women)
consider as decidedly unbalanced (if not downright
nut cases) those who still dare preach that there is one
body, that the distinctive pattern for it is clearly dis-
cernible in the New Testament, and that the church
has been restored and is reproducible in every succeed-
ing age. Perhaps the ultimate blasphemy to such bal-
anced folk is to identify faithful congregations of the
church of Christ in our time as the church of the New
Testament. We may generally trace the progression of
liberalism from its seeds in the 1960s to the full-grown
plant of the present in the following stages:

1. A few began to cry for �balance,� along with
the outcry against their perception of �negativism�
and �dogmatism.� (Never mind that the church expe-
rienced its greatest numerical growth in modern times
[the 1950s and early 1960s] in our nation by this so-
called �negative� and �dogmatic� approach in preach-
ing and debating the Gospel and conducting home Bible
studies.)

2. The cry for �balance� gradually became a cry
for �moderation.�

3. The cry for �moderation� evolved into a cry
for �tolerance.�

4. The spirit of �tolerance� gave birth to un-
abashed liberalism, which neutered the Gospel mes-
sage, resulting in blurring the meaning of fellowship,
compromising the plan of salvation, corrupting the wor-
ship, and generally denominationalizing the church.

Forty-five years ago, many of those who began
chanting for balance were generally considered to
be sound and faithful men. I fearfully observe that
some who are of that reputation today are the very
source of the revived balance mantra. Is history be-
ginning another of its cycles?

I have long opined that the out-of-the-closet, in-
your-face, easily-identifiable, proud-of-it liberal is not
the greatest enemy of or threat to the Truth. Outright
liberals are dangerous enough all right, but we know
who and what they are. The greater danger is from the
fence-straddlers�those who can talk strongly when
they are around strong brethren, but who wilt like dai-
sies in a sauna when they are in a group of compromis-
ers. These are treacherous religious fifth columnists,
spiritual subversives, who, like old Joab, will thrust a
dagger in your ribs while kissing you on the cheek. They
will not take a stand if it will cause them inconvenience,
discomfort, disfavor from friends, or sacrifice. Their
earthly attachments are stronger than their loyalty to
the Christ and His Truth. After the manner of Judas,
they are willing to betray principle, righteousness, in-

tegrity, and honor (to say nothing of faithful and loyal
friends) for their thirty pieces of silver. Such folk test
the wind to see who is going to �win� before deciding
who or what is right or wrong, instead of examining the
evidence, choosing the right, and standing for it, even if
they must stand alone. Such balanced brethren are far
more dangerous than admitted liberals. One brother has
tagged them as �moderate liberals,� and I think he may
have a point.

CONCLUSION
The Lord�s people have long struggled to find

terms to distinguish between true and false brethren.
Faithful and unfaithful, sound and unsound, con-
servative and liberal have all been employed. Now
we have a new set of terms, thanks to our brethren
who have recently rolled out and jumped on the bal-
ance bandwagon: balanced and unbalanced.

Balance, like beauty, is at least somewhat in the
eye of the beholder; it is somewhat subjective. Those
who are calling for balance so loudly just now obvi-
ously believe they know perfectly well what it is, and
just as obviously, they believe they are balance per-
sonified. In the 1960s, the ones who cried for balance,
�balanced� a large percentage of the church right into
apostasy. May we be on guard lest it happen again.
The best definition I know of balance in spiritual mat-
ters is from Paul, who said he �shrank not from de-
claring the whole counsel of God� (Acts 20:27). If
we will follow his noble example, we shall achieve bal-
ance as God defines it.
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Spiritual Insights From Godly Women...

DEAR TGJ  BOARD MEMBERS
Lavonne McClish

Can any board member show me the Scriptural autho-
rization or justification for secretly storing up all these
complaints and grievances that are now coming out (e.g.,
�issue-oriented,� congregational �meddling,� �too much
like CFTF,� �harsh writing,� et al.), waiting for just the
right moment to pounce and spring them upon the un-
suspecting victims? That is exactly the tactic a former
Pearl Street elder used, as some of you will doubtless
remember, when he came up with his �selling-books-
on-church-property-is-sin� �conviction.� In all the
months when he was getting his case together, he never
said one word-not even a hint; he never tried to reason
with Dub from Scripture, attempting to show him where
he was �wrong�; he allowed the books to be sold on
Pearl Street property; and he even bought a book him-
self. He did all this while he was acting in a way con-
trary to his �convictions,� so as not to let anything slip
until he had it all ready. Can those who do such things-
to a brother who trusts them�honestly say they are
following the �Golden Rule�? Would you want to be
treated in that way? Would you be offended if you were
treated in such a way? Would you feel betrayed if you
were thus treated? The entire thrust of the Bible con-
demns such behavior. Even slaves of Christian mas-
ters were entitled to better treatment (Colossians 4:1).

I keep thinking of some basic principles that are appli-
cable here. So far as I know, no one has yet mentioned
them, although I know all of you know them well (prob-
ably much better than I), even if you don�t seem in-
clined to apply them. For instance: If you would give in
so easily and quickly to pressure and/or threats from
�friends� and brothers, without questioning, without
asking for proof, without even having a just cause
(merely an alleged cause, at that, and not an accusa-
tion of sin), what will you do when you are faced with
actual persecution�even physical persecution�if you
offend someone? I feel that such an idea is rapidly pass-
ing from the theoretical into the realm of probability. In
our country. In our time. When you are threatened with
prison if you continue to teach and preach, or to con-
demn homosexuality or abortion, what will you do? What
will you do when a woman takes you to court, demand-
ing that she be allowed to preach? Suppose she sues
you for the church property, the church bank account,
your own houses, and your own bank accounts? Given
your recent behavior, why should anyone expect you to
have the strength and courage to defend the Cause in
the face of such persecution? When Ahab met Elijah
and said, �Is it thou, thou troubler of Israel?� (I
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[Sister Lavonne McClish sent copies of
the following letter to each member of the
TGJ Board (Curtis Cates, Joseph Meador,
Ken Ratcliff, Tommy Hicks) on August
27, 2005. As of this date (Nov. 23), she
has received no acknowledgement or re-
sponse from any of them.�Editor]

Dear TGJ Board Members:

Before I say anything else, I want to assure you that I
am not challenging your right to remove Dub and David
[Watson�Editor] from their respective positions as edi-
tor and associate editor. I only ask that you examine
your motives carefully. Please examine also the man-
ner in which this thing was done, and see if you can
defend your motives (I am not presuming to judge your
thoughts and motives, but I can evaluate your actions)
and your manner according to the standard of God�s
Word. One more thing: Please do not automatically dis-
count what I have to say on the basis of my sex alone.
I am not a �hysterical, emotional woman.� I do my own
reasoning, studying, and thinking.

I was, frankly, distressed that you would allow anyone
to pressure you into betraying us without either a just or
a Scriptural cause. The entire board (on 7/20) admitted
that Dub had not sinned. Think about it: Suppose Dub
had been guilty of sin of some kind, or of teaching some-
thing false, or lying and slandering, or being contentious.
Would any board member�even one�ever have tried
to talk to him and admonish him over the past five years
about his �sins,� or even his �poor judgment�? (Come
to think of it, one board member [in 2001] did lodge
several criticisms concerning practical matters he felt
were not being properly carried out. These criticisms
came across as arrogant and hypocritical, to us, consid-
ering the fact that the critic himself was not able to do
the things he insisted the editor could do if he just put
forth the effort [such as getting every issue to the sub-
scribers� mailboxes �on time�]. As far as we know, the
rest of you did not share that point of view.) Frank
Chesser is the one who committed the sin(s), which
ignited this whole mess, not Dub. Only Michael
[Hatcher�Editor] has dared to state openly that it was
Frank Chesser rather than Dub who sinned in the AP
controversy, a fact obvious to anyone with any degree
of objectivity. Bert [Thompson�Editor] has been made
the victim, Frank the champion, and Dub the villain
(shades of �woe unto them that call good evil and evil
good� [Isa. 5:20]).



cut out the huge chunk of time that editing THE GOS-
PEL JOURNAL would require. We already had al-
most no time together, and I knew the time would come
out of what we had normally devoted to eating, sleep-
ing, and other such frivolities. I reluctantly gave in. I
soon realized that it would be even worse than I had
envisioned. He spent almost a year learning all that he
could about producing the paper, raising funds, and try-
ing to get everything in readiness for that first issue,
January 2000. I helped as much as I could with proof
reading, Scripture checking, and so forth. My health
began (actually I think it had already begun) to deterio-
rate. Dub poured his life, his heart, and his soul into
THE GOSPEL JOURNAL, and I tried to support him
in every way I was able. He almost never took a day
off, or sat down and watched television at night, or took
any time to relax at all. He sacrificed these things, and
the time he might have spent with his family (and Paige
[granddaughter�Editor] and I gave up his time with
us), for the paper. Even when he was on the road he
had to work on TGJ constantly to  keep it on schedule.
He became constantly fatigued.

I know that Ken (Ratcliff-Editor) has worked tirelessly
as business manager, but not a one of you (including
Ken) has any idea how much work each of the sixty-
seven issues (thirty-six pages each) of the paper re-
quired. Tommy (Hicks-Editor) may soon begin to ap-
preciate these things a bit more. I am telling you all this
so you will know, not only what Dub gave to The Gos-
pel Journal, but also what I gave�and gave up�as
well. And this �mother of all boards� (created [for the
most part] for the purpose of keeping the Journal�s
content pure and Scriptural, protecting it from editors
who might go astray, and protecting its integrity) has
destroyed�purely for political/financial advantage, of
all things�what we and others had worked so hard to
begin, build, and keep going. I ask that each one of you
read and think seriously about what I have written. I
know I have been blunt, but I hope I have not been
rude. I have not intended to be. Please pray about it as
well.

Sincerely and truly,
Lavonne McClish
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Kings 18:17), Elijah�s response was not to apologize
and promise to quit troubling Israel, or to bring a kinder,
gentler, less negative message from Jehovah. He didn�t
promise that he would concentrate on the positive
aspects of God�s Word, stop being so �issue-oriented,�
and quit meddling in other people�s affairs. No, Elijah
laid the blame squarely on Ahab�s shoulders. The one
who didn�t want to hear the Truth, who wanted to �shoot
the messenger,� is the one who was troubling Israel.
When the apostles told Jesus that He had offended the
Pharisees, what was His reaction? He proceeded to
offend them even further (Matthew 15:12-14). Make
the applications. When Peter and John were beaten
because they were preaching Christ publicly, did they
promise not to do it again? The �Powers That Be� com-
manded them not to speak any more in His name. In-
stead of saying, �Well, I guess we had better mend our
ways. We don�t want to make them angry and get
beaten again. That might ruin our reputations and give
the church a black eye!� No, they said, �We ought to
obey God rather than men� (Acts 5:29). When I
was a child, I remember that weak Christians would
sometimes pointedly suggest to my father that he
�preach the Gospel and let other folks alone.� In other
words, don�t preach the parts of the Gospel that might
offend anyone�either in the church or out. That spirit
survives today.

Paul wrote to the Galatians, �For do I now persuade
men, or God? Or do I seek to please men? For if
I yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of
Christ� (Galatians 1:10). Has there ever been a time�
during any Dispensation, Old Testament or New�when
those who belong to God are encouraged to take the
easy way out when they are under pressure? Are we
ever promised that God will not allow us to suffer hu-
miliation, financial loss, or being ostracized by those we
love, for His name? �Yea, and all that will live godly
in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution� (II Timo-
thy 3:12). Jesus said, �And fear not them which kill
the body, but are not able to kill the soul; but rather
fear him which is able to destroy both soul and
body in hell� (Matthew 10:28).

When several of you first conceived the idea of a new
periodical, you all, with one voice, insisted, and contin-
ued to insist, that Dub must be the editor. He was your
first and only choice. He badly wanted to do it, but I
was hesitant. I knew he would be perfect for the job,
so that was not the motivation for my hesitation.

However, since he was already editing the Denton
Lectures books (and I was proof-reading and checking
Scriptures on those), directing the lectureship (and I
was doing almost all the secretarial work on that), and
doing a great deal of traveling (most of the Valid Publi-
cations work was left to me, and I fell further and fur-
ther behind), I knew there was no place in our lives to
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I remember thinking this could not be happening
as I heard my number being called out. In disbelief, I
stood up and took my place as a jury member in a case
involving kidnapping and sexual assault against a minor
child.  During the course of this one week trial, I lis-
tened to some disheartening and disturbing information
that I do not think I will ever be able to forget.

The first three days of the trial were filled with
testimonies and evidential material.  I will not go into
the horrid details; however, I will share with you a couple
of vivid images that are forever imprinted in my memory.
The first one was of the girl telling us about the sexual
assault.  She told us in detail about the nursery rhyme
he sang to her while she was crying and asking him to
stop.  I do not think I will ever be able to hear that
particular nursery rhyme in an innocent light again and
without its causing me to feel incredibly sad. The sec-
ond centered on an argument the attorneys entered into
with regard to showing us a particular exhibit prepared
by the girl�s attorney.  The defendant�s attorney argued
vehemently against allowing as evidence a picture of
the girl taken before the incident occurred.  In the end,
the judge ruled that the evidence was admissible.  Af-
ter seeing the picture, you immediately knew why it
had caused such a commotion.  Have you ever seen a
child�s picture where her smile is so brilliant and there
is so much energy radiating from the picture it seems
to just leap off the paper?  This picture fully captured
the innocence and joy of childhood.  It was a picture
that normally would cause one to smile regardless of
whether one knew the child or not, which made for an
even more startling contrast to the shattered young girl
we saw on the stand with the sad, knowing eyes and
broken spirit.  At the end of this phase of the trial, the
jury was able to come to a guilty conclusion on both
counts after a short period of deliberation.

Next, we entered into the sentencing phase of
the trial.  It is at this time that the jury is presented with
the defendant�s prior offenses.  We found out he had a
long juvenile record and his first offense at molesting
young children was reported when he was 14 years
old.  Since juvenile records are sealed, however, we
could not get a definitive idea as to how many assaults
he committed during this time frame. Then we heard
even more disturbing information.  While out on proba-
tion for this trial, he was arrested and released again
for raping a two-year-old and a four-year-old. In a short
period of time, we learned we were dealing with a re-
peat offender and a pedophile at that.

After the defendant�s prior history is disclosed,
the character witnesses are brought to the stand basi-

�When the Bough Breaks�
Cynthia Clark
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cally to plead for leniency on his behalf for sentencing.
Time after time, I heard witnesses state what a hard
and dedicated worker he was, how he volunteered in
the community and at church and how good he was
around children. Every time I heard someone make a
statement about his being around children it just filled
me with dread, and I could not help  wondering how
many more victims there are that we did not even know
about. I thought to myself, �How can so many people
be so naïve?� Last, we heard from two psychiatrists
who work exclusively with pedophiles. They provided
us with additional information such as the following
characteristics/traits:
� Pedophiles commit numerous sexual assaults (typi-

cally in the 100s) before they are caught because
their victims are small children.

� Pedophiles deliberately live in areas that put them in
closer proximity with children and seek out posi-
tions or jobs that allow them to establish trust with
many of their victims.

� Therapy to change this sexual dysfunctional behavior
tends to fail because:
1) Pedophiles do not voluntarily seek help.  There

is a correlation between the timing of when a pedophile
enters into a treatment program and when the court
orders him into a program which, regardless whether
or not it is mandated, generally works in his favor to
lessen potential jail time served.

2) Pedophiles do not accept responsibility or full
accountability for the harm and pain inflicted upon their
victims.  Because of his long-term habitual practices, a
pedophile�s conscience becomes �turned off,�  which
makes it easier for him  to lie to himself and others.

3) Pedophiles do not accept the fact that they are
addicts.  The first step in any addiction recovery pro-
gram is accepting the reality of the situation, which is
one of the hardest things for them to do.

4) Pedophiles cannot isolate themselves from their
addiction even if they get to the point of admitting it.
Children are a part of our society, so their temptation is
always around them (e.g., at the stores, in the neigh-
borhood, in the cars driving past, etc.), which proves to
be their downfall.

� Long-term success rates in rehabilitation for
pedophiles cannot be confirmed to date.

After digesting all this information, we entered
into the deliberation phase of the sentencing.  To my
great surprise, I quickly learned the jury was divided.
There were those of us who felt strongly about having
consequences linked to a person�s deviant behaviors
and actions.  We also wanted to immediately restrict
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There are multitudes of gos-
pel preachers who are not well
known in the brotherhood. These
faithful messengers of the gospel
of Christ work diligently and cou-
rageously, never seeking fame or
recognition, only working  to en-
large the kingdom and help Chris-
tians grow spiritually.  One of
those valiant solders of the cross
was brother Clark Elkins. I first
met Clark in Prestonsburg, Ken-
tucky, where he was preaching in
a gospel meeting. His command
of the Scriptures and zeal for
preaching  influenced  my life so
much that I wanted to  become a
gospel preacher. Brother Elkins
who first encouraged me to
preach, giving me my first oppor-
tunity to proclaim the word of God
in the fall of 1985 at the Mason
County Church of Christ in
Maysville, Kentucky. I spoke all
of twelve minutes, then Clark got
up, spoke some encouraging words, and delivered an
excellent sermon. I always believed that I left the extra
time in good hands.

Clark Elkins was born on January 31, 1920 in
Woodbury, Tennessee. His parents were Richard
(Dick) and Emma Todd Elkins. Both of Clark�s par-
ents and grand-parents were members of the church
of Christ. Richard was a song leader for fifty years.
Clark  had six brothers and two sisters (Haskel, Ster-
ling, Fred, Loritta, Garland, Bob, and Maxine), but only
five survived to adulthood. Clark and Garland are the
only boys who became full-time gospel  preachers. Clark
was first �baptized� when he was a teenager, but later
came to realize that he did this because other teenag-

Restoration Reflections....

CLARK ELKINS WAS A VALIANT SOLDIER
Paul Vaughn

ers were doing it. He
then obeyed the gos-
pel in Wayne, Michi-
gan, being baptized by
W.C. Quillen.
Brother Elkins was
married at the age of
eighteen to Pauline
Williams,  the daugh-
ter of Vince and
Eugenia Williams.
Pauline�s parents
were also members of
the church of Christ.
Four children were
born to Clark and
Pauline: Darrell,
Patricia, Vicki and
Don.

Brother Clark
desired  to preach.
While working as a
crane operator in
Dearborn, Michigan,
he would take his

lunch hour on the crane to memorize Scriptures. In 1960,
he began to preach full-time for the Pikeville, Kentucky
Church of Christ. When he and Pauline arrived in
Pikeville, the church had about eighteen members. While
preaching in Pikeville and the surrounding area, about
four hundred people became Christians. Clark related
an interesting story about the beginning of his preach-
ing in Pikeville. During the first week of the meeting,
he and his brother, Garland, had a number of radio
broadcasts. They both preached about the New Testa-
ment Church and that denominationalism was sinful.
Clark said that Garland soon went back to Tennessee
and the denominational preachers came after him.  He
said that was good because it drove him to study even

this person�s freedom so he could no longer harm any
other children.  The other side felt strongly that a prison
sentence was too harsh.  He was a sick, young man
that needed help, and he would not be able to get the
type of help he needed in prison.  They were also fear-
ful of his safety within a prison environment so they
argued for mandatory therapy within a monitored work
release program instead.  As you can imagine, it was a
heated debate on both sides. In the end, it will be awhile

before this person gets out of prison, if ever, especially
since he is also facing another trial with the sisters who
are two and four years old, respectively. Realistically, it
scares me that he will get out some day and continue
right where he left off.  For now, however, it is a relief
knowing he will not be singing his nursery rhymes to
any other children.

�34 Scarlet Woods Court
The Woodlands, TX 77383

Denise
Placed Image
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The Last Word�

One May Be Essentially Wrong
Without Being Totally Wrong

Kent Bailey
 As we consider the reality of the existence of

error, many fail to distinguish the fact that, while one
may not be totally wrong in the conclusions drawn re-
garding crucial issues, nonetheless, one may be essen-
tially wrong regarding some specific conclusions.  The
end result amounts to the same consequence: being
outside the fellowship of God and faithful breth-
ren.

When we speak of being essentially wrong, we
speak with reference to that which is inherently or fun-
damentally wrong. The term essential implies belong-
ing to the very nature of a thing and therefore being
incapable of removal without destroying the thing itself
or its character. The term fundamental applies to that
which is a foundation without which an entire system
or a component part of it would collapse.

When we speak of being �totally wrong� we speak
regarding that which is completely wrong.  Such goes
beyond the state of any one essential to the particular
state or condition of all component parts. This implies
the aggregate of a whole, or the state or condition of
wholeness�everything that constitutes the whole is
wrong.

As we view various false doctrines and/or prac-
tices that have either been taught in the past, or else

are being presently advocated, we note that all fatally
false doctrines and/or practices fit into the categories
of being either wrong essentially or wrong totally.

In Acts 19:1-6 the historian Luke, inspired by the
Holy Spirit, wrote:

And it came to pass that, while Apollos was at Corinth,
Paul having passed through the upper coasts came to
Ephesus and finding certain disciples, he said unto
them, have ye received the Holy Ghostbsince ye be-
lieved? And they said unto him, we have not so much
heard whether there be any Holy Ghost?  And he said
unto them, unto what then were ye baptized?  And they
said, unto John�s baptism.  Then said Paul, John ver-
ily baptized with the baptism of repentance,   saying
unto the people, that they should believe on him which
should come after him, that is on Christ Jesus. When
they  heard this they were baptized in the name of the
Lord Jesus. And, when Paul had laid his hands upon
them, the Holy Ghost came on them; and they spake
with tongues, and prophesied.

As we note this account we find certain individu-
als in Ephesus: Who had received the baptism that John
the Baptist had taught and practiced.  Prior to the death,
burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ and His being
declared the only begotten Son of God; the baptism
administered by John had divine authority. However,

harder to refute their errors.
Two very interesting events took place while Clark

was in Eastern Kentucky. He was preaching in a meet-
ing during which a woman desired  to be baptized. When
she got home, her husband strongly objected to her plans
and he came to the meeting the next night with his shot-
gun. He sat on the front porch with his weapon, saying
that if Clark baptized her, he would shoot Clark. How-
ever Clark baptized her and the husband did not shoot
him. Then there was a �preacher� in the area named
Roy Hall who was known for his outbursts of anger.
Mr. Hall did not agree with the preaching of Clark and
told everyone in the community that he was coming to
the meeting in which Clark was preaching and planned
to physically assault him. The brethren were concerned
about Clark�s safety and wondered if he should preach.
Clark would not allow anyone to stop the proclaiming
of God�s word.  He said, �I am going to preach, and if
he gets up to start trouble we will just sing him down.�
Hall came but he stayed in the pew and heard a good
sermon.

Brother Elkins preached for fifty-five years. The
last ten years of his life he preached for the Curlee
Church of Christ in Readyville, Tennessee. Just before
his death he was talking with his brother Garland and
said, �I am ready.� This is nothing new because Clark
lived each day of his life preparing to die. He  passed
away on April 7, 2004.

One other event in Clark Elkins� life I desire to
share with you greatly impressed me. It took place in
the fall of 1996. I was preaching for the Highway 77
Church of Christ in West Memphis, Arkansas. The
brethren invited Clark for a gospel meeting. During the
meeting, Garland invited his brother to speak in chapel
at the Memphis School of Preaching. Clark was relat-
ing his experiences and said that he had only attended
one year of college. I could not help thinking that if
those preacher students could ever have as much Bible
knowledge as brother Clark Elkins, the church would
be much stronger for it. We thank God for the work
and life of Clark Elkins.

�1415 Lincoln Road
Lewisport, KY 42351
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due to the specific nature of the ordinance, such was
temporal and was never a universal requirement placed
upon the totality of accountable individuals.

 A careful study of the gospel accounts gives evi-
dence that John�s baptism was immersion in water for
believing, penitent Jews. It was to prepare them to re-
ceive the coming Christ. John�s baptism was �for� or
�unto� the remission of sins (Mark 1:4; Luke 3:3). Re-
mission of sins, as mentioned in these passages, con-
stituted remission on a promissory basis. Remission of
sins would be realized in actuality in the Kingdom of
Christ. This is so because they were �prepared mate-
rial� to be set into the Lord�s Kingdom upon its estab-
lishment (Matthew 3; Mark 1; Luke 3).

John�s baptism placed a Jew into a prepared state,
and, he/she could enter into fellowship with the prom-
ised Christ. It did not bring one into a state of actual
and realized redemption due to the fact that, during the
time John�s baptism was in force, God�s scheme of re-
demption was not completed. Therefore, while the bap-
tism administered by John was authorized during its
time, it had been abrogated upon the completion of
God�s scheme or Redemption. It was then superseded
by the baptism authorized in the Great Commission
(Matthew 28:18-20; Mark 16: 15-16 ).  Receiving John�s
baptism after it was abrogated and superseded by an-
other accomplished nothing for the person submitting
to it.

While the Ephesians in Acts 19:1-6 were not to-
tally wrong receiving the abrogated baptism of John
(which consisted of immersion in water unto the remis-
sion of sins) they were essentially wrong in that John�s
baptism was a temporary preparatory baptism that had
been rendered obsolete by the baptism set forth in the
great commission. This baptism brings penitent believ-
ers into the established kingdom of Christ and is for or
unto the absolute possession of the remission of past
alien sins.

In making an even more specific application of
the principle under discussion to the issues we face
within the church today, no doubt conservative, right-
thinking brethren have no problem at all in understand-
ing this basic principle as it relates to the false doctrine
concerning Covenant Amenability as taught by the late
brother J. D. Bales.

Was Bales totally wrong in all that he taught?
No, he was not! As a matter of fact, Bales taught much
truth and accomplished much good in his preaching,
teaching, writing, and debating.  Some of the most val-
ued books in my library were authored by J.D. Bales.
Yet, in spite of all the good that Bales accomplished, he
advocated that which was and is essentially wrong in
affirming the fatally false doctrine that alien sinners
are not totally amenable to the law of Christ.

 As we bring this discussion closer to home, it is
very obvious that certain brethren today are more than

willing to overlook two fatally false doctrines as advo-
cated by brother Dave Miller in his affirmations re-
garding the re-evaluation/reaffirmation of elders and
what I call the �mental reservation� doctrine regarding
marriage, divorce, and remarriage. Miller has stated
that we have either misrepresented his views, or else
have misunderstood him.  He recently published a state-
ment of denial regarding his teaching on these two po-
sitions. However, when one carefully examines his pre-
vious statements (both in print and on audio recording )
his present denial and explanations are of no value.

Is Miller wrong totally on MDR? Obviously, he is
not. All one is required to do in order to understand that
about which we are writing is to study carefully what
he has advocated. However, while Miller is not totally
wrong he is essentially  wrong in arguing that God
does not join in marriage those who do not intend to
remain in the marriage union.  To further compound his
error, Miller confuses �intent� with �purpose.� While
those being married may entertain a wrong purpose in
being joined in marriage, they nonetheless intended to
enter into the marriage union.

Is Miller totally wrong concerning Elders in the
local church? No, he is not, and to my knowledge no
one has so accused. However, he is essentially wrong
in advocating that, because of a change of dynamics in
a local church with an influx of new members or a
change of attitude in the present membership for what-
ever reason (even though the present elders are quali-
fied and faithfully following the New Testament pat-
tern in their work), the members, because of this change
of dynamics, may with Scriptural warrant, call for a re-
evaluation and reaffirmation of the present elders to
determine if they shall continue to serve as elders of
that congregation.

Brethren need to give serious consideration to
these issues. I am truly amazed that brother Curtis
Cates, Director of MSOP, and his supporters, after
opposing such false doctrine, has now decided to sweep
such issues under the carpet of insignificance. The fact
that some of the MSOP alumni are now employed at
Apologetics Press, and that Dave Miller consults at
various times with Cates on various issues, does not
change essentially false doctrine into truth.

It was as recent as the 2004 Spiritual Sword
Lectures in Memphis, Tennessee that Bobby Liddell,
Associate Director of MSOP, publicly opposed Dave
Miller�s elder re-evaluation/reaffirmation. We now won-
der what has changed regarding Liddell�s stand between
October of 2004 and the present? Miller has given no
indication that he has repented of teaching fatally false
doctrine in either category. Have those brethren at
MSOP decided that fatal error will now be determined
upon the basis of whether or not one is politically linked
to the School?

We cannot help wondering how those brethren
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would react if they discovered that they had a student
involved in an unauthorized �marriage.� Would they
endorse such a sinful relationship provided that the par-
ties would cease sexual relations? How about it, brother
Cates; will you refuse to answer this question just as
you refused to deal with our recent survey?

For years faithful brethren have emphasized the
importance of the component parts or essential elements
argument. This argument logically recognizes that, when
all of the crucial and/or essential elements of a given
situation are proven to be scriptural, then the total situ-
ation is also proven to be scriptural. Conversely, when
an essential element in a total situation is proven to be
false, the total situation thus is false.

In January 1946, a gospel meeting of eight days�
length was conducted in the Houston Music Hall lo-
cated in Houston, Texas. Foy E. Wallace, Jr., was the
evangelist for the meeting. During the meeting Wallace
contrasted the essential elements of the Lord�s church
with those of Roman Catholicism and Protestant De-
nominationalism. During the course of his preaching
Wallace emphasized with great clarity that one can iden-
tify the New Testament church by origin, doctrine, des-
ignation, worship, and work. Negate one of these es-
sential elements and any religious collective would
be essentially wrong!

While some are teaching concepts that are not
totally wrong, some, such as Dave Miller as earlier set
out in this article, are teaching concepts wherein one
(or more) of the essential or component parts per-
taining to Godly conduct is wrong.

If the church practices the truth concerning the
five acts of worship in the worship assembly of the
saints on the first day of the week, but uses Pepsi Cola
in place of the Scripturally authorized fruit of the vine
in the observance of the Lord�s Supper, the whole of
the worship is thereby polluted and unacceptable to God.

Thus, faithful children of God have always desired the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth on all
things pertaining to our salvation. We must not be con-
tent with �a little error� mixed up with a lot of truth.
But that is exactly what Cates, Frank Chesser, Barry
Grider, Paul Sain, brethren connected with the Gospel
Broadcast Network, and others are advocating in re-
gard to Dave Miller. Miller is wrong on at least two
essential points as we have proved over and over again.
He needs to repent of those two essential errors and
any others that may be found in his life. This is what
faithful preachers have always preached. Surely breth-
ren are not willing to teach the mendacious and palpa-
bly false doctrine that one must be totally or completely
wrong in all one believes and practices before brethren
are authorized to practice corrective church discipline
on him/her, even to the point of withdrawing fellowship
from one if she/he persists in error regarding only one
essential element. However, by the actions of cer-
tain brethren, they are implying as much, whether they
realize it or not. And, for those of us who are con-
cerned about New Testament authority for all we be-
lieve and practice (Colossians 3:17), it will take more to
settle this matter than brother Barry Grider standing
before the Forest Hill congregation�s Ladies� Bible class
ridiculing the elders of the Lenoir City Church of Christ
for asking questions of the MSOP faculty and the For-
est Hill elders with the full expectation that they will
answer them. In the meantime, right-thinking and hon-
est people continue to wonder why Forest Hill and
MSOP, along with their supporters, are vigorously cam-
paigning for brethren to ignore these essential errors
of Dave Miller.

�124 Executive Meadows
Lenoir City, TN 37771
KBailey385@aol.com

Contending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship BooksContending For the Faith-Spring Lectureship Books
2005 �Morals-From God or Man?� $17.00
2004 �Judaism-From God or Man?� $17.00
2003 �Islam-From God Or Man?� Out of Print
2002 �Jehovah�s Witnesses� $16.00
2001 �Mormonism� $16.00
2000 �Catholicism� $16.00
1999 �Pentecostalism� Out of Print
1998 �Premillennialism� $14.00
1997 �Calvinism� Out of Print
1996 �Isaiah�  Vol. 2 Chapters 40-66 $12.00
1995 �Isaiah�  Vol. 1 Chapters 1-39 $12.00
1994 �The Church Enters The 21st Century� $12.00

SEND ALL ORDERS WITH PAYMENT TO:
(add $2.50 per book S&H �TX residents add 7.25% tax)

Contending for the Faith � P.O. Box 2357 � Spring, Texas 77383
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-Alabama-
Holly Pond-Church of Christ, Hwy 278 W., P.O. Box 131, Holly
Pond, AL 35083,  Sun. 10:00 a.m.,  11:00 a.m., 6:30 p.m., Wed. 7:00
p.m., (256) 796-6802, (205) 429-2026.

Somerville-Union Church of Christ, located on Hwy 36, one mile
east of Hwy 67, Somerville, Alabama, Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tom Larkin, evangelist, (256) 778-
8955, (256) 778-8961.

Tuscaloosa-East Pointe Church of Christ one block from Exit 76,
off I-20, I-59, Sun. 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed., 7 p.m. Abiding in
God�s Word�The Old Paths. U of A student, visitor, or resident?
Welcome! Andy Cates, evangelist. (205)556-3062.

-England-
Cambridge-South Cambridge Church of Christ, Brian Chadwick,
198 Queen Edith�s Way,  Cambridge. Publishers of �Oracles of
God�. Tel: (01223) 501861, e-mail: brian.chadwick@ntlworld.com

Cambridgeshire-Ramsey Church of Christ, meeting at the Rain-
bow Centre, Ramsey, Huntingdon. Sun. 10, 11 a.m.; Wed. (Phone
for venue and time); www.Ramsey-church-of-christ.org. Contact
Keith Sisman, 001.44.1487.710552; fax:1487.813264 or Keith
Sisman.net. Research Website of 1,000 years of the British Church
of Christ; www.Traces-of-the-kingdom.org and www.Myth-and-
Mystery.org.

-Florida-
Pensacola-Bellview Church of Christ, 4850 Saufley Field Road,
Pensacola, FL 32526, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed.
7:00 p.m. Michael Hatcher, evangelist, (850) 455-7595.

-Georgia-
Cartersville- Church of Christ, 1319 Joe Frank Harris Pkwy  NW
, GA; 770-382-6775, www.cartersvillechurchofchrist.org.  Sun. 10,
11a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:30 p.m.  Bobby D. Gayton, evangelist-
email: bdgayton@juno.com.

-Indiana-
Evansville-West Side Church of Christ, 3232 Edgewood Dr., Evans-
ville, IN 47712, Sun. 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 6:30
p.m., Larry Albritton, evangelist.

-Louisiana-
Chalmette-Church of Christ, 200 Delaronde St., Chalmette, LA
70044. Mark Lance, evangelist, (504) 279-9438.

-Massachusetts-
Chicopee-Armory Drive Church of Christ, 26 Armory Drive;
Chicopee, MA 01020, in-home, (413) 592-4834, Ken Dion, evan-
gelist.

-Michigan-
Garden City-Church of Christ, 1657 Middlebelt Rd., Garden City,
MI (Suburb of Detroit),  Sun. 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.,
Wed. 7:00 p.m., Dan Goddard, evangelist. (734) 422-8660.
www.garden-city-coc.org

-North Carolina-
Rocky Mount-Scheffield Drive Church of Christ, 3309 Scheffield
Dr., Rocky Mount, NC 27802 (252) 937-7997.

-Oklahoma-
Porum-Church of Christ, 8 miles South of I-40 at Hwy 2, Warner
exit. Sun. 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. Allen Lawson,
evangelist, email: lawson@starnetok.net.

- Tennessee-
Lenoir City-Lenoir City Church of Christ, 1280 Simpson Road
West, P.O. Box 292 Lenoir City, TN 37771 .  Sun. 9:30, 10:30AM,
6:00PM, Wed. 7:00PM., Kent Bailey, Evangelist Tel: 865-986-
3223 or 865-986-5698).

Murfreesboro-Church of Christ, 837 Esther Lane, Murfreesboro,
TN, Sun. Bible class 9:00 a.m., Worship 10:00 a.m., Fellowhip
meal 11:00 a.m., Devotional 12:00 p.m.; Wed. Bible Study 7:00
p.m. For directions and other information please visit our website
at www.murfreesborochurchofchrist.org. evangelist, Steve Yeatts.

-Texas-
Denton area�Northpoint Church of Christ. We are currently
meeting at the home of Shawn & LaDawn Hale. 227 Aubrey, Denton,
TX 76227.Contacts are Shawn Hale (940)365-5997.

Houston area-Spring Church of Christ, 1327 Spring Cypress, P.O.
Box 39, Spring, TX 77383, (281) 353-2707. Sun. 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m., David P. Brown, evangelist. Home
of  the Spring Contending for the Faith Lectures beginning the last
Sunday in February. www.churchesofchrist.com

Hubbard-105 NE 6th St., Hubbard, TX 76648, Sun. 9:30 a.m.,
10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m. Delbert J. Goines, evangelist;
djgoines@writeme.com.

Huntsville-1380 Fish Hatchery Rd. Huntsville, TX 77320. Sun.
9, 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (936) 438-8202.

Hurst-Northeast Church of Christ, 1313 Karla Dr., P.O. Box 85,
Hurst, TX 76053. Sun.  9  a.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.
(817) 282-3239, Toney Smith and Dan Flournoy, evangelists.

New Braunfels-1130 Hwy. 306, 1.5 miles west of I-35. Sun: 9:30
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Lynn Parker, evangelist.
(830) 625-9367. www.nbchurchofchrist.com.

Richwood-1600 Brazosport, Richwood, TX. Sun. 9:30; 10:30 a.m.,
6 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. (979) 265-4256.

-Wyoming-
Cheyenne-High Plains Church of Christ, 421 E. 8th St., Chey-
enne, WY 82007, tel. (307) 638-7466, Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:30
a.m., 5:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m., Tel. (307) 635-2482. evangelist:
Tim Cozad.
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The Grangerland Church of Christ
Invites You To Our

Second Annual Saturday Lectures
January 28, 2006

Lectureship Theme:

 �FOR OUR LEARNING (Romans 15:4)�
Schedule of times and speakers:
  9:00 a.m. �Noah Found Grace� Dub Mowery, Pritchett, TX
10:00 a.m. �Nadab, Abihu & Strange Fire� David P. Brown, Spring, TX
11:00 a.m. �Moses: Challenged Leadership� Dub McClish, Denton, TX
12:00 p.m. All are Invited to the Barbeque Lunch to be Served at the Building.
  1:30 p.m. �Samuel, Saul & Bleating Sheep� Dub Mowery, Pritchett, TX
  2:30 p.m. �David, Uzzah, & the Due Order� David P. Brown, Spring, TX
  3:30 p.m. �Elijah on Mt. Carmel: God Against All� Dub McClish, Denton, TX

The lectures will be audio recorded. Check with us about obtaining audio tapes.
Building Location:

15611 FM 3083, Grangerland, TX 77302.
 Phone #: (936) 231-3989.

DIRECTIONS TO CHURCH BUILDING
Traveling Interstate 45 from Conroe, Tx take Loop 336 East.

Turn East off of Loop 336 on to F.M. 3083. Proceed East about 5 miles to the Grangerland church building.
The church building is on the South side of highway F.M 3083.

If you have any questions feel free to phone Leon D. Schrei at (713) 208-3115.
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